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OP

THE ROYAL ASIATIC SOCIETY.

Art. I .— The King of Siam’s Edition of the Pali Tipitaka.

By Egbert Chalmers.

Though four years have passed since the publication, at

Bangkok, of thirty-nine volumes of the Pali Canon, under

the auspices of His Majesty the King of Siam,' it was

not till a more recent date that, thanks to His Majesty’s

munificence, copies of this monumental work reached the

Eoyal Asiatic Society, and other libraries in Europe, and

so became available for study by AYestern scholars. The

recent visit of the King to this country gave me an oppor-

tunity of discussing the genesis and circumstances of the

edition witb H.R.H. Prince Sommot
;

and I now desire

to communicate to the Royal Asiatic Society the information

which I owe to the Prince’s scholarship and courtesy.

The value of that information will be recognized when it

is stated that Prince Sommot is Private Secretary to the

King, served on the Editing Committee, and is brother

to the Priest-Prince Yajiraiianavarorasa, who has edited

eleven out of the thirty-nine volumes already published.

' His Majesty has informed the Society that there will foUow in due course

an edition ol the Atthakathas and Tikas.

j.B.A.s. 1898. 1



2 THE KING OF SIAil’s

The first matter which I sought to clear up was the

purport of the Siamese preface prefixed to every volume.

This preface, though written in Siamese, contains so con-

siderable an admixture of Pali words and idioms that it

requires a sound knowledge of Pali as well as Siamese

for its comprehension. The following is a translation :
—

“ Faiistiim Sit

!

Dated Saturday, the first day of the

fortnight of the waning moon in Magha month of the

Mouse year, 2,431 years since the Buddha died.

“ King Culiilahkarana, son of King Maha-Makuta, be-

thought him how all the teachings of the Buddha, which

the followers of the Buddha have learned and fulfilled

from earliest times till now, have all sprung from the

Tipitaka. From the beginning it has ever been the wont

of royal kings who were Buddhists and professed Buddhism,

to maintain the faith, to support the Order, and to aid

successive Councils, first to purify the Canon (such has been

the royal custom uninterruptedly), and thereafter to compile

a book of the scriptures as the authoritative exemplar and

accepted standard for all Buddhist lands.

“ In early times Buddhist kingdoms were still inde-

pendent; the king of each was a Buddhist, and both

endowed and supported Buddhism. This was the case in

man)' countries, to wit, Siam, Ceylon, Burma, Laos, and

Cambodia. When accident or injury befell the sacred

books, so that portions of the Canon were lost, each

kingdom was able and was wont to borrow from others,

and so to restore its own copy to a complete state
; and

such exchange was mutual. But in the present time

Ceylon and Burma have come under English dominion

;

the governors of those countries are not Buddhists ; they take

measures to foster the secular rather than the spiritual

welfare of the people
;

and they do not maintain

Buddhism as did the old Buddhist kings. Thus it has

come to pass that Buddhist priests have from time to time

set up different sects according to their own lights
;

and,

as the bad naturally outnumbered the good, the faith has
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been perverted, now in one direction, now in another,

as seemed good to each one in turn. Cambodia came

under French dominion, so that the people tliere could

not maintain the faitli in its full vigour. As regards

the country of Laos, which is in the kingdom of Siam,

the princes and people there professed a distorted form

of the faith, which included sucli errors as the worship

of angels and demons, and therefore cannot be regarded

as having authority.

“Tlius, if the text of the Tipitaka is in doubt, there is

nowhere to be found that with which to compare and amend

it as before. Hence it is only in Siam that Buddhism

stands inviolate. It follows, then, that the present is

a fitting time to look into the scriptures, to purge them,

and to multiply copies of them for circulation, so as to

form an immutable standard of true Buddhism for future

times. Any word or precept which the Buddha taught is

indeed precious and conducive to salvation from suffering;

it is very truth and beyond price
;

this it is that the wise

seek after in order that they may learn it, ponder it, follow

it, and profit thereby, according to the measure in which

they master it. Assuredly, too, learners will not be lacking

in times to come. Wherefore the Buddha’s teachings

ought to be preserved for posterit5^

“ It has been the custom in Siam, in past times, to issue

the sacred books as manuscripts written on palm-leaves to

make them durable. But tlie task was laborious
;

even

a single volume took a long time to complete
;
and it was

difficult to multiply copies for distribution. Furthermore,

it has always been the Siamese custom to employ the

Cambodian character, which has thus come to be regarded

as the essential vehicle for Buddhist writings, whereas, in

fact, the character in which the texts are written is im-

material
;
any character can he used. Indeed, the various

other Buddhist countries— Ceylon, Burma, Laos, Cambodia
—have been accustomed to use each its own character.

“ Such, then, were the considerations which led His

Majesty the King of Siam to conceive the plan of examining
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and purifying the text of the Tipitaka, with a view to

printing it in Siamese character, some books in a single

volume, some in two or more. For His Majesty failed not

to see that such a plan must command greater advantages

than the writing on palm-leaves. With a single setting-up

of type, many hundreds of copies can be struck off; and

such printed copies are more easy to carry and more

convenient to consult, since many fasciculi' can be comprised

in a single printed volume. While it is true that paper is

less durable than palm-leaves, yet with a single setting-up

of type the printing-press can strike off a great number of

copies, and these with care can be preserved for centuries

;

multiplication of copies can, therefore, readily be ensured.

By these means the scriptures can be diffused throughout

Siam, and this was seen by His Majesty to be a great

advantage. Consequently, His Majesty gave orders to

print and circulate the Tipitaka, feeling that this was a great

service to render to the Buddhist faith for the future.

“Moreover, it was in contemplation to complete the

printing by the close of the twenty-fifth year of the King’s

reign, and so to mark that Jubilee by celebrating the

happy consummation of so pious an undertaking. It was

beyond human foresight to know whether His Majesty

would survive until the date in view
;

but the plan of

collating, printing, and distributing the Tipitaka seemed

to His Majesty to be conducive to the good of mankind,

and to be a meritorious work rightly conceived and calcu-

lated to ensure the fulfilment of his hope.

“ So there came a Royal Order to Prince Bhanuraiigsi-

svahgvaihsa to be President of a Committee to arrange

for the printing of the Tipitaka, and orders were given to

iss\ie invitations to the Princes who were in the priesthood,

and to Abbots, and to the learned in each degree of the

clergy, to assemble and hear the King’s wishes, and then

to divide among them the work of examining and settling

the text for the press.

i.o. twenty-four palm -leaves.
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“ That work has now been done, as the King desired,

and tnav the merit which has been gained by the fulfilment

of the work of issuing these scriptures be shared by all

mankind ! Long may the work endure !

”

Such, then, is the purport of this interesting preface,

prefixed to every volume. As above stated, there are

thirtv-nine of these volumes, and the contents, etc., of each,

according to the Siamese arrangement, are as follows :

—

No. I
I

OF
i

Title. Editor.

VoL.' !

I

I. TINATA-PITAKA.

Pages of
Text.

1 Mahaiibhanga
2 Maharibhabga
3 ' Mahavagga ...

4 Mahavagga ...

5
i

CuUavagga
6 I

Cnllavagga

7 Parivara

8 Parivara

...; Prince Vajirananavarorasa ...

...j Prince Vajirananavaroras:! ...

... Prince Vaprananavarorasa ...

... Prince Vajirananavarorasa ...

... Kittisara

... Kitti.«ara

... Prince Vajirananavarorasa ...

... Prince Vajirananavarorasa ...

Total of Vinaya-Piteka

• ••I

!

434
I

485 I

372
321
340

387
I

487
I

i II. SrTTA-PITAKA.
I

I DTgha Nikata:

9

Silakhandhavagga ...

10 Mahavagga
1 1 Patikavagga

(Ariyavamsagatafiana and

"I Ahimsaka
... Ahimsaka
... Ahimsaka

. Majjhixa Nik-ata:

12 Mulapannasaka
13 Majjhimapannasaka
14 Uparipanuasaka

\

SAliTVTTA NikAta:

... Udaya

... TTdaya

...' Udaya

I

1,059

...j 580

...' 665

...i 494
1,739

15
I

Sagathavs^ga

16 I Nidanavagga

1 7 ! Khandhavaravagga

18
I

Salayatanavagga ...

19 Mahavaravagga

... Ahimsaka

... Ahimsaka

... Ahimsaka

... Ahimsaka

... Ahimsaka

... 303

... 254

...| 248

... 484

... 448
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No.
OF

VoL.
Editor.

Pagbs of
Text.

II. SUTTA-PITAKA
{continued).

' Angcttaua Kikaya;
20

21

22

23

24

25

26

27
28

Nipatas, 1-3

Catukkanipata

Nipatas 5 and 6

Nipatas 7-9

Nipatas 10 and 11 ...

Khuddaxa Nik.vya:

’ Khuddaka Patha ...

Dhammapada
Udana
Itivuttaka

Suttanipafa

Maha-Niddesa
Cula-Niddesa

Vitndnavatthu

Petavatthu

The^-agaihd

Therigaihd

Jdtaka
Apaddna
huddhavamsa
Cariydpitaka

I III.

29

30

31

32
33
34

35

36

37
38

39

ABHIDHAMMA-
PITAKA.

Dhammasangani
Vibhaiiga

(
Dhatukatha ...

( Puggala-paniiatti

Kathiivattliu ...

Yamaka
Yaniaka
Yamaka
Patthana
Patthana
Patthana
Pattana

(Prince Arunanibhagnnakara and(

(Prince SirTsugatagatyanuvatta j

Prince Arunanibhagunakara

Prince Arunanibhagnnakara and I

Prince Thavaraririyavatta
...

^

Prince Arunanibhasrunakara

Edava

Udaya ...

Udaya ...

Abinisaka

Unedited.

Total published) of Sntta- Fitaka

Prince Vajirananavarorasa

Prince Vajiraiianavarorasa

Udaya

Kittisara

Prince Vajirauanavaroraiia

Prince Vajirananavaroraiia

Prince Vajirananavarorasa

Kittisara

Kittisara

Kitti-sara

Abiinsaka
Total of Abhidhamma Pitaka

390

355

I
308

) 159

( 151

211

I 127

328

457

490
320
508

381

546
120

103

608
347
348
380
329
408
372
376

2,029

1 , 1^0

8,339

4,31i

TOTAL (pubUshed) OF TIPITAKA, 15,749 Pages of Text.
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It will have been noticed that eight fexts in the

Khuddaka Nikiiya (about 1,300 more pages) remain to

be edited in order to make the edition complete.* Their

omission, I believe, was due solely to the inability of the

small body of editors to cope with their task in its entirety

before the King’s Jubilee. It is to be hoped that these

omissions may be made good forthwith, and that Ilis

Majesty will not leave his building without a coping-stone.

I pass now to indicate some of the main features of the

edition. Chief of these is the fact that the King of Siam

has abandoned the exotic Cambodian for the native Siamese

character. To Europeans this may seem a small matter

;

to the average Siamese it is a revolution. Centuries ago,

when the Siamese took their Buddhism from Cambodia,

they took with it the Cambodian character
;
and the result

has been to give to the latter a sacrosanct significance in

the eyes not only of the unlettered but even of the cultured

Siamese. Thus it was a bold step to adopt the Siamese

character; and the disappearance of the old “sacred”

character marked a triumph for rationalism. To a Siamese

there is nothing sacred in the Siamese character, and

accordingly he can view the new volumes printed in the

Siamese character without any of the superstition which

gathered round the old MSS. in the Cambodian character

;

he can tuck one of the new volumes under his arm without

the sense of impiety which would assuredly have dogged

him, had he so treated the same scripture in Cambodian MS.

Partly because the edition is printed in the common
character, and partly because of the prestige which the

royal undertaking has given to Pali scholarship, an impetus

has been given to the study of Pali and Buddhism in Siam

which it would be difficult to overestimate. One early

fruit of the enterprise, and a condition essential to its

subsequent success, was the establishment of the Pali

* It has been questioned whether the Patthana as edited is complete, owinj;

to the absence ot manuscripts at one part. AVhether this be so or not, 1 am
unable to say, as there is no Pali Text Society’s edition wherewith to collate

the Siamese.
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College, from which already there has sprung so strong

and universal a community of scholarship throughout Siam

that important national results may follow in the directioit

of fixing the language and fostering a literature.

The second, and to Europeans more important, point

is the nature of the materials used in settling the text

of the King’s edition. A cursory glance at almost any

one of the volumes will show that the editor had before

him not only a local text but also manuscripts in

the Burmese and Sinhalese character, together (it is

gratifying to note) with the Pali Text Society’s edition.

The editor not infrequently appends a footnote indi-

cating the variants of “ Si ”
(
= Sihala = Sinhalese), “ B ”

(= Bama = Burmese), and “ Yu ” (= Yuropa = Europe,

i.e. P.T.S.). But, so far as I have been able to

ascertain, these variants, taken from non-Siamese sources,

are merely noted, and have not been taken into serious

consideration in the settlement of the text adopted. That

text, with unimportant exceptions, has been settled from

Siamese sources. Ratlier more than a century ago the

king who in 1781 founded the royal city of Ratanako-

sindra (which we know by the less stately name of Bangkok),

caused the learned priests of his day to purge the text of

the canon, and produce an authoritative redaction. This

was done, and some two or three exemplars were prepared.

It is from these and copies made therefrom that the present

Siamese edition has been prepared by the scholars w'hose

names appear on the title-pages of the several volutnes.

It appears that the learned editors did not feel themselves

at liberty to prepare what we should call a critical edition

of the Tipipjka
;
they restricted themselves, very naturally

and intelligibly, to restoring the national redaction, and to

removing the errors which had marred the work of the last

century. From the European point of view this self-imposed

restriction is one of the most valuable features of tliis most

valuable edition. In the present Siamese redaction we have

no eclectic text pieced together from the divergent recensions

of Siam, Burma, and Ceylon
;
on the contrary, we have
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a purely Siamese text, embodying to a very high pitch, of

accuracy* the ancient traditions of Siamese scliolarship.

Space prevents my discussing in the present article the

characteristic features of the Siamese recension now first

made public. ^ly conclusions are, that the Siamese readings

stand about midway between the Ilurmese and the Sinhalese

readings, the regular divergences of which are indicated in

the preface to the Pali Text Society’s edition of the Sumahgala

Vililsinl. In the case of a difficult passage or a rare word,

the authenticity of which is proved by Huddhaghosa’s com-

mentary, it will not he found that the Siamese text evades

the difficulty, after the Burmese fashion, by conjecturing

an easier reading. On the other hand, as Pali scholarship

in Siam has never been overshadowed by Sanskrit, the

Siamese text does not fall into the Sinhalese trick of

introducing Sanskrit sandhi. After collating some hundreds

of pages of the Majjhiraa Nikiiya, I am disposed to regard

the new Siamese text as being on the whole nearer to the

original than any other text now available,^ though the

value of the best Sinhalese MSS. (which the Siamese

edition cites) will always be recognized by scholars in

crucial questions of readings.

While these qualities in the King of Siam’s edition

appeal more directly to an editor than to the reader of an

edited text, it has other features, which must evoke universal

gratitude from Pali scholars in Europe. To a Western

eye it is a very great gain to find the text intelligently

divided into punctuated sentences, with the component

words of each sentence duly separated one from another.

The difference in appearance is that between barbarism

and civilization. Another point is the excellent scheme of

* A table of errata (sodhanapatta) is prefixed to each volume.
* As a rule the readings of Buddhaghosa represent the best standard for

settling a Pitaka text. In the following case we can go behind him to an
authority seven hundred years older, viz., to the inscriptions sculptured on the

temple of Bharhut. The 83rd Sutta of the Majjhima Nikaya (like the 9th

Jataka) relates to the king called Makhadeva in Sinhalese MSS. and
Magshadeva in Burmese MSS. In the Siamese edition this king’s name is

spelled Maghadeva, as it is at plate xlviii (2) of the “ Stupa of Bharhut.”
(Apparently, Buddhaghosa follows the Sinhalese spelling.)
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transliteration which, with a paged table of contents

(kittanapatta), precedes the text of each volume. With

the aid of this very useful key to the Siamese character,

the Pali text can be read without difficulty by European

scholars, who will be grateful for the consideration thus

shown to their needs by Siam.

The “ get-up
”

of the volumes is not what it might have

been. Though the format is well chosen and the binding

is suitable, the paper is bad, and quite unworthy of the

great and lasting purpose of the undertaking. Perhaps

a slightly larger margin should have been allowed, and

it is a question whether the title-pages should not have

been in Pali.

But these shortcomings are too petty to mar the signal

success with which this editio princeps of the Tipitaka has

been produced in Siam. In Pali scholarship the edition

will always remain a great landmark on the path of pro-

gress, and an enduring monument—alike in Europe and

in Siam—to the Buddhist King who conceived and executed

so excellent an undertaking.
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Art. II .—The Archaeological Survey of Ceylon and its Work.

By Professor AV. Geiger.

Amongst the many objects that occupied the Eleventh

International Congress of Orientalists held at Paris, it

had the opportunity of noticing also the admirable work

done by the Archaeological Survey of Ceylon. According

to a proposal which I made in the afternoon meeting of

the Indian Section on September 10, the Congress accepted

a resolution to express its warmest thanks to the British

Government in Colombo for the varied and efficient

assistance afforded to the historical inquiry about the island

by publishing the Archaeological Reports, as well as

by editing the Mahavamsa and similar documents. The

Congress hoped also that the work which has been under-

taken so auspiciously, will be continued by the Government,

and carried out in the same manner. Now I beg to add

a few remarks to that resolution, which may explain

its origin and its purpose. These remarks are only

caused by the anxious desire to make the work of the

Archaeological Survey of Ceylon as useful as possible to

the scientific world, and they are based upon the experiences

which I myself had in making use of its publications for

my own historical and linguistic studies.

First of all, I am sorry to observe that the Reports of

the Archaeological Survey of Ceylon are by no means so

well known in Europe, and so much studied by European

scholars, as we should expect and as they deserve. I beg

to mention but one instance. In the year 1892 the Govern-

ment published Mr. H. C. T. Bell’s most interesting and

comprehensive “ Report on the Kegalla District of the

Sabaragamuwa Province.” But I am sorry I could not
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even find this work quoted in the German Oriental Biblio-

graphy, though the editors of this journal always took the

utmost trouble to make their list of books as complete as

possible, and though they mention a good many papers

of much less scientific importance. I know very well

that in the winter 1895-6, when I was myself in

Ceylon, the excavations at Slgiri}'a, undertaken by the

indefatigable Archaeological Commissioner, Mr. Bell, had

led to very important results, and I suppose that in the

meantime some detailed report has been printed on these

operations. But I have not seen it up to the present day,

though I am very anxious to hear more about the subject.^

All scholars, I think, will therefore agree with me that

it is extremely desirable to give much more publicity to the

printed reports of the Ceylon Government than they seem

to have at present. This can be done by various means.

But first of all it will be necessary that the Ceylon Govern-

ment should give orders for the regular dispatch of the

Archaeological Reports to this Society and to the British

Museum, and it might also officially entrust a certain

number of booksellers in the different countries of Europe

with the sale of its publications. I suppose, of course, that

an arrangement of that kind has ali’eady been made for

England
;
but as regards Germany, Mr. Otto Harrassowitz,

at Leipzic, no doubt would come first into consideration,

because he already has in his hands nearly the whole book

trade between our country and the Oriental publishers.

Besides, if I am allowed to judge from the most amiable

reception and liberal assistance which I ever found in

Ceylon, I may, perhaps, add the suggestion that, as is

done by the Indian Government with their publications,

the publications might also be sent direct to such scholars

as are especially engaged in Sinhalese studies.

I pass now to the form and the contents of the publications

themselves, and I wish at first to draw particular attention

' I know only Mr. Bell’s “ Interim Report on the Operntions of the Archaeo-

lonpcal Survey at Sigiriya in 185)6,” printed in the J.R.A.S., Ceylon Branch,

No. 46, S. 44-66.
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to the epigraphical work done in Ceylon. Inscriptions

which have been newly discovered, or which now can be

explained in a more satisfactory manner than formerlVt

are at present generally published in tlie Reports of the

Archaeological Survey, together with the other materials.

The third part, for instance, of the Report on the Kt^galla

District, which I mentioned above, is merely an epigraphical

one, and it contains, amongst other documents, the im-

portant inscription of Dewanagala, which alludes to some

historical events in the reign of Pariikrama Bahu I, quite

in accordance with the statement of the Mahavamsa. Other

new inscriptions used to be edited and translated in the

J.R.A.S., Ceylon Branch
;

not to speak of Rhys Davids’

papers on old Sinhalese Inscriptions, formerly published

in the J.R.A.S. in England, and of Rhys Davids’,

G. Goldschmidt’s, and Edw. Muller’s articles printed in

the Indian Antiqiiar//. This arrangement, I think, is not

a happy one. The materials are spread far and wide, and

the continuity of inquiry is in danger of being lost.

According to my opinion, it would be best to separate the

epigraphical part totally from the purely archaeological work,

and to publish the inscriptions and whatever belongs to their

study in particular reports. Thus a kind of “ Epigraphia

Ceylonica” would be established, and I am sure that it would

find the unanimous approval of all European students of

Sinhalese and of Indian epigraphy. It is hardly necessary

to add that not only the newly discovered inscriptions or

those which will be discovered in future, should be published

in these periodical reports for which I heg to suggest the

title “ Epigraphia Ceylonica.” There are a good many
inscriptions already printed and translated, as for instance

in Edw. Muller’s “ Ancient Inscriptions of Ceylon,” which

require a new study, and which can be edited now with

many improvements both in the text and in the translation.

I do not doubt that even those scholars who made the first

steps in that rather dark field will full}^ agree with me on

this point. The “ Epigraphia Ceylonica ” must, therefore,

he accessible to everybody who might be able to contribute
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to the elucidation of Sinhalese inscriptions in the TVest as

well as in the East. For by common labour only, and

particularly by the common labour of European and of

Oriental scholars, can satisfactory results be attained.

But there is still one important point which cannot be

passed over in silence. It is quite indispensable that

each imcription to be published or newly explained in the

“Epigraphia” should be reproduced in a good facsimile.

Mere transliterations are of comparatively small value, and

would be sufficient only in quite exceptional cases. We
cannot accept statements without having the opportunity

of controlling them, for even the most trustworthj" and most

careful scholar may make a mistake in reading Sinhalese

inscriptions, and a misreading may lead him to conclusions

which are totally wrong.

The edition of the “Epigraphia Ceylonica ” must, of

course, be entrusted to a man who combines practical

knowledge with scientific method
;

and I am sure that

the Ceylon Government has at its disposal more than one

scholar who possesses those qualities. But I hope that

nobody will find in this remark anything like a reproach

against the present editor of the Archaeological Reports.

We are all so much obliged to him for the invaluable

service he has rendered to the science, even risking his

health and his life, that any reproach would be equal to

ingratitude. My suggestions touch only the form of the

publications of the Archaeological Survey
;
and I should

be glad if they would be approved by Mr. Bell himself.

For the edition and translation of inscriptions discovered

by him, Mr. Bell always made use of the assistance of

some native scholars, and he has repeatedly mentioned this

useful service with the warmest acknowledgment, although

it unfortunately does not appear in each case who is

responsible for the particular piece of work.

The epigraphical inquiry, however, must be supplemented,

I think, by a systematic studj-^ of the literary sources of

the Sinhalese history. The chief part has already been

done in this respect by the edition and translation of the
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^[nltavamsa, wliich we really may call a stamlard work.

But I believe that it is now time to publish also the

secondary sources in their oris;iual text, to»jether with an

Enjrlish translation, as for instance the Pnjavaliya, Attana-

galavamsava, Rajaratnakaraya, Rajavaliya, etc. I am fully

aware that some of these books have already been edited

in Ceylon itself. But it is sometimes not very easy to get

these editions; the Riijavaliya is not yet printed at all.

Besides, I think that a translation of these works is

hardlv superfluous, because many scholars will make use

of them as historical sources, who are not able to read

Sinhalese books in the original language. As to the form

of these publications, I would propose to print them, just

like the inscriptions, periodically in separate parts, but with

one general title, as “ Monumenta Ilistoriae Ceylonicae ”

:

these “Monumenta” would include even interesting passages

about Ceylon and its people, taken from Greek and Latin,

Arabic and ^Chinese, and even from older Portuguese and

Dutch authors, together with a historical and geographical

commentary. Papers of that kind used to appear sometimes

in the J.R.A.S., Ceylon Branch; but I think it better to

reserve the Journal for what we call scientific inquiries.

Even such a treatise as Appendix I (Constitution of the

Kandyan Kingdom) in Bell’s Report, already quoted,

would be in the right place in the “ Monumenta,” and

would be studied by many more scholars, no doubt, than

can now be the case. In fact, I hope it will be possible,

in the course of time, to collect in the “ Monumenta ”

all the materials on which our knowledge of Sinhalese

history is based.

I took the liberty to express a few wishes, felt,

I suppose, by all the European scholars who are engaged

in Sinhalese studies, regarding the publications of the

Archaeological Survey of Ceylon. My purpose was only

to make its excellent works more fruitful and more

accessible to the scientific world. Xobody will say, I hope,

that my suggestions are merely utopian ideas which never

can be realized, because the expenses required by them
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would be extraordinary. They chiefly touch, as I have

already said, the outer form of the publications. I wish

to separate on one side those materials which are some-

what different, and on the other, I wish to concentrate

the divergent labours of such scholars as are really

working in the same field. The “ Monumenta ” would,

of course, appear as sufficient material was collected and

Government funds were available for the publication,

and the same would be the case with the “ Epigraphia.”

I admit that some more money would be required by the

proposal to add good plates to each of the inscriptions

published therein. But it would he sufficient to publish

the work quite slowly, provided it is published in a perfect

and entirely satisfactory manner. I believe also that it

will be necessary to print a greater number of copies of

each report than has been done till now. But I am sure

that at least a part of the money spent thereon w'ill be

recouped by the greater publicity, and by the better sale

of the publications in Europe, according to the arrangement

which I propose above.

To summarize, finally, all I have said, I beg to suggest

quite revspectfully that the Government of Ceylon might

resolve to sepai'ate the Reports of the Archaeological Survey

into three different publications :

(1) Archaeological Reports, containing the architectural

and sculptural results of the excavations

;

(2) Epigraphia Ceylonica, containing tlie newly discovered

inscriptions, or new interpretations of such inscrip-

tions as are already known
;

(3) Monumenta Jlistoriae Ceylonicac, a kind of “ Quellen-

kunde,” containing Sinhalese historical books and

other literary sources belonging to the history of

Ceylon in the original text, with translation and

commentary.
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Art. III.— The Jdlnhas and Sanskrit Grammarians. By
Professor F. Kielhorx, M.R.A.S, Gottingen.

The charming volumes which we owe to the distinguished

“ guild of Jiitaka translators ” have allured me to peruse

the stories of the Buddha’s former births in the original.

In the course of this reading, the Piili text has reminded

me of certain passages and phrases in the Mahabhiisya.

Occasionally, too, Panini’s own rules have suggested an

interpretation which differs from that of the Piili com-

mentary. Not being a Piili scholar, I should hardly venture

to submit the following observations of mine to the Society,

were I not encouraged to do so by my friend Professor

Cowell.

I begin with some verses of the Mahabhiisya.

According to a Yiirttika on Piin., i, 3, 25, the verb tipa-

sthd, in the sense of “ to worship,” takes the tenuinations

of the Atmanepada. In commenting on this Yiirttika,

Patafijali, to bring out more clearly the difference between

the Parasmaipada and Atmanepada, quotes the following

dialogue :

—

Bahuniim apy acittiinam eko bhavati cittaviin I

pasya viinara-sainye ’smin yad arkam upatisthate II

Maivaiii maiiisthiih sacitto ’yam eso ’pi hi yatha vavam I

etad apy as}’a kiipej'aiii yad arkam upatisthati II

“Among the senseless creatures all, endowed with sense

is one :

Amidst this monkey troop, behold! he’s worshipping

{upatisthate) the sun I

”

“Don’t think he is endowed with sense; he’s like us, that

is clear

:

To warm himself is apish, so the sun he draweth near

{upatisthati).”

j.R.A.s. 1898. 2
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These verses apparently presuppose a story like the one in

the Adiccupatthiina-Jataka (No. 175), and the wording of

the second line, in my opinion, can hardly leave it doubtful

that the grammarian knew some such verse as we read in

that Jiitaka (vol. ii, p. 73, v. 47)

—

Sabbesu kira bhiitesu santi sllasamiibita,

passa sakhamigam jammaih, iidiccam upatitthati.^

“ There is no tribe of animals but has its virtuous one

:

See how this wretched monkey here stands worshipping

the sun! ”2

Again, a Yilrttika on Pan., ii, 3, 3t5, teaches that the

locative case may be used to denote that to obtain which

an action is performed, provided the thing sought after is

joined with, or is found in, the object of the action. And
Patanjali illustrates this rule by four examples, grouped

together in the verse

—

Carmani dvipinam hanti dantayor hanti kunjaram I

ke^esu camarim hanti simni puskalako hatah II

“ The tiger for his skin he slays, the elephant for his tusk

;

The camarl for her tail is slain, the musk-deer for its

musk.” ®

Now, in the Mahiljanaka-Jiitaka (vol. vi, p. 61, v. 269) we

read

—

Ajinamhi hannate dipl, niigo dantehi hannati,

dhanamhi dhanino hanti aniketam asanthavaih,

phall ambo aphalo ca te satthiiro ubho mama
;

and again, in the Siima-Jiitaka (ibid., p. 78, v. 300)

—

Ajinamhi hannate dipi, niigo dantehi hannati,

atha kena nu vannena viddheyam mam amahnatha?

' In the Rfunayana, Ro. Ed., vi, 27, 44, we have adityam upatif(hati in the

sense of “ he worships the sun.” In the so-called epic Sanskrit there are not

a few forms and constructions which seem to me to bo I’uli rather than Sanskrit.

^ From Mr. Rouse’s translation.

s Ilaradatta would take the last I’ada to mean ;
“ The post is driven info the

ground in order that the boundary may he known thereby.*’
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ITere, then, the first line of either verse is identical in

meaning with the first line of the verse of the Muhabliiisva,

and in ajinamhi haiimte dipt we have the very construction

that is taught by Kiltyayana— a construction which in

Sanskrit, to say the least, is most unusual. Moreover, as

the text stands,* the words dhanamhi dhanino hanti of the

first verse are the exact counterpart of Patanjali’s can/iani

ddpiiiain hanti, etc. This, surely, cannot be a mere accidental

circumstance : either the authors of the Jatakas knew the

verse of the Mahabhiisya, or—and this seems to me rather

more probable—Katyayana and Patanjali knew, and based

their rule with its examples on, just such verses as we find

in the Jiitakas.

Turning to the prose, I should like to draw attention to

a somewhat peculiar phrase of the Mahabhasya, which has

often been misunderstood.

In the first Ahnika, after telling us what the course of

study was in former days, Pataiijali proceeds thus : Tad

adyatve na tathd ; vedam adhitya tmritd vaktaro bhavanti veddn

no vakWxdh sabddh siddlid Idkdc ca laitkikd anarthakain vydka-

ranam iti. The phrase vaktdro bhavanti in this passage has

been variously translated by “ they become teachers,” “ they

become speakers (of Sanskrit),” etc. But it really means

” people are in the habit of saying,” “ they will (or would)

say,” or simply “ they say,” and the sense of the whole

passage is :
“ This is not so nowadays. After learning

their Yeda, being in a hurry (to marry, etc.), people will

say :
‘ We have got the Vedic words from the Veda, and the

common ones from common usage
;
grammar is of no use

to us.’ ” Vaktdro bhavanti occurs in the same sense in

vol. i, p. 250, and vol. ii, pp. 272 and 417 of the Maha-
bhasya, and we have sthdtdro bhavanti, “ they are in the

habit of staying,” “ they will stay,” in vol. i, p. 391, lines

6 and 16.

’ The learned editor of the Jataka suggests the alteration of dhaniiio to

dhanl ko.
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Xow, that among Sanskrit writers Kumarila also should

have used vaktdro bhavanti and similar periphrastic ex-

pressions, cannot seem strange, considering that, deeply

versed as he was in the Mahabhasya, this is not the only

phrase which he has adopted from it. But I was not a little

surprised when I came across the identical vattdro honti in

the Jataka, vol. i, p. 134, 1. 21 : Tassa ddhdvitvd paridhdvitvd

vicaramkdle kelunandale kilantassa evain vattaro honti nrppi-

tiken ’ain/id 2J(tkatd ti
—“ And when he could run about and

was plaj’ing in the playground, (his pla
5
'mates) would say,^

‘ This fatherless fellow has hit us.’ ” Here any doubt as to

the meaning of vattdro honti would at once be removed by

the fact that in vol. vi, p. 33, 1. 16, in an analogous case, the

writer, instead of vattdro honti, uses vadanti, just as in

Sanskrit we might substitute vadanti for vaktdro bhavanti,

wherever that phrase occurs.

I must leave it to Pali scholars to say whether phrases

like vattdro honti are common in Piili.^ They seem foreign

to ordinary correct Sanskrit, and the question is whether

Pataujali himself has followed here that common usage, to

restrict and correct which is the object of grammar.

A piriori, we may well suppose that Pali has preserved

certain idioms, lost in Sanskrit
;
and Piili has been proved to

vield instances for some of Panini’s rules which have not

been verified yet from Sanskrit texts. On the other hand,

an example may show that the interpretation of the more

ancient Piili texts may sometimes be benefited by the

teachings of Sanskrit grammarians.

In the Jiitaka, vol. v, p. 90, we have the verse

—

Allan ca vanam ufichiiya madhu manisaih migabilam

yadahariimi tarn bhakkho, tassa niin’ ajja niidhati.

So far as I can make out, the commentator assigns to this

verse the following meaning :
“ The honej' and meat, left by

' ^Ir. Chalmers translates, more freely, “a cry would arise.”

* [UltfU ill the Viuuya, and in such suttas as Majjhima, i, 469-472 .—Rh.D.]
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wild animals, which, gleaning in the forest, I bring, is (my

husband’s) food
;
surely now (when he does not obtain it) his

(body) withers {npntuppati, iiiildi/ati, like a lotus burnt by tlie

sun’s rays).”

Now upntdpa is indeed one of the meanings assigned to the

root ndth or nadh in the Dhiitupatha, but I feel sure that

a Sanskrit grammarian, on seeing the last Piida of this verse,

would at once be put in mind of Panini’s rule, ii, 3, 55, dsisi

ndthah (which teaches the employment of the genitive case

in construction with ndth, ” to long for ”), and that, in

accordance with that rule, he would unhesitatingly translate

the words tassa nun’ ajja nddhati by “ for that (food) he

surely is now longing.”

I have other verses for the interpretation of which, in my
opinion, some assistance may be got from Panini, though,

perhaps, not always in so direct a manner. But for the

present I must content myself with recording my belief that

a close study especially of the metrical portions of the

Jatakas will amply repay the student of Sanskrit grammar,

and expressing my regret at being unable myself to enter

upon a field of labour which seems so full of promise.
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Art. IV.—Alphabet for Languagea not yet reduced to

Writing. Hy Henry Morris, M.R.A.S.

The subject of Transliteration has lately occupied the

attention of the Council of the Royal Asiatic Society.

After careful consideration thej’’ gave their approval to

the system for transliterating the alphabets of Oriental

lan£rua<?es into the Roman character, which had been

recommended by the Oriental Congress at Geneva in 1895 ;

^

and after suggesting a few emendations, with the object

of securing consistency and harmony in some comparatively

unimportant details, commended it to the favourable at-

tention of those Oriental scholars with whom the)’’ are

connected, and over whom they have any influence.^ This

seems, therefore, a good opportunit)' to make an effort

for the introduction of a similar system among those who

are engaged in the very arduous labour of reducing hitherto

unwritten languages to writing. The number of such

languages is great, and work among them is annually

increasing. It is, perhaps, more necessary that an attempt

at unanimity should be made in this instance even than in

the case of languages which, like those of Oriental nations,

themselves possess old and venerable alphabets. The

characters of these alphabets have come down to us from

a remote antiquity, have borne the tests of time and use,

and have satisfied several generations of men who have

long employed them
;
and, as a general rule, it is far better

that they should be learned and used by European students

and scholars than that they should be transliterated into

* See J.R.A.S., Oct., 189.5.

2 See J.E.A.S., Oct., 1896.
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the Roman or any other character. But the case of

“illiterate” languages, if we may be allowed the term, is

quite different. It is manifest that they must, when reduced

to writing, be put into some character; and the Roman
alphabet is decidedly preferable to syllables, or shorthand,

or even the character of the great language, whatever it

may be, which may be the nearest either in affinity or in

geographical area. It also seems clear that it is much
better for a translator to proceed on a well-known scientific

plan than for each individual to work on a system of his

own, irrespective of other scholars and translators.

This appears, then, a fitting time respectfully to place

before these translators the scheme now approved by the

Royal Asiatic Society in a form adapted to the languages

of which we are speaking. The form proposed for adoption

is the complement to that system. In the latter the trans-

literation recommended is intended to represent intelligible

and familiar characters which are to be converted into the

Roman character. Here, the Roman character is to ba

used for sounds. The one system is not complete without

the other. The great difficulty of the task is very apparent.

Some of the sounds to be represented can scarcely be

rendered into English, or cannot adequately be produced

in English words
;

but it is considered that a beginning

should be made in this matter because of its great im-

portance, and in the hope that by using such suggestions

as may hereafter be given by trained and skilled minds,

something nearer uniformity than at present exists may be

attained.

It is obvious that some distinct and intelligible sign

should bo used for every distinct sound in any given

language. If the exact sound cannot be represented in

Roman letters, or exemplified in an English word, the

nearest approach to it must be taken. The intention is,

therefore, to take, in any instance, notwithstanding any

previous predilection or idea, the word or the sign which,

on the best evidence attainable, is proved to be the most

suitable. The one thing to be taken for granted is that the
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scheme is not original, but that it is merely an adaptation

of a system which has now been very generally approved.

No attempt whatever is here made to propose a universal

language or a universal alphabet. All that is suggested is,

that this system should be made the basis of the alphabet used

in translations made into the hitherto unwritten tane:uag:es of

the world. An approximation to unanimity in this respect

is essential in order to facilitate the comparison of different

languages with each other. As the sounds common to

most Oriental languages are taken as the framework of the

plan, such sounds as are peculiar to other languages can

be fitted into it in their appropriate places with distinctive

signs of their own. It may be stated here that simplicity

has been aimed at, and that one of the objects kept steadily

in view has been to have as few diacritical marks as possible.

It is suggested that, whatever may be the fate of this

scheme, compilers of primers, vocabularies, and similar

works, and translators of the Iloly Scriptures and other

books, should insert, in every instance, a prefatory note

clearly showing the system they employ.

The sounds here represented, and the English equivalents

for them, have been selected from several books, and an

endeavour has been made by frequent repetition and trial

to test them by the ear. Some may think the most suitable

words have not been selected as examples, and it is hoped

that they will be good enough to suggest others which they

may consider more appropriate. Allusion has already been

made to the impossibility of reproducing in English certain

letters such as the different fs and d’s, the <A’s and d/i’s,

and I’s in Oriental languages. One instance may here be

given by way of illustration of this difficulty. Some can

see no difference between the / in ‘ lamp ’ and the I in

‘ clerk.’ To us there seems to be a c^par distinction. If

tbe word ‘ lamp ’ is pronounced without premeditation or

eflfort, the tongue does not naturally rise above the teeth,

and a softened sound of I is the result; but, on the other

hand, when the guttural sound of c or A: is pronounced
before the A, the tongue is raised to the palate of its owu
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accord, and the stronger and harder sound of /, which

is here intended, is pronounced. If anj" word, however,

can be suggested which better represents this sound, it

should be selected instead of ‘ clerk.’

Sounds in English. Representation.

Vowels.

The sound of a as in Americff . . . . . a

>y a yy f(7r

>y i yy pin

yy i yy machine . . I

yy u yy p«ll

yy u yy r«le

yy e yy let

yy e yy they

yy o yy police ....
yy o yy stone ....
yy ai yy ffisle

yy ou yy po«t .... . . au

Any gentle breathing, as in the Hebrew Alif,

by ’

Sheva in Hebrew, by °

Semi- vowels or half-tones, by a, i, u, e, 6

Should there be any sound like the a in the

English word p«t

Consonants.

The sound of k US in /‘•ing k

yy
kh yy in/.'-/mrn .... kh

yy yy t/ive

yy gii yy 8la^-//orn .... gb

yy I'g yy Birmi«f/ham . . h

yy ch yy c//aso c

yy Is yy
mais fs

yy
chh yy coac/t-//ouse cll

yy j yy jar
i

yy yy he(/f/e-/n)g .... jb
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SovNDS IX English. Represextatiox.

I he sound or nv as iQ oinon . . . n

,, cerebral t 99 7’artar . t

>> 99 th as iu cart-/iorse . . til

>1 99 d 99 f/rum d

99 dh 99 bid /lim . • . dh

99 n 99 «o .... n

>> 99
It

99 /ube .... t

99 th 99 no^ /iere th

99 d 99 dupe .... d

99 dh 99 adhere . . . dh

99 n 99 nag .... n

P 99 par .... P
99 ph 99

^
up /<ere . ph

99 f 99 /it .... f

99 b 99 iird .... b

99 bh 99 clu6-/iouse . bh

99 m 99 Wiap .... m
99 y 99 yard .... y
99 r 99 rug ... . r

99 1 99 /amp.... 1

99 V 99 rat .... V

99 8 99 salt .... s

99 sh 99 s//arp”... s

sh
.. 1

a strong sibilant, as 1 s
in pusA J

99 h 99 Ait .... h

99 1 99 c/erk .... 1

99 z 99 sebra.... z

99 z 99 azure. z

99 w 99 trill .... w
A sound like the Arabic ain ....

99 ghain ....
99 kaf .... q
99 kha .... M
99 German mcht .... ck

' As regards the following five signs, they represent sounds which are not
used in English. The Italian use of t and'

d

is the sound referred to—the
true dental that must, no doubt, exist in many languages.

* We have not got this sound in English. '
It is between s and sh.
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Compound consonants should have all the letters of which

they are compounded reproduced : for instance, the sound

of ksh in ‘ kicA:-s/;aw
’

—

ks. Silent letters like the c in the

above word should not be represented at all.

Double letters should not be uselessly employed
;
but they

must invariably be used when there is a double sound in

the language under consideration.

The foregoing alphabet is intended fairly to represent

the sounds generally used in most languages
;

but there

are in many languages peculiar sounds applicable to

themselves alone, or used, perhaps, in some cognate tongue.

Thus, in Tamil and Malayiilam, Dravidian languages in

South India, there is a very difficult letter, which is not

used in their sister languages, Telugu and Kanarese. It is

a compound of r, I, and j\ and even some natives themselves

cannot pronounce it, and often substitute for it r or I, or

else omit it altogether. Dr. Pope considers that it some-

what resembles the Welsh 11. The Council would suggest

for such a sound as this— n*.

Other languages, such as Hottentot and Zulu in South

Africa, have clicks or even grunts. Each sound must be

represented by some phonetic sign to show wffiere the click

occurs
;

but, if this is clearly stated and explained in

a brief prefatory note to the translation, it need not

interfere with the system above described, as each sign will

naturally fall into its own appointed place. Professor

Lepsius suggested certain dashes for the clicks, of which

there seem to be four kinds, the breath being drawn in

in four different ways.

In all such cases as these the translator should have

special signs for the special sounds, taking care, however,

to harmonize them, as far as possible, wdth those used in

kindred languages. All that is now asked is that, for

the sounds used above, the signs given may be universally

adopted.
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Art. y.—A Contemporary Account of the Great Storm at

Calcutta in 1737. By C. R. Wilson, M.A., Indian

Education Department.

The great storm of 1737 is one of the few events still

remembered in the early history of Calcutta. The tradi-

tional account of the matter is that given by “ Asiaticus,"

which he professes to have derived from the Gentleman’

s

Magazine. It is as follows:—“In the night of the 11th

October, 1737, there happened a furious hurricane at the

mouth of the Ganges, which reached sixty leagues up the

river. There was at the same time a violent earthquake,

which threw down a great many houses along the river side

;

in Golgota (i.e. Calcutta) alone, a port belonging to the

English, two hundred houses were thrown down, and the

high and magnificent steeple of the EnglisE Church sunk

into the ground without breaking. It is computed that

twenty thousand ships, barques, sloops, boats, canoes, etc.,

have been cast away
;

of nine English ships then in the

Ganges, eight were lost, and most of the crews drowned.

Barques of sixty tons were blown two leagues up into land

over the tops of high trees ;
of four Dutch ships in the

river, three were lost, with their men and cargoes

;

300,000 souls are said to have perished. The water rose

forty feet higher than usual in the Ganges.” Then follows

the story of the voracious crocodile in the hold of the

stranded ship.

This account of the great storm was repeated contentedlv,

without acknowledgment, by historians of Calcutta till

1892, when Mr. H. B. Hyde, in one of his interesting

articles^ on the Bengal Chaplaincy, contributed to the

> “ Gervase Bellamy, Chaplain of Bengal 1726 to 1756 ”: I.C.Q.E. for

July, 1892.
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Indian Church Quarterly Review, showed that this version

of the story only agreed in substance with what had

appeared in the Gentleman’s Magazine, that many of the

details were unauthorised additions, and, in particular, that

there was nothing at all about the church steeple in the

original account.

“ On September 30th last,” ^ says tbe Gentlemans Magazine,

“happened a furious hurricane in the Bay of Bengal,

attended with a very heavy rain, which raised fifteen inches

of water in five hours, and a violent earthquake, which

threw down abundance of houses
;
and, as the storm reached

60 leagues up the river, it is computed that 20,000

ships, barks, sloops, boats, canoes, etc., have been cast

away. A prodigious quantity of cattle of all sorts, a great

many tygers, and several rhinoceroses, were drowned
;
even

a great many caymans were stifled by the furious agitation

of the waters, and an innumerable quantity of birds was

beat down into the river by the storm. Two English

ships of 500 tons were thrown into a village about

200 fathoms from the bed of the river Ganges, broke

to pieces, and all the people downed pell mell amongst the

inhabitants and cattle. Barks of 60 tons were blown

2 leagues up the land over the tops of high trees. The

water rose in all 40 feet higher than usual. The English

ships which drove ashore and broke to pieces were the

Becker, Devonshire, and Newcastle, and the Pelham is

missing.” ^ Here, too, comes the story of the crocodile

in the stranded ship.

On further looking into the official records of the Bengal

Council, Mr. Hyde could only find the following meagre

notice of the great storm :
—

“

On the 30th September there

was a great storm, which drove several ships ashore. The

IMohanna flagg - staff at Ballasore was blown down.” ®

Mr. Hyde was, therefore, led to the conclusion that the

> The difFcrcnco in the dates is the difference between tlie old and the new
style of reckoning.

‘2 Gent. Mag., vol. Tiii, p. 321.

3 Bengal Public Consultations, vol. xii, p. 323.
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storv of tlie cyclone of 1737 was “a curious example of

rapid enrichment, by its narrators, of a popular legend
”

;

and was provoked “ to discredit even the 40-feet tide.”

I am glad to be able to lay before tlie Royal Asiatic

Society a contemporary account of the event which occurs

in a letter from Francis Russell, a member of the Calcutta

Council, afterwards Sir Francis Russell, Baronet, to his

cousin Colonel Charles Russell, dated from “ Calcutta the

31st Decern'^ 1737.” From this it will be seen that tlie

damage done by the storm was really very considerable,

and that the river must have certainly risen to an abnonual

height, as there was no ebb tide for twenty-four hours.

Nothing is said about any earthquake, and perhaps that

part of the traditional account must be given up, though

the argument from silence is never safe. The extract

has been kindly copied for me by ilr. B. F. Astley and is

taken from the papers in the Collection of Manuscripts

at Chequers Court, Bucks, with the permission of Mrs.

Frankland-Russell-Astley.

“ Captain Prince, Crab, Gilbert, and Acton are worthy

men of good sense and I believe to much honour to say

or do abase thing : the two former lost their Ships in

the Dreadful Hurricane we had here the 30th Sept*’ at

night, such a Schene of horror as that night was I never

saw or heard off Such Terrible gust of wind like the

loudest thunder and torrents of rain that I expected every

moment the house I live in which is I believe the Strongest

in the town wou’d have fallen on my head the noise was

so violent above Stairs that myself and famillj* was obliged

to go down and stay below till morning with poor Mrs.

Wastell and her children who had fled to our house for

Shelter the doors and winders of hers being burst from

tlie walls, but good God what Sight was the town and

river in the morning not a ship but the Did'e of Dorsett

to be seen in the river were the evening before was above

twenty nine sails of vessells great and small many being

drove ashore Some broke to pieces and others founder’d

and this which is Scarse creditable in a river hardly a mile
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wide, there was no ebb tide for near twenty four hours,

our church steeple was blown down as also eight or ten

English houses and numbers belonging to the black

Merchants the whole town looked like a place that

had been bombarded by an enemy, Such a havock did

it make that tis impossible to find words to express it

all our beautifull shady roads laid bare which will not

be the like again this twenty years Inclosed is a list of

the Shipping with the Damage each Sustained which

I forgot to inclose to Captain Gough so you ’ll taken an

opportunity to show it him I thank God I have no

greater Share in this calamity than what my proportion

of reffitting the freight ships drove ashore will amount

to which may be about five or six thousands rupees

for my part of all additional charges and about half

that in Damage done my houses in town and country,

I saved all ray fine trees in the country that were

blown down by replacing them while the earth was

soft as they might have done by those on the roads

had the same care been taken all our boats and small

craft being also distroyed rendered impossible for us to

help for some days our distress’d ships who lay ashore by

the Governours Garden three miles below the town except

the Newcastle who lay high ashore and bilged over against

the Fort no was the least assistance afforded our own

ships till all possible assistance had been first sent the

Compy ships and I believe they were the first afloat

except the llalUfax who cou’d not be got off till her goods

was out tho’ I reckon this will hardly meet credit in

Eno’land, and I am sure no men in the world wou’d in

the distress we were in have got men and bouts and neces-

sarys sooner then we did tho’ I believe many thought they

were not served soon enough and yet wou’d give no grains

of allowance for the Difficulties we labour’d under in being

forced to get boat from remote places the Storm had not

reached I will [leave] to others to tell you more of this

malancholy affair which pray communicate to my Brother

and others I have not wrote it too.”
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I may add that Francis Russell, the writer of the letter,

was a great-"randson of Oliver Cromwell, his father bein

Sir William Russell, who was the eldest son of Sir Joh

Russell and Frances, the youngest and favourite daughter

of the great Lord Protector. The house in which Francis

Russell lived in Calcutta is marked in the earliest plans

of the city as Lady Russell’s house. It is still standing

in Mission Row, the Rope Walk of earlier times, and was

at one time the residence of General Claverin".O

j.s.A.s. 1898 , 3

tc

c
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Art. VI.— Detailed Survey of the Languages and Dialects

spoken in certain portions of British India. By Robrkt

Needham Gust, LL.D.

This is ^not an entirely new subject. Mr. Beanies, of

H.M. Indian Civil Service, in 1875, published a small yet

valuable work, called “ Comparative Grammar of Modern

Aryan Languages of India.” I myself, in 1878, publi.>4bed

in greater detail, accompanied by Language Maps, a “Sketch

of all the Languages of Nearer and Further India,” and

I still hope, that my valued friend Mr. Grierson, of

H.M. Indian Civil Service, will, in 1903, after the

expiration of a quarter of a century, complete and publish

an enlarged and corrected edition of my Sketch
;

and

I have arranged, that the accumulated additional infor-

mation, entered in my interleaved copy, should after my
death he made over to !Mr. Grierson, to add to his own
collections, for he is out and out the best informed scholar

in this branch of Linguistic knowledge at the present

epoch.

At the International Oriental Congress of Vienna, in

1886, at which 3Ir. Grierson and myself were present,

a resolution was passed “ urging on the Government of

India the importance of preparing a detailed survey of the

Languages and Dialects spoken in that country ”
; and

the question was taken up by the Viceroy in Council,

and it was determined to make a rou«h unscientific catalosue

of every known form of speech spoken throughout British

India, exclusive of the provinces of Madras and Burmah.
The area to be investigated consisted of the Province of

the Panjab, the North-Western Provinces, Oudh, Baugal,
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Assam, the Central Provinces, and Rajputana. Attempts

were to be made to investigate, as far as possible, the

Languages of the Kingdom of Kashmir, and the semi-

independent States of the Himalaya. This large area

included practically the whole Arian-speaking population

of British India, and the aboriginal tribes, whose Languages

belonged to the Kolarian and Tibeto-Burman Families.

"With the cares of Empire on its shoulders, the Govern-

ment of India is not very partial to scientific subjects, and,

with the calls of War, Famine, and Pestilence on the

Exchequer, is not inclined to any expenditure that can be

avoided : still, recognizing, that something should be done

to ascertain and record every form of speech used by the

three hundred millions of the subjects of the Empress of

India in her Jubilee-year, the Viceroy in Council sanctioned

the following scheme

:

The work was to be divided into two stages

:

I. To compile a rough list of all the Languages and

Dialects spoken in each District. Each District Officer to

be supplied with a form to be filled up, detailing the

different Vernaculars (Urdu, Boli) made use of in his

District, and the number of the population speaking each

variety of speech. The officers charged with the compilation

would, from these returns, supplemented by Census Reports,

Land Revenue Settlement Reports, and Special Memoirs

(where such exist), prepare Lists of forms of living speech :

(A) by Districts, (B) by Vernaculars, discriminating

between (1) an indigenous Vernacular, (2) a Vernacular

imported by immigrant strangers.

II. To obtain specimens of all the indigenous Vernaculars,

carefully edit these specimens, and then compile an accurate

Language-List, based on the information derived from the

specimens. A careful examination of these specimens may
divulge the fact, that two different Language-names repre-

sent one and the same Language. A notable instance of

such a phenomenon appears in the List of Bible-Transla-

tions, where the selfsame Language is called Danish and

Korse in Denmark and Norway respectively.
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Another possibility is, that the identical name is carelessly

given to two totally distinct forms of speech. The name of

Good is sometimes applied to the Dravidiau form of speech

indigenous to the tribe which bears that name, and some-

times to the local Dialect of the Arian Hindi, as spoken by

the Gond tribe. In each case there will be two specimens

of each form of speech : (A) A translation of the Parable

of the Prodigal Son, specially prepared by competent

persons
;

this facilitates iutercomparisou of one Language

with another, and betrays any possible linguistic affinity

which may exist in word-store, or construction of sentence.

(B) An independent specimen compiled by each District

Officer from the lips, or written records, of each tribe
;

this

will be a powerful check on the Translator, who might, if

unchecked, adopt a dialect of his own devising, or borrowed

from some printed book.

Such is the scheme, and it deserves high commendation.

The selected specimens should be supplemented by written

records of local ballads, legends, and folklore ; but this

will be the work of time. A comparative alphabetical

list of two hundred words for the ordinary requirements of

the Human race, in each of the Languages of India, would

greatly assist the inquiry.

Mr. Grierson has, at his own expenditure of time and

money, compiled sixty-five versions of the Parable of the

Prodigal Son, and they have been printed at the Calcutta

Government Pi-ess, and I have a copy on my table, which

I have presented to the Royal Asiatic Society. This

compilation is admitted to be imperfect and confessedly

preliminary, yet it represents a great step in advance as

regards the second stage. As regards the first stage,

Mr. Grierson has compiled, and is correcting the proofs

of, a list of the forms of speech spoken in the vast Province

of Bangui, with a population of Sixty Millions.

On the 10th September, 1897, Mr. Grierson had the

opportunity of bringing this subject to the notice of the

Indian Section of the Eleventh International Congress of

Orientalists held at Paris : and after discussion, a resolution
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was proposed by Herr Kuhn of Munich, and seconded by

Ilofrath Gr. Biihler of Vienna, and was carried in the

following terms

:

“ La Section Indienne du XI® Congres International des
“ Orienfalistes exprime ses vifs remerciements au Gouverne-
“ ment de I’lnde pour avoir mis a execution le vceu presente

“ au Congres de Vienne (1886) demandant une statistique

“ des langues de I’lnde. Elle tient a signaler les services,

“ qui pourra rendre a la linguistique cette entreprise, quand
“ elle aura ete completement menee a bien.”

It is obvious, that when the statistics and the specimen

-

translations have been collected from the different districts,

they will be found to have been prepared by persons with

no Philological Knowledge in the strict sense, and the

materials must therefore be laid before a Linguistic Expert,

who will examine them critically, and classify the different

forms of speech under their appropriate names, their

Linguistic Family, and their position in that Family,

whether as a mere Patois, or a recognized Dialect, or

a bona-fide Language
;

then will follow the consideration

of the proper form of Written Character, if any, which

belongs to each form of Speech. Mr. Grierson, in his

Introductory Notes, uses the words Perso-IIindustani as

regards the well-known Alphabet, which should, how'ever,

be called the Arabic Alphabet and by no other name.

The plan of compiling a translation of the same story

in different forms of speech is excellent, as it facilitates

intercomparison of the structure and word-store of each.

An additional feature is, that not only are the Vernacular

w ords transliterated on scientific principles, but care is taken

also to iiuHcate the pronunciation. Then, again, the con-

struction of the Language is in many cases distinctly shown

by a word-bj'-word relranslatioii from the Vernacular into

English.

It must not be forgotten, that ^Ir. Grierson is not dealing

with a linguistic Fiehl, like Central Africa, or Kussiu in

Asia, where the population is, without exception, in a very
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low state of Culture, and without an indigenous Literature.

Such may have been the case in some parts of llritish India

last century, but it is not so now. The modern Literature

of British India is multiform, and prolific, and there is an

active Native Press, and eflScient Educational Establish-

ments. One result will be that weak local Languages,

Dialects, and Patois, will be crushed out and extinguished

by the lordly Vernaculars, such as Hindi, Urdu, Bangali,

and ^Marathi, each with a population counting by tens of

^Millions, and increasing annually. There is no attempt in

British India, as in the French Colonies, to force an alien

European Language upon an unwilling people in the Courts

of Justice, or Primary Schools. If individuals wish to learn

English, they can do so, but the business of Empire is

conducted in each Province, or Region, in the recognized

Vernacular of that Province or Region, and in my opinion

this is not only the wisest policy, hut the only practical

one. The English Officials have to learn to speak and

understand the form of speech used by those, whom they

are sent to govern. There is no absolute necessity for the

European Officer reading written documents, though many
are able to do so, and no possible necessity for their writing

a line, as the routine of business is carried on by viva-voce

reading of Reports, and petitions, and other documents, and

viva-voce dictation of orders, which are engrossed by the

Native Official upon the Report or Document in the

Vernacular, and signed by the presiding Officer in English.

It is well to understand this, as it reduces the problem

of the multiplicity of Languages to its proper proportions

as regards the difficulty of administration, and the Govern-

ment of British India may fairly look at the subject from

this point of view only, and leave the spread of Literature

to the people themselves.

A vast amount of Native Literature is in circulation,

and the European Missions greatly promote this expansion.

The Missionaries are, as a rule, excellent linguists, and

distribute wholesome literature, and notably translatioiis

of the Christian Scriptures. My carefully prepared “List
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of Bible-Translations, 1896,” exliibits tbe following facts as

regards British India

:

I. Translations in Arian Lan-

guages in circulation in

British India , . . 18 in addition to twelve

well - recognized

Dialects ... 12

8 in addition to one

Dialect ... 1

2

6 in addition to two

Dialects . . 2

1

35 15

(In all, 50.)

Many of these are circulated in annual thousands : every

student of a State-College receives a copy as a present,

not from the State, as that would be a departure from the

Law of absolute Impartiality and Tolerance, which are

the Jewels of Empire, but from well-wishers of the people

of India.

My lamented friend Prince Lucien Bonaparte collected

and printed Translations in the numerous imperfectly known

Languages of the Ural-Altaic Family of Russia in Europe

and Asia : the contribution to Linguistic science was most

interesting, but there it ends. This noble work of

Mr. Grierson has a much wider range, and can only

be surpassed by that of the British and Foreign Bible-

Society, which distributes translations of the same Book

in every part of the World, amounting to three hundred

and forty-three, one hundred and ninety-six of which have

II. Translations in Dravidian

Languages ....

III. Translations in Eolarian

Languages ....
IV. Translations in Tibeto-

Burman Languages .

V. Translations in the Khasi

Language ....
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been produced during the reign of Queen Victoria, 1837-

1897. Such works as these place Linguistic Knowledge

on a solid base, for the translations turned out on the

spot, in the midst of the tribe speaking that particular form

of speech, and no other, may not be elegant, and are

certainly, as time goes on, susceptible of Revision, but they

are truthful, and represent the sounds and words, and

sentences uttered in the Mission-Schools, and Mission-

Chapels, and haye the merit (a small one, perhaps, in

Churches which are fond of liturgies in stilted or even dead

Languages) of being xmdentood by people of the loxcent culture,

which was the primary, but often forgotten, object of the

great gift of Speech to the Human race.
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Art. VII .—Marco Polo's Camadi. By General A. TIoutvm

ScHINDLKR.

In nij' “ Notes on Marco Polo’s Itinerary in Southern

Persia” (journal R.A.S. 1881, p. 495) 1 expressed the

opinion tliat the city of Camadi, where Marco Polo rested

on his march from Kerman to Hormuz, was a caravanserai

or village close to the city of Jlruft, and that the name might

be explained as “Kahn i Muhammadi,” or “ Kanemadi,”

as it is pronounced in Jlruft, meaning Canal of Muhammad.

Lately, while collecting some historical notes on Kerman,

I found that the first part of my supposition was correct,

but that my explanation of the name was wrong.

Dr. Houtsma, of the University of Utrecht, in his “ Zur

Geschichte der Saljuqen von Kerman” (Z.D.M.G. 1881,

362—402), gives an epitome of a valuable histoTy ' of the

Seljuqs of Kerman, which the Beilin libraiy possesses

(Petermann’s Collection, i, 445), and in it I find the

following :

—

‘ This work, a history of Kerman from a.h. 443 (a.d. 1051-2) to the beginning
of the seventh century of the Hijrah, is by ^luhammad B. Ibrahim, and was
written in the beginning of the seventeenth century. It frequently quotes the
“ Mir ’at ul Janain” of Jaf‘i, the “ Tarikh i Shahi ” of Shihab al din Abu
Sa'id (also quoted by Khvajah Xasir al din Munshi Kermaui in his “ Simt al

‘ula lil hadrat al ‘ulia ” ; cf. British Museum Catalogue, 849a), the “Anvar
al basatin fi aUibar al salatin,” and the “ Tarikh i badayi'al azman fi vaqayi'i

Kerman,” by Afdal al din Ahmad B. Hamid, also known as Afdal Kermani.
The last-mentioned author has also written the “ ‘Iqd al ‘ula lil muvaqqif ul

a‘la,” which is commonly known as the “ Tarikh i Kubenani,” and was
lithographed in Teheran a.h. 1293 (1876) from a MS. dated a.h. 649 (1251-2).

The editor of the lithographed edition makes the error of ascribing to the work
the year 649 as the date of its compilation, but the author states twice in the

text that he wrote it at Kubenan a.h. 584 (1188-9) for Bialik Dinar, who
“ had then been ruler of Kerman for eight months.”
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P. 380 (a.d. 1170). Babram ' entered tlie province

of Kerman at the head of a number of Khurasanis

given to him by Malik Muayyid.^ Arslan Shah,

who had remained in Jiruft since his eno:ag:ement

with Tuian ^ah nine months before, met his brother

Bahram Shah in the plain of Qumadln. Bahram

was victorious, and Arslan fled to ‘Iraq. The

Khurasanis then plundered Qumadln, which was

situated outside of the city of Jiruft, and contained

at that time the bazars and storehouses, and was

the residence of the foreign merchants, Greeks and

Indians.

’ Toghrul ^ah B. Muhammad Shah Selfug, King: of Kerman, died at Jiruft

A.H. 5<io (1169-70), and left four sons, ’lurau Shah, Bahram Shah, Arslan
Shah, and Turkan i%ah, who immediately after their father’s death fought with
one another for the throne. Turan and Bahrain had the same mother, I^atun
Eukni, a Seljuq princess, who died a.h. 677 (Uhl). Turan was killed in 579

(1183), in Kerman, by Zafir Muhammad, one of Atabeg Qutb al din Muhammad’s
(d. 22nd November, 1186) officers; Bahram died a.h. 570 (1174-5), of dropsy

;

and Arslan met his death a.h. 572 (1176-7) in an engagement against the

Turkish Amir Aibek. Turkan was killed by his brother Bahram in 565
(1170). The last of the Kerman Seljuqs was Bahram tffiah’s son Muhammad
Shah, who succeeded to the throne in 1183, and fled to the Ghuris in 1187 on
the arrival of Malik Dinar.

Atabeg Qutb al din Muhammad, who is mentioned in connection with Turan
Shah’s death, was one of those powerful Jlamluks who were always ready to

fight for any pretender to the throne who paid them. lie was the son of Atabeg
‘Ala al din Bozgush, and on entering Bahrani’s service was appointed Governor of

Bardsir, a district in Northern Kerman. lie left Bahram i^iah soon afterwards,

and took service with Arslan fffiah, who appointed him his Atabeg. In 569
(1173-4) he again went over to Bahrain, and helped him to put Arslan to flight.

He then served Atabeg Zangi of Pars, and after that ruler’s death in 571
remained some time with Tuqlah the son of Zangi, until he was forced to leave

Pars and went to Nislulpur, where Tughnn .Sl^iah B. Muayyid protected him.

In 578 (1182) he was called to Kerman by Turan tffiah, and restored order in

the capital and provinces, but in the following year, dining his absence from
the capital, his lieutenant Zafir Muhammad having killed Turan tffiah, probably

at his command, he placed Muhammad ?^iah, the sou of Bahrain, on the throne,

and remained in the service of that king until his death, which took place in

Bardsir on November 22, 1186 (8th Eamadau, 582).

* Malik Muayyid, also called Al Muayyid Aibek, was a Iffamluk in the service

of the Seljuqs, In 1169 he drove the Wiozz out of Khurasan, and then settled

at Nishapur, where he built the suburb Wiahr i Aluayyidi. Por some years he
was Governor-General of all Khurasan, nominally for the Seljuqs, but in reality

he was serving Atabeg Ildegez, of Azarhaijiiu (d. a.h. 668 = 1172). In 1174

he was killed by Takash Khan l^ivuraziu Shah, and was succeeded by his son

Tughun iffiah.
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r. 385 (a.d. 1176). Tho troops of the Turkish Amirs

Aibek and Sabiq al din ‘Ali Sahl
'

plundered the

peaceful traders of Qumadin near Jlruft.

P. 394 (a.d. 1190). The Governor of Jlruft further repre-

sented that since the pillage of Qumadin by the

Turks under Aibek and ‘Ali Sahl, or even since

the death of Malik Toghrul ^iih (a.h. 565 =
1170), the Persian Gulf ports had not paid any

taxes

P. 402. Although the caravans of ‘Iriiq, which for some

time had taken the road to had again taken

that to Ilormiiz, where great riches were now

amassed.*

' Sabiq al din ‘Ali Sahl was Governor of Bamm until 1190, when, on the

approach of Malik Dinar the Ghozz prince, he fled to Sistan. Malik Dinar,

a chief of the Ghozz Tiukomans, took part in the engagement against Sultan

Sanjar (b. April 17, 1086; d. February 12, 11571 in the year 1153, which
led to Sanjar’s capture, and resided in the Marv district until 568 (1172-3),
when he was driven out of it by Sultan Shah lOivarazm Shah. He reached

Nishapur soon afterwards, and placed himself under the protection of Tughan
Shah, the son of Malik Jluayyid, to whom he handed over Sarakhs, the last of

his possessions. After Sultan ^ah had taken Sarakhs, Tughan Shah was no
longer able to protect Malik Dinar, and advised him to leave. After some
wanderings in the districts between Nishapur and Kerman, Malik Dinar reached

Kerman territory (17th December, 1185), was soon after joined by Sabiq al din

‘Ali Sahl and others, put Muhammad Shah, the last of the Seljuqs of Kerman,
to flight, took possession of the capital (11th September, 1187), and ruled over

all Kerman until his death (16th October, 1195). His son Ferrukh Shah
succeeded him, and died the following year. After that Kerman fell into the

hands of the Khvarazm Shahs.

* This means that since a.h. 565 (1170), in consequence of the disorders in

Jiruft and the districts north of Hormuz, the great trading caravans from ‘Iraq

(i.e. Baghdad) and the West had ceased to proceed to Hormuz, and went to the

port of Tiz, further east on the Makran coast, probably taking the road Shiraz-

Kerman- Bamm-Bampur
;
and that in 1190, when Malik Dinar had restored

order in the districts, the caravans again took the old road to Hormuz.

The j>ju of the text, which Dr. Houtsma was unable to read, is “thaghar

i tiz,” the usual appellation of the city or port of Tiz, where thaghar stands for

‘‘frontier” or ‘‘narrow pass or gap” in hUls; and as Tiz was situated in

a narrow gap, I would prefer the reading ‘‘ the gap of Tiz.” (Cf. Colonel T. H.
Holdich’s ‘‘Notes on Ancient and Mediaeval Makran,” Journal R.G.S., April,

1896:—‘‘Tiz, the great Arab port on the Makran coast, now a weU-known
coast inllage .... a few miles from Charbar point .... coarse

conglomerate bills, which conceal among them a narrow valley, containing all

that is left of the ancient port of Tiz .... little Persian fort perched
on the rocks and absolutely blocking the entrance to the valley .... the
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From these statements we can safely identify Marco

Polo’s Camadi with the suburb Qumadin/ or, as I would

read it, Qamadin, of the city of Jlruft.

valley is narrow and close, and the ruins of Tiz are packed close together

. . . . the rocky cliffs on ejither side of the valley .... the rocky

declivities which hedge in this remarkable site.”) Tiz, also Tis and Ti^, is

Ptolemy’s Teio-a. The ruins of the ancient city are situated about mile

inland from Tiz point and the modern village of Tiz, and from the ruins

to Chahbar point is a distance of 4| miles. Chahbar, which figures in older

maps as Shahhar and in modem Persian works as Chah i bahar (Charbar

is a rank cockneyism)
,

has been identified as the TaA/xevo of Arrian

(Tnd., 29), where Nearchos “found a harbour with good anchorage,” and
Tomaschek (“ Kiistenfahrt Nearch’s,” p. 34 ;

Wien, 1890) proposes the

reading T[6i(r]a A[i]/ueVo, “the port of Tiz,” instead of Talmena. According

to Tabari, Tiz was taken by the Arabs a.h. 23 (624). The Tarikh i Kubenaui
describes Tiz as follows:—“Another notable place in the kingdom of Kerman
is the Thaghar i Tiz, whence the King’s treasury derives a great revenue

from tenths on merchandize and tolls on shipping. It is the emporium of

the merchants from India, Abyssinia, Southern Africa, Egypt, and the Arab
country from ‘Oman to Bahrain. All those merchants pay tolls there, and all the

musk, ambergris, indigo, logwood, Indian aromatics, slaves from India and
Africa, fine velvets, shawls, and sashes, and like rarities which the world
produces, have their market at this port. Contiguous to Tiz is the country of

Makran, producing much sugar and sugar-candy, which is exported thence to all

the lands of the unbelievers and Isliim.” The modern Persians took possession

of Tiz in 1865, and some years afterwards built there the little fort which
Colonel Holdich mentions as commanding the entrance of the valley or gap.

(Cf. my “Persian Baluchistan”; J.ll.A.S. 1877, p. 153.)

* Of sixteen MSS. of Marco Polo’s work in French, Latin, and Italian,

fifteen have ‘a’ in the first syllable of the word; only one has ‘ o.’ It is

difficult to say what the meaning of (iumudin or Qamadin may be. Arabic
lexica have qumud, qumudd, qamadd, “ strong, hard, of a large body or weight.”

Yule asked, “ May Camadi represent some vague appellation of ancient ruined

cities?” Ferrier asked the name of some great mounds and ruins on the lower
Hilmand, and was told that they were the remains of the old city of Ilomedin.

II. D. Seymour, editor of Perrier’s work, refers to Firdusi’s Khamdan
(J. P. Ferrier, “ Caravan Journeys,” p. 411; Loudon, 1857).



Art. VIII .—On the Will in Buddhism} By ^Irs. Rhys

Davids.

It is only to be expected, while the ancient literature of

Buddhist philosophy is inaccessible to the general critic,

and still to some extent also to the Indianist, that many
hasty generalizations and one-sided conclusions concerning

the nature of Buddhist ideals and discipline should continue

to prevail. Enough, however, has already been accomplished

in the editing of texts to render some revision of what may

be called common errors not altogether premature. There

is, for instance, much that is misleading, or downright false,

in labelling Gotama’s doctrine as Pessimism, Pantheism,

Atheism, Nihilism, Quietism, or Apatheia. Nor is that

recent criticism altogether discriminating which finds in

it the closest coincidences with that of Schopenhauer,^ or

characterizes it bluntly as an ethic rooted in egoism, or

as “the crassest eudaemonism,"® and aspiring to moral

stultification.^

The critics who are unversed in the study of the Buddhist

Canon in the original are precisely those who most freely

discourse on these lines about it. In taking account at all

of Eastern philosophy, they have followed, consciously or

unconsciously, the direction of Schopenhauer’s pointing

finger, and the general tendency to widen range and

method in historical study. In respect of the language

through which they acquire their knowledge of Buddhist

' An abstract of this paper was read at the Paris Congress of Orientalists,

1897.
- e.g. Drs. Hecker (“Schopenhauer u. die indische Philosophie ”) and

Xeumann.
® Hecker, op. cit., p. 221. Cf. Oldenberg, Abschn. ii, Kap. iii

;

and Jiietzsche, Der Antichrist.
* Hecker, op. cit., p. 221, “ Stumpfheit is das buduhistische Ideal.”
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philosophy, they are at the mercy of the translator. Herein

(as I have pointed out elsewhere^) lies danger for the justice

of their conclusions. They fail to realize that, in a great

number of cases, the languages which have grown up

with the traditions of Western philosophy do not afford

equivalents for Oriental standpoints. The translator may
have applied modern phrases with at least an implicit

diffidence. The general critic handles them with easy

confidence.

Language is not the only source whence the erroneous

inferences to which allusion has been made have sprung,

and are still springing. But on the present occasion I wish

to confine myself to showing, by reference to certain texts

and translations, how a somewhat loose procedure on the

part of translators (when trying to find equivalents for

some of the central concepts of ethics), has left room for

the general student to get a false perspective of Buddhist

ideals.

As only one of several important instances, I would

draw attention to the Buddhist attitude in relation to the

volitional side of the human mind. It is not possible to

equate in Pali the word ‘ will,’ either in psj'chological

comprehensiveness, or for its trail of bad metaphysic. If,

however, we lop off the metaphysic, and resolve ‘ will
’

into the classes of mental states or processes, of which it

forms a factor more or less, and which, in its wider or

its narrower meaning, it is used to designate, we shall

find in Buddhist terminology an abundance of suitable

words, and in the philosophical treatises an application

of them as discriminative as we find among ourselves,

and sometimes even more so.

There is so far no evidence of a reduction of complex

volition into simple conation, such as may be found in

our more scientific modern textbooks. There is no such

developed psychology to be met witli as is implied in the

strictly psychological use of carefully distinct terms (such

April, 1897.
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as Appetite, Desire, Deliberate Choice), where a coefficient

of bare conation is discerned as involved with feeling of

a certain sort, or with intellectual activity of a certain sort,

or with both intellect and emotion. But what we do find

in the Pitakas is a pretty constant discrimination, in the

employment of terras connoting volition, between psycho-

logical import only and ethical or moral implication.

In two parallel passages in the Dhamma Sahgani, for

instance,* the term which best conveys the meaning of bare,

simple conation or consciousness of energy, namely, viriyam,

as well as all its synonyms and complementary terms

—

tr}Mng and striving, effort and endeavour, zeal and ardour,

vigour and resistance, persistent striving, sustained desiring

and exertion, grasping of a weight—is used to describe,

in part, both the state or quality of mind which is morally

good and that which is morally bad. To all such terms,

then, when used of psychological activity, Buddhism attaches

no blame any more than we should. When, on the other

hand, the sacred writings wish to convey ethical values in

terras of volitional import, either distinct and special words

are used, or else the term of volition is explicitly qualified

as referring to an object of perverted desire or to a morbid

state of will. Want or wish (akankha) becomes craving or

thirst (tanha)
;
for desire (chando) we get lust (chandarago),

lusts of the flesh (kamarago), sensual delight (nandiriigo), or

else some qualifying phrase, desire for form (rupe chando),

and so forth.

It should be noted, however, that where words implying

effort of will occur without further qualification, it is oftener

in connection with progress in self-training than with any

idea of depreciating volitional energy.^ Thlnamiddham, that

is, sloth mental and bodily, is a cardinal fault. Quietude

and calm are praised, but only as the occasion for sustained

> PP. 11, 77.
® The only quasi -exception known to me is the case of the so-called Four

Agatis, where Chando, standing in company with three bad qualities, has a negative
moral value, signifj-ing partiality in a judge. This technical meaning, borrowed
from jurisprudence, occurs in one or two passages in the Pitakas (see Cullavagga,
iv, 9; Ang., u, p. 18).

j.R.A.s. 1898. 4
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effort of concentration, or as indicating the peace following

inental toil and struggle.

In fact, if there be one feature in Buddhist ethics eminent

for the emphasis attached to it, it is not only that will as

such, desire as such, are not to be repressed, but that the

culture and development of them are absolutely indis-

pensable to any advance towards the attainment of its

ideals. This is, of course, well known by all who have

any knowledge of the Sacred Books, yet it is not yet as

generally appreciated as it deserves, either by experts, or

by general critics.* Let us take a few typical passages on

the need of diligent effort.

In one of the Dialogues in the Shorter Collection ^

Gotama describes the process of conversion as consisting in

a connected sequence of trust, drawing near, hearing the

word, inquiry, sustained insight, desire (chando), zeal (ussaho),

pondering (tulanii), and struggle (padhanam). And the

learner has to bear in mind this maxim: “Verily may
skin, nerves, bones, flesh and blood dry up and wither, or

ever I stay my energies (viriyani), so long as I have not

attained whatsoever by human endurance, energy, and efibrt

(thama, viriya, parakkama) is attainable.” * This forcible

adjuration recurs in other books,^ and was vowed by

Gotama to himself in his mental wrestling beneath the

Bo-tree.^ In fact, it seems to have been characteristic of

the man to have rated nothing higher in conduct than

a supreme effort of will in which “ the whole energies of

being consent.” This was the one thing which he himself

admitted, as he conversed with his leading disciples one

moonlight evening in a sylvan scene, might lend an added

splendour to the beauty of nature—the resolve, namely,

of one meditating to free his heart then and tliere from

* Cf. the Btateniciit hy one of the most recent of these, J. R. Crozier, in liis

“ History of Intelleetunl Development,” ]). 118—“The ohjeet of Rnddhism is

the sn))])ression of all desire”— and his distorted view of Rnddhism resulting

(|)artly) therefrom.
“ Majihima Nikaya, No. 70, p. 180.
’ Mayjh., i, 480.
*

.'\n}f., i, 60 ; S., ii, 27G.
’’ Jat., i, 71.
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every trace of evil.* To a young prince, an intending

disciple, wlio asks Gotaiua how long it would take to

graduate in his doctrine, the reply is that, as with the

art of riding, it all depended on whether the learner

brought five conditions, these being conceived as so many

forms of effort (padhiiniyangani) to bear—confidence, health,

sinceritj', energy, intelligence.*

Again (in M., 5th Sutta), the advantage of self-knowledge

lies in this, that on it depends an uprising of desire

(chando), a beginning of exertion (vayaino), an inception

of energy, in the way leading to reform.® And the

degeneration in the Order that would follow on decay of

effort and energy is counted among the apprehensions

of a bhikshu. ^

In the Categories of progress toward the Ideal, energy

is a constant factor ®
;
and of two of the Categories them-

selves, one is conceived as the Four Great Struggles, and

one as a course® of Desire, Energy, Thought, and Investi-

gation, with a common factor of meditation and struggle*

—Ardour being sometimes reckoned as a fifth essential.

In the 6th Sutta of the Majjhitna seventeen desires for

self-improvement are met by advice as to how they may be

realized.

Hence it is strictly in accordance with the spirit of the

older writings when the author of the “Milinda” declares

that Xirviina is to be realized, not by bare quiescent

meditation, much less by mortification of impulse, but by

rational discontent, strong anguish, longing, followed by

a forward leap of the mind into peace and calm—then

again by joyous streuuousness in which the aspirant “strives

’ Majjh., 32nd Sutta.

Majjhima, No. 65, now in the press, of which, by the courtesy of the
editor, Mr. Robert Chalmers, I have seen the proofs.

^ Cf. Ang., ii, 194-5 :
“ Desire, effort, exertion, endeavour, persistence.”

* Ang., iii, 108.
® i.e. in the Powers, the Principles, and the Eight-fold Path

;
omitting only

the Meditations.
® Iddhipada.
'
Even in the list of the ten Highest States (Paramiyo) insisted on in the

later Buddhism as the condition requisite for a Bodhisatva’s attaining Buddha-
houd, we find resolution (adhitthana; included. Cf. also the term abhiaiharo.
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Tritli might and main along that path, searches it out . .

makes firm his self-possession ... to that end holds

fast in effort, remains steadfast in love, directs his mind

again and again . .
^

And still later Buddhaghosa is constantly insisting on

the same doctrine
;

and, indeed, in one passage goes so

far as to say (Attha SalinI, 300) that the Buddha himself

painted the delights of the higher meditation in such

glowing colours precisely “ in order to rouse ardour in his

hearers, and for the sake of making them lust after it.”

But Buddhist ethic does not simply enforce and encourage

efforts of wiU and desire. We find some attempts (and may
yet find more) to cultivate in detail that which “ seems,” to

quote a modern psychologist. Professor Sully, “ to mark

off the highly developed will as such,” namely, the capacity

of Control. “ Mature will implies the inhibition of certain

nerve-centres by others ... a repression of action

when conflicting motives arise . . . the maintaining

of a definitive purpose beyond the movement, and the

persistent concentration of mind on this.” - Thus, in the

20th Sutta of the Majjhima, Gotama recommends the

student who is ohsede by some haunting idea of an un-

desirable character to try five methods in succession for

expelling it

—

(1) Attend to some good idea.

(2) Face the danger of the consequences of letting the

bad idea emerge in action.

(3) Become inattentive to the bad idea.

(4) Analyze its antecedents, and so paralyze the sequent

impulse.

(5) Coerce the mind with the aid of bodily tension.

> See the whole passes, “ Milinda,” 325-7.
* SuIIt, “Pessimism,*’ p. 212. See also p. 290, where the author sketches

a plan of will-culture hr which, “ in the economic mana^ment of all the existing

material of pleasure,” etc., all evitable suffering mar ne eliminated from life.

The learned author of this interesting work declares at its outset that Buddhism
is pure pessimism. Yet the meliorative discipline he describes is very like pure

Buddhism.
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Again (Majjh., 36th Sutta), Gotaraa gives a detailed account

of his own exercises in the effort to control his sensations.

These are illustrations of Control such as we might find

quoted in modem psychological treatises.

Once more, the danger of what is now termed aboulie, or

atrophy of will-power, is touched upon (Majjh., 19th Sutta)

—that pathological state of mind of which, in literature,

Hamlet is the classical instance.' Gotama, in narrating

how, in his quest after enlightenment, he analyzed and

classified the thoughts that arose in him, has a care lest

by over-long pondering and deliberation he should weary

his bodj’ and induce a swaying fluctuating mood (cittam

uhanfieyya), and so pulls himself together—“earnest, zealous,

and resolved.”

Further evidence of insight into the nature and practice

of control could be adduced from the Pitakas, and will, no

doubt, be found in such portions as still remain to be edited.

But in reply to all this, those who quote quietism, apathy,

and egoistic self-concentration as the essence of Buddhism,

may disclaim any reference to the higher will thus purged

and chastened. They might say it is only (tanha) trislind

and (kamma) karma that they identify with that primal,

noumenal “ will to live ” and its consequences, in which,

they think, the Buddha discerned the peretinial source of

sorrow, and to which Schopenhauer saw humanity bound,

helpless and hopeless, as Tantalus and as Ixion. This was

the “ win,” these the “ desires,” that constituted for both

thinkers the Everlasting Xo, and induced them to place

shrunken and spiritless ideals above a more courageous

acceptance of life as a whole.

It is true that no ethical ideal insists more strongly, than

that which Gotaraa placed before his Order, on the absolute

necessity of renouncing, not onfy certain spheres of desire

—sensuous passion, worldly ambitions, fevered cravings

(parildhd) of any kind—but also the longing for mere life

* Cf. HofEding, “Psychology,” p. 338.
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or being, as such, as well as for any after-life, as such. To

prize mere quantity of living stood by him condemned as

ignoble, as stupid, as a mortal bondage, as one of the three

great Defilements [Amvas). To a modem poet’s cry

—

“ IIow can I have enough of life and love !

”

he may fairly enough be represented as responding, “ How
can I have too little, if by life and love such and such

things be understood !” But so indeed might any Christian,

might any Hellenist, make reply. Even one of the most

modern of all ethical writers says much the same thing

when he asks, “ Do you mean ‘ Let us eat and drink for

to-morrow we die ’ ? Nay, rather let us join hands and

work, since to-day we are alive together !

”
^ But we might

fairly inquire of the ethical standpoint of the Buddhist

Canon if there be any sort of “ life and love,” the which

granted, it could sanction and endorse the verse just cited.

Now, in seeking to meet this inquiry one thing is ever

impressing itself upon me. It is that the compilers of the

Canon might fairly demand of translators that they should

indicate, by a more discriminating use of terms than is

frequently found, what form or direction of volitional activity

is spoken of as hurtful and vicious. What we actually find,

in many cases, is a curious readiness to use some one term,

in itself of psychological import only, and not denoting

ethical values, for a great variety of Buddhist words which

in themselves convey, or are explicitly qualified as conveying,

a meaning that is morally blameable.

For instance, a comparison of the translations made by

such scholars as Burnouf, Foucaux, Max Muller, Fausbbll,

Oldenberg, and Warren with the originals, discloses the

striking fact that the one English word ‘desire’ is made

to do duty for no less than seventeen Pali words, not one

of which means desire taken in its ordinary general sense,

but rather in that of perverted, morbid, excessive desire.

It would be unnecessarily technical to set out here the proofs

of this statement. I put them, therefore, in an appendix.

* W. K. Clifford.
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Dr. Neumann also, who, translating into German and not

into English, usually avoids this pitfall of ‘desire,’ apjdies

nevertlieless to precisely the same class of ethical terms the

words, in themselves unmoral, WiUe, woUen, Wimsch. Still

more exception may be taken to his weighting at least two

pairs of liuddhist ethical terms with words borrowed from

the dialect of Schopenhauer’s doctrine of will (Bejahtntff,

Venieinung). An incitement is hereby afforded to followers

of Schopenhauer to magnif}' the debt of inspiration owed

by the latter to Buddhism in a forced parallelism which

requires rather to be checked than encouraged. The unique

extension given by Schopenhauer to the psychology of will,

so as to cover both conation and feeling, renders all such

parallelism at least hazardous.

AVe now come to what, in the present connection, is

due to Buddhism at the hands of the general critic. The

stony, stultified, self-centred apathy we often hear ascribed

to the Buddhist ideal is supposed to be the result—in so

far as the Indian climate is not held responsible *—of

a Schopenhauerian pessimism as to the worth and promise

of life and the springs of life. If, however, the critic

would dwell more on the positive tendencies in Buddhist

etliics, he might discern under the outward calm of mien

of the Buddhist sage in literature and art, a passion of

emotion and will not paralyzed or expurgated, but rendered

subservient to and diffused around deep faith and high hope.

For there is no doctrine, not even excepting Platonism, that

sees in life, in the life that now is, greater possibilities of

perfection. Nor is there any system, not excepting that

of the Christian, which sees in the evolution of human
love a more exalted transcendence of the lower forms of

that emotion. It is noteworthy that in the passages con-

taining outbursts of sublimated feeling—of lovingkindness,

pity, sympathy, good-will— for all living creatures, the

> German writers have much to say on this connection between tropics and
torpor. English writers, more intimate, directly or indirectly, with the vallev

of the Ganges, and the amount of strenuous work and play got through by
their countrymen, as well as by Indians, say less.
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attitude taken up is, so to speak, more dynamically

conceived than in the great Pauline ode to Agape.

The emotion is depicted as an energy radiating from

a glowing nucleus to fill the universe—as a living force, a

“ vie intensive et expansive,” as the late Jean Marie Guyau
might have said— as an overflow of superb effort, of

abounding will. “Our mind shall not waver; no evil

speech wull we utter
;
we will abide tender and com-

passionate, loving in heart, void of secret malice
;
and we

will be ever suffusing such an one with the raj’^s of our

loving thought, and from him forthgoing we will ever be

suffusing the whole world with thought of love far-reaching,

grown great, and beyond measure, void of ill-will and

bitterness. Thus, brethren, and well, must ye exercise

yourselves.”' In passages like this, which, with its variants,

runs like a refrain through much of the Sutta Pitaka—in

those on the glory of insight attending the sense of

emancipation w'restled for and won—we see a kind of “ life

and love ” of which Gotama would have gladly said “ How
can we have enough !

” The weary, heartrending tragedy

immanent in the life of the world he recognized and ac-

cepted as honestly and fully as the deepest pessimist. The

complexities, the distractions, the burdens, the dogging

sorrow inevitable for life lived in participation of all that

the human organism naturally calls for, and human society

puts forward as desirable—all this he judged too heavy to

be borne, not indeed by lay followers, but by those who
should devote their lives to learn and practise his doctrine

wholly and lift the world to higher standpoints and

nobler issues. Life in its fulness they at least were not to

cultivate. They could not afford to listen to the bidding

—

“ Greift nur hinein ins voile Menschenlebeu !
” The penalty

incurred by Buddhism for this economy of energy is heavy

enough. It is that of all aristocratic, by which I mean

exclusive or partial, systems of thought and culture when

tested by the evolving religious needs of humanity.

' Majjh., 21st Sutta.
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But if we take life of a certain quality of refinement and

sublimity—the life accessible to the earnest, single-minded,

single-hearted, strenuous, self-possessed student-missionary,

eased of all worldly and domestic cares—Buddhism, so far

from “ negating ” the will to live that kind of life, pronounced

it fair and lovely beyond all non-being, beyond all after-

being. If final death followed inevitably on the fullest

fruition of it, this was not what made such life desirable.

Final death was a hypothesis, accepted as welcome, not for

its own sake, but as a corollary, so to speak, to the

solved problem of emancipation. It merely signified that

unhealthy moral conditions had wholly passed away.

Hence, if fairl}' judged, neither will, nor aspiration, nor

the preciousness of life, can be said to be repressed and

contemned in Buddhist philosophy. It spurned both

asceticism and luxury, and urged a healthy simplification

in living—the open air, the bath, the regular hours, the

taking of repose, the daily exercise—discerning that the

emancipation, the ideal life, must he rooted in hygiene,

not in hysteria. Of the mortification of all desire, of the

stultification of will, it would have said :
“ That way

madness lies.” ^ It sought, often naively, often pedantically,

but on the whole sanely, to divert the current of desire to

aims intellectual and ethical rather than worldly or sensual,

and then to foster and strengthen aspiration and resolve in

the eflfort to persevere towards complete attainment of what
it held to be the noblest kind of life.

Appendix.

Burnouf, in the Mabanidana Sutta, rendered upadanam
(grasping) by desir.

Foucaux rendered trsna (thirst, craving) by desir, Lalita

\ istara passim, e.g. p. y-17, Ann. Mus. Guimet, vi.

* The madness of the ditthummattako, mohwnmaltako.
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Oldenberg translates kama (sensual desires) by desires

simply
;
nekkhammam (which he reads as tlie contradictory

of kiima), by abandonment of desire. “ Vin. Texts,” i, 81,

for all the four terms asava, kama, vana, tanha. Dhp.

passim. His translator. Yon Schultze, whether metri causa

or on other grounds, renders the last term by “ des Begeh-

rens diirstendem Drang” (Dhp., 154).

Fausboll applies desire without qualification to at least

thirteen different names for vicious or excessive desire

:

e.g. (Sutta Nipata juassiw).

sita (clinging bond).

sineho (cleaving, stickiness),

chatata (hunger).

fkaye chandam (desire for the body).

(chandaragaviratto (not d}’ed with lustful desire),

ussada (arrogance),

tanha (thirst, craving).

panidhi (here, aspiration, after becoming and not-becomlng)

(cf. Fausb. on v, 243).

akiisam (space; “ puffed-up state”),

visattikain (lust, dart of),

anejo (greed).

jappitani (mumblings, prayers).

In Neumann’s translation of the Majjhima Nikiiya, I—L,

we find such renderings as

—

Viriigo : Willensende.

Eiiganusayam : Regung des Wollens.

Kilmachando : Wunscheswillen.

Kiima :
* Verlangen.

Kamehi vivicca : den Wiinschen erstorben.

’ At other times better rendered by him as Bcgierdcn. So in places rugo is

better rendered by Gier.

104.

Max Muller uses the one term desires a number of times
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Warren, in the index to his work, Bitddhwn in Trans-

lations, goes so far to justify his usage as to state that

desire and seeking are to be taken as equivalent to passion,

lust, covetousness, and thirst (Index, s.v. Desire). But his

object is rather economy of space than care in interpretation.

In the translations themselves desire is made to take on

the heavy burden of fanlid,^ often it is true mefri causa, but

not always, and once at least through a misconception of

the meaning of the phrase tanhaya asesaviriiganirodho,^

which should be rendered “ the entire cessation and fading

out of craving.” ®

•

' Cf. 33, 34 ; pp. 160, 370-2, etc., etc.

’ S. iii, p. 26.
* Mr. Warren twice renders adhitthanam (insistence, persistent resolve) by

‘ affirmation’ (pp. 163, 165), but whether with implicit Schopenhauerism or not

I cannot say.
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Art. IX .—Some Notes on the Literature and Doctrines of

the Huru/i Sect. By Edward G. Browne, M.A.,

M.R.A.S.

I. The Liter.ature.

In ray Catalogue of the Persian Manuscripts in the Cambridge

University Library (pp. 69-86) I described, at what raay

have seeraed rather inordinate length, a work called the

Javiddn-i-Kabir, which aroused ray interest in the highest

degree. The interest of this work, as I there pointed out,

is twofold : it embodies very remarkable doctrines, ap-

parently akin to those of the Isma'IlIs or Shi'ites of the

“Sect of the Seven”; and considerable portions of it are

written in a peculiar dialect of Persian which certainly

merits a fuller study. Concerning the author of this

work, Fazlu’lliih b. Abl Muhammad of Tabriz, called

“ al-Huriifi,” we know little (except what may be gleaned

from his writings) heyond what is contained in the brief

notice of Ibn Hajar al-‘AsqalanI (d. a.h. 852), cited by

Flugel at pp. vii-viii of the preface to the second volume

of his edition of HajI Khalfa. “FazluTlah,” says Ibn

Hajar, “the son of Abu Muhammad of Tabriz, was one of

those innovators who subject themselves to ascetic discipline.

Imbued with heretical doctrine, he finally produced the sect

known as the Hiirufis [from i
—

* Letters pretending

that the Letters [of the alphabet] were metamorphoses of

men, together with many other idle and baseless fancies.

He invited the Amir Timur the Lame [Tamerlane] to adopt

his heresies, but he desired to slay him. And this came

to the knowledge of his son (with whom he had sought

refuge), and he struck off his head with his own hand.

And when this was made known to Timur, he demanded
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his head and his body, and burned them both, in this year,

viz. ill the year [a.h.] 804” (:=a.d. 1401-2). From the

Javidan-i-Kahir it seems clear enough that Fazlu’Uuh

pretended that himself was a prophet and his book an

inspired revelation
;
and from sundry records of visions

with which the Cambridge MS. concludes (I have not had

an opportunity of comparing the Leyden or the Constanti-

nople codices), it would further appear that the period of his

religious activity began not later than a.h. 786 (
= a.d. 1384).

Some time after the publication of my Catalogue, my
friend Mr. E. J, TF. Gibb called my attention to the fact

that the Turkish poet Nesvnl (who was put to death for

heterodoxy in a.h. 820) is, in several tazkira-n of Turkish

poets, called al-Hurufi, a term of which he had not under-

stood the precise significance until he read my notice of the

Jdvkldn-i-Kabir. He ‘showed me several of the notices

consecrated to NesimI in these tazkiras
;
and the allusion

to Fazlu’llah contained in the following verse of his cited

by one of them afforded yet more conclusive evidence that

the “heresy” for which the Turkish poet suffered death

was the heresj’ of “ Fazlu’llah the Hurufl”:

—

“7/ thou tcould’st knoic of the science of philosophy [or of the

lore of tcisdoni], come, come hither, 0 philosopher

;

Hearken thou to the speech of Neslml, and behold Fazin'lldh !

[or the Excellence of God'\.”

Already, therefore, it began to appear probable that this

Hurufl sect enjoyed a certain importance, duration, and

diffusion
;
and this conjecture derived further support from

my discovery in the Bibliotheque Rationale, during a fort-

night spent at Paris in the Easter vacation of 1897, of two

manuscripts (Ancien Fonds Person, 24, and Suppl. Pers., 107)

containing several other Huriifi treatises. These raanu-

sciipts, before going further, I will briefl}’ describe.
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Ancien Fonds Pen., 24.

This MS., a volume of eighty-six leaves, is divided into

three parts as follows :

—

(I) The Isthcd-nania (ff. l’’-59*’) of Amir G/iii/df/iu’d-Din

Muhammad b. lliisei/n b. Muhammad al-IIusei/ni of

Asiardbdd,^ of which another copy, dated a.h. 1043,

is briefly described by Dr. Paul Horn, of Strassburg,

amongst tlie Persian and Turkish MSS. of the Vatican

{Z.D.M.G., vol. li, p. 12). This copy ends (f. 59'*)—
/J\

“ The book ica-t concluded by the help of Fazl\ji’lldh~\ the

Opener of the Gate, a.h. 970 ” (=a.d. 15G2-3). This,

of course, is the date of transcription, but a passage on

f. 23“ shows that the work must have been composed

subsequent!}" to a.h. 828. As regards its title, it

refers, no doubt, to the verse of the Qur’an, “ then He
[God] ascended upon His Throne" p),

constantly cited in the Jdviddn-i-Kabir and other

HurOfl books.

(II) An allegorical Matbnavl poem (fp. 62'>-80*>), in the

hexameter ramal metre, describing Alexander’s search

for the "Water of Life, and the questions addressed

by him to the Pir-i-murshid (presumably Khizr), with

their answers. It begins

—

jcjI

That this poem also is the work of a HurufI, is evident

from the concluding lines

—

^ f L5 • ^

A^ ^ ‘C.tb Aj«L>-
j

\

1 His full name is thus given on f. 49». Elsewhere he is spoken of simply as
Amir Ghiyathu’d-Din.
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“The Word of God is [our] Guide and Mahdl, but it is

[so] through the speech of Fazlu’llah.

If thou imderstandest ‘ With Sun is Knowledge of the

Book' he is Witness against all in the Day of

Reckoning.

All which was concealed in the Phenomenal Universe

hath been made clear by the Javld-nama.

Go, seek, 0 King of lofty station, the Supreme Object

in this way, and so Farewell !

”

(III) A glossary of tbe dialect-words used in the Javiddn-

ndma-i-Kahlr (ff. 81®-86®). The words explained are

written in red in alphabetical order, the explanations

in Persian standing under each
;
and there are about

eighty words to the page.

Suppl. Pers., 107.

This is a small volume of ff. 139, brown with age, described

in a French note as “ Traite de Tirnmortalite de Tame en

prose persienne appelle DJavidan name, avec Texplication des

lettres cabalistiques inconnues qui sont dans TAlcoran, et le

comraentaire des passages qui sont a ce sujet, composfi par

Fadhlalla Houroufi de la secte des Sofis : il traite cette

raatiere suivant la Theologie des Sofis, et la cabale des lettres

et des noms divins.” Much of it is written in an extremely

enigmatical manner, and traditions which enjoyed a special

currency and favour amongst the sect are so much abbreviated

as to be unintelligible to those who are not already familiar

with them. Thus, to cite one instance, the constauth'-quoted
* / ^

LJaj 'i o — appears as

]jj ^ . The book begins, after the Bismi’l/dh :

—

^liU 'a* a* J1 v«Ij iS

4^1 . J1 CSj AjWI
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For the full uuclerstiinding of this text a careful preliminary

study of the more intelligible Iluruf! works would be in-

dispensable. Its title appears to be, from a marginal note

rendered partially unintelligible to me by contractions,

Mahabbat-)ia)m-i-Jdrid^ (“The Eternal Book of Love ”), and

this title seems justified by the general tone of the book and

by the constantly-cited tradition

—

^3

“He who remembereth me, loveth me; and he who loveth me,

pansionafeli/ desireth me; and him who passionatel// desireth me

I passionately desire ; and whom I passionately desire I slay ;

and of him whom I slay, I am the Blood-wit.” A Mahahbat-

ndma-i-Ildhi (“Divine Book of Love”) is mentioned in the

Istiwd-udma, and is, no doubt, the work contained in this

MS., which is dated a.h. 895 (a.d. 1489-90), and was

transcribed by a certain Darvish Ahmad. I was unable to

discover in my examination of the book any indications

serving to fix more accurately the date of composition or the

authorship, but the following expression occurring on f. ID
of the Istiwd-ndma (and similar ones elsewhere) would seem

to show that it too was written by FazluTlah :

—

[jyrj = ?] 3 ' ^1 *<UU

Besides the Jdviddn-ndma and the Mahabbat-ndma, mention

is made in the Istiwd-ndma of another Hurufi work, in verse,

entitled the ‘Arsh-ndma (“Book of the Throne”). Citations

from this show that it is a Persian mathnavi poem written in

the same metre {Ramal-i-mitsaddas-i-mahdhuf) as the mathnavi

* This identification is rendered certain by a passage on f. 13*> of the Istiiva-

ndma, where, in discassiug why the 2Iahabbat-ndma received this title rather than
that of Ta‘ashshuq-ndina or Muwaddat-ndma (which mean the same thing),
Ghiyathu’d-Din explicitly cites its opening words as follows :

—

‘ Ail (*5^' Jjl

j.R.A.s. 1898. 5
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already described as forming the second part of Anc. Fonds

Pers. 24, and it seemed to me probable that this poem might

prove to be the ^Amh-ndma, but, as I sought in vain to verify

the citations, this identity must still be regarded as un-

established.

Mention must also be made of another HurufI poem in

Turkish, by Refi‘i, a pupil of Neslml, contained in the

British Museum MS. Add. 5,986. It is called the Baslidrat-

ndma, and contains translations of passages from the '’Ars/i-

ndma, Jdviddn-ndma, and Mahabhat-ndma already mentioned.

As I have not yet had the opportunity of examining this

MS., save in the most cursory manner, I can for the present

merely refer the reader to Professor Rieu’s description of it

in his Catalogue of the Turkish Manuscripts in the British

Museum, pp. 164-5.

It will thus be seen that the authentic material for a full

study of this HurufI sect, of which hitherto almost nothing

has been known, is very considerable. Such a study this

article has no pretension to be, but only a few notes on the

subject, based on such hurried examination of the documents

as I have been able to effect. Some there may be w'ho will

be inclined to regret that I did not postpone it until I had

extended this examination
;
but, having learned by experience

how often the ungarnered harvest rots instead of ripening,

I have thought it better to place in the hands of other

students these clues to a hitherto untrodden labyrinth which

at present I have not leisure further to explore. Sources

whence further information might bo expected are, besides

the Turkish tazkiras of which I liave already spoken (some of

which I shall have occasion to cite), the various general and

special histories of Tlmiir, where some account of the

execution of Fazlu’lliih is probably to bo found. It is, of

course, possible that Tlmilr attached little importance to the

death of one mystic heresiarch amidst the thousands of

victims whom he slew, but the Hurufls on their part were

not disposed to forget “ that accursed lame man ”

as the author of the Istiicd-ndma (f. 25") calls him.
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One other source—printed this time, not manuscript

—

remains to be mentioned, namely, the Turkish and I’ersian

poems (Diidii) of Nesimi, published at Constantinople at the

Akhtur printing-press in Jumada II, a.h. 1298. Although

almost every page of this Divan contains obvious allusions to

Fazlu’llah and the Huriifi doctrines, it would appear to be

of only secoudary value for an investigation of the tenets

of the sect. That XesIiuT was a prominent disciple of

Fazlu’llah is abundantly proved by evidence external to his

own poems, and I have now no doubt that he is the “ Seyyid

‘Imiid”* mentioned in the visions wherewith the Cambridge

MS. of the Javidun-i-Kabir concludes (p. 72 of my Persian

Catalogue). Qiuiill-zade expressly says, in the notice which

he consecrates to Nesiml in his tazkira (Add. 24,957 of Brit.

Mus., f. 282), that, after he had been filled with Divine love,

he “at length offered his devotion to Fazlu’llah al-llurufi,”

and, becoming bolder and bolder in his talk of Divine

Mysteries as the Mystic Wine-cup which he drained proved

too much for his discretion, uttered words mysticall)’- true

but outwardly blasphemous, which caused the doctors of

Aleppo to pronounce sentence of death against him.^ The
author of the Istiwd-ndma mentions him (f. 22*) as one of

seven “ most learned, most perfect, most excellent, most

eminent darvishes of that epoch ” (the others being DarvTsh

‘All, Darvish Baha’u’d-Din, Mawlana Muhammad of Xa’in,

Mawlaua Hasan of BuiTijird, Darvish Ahmad of Gllan, and

* Qinali-zade (fl. a.h. 994) speaks of him as ‘Imadu’d-Din, and says that he
belonged to a family of Seypds of Baghdad. Mr. Gibb, who has kindlv read
through the proofs of this article, says that Latifi (a.h. 953) confirms the first

piece of information.

- I am indebted to Mr. Gibb for the following note:—“ Qinali-zade’s words
are

—

‘ As the Breeze of Annihilation blew upon the Garden of his Spirit, upon the
Orchard of his Heart and Soul, it bore the Perfume of Love and Affection to
his Xostrils, so that after having served the Sheykhs of the Time, he at last
gave his allegiance to Fazlu’llah the Huruf i,’ in consequence of which, continues
Qinali-zade, he lost all self-control, and began to rave after the fashion of the
ecstatics.”
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Mawlana Hasan-i-Haydarl), and, in an anecdote concerning

him (to be cited presentl}') which occurs on f. OS’*, calls him

“ the beatified, martyred Seyyid, Amir Seyyid ‘Iraadu’d-Din

Nesiml.” In the tazkira of Latlfl (Add, 17,339 of Brit.

Mus., f. 90’’) he is called

—

A,? uIm ^
^

2
^

^

“ the fearless Soldier of the Field of Love, the precious

Sacrifice of the Ka‘ba of Aflfection, the Paragon of Seyyids,

Seyyid Nesiml, may God sanctify his secret !
” Hence it

would appear that even Musulmans presuraabh’ orthodox

were disposed to regard him as a kind of second Mansur-i-

Hallaj, a part for which his own words {Divan, p. 52, 1. 6,

and many other passages) prove his predilection

—

|*j’a

^ , IAj ^ 1
^ A 1 A^4mA

“Since I have been helped [wmwsMr]’ by the Truth [God]

I ever say, ‘ I am the Truth !
’ Who will put me on the

gibbet? I have become notorious in this city.”

Had these gentle biographers enjoyed an opportunity of

perusing even so much of the Ilurufl literature as the writer

has done, it is very doubtful if they would have striven to

surround with the halo of martyrdom an exponent of doctrines

far more remarkable for their ingenuity than their orthodox}\

These doctrines I now propose briefly to examine, chiefly by

the light of the Isthcd-ndnia, of which I have the fullest

notes, and which is the clearest and most intelligible of the

Hurufi books. Before proceeding to this second part of my
article, however, I will summarize, for greater convenience of

reference, the sources of our information on the subject.

' Or, “since I have become [like] ilau?ur.” The equivoque cannot be

preserved in Euglish.
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I. nurufi irritinga. (1) The Javidan-ndnia-i-Kahir of

Fazhi'lldh al-Hururi : ^ISS. of Catubriclge, Leyden,

and St. Sophia.

(2) The Istiicd-udma of Amir Ghiydlhu'd-Din : MSS. of

Paris and the Vatican.

(3) The Mahabbat-ndma of Fazlulldh : MS. of Paris.

(4) A mathnaci poem which, under the guise of

Alexander’s quest for the AVater of Life, treats

allegorically of the Ilurufi doctrines, and mag be

the 'Ars/i-iidnia of Fazlu’llah mentioned and cited

in the Isfiird-ndma : Paris MS.

(5) Tlie Divdn of Xesiml : Constantinople edition of

A.H. P298. This volume also includes (pp. 9-14)

the Ganj-ndme (Turkish) of Refi‘T.

(6) The Bashdrat-ndma of Xeslml’s pupil Refl‘1 : Brit.

Mus. MS.

IT. External Sources of Information. Biographies of Turkish

poets (s.v. Xestmi and perhaps Refi‘i), e.g. Qindli-

zdde and Latifi.^ Probably some of the histories

of Timur; Hajl Khalfa, s.v. Jdviddn-i-Kabir

;

the

Inbd of Ibn ITajar.

II. The Doctrines.

Speaking generally, the following appear to he the most

prominent features of the fanciful doctrines confusedly and

unmethodically set forth in the HurufI books :

—

(1) There exists a hidden science, to acquire which is at

once the supreme duty and the supreme happiness of man,

indicating and explaining the meaning and significance of all

things in heaven above and in earth beneath, and the mystical

correspondences which unite them.

* I am indebted to Mr. Gibb for the following note:—“Refi‘1 is not
mentioned in anr of the tezkires I have seen. There is further a notice on
Xesimi in ‘Ashiq Chelebi’s tezkire, written about a.h. 976. Also in ‘All's

History tk), written a.h. 1007. ‘Ashiq alone speaks in a disparaging
tone about Xesimi.”
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(2) This hidden science is contained in the Qur’an ; hut

tlie key which unlocks it was in the hands of Fazlu’lliih,

“the Master of Interpretation” also called

“His Divine Holiness” and, after him, passed

to his Successor (<U^=A or Vicar^

By them it was disclosed to the

believers.

(3) Man, created in the Image of God, “ in the best of

forms” <j), is the Microcosm the

Book of God * ^jJl

the Goal and Measure of all things, the Throne on which

God ascended when He had finished the creation of all

inferior and subordinate creatures (as it is said in the

Qur’an
—

'ji.j), an Object of "Worship to the

Angels, “ save Iblls, who waxed proud and refused,” saying:

—

^ ‘
ijj'*

“ That pure Essence which I worship is free from standing

or sitting :

How can an earthly body be the object of my adoration ?

My adoration is towards my God.”

Arsh-nama cited in Istiud-numa, f. 20».)

(4) ‘‘Science is a Point which fools have made manifold”

tckaJ j*Ul). That science is the Science of

the Letters, which, properly understood, explains all things.

“ That Point,” says Amir Nilru’llah, called llazraf-i-

Surum’sh-Shuhadd (His Holiness the Delight of the Martyrs),

“ is the head of man
;
for Beaut}^ Comeliness, Speech, Smell,

Sight, and Hearing are all in the head
;

and, according to

writing and script, the 32 lines of black and white [i.e. the

32 letters of the Arabic alphabet as enlarged by the Persians]

\ Perhaps Amir Nuru’llah, “ the Delight of the JIartyrs.” Sec p. 77, infra.
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are in the face, and the manifestation of speech also, which

is 32 and 28 [sounds in the Persian and Arabic languages

respectively], is in the face; and the verse 'All things shall

perish save His Face ’ also alludes to this ” {Istiird-ndma,

If. 19’’-20“). As all the letters are developed from the Point

(AliL'), so are all men developed from seed which is,

save for a slight difference in diacritical points, an anagram

of ‘daii). “ JFhich fools have made manifold” : “inasmuch as

they seek the Essence of God, and the manifestation of that

Essence, and the Vision thereof, elsewhere than in the Face

of Man ”, [Isthcd-ndma, f. 20“). So Nesimi says [Divdn,

p. 52)

“ Seeing that my body is the mirror for the 18,000 worlds,

I am that very Form of God, so am I concealed to (i.e. not

comprehended by) the multitude.”

(5) The Huriifls, like the Batinis or Isma'IlTs, whom in

many respects they so closely resemble, teach that, though

there is a deep meaning of infinite significance both in the

Qur’an and in the religious observances (Prayer, Fasting,

Pilgrimage, etc.) which it ordains, the merely literal meaning

of the former and the merely formal fulfilment of the latter

are entirely devoid of importance. The method of ta’icil, or

allegorical interpretation, first elaborated by the Isma'IlIs,

finds an equally full and very similar application amongst

the Hurufis, who, as it would appear, reject the material

Resurrection, Paradise, and Hell of orthodox Islam
;
and

incline to a belief in Transmigration, or rather, perhaps, like

the Babis, in the “Return” or Re-manifestation

of the same significant essences in new forms.^ They appear

t>) believe, however, in a state of subjective happiness or

misery after death, since Ghiyathu’d-Diu gives in the Istiicd-

ndma (f. 23“) an account of a conversation which he held

‘ Cf. pp. 77-8, infra.
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durinw sleep with a departed co-religionist, Amir Salamu’llab,

and describes graphically the mansions and gardens of the

Paradise wherein he visited him and other deceased co-

religionists
;
while in another place (f. 27’^) the following

couplet, ascribed to “ the blaster of Interpretation ” (i.e.

Fazlu’Uah), is said to have been cited in the course of a dis-

cussion hy Arair 2s uru’llah :

—

< » I. .7 - I. ^
• -/

“There remain ever with him in the Ideal World that form

and those attributes which had become familiar to him.”

A >

O'

Moreover, we find in the Istitra-nama, chapters “ on the

consciousness of the Human Spirit after the plucking off of

the Body, when and how Peace comes to the pure and great

Spirit of the learned, enquiring, Unitarian Gnostic who
practises what he knows ” (f. 212) ;

“ in explanation of Hell,

and the Place of Abode of the Human Spirit ” (f. 39**)
; and

“ in explanation of Hell, and determination thereof according

to the word of interpretation of the Javiddn-uamn-i-Ildhi, tlie

2Iahabbat-ndma-i-Ildhi and the Word of the Vicar of God

[Khatifatu Ildh)y and according to the explicit testimony

of the Pentateuch and the Gospel.”

2sow the doctrine of ia’icil, or allegorical interpretation, i.s

very apt to lead to complete Antinomianism, and from

several passages in the litiird iidma, it would appear that this

actually was the case amongst many of the Ilurufis. “ Siune

of the darvishes of Bum” (i.e. the Turkish Hur fills), according

to Ghiyathu’d-Din (f. 24“), used to argue thus ;

—

>- ^ J >> O ^

^ ~ - * ^1*1 •
" " ^ “• ^ ^1* — ^ ^ M

• V y " y ^ * > *
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“
‘ Paradise consists in knowledge, and hell in ignorance.

Since "we are cognizant of the 32 words, and of our own
being, and of all things, all things are paradise to us

:

there is no longer prayer, or fasting, or cleanness, or things

unlawful : all is lawful. For all these things are obligations,

and in paradise is no obligation. And b}'' paradise is meant

this world, with knowledge of the Science of the Letters

and the Explanation of the Pevealer (glorious be his

mention !).’ And the darvishes of Baghdad also, who are

Darvish Amir ‘All Keyvan and Darvish Sadr-i-Ziya, and

Darvish Hasan Natiq, also hold and have held this. And
Darvish Haji ‘Isa of Bitlis (upon whom be the Peace of

God) enquired of His Holiness the Vicar of God in Ala-

dagh, and disputed for some while with the Darvishes

Mawlana Hasan Haydari and Darvish Muhammad Tir-gar

[‘ the Fletcher ’] and Seyyid Tiiju’d-Din and Seyyid

Muzaffar [about this point], his contention being, ‘There

is no obligation in Paradise
;
and we say that we are in

Paradise, therefore there is no obligation upon us
;

and

these five times of prayer are an obligation upon us,

therefore they should not be performed,’ and for some time

he discoursed on this matter, until at length it came to

the hearing of His Holiness the Vicar of God (on whom
be the blessings of God), who answered him thus: ‘Dost

thou admit my knowledge and infallibility ? There are

but two alternatives.’ That worthy darvish replied, ‘ This

humble individual admits your knowledge and infallibility.’

Then said the other, ‘ If thou regardest me as wise, I say

that one sImtJd perform them.’ And in the Mahahbat-

nCima-i-llaln (glorious be its mention !) His Holiness the

Ilevealer (glorious be his mention
!)

says :
‘ Worship of

God will at length turn the heads of philosophers, doctors,

the ascetic and the devout, again to the World of Love;

and Love consists in this, that one should fulfil the

])rostration of submission to every hair of the face, and

eyebrow, and eyelash, and glance of the Beloved : and in

I’aradise, as is mentioned in tlie explicit word of Scripture,

“ Ihvn shall be said unto them, ‘Peace ! Peace !
’ ” and “ Peace !
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Peace!” is in the prayers; it [i.e. Paradise] is therefore

conformable to prayer.’ That darvTsh was silent and sub-

mitted and acquiesced.”

Ghiyiithu’d- Din then goes on to speak of the views

prevalent amongst his fellow-believers in Shlrwiin, Gilan

(“some of whom believe in the World of Imiuortality as

conformable to the World of Sleep”), Khura>an (where

Seyyid Amir Ishaq taught and gathered disciples), ‘ Iraq,

Luristiin, and Tabriz, most of whom seem to have discarded

the outer forms of religion :

—

cSl-i ,L-j J .

.,'jc iiLsj jl;l 1 , 1 J •

Ai Aijl _> JuAj J-il ,J J —j * Jki'l J

- • - > ^ > >
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y
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“And most, nay, all of those of ‘Iraq and Luristiiii, and

the darvTshes of that district, having entangled themselves

in heresy, and discarded prayer and other obligations,

imagine that in thus acting the)' enjoy liberty. As for

those of Tabriz, the darvishes who are followers of Fazl,*

some [of them too] hold that Paradise has come, and that

the prescribed obligations are removed. ‘ Wliatever is in

creation,’ [say they] ‘is the due of the initiate: he should

possess himself of whatever is obtainable, and as for what

is beyond his reach, he ought to regard it as his by right,

and strive to get it out of the hands of others, so that the

initiate may take possession of it. Prayer, Worship, the

greater and lesser ablutions, and the like of these things,

are abrogated. Piayer existed so that the verity under-

lying it might become known : when that verity has become

known, there is no more [need of] prayer, and the like

obligations Some assert that Ilis Holiness the

' Of course J^ii J*1 may be taken as meaning “the excellent” or

“ aecomplishcd darvishes,” hut ns Fnr.lu’lhih, the founder of the sect, was

a Tahrizi, I think that the expression has a specific meaning, and denotes those

Hurufis wlio derived their teaching directly Iroiu him.
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blaster of Interpretation (glorious be his mention !) says in

the 'Arsh-uauia-i-lldhi :

—

‘ That is, I have two and thirty words whereby all things

subsist

:

If by the Truth you abide in one, you will find the other

one and thirty made plain thereby.’

That dear brother of my heart DarvTsh Muhammad TTr-gar

[‘the Fletcher’] (upon whom be the approval of God),

when we approached Baghdad and reached the protected

garden of Qiiba with Ilis Holiness ‘the Delight of the

Mart}TS ’ Amir Niiru’llah (upon whom be the blessings of

God), after our release from the bondage of the devils,

arrived from Miizandaran bringing several problems, of

which one was this: ‘All Ian"uae:es save Arabic and I’ersian

must pass away, as is proved by [the tradition] “ the

language of the people of Paradise is Arabic and Dari

Persian,” for the thirty-two words [rather letters] are

current in these two languages, while other languages are

merely repeated,' wherefore they must pass away.’ And
another [problem] was this which he enquired of this

humble individual :
‘ Where dost thou behold Ilis Holiness

the Master of Interpretation (glorious be his mention !) and

that accursed lame man [i.e. Timur-i-lang, ‘Tamerlane’]?’

This humble individual replied : ‘ [I behold] the essence of

that unclean lame one in the accursed distortion^ [?], and

the essence of the Grace [il/z/] of the Lord of the Worlds

(glorious be his mention !) in His Holiness Amir Nurullah.’

He denied it, saying: ‘His Holiness the Master of Inter-

pretation is only potentially manifest, for he rules [by his

influence and teachings which survive him], while that

* The Hurufi system dealt primarily with the mystical virtues and significance

of the 28 letters of the Arabic alphabet, and afterwards included (in the Xitskhn-

i-Xaw, or Supplement to the Javiddn-i-Eabir) the four additional Persian letters

j, and thus lais'.ng the total number to 32. Other languages,

according to the Hurufi view, would only repeat more or less perfectly these

letters.

* The proper meaning of is ‘ Paralysis, distortion of the mouth.’ With
the Hurufis it probably had some special signification.
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lame man is in a dog, and in the form of a dog one may
behold him.’” 1

All this very clearly shows that, as might have been

expected prima facie, the doctrine of ta' icll, or allegorical

interpretation, had produced amongst the Hurufis that

disregard of the external forms of devotion, and impatience

of restriction, which it always has tended, and always must

tend, to produce. Not only were many of them disposed

to abandon the prayers, fasting, and pilgrimage prescribed

by the Law of Islam, but they were inclined, like the

Carmathians, like the Anabaptists, like some of the earl}'’

Babis, to consider that to them, as a chosen people, it was

ffiven to “inherit the earth.” Nor are there wanting inO O

their books sundry indications of a tendency on their part

to set aside the moral as well as the religious law
;

while

it is clear that some of them, like NesimI, were given to

indulging in those extravagant pretensions wherein to this

day Persians of the class amongst which doctrines of this type

find most favour are accustomed to revel.^ An interesting

passage in the htiiod-nama (f. 58’’) illustrates this:

—

^^..11*11 CJj I

9
jjljj iSlj t

(*

jcdj A_jUaj ^11—cl t^c«-Lp

' For a curious parallel, cf. my translation of the Xciv nutory of Mh-:d ‘AH
Muhammad the ltdh, p. 338.

'* Sue my JVar amungat the I’crsiaiis, pp. 475, 491-3.
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“The King of Unitarians and Cream of Divines, the Vicar

of the Grace of the Lord of the Worlds [i.e. of Fazlu’llah],

the High, the Exalted, the Supreme (upon whom be Peace),

was tarrying at the Banquet of Unification, and absorbed

in quafiing the Divine Wine. The poetry of that blessed,

martyred Seyyid, Amir Seyyid Tmadu’d-Din Nealnn (upon

whom be God’s approval), was being read amongst us, and

some verses in that poetry which appeared to imply a claim

to [the Divine] Ipseity. This humble individual jestingly

enquired of His Holiness sa3ung :
‘ How is it that Seyyid

Nesimi, who was one of your converts, has put forward

all these claims to Ipseity ? Of course, every perfect man
boasts of his highest levels, and utters great words, like

‘All, the Prince of Believers, in the homily [known as]

Shaqshaqiyija
\

and Shejdch Juneyd [of Baghdad]; and
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Slieykh Bayazld [of Bistiiin]
;
and the like of these great

Sheykhs. But from you the like of these utterances hath

not appeared and appeareth not.’ His Holiness made
several subtle observations to this humble individual, and

answered :
‘ There is no need for me to tell of my levels,

inasmuch as the Divine Scripture explicitly speaks and

discourses of the high levels of this humble individual.’

I asked, ‘ Which [passage] is it ? ’ He replied :
‘ Where

God says, “ and He u the Exalted, the 2Ii(jhtij,” and “ One

Jligh and Great,” and the like of these verses, it is to me
that God refers in the words of Scripture.’ And this

humble individual was present when he heard this saying

:

and he engraved it on the tablet of his memory, until now,

when a period of thirty years, more or less, has elapsed

since that time, it hath been recorded in writing, so that,

when it reaches the hearing of those who seek the Path

of Certainty and pursue the Road of Unification of the

Grace of the Lord of the Worlds [i.e. Fazlu’llah] (glorious

is his mention !), they may regard this question as somewhat

left by this humble individual in the plain of phenomenal

beings, and may remember him in their prayers.”

A few quotations from Nesimi’s Divan, taken almost at

random from the first few pages, will illustrate the character

of the pretensions above referred to.

£ ..I gl tl

Li

^
1.3 .3 \j

>

“We are the Ruler of the two worlds: we are the enemy

of rejoicing and mourning. Shibll is a drop from our

Ocean: [Ibrahim] Adham is a Point of our Letter. One

night our all-encompassing Ocean dashed a wave whose

foam became Adam. Jesus, the nreather of Healing Breath,

will be born if we breathe our breath into Mary.”
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* »_>- »-5l—< *
\ jMjj I—

^

O’*>’*>'v^** > J 't • y

“Seek God from ua, 0 son, since we are the Divine

Manifestation.”

1
‘ ii_ri

J ''^"yy J
^

“We were acquainted with the Secret of the Father wlien

Ahmad [i.e. Muhammad] showed a sign of the Path.”

j\ C.>‘^
^

“ 0 seeker of the Divine Countenance, when thou quittest

duality we are God !

”

''

<)Vy* c;***'^
*

^

<o ,^-1

“ 0 seeker of the Real, behold God in the fair face and

s}nnraetrical beauty !

”

“0 Sufi who hast wasted thy life, come and drink wine,

for what is passed is lost.”

* H ItA—^ tJLy * X^f I 1

‘ LyJ
4J_£

^1 ‘ j:_rw

“Contemplate the Face of God in the disposal of the down
on a comely countenance :

Alas, thou wilt not regard the Real to-day, 0 dupe of

to-morrow’s promises !

”

(J--

(

(( He who says that a fair face is not the Yisage of God
hath not the Truth-seeing eye and his pretension

is vain.”

“I am the suspended Heaven, I am the Absolute Agent,

I am with God, I am God, I am the Proofs and

the Sign.”

J.R.A.s. 1898. 6
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‘

^ «A^ JJ Wj y
“ 0 thou who makest one the names of the Faith, of

Blasphemy and of Polytheism, come, worship this

fair form, for this (i.e. doing this) is the Faith !

” ^

Surely here is sufficient proof to convict Nesiml of

unorthodoxy, quite apart from the essentially heretical

doctrines of his sect, which certainlj'^ regarded Fazlu’llah

and his Javidan-nama-i-Kablr as equal to Muhammad and

the Qur’an, and probably as vastly superior, besides

explaining away by their ta'icil most of the essential

doctrines and prescribed ordinances of Islam

!

It is now time to give a sample of the fanciful “ corre-

spondences ” or analogies so industriously sought out by

the Huriifls. As the Qur’an corresponds to man,, each

being the Book of God, so the Fdtiha, the opening chapter

of the Qur’an, corresponds to the head of man. And just

as this sura comprises seven “signs” (di/dt) or verses, the

sah‘ iCl-mathdni, so in the face of man we have “ seven

signs,” to wit, the hair, two ei/ehroivs, and four rows of

eyelashes. These, says the Isfiica-ndnia (f. 17*>), are “ the

Seven Heavens,” for in reality there is only one heaven :

—

y^^^ A-ib

^ b 1 , lari.

“ By this proof it is known that the external heaven is

only one, like the earth. MTien they speak of ‘ seven,’

the ‘ heavens ’ of Man’s body are meant, these being the

' For this corrected renderin(», and for the followinf: note, 1 am indebted to

Mr. (Jihh’s kindness:—“ Tliis verse is addre.ssed to the Adept who sees the Unity

in all things— ‘ Synthcism ’ is perhaps better than ‘ I’olytheism ’ for
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head and the ‘lines of the head’ [as above enumerated]

which seven lines he brings with him when he comes forthO

from the womb of Eve, who is the Mother” (i.e. i',

“ the Mother of the Book,” man, as we have seen, being

” the Book ”).

In accordance with this idea, we find mention made by

the author of the Istitrd-nama (f. 23“) of two deceased ladies

of his persuasion entitled “ B'lbi Fdtiha” and “ Bibi Unimn'l-

Kitdbr

Supported, I suppose, by a traditional saying ascribed

to ‘All, "All that is in the Qiir'da is in the Siiratu'l-Fdtiha”

etc., and extending its application in a manner slightly

different from that adopted by Sheykh Muhyiyyu’d - Din

b. al-‘ArabI, and after him by the Babis (who take the

nineteen letters of the Bismi'lldh as the basis of their

numerical mysticism), the Hurufis next assume that the

first verse of the Fdtiha ( which

contains eighteen letters, represents the ‘‘ 18,000 worlds
”

(cf. p. 71, supra) which constitute the Universe. Xow the

Sum of the Universe = God (aJJI) + ‘‘ what is beside God ”

(<lL!1 L«). Take away the 4 letters of from IS,

and 14 is left, which number represents the Phenomenal

or Material Creation. The same number 14 (to which the

Hurufis appear to attach great importance, perhaps as

a multiple of 7) is arrived at in another way, as

follows :—The Arabic alphabet comprises 28 letters. This

alphabet in the HurufI system represents the sum of

the Universe, i.e. God + “what is beside God.” Take

away what the Hurufis call “ the 14 letters of God ”

(<ijJl ^^-5- by which they appear to mean the

letters in the formula—

^

<l!1 - aJJ'
,

“ God, there is no God

but Se !”) and 14 letters remain to represent “what is beside

God,” i.e. the Material TV^orlds. The four letters in the

18—4 of the first reduction are represented in the alphabet

by the four letters added by the Persians to the original 2S

of the Arabs, which 28 is itself the double of 14.
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Moreover, 14 joints make up the fingers (including, of

course, the thumb) of the hand, or 28 the two hands. In

pronouncing the declaration of the Divine Unity (a^w), the

index-finger (hence called “the Witness-

finger ”) of one hand, and all the fingers of the other hand

(making 14 4- 3 = 17 joints in all), are extended, while the

remaining fingers (11 joints) are flexed. The 17 stand for

the 17 *<*.,,1^, or primary forms of the Arabic

letters, which are not dependent for their diflferentiation on

the “ point
”

or dot (nuqta), viz. : 1 ,
(-J, ^ ^ ,

I—j, lLS, J, |4, stand for the

11 cajUjIA::.!*
,
which are differentiated by the “point,”

viz. ; CU
,

A
,
J

, J , ^ J)
. Thus, the

nuqta or “point” is the underlying basis, or primordial

element, of the alphabet, which is its manifestation
;

while

from another point of view it reveals, by differentiating, the

letters. This appears to be the thought which underlies the

assumption of the title “ Nuqta ” by the Bab, though it was

no doubt immediately suggested to him by the final words of

the traditional saying of ‘All referred to above

—

J
<LL«ulu.J 1 i_i tl (3-^ i

o ‘-5 ^

(LLaJI o t-i h* A tl

^ UA-atr' iLkiijJl lil
J

“ All that is in the Qur’an is in the Fdtiha, and all that is in

the Fdtiha is in the Bwni’Udh, and alt that is in the Bismi’lldh

is in the Bd, and all that is in the Bd is in the Point which is

under the Bd (‘-r’), and I am the Point which is under the Bd.”

The “ Point ” contains potentiall}' all the “ Letters,” or, in

the words of the Istiwd-ndma (f, 5")

—

The mysteries of the number 14 are not yet exhausted.

Every student of Islilm knows how greatly the detached

letters and groups of letters which stand at the heads of
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certain suras of the Qur’an have exercised the ingenuity of

Muslim doctors and mystics. The Ilurufls have discovered

that those letters are 14 in number (viz., *=>-

^ j), and that they occur in 14 combinations (viz.: ,

^
>

1

*-'**^
> >

, j ,
To these letters they apply the title

“Mother of the Book” \). Those (other than

themselves) who seek to explain their significance they

fiercely denounce {Istiicd-udma, f. 22®) ;
for “ None knoiceth

its interpretation save God” (<)lL!\ <d.>.\5 Jow L« .).

This harping on the number 7 and its multiples, together

with the prominence given to the doctrine and method of

ta'icil, or allegorical interpretation, disposed me to regard

the Hurufis as a branch of the old Isma'TlIs, or “ Sect of

the Seven”
( c^r-*)- But I am bound to say that a poem

of Nesiml’s {Dlvdn, pp. 45, 46) devoted to the praise of

the Ticelve Imams recognized by Shi'ites of the “ Sect

of the Twelve” ^ strong argument against

this view. And, indeed, in studying Muhammadan, and

especially Persian, sects, I think we are far more likely to

err in assumins: an organic or historical connection between

doctrines which present striking features of similarity

(extending often to an identity of terminology) than in

the other direction. The more we pursue this study, the

more truth shall we discern in that acute observation of

Gobineau, “ the most formidable characteristic of the East

is that it never forgets.” Another profoundly true observa-

tion made by the same ingenious writer should constantly

be borne in mind, viz., that as a rule the Persian is so

much less fearful of contracting heretical notions than

of losing some idea or illustration capable of being assimi-

lated with his existing creed or system, that he will often

cultivate the society of persons whom he regards as infidels

and heretics, and whose creeds he holds in detestation, in

the hope of being thereby enabled to enrich the fabric
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of hi8 belief with some new fragment of decorative archi-

tecture.' Thus the Hurufis, whom one would scarcely

describe as a sect formed in any degree under Christian

influences, had evidently ransacked the Gospels for further

confirmation and illustration of their ideas
;

for not only

does the author of the Istiwa-ndma (f. 23’’) talk of “ seeking

consolation and understanding from the Books of Explanation

[or Revelation, ] of His Divine Holiness (exalted be

His mention !), and from the Pentateuch, and the Gospel,

and the Glorious Qur’an .... and the Three Books ”

(whatever is meant by this last expression), but the Gospels

are actually cited in at least two passages. The first of

these occurs on f. 12“ :

—

“And the Lord [Jesus] says in the beginning of the Gospel

[of St. John] :
‘ The first thing which came from heaven

was the Word [or Speech, SHkho)i\, and God was with

that AVord, and I am that Word. And I was the AA’^ord

\Jxalima~\ which entered into the womb of Mary
;
and that

Word became incarnate.’
”

The second citation is equally unmistakable, and occurs

on f. 5P :

—

Itcligions el Diilosophies dans VAsie Centrale, 2nd ed., Paris, 1866, p. 7.
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"That eye which offends [or ‘plays the traitor’], pluck

it out and cast it away, for it is better [to be] in Life

with one eye than in Hell with two eyes
;

since thou

knowest that there is a Wrath which abateth not and

there is a Fire that dieth not. That hand which offends,

cut it off, for it is better [to be] in Life with one hand

than in Hell with two hands; since thou knowest that

there is a Wrath which abateth not and there is a Fire

that dieth not.”

So at the present day the Habis (particularly the Hahil’ls)

have freely borrowed illustrations, expressions, and argu-

ments from the Christian and Jewish Scriptures, adapting

them, of course, iu every case, to their own requirements,

and understanding them iu their own ways, which naturally

differ very considerably from the interpretations with which

the West is familiar.

To return, however, to another point on which I just

now touched, viz. the existence of striking but apparently

fortuitous resemblances in Persian sects between which it

is very difficult to assume any actual contact or organic

connection. Is it not a remarkable thing that, not to

mention all this talk about the “ Point ” and “ Letters,”

we find Fazlu’llah called in a passage of the Istiird-ndma

(f. 23**) “ Hasrat-i-SdJiib-i-Ji.WA's
” and his books “ Kifdb~

hd~yi Hay.\n,” while the colophon (see p. 63, supra) states

that the transcription was concluded bi~'airni Fadli [i^is/i]-

” ? Is it not remarkable that the numbers 360

and 18 should appear in the Iluruf! books only less

prominently than do 361 ("the Number of All Things”)

and 19 (“the Number of the Unity ”) in the books of the

BabTs ? Even iu the titles given to the saints and martvrs

of the two sects there is an extraordinary similarity, for

if the Biibls have their *‘Hasrat-i-A‘/d” the Huriifis have

their " Hasrat-i-‘Aliyy-i-‘AUy-i-A'Id ”
;
if the Babis have their

“ Isnm’l-*Az}in” (Mullii Sheykh ‘All), the Hurufis have their

“ Ismn ‘IImca'l-*AItyyu'l-Kabir'”\ if the Babis have their

"Beloved of the Martyrs” Mahhubu’sh-Shubadd"), the

Iluruf is have their " Delight of the Mart}-rs ” (" Sururu’sh-
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Shiihadd”) •, if a BabI seer recognizes the soul of a dead

unbeliever in a dog, a HurufI (pp. 77—8, supra) beholds

Tamerlane, the oppressor of his faith, in the form of the

same animal. And yet it is very improbable that the Bubls

had any knowledge whatever of the Hurufis, or had ever

so much as heard of the sect or its founder

!

The truth is, that there is a profound difference between

the Persian idea of Religion and that which obtains in

the West. Here it is the ideas of Faith and Righteousness

(in different proportions, it is true) which are regarded as

the essentials of Religion
;

there it is Knowledge and

Mystery. Here Religion is regarded as a rule by which

to live and a hope wherein to die
; there, as a Key to unlock

the Secrets of the Spiritual and Material Universe. Here

it is associated with Work and Charity; there, with Rest

and Wisdom. Here a creed is admired for its simplicity
;

there, for its complexity. To Europeans these speculations

about “Names” and “Numbers” and “Letters”; this talk

of Essences, Quiddities, and Theophanies; these far-fetched

analogies and wondrous hair-splittings, appear, as a rule,

not merely barren and unattractive, but absurd and in-

comprehensible
;
and consequently, when great self-devotion

and fearlessness of death and torture are witnessed amongst

the adherents of such a creed, attempts are instinctively

made by Europeans to attribute to that creed some ethical

or political aim. Such aim may or may not exist, but,

even if it does, it is, I believe, as a rule, of quite secondary

and subordinate importance in the eyes of those who have

evolved and those who have accepted the doctrine. There

are in the Bayd)i, for instance, amongst pages and pages

of mystical rhapsody, a few passages which seem to show

that the Bab desired to secure amongst his followers

a greater happiness to children, a greater freedom to

women, and a greater gentleness and kindline.ss in life

;

it is even possible by careful study of his writings to form

some idea of the Utopia which, clearly or dimly, existed in his

mind. Yet of all those Biibis who died for their faith, it

is very doubtful if one consciously laid down his life for
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any such ethical, social, or political Ideals. Even ahoiit so

important a matter as the Future Life we perceive that

amongst the Iluruf Is (pp. 7 1-8, supra), as amongst the IJilbls,

the greatest difference of opinion and uncertainty of doctrine

prevailed
;
yet of the mystical significations of the numbers

14 and 19 respectively, and of the doctrine concerning “the

Point ” and “ the Letters,” hardly one would be entirely

ignorant.

The same difference of ideal exists as to the quality and

nature of Scripture, the Revealed AVord of God. Provided

the ethical teaching be sublime, and there be peace for

the troubled and comfort for the sorrowful, we care little,

comparatively, for the outward form. But in the eyes of

the Musulmans (including, of course, the followers of all

those sects, even the most heretical, w'hich have arisen in

the bosom of Islam) this outward form is a matter of

the very first importance. Every letter and line of the

Qur’an (which always remains the model and prototype

of a Revealed Book, even amongst those sects who claim

that it has been abrogated by a newer Revelation) is

supposed to be fraught with unutterable mystery and

filled with unfathomable truth. Generations of acute minds

expend their energies ia attempts to fathom these depths

and penetrate these mysteries. AYhat wonder if the same

discoveries are made quite independently by different minds

in different ages, working with the same bent on the same

material ? In studying the religious history of the East,

and especially of Persia, let us therefore be on our guard

against attaching too much importance to resemblances

which may be the natural outcome of similar minds

working on similar lines, rather than the result of any

historical filiation or connection.
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Postscript.

For file following interesting extracts from two Turkish

works I am indebted to Mr. Gibb :

—

(I) Fr07)i the Kunhu'l-Akhbdr of ‘All Efendi, composed a h. 1007.

iyConstaidinople printed edition, not dated, vol. iv, pp. 182-3.)

<1^

y.

y> LiiL’ j^Alk-i«k,5

aM^-S'* liU^) ^ Jcy*

'Ai-i^ iJols^ *1^,
‘

(V^ ^

AaLItIj SS^\S 'IajI ^ oALj l_l.Jy:J

clil'iJ-ksr^* J^ Ul!^« ^ ji\,

^ ‘
_ ^ A-‘JJ A^w:A...2J jJ»L>- A.S^* tiXjJCjl

^ Al 1 *^*£> ^ ,
y.AX..d >1 ? A Ax^-

Jy—

^

er'^ ) ''-r^

H

^ ^ ^ <^aJ ^ O*—
* ^ Ia'O ^S-La-'I* ^^IaXJa^

.J Iw • ^ i^C

A

jAj

\

J J • • > C' > ••>••• L- • c/
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C ii ^ . V . .1

9

. >> '~' - O J 1 ••

Tram/afion.

“It is related that in the time of Abii’l-Feth SuluTn

Muhammad Khiin an unclean apostle of Fazlu’llah the

Huriifl, who appeared in Tabriz, came with his benighted

and froward disciples to the Turkish kingdom. He obtained

in some manner access to the King, and received the highest

marks of his favour
;

indeed, he had furnished a private

lodging for him in the Imperial Palace. The Vizier

Mahmud Pasha, being one of the ‘Ulamd, was vexed at

this incident, and, anticipating that he would corrupt the

pure belief of the Prince of the Age, he determined to

make strenuous efforts to get rid of him, and [to this end]

caused the before-mentioned Jlufti [i.e. Mevliina Fakhru’d-

Dln ‘Ajaml] to be brought into a private apartment in his

mansion. There he seated him behind a curtain, and

summoned in the Vicar of FazluTlah. In the course of

conversation, he induced him to speak freely bv feigning

a predilection for his false doctrine. Mevlana Fakhru’d-

Dlu remained silent to that point when the discourse of that

heretic reached the fable of Incarnation [/h</«/]
;

[then] as

through some inexorable compulsion to declare the truth,

come what might, he could keep patience no longer, but
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ruslied out abundantly reviling and cursing that HurufI

heretic. The latter fled and went to the Imperial Palace,

but the before-mentioned muUa followed after and pursued

him with the utmost fury, and, seizing him by the collar,

dragged him nolens volens to the Great Mosque. There

he raised an unseasonable call to prayer, so bringing the

‘Ulamd and other people into one place. Then he

ascended into the pulpit and exposed one by one the false

beliefs of the Huiufi heretics, after which, crying out,

‘ I pi’ouounce them worthy of slaughter for their sacrilege,

yea, I set m}' hand to their burning,’ he descended

from the pulpit. Then he caused the Musulmans to

bring quantities of firewood, and was actually at the

trouble to blow the fire himself, so that, his beard being

long, a part of it w'as burned. So he burned the afore-

mentioned heretic and his froward disciples with fire, and

so saved the pure mind of the King from the suspicion of

corruption. And the King was so shamed by the afore-

mentioned Mulla’s devoutness and piety that he did not utter

a single word tending to hinder him.”

(II) The following notice of the obscure poet Temenna'i is from

Latifi; he is not mentioned by ‘Ashiq Chelebl or Qindli-zdde.

j

4III ^ Aai;"*** ' 4III
C.r*’

***^ .

^ sSij—.iX^
J

iA^~' A^,J^ *—jA

* JLAJ ^ Aj i^A A^*?b ^ >li?l ..1 1 s Aj 1 1 'A^- <t ****.,.* l
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t

^
t-Cl- \—ii-—

»

(^il^<)^j ^JCjlj^ ***1.4^
^

tSij\ ^Uo.4 ^

‘ ^IJL-) <ZJj^ Ji Jjl^.iil5

‘

J-- • J^J ^ j'^j'^j:^ y.

‘^w'»jJ'^' ^UU

*
^1 Ju Jo u j\jusi^ iJi) 1 i(J,^^^ I—i.'^^ ^1'^ y ^

*
* Juli.^ Isj- ^,li^lc L. g ^ ji iS l^.s'1 <U»^

‘

Jj'lik,^ \Sy) iz^

Translation.

Tatnannai—may he receive his deserts !—was a wandering

darvlsh {qalandar) from the district of Caesarea. He had

collected many books bearing on the Science of the Letters

and the Doctrine of Metempsychosis, and there bad gathered

round him numbers of atheists and heretics (God’s curse

on each one of them !), who asserted that Man was the

Macrocosm and the Manifestation of the Majesty of God,

saying :
—

‘ 0 Idol, thou art the Divine Thcophany / Thou art

the copy of the tchole book of God f
’ and worshipped every

beauty whom they saw, erring in their worship, and walking

in the way of Iblls. In the time of Sultan Ilayazld, they

drowned some of this band of schismatics with the water

of the sword, and burned others with the fire of repudiation.

The following headline (pnaUa’) is one of his foolish and

blasphemous utterances :

—

‘ 0 SuD ! be a Qalandar, come, get your hair and beard

shaved off:

This is a snare for thee : this talk and tattle passes away.’
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(Couplet)

—

‘ Be not a fool, 0 Sufi ; spend not the cash of thy life on

aught :

Open thine eyes : Paradise and the Beatific Vision, the hlack-

eyed maidens andfair attendants [ofHeaven~\, are here !

’

This Persian headline, too, declaring tlie mysteries, is from

his ill-considered utterances :

—

‘ That Grain of Green ^ which the Gnostics hold in the palms

of their hands.

By the phantasies which it inspires they have discovered

thousands of subtle mysteriesJ
”

' Habbatu’ l-Ehadrd is explained by Redhouse as “ the fruit of the Putachia
terebinthus," and in Schliramer’s Terminologie Medico-Fharmaceutique (Tihran,

1874), p. 464, as the seeds of the Pistacia acuminata, or “Persian turpentine-

seeds.” Here one is tempted to think of hashish [Cannabis Indica), to which

the epithet “green” is so constantly applied by the Persians (e.g. “the Green
Parrot,” “Master Seyyid,” etc.), but it is not unlikely that turpentine-seeds,

in consequence of their aphrodisiac properties, may enter into the composition

of some of the various preparations used by dervishes.
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Art. X .—The Language of Somuli-Iand. By Bobert

Needham Gust, LL.D.

In the Eastern corner of North Africa is a country very

little explored, the extreme Eastern Headland of which is

called Cape Guardafui, known to the ancients as Aromata

Promontorura. The Region has a fronta"e to the RedO O

Sea, and to the Indian Ocean, and its geographical position

is in its favour. There is no Protestant Missionary Station

within its boundaries: there is no portion of the Scriptures

translated into the Ijanguage of the people.

The Rev. Frere Evangcliste de Larajasse, a Missionary

of the Church of Rome, who had been since 1892 in that

countr}', called upon me during the Summer, and offered

for ray acceptance two volumes, which represented the

result of his labours

:

(1) Practical Grammar of the Somali Language, with

a Manual of Sentences.

(2) Somali-English, and English-Soraali, Dictionary.

Both were published by Kegan Paul, Trench, Triibner, and

Co., London, and their appearance was most creditable.

I have presented them to the Society’s Library.

I had a long and interesting conversation with the com-

piler. It appears, that he had a colleague, also a Missionary

of the Church of Rome, who shared his labours, the Venerable

Frere Cyprien de Sampoint.

As the author was returning to his station, I offered to

pay him, on behalf of the Bi-itish and Foreign Bible Society,

a certain sum of money, if he would translate the Gospel

of Mark, and send it to me
;
and he agreed to do so. It is

right to record, that the learned world is indebted to Lord

Delamere for the publication of these costly works, which
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was far beyond the resources of the humble Missionary of

the Church of Rome.

It is true, that Colonel Hunter some years ago published

a Grammar and Vocabulary of this Language, and the

GerTuan Scholar Schleicher also laboured in the same

direction, but their opportunities were slight compared to

those of the present author. There are undoubtedl}' Dialects

of this great Vernacular, and we shall know about them

in future years. The standard of pronunciation of words,

and the words themselves, are adopted from the market-

place of Berbera, the chief place of business in Somali-land,

and visited by individual members of all the tribes
;

but

experience teaches, that those, who stay at home, are the

best representatives of the Dialects spoken in each sub-

Region.

The Roman Alphabet has been ^visel5’ adopted, but that

does not dispose of the problem, as there are many varieties

of the Roman Alphabet; notably, the French mode of

transliterating certain letters differs greatly from the

English. It will be interesting to compare the mode of

rendering the same or similar sounds adopted by those, who

have dealt with the three Dialects of the neigrhbourina:

Galla Language, and the companj'^ of great Scholars, who

have placed the Coast-Language of East Equatorial Africa

on a sound and scientific base. I allude to the Swahili.

The Manual of Sentences attached to the Grammar is

specially valuable : they have been compiled on a system

adopted from an English-llindustani Manual of Conversa-

tion ; of course, as to the success in the idiomatic rendering,

no opinion can be given. Arabic may have been used in

times past, and may still be used, for purposes of corre-

spondence, just as Persian was used fifty years ago in

British India, but the Author has wisely kept clear of the

Arabic Written Character, though the use of some Arabic

loan-words is a necessity.

I now quote a portion of a learned Review of this

Grammar and Dictionary, which appeared in the London

I'iuies a few weeks ago

:
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“The origin of the Language, like the origin of the

“ race, is wrapped in ma stery. There are those, who con-

“ sider tlie Somali to be of North African llerber origin,

“ and point to the name of Berbera as an indication of

“ this. It would appear, however, more natural that the

“ name of Berbera, if indeed it is derived from any

“ settlement of strangers, is more likely to be due to an

“ occupation from Berber in the North-Eastern Sudan.

“ Perhaps the old theory of Sir R. Burton is the most

“ correct one: that they are of Negro-IIamitic descent, and
“ ‘ nothing but a slice of the great Galla nation Islamised
“ and Semiticised by repeated immigrations from Arabia.’

“ Such a theoiy is in the main in harmony with the Somali

“ traditions of their Arabian descent, and geographical and
“ historical conditions do not conflict with it

;
moreover,

“ the ph}’sical type of the people agrees with it. Tlie

“ origin of the Galla is another question altogether.

“ AVhether they are part of the same race, which pushed

“ into South Africa from the North and are now represented

“ by the Kafir, or whether they are a half-caste Abyssinian

“ race, need not here be discussed.

“ Somal, or Somali, is a name, that has only been in use

“ to describe the dominant race in the Horn of Africa

“ since the beginning of this century. Sir R. Burton

“ (1856) says that the Somali call their country Bar-al-

“ Ajam. The old maps name the country Asha and
“ Hawiya. The derivation of the word Somal has puzzled

“ people. Major Abud, whose authority must carry great

“ weight, leans to that, which has been suggested by the

“ Language itself. He says :
‘ The SomM are a hospitable

“ race, and, as milk is their staple food-supply, the first

“ word a stranger would hear in visiting their kraals would
“ be So-mal, i.e., go and bring milk. I have heard it

“ suggested that the word for milk, liss, may account for

“ the termination of the word lis in Somalis.’ As a matter
“ of fact, So-liss is not used in a command to go and
“ bring milk or to go and milk a camel for a visitor, but
“ only in ordinary conversation, and So-mal is the usual

j.R.A.s. 1898. 7
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“ command in bidding an3'one to go and bring milk for the

“ refreshment of a stranger. In any case, there is nothing

“ indicative of the origin of their Language or race in tbe

“ name Somali or Somal. Sir L. Burton has a note on
“ the name Somal, where he alludes to a traveller who
“ asserted that Somali was derived from the Abj'ssinian

“ Soumahe (heathen).”

Our author adopts tbe idea, that the Somali race comes

from India
;

other writers base their arguments on the

similarity of architectural fragments to temples in the

Dekkan, and to the use of certain Indian words, which

really does not prove much : hut our author, in a letter

to me, as well as in conversation, lays stress on the existence

of some Portuguese book, in which the story is told of the

emigration from India to the Horn of Africa. As the

name of the book, and the name of the author, were

unknown, I suggested, that he should go to the British

Museum Library and search the Catalogues
;

he did so,

hut failed to come on any clue. His theory is, that the

expedition took place in the eleventh century of our era,

but up to this time there is no shadow of proof. For fear

of not having stated his theory fully, I subjoin an extract

in the French original from one of his communications.

His two excellent Philological works will enable Dravidian

Scholars to give a distinct opinion, whether there exists the

alleged linguistic affinity.

The Somdli are Mahometan in Religion, and the amount

of the population, which is in a very low state of culture,

has never been ascertained.

It is not actually included in an}' Protectorate, or Sphere

of Influence; possibly the Italians may have had a dream

about annexation, but they have been roused from tliat

dream. The Abyssinians may in past centuries have deemed

it to be their hunting-ground. The coast is occupied by

English and French settlements, who would have some-

thing to say, if Germany or Russia were to attempt to

annex it.
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Extract from Notes on tlie Soinali-laiul, prepared by tho

Rev. Frere Evangcliste de Lurajasse, at my request, and

with a view to publication in the Journal of the Royal

Asiatic Society

:

“ De I’etude de la langue Somali, en ne considerant que

“ le seul point de vue philologique, il nous apparuit que

“ ce langage n’a aucune parent^ avec celui des peuples

“ environneuts.

" Le genie de la langue Somali n’a rien, qui ressemble

“ au genie de la langue Arabe. Le Somali a fait de tres

“ larges emprunts a la langue Arabe, mais en prenant les

“ mots Arabes, il les a arranges a sa facon, et suivant le

“ genie de sa langue. Done, malgre leur genealogies,

“ transmises par la tradition genealogies, qui les font tons

“ remonter a un aucetre Arabe, il me semble impossible

“ d’admettre uniquement cette descendance Arabe
;
une telle

“ descendance aurait certainement laiss4 sa trace dans la

“ langue parlee. Je suis porte a croire, que le Musulman,

“ qui a conquis le pays vers la fin du 13® siecle, a detruit,

“ ou emporte, tous les anciens monuments de la premiere

“ occupation, a fin de mieux fixer ce peuple conquis dans la

“ croyance a I’lslamisme. Cette politique, suivie dans
“ toutes les conquetes faites par les Musulmans, a du etre

“ la meme sur la terre Somali. Pourtant, si le couquerant
“ a pu imposer sa religion, il n’a pas eu la puissance de

changer de langage du peuple conquis.

“ Le Somali, et I’Abj’ssin, n’ont aucune ressemblance

;

“ il existe bien quelques mots empruntes a cette derniere

“ langue, mais ce serait totalement insuffisans pour attribuer

“ une origine Abyssine au peuple Somali. Il y a plus

“ d’affinite entre le Somali et le Galla
;
quelques centaines

“ de mots paraissent deriver d’une racine Galla
;
neanmoins,

“ le genie des deux langues reste si difierent, qu’il est bien

“ difficile d’attribuer une descendance Galla au peiqDle

“ Somali.

“ Je ne connais pas le Swahili, mais a en juger par les

“ differents extraits que j’ai pu lire, je ne vois rien, qui

“ ressemble au langage Somali.o o
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“ J’en suis par consequence arrive a conclure qu’il faudrait
“

aller chercher I’origine de ce peuple etrange jusque dans

“ les Indes, non point sur la cote de Malabar, mais de I’autre

“ cote des Indes sur le versant des montagnes, qui separent

“ la cote de Coromandel de la partie des Indes faisant face

“ a rOcean Indien.
“ Le langage des peuples Indiens qui parlent le Concanim,

“ ou le Tamil ou Tamid, serable avoir quelque affinite avec

“ la langue Somali. Les moeurs des peuples nomades, qui

“ habitent les montagnes du Dekkan, sont les moeurs du

“ peuple SomMi
;

et le langage Somali a de si grandes

“ affinites avec le Tamil, qu’un Madrassien apres quelques

“ semaines est capable de comprendre un Somali. Si on

“ pouvait trouver I’historien portugais, qui parle de la con-

“ quete des cotes Africaines au 11® siecle, on aurait la

“ solution de ce probleine, qui jusqu’a cette beure est reste

“ un mystere pour tons les Savants.”
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Art. XI .—On a Jain Statue in the Horniman Museum. By
Professor F. Kiklhorn, M.R.A.S.

[Having noticed, on a visit to the Museum, a Jain statue

with a clearly written inscription on its base, I asked the

curator of the Museum, Mr. Quick, about it. lie expressed

himself very glad to give me a photograph of it in order

tliat the inscription might be deciphered. And Professor

Kielhorn, to whom the photograph was sent, has been good

enough to send us the following note. The reproduction

of the figure is from a block kindly lent to the Society by

F. J. Horniman, Esq., M.P.

Mr. P. Quick informs me that Mr. Horniman purchased

the statue in London in the year 1895.

—

Rh. D.]

The photograph represents a black stone (probably basalt)

statue of the 22nd Jaina Tlrthahkara, Neminatha, whose

cognizance, a conch-shell {safikha),^ is carved on the breast

of the image and engraved on the pedestal of it. The total

height of the sculpture is stated to be thirty-three inches, and

the width at the base twent}^-eight inches. On the pedestal

there is a well-preserved inscription in three lines, in Xiigarl

characters and ungrammatical Sanskrit, the text and trans-

lation of which are as follows :

—

Text.

Line 1. Om ^ Samvat 1208 Yaisiikha-vadi 5 Gurau ||

M[am]dilapurat Grahapaty-anve ® sre.sthi-

Mahula tasya suta sresthi-srl-Mahipati bhratu

Jalhe Mahipati-suta Pape Kuke Salhii Dedii

[Alhu ?]

,, 2. Yivike Savapate sarvve nitj^am

„ 3. pranamati* sa[ha] |||

* Compare, e.g., Archaeol. Survey of India, vol. xxi, pi. xxiii.

^ E.xpressed by a symbol. I consider it superfluous to coiTect all the mistakes

of the text.

^ Read -anvaye.
‘ Read pranamanti.
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Translation.

“ Om ! The year 1208, on Thursday, the 5th of the dark

half of Vaisakha. From M[an]dilapura,^ in the Grahapati

lineage, the Sresthin Mahula; his son, the Sresthin, the

illustrious Mahipati
;

(his) brother Jiilhe
;

(and) Mahipati’s

sons Pape, Kfike, Salhii, Dedu, [Alhii?], Vivike, (and)

Savapate—all (these) together constantly bow down to

(this image).”

The date of this inscription correctly corresponds, for the

Karttikadi Vikrama year 1208 expired and the pumimanta

Vai&7kha, to Thursday, the 27th March, a.d. 1152, when the

5th tithi of the dark half ended about 5 h. 57 m. after mean
sunrise. The place M[_an\dilapura I am unable to identifj'

;

but as the Grahapati family is mentioned in some Jaina

inscriptions at Khajuriiho^ of about the same time, and

as most of the names of individuals in this inscription also

occur in the Semra plates of the Candella Paramardideva,®

I have little doubt that M[an]clilapura was situated in

Bundelkhand, and that the statue itself comes from the

same part of India.

* The sense is that Mahula and the rest, who belong to the Grahapati family

and come from M[an]dilapiu:a, (have caused to be made and) bow down to (this

image of Neminatha)

.

^ See Ep. Ind., vol. i, p. 153.
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Art. XII.

—

Tathdgata. By Bobert Chalmers.

The precise meaning of this familiar title of the Buddha is

still unsettled. As the word tathiigata is not used either in

the Upanishads or (so far as I am aware) in older Sanskrit

writings, there exists no available evidence earlier than

the Piili Pipikas
;
and there its use is so common as to

merit special investigation. Before submitting my own
interpretation to the judgment of scholars, I propose

to state the views already advanced by others, including

the great scholar Buddhaghosa, and next to examine

Pitaka passages in which the title tathagata occurs.

I.

The following are the chief interpretations which have

been advanced:—
(i) Professor Fausboll, doyen of Pali scholars, has the

following note at p. 377 of his edition (1855) of the

Dhammapada :

—

“Meo judicio primum intelligenda est vox hoc sensu:

in tali conditione versans (cfr. supra p. 295 sugata) talis,

deinde : praestans, consuramatus, beatus
”

(ii) Childers, in his Pali Dictionary (1875), says (following

the Abhidhanappadipika) :
—

“ It is quite evident that the terra tathagata was first

applied to a sentient being generally and afterwards

transferred to a Buddha. As a name for a Buddha it

means the Being par excellence, the Great Being (comp,

dipaduttamo naraslho). Gautama Buddha frequently in

the Suttas speaks of himself as the Tathiigata, and the
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epithet is analogous to that of Son of ilan applied to

Himself by Jesus Christ. As a name for a sentient being

it means ‘one who goes in like manner,’ i.e., one who
goes the way of all flesh, one who is subject to death,

a mortal. The native explanations of the term are purely

fanciful.”

This follows Buddhaghosa’s interpretation at Sum.

Yil., i, 118: “Hoti tathiigato ti adisu satto tathilgato ti

adhippeto.” In dealing with the phrase Hoti tathagato

param marana in Part II of this paper, I will endeavour

to show that Buddhaghosa’s note is not to be construed

baldly as a general definition.

(iii) Bhys Davids^ and Oldenberg have the following note

at p. 82 of Part I of their translation of the Vinaya

(vol. xiii of the Sacred Books of the East, “ translated

by various Oriental scholars and edited by F. Max
31 filler ”)

“ The term Tathagata is, in the Buddhistical literature,

exclusively applied to Samrnasainbuddhas, and it is more

especially used in the Pitakas when the Buddha is repre-

sented as speaking of himself in the third person as ‘ the

Tathagata.’ The meaning ‘ sentient being,’ which is given

to the word in the Abhidhauappadipika and in Childers’s

Dictionary, is not confirmed, as far as we know, by any

passage of the Pitakas. This translation of the word is

very possibly based merely on a misunderstanding of the

phrase often repeated in the Sutta Pitaka, Hoti tatliagato

param marana, which means, of course,^ ‘ does a Buddha

exist after death ?
’

“In the Jaina books we sometimes find the term

tatthagaya (tatragata), ‘he \vho has attained that world,

i.e. emancipation,’ applied to Jinas as opposed to other

beings who are called ihagaya (idhagata), ‘living in this

world.’ See for example the Jinacaritra, §16.

• In a note to p. 147 of his “ Buddhist Siittas ” Rhys Davids does not appear

to adopt for himself the view advanced in the A'inaya translation.

* But see infra, pp. 108-9, where this passage is discussed.
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“Considering the close relationship in which most of

the dogmatical terms of the Jainas stand to those of the

Bauddhas, it is difficult to believe that tathiigata and

tatthagava should not orijjinallv have conveyed very similar

ideas. We think that on the long wav from the original

Magadhi to the Pali and Sanskrit, the term tathagata or

tattliagata (tatra and agata), ‘ he who has arrived there,

i.e. at emancipation,* may very easily have undergone the

change into tathagata, which would have made it unintel-

ligible, were we not able to compare its unaltered form

as preserved by the Jainas.”

(It is an obvious comment on the foregoing, even if we

ignore the shortness of the antepenultimate a in the Jaina

term, that the latter, so far from preserving the unaltered

original, may itself be a corruption of the Pali tathagata,

or again may be wholly distinct in origin. Before the

above interpretation can be adopted, evidence would require

to be forthcoming to support the use of tattha in Pali as

meaning the emancipated state.)

(iv) Buddhaghosa has a long discussion of tathiigata at

pp. 59-b8 of Sumahgala Vila^in^, vol. i, a discussion

which he repeats verbatim in commenting on the

first Majjhima Sutta in his Papaiica Sudani.

According to Buddhaghosa the title tathagata is sus-o o o
ceptible of eight interpretations :

—

1. Tatha agato, he who has arrived in such fashion,

i.e. who has worked his way upwards to perfection for

the world’s good in the same fashion as all previous

Buddhas.

2. Tatha gato, he Avho walked in. such fashion, i.e.

{a) he who at birth took the seven equal steps in the

same fashion as all previous Buddhas (cf. Majjhima Xikaya,

Sutta Xo. 123, in J.R.A.S. for October, 1895
;
and Rhys

Davids, “Buddhist Birth Stories,” p. 65); or (6) he who
in the same way as all previous Buddhas went his wav
to Buddhahood through the four Jhauas and the Paths.
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3. Tatha and agato (tatha-lakkhanam agato), he who
by the path of knowledge has come at the real essentials

of things.

4. Tatha and agato (tathadhamme yathavato abhisam-

buddho), he who has won Truth.

Buddhaghosa explains this rendering as follows :
—

“ Tathadhamma niima cattari ariyasaccani. Yath’ aha :
^

Cattar’ imani, bhikkhave, tathani avitathiini anannathani.

Katamani cattari ? Idam dukkhan ti, bhikkhave, tatham

etaih avitatharh etara anaiinatham etan ti. Vittharo. Tiini

ca Bhagava abhisambuddho. Tasinii tathanam abhisarabu-

ddhatta [by his discovery of the Four Truths] Tathiigato

ti vuccati. Abhisambodhattho hi ettha gata-saddo.”

5. Tatha and agato (where the paraphrase is tatha-

dassitiiya tathiigato), he who has discerned Truth.

Buddhaghosa cites Ahg., ii, 23, in support of this

rendering.

6. Tatha and agato (where iigato = agado and the

paraphrase is tathavaditaya tathiigato), he who declares

'J'ruth. Buddhaghosa also suggests here that gata = gada

(the compound being tathiigado, ‘one who speaks even as

things are’), and cites Ahg., ii, 24.

7. Tatha gate (tathiikiiritaya tathiigato), he whose words

and deeds accord (gato = pavatto).

Buddhaghosa supports this derivation by a quotation from

Ahguttara, ii, 24 :
—“Ten’iiha: YathiiviidT, bhikkhave, tathii-

gato tathiikiiri yathiikiirl tathiiviidi, .... tasinii

tathiigato ti vuccatiti.”

8. Tatha and agata [where agata= agada ‘physic’], the

great physician whose physic is all-potent.

Buddhaghosa paraphrases this by ‘ abhibhavanatthena

tathiigato,’ and quotes in support the following from

Ahguttara, ii, 24:—“Ten’ iiha : Sadevake, bhikkhave, loke

. . pe . . inanussiiya tathiigato abhibhii anabhibhuto anfui-

datthudaso vasavatti, tasinii tathiigato ti vuccatiti.”

' So far as I know, those words are never used hy Huddliaghosa except in

quoting from a I’itaka utterance attributed to the Hnddlia
;
but I cannot trace

the reference.
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Trenckner, in commenting on !MHjjhima, i, 140, cites ns

follows Buddliaghosa’s note thereon in the Papanca Sudani :

Ettha satto ti pi tathiigato ti adhippeto uttamapuggalo

khlniisavo ti pi (here tathiigata means both creature and

arahat). Trenckner goes on to express his own view in the

following words : “It here rather retains the original sense

of ‘such a one,’ cf. Suttanip., 30, vv. 13-24; and the other

significations of tathiigata may have proceeded from texts

like these,” (In my opinion the passage in the Sutla

Nipiita above referred to, in no wise bears out Trenckner’s

interpretation. The meaning there is not ‘ such a one,’

but an Arahat, not necessarily a Buddha, and it will be

seen that this meaning is supported by other passages,

as well as by Buddhaghosa’s paraphrase khiniisavo here.

I may add that, on looking out the above passage in the

Iloyal Asiatic Society’s manuscript of the Papanca Sudani,

I find that the reading there given is not satto ‘creature,’

as cited by Trenckner, but satthii ‘ master.’ I shall recur

to this point on page 110 in discussing Majjhima, i, 140.)

It may be convenient here to summarize the etymologies

recorded above.

(i) As regards the latter part of the word tathagata,

Buddhaghosa’s fanciful gadn, agada, and agada suggestions

may safel}' be dismissed, so that the choice is limited to

dgata (which will suit all cases) and ynta (which can only

follow tathii),

(ii) As regards the first part of the word, the rival

theories are :

—

{a) Tathii (adverb).

Fausboll, Childers, Trenckner, and Buddhaghosa

in three out of his eight interpretations.

(6) Tattha.

(Rhys Davids and) Oldenberg.
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(c) Tatha (adjective).

liuddhaghosa in five out of his eight inter-

pretations.

Leaving commentators and translators for the present,

I now proceed to investigate Pitaka passages where the

word tathagata occurs.

II.

In the present state of our knowledge concerning the

Pali Pitakas, it is difficult to say which of these are original

and which are merely derivative compilations. We know
that some of the Pitaka texts are of the latter character,

e.g., the Theragatha, the Itivuttaka, and the Dhammapada.

It is probable, too, that, apart from the Abhidhamma, the

Samyutta and Aiiguttara Nikayas (and possibly also the

Sutta Nijjilta, several Suttas of which occur in the Majjhima

Nikiiya) are little better than rearrangements of the Digha

and Majjhima Nikayas. But, though certain Suttas occur

word for word in both of the latter, it has not been

suggested, nor is it in any way probable, that these two

great Nikayas are other than original in their general

character. It is, therefore, chiefly to the Digha and

Majjhima that I have gone for the evidence of the

Pitakas as to the use and meaning of tathagata. While

availing myself of the assistance of the Viiiaya, etc., I have

been cai’eful to eschew later Piili works like the Jataka

Commentary all Buddhist texts in Sanskrit.

1. For beginning the study of the Pipika use of tathagata,

the best passage is that stock passage to which Rhys Davids

and Oldenberg refer in the note previously quoted as

having probably misled Childers. Let us take the passage

as it occurs at Majjhima, i, p. 486. Here, as at Digha, i,

p. 188, it is a non-Buddhist, a paribbajaka, who asks the

Buddha the following question (among otliers) : “Iloti tatha-

gato parain rnaranii? Does a (or the) tathagata exist after
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death?”' The Buddha having declined to discuss the

question, as being matter of useless speculation, the non-

Buddhist questioner asks: “Atthi pana hhoto Gotamassa

kinci ditthigatan ti ? Well, has the reverend Gotama any

speculation of his own, then ? ” To this the Buddha replies :

“ Ditthigatan ti kho apanitam etam tathagatassa. The

tathiigata has put from him what you call speculation.”

And he proceeds, by way of contrast, to say what the

tathiigata has discerned (dittham h’ etam tathiigatena), viz.,

the Five Khaiidhas or elements of being, with their

respective origins and ends ; and he concludes with the

words: “Tasmii tathiigato vimutto ti vadamiti. Therefore

is the tathiigata emancipated, I say.”

Very instructive is the next question of the non-Buddhist

:

“ Evaih vimuttacitto pana, bho Gotama, bhikkhu kuhim

uppajjatiti ? But whither, Gotama, does such a mentally

emancipated bhikkhu go for his future state ? ” This

question shows beyond dispute that, on his side at any

rate, the non - Buddhist questioner interpreted tathiigata as

a saintly religieux, with no special reference to Gotama in

the sense of the Buddha. And it is important to observe

that the Buddha does not controvert his questioner’s

interpretation.

2. The foregoing instance of vimuttacitto bhikkhu may
serve to introduce the use of the same term (at Majjh.,

i, 140) by the Buddha himself. After describing the

Arahat, he goes on to say :
—

“

Evam vimuttacittaiii kho,

bhikkhave, bhikkhuih sa - Inda deva sa - Brahraakii sa -

Pajiipatikii anvesam nadhigacchanti : Idam nissitaih tatha-

gatassa viuhiinan ti. Taiii kissa hetu ? Ditthe viiham,

bhikkhave, dhamme tathiigatam ananuvejjo ti vadami.

Evahivadihi kho mam, bhikkhave, evaruakkhayini eke

1 As noted above in Part I (ii), Buddhaghosa at Sum. Yil., i, 118, savs:
“Satto tathagato ti adhippeto.” If this be read in the light of lines 3-9’ of

Majjh., i, 140, the meaning is clear. It is not afldrmed that a/l creatures are
tathagatas. Bather the position is that the tathagata is regarded, for the time
being, from the general point of view of a creature, which every tathagata of
course is—though he is also much more. Thus it is as though a Christian
commentator, dealing with the words “ Christ died upon the Cross,” were to say
“ Christ, i.e. the man (in Christ).” Cf. Part I, v, et iufra.
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sarnanabraliraanii asatil tucclia musa abliiitena abbbacik-

kbauti : Venayiko samano Gotaino, sato sattassa uccbeflaiu

vinasaiii vibhavaiii panfiapetlti. Yatba vabam, bbikkhave,

na, yatba cabam iia vadatni, tatba mam te bbonto saiiiana-

brabraana .... abbbaeikkbaiiti : Venayiko . . . .

vibbavam paniiapetlti. Pubbe caham, bbikkbave, etarabi

ca dukkban c’ eva panfiapemi dukkbassa ca nirodbam.

Concerning sucb a mentally emancipated bbikkbu,

Brethren, not even tbe highest of Angels can ascertain

where resides the tathagata’s mind. And why ? Because

even in this present life, here and now, tbe tathagata, as

I affirm, is one who cannot be traced out. Wlien I say

this, and when I affirm this, certain persons falsely assert

that I am a nihilist, and preach the extirpation, the

destruction, and the annihilation of an existent creature.

I am no nihilist
;

I do not preach such extirpation and

annihilation. As in the past, so now too, all that I expound

is Suffering and the Cessation of Suffering.”

In this, as in the foregoing passage, I submit that at

first tathagata is equivalent simply to vimuttacitto bbikkbu

;

while it seems equally clear that towards the end of the

passage tathagata is equivalent to aham, i.e. to the Buddha.

And this appears to have been Buddhaghosa’s interpretation

of the passage. For, in the B.A.S. manuscript of the

Papanca Sudani, his note is:
—

“ Tathilgatassati. Ettha satthii

ti pi [not satto ti pi, as read by Trenckner at Majjh., i, 542]

tathiigato ti adhippeto, uttamapuggalo khlniisavo ti pi.

—

Here tathagata denotes both the Master and an Arahat.”

If satto be read (to the detriment of the sense), the ex-

planation will be that given in the note on p. 109 to Iloti

tathiigato paratn maranii.

3. In the former of the two passages discussed above, the

term tathagata is used by a non-Buddhist, the question

being the familiar non-Buddhist question “Iloti tathiigato

param maranii?” Even more noteworthy—as showing

non-Buddhist familiarity with the term—is the emphatic

use of the title by Gotama himself, at the very outset

of his career as a Buddha, in his very first words to his
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first converts, the five bhikkhus with whom (Majjh., i, 170)

he had practised vain austerities. When Gotaina comes

back to his old companions, and when they addressed him

in the old familiar style (Majjh., i, 171)—“ Hereupon

(says the Buddha in relating the incident) I said to

those five Bhikkhus :
‘ !Ma bhikkhave tathiigataih niimena

ca avusovadena ca samudiicarittha.’ O bhikkhus, do not

address a (or the) tathilgata by his ordinary name or as

reverend sir.” To me it seems impossible to mistake the

deliberate cliallenge involved in this initial sentence ad-

dressed by the new Buddha to his old companions and

intended converts. He claims at the very outset a title

which he knew to be so well known to tliein, and so

tremendous in its accepted connotation, that they were

constrained either to expose him as a charlatan or to follow

him as their spiritual lord.

At first the Buddha, as he states, “was unable to

convince the five bhikkhus.” It was only when he went

on to deliver the discourse which is given at Yinaya,

i, 10, and in the Samyutta Xikaya, that they were

converted to Buddhism. B}" comparing Majjh., i, 167 and

173, it will be seen that the intellectual process was

the same, and is described in the same words by the

Buddha, alike for the attainment of Arahatship by the

Five Bhikkhus and for the attainment of Buddhahood by

himself.

4. In contrast with the two passages discussed in

paragraphs 1 and 2 above, is Sutta I of the Majjhima

Nikaya, where the tathagata is expressly differentiated from

the Arahat or khinasavo bhikkhu. Here the title occurs

in its familiar setting and amplificatory definition—tathii-

gato araham sammasambuddho, “ the tathagata, the Arahat,

the Very Buddha ”—which recurs so often in the Buddha’s

stock passage (e.g. Digha, i, 62) :
—

“ Idha tathagato loke uppa-

jjati araham sammasambuddho. So imam lokaiii ....
sayam abhinna sacchikatva pavedeti adikalyanaiii . . . ,

kevalaparipunnam parisuddhaih brahmacariyarii pakaseti.

—

A tathagata arises in the world : he explains the world,
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having of himself grasped and realized it. He preaches

the Doctrine .... and proclaims the perfect wa)’- of

holiness.”

5. At Dlgha, i, 229, Anguttara, ii, 117, Vinaya, v, 121,

and elsewhere, the Buddha speaks of tathagatappaveditaiii

dliammavinayara, “ the Doctrine and the Buie preached

by the tathiigata”; and at Majjhima, i. 111, and Vinaya,

iii, 42, the Buddha calls himself dhammasami tathagato,

“the tathagata, lord of truth.” In this connection I point

out the frequent close connection between tathagata and

dhamma (e.g., Majjh., i, 83, 85, 136, 331), or between

tathagata and savakii (e.g. Ahg., ii, 34 ;
Majjh., i, 85,

136, 332, 371). This connection is shown clearly at Vinaya,

i, 43: “Nayanti ve mahavira saddhammena tathagata.—It

is by means of true doctrine that the great conquerors, the

tathiigatas, lead men.”

6. The passages just quoted are passages in which the

Buddha uses the title of himself
;
and this is the general

usage of the term. Unless—like Ananda at Dlgha, i, 206,

or Assaji at Vinaya, i, 40—they are expounding Buddhism

ex cathedra to non-believers, Buddhists rarely use the

title tathagata in speaking of the Buddha; and even when

so expounding, Buddhists use the title with a special

significance : e.g., at Majjhima, i, 356, Ananda, in preaching

to Mahanama the Sakyan, says (like the Buddha himself

at Majjhima, ii, 128):—“Idha ariyasiivako saddho hoti sadda-

hati tathiigatassa bodhiih : Iti pi so bhagava arahaih samma-

sambuddho .... buddho bhagava ti. Here a disciple

of the Noble One gets faith, and has faith in the tathiigata’s

illumination, so that he believes: This Worshipful One is

the Arahat, the Very Buddha . . .
.” Here the disciple,

as opposed to the expositor, uses the title “Bhagavii.”

8imilarly (e.g.) the Brahmin Pokkharasadl (Dlgha, i, 87)

and the Licchavls (Dlgha, i, 151), in using the stock passage

cited above, are careful to begin witli the words “ Iti pi

so bhagava arahaiu sammasajubuddho,” and not with the

Buddha’s own formula : Idha tathagato, etc. Another

example occurs at Dlgha, i, 95, where the Buddha threatens
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a reculcilrant vouno- Brahmin in the words: “ Yo kho tathil-
• O

galena _vj7va taliyakaiii suliudhammikaih pafihaiii puttlio na

vyiikaroli, etth’ eva assa sattadhii muddha plialissatiti.” But

the demon who appeared to split the young Brahmin’s head

accordingly, in repeating the words of the threat, is careful

to substitute another title for tathiigata, and says: “Saca}'am

Anibattho milnavo bhayarata yava tatiyakaih sahadliamini-

kaiii pahhaiii puttho na vyakurissati, etth’ eva sattadliii

muddhaiii phalessSmiti.” Cf. Vinaya, iii, ‘2.

7. The most renjarkable exceptions to the rule that in

the Pipikas Buddhists avoid using the title tathagata, are

two, viz. ;

—

(i) Ananda, “ the beloved disciple,” uses the term in

speaking to the Buddha at (e.g.) Majjhima, ii, 45, and

frequently in the Mahaparinibbana Sutta; and

(ii) The second exception occurs also in the last-named

Sutta, in the following passage: “Atha kho Bhagavii

bhikkhii iimantesi : Ilanda diini, bhikkhave, amantayami

VO : Vayadhamnni samkharii, appamadena sampadethiiii.

Ayarii tathiigatassa pacchimii viica. — Then the Blessed

One said to the Brethren : Behold now. Brethren, I exhort

you, saying :
‘ Decay is inherent in all component things.

'Work out your salvation with diligence.’ This was the

last word of the tathagata.”

III.

I am not aware of any passage in any Pitaka text

which, in any material point, conflicts with the series

of passages above quoted, in the light of which I now
proceed to submit my own interpretation of the word.

Tathagata, in my opinion, is derived from the adjective

tatha and agata, and means “ one who has come at the

real truth.” Hence, in the Mahaparinibbana Sutta, Ajata-

sattu argues from the etymology when he saj’s : “ISa hi

J.R.A.s. 1898. 8
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tathiigata vitathaiii bhiinantiti.—For no untrue word is

spoken by (those who, as their name imports, are) truth-

winners.” In this sense tathiigata was a title already

familiar to Indian thinkers before Gotama’s day, denoting

one who had reached the goal of intellectual emancipation.

In this sense, too, it was adopted by Gotama, who, while not

denying the title to those who had won the supreme goal

of Arahatship, specially appropriated it to himself as the

Arahat par excellence, and so came to use the title (as his

disciples used it of him) as a solemn claim to recognition

as the pioneer of truth, the founder of true religion in

theory and practice. The truth Gotama claimed to have

won, and to have been the first to win, is formulated

in the Four Truths relating to Suffering and the Cessation

of Suffering : cattar’ imani, bhikkhave, tathani avita-

thani anahfiathani.—“Four in number. Brethren, are these

truths that can never be untrue, can never be other than

they are.” In the Buddha’s mouth, therefore, the title

tathagata assumes usually the specialized meaning of

discoverer of the Four Truths, i.e. founder of Buddhism.

I have said above that even the Buddha himself did not

deny the title of tathagata to an Arahat. For this, I think,

a good reason can be given, apart from pre-Buddhist use

of the term to denote a saint who had won emancipation

of mind. That reason is that Arahatship was the supreme

goal of Gotama’s Buddhism—tad anuttarani brahmacari}^-

pariyosanaih. This supreme goal every Arahat had to win

by his own thought and effort (sayain abhinnii sacchikatvii

upasarapajja) in precisely the same manner as the Buddha.

In the Ariyapariyesana Sutta, therefore, the Buddha de-

scribes the process of the conversion of the Five Bhikkhus

in precisely the same words as those in which he describes

the process of his own attainment of Buddhahood, the hour

of triumph being marked in each case, alike by Buddha

and by Arahat bhikkhu, with the jubilant words: “ Akuppii

me vimutti, ayam antimii jiiti, na ’tthi diini punabbhavo.

Sure is my emancipation
;

this is my last birth
;

I shall

never be born again.”
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Consequently, it is not without significance that the very

first title assuraei by the new Buddha was not sammii-

sambuddha, but tathiigata
;

nor is it, perhaps, a mere

coincidence that in the Sutta of the Great Decease the

now aged Buddha assumes the same title with markedly

greater frequency than elsewhere, while the writer or editor

of the Sutta, in recording the Buddha’s d)’ing word says

:

“ Ayam tathiigatassa pacchimu vacii.—This was the last

word (not of the Buddha but) of the tathiigata, the truth-

winner.” It would almost seem as though, alike at the

dawn and at the close of his Buddhahood, the Buddha,

with a skrewd foreboding of Mahiiyana heresies to be, was

sedulous to select a title which should exalt, not Buddhahood,

but Arahatship. “Tumhehi kiccam atappam, akkhiitaro

tathagata.—The struggle must be your own
;

those who
have won the truth can but point the way.” ^

* Dhammapada, p. 49.
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Art. XIII.— The Origin and Early History of Chess. I?y

A. A. Macdonei.l, M.A., 3I.R.A.S.

Xo game occupies so important a position in the histoyv

of the world as that of chess. It is not only at the

present day, but has been for many centuries, the most

cosmopolitan of pastimes
;
and though one of the oldest

known to civilization, it is yet undoubtedly the most

intellectual. Long familiar to all the countries of the

East, it has also been played for hundreds of years

throughout Europe, whence it has spread to the Xew
World, and wherever else European culture has found

a footing. A map indicating the diffusion of chess over

the habitable globe would therefore show hardly any blanks.

Probably no other pastime of any kind can claim so many
periodicals devoted exclusively to its discussion

;
certainly

no other has given rise to so extensive a literature.* The

influence of chess may be traced in the poetry of the

Middle Ages, in the idioms of most modern European

languages, in the science of arithmetic, and even in the

art of heraldry. An investigation as to its origin, develop-

ment, and early diffusion therefore forms a not unimportant

chapter in the history of civilization.

The oldest name of chess is the fSanskrit word cafurahga.

The meaning of this term is transparent, and indicates

with sufficient clearness the source from which the game is

derived. The word frequently appears in the two great

Indian epics, the Mahabharata and the Riimayana. It is

there very often used as an adjective qualifying hala ‘force’

' Heydebrand’s Bibliography of Chess (Wiesbaden, 1896) contains no
fewer than 3,358 entries, including about a hundred journals dealing with this

game alone.
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or ‘ army,’ in the sense of ‘ having four (catur) limbs (n/ifja),’

‘ four-membered.’ ^ It also occurs as a noun, meaning ‘ four-

membered army,’ and may in fact be I’egarded as the

technical name for ‘ army ’ in the epic poetry. What the

four members are, is evident from the I’epeated connection

of the term with elephants, chariots, horses, and infantry.^

These were the four regularly recognized constituent parts

of a complete Indian army as early as the fourth century b.c. ;

for the Greek accounts of Alexander’s invasion in 326 b.c.

state that in the Panjab King Porus (Sanskrit Pauras)

fought against the invader with an army of 30,000 infantry,

4,000 cavalry, 200 elephants, and 300 chariots.®

The Greek writer Megasthenes, who, about 300 B.c., spent

several years at the court of Pataliputra (the modern Patna)

as ambassador of Seleucus, ruler of Syria, remarks that

the military administration of the Indian State was divided

into six departments responsible for the management of

elephants, cavalry, chariots, infantry, as well as baggage

and boats. We ma\'^, therefore, with certainty conclude,

even irrespectively of the evidence of the Pamilyana and

]\Iahabharata,^ that the fourfold constitution of the Indian

arm}" was a recognized thing at least as early as the fourth

century b.c. A Sanskrit work on Policy, Kiimandaki’s

Kitisara,® dating probably from the early centuries of our

era, contains a passage of considerable length specially

treating of elephants, chariots, horses, and foot-soldiers as

* It already occurs in the Rigveda (X, 92, 1 1) in the sense of ‘ four-limbed,’ with

reference to the human figure; also in the S'atapatha Brahmana, XII, hi, 2, 2.

The four-membered army is also expressly called fiasti^-aiva-raf/la -padiitam,
‘ the aggregate of elephants, horses, chariots, and foot-soldiere,’ in the Ramuyana,
Jlahabharata, and AmarakoAa : cf. Weber, Monatsberichte d. Berliner Akademie,

1872, p. 68, note.

® See McCrindle, “ The Invasion of India by Alexander the Great” (London,

1893), p. 102.
* According to the results of Professor Jacobi’s researches, “Ramuyana”

(Bonn, 1893), p. 10.5, the Ramiiyana in its oldest form goes back to the fifth century

n.c.
;
while l)r. Biihler has shown (“ Indian Studies,” ii, p. 26) that the Mahii-

bharata existed more or less in its jtresent form certainly as early as 500 a.d., and
probalily mucli earlier. The word catwanga in the sense of ‘ army ’ occurs also

in the Atharva Veda PariiSi?tas
;

but Professor Weber (“History of Indian

Literature,” English Transl., p. 323) points out that this class of writings must
ho later than 250 a.d.

* Published in the Bibliotheca Imlica, 1884.
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the divisions of an army, and describing the best strategical

methods of employing them.*

Now nothing could be more natural than the attempt

to represent, in the form of a game with Hgures, the

operations of hostile armies thus constituted and com-

miuded by opposing kings, victory depending on the

death or capture of the leader of the foe. That this is

in fact the genesis of chess, the oldest form of Kriec/apiel

known to history, is sufficiently proved by its having

received its name of caturaiiga from that of the four-

membered Indian army. Such is also acknowledged to

be its chi^raoter by Persian, Arabic, aud Chinese writers.*

The board on which chess, from the time of its first

mention, has been played in India, is named astapada,

‘ eight-square.’ This word already occurs in Patafijali’s

great Commentary on Piinini’s Grammar, the Mahabhiisya,

which was written at an}’’ rate not later than the first

century a.d.,® and is there explained as a board “ in which

each line has eight squares,” * that is altogether sixty-

four squares. The astapada must have been a familiar

object in early times, for it is used as an illustration by

old Sanskrit poets. Thus, in the Raraayana (i, v, 12),

the city of Ayodhya (the modem Oudh) is described as

“charming b}' reason of pictures consisting of astapada

squares, as it were painted.”^ A northern Buddhist writer

also speaks of the earth “on which asfapadas were fastened

with cords of gold,” ® meaning, doubtless, that its surfime

was divided into squares like a chessboard.’ The word

atthapada (= Sanskrit astapada) also occurs in Pali sutras

' Chapter xix, which contains 62 slokas : cf . Linde, “ Geschichte und Litteratiu

des Schachspiels ” (Berlin, 1874), toI. i, p. 76.

- See below, pp. 126-9, 131, note 1.

* See Kielhorn, '• Gottinger Nachrichten,” 1885, p. 185 ft.
;
and Biihler,

“ Die indisehen Inschriiten und das Alter der indischen Kunstpoesie,’’ p. 72.
* Kielhorn’s edition of the Mahabha.sva, vol. iii, pp. 362-3

; Weber, “ Indische
Studien,” vol. siii, p. 473.

“ Cf. Weber, Monatsberichte, 1873, p. 710, note 1. According to Professor

Jacobi, hooks i and vii are later additions to the older portion, hooks ii to :

see his “ Eamayana,’’ p. 65.
® mtvarna<utrastdpadanibaddhd: cf. Burnouf, “ Lotus de la bonne loi,” p. 363.
'

Weber, loc. cit.
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as the name of a garae.^ TThatever may be the precise

date of these passages, it is practically certain, from the

statement in the Mahabhiisya, that a board consisting of

sixty-four squares existed in India as early as the beginning

of our era. It was probably known considerabW earlier, as

the Piili siitras in which the word afthapada occurs, are,

in the opinion of Professor Pthys Davids, among the very

oldest of Buddhist documents, and must date from the fifth

century b.c.^

But what kind of game was played on this b'>ard ? It

might very well have been used for some game played

with dice. For dice are of immemorial antiquity in India.

A very interesting Rigvedic hymn (X, 34), which can

hardly be dated much later than 1000 b.c., contains the

lament of a gambler, who, unable to resist the fascination

of the dice, plays from morning to night, though fully

aware that he is ruining his happiness and his home.

In Rigvedic times the dice, called aksa, were made of the

nut of the YibhTdaka-tree (Terminalia hellerica), which is

still used for this purpose in India.® The number of the

dice referred to in the Rigveda is four,'* while in a text

of the Yajurveda {VS. 30, 18) mention is made of a game

with five dice (called aija), to each of which a name is

assigned.® We know that in post-Vedic times the passion

for dice had become general among princes. Thus, two of

the heroes of the Mahiibharata, King Yudhisthira and King

Xala, are both described as having been so far carried away

by the frenzy of the game as to stake and lose their very

kingdoms.

' See p. 121: ef. Bumonf, op. cit., p. 466; 'Weber, op. cit., p. 710;
“ lodische Studien,” iii, 148, 154.

^ Dr. 11 Liiders, of the Indian In.stitute, hoe pointed out to me that on the

Bharhut stupa (Cunningham, “The Stupa of Bharhut,” London, 1879,

plate xlv: cf. lntro<luetion, p. 94 ; Indian .\ntiquary, vol. x, p. 119; vol. x'ti,

p. 229) a board of thirty-six squares, along with what appear to be seven dice

or coins, is depicted.
® Both in (jurnpajakaumudi, pp. 1-4.
* Zimmer, “ Altindisches l.eben,” p. 283.
* Akfariijan, krta. Irrta, dciipara, dskiwia

; in the TS., Ill, iii, 1, 2, the five

dice are called krta, tretd, dvdpara, dska di, abhibhCi-. cf. Zimmer, op. cit.,

p. 284.
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It is incredible that the ordinary and primitive game of

dice should have required a board of sixty-four squares.^

Such a supposition is sufficiently disproved by passages in

Pali siitras* of the Dighanikaya* which in all probability

date from the fifth century before the Christian era,* and in

which the word atthapada (=Skt. astapada) already occurs.

These two passages contain the statement that “some sages

and Brahmans occupy their time with games injurious to

progress in virtue, such as the atthripada, the dasapada^

. . . . with dicing {akkha = Skt. aksa),” and various

other pastimes which are enumerated. The separate mention

here of Jhe astapada game and of dicing clearly implies

that the two games were different.

There is, however, evidence showing that, at least as early

as the beginning of the Christian era, dice were employed

in a game in which certain pieces (named sdra) were moved

according to the throws made. This game, called aydnaya,

“luck and unluck,” is thus described in the Mahabhast’a®

by Pataujali :
“ Two opposed parties move with their pieces

{sdra) to the right, and then, after traversing the places

or squares {pada) on their own side, turn to the left and

try to move into the position of the adversary.” The com-

mentator Kaiyata adds that a piece standing by itself is

liable to be taken by the adversary’s pieces. There can

be no doubt that this represents the game of backgammon,

played practically in the same way as at the present day.

This game is evidently referred to by the well-known

Sanskrit poet Bbartrhari, who lived in the first half of the

seventh century a.d.^ He alludes to it thus :
“ In one

house, in which many were, there later remains but one,

and where there was but one and then many, there is in

' A diceboard, called adhidevana, is already mentioned in the Atharva
Veda (V, 31, 6; VI, 70, 1).

* Brahmajalasutta and Samahnaphalasutta.
^ Ed. Rhys Davids, vol. i, pp. 6 and So : cf. CnUaragga, ed. Oldenberg, p. 10.
* Cf. p. I 'O.

* A hjard with 10 x 10 squares.
® Ed. Kielhom, vol. u, p. 373 (with reference to the formation of ayanayina

in Panini, V, ii, 9) : cf. iVeber, “ Indische Studien,” xiii, p. 473.
Cf. Max Muller, “ India, what can it teach us ? ” p. 310.
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the end not even one. Thus casting niglit and day like

two dice, Kala^ plays with Kiill^ on the board {phalaka) of

the earth with human figures.” ^ This game was, as we

shall see, under the name of Nurd, known in the ninth,

century to the Arabs, who attributed its invention to the

Indians.^ It cannot have been played on the astapada, but

must have required a board arranged much in the same

way as that employed in later times by the Indians,

Persians, Arabs, and Europeans, as well as the Chinese

and Japanese.® Two forms of backgammon are still popular

in India. The one, PachisI or “the twenty-five game”
(so called from the highest throw possible), is played in

accordance with the throws of five cowries
;

the other,

Chaupur, is played in the same way, but with dice instead

of shells.® They are both played on a cross-shaped chequered

board or cloth.’^

Thus, it is highly improbable that the astapada was used

for anything but some primitive form of chess, played with

or without the aid of dice, some time before the beginning

of our era.

But let us now turn from the less certain ground of

inference to that of historical evidence. Till lately the

earliest reference to chess in Indian literature was regarded

to be a passage in the Sanskrit commentator Ilalayudha,

whom Professor Weber has with probability assigned to

the end of the tenth century a.d.® Ilalayudha requests

the reader to “ draw a table of sixty-four squares {kostha-

' Fate as a male.
* Fate as a female.
^ Vairagya-^ataka, 43.
‘ There seems to be no reason to suppose that this had any connection with

the draught game of the Romans, much less with the game said by I’lntarcli to

have been played by Artaxer.ves Lougimanus (cf. Hyde, “ Ilistoria Nerdiludii,”

])p. 62-3), or the still more ancient game of the Egyptians (cf. Falkener, “ Games
Ancient and Oriental,” 1892, p. 30 ft’.).

® Who ciill this pastime the “ twiee-six game ”
: Himly, Journal of the German

Oriental Society, vol. xxxiii, p. 679.
“ See Hyde, op. cit., p 68 {dc Indormn ludo Tchi'ipiir)

;
Falkener, op. cit.,

p. 2.77
;
E. H. Tylor, “On American l.ot-Gamus,” in Internationales Archiv fiir

Ethnogra]ihio, snp])l. to vol. ix, 1896, np. 3-7.
’ Illustrated in Hyde, Falkener, and Tylor.
* “ Indischc Studien,” vol. viii, p. 193.
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ffdruni), as in the game of chess (caftiraiif/a-kriddi/diii),” ^

ill Ollier to exemplify the number of syllables contained

in certain metres. Recently Professor Jacobi stated, in

volume xlv of the “ Sacred Books of the East,” * that the

earliest mention of chess known to him in Indian literature

is found in the work of a Kashmirian poet named Ratnd-

kara, who has been shown to have flourished about 850 a.d.®

The stanza in which this reference occurs is fully discussed

by Professor Jacobi in volume L (p. 227) of the Journal

of the German Oriental Society. It is worded with the

double meaning which is such a favourite device of the

later Sanskrit poets. Here, if the words are taken in their

ordinary sense, an attendant of the god Siva is described

as one “ who continually turned the enemy, in spite of the

latter’s foursquare force, of his abundance of foot-soldiers,

horses, chariots, and elephants, and of his skilled operations

with peace {sandhi) and war {cigraha), into one whom defeat

never left {anasta-dpudam)” The second sense of these

words, as referring to chess, may be rendered thus :
” Who

turned not into a chessboard {an-astdpadam) the enemy who
had a foursquare form, who abounded in foot-soldiers, horses,

chariots, and elephants, and who had the form (vigraha) of

combination (sandhi)”— that is, probably, of two halves

folding together. The mention of the four members and

of the foursquare (catiirah’a) array (though the term

caturahga itself is not used), along with the word astdpada,

shows clearly that the chessboard is intended. This is

also the explanation of the native commentator. Professor

Jacobi adds^ a somewhat later stanza, dating from the

second half of the ninth century, which occurs in the work

of Rudrata, another Kashmirian author. This passage,

which enumerates stanzas composed so as to imitate the

form of various objects, speaks of such as have the shape

of “ wheel, sword, club, bow, spear, trident, and plough,

' Op. cit., p. 230.
^ Jaina Sutras, 1895, p. 303, note.
® Jacobi, Journal of tbe German Oriental Society, 1896, p. 227.
* Op. cit., pp. 228-32.
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which are to be read according to the chessboard {catura'nga-

pitha) squares of chariot [ratha), horse [turagri), elephant

{gnja), etc.” Then follow examples of these metrical puzzles.

A stanza consisting of thirty-two syllables is supposed to

be written on the thirty-two squares of half a chessboard.

The puzzles consist in reading the syllables according to

the moves of various chessmen, so as to produce exactly

the same verse as by reading the syllables in the ordinary

way in horizontal lines from left to right. From the data

here supplied results the highly interesting fact that the

Indian horse a thousand years ago moved in exactly the

same way as our knight does at the present day. It further

appears that the chariot {ratha), which corresponds to our

castle, was able to reach every square in a straight line,

while the elephant moved one square forward or one

diagonally. This practically agrees with the statement of

the famous Arabic author Alberiinl, who was familiar with

the Panjab, and wrote his account of India in 1030 a.d.

In that work he observes that the Indians, “ in playing

chess, move the elephant straight on, not to the other

sides, one square at a time, like the pawn, and to the four

corners also one square at a time, like the queen
' [

firzdn).

They say that these five squares (i.e., the one straight

forward and the others at the corners) are the places occupied

by the trunk and the four feet of the elephant.” ^

From the statements of Ratniikara and Pudrata, it is

clear that in the ninth century a.d. the game of chess

was not only known in Kashmir, but was so familiar that

its moves were utilized for the construction of metrical

puzzles. It is also clear that the moves of three of the

most important pieces were then already the same as those

in ordinary chess at the beginning of the eleventh century

(though differing in two cases from the corresponding

moves in another form of the game played in India).®

* The European successor of the Oriental ‘ councillor.’

’ Suchau’s Translation (Trul)ner’s Oriental series), vol. i, p. 183. The opinion

of Falkencr (op. cit., p. 139) that AlbOruni did not know the game, is due to his

not understanding AlbOruni.
* See below, p. 137.
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w e are now able to adduce evidence for tlie existence

of chess in India much earlier than that quoted above.

The present writer recently pointed out* that there is in

Sanskrit literature a direct mention of chess at least two

centuries older than Professor Jacobi’s earlier quotation.

It is to he found in a passage of the Ilarsacarita, the first

attempt at historical romance in India. In this work its

author, Biina, who is known with certainty to have lived

in the early part of the seventh century a.d., gives an

account of the doings of Sriharsa, the famous king of

Kanyakubja and supreme ruler of Northern India (610-

650 A.D.^.^ At the court of this monarch some time was

spent by Bana,® as well as by the well-known Chinese

Buddhist traveller Hiouen Thsang,^ who has left a record

of his visit to India between tlie years 630 and 645 a.d.

In the passage in question, which contains a series of

puns, Bana observes of Sriharsa that “ under this monarch

. . . . only bees quarrel in collecting dews (dues)
; the

only feet cut off are those in metre
; only chessboards

(astapada) ® teach the positions of the four members {catur-

anga)."^ This reference is particularly clear, as both

the game and the board are named together. Occurring

in the middle of an enumeration of notions familiar to

the Indian reader, it justifies the conclusion that chess

was well known in the beginning of the seventh century.

The game must therefore have undoubtedly at least existed

in India by the middle of the sixth century a.d.

The earliest foreign writer of certain date mentioning

chess is the Arabic author YaqTibi, who, writing about

* Athenseum, July 24, 1897. p. 130.
* Cf. Beal, “Buddhist Records of the 'Western Wprld,” toI. i, p. 210,

note 13.

* See “ Harsacarita,” chapter ii: cf. Beal, op. cit.,p. 210, note 18.
* Beal, op. cit., i, p. 215 ff.

® Bana mentions the nstapada in another passage of the Harsacarita (see

Cowell and Thomas’ Translation, pp. 6 and 266) as well as in his “ Kadambari”
(Nirnaya Sagara Press, 1890, pp. 180, 376). It is natural to suppose that in

both these passages he meant the same thing as in the present passage, and
not ‘diceboard,’ as the smaller St. Petersburg Dictionary interprets it in the
Kadambari.

® Cowell and Thomas, p. 65.
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880 A.D., states that chess (as well as Nard or backgammon)
was invented by an Indian for the amusement of an

Indian kingd The next Arabic authority is Mas'udI, who
flourished in the first half of the tenth century. In his

encyclopaedic work entitled “ Meadows of Gold,” ^ written

in 947 A.D., he has a good deal to say about chess. He
speaks of ancient players down to the two greatest experts

(whom he mentions by name) of his own day. Such

remarks imply that the game was widely known among
the Arabs, and was regarded by them as of ancient date.

Though Mas'iidi’s account of the early history of India is

quite mythical, his assertion that shatranj, or chess, was an

Indian invention, and was sent to King Kisra (= Chosrau)

at the same time as the book of Katila tea Dimna,^

undoubtedly rests on a historical foundation.'* The game
of shatranj, he says, was invented under an Indian king,

who expressed his preference for this game over back-

gammon. This monarch gave the form of men and animals

to the pieces, and assigned different ranks to them, one of

them being the shah or king, another the chief minister.

This pastime, he observes, was a kind of war-game, and

remained popular in India. The Indians, he adds, also

calculated an arithmetical progression with the squares of

the chessboard.

The latter statement has undoubtedl}’’ also a historical

basis. For it is an established fact that the Arabs derived

their knowledge not only of the numerals,® but also of

‘ See the references in Noldeke’s “ Persische Studien”; Sitzungsberichte d.

Wiener Akad. d. Wissenschaften, 1892, pp. 23-4.
* English Translation by Sprenger, 1841, pp. 171-5; Text and French

Transl. by Ilarbier de Meynard, Paris, 1861, pp. 66-61 : cf. Linde, op. cit.,

vol. i, pp. 1-3.

^ The title of the Arabic tran.'lation of the Paneatantra : cf. Nbldeke, op. cit.,

p. 22.
‘ Mas'udi also attributes the invention of Kard to an ancient Indian king, but

adds that according to others it was invented under the Persian king Ardashlr

ISflbakaii : cf. Linde, i, pp. 2-3. The twelve scpiares of the board on which it was
played he explains as the twelve months, and the thirty pieces as the thirty days

of the month. The decision of the dice he explains as tlie dependence of man on
fate. I'his interpretation of the game is practically the same as that of Yaq'iibi

:

see Niildeke, oj>. cit., ]>p. 22-3.
® Corroborated by Arabic scholars at the Oriental Congress held .at Paris last

September: see Athenicnm, Sept. 18, p. 387.
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arithmetic* (which they later introflucecl into Europe),

from the Indians. The early fondness of the Indians for

enormous calculations® is well known to students of their

mathematics, and is exemplified in the writings of the

great astronomer Aryabhapi (born 476 a.d.).® The legend

about the chessboard progression is told by a later Arabic

writer, Ibn Khallikiin,* who lived in the thirteenth century.

The game of chess, he says, was invented by an Indian

—

though a Persian invented Xani—for the entertainment of

a king, who regarded it as a training in the art of war.

This king was so delighted with the game that he offered

the inventor anv reward he chose to name. The latter

said he only wished to have the amount of corn resulting

from placing one grain on the first square (called ‘ house ’),

two on the second, and so on, doubling the number for

each successive square of the sixty-four. This sum, when
calculated, showed a total number of grains expressed by

no less than twenty figures, and it became apparent that

all the corn in the world would not equal the amount

desired. The king thereupon told the inventor that his

acuteness in devising such a wish was even more admirable

than his talent in inventing shatranj. An additional argu-

ment for the Indian origin of this calculation is supplied

by the Arabic name for the square of a chessboard, belt

(Hebrew beth), ‘ house,’ to which the Spanish, Italian, and

French terms {casa, case), are due. For this has doubtless a

historical connection with its Indian designation hosthdgdra,

‘ store-house,’ ‘ granary,’ which, as we have seen, was used

by the Sanskrit commentator Halayudha. Arithmetical

progressions, based on the doublings of the squares of the

chessboard, later became a favourite form of calculation

in Europe. Thus, Leonardo Pisano, who introduced Arabic

mathematics into Italy, wrote in 1202 a treatise, De dupli-

* Cf. L. V. Schroeder, “ Indiens Litteratur nnd Kultur,” pp. 718, 723.
- L. y. Schroeder, op. cit., pp. 723-4.
® Cf. the arithmetical progression attributed to Aryabhata bv SadgurasisTa,

ed. Macdonell, p. 180.
* Biographic^ Dictionary, translated by HacGnckin de Slane (Oriental Trans-

lation Fund), Paris, 1845, pp. 70-5.
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catione scachcrii. Even the poets of the Middle Ages

introduced the expression into their compositions. One,

for instance, exclaims that he could double the squares of

the chessboard with his sorrows
;
while another sings that

he could double the squares of the chessboard a thousand

times with the charms of his lady-love.'

The earliest Persian — and indeed foreign— authority

mentioning the game of chess is a short Pahlavi treatise

about the origin of chess (catrang)} This little work,

according to Ndldeke,® seems to be older than Yaq'ubI,

dating probably from after the Muhammadan conquest of

Persia and considerably later than the time—the middle

of the sixth century—which it describes. It relates how an

Indian king Dewasarm (doubtless the Sanskrit Decasannan)

sent an embassy to the Persian king Chosrau Anosharvan

(a.d. 531-579) with the game of chess invented by him,

asking for an explanation of its significance. The sixteen

pieces on the one side are described as being made of

emerald, the sixteen on the other being of red ruby. The

king {shah), the minister
{
frazin), and the horse {axp), are

mentioned, as well as the foot-soldiers, who form the front

line, but the elephant and chariot are passed over.'* At the

end of the treatise it is stated to be the characteristic

feature of chess that in it victory is gained by the under-

standing.® The Persian king’s minister explains chess as

a game of war. He invents and sends to the Indian kingO D

* Ecferences in Linde, i, p. 7.

* Edited with Gujarati and English translations by Dastur Pcshotan, Eonibay,

1885; text and German translation bv Salemann, “ Mittelpersische Studien,”

Melanges Asiatiques tires du Bulletin de I’Acad. des Sciences de St. I’etersbourg

(St. Petersburg, 1887), pp. 222-30; discussed byNbldeke, “Persische Studien,”

Sitzungsberichte der Wiener Akademie, 18S)2, pp. 20-6: cf. ” Grundriss d.

iranischen Philologie,” vol. ii, p. 145 ;
West, ibid., p. 119, J 103.

^ ‘‘Persi.sche Studien,” p. 26.

* This omission must be accidental, for the ele])hant and chariot must have been
included in the total of sixteen, the regular number of ])ieces on each side. The
passage is important as containing the earliest mention of the number of j)ieces in

the game.
* Yaq‘ubl and Mas'udi both speak of chess as dependent on skill in contrast

with Nurd: cf. Noldeke, ‘‘Persische Studien,” p. 24. In Nilakantha’s

‘‘ Nitimayukha” (seventeenth century) chess is described as a game dependent

on force of intellect {/cridd buddhibaldiritd) : see Weber, Monatsberichte,

1873, p. 711.
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the game of Xetcardmher {Nard), which was intended

to represent human life as dependent on the planets and

the signs of the Zodiac, the board being the earth and

the thirt}’^ pieces the days of the month (the fifteen white

pieces = days, the fifteen black= nights).*

This Pahlavi work is important, as being the direct or

indirect source of the story about the introduction of chess

into Persia told by Firdausi, who completed his great

historical poem, the Shahnamah, or Book of Kings,* about

1000 A.D. The poet relates how, under King Kisrii

(=Chosrau I) a special embassy came from the king of

Kanuj * to present the Persian monarch with the game of

chess (s/>atran/)* The game, which he says represents war,

was invented in India to console a queen for the loss of

her son.® The game of Xard, on the other hand, was

a Persian invention sent to the Indian king by Kisra as

a present in return for that of chess.®

Thus, the oldest Arabic and Persian authorities agree in

ascribing an Indian origin to chess. Their testimony is

unmistakably corroborated by the names of the game in

the two lanofuasres. It is evident that both the Pahlavi

catrang and the Arabic shatranj, w'hich have no etymo-

logical meaning, are only phonetic adaptations of the

Indian catiirahga. The very form of the two words shows

that the Persian form is borrowed from the Indian, and

the Arabic from the Persian.^ There are also other con-

siderations, from which it results that the Arabs obtained

their knowledge of the Indian game through the Persians.

For the Persian name of the principal piece in this war-

game, shah, ‘ king,’ is exclusively used in Arabic chess

also. Had the Arabs received the game directly from

* Cf. tVest, “ Grundriss,” ii, p. 119; Nbldelce, op. cit., pp. 20-1.
* Cf. Noldeke, “ Grundriss,” ii, pp. 145, 169 ff.

* The modern Kanauj, Sanskrit Kanyakubja.
* See Mohl’s Translation, vol. vi, pp. 306-12.
® Ibid., pp. 353-6. These are two different stories; cf. Mohl, preface to

vol. vi, p. 5.

® Ibid., pp. 312-6.
’’ Shatranj being as close an adaptation of catrang as Arabic phonetics will

admit.

J.R.A.S. 1898. 9
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India, they would undoubtedly, like the Persians, have

translated the Indian word for king, raja, into their own

language, with some such term as sultan, caliph, or emir.

Similarly, they would have translated tbe Indian word

ratha, ‘ chariot,’ instead of adopting the Persian term rukh.

The question as to when the Persians borrowed the game

from the Indians, can now be answered with a much higher

degree of probability than was formerly possible. The

story told in the Pahlavi chess-book about Chosrau I

receives corroboration from the historical fact that the

subjugation of the Persian empire by the Arabs was com-

pleted by the year 652 a.d. Had chess come into Persia

from India after that date, it is likely the Arabs would

have obtained a first-hand knowledge of the game. It is,

moreover, a known fact that, by command of King Chosrau I,

a collection of Indian fables, the Paiicatantra, was trans-

lated by a physician named Barzol into Pahlavi,^ the

literary language of Persia. This in itself shows that the

intercourse between India and Persia must have been

considerable in his days. The Arabic writer Mas'ildi

actually states, as we have seen, that the game of chess

was introduced into Persia at the same time as the book

Kallla tea Dimna (the Arabic title of the Paiicatantra)

under Chosrau I.^ Moreover, as we now know, the game

actually existed in India fifty years after Chosrau’s death

at the very court of Kiinyakubja, whence, according to

Firdausi, it was brought to that monarch.

It is a curious coincidence that the sixth century a.d.

is the date assigned by a Chinese writer of the tenth

' It is interestin'^ to note by the way that tliough tins Pahlavi translation

is lost, two versions of it are still in existence. The Syriac version made about

670 A. I), and entitled “ Kalilag wa Damna" ” (from the two jackals Karataka

and Damanaka in the Paiicatantra) was only found in 1870, the story of its

recovery formiii" one of the moat interesting chapters in the romance of literary

history. The Arabic rendering of the I'ahlavi translation made in the eighth

century is a work of prime importance, hccause from it flowed other vereious of

these fables of Ilidpai or Pilpay (a corrujitiou of the Sanskrit vidi/dpati, ‘ chief

Pandit ’), which exercised great influence on the literature of the Middle .\ges in

Europe. For the bibliography of this subject see Lauiuan, “ Sanskrit Reader,”

p. 313.
* Cf. Nbldeke, “Grundriss,” ii, pp. 141-6. Firdausi also relates the Kallla and

Dimna wa.s brought from Kauauj to Persia under Kiug Kisra (.Mold, vi, 350-65).
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century to the introduction of the game into China. He
does not, however, acknowledge the Indian origin of the

game, but attributes its invention to a Chinese kiug.^ From

China the game was introduced into Japan, probably by

way of Corea.® It also spread to Thibet, Burmah, Siam,

Ceylon, and Java, but to these countries doubtless directly

from India.

The introduction of chess into Europe was due to the

Arabs. It may have become known in Spain under the

Saracen ruler Hakera II (961-76), who was a great patron

of culture and collector of books.® In any case, the game

was familiar in Spain by the end of the eleventh century.

For a Spanish Jew named Moses Sefardi, in a work written

by him in 1106, and entitled Discipliiia clericalia, speaks of

skill at chess as one of the seven accomplishments to be

expected of a knight.^ The oldest European account of

the game is a Spanish manuscript dating from the year

1283 A.D. In this document the intelligible names of the

Arabic chessmen, those of the king, the horse, and the

pawn, are found translated into Spanish
;

but those which

were no longer understood, were taken over direct in the

form of alferza (the vizier), alfil (the elephant), and roque

(chariot).® The latter terms were borrowed by other

European nations, and were regularly employed through-

out the Middle Ages to designate the corresponding pieces

* See Hiraly, “ Das Schacbspiel in China ”
; Journal of the German Oriental

Society, vol. rxiv, pp. 172-5 ; sxvii, p. 121 ff. Though the Chinese game shows
several innovations, such as the introduction of artillery and of a river dividing

the two halves of the board, it is essentially the same as the Indian. Thus it

is played on a board of sixty-four squares with sixteen pieces on each side ; and
the order of the pieces from the corners is : chariot, horse, elephant, with the
general (=king) in the middle. The Chinese "arae is clearly a war-game,
and is described as such by a Chinese writer ot about the eleventh centiur
(see Linde, vol. i, p. 87, note 24). But the presence of the elephant in it was
so striking that the Chinese call it the “game of the elephant ” (Himlv, l.c.,

p. 175). Professor Douglas tells me that elephants were numerous in China
in the old days, and that the commentator Tso (who lived within a century
after Confucius) says they were employed in battle between the states of Wii
and Ts‘u (b.c. 512).

^ Himly, Journal of the German Oriental Society, vol. xxxiii, p. 672.
5 Cf. Linde, op. cit., vol. i, p. 136.
* Linde, op. cit., vol. i, p. 137.
* Ibid., p. 139.
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when pictorially represented, even when the new symbolical

names which grew up beside them were used in writing

about chess. In Italy also the game became known by
direct contact with the Saracens, who began their incur-

sions by taking Civita Vecchia in 813. It is first found

referred to as Indus scachorum in a curious Latin letter

written in the year 1061 by Cardinal Damiani, who
describes how he punished a bishop for playing ^ chess

publicly at an inn.

The game had penetrated into the Byzantian empire by

the beginning of the twelfth century, for the Emperor

Alexis Comneuus (1081-1118) is described as often playing

chess at night, in order to drive away the cares of state.*

By that time the knowledge of the game had spread

not only to France, but also to Germany and England.

There are frequent references to it in the romantic poetry

of Germany in the second half of the twelfth century.*

It is interesting to note that about 1180 an Englishman,

named Alexander Neckam (1157-1217), wrote in a work

of his entitled De naturis rerum, a short chapter on chess

[de scachis), which contains the oldest existing set of rules

about the moves of the pieces. By the end of the twelfth

century chess had indeed not only taken firm root in all

the cultured countries of Europe, but had been taken up

with all the passion inspired by gambling. The remark

is often heard that chess is a game which no one would

think of playing at for money. This was certainly not

true in the Middle Ages. Not onl}’^ was it then played

for money, but often for very heavy stakes. Addiction to

the game had become so general that playing it was

altogether forbidden by the Council of Paris in 1212, and

again by St. Louis IX and another Council in 1254

and 1255.“

The two centuries between 1250 and 1450 were the golden

age of chess in the West. Chess problems now began to be

* Lindp, op. rit., vol. i, p. 141.
* Ibid., p. 142.
® Ibid., p. 144, rf. 24.
‘ Ibid., p. 143 il.
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studied; and from about 1300 onwards collections of them

were made, first in Spain and Italy, and then in France,

England, and Germany. A new era in the history of the

game commenced about 1500 a.d. It was marked by great

changes of move, which led to the disappearance of two

of the old figures, and to a considerable modification in

the character of the game. The outward shape of one of

the pieces (the rook) was also transformed. In the sixteenth

centur}*, too, chess openings began to be elaborated, chiefly

by the Italian Polerio
;

and, somewhat later, by his better-

known disciple Greco. The oldest trace of a gambit, or

opening, in which a piece is sacrificed for the sake of

a subsequent advantage, is also found in Italy about the

middle of the sixteenth century. Towards the end of that

century a number of chess tournaraeuts took place between

Spanish and Italian players, the latter generally showing

to greater advantage.

Having thus sketched the rise and diffusion of chess in

general, we have still to trace briefly the history of the

individual figures used in the game.

The order in which the sixteen pieces were arranged on

each side of the board in the Indian game, when it first

became historically known, appears to have been practically

the same as in the chess of the present day. The king,

accompanied by his councillor (Sanskrit mantrin), occupies

the middle of the first line
;

while on each side of them

were placed an elephant, a horse, and a chariot, the latter

occupying the corner.^ Eight foot-soldiers (Sanskrit paddti)

were drawn up in the second line.^ The order mentioned

* A peculiarity of the chess described by Nilakantha in the Nitiraayukha
(Monatsber. d. Berliner Akad., 1873, p. 707) is that the elephant occupies

the comer, but has the move of the rook. Professor Weber here observes that

this is the original position of the elephants in the Indian army, a statement
probablv based on Kamandaki (xis, 37), who says that the array is the most
formidable in which the elephants are on the flanks. There is, however, no
historical evidence that the elephant ever occupied the comer in ancient chess.

In Nilakantha’ s game the camel (probably under Persian influence) occupies tbe
square (the third from the comer) of the old elephant. This is perhaps why the
elephant has here been substituted for the unintelligible rook (as in Yida’s game :

see below, p. 136.
* So already in the Pahlavi chess-book ; see above, p. 128.
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by Firdausi ' is identical with this : rukh, horse, elephant,

councillor, king, elephant, horse, rukh. The number of the

figures here implies that the game was played on a board of

3 X 8 = 64 squares. Firdausi, however, in another passage

also expressly mentions a board of 10 x 10 = 100 squares,^

played on with forty chessmen, the order of the latter

being the same as before, except that a camel is added on

each side, between the horse and the elephant. This is

obviously a secondary development of the game. The
front line here, as elsewhere, consists of foot-soldiers.

The Arabic game, as introduced into Europe, shows the

same arrangement
;
rukh, horse, fil, king, firzan, fil, horse,

rukh. When the game was adojited from the Arabs by
the various nations of the West, the names of three of

the six kinds of pieces were translated. The foot-soldier

(Sanskrit paddti) still retains this meaning in several

European languages, with a name derived from the cognate

Low Latin pedonem. This became pedone in Italian, peon

in Spanish, pion in French, and pawn in English. Tlie

horse still retains its head in the figure, though it now
bears another name, as chevalier in French, ‘knight’ in

English, springer in German. The term shah was translated

by ‘ king ’
;

but this name, given to the most important

piece by the Persians, the first borrowers of chess on its

westward migration, has become the designation of the

game itself in' every European country except Spain and

Portugal. It became the Italian scacco, the German schach,

the French dchec, the English chess (from the Old French

esches). In the form of check it has in English had

a further history, the ramifications of which are paralleled

by few other words in the language.*

' Mohl, vol. vi, p. 311 ;
Linde, op. cit, vol. i, p. 67 ff.

Mohl, vol. vi, p. 355
;
Linde, vol. i, p. 68. See above, p. 121 {dasapada in

the I’iili siitras).

“ A few examples will illustrate this. The word has come to mean ‘ rebufl'
’

from the warning ‘ check ’
! meaning ‘ (mind yourl king,’ where the original

.sense has been so far forgotten that wo even say ‘ check to your queen ’
! The

word also signifies a banker’s draft (spelt cheque), from the earlier sense of

‘counterfoil of a bank hill.’ It further designates a ‘square pattern’ like that
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The names of the other three pieces remaining untrans-

lated passed with various modifications into the different

European languages. The Jirzdn became in Spanish alferzn,

in French ferce, in English firs. The meaning of this

piece was hardly understood, the vizier having no place

in the European political system
;

and, as it regularly

stood beside the king, it soon became symbolically trans-

formed into a queen, by which name Neckam already

mentions it in the twelfth century.

The elephant, which under its Arabic name of fil, or

with the article alfil, went all over Europe, is represented

in the chpss MSS. of the thirteenth and fourteenth centuries

as a piece with a divided top, the two parts of which are

either straight or bent. These may be a reminiscence of

the elephant’s two tusks. A fancied resemblance of the top

to various kinds of headgear transformed this figure into

a bishop in England, a fool in France, and a courier or

runner (Ldufer) in Germany. An English writer on chess

named Rowbothum^ in the sixteenth century remarks that

“ The Bishoppes some name Alphins, some fooles, and some

name them princes, other some call them archers.”

The rook (Spanish roqne, French roc) was throughout the

Middle Ages also a figure with a cloven top, but the

divisions were in this case curved outwards and downwards

so as to resemble two horns or the two side leaves of

the fleur-de-lis. In this form it was introduced into

heraldry and became a favourite emblem (rochus bifrons).

Occasionally it appeared with a double horse’s or serpent’s

head instead of the horns.^ As the name of this figure

of the chessboard. In Murray’s English Dictionary nineteen meanings are

distinguished in the noun ‘ check ’ and seventeen in the verb ‘ to check,’ to say

nothing of numerous subordinate senses. Then we have among derivatives the

word chequer, with sixteen meanings as a noun and seven as a verb. Another
is exchequer which originally meant ‘ chessboard ’ and then ‘ treasury department
of the state.’ This seemingly heterogeneous sense it acquired from the fact that

it previously referred to the table covered with a cloth divided into squares,

on which the accounts of the revenue were kept bv means of counters. What an
amount of history is compressed into this one word !
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had been unintelligible even in Arabic,' it became peculiarly

the object of fanciful speculations in the Middle Ages. The
similarity of name led to confusion with the fabulous bird

named roc, and poets came to interpret it as a double-

headed griffin. A transformation in the shape of this

piece was introduced by the Italian Vida, who in 1525

published a Latin poem entitled Lucius scachorum in imitation

of the “ Aeneid ” of Virgil. Vida here describes the rook

as an armed tower borne on the back of an elephant. The

game of shatranj, of course, knew notliing of a tower, nor

even of an elephant in this position. For the elephant was

already on the board in the form of the fil. Translations

of Vida into various languages familiarized the notion of

the rook being an elephant with a tower on its back.

It was in this way that what we call the castle was

introduced into English chess in 1562. The tower as

pars pro toto gradually ousted the elephant, though its

connection with the latter was never quite forgotten. Thus

the elephant which had lately disappeared from one square

of the board reappeared on another, the corner square.*

As regards the history of the moves of the various chess-

men, it is interesting to note that three of the figures—the

1 In the Chinese game the corner piece still retains the name of ‘ chariot
’

(Himly, Journ. of the Germ. Or. Soc., vol. xxiv, p. 173). On the possible phonetic

connection between the Sanskrit ratha and the Persian rukh, cf. Weber,

Monatsberichte, 1873, p. 707, note.

Cf. p. 133, note 1. Some interesting representations of the old chessmen

of various nations may be found in the work on chess entitled Historia shahiludii

(pp. 132-7) published in 1694 by the great Orientalist, Thomas Hyde, who was

Professor of Arabic and Bodley’s Libnirian at Oxford two centuries ago. In one

of these the rukh is depicted as a camel. It is interesting to notice that in

dealing with Indian chess, Hyde gives twelve Sanskrit words for elephant

engraved in Devandgari characters (evidently reproduced from the writing of

a Pandit). These names are transliterated, sometimes incorrectly (e.g.,

as dvirada and as gudge). The meanings of most of these worrls are

explained, in several cases wrongly (cf. e-specially that of

account of the game of Nard (p. 68), Hyde also gives five Sanskrit words in

Devaniigarl (e.g. ucksh). This is, I believe, the earliest instance of

Sanskrit words in Devauagari appearing in any printed book.
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knight, the king, and the pawn—have never changed in

this respect ever since anything has been known about

them. The clearest evidence of this is found in the case

of the knight, as to which we have the concordant testimony

of Rudrata, Firdausi, and Alberunl. With respect to the

pawn we have the statement of AlbcrOuP that it moved

forward one square at a time, both in Indian quadruple

chess and in the ordinary game (double chess). Of the

king, in the Indian game, Alberiiul simply remarks that

it moves as in Arabic chess. In the latter game this piece

has alwa}’s moved to one of the eight squares adjacent to

the one on which it stands.

On the whole, it seems probable that the chariot (rook

or castle) has also not altered its move from the beginning.

For the move of the ratha (chariot) in Rudrata is identical

with that of the Arabic rukh, and its successor the modern

castle. Firdausi’s description, though somewhat indefinite,

seems to indicate the same move. “ The rukh,” he says,

“is able to traverse the whole board.’’ ^ The fact that in

the Indian quadruple chess, described by Alberuui, the rukh

moves differently, has no great weight
;

for this difference

appears to be due to a transposition of moves. We find

that the rukh here moves like the Arabic elephant, and the

elephant like the Arabic rukh.

'The moves of the minister (our queen) and the elephant

(our bishop) have, on the other hand, undergone changes

which have profoundly modified the character of the game.

We know from Alberuni that the Arabic firzdn (our queen)

could move only one square diagonally in any direction.

In other words, it had access to four squares. Firdausi

probably meant the same thing by the vague statement

that the councillor moved one square.® This move of the

fers (queen) remained imaltered till about 1500 a.d., when
a change was introduced which enormously increased the

power of this piece. From that period onwards it was no

' Sachau’s Translation, i, pp. 183-4.
“ See Molil, Transl., vol. n, p. 355 : cf. Linde, op. cit., vol. i, p. 68.
» Mohl, loc. cit.
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longer restricted in Europe to a single diagonal step, but

became able to reach the end of the board in every direction.

Thus, this piece, which had hitherto possessed only half the

moving power of the king, now became many times more

powerful. It was now, in fact, the most potent figure,

combining as it did the power of the castle with the

increased power of the bishop. It is somewhat strange

that the piece which originally represented the power of

the chief minister as only one-half of that of the king, in

accordance with his relative position in the East, should

have been historically succeeded hy another which has

a power corresponding to that of the prime minister, as

compared with the sovereign, in the most politically

advanced monarchy of the West.

The original move of the elephant is not so clear.

Alberuni’s statement, that in the ordinary Indian game

the elephant combined the move of the pawn and the

minister, substantially agrees with what Rudrata sa}’s. In

the Indian quadruple chess, again, the elephant, according

to Alheriinl, “ moves in a straight line, as the tower does

in our chess .... its smallest move is one square,

the greatest fifteen squares.” ^ In Arabic chess, finally, we

know from Alberiinl’s account, that the elephant {alfil)

moved obliquely to the third square.^ Simultaueously

with the transformation of the move of the Jers (queen),

an extension of that of the alfil (bisliop) took place,

enabling it to reach every square of the whole oblique

line. These two great innovations seem to have been made

in France. With their introduction the Jen and the alfil

disappeared from European chess.

One point of importance in the early history of chess

still remains for consideration. AlbciTmi’s account of the

game as played in India implies that two forms of it were

known there in the beginning of the eleventh century.

The one kind seems to have been the same us the Arabic

game, with the exception of the elephant’s move, and was

’ Sachnu, i, 184.

* Like its successor the bishop, with a limitation.
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doubtless identical with that known to Rudrata in the

ninth century. Rut it is the other form of the Indian

game wliich Alberunl specially describes, because it was

unknown to the Arabs and Persians. The two characteristics

of this game are that it was played by four persons, and

that two dice were used, each piece moving according to

the number of the throw. A board of sixty-four squares

was employed, with thirty-two figures forming four groups

of eight. Each group, consisting of a king, elephant, horse,

and chariot in the first row, and four foot-soldiers in front

of them in the second, was so arranged that the chariot

always occupied the left-hand corner of the side facing

the player.^ There were thus four kings, each attended

by figures representing the four members of the army,

while the minister was absent. The earliest native authority

for this game is Raghunanda, a Sanskrit writer belonging

to the latter end of the fifteenth century and the beginning

of the sixteenth.- The game expounded by him and

called caturdjl, ‘ the four - king game,’ is identical with

that described by Alberunl. The question here naturally

arises, to which of these two Indian forms of Kriegspiel

should the priority of origin be assigned ? Now the existence

of the ordinary game is, as we have seen, attested a century

and a half earlier in India than that of the other. Moreover,

it is incredible that the Persians and Arabs, who confessedly

borrowed tbe game from India, should have first become

acquainted with it in the form of quadruple chess.® For

in that case they had not only entirely forgotten the con-

nection of dice with it, but must also have independently

transformed quadruple chess into double chess by the

beginning of the eleventh century, when, according to

Alberunl’s testimony, quadruple chess was quite unknown

to them. Then we have the a priori argument that

' Represented in "Weber, Monatsberichte, 1872, p. 67 ; Sachan, op. cit., i,

183 (reversed by mistake in the process of printing)
;
coloured in Linde, op. cit.,

appendis to vol. i, p. 1, and in Tylor, op. cit. Falkener, op. cit., gives

a photograph of the board and figures (a boat here occupying the corner)

.

- Weber, Monatsberichte, 1872, p. 63 ff., gives the Sanskrit text with
German translation: cf. Linde, app. to vol. i.

^ The game in the Pahlavi chess-book is clearly double chess. See above, p. 128.
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a primitive Kriegspiel would be more likely to represent

the operations of two armies than those of four. Sir

William Jones, the great pioneer of Sanskrit studies at

the end of the last century, who wrote an essay on chess,^

expresses his belief that quadruple chess is only a secondary

form of the game. The late Dr. A. v. d. Linde, author

of the most exhaustive work on the history of chess, at

first advocated the priority of quadruple chess, but was

soon entirely converted to the opposite view,'^ even by

the evidence accessible to him when he published his book

in 1874. He also lays stress on the consideration that

dice and chess combined are a dualism which cannot be

original. Those who favour the priority of quadruple

chess have, in the present state of our knowledge, to rely

entirely on a priori arguments. They may, for instance,

point out that, according to Sanskrit writers on warfare,

Indian policy always has an eye to four kings, the aggressor,

his foe, the neutral, and the one called the “ middlemost.” *

It is quite possible, pace Dr. Linde, that dice were com-

bined with the primitive form of chess
;
but they could very

well have been used by two players, as in backgammon. The

ordinary game with figures moving independently might

have been a development of a more mechanical game, in

which the moves depended on the throw of dice. The latter

might have survived beside its more intellectual successor by

becoming modified as quadruple chess, just as backgammon

in the form of the Indian PachisI can be played by four

players. Chess would thus in its primitive state have been

an applied form (like backgammon) of the far more ancient

game of dice. This development seems more probable than

that the highly intellectual game of double chess, which

it is natural to suppose was the result of a prolonged

evolution, should, after being independent of dice from the

beginning, have when fully developed relapsed to a more

primitive stage in the form of quadruple chess.

* “ Asiatic Researches,” vol. ii; quoted by Liiide, op. cit., vol. i, p. 70.
^ Op. cit., i, 68-9.
® Cl'. Jacobi, Journal of the German Or. Soc., vol. l, p. 233.
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However this nia}' be, the invention of chess is un-

doubtedly a debt mankind owes to India. In the course

of the above sketch we have become acquainted with one

of the strangest episodes in the history of civilization.

A collection of fables and fairy-tales on the one hand, and

the most intellectual game the world has known on the

other, start on their wanderings from India, in all probability

at the same time, and after the lapse of centuries are again

found side by side in Europe, whiling away the tedium

of myriads during the monotonous life of the Middle Ages.

And they have continued down to the present day to give

mental recreation to millions of the human race quite

ignorant of the source whence these gifts have come. Few
nations indeed can boast of having bestowed two such

boons upon mankind.
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Art. XIY.— The Iron Pillar of Dhdr. By V. A. Smith.

In the article on “ The Iron Pillar of Delhi ” I noticed

that another iron pillar exists at Dhar in Central India,

but observed that no detailed description of that pillar was

known to me.*

I now find that a description of this very remarkable

monument has been printed—I can hardly say published

— in a report by the indefatigable Dr. Fiihrer.

“ About thirty-three miles west of Indor lies Dhar, or

Dhara, the ancient capital of Malava
;
but nothing remains

of its former grandeur except three remarkable Musalman

buildings, erected out of the wrecks of some magnificent

Jaina temples of the twelfth century a.d., and an ancient

iron column

“The JamI or LatMasjid, erected by Dllawar Khan Ghorl

in A.H, 807, is a similar building to Kamal-ud-diu’s Dargah,

but the Jaina columns are not so handsomely carved
;
the

mihrdbs and mimbar, however, are fine specimens of Musalman

workmanship.
“ Close to the masjid is l3ung, in a sloping position against

the terrace, a fragment of an iron column, or Idt, a square of

10 inches on each side, and 24 feet long, with a Persian

inscription of Akbar Shiih, dated a.h. 1100, incised on

its longer length
;

a second piece, similar and originally

belonging to it, is standing opposite the Jam! Masjid at

Mandugarh, being an octagon, 2 ft. 8 in. in circumference,

with 10 inches of a circular end (showing another piece is

missing), and 12 feet long. A third piece, a square of

10 inches, with a bell-capital, 6 feet high, is standing in the

garden of the Maharajah’s guest-house at Dhar.

J.R.A.S., Jau 1897, p. 11.
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“The total height of this remarkable column would be

42ft. Sin. less than the lat near the Qutb Masjid at Dellii

;

the latter, however, being round, and 4 ft. 10 in. in

circumference.^

“It would be advisable, if local mechanical means could

be found for moving these enormous masses of iron, to erect

afresh this iron column in front of the JamI Masjid at Dbar

in its original position

“ About twenty-three miles south of Dhiir lies the cele-

brated hill fort of Mandu, now deserted, and handed over

to the tender-mercies of vegetation, which has covered the

whole hill and enveloped the palaces and masjids.”®

The above very imperfect description of the Dhiir pillar

does not warrant the assumption that the principal fragment,

lying against the terrace of the Jilmi' Masjid at Dhar, occupies

its original position. The iron pillar certainly has no con-

nection with the Jain temples of the twelfth centur)% which

supplied the materials for the Mosque. The bell-capital,

which is vaguely described as included in a fragment 6 feet

high, must consist of several members. I doubt if tlie bell-

capital, in any of its forms, is to be found of a date later than

A.n. 500. So far as can be judged from a description so

deficient in details and unaccompanied by any illustration,

the pillar at Dhar must, like the similar monument near

Delhi, date from the Gupta period. Pillars of that period

were constructed with members of circular, square, and

octajjonal sections in combination.®

The three existing pieces of the Dhiir column are said to

measure respectively 24, 12, and 6 feet long, aggregating

' These fipfures for the Iron Pillar at the Qufb Mosque are wildly wrong.

Tlie total height of that monument from top to bottom is 23 ft. 8 in. The lower

diameter of the shaft i.s 16'4 inches, and the upper diameter is 1
2
'05 iuches, the

dimiuution being 0-29 of an inch per foot. The capital, which is of the bell

pattern, is feet high.
* “ Anuual Progress Report of the Archaeological Survey Circle, North-

Western Provinces and Ouuh, for the year ending 30th June, 1893”; printed

at the Thomason College Press, Roorkee, No. 2,286, p. 21.

® The references to Gupta Architecture in Cunningham’s “Reports” are

grouped together under that heading in my General Index. See especially

\ol. IX, plate xi
;
aud vol. x, plates ix-xxii and xxvi-xxx.
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42 feet, in aclditiou to a missing fragment. If these figures

are correct, the column was approximately double the heiglit

of the Delhi monument.

"We marvel at the skill shown by the ancient artificers

in forging the great mass of the Delhi pillar, and must

give a still greater measure of admiration to the forgotten

craftsmen who dealt successfully with the still more pon-

derous muss of the Dbilr monument.

J.R.A.S. 1898. 10
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Art. XV.

—

On the Mahdbhdrata MSS. in the Whish Collection

of the Royal Asiatic Society. By M. Winteknitz, I’h.D.

At the last Congress of Orientalists in Paris I read a paper

on the Mahabhiiiata MSS. in the Royal Asiatic Society,

which represent the South Indian recension of the great

Hindu epic. As it will take some time before this paper^

with extracts from the MSS., will be printed, it may he

useful to give here a brief summary of the results to which

a closer examination of at least two of these MSS. has led.

These two MSS. ai’e the Grantha MS., Whish No. 6o,

and the fragment contained in the Malayalam MS., AVhish

No. 158. The former contains the Pauloma and Astika

Parvans, the latter a fragment of the Sambhava Parvan.

Even these two MSS. alone prove beyond any doubt that

the South Indian MSS. represent a distinct recension of

the Mababharata. Apart from numerous various readings,

we find both omissions and additions in the Southern MS.S.,

and frequently the order of verses differs in these MSS. from

that found in the Niigarl editions. A remarkable omission

is that of the legend of Ganesa, who, at the request of

Yyasa, writes down the whole of the Mahabharata. Not

only is the legend omitted, but the whole arrangement of

the passage in which the story occurs is entirely different

in the Grantha MS. This is all the more important, as the

same legend of Ganesa is omitted in Ksemeudra’s Bharata-

manjarl.

The Parrasamgraha, and especially the Anukramnnihd, are

very different, and much shorter in the Grantha MS.
The storj' of Kadru and Vinatd and their wager about

the horse Uccaihsravas (Mahabharata, I, 20-22) reads much
better in the Grantha MS. than in the Na<rarl editions.

For the verses I, 20, 12-16 are omitted, and instead of them
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we are told that Brahman gave the power of destroying

snake poison to Kdsynpa (not to Kasyapa, as in the Niigail

editions), and that Karkotaka, troubled about Kadru’s curse,

promises to do his mother’s bidding and turn himself

into black hair, in order to make the horse’s tail appear

black. This is much better than the weak attempt made
in I, 22, 1-3 of our editions to get over the difficulty

that the Serpents perish in consequence of their mother’s

curse, although they actually complied with her wish.

Chapter I, 22, which is mainly a repetition of I, 21, is

omitted in our MS.

Another important omission is that of the story of Eahu
and his enmity against the Sun, and the appointment of

Aruna as the Sun’s charioteer, told in I, 24, 4-25, 1 of

our editions.

But the most important divergence between the two

recensions occurs in the Sambhava Parvan, of which

MS. Whish No. 158 contains, unfortunately, a short

fragment only. In this fragment the story of Sakuntalii,

told in I, 68-74 of the Niigari editions, is omitted. Instead

of it we find two chapters giving genealogies of Puru

and Bharata, corresponding to the chapters I, 94 and 95

of our editions. The genealogy of Bharata ends with

the brief statement that Dussanta (compare the Yedic

Duhsanta) had two sons, viz., Janamejaj’a by Laksanii,

and Bharata by Sakuntalii.

It is, of course, possible that the Sakuntala episode

may be found in one of the later Adhyiiyas of the

Sambhava Parvan in the South Indian recension. This

might easily be ascertained, if other and more perfect

copies of the Parvan could be obtained from the South

of India.

There are only these two MSS. of the Adi Parvan in

the Whish Collection corresponding to the first 75 Adhyiiyas

of this Parvan.

Of the Sahhd Parvan the Royal Asiatic Society possesses

a complete copy (Whish No. 18), of the Vana Parvan

an almost complete copy (the beginning as far as III,
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32, 45 being lost) in MS. Whish Xo. 62, and a complete

copy of the Virata Parcan in the Grantha MS. Whi.sli

Xo. 53. Of the Ud[ib<ja Parvan we have two fragments

supplementing each other, MS. Whish Xo. 84a containing

Adhyiiyas 1-94, and Xo. 84b containing Adhyayas 41-198.

There are no copies of the Sixth Parvan, and only

a fragment (chapters 1-34) of the Drona Parvan (MS.

AVhish Xo. 86). Xor are there any copies of the Pai vans

VIII-XIII. The last five Parvans (XIV-XVIII in our

editions) are found in MS. AVhish Xo. 51.

Besides these MSS. of the Alahabhiirata itself, there

is in the AA^hish Collection (No. 71) a copy of MahHvava'a

Jfa/idb/idrata samgraha, a collection of stories from the

Alahabharata, divided into seventeen I’arvaus. The Stri^

Silnti, and Anu.sasana Parvans are not represented in this

work.

Aly acquaintance with these AISS. has convinced me
tliat Burnell was right in saying that there is as much
difference between the Northern and the South-Indlan

recensions of the Alahiibharata, as between the different

recensions of the Riimayana. But from what I have seen,

it seems to me that the South Indian recension is neither

longer nor shorter than the text of the Xagarl editions.

For while many passages found in the latter are omitted

in the Grantha and Malayalara AISS-, we find also additions

in the Southern AISS. which do not occur in the Northern

recension. I have frequently found that the South Indian

AISS. offer better readings, and in some places a better

text generally than the Xagarl editions. On the other

hand, there are numerous passages where the Xagarl

editions give a decidedly better text than that found in the

MSS. from the South.

The only thing which seems to me absolutely certain is

that these MSS. are indispensable for any critical restoration

of the text of the Alahabharata, and that for any critical

and historical researches regarding the Mahabharata the

editions printed in various parts of India are utterly

insufficient. A critical edition of the Alahabharata, made
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by European scholars according to the principles followed

in editing any other important text, is wanted as tlie only

sound basis for all Mahabharata studies—nay, for all studies

connected with the epic literature of India. And I was

glad to see at the Congress held in Paris that many other

Sanskrit scholars, too, entirely agreed with me as to the

necessity of such a critical edition. There are, no doubt,

great practical difficulties in the way of such an enormous

undertaking, which would involve the examination of

hundi’eds of MSS. from all parts of India. iJfo single

scholar could ever undertake such a wmik, and it would

necessitate a very considerable expense. But tlie munificence

and insight of Governments, Academies, Oriental Societies,

and enlightened Indian princes have made it possible to

publish critical texts of the most important works of

Vedic literature. Thanks to the untiring energy of one

enthusiastic scholar, the “Piili Text Society” has been able

to jjublish critical editions of the most important Buddhist

texts : why should not a “ Sanskrit Epic Text Society,” aided

by Governments and Academies and Oriental Societies, be

able to bring out a critical edition of the great Hindu

epic, which, whatever its merits as a literary production

may be, is an invaluable storehouse of information about

the history, religion, philosophy, folklore, and civilization

of ancient India.
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NOTICES OF liOOKS.

Buduhismo. Per Paolo Emilio Pavolini. 12mo, pp. xv

and 163. (Iloepli : Milan, 1898.)

This is a new manual of Buddhism, giving 30 pages to

the life of Gotama, 26 pages to Buddhism, 26 to the Order,

38 to an analysis of the Pitakas, and 22 to an account of

the books written in Europe on Buddhism. The sketch

of Buddhism consists of short accounts of Karma and of

the five skandhas, of the four stages of the Path to Nirvana,

and of Nirvana itself, and of the so-called Chain of Causa-

tion (the Paticca-aamuppada), and a few words on T/tdna.

It is, of course, impossible in so small a compass, the size

of the manual being determined by that of the numerous

other works in the series, to include everything
;
and Signor

Pavolini has grouped the matter he has chosen for notice

according to the well-known Buddhist division of the three

“jewels” Buddha, Dharma, and Sangha. This division

was ver}" naturally adopted in the first European manuals.

But the time has now come when it may with advantage

be discarded, at least as regards the proportion of space to be

allotted to each. Now that we know how very little the

oldest records have to saj’^ about the life of the Buddha, the

space devoted to that portion of the exposition might be safely

curtailed by the omission of later legends, and the exposition

of the Rules of the Order might with advantage give place

to the history of Buddhism as a whole—that is, of the

development both outwardly of the church and inwardly of

the doctrine. In this last respect the present manual sets

a good example, and the author has made another excellent

innovation in giving a resume of the contents of the
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canonical books, as I have done in my “American Lectures.”

The space devoted to European works has scarcely been so

happily utilized. The chapter lias been very well done.

But it has been necessary iy a historical sketch of some

fulness to mention a number of works now antiquated,

and a number of modern tracts of comparatively little

importance to a student. The space thus occupied would

probably have been better devoted to a fuller account of

Buddhism, of which the few points chosen for notice (as

above pointed out) give too meagre and one-sided a picture.

Though one might wish the proportion of space devoted

to each portion of the subject somewhat modified, it is

impossible to find anj'thing but praise for the matter that

we have. It is onlj- possible to suggest one or two points

which might be amended in a second edition. The account

of the Jalandhara Council differs from that given by Yuan
Thsiang, and the author (p. 101) gives no reason for his

departing in this respect from his authority. So on p. 141

he describes the Mahavastu as an avadana, but the work

itself claims to belong to the Vinaya, to be in fact the

Vinaya of the Lokottara-vadins : though it contains a

good deal of what would properly come under the head of

avadana, it contains a great deal more which would not.

The little volume is remarkably free from misprints, and

it is matter for congratulation that the first work of the

kind in Italian should be throughout of so careful and

so scholarly a kind.

Rh. D.

Supplement (Texte Persan) au Siasset-nameh, ou Traite

DE GoUVERNEMENT, COMPOSE POUR LE SuLTAN MeLIK-

Chah par LE Vizir Nizam oul-Mulk, ^dit4 par

Charles Schefer, Membre de ITnstitut. Publications

de I’Ecole des Langues Orientales Vivantes, III® serie,

vol. vii, 2® partie. pp. viii, rro. (Paris: Leroux, 1897.)

Few more delightfully simple and interesting historical

texts are available to the Persian student than the Siyamt-

ndma of that great statesman the Nizamu’l-2lulk, the Prime
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Minister of Alp Arslan and Malik Sliiih, and the con-

temporary of ‘Umar Khayyam and Ilasan-i-Sabhah. The

views of such a man on the art of government could not

fail to be worthy of attention, if only for the flood of

light they throw on the political conditions of Persia in

Seljilq times; and the copious historical allusions and

anecdotes contained in the book render it one of the most

satisfactory texts to read with students, whose diligence is

as surely stimulated by interesting matter as it is deadened

by that hollow rodomontade which is so evil a characteristic

of certain later Persian writers, notably the proteges of the

Timurids. The text of the Sii/asat-ndina, published by

M. Schefer in 1891, was followed in 1893 by the French

translation, provided with excellent historical and bio-

graphical notes. The present volume, the Supplement,

consists of a selection of extracts from some dozen various

books, treating of the Seljiiqs, the Nizamu’l-Mulk and his

contemporaries and successors, and finally the whole section

of Haindu’llah Mustawfi - i - Qazvlnl’s cosmography, the

Nushatu'l-Quiuh, which deals with the geography and

topography of Persia and the adjacent lands. Of this

last work there exists a bad Indian lithographed edition,

so marred by omissions and errors as to be almost useless
;

but most of the other books from which the extracts are

drawn exist only in manuscript. The volume, in short, is

a most welcome addition to the restricted number of readable

Persian texts available to students, and forms, as it were,

a sort of Historical Chrestomathy of the Seljuq period.

E. G. B.

Asadi’s neupersischks "Worterbuch “ Leghat-i-Fdrs ”

NACH DER EINZIGEN V'ATICAXISCHEX HaNDSCHRIFT,

herausgegeben von Paul Horx. pp. 37 and irr.

(Berlin, 1897.)

Dr. Horn merits the warmest thanks of all students

of Persian for having rendered accessible to them a most

important lexicographical work, the Lughat-i-Furs of Asadi
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of Tus, nephew of the great Firdawsi. Two older lexicons

of Persian words explained in Persian are known to have

existed, those of Abu Hafs of Soglid {circa a.h. 200) and

of RudhakI (d. A.H. 304) ;
but botk of these appear to be

hopelessly lost. AsadI, who, like these, was a poet of note,

is chiefly known by his Oarshd^f-ndma, completed in a.h. 458,

one of the many imitations of the great epic composed

by his illustrious uncle
;

and the celebrated Codex

Vindobonensis (the oldest Persian MS. known to exist,

edited, with facsimiles, by Seligmann in 1859) was tran-

scribed by him in a.h. 447. His lexicon, comprising more

than 1,100 rare and archaic words, many of which are

peculiar to the dialects of Khurasan, Balkh, and Transoxania,

appears, as Dr. Horn shows in his able and scholarly

introduction, to have been composed at the end of his life

;

since not only does it seem to have lacked a final revision,

but citations from some poets of the early Seljiiq period

are included in it. It was, therefore, probably composed

about the end of the fifth century of the Hijra (earlj' in

the twelfth century of our era). Apart from its lexico-

graphical worth, it throws a most valuable sidelight on

the literary history of Persia at this early date
;

for, in

the case of almost ever}^ word, AsadI adduces a verse in

illustration of its use and meaning. The total number of

poets thus cited reaches seventy-eight
;
and of these the

names of many and the works of still more were hitherto

entirely unknown to us. The work is, therefore, not merely

a lexicon, but an anthology of Persian poets who flourished

before the twelfth century of our era, It is preserved to

us in the unique Vatican MS. marked “ Persiano xxii,” and

dated a.h. 733 (a.d. 1332), of which the importance was

signalized by Lagarde {Persische Sludien, 1884, pp. 38-40),

whom death prevented from doing more to make it known.

Dr. Horn, more fortunate, was enabled, during two visits

to Rome, to transcribe and revise the ]\IS., on which he

read a communication at the Geneva Congress of 1894.

The complete publication of the text, now successfully

accomplished, must be regarded as one of the most
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important services rendered in recent years to Persian

pliilology; and the gratitude of all Persian students is

due to Dr. Horn for the zeal, industry, and devotion to

science which have at length rendered accessible to them

a work of such capital importance. The introduction which

precedes the text is a model of scholarly and painstaking

research. To edit a text necessarily presenting so many
difficulties, and for which only one MS. (and tljat, seemingly,

by no means remarkably legible or accurate) was available,

was a singularly arduous task. The careful examination

to which it will be submitted by scholars will no doubt,

in course of time, furnish emendations; but no pains have

been spared by Dr. Horn, whose previous work on Persian

Etymology has singularly fitted him for the task, to render

it as accurate as possible.

E. G. B.

The Assemblies of IIarirT. Student’s Edition of the

Arabic Text, with English Notes, Grammatical, Critical,

and Historical. By Dr. F. Steixgass. 8vo, pp. xxviii

and 472. (London : Sampson Low, 1897.)

Dr. Steingass’ aim in preparing a new edition of Hariri’s

Maqdmahs Avas to make this famous work an academical

reading-book. This idea is decidedly a happy one, and

the editor has taken an immense deal of trouble to render

the study of the book attractive as well as fruitful. Besides,

the neiv edition is more than a reprint of De Sacy’s and

Derenbourg’s, since Dr. Steingass has consulted a MS. in

his own possession which offers various different readings.

For bis special purposes the editor has adopted the

following plan, the discussion of which in the preface

gives the student many valuable hints for reading un-

vocalized Arabic texts. In order to make him thoroughly

familiar with the characteristics of the sdj, the rhymes of

only the first few “Assemblies” are marked with the usual

asterisk. This becomes rarer in the sequel, and is altogether

dropped after Maqamah YII. The Amwel-signs, also more
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frequent at the beginning, gradually disappear. At the

head of the work is placed a synopsis of the metres

employed in the poems with which Hariri adorned the

]\laqamahs. As these embi’ace nearly all metres used

in the classical period, the book would also serve as an

appropriate preparation for the study of ancient Arabic

poetry, of which Hariri himself made such admirable

imitations. The annotations placed by Dr. Steingass below

the text abound in grammatical, historical, and literary

references. Appended is a glossary to the ten last

Maqamahs, compiled chiefly from De Sacy’s Commentary.

As this is written in Arabic, it gives the student an

opportunity of becoming accustomed to the use of original

dictionaries. It would perhaps have been better if the

editor had for his grammatical hints also referred to original

grammarians, e.g. Zamakhsharl’s “ Mufassal,” which book

is indispensable for every beginner of Arabic. It is also

to be regretted that the editor did not follow in all respects

the system of transliteration advocated by this Journal

(October, 1896), but renders by 2 (instead of d or dh),

which may lead to misunderstandings.

The book is beautifull}' got up, and deserves to be

recommended to all interested in the study of Arabic,

and to the friends of Hariri in particular. Let us hope

that at no distant date an English liueckert ma}' be found

to make the work as popular here as it is in German}'.

II. IllRSCHFELD.

Arib Tabari co.ntinu.atus quem edidit, indicibus et

GI.OSSARIO INSTRUXIT. M. T. De GoI<JE. 8vO,

pp. xxviii and rir. (Leyden; Brill, 1897.)

The publication which Professor De Goeje has prepared

for Oriental scholars, under the above-mentioned title,

represents a sort of sequel to Tabari’s great historical

work, which terminates with the beginning of the fourth

century of the Moslim era. Part of the work, dealing

with Spanish and African mutters, has already been
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embodied in the edition of Ibn Adbilri’s History of Spain

and Africa by the lute Professor 11. Dozy. This same

scholar also ascertained the name of the author, who,

he savs, wrote between 3C3-366 h. Professor l)e Goeje’s

edition, therefore, embraces the remaining part of the same

work, discussing the affairs of the Abbaside Khallfahs from

Al-Muktafi as far as Al-Qiihir, i.e. 291-320 h.

It goes without saying that the work of so prominent

a scholar as Professor De Goeje is a model edition. The

annotations contain references not only to other historical

and geographical writings, but also to the concluding

chapters 6f Tabari, as far as the two works run parallel

with each other. Tabari, who becomes more and more

brief wlien approaching his own period, is not only

continued, but also supplemented by Arlb.

Not less significant is the profit which Arabic lexicography

derives from this edition, since in some twenty pages of

.glossar}" the editor has collected a considerable amount of

additions to the lexicon, particularly of the post-classical

period. AVith regard to obLll, see also Steinschneider,

“ Uebersetzungen,” p. 615, and Alalter, etc., “Abhandlung

des Al-Ghazali,” etc., p. Ixiii. Annexed are copious indices.

H. Hirschfeld.

An Arabic Description of Antioch. By Professor I.

Guidi.

In the Transactions of the Beale Accademla dei Lincei

for 1897, the distinguished Orientalist, I. Guidi, has

published from a A^atican MS. an Arabic description of

Antioch, to which he has appended an Italian translation.

Both edition and translation, as might be expected, leave

little to be desired : but it so happens that the Bodleian

Library possesses a manuscript copy of the same work,

whence it is possible to supplement in some details Signor

Guidi’s edition.

The Bodleian, MS. hears the press-mark Laud 30, and

is No. 870 in TIri’s Catalogue. It is on paper, and in
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a raodern hand, and forms a small volume measuring

5| X 4 in., witli 27 leaves. Though the same work as that

which Signor Guidi has published, it diflPers in a variety of

ways. It contains about a third more matter, after the

point at which the Vatican text stops, consisting of the

story of the conversion of the people of Antioch to

Christianity. Simon and John are sent there, and im-

prisoned. Paul then joins them from Damascus, and gives

himself out as the priest of the chief god of the place.

He then offers to contend with Simon and John, and when

they open the eyes of the blind, and make the lame walk,

he, professedly in the name of the chief god, does the same :

but when the Apostles undertake to restore to life the king’s

son, who has been dead three months, he declares that he

cannot rival that miracle, and induces the king to accept

Christianity. This account of the conversion of Antioch

was current in the East, and formed the subject of a dis-

course by Jacob of Sarug, which is described by Assemani.^

Not only, however, does the Bodleian copy differ from

the Vatican in the quantity of the matter, but it also

differs much in text. The sentences contain for the most

part the same substance, but they differ very much in

form. It would be ditlicult to collect the various readiugs

of B. without printing its text at lengtli, and this is scarcely

desirable. Some specimens may be quoted.

V. (p. 139). B. (p. 1).

<tl J»—
^ ^

luJLs

^Un. LA

> Bibl. Or., i, 133.
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In this passage B. has clearly the advantage over V.

The correction ^ has been anticipated by

Siffnor Guidi ; bat B. further shows us that the words

A-jb jjoi -•1 — Ijl are an iiiter-

polation, and to be omitted. In the case of the other

differences between the two texts it is hard to say which

is preferable. After a line or two the texts proceed :

Y. B.

CJ y j J y \ j
I

U5 y^ yj

4^1 .»* * • b..*! 1 (A .A. 1 i C I

,^ ^ I 1 1 A.^ d«b b^ 4] b

I

4_-_!I < >La;\
I " O > 'rr y \

I

I

4i2jLkJ

•

Here we seem to have one story told by two different

persons, rather than two copies of the same text. Clearl)',

however, V. is to be corrected from B. : is an error

for 1 and a corruption of Whether

labwyJ or LjUJ is to be preferred is doubtful.

Another peculiarity about B. is that it gives more modern

names than Y. Y. calls the Orontes Maklub
;

B. states

repeatedly that “it is called in our time Al-‘Asl,” e.g.

Y. 139, 17 = B. 2a, 1. Y. 141, 7a. f., we read: “Then
the}^ built within the gate of the citadel, which is to the

east of it, a street for the dwellings of the artisans ^ and

engineers, and this was the first thing they built there.”

B. has instead the following (4i, 5) :

S^AyyyJ A-- 1 ^
w i
b L y b’ 1 A bxj ^

r-J ii'lj

* seems to stand for the Sjriac UlDol

.
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“ Then they built within the gate of Faris, which is called

the Gate of Paul, which is to the east of it, and in the

middle of the Temple of Mars, which is the most

magnificent thing there, and is now called the Church of

Mary, a bath at its side.” According to Chesney ' the

Gate of St. Paul is on the western side of the city.

y. 142, 16, gives an account of “ two small gates

1 3 1.*.$
• ^^^1 .X&.0

^
1.* 1

It is not easy to translate this satisfactorily. B. 6a has

something different

:

^1 AJ

t-\— ^ \ i jhj
^ ^

L)
^^ 1 .C.UA

^

1

“
. . . . two small gates and seven large, tall gates

which lead to the river; not that which is called Khush-

karush. It also has a gate in the mountain, now called

Bab al-IIadid (the Iron Gate), through which the water

descends into the city; and it is spanned by fifty (? five)

bridges, one of which serves for the aqueduct called

Bawalib while the rest are for passengers in winter.”

The Bab al - Iladid still exists, and leads southwai d

(Chesney, p. 427).

y. 145, 8 :
“ Then he set up four Talismans : one on

the top of the mountain within the wall on a tower called

‘the tower of the spiral staircase’; .... and another

on the eastern gate
;

. . . . and a third on the western

gate.”

‘ “ Exjieditiou to the Euphrates,” etc., 1855.
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B. \\n, 4:

^ t-v'

<__)l_j J'^aJ LxS ^‘aS

j*-jj ^^v (-r’W

“ For making four talismans : one at the top of the

mountain on the tower called Al-Jilr, to keep off vermin,

that none of them might enter the cit}’’
;

another on the

gate of Al-Furs, now called the Gate of Paul; . . . .

and the third at the Western Gate on the road to

Latakieh.”

Chesney, l.c., makes the Gate of Latakieh lead southward.

On p. 106, 7, the identified with the Biib

al-Hadid, which appears to contradict the notice quoted

above.

Some more details are given in B. 14a in the list of

towns which were taken into Aiitioch. The first, says Y.

(147, 7a. f.), was called Daphne: B. adds that “it lay on

the west towards the mountain.” The second, according

to Y., was called : B. calls it lAL', and says it was

“by the Church of Joannes.” The third, according to B.,

was called clearly the same name as that which

Y. gives to the fourth ( To the fifth neither

text gives a name. The sixth is nameless in B.
;

in

Y. it is called The seventh is called

according to Y.
;

according to B. Perhaps in

the second case B. is right, and the word lib should be

written lA'b, meaning BottIu, which Malalas (cited below)

says was the ancient name for part of Antioch. Ritter,

“ Erdkunde von Syrien,” ii, 1,159 (2nd edition), gives

several Greek names for the ancient quarters of Antioch,

without specifying the author from whom be gets them.

One of these, OpoKcov, may be preserved in the name of the

seventh city.

j.K.A.s. 1898. 11
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For the criticism of this little treatise, it is of no slight

interest to observe that the same account of Antioch was

used by the Turkish geographer, Hajji Khalfab, in his

Jihdn-numd, printed at Constantinople 1165 a. H.= 1752 a.d.,

pp. sqq. Compare the opening lines (part of which

have already been cited) of the Arabic :

with the Turkish

:

Jj/ l5
—’V

In the 1^ folio pages which this author devotes to

Antioch he abridges the “Description” very much, but

it is clear that the text which he had before him resembled

B. more than Y. A passage runs in B. 36

:

C.7
^ 1

^ ^ 1
I , ,1^

i^'i\ jJ^ X_!j

In* ^\j\ i'A.*

J.J>1

This is represented in the Turkish as follows:

ji

“ And a Temple was built to Saturn to the east of the Fish

Bridge, and every year there is a three days’ feast to him,
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ami near this is a bath into which they entered gratis

during the feast.”

The specification of three days is found in B., not in V.

;

and the phrase for “ going on pilgrimage,” which occurs

in the next line (B. Turkish

in V., which substitutes *1'^® Turkish writer

further adds in agreement with B. that the Temple of ^lars

is now the Church of the Virgin

•» /

The description of the Temple in the Turkish agrees

closely with the Arabic texts : one specimen of it may

be given.

V. 142, 4 :

c a! b 1 • c mJ a 1 4.1^ I
*.

*' ^ *^ *

4
• • C-' • V • > JJ •• • y y

B. agrees. Hajji Khalfah writes:

iA*, *1
1 ^

1
1 ^ i A^^

,
1.^.4

IA 1 4.iT , 1A ^».r t, } A 4
, . , A

It is, however, noticeable that whereas the Arabic sa}"s

“ there is a cupola on four arches with a statue of ilars

above it,” Hajji Khalfah speaks of “a cupola with a statue

of Mars in gold above it”; and whereas the Arabic says

“ under the feet of Mars was an image of a scorpion,”

Hajji Khalfah says there was “an image of a serpent and

a scorpion.”

Another example of the agreement of Hajji Khalfah with

B. as against Y. appears in a sentence found in B. 7b, where

the king says :
“ I want an aqueduct which shall enter the

city and proceed into the houses, baths, and stalls.”

b^A^4^J uA iX A.4u 1 ^^—#1 ^ls>* AJ iblA A-^1
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For this Y. 143, 2a. f., has only “good water was rare

in that city”; but the Turk mentions the “houses and

baths.”

The copy followed by the Turk seems to have been fuller

in some respects than either Arabic copy. When the

aqueduct was finished, according to V. 144, 7, the king

ordered a house to be built at the head of the aqueduct,

and his image to be put there. B. (8a) says he put tiro

statues there, but does not say what they represented. The

Turk has :

“ One a statue of the king and the other of the queen.”

The account of the seven springs is mucb more consistent

in the Turkish than in the Arabic. The whole article is

introduced with the words “ it is recorded that,” but the

author quoted is not named. Allusion is made in one place

to the fact that “ the Great Mosque ” now stands where

the Church of the Virgin formeidy stood. From this article

Hammer-Purgstall took the substance of his account of

Antioch in Ersch and Gruber’s Encyclopaedia. It seems

fabulous in almost ever}’- detail, for water cannot rise above

its source, and the Arabic or Turkish work which Hajji

Khalfah excerpted has no claim to veracity.

B. ends with a note stating that this account of Antioch

is derived from Greek authors.

A iiAlLil •'Uj L* ljui

Siffnor Guidi suggests that the book is translated from the

k)i/ri(ic. llajji Khulfah offers parts of tlie work in Turkish.

Which of these languages is original ?
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a. In studying the text of B. one very decided trace of

Turkish will be found. In a passage quoted supra the

“Fish Bridge” is said even now to be called ,» ,

“ the Great of the Fish.” Now this use of “ Great ” for

“ Bridge ” can most easily he explained by supposing that

the meaning of the Turkish word properly pronounced

hiiprii, but indistinguishable in writing from the xVrabic

laihrd ‘ greatest,’ has been mistaken. In Egypt the word

for bridge is at present kubri, of which few of those who

use it know the source {kupru= ye(f>vpa).

A word which occurs very often in both B. and V. is

the “Roman ” for “ House of Water,” Bait al-md,^ a famous

pool whence water was brought into Antioch. Y. 143, last

line, AiJJb
,
where B. has ; Y. 147,

10, calls it B. . B. 8a (=Y. 144, 5) has

ibJ, and this is its ordinary spelling, varied oc-

casionall)’^ with . AYhat is meant by this word? Hajji

Khalfah, 596, 1, calls it the aqueduct which is now called

the aqueduct of Paul

:

and there can be little doubt that he is right. The name

Baiilus would, however, have been too familiar for the

translator to mistake
;

the name of the aqueduct must

therefore have been Paulites or Paulitis, IIav\lTr)<; or

ITauXmi?. Although, therefore, the help of the Turk is

valuable in this case, it does not imply a Turkish original.

Y. 144, oa. f., the king ordered :

(A

B. 9a

;

o [read <U=.-y\ 'iyis.

* Chesney, “ Expedition to the Euphrates,” i, p. 428.
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“ He oi’dered mills to be built within the cit)’’ on the canals

Biilit and ‘ Of the Cave,’ and outside the city on the

river ten mills, in every house seven pairs of revolving”

(V. “pairs of stones”).

The Turk has

:

“ over the river ‘AsT ten mills, and in each mill seven

revolving stones.” The resemblance between the Turk and

1). is very striking : is it possible that the word pair which

appears in both B. and V. is due to a misreading of

and connecting it with some compound of the Persian jO ?

y. 144, line 6a. f.

:

“ He then ordered that there should be built for him on

the neck of the river a BTRM, i.e. a castle.”

B. 98 :

j^\ c-J'-Io •yxit

“And after that [he ordered] a court of justice to be

built on the neck of the river.”

The Turk has

:

“For the elbow (curve) of the river he had a causewa}’’

made.” The “ elbow ” of the river, Greek ajKcov, is

a more intelligible phrase than the neck of the river
;
and

one is tempted to find in the Turk’s the original of

whicli Signor Guidi gives up; but it must be confessed

that “ a causeway ” or “ pavement” does not suit the context.

Tt is more likely that is the word dearpov corrupted

througli Syriac and Arabic transliteration.
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Y. 146, 1

:

Ai
j

“ In this city there are seven markets, according to the

length of the city, three covered and four uncovered.”

B. has the same, except that it omits “covered.” The Turk

has

:

^ I • 1 1 ftw • ft<wC .V ft i
f Aaa*.# , A. Ia • ft*.j 1 CA^ 3 .Va*^ 1 Aa.^ J i

ft

Li y •• y <^y ^ > v •• l. / ^. . .. >

lAiftJ
.
-j^ft- iAA.>-l ftft«.i lIIa* ,ftAftJ y Li y y * U// /

“ lYithin Antioch he had seven markets made, three covered

with roofs and four open to the air without roofs.” The

words in the Arabic, “according to tlie lengtli of the city
”

(“per la lunghezza della citta”), seem to give no clear

meaning : it seems that they are to be interpreted from the

Turkish Al^dy^
. This word means “with roofs,” but it

is easily conceivable that .,'ftls mi<;ht have been confused

W'ith “length.”

An example of this confusion is presented by B. ^b, 2,

“ when the pavilion was finished he played therein with

horses,” and alternate

form of the instrument, “ organ ” seems to be right,

and Y. has this only.

These are the only cases in which it seems likely that

the Arabic has been influenced by the Turkish
;

and

though the first of them seems exceedingly strong, I doubt

whether the others will carr^' much weight.

b. To the arguments adduced hy Signor Guidi in favour of

a Syriac origin for this work, we may add the use of the

word in a context which almost implies that the Syriac

U^o] is being represented in Arabic characters. For

(V. 142, 9a. f.) B. has “builders”; and in 145, 6,

,
which reads more like a conscious A-^rabiziiig of

the Syriac word.
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In 147, 10a. f., a place is said to be called
,

meaning “ the middle of the city ” ; for this B. substitutes

“a place called of which the interpretation is

(146 ult.), in the middle of the city.” TVe might suppose

this to he the Syriac “ in the middle.” As,

however, Malalas (loc. cit.) says one of the towns destroyed

to make room for Antioch was originally called Mazdaba,

perhaps it is best to read .

The frequent references to the “Hebrew” language find

their easiest explanation in the supposition of a Syriac

original, since there is nothing surprising in Syriac being

called Hebrew. It is true that the words called “Hebrew”

bear no resemblance to Syriac, but probably corruption

accounts for this to some extent. V. l47, 13, J .1

,

the name of a well, is said to mean “shallow.” Hajji

Khalfah, however, gives us the name of this well as
,

with an alternative name looks \ery like

Uj “ Queen of women,” equivalent to the Arabic

a name for the Virgin. The second name given

by Hajji Khalfah resembles very closely the word ^t/=r

given by Dozy as equivalent to “ basin ” or “ font,” and

that may well have been glossed “ shallow.”

Another “Hebrew” word is the name of the river which

flows round the seventh city
;

it is called in “ Hebrew ”

and this means “cold” in Arabic (148, 12). It is

natural to think of the Syriac . Another “ Hebrew ”

word is kJo), said to be the name of a tower (147, 1). This

would seem to be Islb “ palace,” the Syriac equivalent of

which has perhaps been lost.

c. The statement in the subscription to B. that the

book is a translation or compilation from the Greek, is

not incredible. The account of the founding of Antioch

given by Malalas (p. 313 !Migne
;

255 Oxon) resembles

the Arabic in some respects. The giants, for example,

who, according to the Greek author, inhabited the country,
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are represented in the Arabic by demons
;
and tlie legends

Avhich he recounts, and his description of the Talismans in

the city, though they do not tally with the Arabic, are very

similar. In Edrisi’s account of Hums there is matter that

is similar to the Arabic here. The matter contained in

V., being mainly Pagan in character, may represent floating

tradition, which is likely to have received literary shape

in Greek first. The natural course would be Greek into

Syriac, Syriac into Arabic. Hajji Khalfah, in his Biblio-

graphy, mentions a work called which, as he

does not further describe it, must have been in Arabic,

and is probably the source of his description. The book

was chiefly read, it is probable, in the neighbourhood of

Antioch, and there is nothing surprising in interpolations

which show a Turkish hand. c< atH. S. Margo

L

iouTii.

Y. IsiRIN. PeRV.\V.\ KNIGA KRONIKI loANNA MaLALY.

3Iemoires de I’Academie Imperiale des Sciences de

St. Petersbourg. pp. 1.^9. (St. Petersburg, 1897.)

"We have received from the Imperial Academ}”^ of Sciences

of St. Petersburg the first book of the chronicle of John

Malala, edited by V. Istrin. The Greek and Slavonic texts

are printed in parallel columns, and are followed by notes.

The chronicle appears to be an apocryphal version of Old

Testament History, beginning with the creation of the

world. The first book, divided into twenty-three eclogues,

records events down to the reigns of Hermaeus and

Hephaestus, kings of Egypt. M. Istrin writes as follows;

—

“ This chronicle has lately been much studied by learned

Russians and Germans. The only Oxford text, having

several lacunae, for this very reason led Byzantinologists

to make accurate researches into the origin and subsequent

history of the chronicle. The Slavonic text has also

attracted attention as the onl)^ translation of the Greek

original, as well as from the fact of its containing the first

chapter. Unfortunately not all German savants could

make use of the Slavonic version, because in the first place
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only a small portion of the chronicle had been edited

;

and secondly, because being unacquainted with Russian,

many could not be aware of its importance. By degrees,

however, matters advanced, and now it is even proposed

to re-edit the Greek text and the Slavonic ti-anslation.

The academician, Jagitch (Jagic), replying to a letter

addressed to bim, published in the Archiv fiir Slavische

Philologie, vol. xvi (Gleye zum Slavischen Malalas), writes

thus :
‘ am besten ware es allerdings wenn schon jemand

in Russland .... eine kritische Herstellung des

slavischen Malalas liefern konnte.’ The edition is of

course a matter for the future
;

for the present we must

content ourselves with preliminary work. An effort in

this direction has been made by Dr. Gleye in the article

just quoted, and by Mr. Shestakoff in his collation of the

Slavonic version with the Greek original. The first chapter,

missing in the Oxford text, was discovered by Wirth in the

MS. of the Paris National Library (Greek Supp., No. 682).

Wirth, however, only communicated a small excerpt, stating

that the remainder of the text agreed with that published

by Muller in ‘Fragmenta histor. graecorum,’ vol. iv, from

the MS. of the Paris Nat. Lib., No. 1,630, and b}’’ Kramer in

‘ Anecdota Parisiensia,’ No. 1,336. But on verifying this

statement it appears that the concordance relied on by

Wirth does not in fact exist
;
on the other hand, the said

text agrees with the excerpt from the Slavonic trans-

lation, missing in the copy of the archive of the Ministry

of Foreign Affairs, No. 902-1,468, but preserved in that

of the Wilna Public Library, No. 109-117, in other respects

identical witli it. This excerpt has been published by me
in my essay, ‘ Alexandria of the Russian Chroniclers,’ 1895.

Wirth, a bad authority on Greek palaeography, as we know

from Professor Krurnbacher’s review in his ‘ Orientalische

Chroniken,’ made several errors and omissions in his

published extracts. Under these circumstances I am
publishing the whole extract, adding tl>e translation in

parallel columns in order to explain many obscure passages

in tlie Greek text.
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“ But first let me pass a feu* remarks on Dr. Gleye’s

aforesaid article, with some of whose conclusions I cannot

a"ree. While admitting the correctness of his view that manyO O
of the Slavonic texts contain passages missing in the Greek

eclogues, I dilfer from the assumption that it would be

absurd to conclude that the Slavonic writers merely

borrowed the preface to the Greek eclogues. A. PopolF,

whom Dr. Gleye criticizes, has already shown that the

preface to the so-called chronicle (not that of the Hellenic

and Ivoinan annalist) in the Bussian edition is a translation

from the Greek, while the chronicle itself, even to the

minutest details, is composed by a Slav from Slavonic

sources. That Slavs, before compiling histories, had them

translated from the Greek, is highly probable; but that

all the Slavonic collections known to us (for the most part

Bussian only) were composed on Slavonic soil from sources

already prepared, has long been known to us, and therefore

the matter should be stated thus—that the editor of this or

that historical collection began only with the preface, using

for the rest his own sources. Hence Dr. Gleye’s further

assumption that it would have been quite foreign to the

Slavs to compile from Greek sources, as, tor instance, from

!Malala, or the monk George, is founded on a misappre-

hension. The Slavs did not compile from Greek sources ;

they used Slavonic records previously translated from the

Greek. It will suffice to indicate such monuments as the

Bussian chronicle, the ‘ Tolkovaya Paleya,’ the Hellenic and

Boman annalist, the chronograph, the Hilandar Collection,

hJo. 2A, to say nothing of minor works of earlier or later

date, e.g. the erahas.sy of Clement Smoliatitch, discovered

by ^1. Tsikolsky. We have, moreover, an instance of

a compilation founded on Greek sources in the six-dav

missal of John, exarch of Bulgaria. Dr. GleN’e’s view'

of the collection in the archive of the Hin. of F. A.,

902 (Codex Obolescianus, according to Gleye), is quite

erroneous. This is what he says: We assume that in the

year 1100 a book fell into the hands of a Bulgarian monk,
consisting of

—

{a) the Biblical books; (b) excerpts from the
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Tuonk George; (c) excerpts from Malala and some unknown
writer, X. The Slav compiler found a, h, c in his library,

copied the translation already made, and translated X.

. . . . A first edition of the chronicle cannot have

been the work of the Slav. The correctness of my view

will be seen on referring to my description of this collection

(see ‘Alexandria of the Russian Chroniclers,’ pp. 316-361).

With unimportant exceptions all the sources were of

Slavonic origin, and even these few exceptions are onl}’’

admissible as such because I could not indicate the source

in each particular case. The Slavonic sources were various :

there were the Biblical books, the six-day missal of John

of Bulgaria, the teaching of Zlataust, George the monk,

Josephus Flavius ; and in several portions the sources are

so intermingled that to assume that a Slav could distinguish

the several parts of the Greek original, would he to place

the Slav of those days on a level with the learned

Byzantinologist of to-day. It would have been far easier

for him to make a new translation of the collection than

to replace the Greek text by the Slavonic, and this without

avoiding errors. Next, as to why the year 1100 is assigned

for the translation cannot be explained; but that the col-

lection was made in Russia, and not in Bulgaria, does not

admit of a doubt. Besides its mention of Lithuania, Josephus

Flavius, who was evidently unknown to the Balkhan Slavs,

may be relied on as testimony. The Archive collection is of

quite particular origin, and I now assert that it is a history

of the Jews from the creation of the world to the destruction

of Jerusalem, and tliat it dates from the thirteenth century.

It may be placed in the same category as the ‘ Tolkovaya

Paleya,’ which also relates to the same period. One gives

the narrative of Jewish histor}'^; the other sets forth their

doctrines. In the thirteenth century there was a great

movement among the Jews, called forth by the appearance

ill Palestine of a prophet who gave himself out as the

Messiah. This movement extended to Poland, and probably

afiected us in Russia. As a result of this such monuments

as the one just mentioned may have appeared. But
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apparently Byzantium was not disturbed by it, for in

the course of my researches in various European libraries,

I could find nothing in support of a contrary opinion.

Neither is there any evidence of the kind in Slavonic

literature; the testimony of the ‘Tolkovaya Paleya’ is all the

other way (see my report on scientific researches in 1894 in

the Journ. of the Min. of Public Instruction, April, 1896).

Here let it be observed that the Hellenic and Roman
chronicle is not borrowed from the ‘Tolkovaya Paleya,' but

only contains parallel passages. This may be explained

by the circumstance that both the ‘Paleya’ and the Hellenic

chronicle were compiled from identical sources, and there-

fore the words of the preface, ‘ these historical books were

written,’ etc., do not refer to the ‘ Paleya.’

“ ^Vith reference to those few passages of which I was

unable to indicate the source at the time, I may observe

that Dr. Gleye, and after him M. Shestakoff, has pointed

out one of them. The very same narrative is met with in

the MS. of the Moscow archive of the Ministry of Foreign

Affairs, Nos. 288-667, lines 6-8, but in a complete form,

and this leads to the conclusion that the editor of the

thirteenth-century chronicle borrowed from a translation

already prepared. As the analysis of the text of the

Hellenic and Roman chronicle (Synodal, No. 280) does

not show gradual composition, and as there is no ground

for accepting the excerpts from Malala as appendices to

the Greek eclogues, there being no trace of the latter in

the chronicle itself, the name ‘ Hellenic and Roman
Chronicle’ must still be assigned to the Synodal chronicle.

No. 280, and not to that of Malala, who was merely styled

the Hellenic chronicler.”
Jb. JJ. ji.

Catalogue of the Collection of Arabic Coins preserved

IN THE Khedivial Library AT Cairo. By Stanley
Lane-Poole. 1897.

This collection of about 3,000 coins is the "very fine

and in some respects nearly complete one formed by the
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late E. T. Rogers Bey, witli a few additions made during

the last few years.

Mr. Rogers was a distinguished student of Muhammadan
Archaeology and Art, and a great authoritj'- on early Arabic

Coinage. His papers “ On the Dinars of the Abbaside

Dynasty” in the R.A.S. Journal for 1875, Yol. YII, others

in the Numismatic Chi’onicle between the }'ears 1871 and

1874, and his contribution to the International Numismata

Orientalia “ On the Coins of the Tuluni Dynasty,” 1877,

are of the greatest value to students of Oriental Numis-

matics. It was a good act, therefore, of the Egyptian

Government to save the coins collected by him with

so much judgment from “ being rudely dispersed b}’’ a sale

at auction,” and by purchasing them from his executors

to form the collection in Cairo, where facilities exist for

making it, as it is hoped it may be, yet more complete.

As the collection was made in Syria and Egypt, it is,

as might be expected, especially rich in the series

of Ornayyad and Abbasi Khalifs, Tuluni, Ikhshidi, Fatimi,

Ayyubi, Marnluk, and Othmanli Egyptian
;
some of these

series are remarkably full.

The Egyptian Government did well, too, in confiding

the cataloguing of the coins to Mr. Stanley Lane-Poole,

who has done it in the careful and thorough way which

characterizes his work. As evidence of this it may be

noted that there is no table of errata in the book, and

apparently no need for one. The value of the Catalogue

* is much increased by references being given to the

Catalogues of the British Museum and Bibliotheque

Nationale of Paris, and by some useful footnotes.

A word must be added, too, in commendation of the

transliteration adopted. The clumsy double vowels of the

British Museum Catalogues are replaced by single ones

with a long mark over them. The name of the first

Muhammadan D^masty has passed from the Khalifs of

the Race of Ommiah (Marsden), Ommiades (Tiesenhausen),

Urnaijadae (Fraehn), Bani-Umeya (Rogers), Amawee
Ivluileefahs (British Museum Catalogue), Khalifes Omayyadis
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(T^ibliotneque Natiomile), to Omaj’yad Caliphs in tliis Cairo

Catalogue, ami so let us hope it will remain for some

little time, although perhaps under the scheme of the

Oriental Congress of Geneva it should he written Umayvad

Halifs.

O. C.

Kakxame-i ArtakhshTr-i Papakan
;

the Pahlavi Text,

with transliteration, English and Gujarati translations

and introductions
;

also an appendix, including extracts

from the Shah-nameh. I5y Darab Dastur Pesuotax

Saxjaxa. 8vo, pp. 2b9. (Boinhay, 1896.)

This historical romance was first translated into Gujarati

by the learned father of its present editor
;

his translation

was published at Bombay in 1853, and has now been so

thoroughly revised as to be practically rewritten. The

Pahlavi text was also translated into German by Professor

Xoldeke, from copies of the same MSS., and this translation

was published at Gottingen in 1878 * But the original

text is now printed for the first time, with transliteration,

translations, and corresponding passages from the Shiih-

niimeh, specially for the use of College students in Bombay,

and also for Pahlavi scholars and readers in general. For

the students it appears very suitable, as the simple narrative

style of the text presents few diflficulties to a competent

reader, beyond the identification of some names of persons

and places.

Before Pahlavi MSS. of the Karnamak had become known
to scholars, it was generally assumed, when the work was

mentioned by a Persian writer, that it must have been

a chronicle of events written by Artakhshir himself. Thus
Richardson (in his Dissertation on the Literature of Eastern

Nations, p. vi) states that Artakhshir “ wrote a Kar-namah,

or journal of his achievements,” which “ w'as afterwards

improved by Noshirvan the Just,” But all the three

translators have come to the conclusion that this Pahlavi

^ See Beitrdge zur Eunde dcr indo-germanischen Sprachen, Bd, iv, S. 22-69.
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Karniimak can only be a narrative drawn up, from ibe

original records of Artakhsbir (as the first words of the

Pahlavi text actually assert), probably in the time of Khusro

Ndshirvan, or perhaps rather later. And the editor of this

edition suggests that Buzurg-Mihir, Khusrd’s chancellor,

may have been the epitomizer of the older records.

The contents of this Pahlavi Karnamak are briefly as

follows :—After the death of Alexander there were 240

rulers in Iran, of whom Ardavan, in Stakhar, was the chief.

Papak was frontier governor of Pars, and had no son
;

wdiile

Sasiin, of the race of Diira, descendant of Darius, was his

shepherd
;
but he did not know that Sasan was of the race

of Diira. On three successive nights Pilpak was disturbed

by different dreams about Sasan, and sent for the interpreters

of dreams, who explained that Sasan, or his son, would rule

the world. Papak then sent for Sasan and asked him about

his ancestors, promising him protection, and Siisiin told him

the secret of his parentage. Piipak w'as glad and told

him to put himself into a bath {dvzano), clothed him with

royal garments, fed him well, and afterwards gave him his

daughter in marriage, who bore a son, named Artakhsbir,

whom Piipak accepted as his own son.

[This adoption made Piipak the lawful father of Artakhshir,

as stated in Sasiinian inscriptions; but some writers about

Noshirviin’s)time were still aware that Siisiin was his real

father.]

On account of his proficiency in learning and athletic

exercises, Artakhshir was summoned by Ardaviin to court

when fifteen years old, to be educated with other princes.

He soon surpassed them all in riding and hunting, and in

such games as polo (cuplgdn), chess {catrang), and back-

gammon {nev-Artakhshir). But, owing to a dispute with

Ardaviin’s eldest son, while hunting a wild ass (gor), he fell

into disgrace, and was sent to work in the king’s stables.

Here a handmaid of Ardaviin saw him and fell in love

with him, often visiting him in the stables.

One day tho king consulted the astrologers, who told him

that some servant, who should run away within three days.
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Tvoulcl soon unite the whole land under his absolute sway.

The handmaid told this to Arlaklishir, who induced her

to run away with him on horseback with many valuables,

in the direction of Piirs. When Ardaviiu discovered their

flight, he pursued them with his troops, and heard from some

peasantry that they had passed by, hours before, followed

by an eagle which, the astrologers told him, must be the

kingly Glory, and, if it overtook them, they would be safe.

The next day some travellers told him that the eagle was

seated on one of the horses when the fugitives passed them
;

and the high priest said that further pursuit was useless.

So Ardaviin returned home and sent his son, with troops,

to capture the fugitives in Pars.

[In this episode, there is some doubt whether the animal

which personates the kingly Glory is Ink, “an eagle,” or

varak, “ a ram ”
;
the only difference between the two words,

in Pahlavi characters, being the initial va in the second

word, which, in some cases, may be an optional final o of

the preceding word in the sentence. The doubtful word

occurs five times, and in the oldest surviving MS. of the

text, from which all other known copies have descended,

the initial va is certainly absent in three cases, and it may
be an optional final o of the preceding word in the other

two cases. So far, the evidence is in favour of Ink

(
= Persian In/i), “an eagle”; and this reading is further

supported by the Zamyiid Yasht, 34-38, in the Avesta,

which states that the kingly Glory departed from Y"ima in

the shape of a bird {imregha)
;
the first time in the shape

of a Vareghna bird, and this is repeated for the second and

third times. Xoldeke has preferred to consider the animal

as a ram, probably because the Shahnamah uses the word
ghnrm, but some particulars of Firdausi’s description of this

animal are not quite consistent with the appearance of a ram,

such as “ a wing like the Slinurgh and a tail like the

peacock.” The Zvarish verbs rehatun and sagltun, which
are used in the Pahlavi text, appear to be applied to the

motion of both birds and quadrupeds.]

The Kiimamak next narrates how Artakhshlr went on

j.B.A.s. 1898. 12
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towards the sea-coast, and many of the people of Pars

submitted themselves to him. At one place, afterwards

called Earaishn-i Artakhshir, a magnanimous man, named

Banak (or Bohak) of Ispahan, who had fled from Ardavan,

came and joined him, with his six sons and several warriors.

Artakhshir ordered a town to be built, and left Banak and

his forces there, while he himself proceeded to the sea-coast,

where he built the town of Bukht-Artakhshir and established

a Vahram fire on the shore. He then returned to Banak,

to raise an army, and, after hard and continuous fighting,

Ardavan was conquered and slain, and his daughter became

the wife of Artakhshir, who, returning to Pars, built other

towns and constructed various public works.

Collecting a large army, he went to war with Madig,

king of the Kilrds, in which he was first beaten, but after

some wandering he conquered the Kilrds, obtaining much
plunder, which was lost in a battle with the army of Haftiin-

bokht, lord of the Dragon {kinn), who carried it off to

Kiilar in the district of Kfizaran (?), where the Dragon

dwelt.

Artakhshir had intended to go to Armenia and Aturpil-

takan, where Yast/ankarc/ of Shahrzilr was ready to submit

;

but he was compelled to stay and tight with the sons of

Haftan-bokht, and was again defeated. Haftiin-bokht had

seven sons (hence probably his name), one of whom now

came from Arvastiin with reinforcements, Arabs and

Mcsanlgiin, over the sea, and Artaklishlr’s forces were

hemmed in. Mitrbk, son of Andshakpad, of Pars, took

the opportunity to plunder Artakhshir’s capital.

Then Artakhshir departed alone, and came to the liouse

of two brothers, Biirjak and Burj-iitilr, who comforted him

and showed how he might kill the Dragon. But first he

marched to Artakhshlr-gada, defeated Mitrdk, and slew him.

Then, disguised and with the two brothers, he obtained

admittance into the town of the Dragon, and when the

creature was about to eat, he poured melted metal into its

mouth
;
when, at a prearranged signal, his troops attacked

the fortress and destroyed it. lie then returned (home)
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the second time (do hdr)
;
and bis troops came towards

Kirmiin for war with Barciin.

Artakhshir had two sons of Ardaviln with him, and two

others had fled to the king of Kapill
;

these latter wrote

to their sister, who was married to Artakhshir, sending her

poison, and hinting at the death of her husband being

necessary. Upon this hint she thought it her duty to act,

and when her husband came in, thirsty from the chase, she

lianded him some poisoned meal-milk
;
but they say tliat

the Farnbag fire flew in, like a red eagle, and struck the

goblet out of the king’s hand with its wing. Both king

and matron (zi/idtinko) stood confounded, while a cat and

dog licked up the liquid and expired. The king sent for

the high-priest, and ordered him to take the culprit to the

executioner *
;

she pleaded pregnancy, but in vain. The

high-priest, who had already protested, secretly intrusted her

to his wife’s care, until her son was born, who was named

Shahpiihar (“ the king’s son ”), and he remained with them

for seven years
;
but his mother’s fate is doubtful.

One day, while hunting, Artakhshir was reminded of the

child he had wilfully lost, by the devotedness of a pair of

wild asses to their foal
; and he became so melancholy as

to alarm his courtiers. The high-priest, princes and nobles,

chieftains and secretaries, all anxiously inquired the reason

of his despondency
;
when the king explained how he had

been reminded of the lost child, and feared he had committed

a grievous sin. The high-priest then confessed that he had

disobeyed the king’s orders, and a handsome and accomplished

son had been born, who was then produced
;
the high-priest

was richly rewarded, and a city was built on the spot, called

Raye-I Shahprihar (“ the splendour of Shahpiihar ”).

Afterwards, Artakhshir became weary of continual wars

for consolidating his power, and determined to inquire of

various wise Kaits who were soothsayers, whether he was

destined to become the sole ruler of Iran. For this purpose

* Literally, “ the horse-stable ” {asp-alhviir lor asp-akhtir). Ervad Tehmuras
remarks that the Shah still sends men to his stables to be punished.
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he sent one of his faithful dependants to a Kait of the

Hindus, to ask him the question; to which he replied that

the sole ruler of Iran must be a descendant of two families,

that of Artakhshir and that of Mitrok, son of Anoshakpar/.

When the king beard this, he was angry, because Mit/ok

had been his greatest enemy; so he went to the dwelling

of Mitrok and ordered that his children should all be killed.

But one daughter, three years old, was saved alive by the

village authorities, and intrusted to a farmer’s care, by whom
she was suitably brought up.

One day, Shahpuhar came that way while hunting, with

nine horsemen
;

and the girl, who was drawing water

for the cattle, welcomed them to the shade and water.

The horsemen tried to draw water, but the bucket was

too heavy for them to raise when full of water. Shiilipuhar

was annoyed at their want of strength, and went himself

to the well and drew up a bucketful. The girl recognized

him by his strength, of which she had often heard. Being

asked who she was, she first said she was the daughter

of the farmer
;

but, this being disbelieved, she begged

protection, and then owned that she was the only survivor

of Mitrok’s seven children. Shahpiihar then married her,

and they had a son named Aiiha/ marrf : but all these

circumstances were kept secret from Artakhshir for seven

years.

One day, Auhannasc/ went to the racecourse with the

princes, and was playing at polo {ciiparjan) with them,

when Artakhshir and his courtiers w'ere present. One

of the youths drove the ball so near to Artakhshir (who

took no notice of it) that none of the princes dure

approach it, till Anharmaz«/ advanced boldlj" and struck

the ball back. Artakhshir asked who the boy was, but

no one knew. So Aiiharmazf^ himself was asked, and

said he was the son of Shahpfihar, who was then called,

and he stated the circumstances of the boy’s birth, and

the reasons for their concealment. Artakhshir was satisfied,

and exclaimed :
“ This resembles what the Hindu Kait

said.”
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Afterwards, when Auhannast/ came to the throne, he was

able to brill" the whole land of Iriln back to a single

monarchy, and the chief neighbouring rulers became sub-

missive and tributaries. Likewise, the Kaiser, or Emperor

of the Eomans, the Tab of Kapill, or King of the Ilindns,

tbe Khakan of Tfiran, and other chief rulers, from various

quarters, came to his capital with courteous salutations.

This statement, which concludes the Karnamak, seems

singularly inapplicable to the short reign of Ailharmazf/ I.

It is true that his father, Shahpiihar I, when he came to the

throne, some thirty years before, made his son governor

of Khurasan, where he seems to have distinguished himself;^

but Afiharmasrf I actually reigned very little more than one

year, a period which could have given him little opportunity

of gaining the respect of neighbouring sovereigns. The
compiler of the Karniimak, in its present form, must either

have imagined the congratulations of the sovereigns, or they

may have been presented merely as a politic token of respect

for the new dynasty, which had once more united the

Persians under a single powerful ruler. The deference,

which had been really extorted by the deeds of the father

and grandfather, might have been readily paid to the son

who had succeeded to their power, and might have been

expected to live many years. Under such circumstances, the

congratulations would have been mentioned in the original

records
;
but that the later compiler of the Karnamak, writing

some 280 years afterwards, should have attributed them
solely to the personal achievements of Aiiharmasd I, displays

a lamentable ignorance of history.

The extracts from the Shahnamah, appended by the editor,

correspond very closely with the tale told in the Karnamak.
Though both the Pahlavi writer and the Persian poet

supply some details omitted by the other, they agree in all

matters of importance, as if the information of both had
descended from the same original.

^ See Xoldeke’s Geschichte der Terser nnd Araher (from Tabari's chronicles),

p. 45.
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Regarding the MSS. of the Karnamak, it is certain that

the oldest one, known to be still surviving, is in the library

of Dastur Dr. Jamaspji Miuocheberji Jamasp - Asana in

Bombay. When I copied it, twenty-one years ago, it was

the 22nd Pahlavi text in an octavo volume of 142 folios,

containing about thirty-three texts, and about one-fifth of

the words were more or less worm-eaten. According to its

colophon, this volume was written by Mitro-apan, son of

Kal-Khusrob, who completed it in an agidri, or small fire-

temple, at Tanak or Tamnak,' on 10th October, 1322.

And at the end of the Karnamak text there is a note that

it “ was written from the copy of Riistera Mitro-apan.”

This Rustem was a great-uncle of Mitro-apan, who also

copied the Art/a-Yiraf-namak, completing it in Iran on

13th June, 1269, and a Yisperad, at Ankalesar, in India,

on 28th December, 1278. We have, therefore, good reasons

for believing that Rustem wrote his copy of the Karnamak

in Iran, and brought it to India, some time between the

last-mentioned two dates, or about 62-5 years ago. It is

also worthy of notice that the Yarfkar-i Zariran, the first

Rahlavi text in this old manuscript volume, was likewise

transcribed from a copy made by the same Riistem.

That all other old MSS. of the Karnamak are derived

from Mit?’o-apan’s copy is evident, because they copy

several of his blunders, and misread some of his uncouth

letters.

Ervad Darab could not obtain access to Dastiir Jamasp’s

old MS., but he probably collated an old copy of it, made

in 1721 by Dastiir Jamshed Jamiisp Asa, when the original

was in much better condition than it was twenty }'ears

ago. His present edition is very carefully prepared, and

its general accuracy and convenience will, no doubt, be

thankfully appreciated by Farsi students and other readers.

The translations will probably be more useful to beginners

than a vocabulary would be, as they save time and stimulate

' ProhaWv Tenii, between Sur.at and Bbaruc. It is railed '}’t*5iiaiu-Veliikula

in the .Sanskrit colophon of the code.\, as copied in 1721.
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thouglit, when the teacher requires the text to be properly

construed.

Two other editions of the Karniimak have long been in

the press, and may probably be already published—one

by Ervad Edalji Keresaspji Antia of Bombay, and the other

by Ervad Kaikobad Adarbild of Poona. It is to be regretted

that three editions of the sa)ne Pahlavi text should be under-

taken about the same time, when there are other texts

(though perhaps of less iuterestl upon which some of this

wasted energy might have been more usefully spent.

December, 1897.

E. W. West.

Asshur and the Land of Nimrod; being an Account of

Discoveries made in the Ancient Ruins of Nineveh,

Asshur, Sepharvaim, Calah, Babylon, Borsippa, Cuthali,

and Van, etc. By IIormuzd Rassam, with an Intro-

duction by Robert W. Rogers, Ph.D., D.D. (Cincin-

nati: Curts & Jennings, 1897.)

Nippur, or Explorations and Adventures on the
Euphrates. By John Punnett Peters, Ph.D.,

Sc.D., D.D. Two Vols. (G. P. Putnam’s Sons, 1897.)

This narrative of his travels and excavations, made by

the veteran explorer Horrnuzd Rassam, in the ruin-mounds

of the land which gave him birth, will be read with interest

by all who like to study and compare the ancient and

the modern state of that interesting but ofttimes distressful

country, the Ottoman Empire.

The book refers to Mr. Rassam’s discoveries in 1853

(when, much to the disgust of M. Place,^ Mr. Rassam found

that portion of the palace of Assurbanipal containing the

beautiful hunting slabs) and 1877-82, during which time

he dug up many thousands of tablets and fragments for

the British Museum, and also many objects of importance

of a different kind. Among these may be mentioned the

' This gentleman, it will be remembered, was the French Consul at Mossul
who was at that time excavating for the French Government.
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Bronze Gates of Balawar (Shalmaneser II of Assyria); the

almost perfect text of the records of Assurhanipal’s reign,

inscribed on a large clay cylinder
;

several barrel cylinders

of Sennacherib, of chronological value, because they show

that the only possible date of his siege of Jerusalem is the

year 701 b c.
;

^ the well-known mace-head of Sargon of

Agade (3800 b.c.)
;

the cylinder of Nabonidus, referring

to the capture of Astyages by Cyrus, the discovery of the

record of Naram-Sin, son of Sargon, w’ith his date, 3,200

years before the time of Nabonidus, etc.
;
the large so-called

boundary - stone of Nebuchadnezzar I (about 1200 B.c);

the bilingual story of the Creation and many other objects

of the highest interest, including tablets of the chronology

of the early kings of Babylon, additions to the so-called

synchronous history, several very fine syllabaries and

bilingual lists, etc., etc.^

The general reader, however, will probably turn with

greater interest to the record of travel which the book

contains. We there get a fresh confirmation of the abhorrence

in which the Armenians are held by the Mohammedans,

and the altogether corrupt state of the Government, the

same then, to all appearance, as now. The following is

an example of the administration of justice:

—

“ A party of Christian wa}'farers, who were coming to

Beerajeek from Aintab, on passing one of the villages

below the hills in the province of the former, were met

by a number of Turcoman marauders, vvho plundered them

of everything they possessed, and severely wounded one of

them. When they proffered their complaint to the proper

court, they were told by the Kadhee, the president of it,

that unless their evidence was backed by Mohammedan

witnesses, their complaint could not be entertained, as it

' Schrader, “Cuneiform Inscriptions and the Old Tcstiinient,” vol. i,

last pane.
2 See J.R.A.S. for 1891, Art. VIII.
•"* In the Palace of A.ssurhanipal, it is worthy of note, Mr. Rn.ssam found

many fragments of the so-called creation-story (the legend of Bel and the

Dragon) and the Gilgamesh series, the eleventh tablet of which contains the story

of the Flood, translated by Mr. O. Smith.
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was unlawful to receive the evidence of Christians against

^Moslems.” (p. 77.)

This “ Cliristiau-evidence-disability,” however, had been

abrogated nearly forty years before, during the early part

of Abd-al-Majeed’s reign, by the influence of Lord Stratford

de Redclifie. At intervals, however, a fanatical Kadhee, or

a wily governor, starts up, and lays down the law as it

suits his own interests and religious views.

The following is also instructive :

—

“ In the lowlands, especially in the plains of Bitlis and

iloosh, the Christians complained of the constant arbitrary

demands of their Mohammedan neighbours, who were con-

tinually exacting whatever they chose
; and if their orders

were not complied with, they would either punish the poor

people by incendiary or night attacks, or set the Koordish

brigands to attack them. On asking the Mohammedan
villagers about these complaints, they did not deny the

reported misdeeds, but said, as they were tyrannized over

bv other more powerful tribes, they considered it right that

they should in turn recoup themselves from those who were

beneath them. Some went so far as to say that, as the

Turkish authorities oppressed them, they were obliged to

turn to their neighbours for contribution ! ” (p. 89.)

Many passages similar to the above could be quoted, but

the world is familiar with stories of later date, which are

quite as bad as, or even worse than, any in Mr. Rassam’s

book. On the other hand, it is worthy of note that

3Ir. Rassam has nothing but praise for those subjects of

the Ottoman Empire with whom he came into contact.

He says: “I ever found Arabs, Koords, and Turcomans

(all of whom are, of course, Mohammedans), most tractable

people to deal with, and I always found them true, loyal,

and most hospitable ” (p. ix)

;

and elsewhere in his book

he pays tribute to the Koords, from whom he e.xperienced

many kindnesses.

The conflict of the creeds is treated of by the author

with a master-hand, as one thoroughly conversant with the

subject— as, indeed, would be expected from one whose
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family possessed the only existing legally attested copy of

the charter granted by Mohammed “ for the liberty of all

Christian sects ” to Mar Yesho-3'^au, the patriarch of the

Chaldeans at that time (pp. 182, 183).

Mr. Rassam’s reasons for identifying the mound known
as Babel (Babil) with the site of the renowned “ hanging

gardens
”

will be read with interest. He came upon four

“ exquisitely-built wells of red granite, in the southern

centre of the mound.” These constructions were “ 140 feet

high” when he uncovered them, and “could not have been

less than 50 feet higher originally.” As he points out, one

of the bas-reliefs found by him in 1854 (as indicated by
Sir Henry Bavvlinson and others) has a representation

apparently showing (if it he the hanging gardens) this

very ruin, which, next to the Birs-Nimroud, is the most

prominent of all the mounds. These so-called “hanging

gardens,” to judge from the inscriptions, werew far from

uncommon in Babylonia and Assyria in ancient times.

But one could go on quoting from this interesting book

indefinitely, for, as the production of one born in the

dominions which he describes, the work has a special value,

and will, no doubt, be appreciated on that account. It is

to be hoped that in a second edition the publishers may see

their way to give a fuller map, as the one they have given

is very meagre in a book containing so many place-names

as Mr. Rassarn’s “ Asshur and the Land of Nimrod.”

From the work of a descendant of the nations which huilt

the cities and produced the sculptures and records whicli he

excavated and discovered, we turn to the remarkable book

of exploration and adventure which the learned Rector of

St. Micliael’s Church, New York, has recently published.

As a record of difficulties overcome in tlie face of much

opposition, it is a worthy testimony to the determination

of its author, tlie results of whose work form a most im-

portant contribution to Assyriological research.

Dr. I’etcrs’s book is likewise a valuable record of travel,

as well as of most successful research. The first volume

contains tlio account of his first visit to the ruins of Nifi’er,
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where the Turkish Government had granted permission

to carry on excavations. The various difficulties of the

journey are well detailed, as well as the constant opposition

and suspicion that they met with when they arrived at their

destination. The first “campaign” Dr. Peters regards as

a failure, and the last chapter, “The Catastrophe,” shows

what impression it had on his mind. Nevertheless, he was

undaunted, and went to try his fortune at Nitfer a second

time, and it is to this second expedition that the second

volume is mainly devoted.

The author’s descriptions of the people are graphic and

instructive, and when one reads his book one understands

easily the difficulty of the task he had in hand. Besides

this, however, he is an acute observer, and details some

interesting matters. The following history of the growth

of a legend among the superstitious natives of the country

is noteworthy' :

—

“ Noorian drew the chief on to tell stories. lie informed

us that in the days of his father, fifty or sixty years before,

a Frank came to Niffer and went and stood on the top

of the hill. Then he put a strap on the ground and com-

menced to read a book
;
and he read the strap alive, and

he read until it crept and crept along the ground like

a snake; and then he closed his book and brought workmen,

and bade them dig where it stopped. So they dug very

deep, and at last they found a golden boat with writing

on it. Then he sent a man to get this out, but as he took

hold of it to lift it a serpent came out and breathed on him,

and the trench closed.”

This man with the strap was Layard with a tape-

measure and a notebook. The golden boat was probably

the reminiscence of the finding of a clay coffin, which

the imaginations of the people transformed, as is their

tendency, into one made of tbat precious metal.

The results of Dr. Peters’s second expedition were most

gratify'ing. Tablets, inscribed cones, door-sockets, and many
other antiquities, form the bulk of the objects that were

carried away, whilst the history of the city of Nifier and
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its great temple-tower called E-kura, “the temple of the

land,” dedicated to Bel, was revealed by a careful and

systematic excavation of the ruins down to the various

levels. It is a most interesting and valuable work that

Dr. Peters has inaugurated. He excavated down to the

Sargon-level (Sargon of Agade, 3800 B.c.), found the

terrace of IJr-Engur' (Ur-Gur of Hilprecht), and traced

the buildings of various other periods. 'J'he results of this

work, and of that done by Haynes, who succeeded Peters,

have been published, in part, by Professor Hilprecht, whose

valuable work has been already noticed in the Journal of

the Royal Asiatic Society.
,j, q Pinchi’s

Ce que l’Inde doit a la Grece. Par Le Comte Goblet

d’Alviella, Recteur de I’Universite de Bruxelles.

8vo, pp. 200. (Paris : Leroux, 1897.)

These are lectures delivered by their distinguished author

before the Royal Academy of Belgium. They are not

addressed to Indianists, but to the general reader of the

more cultured sort, and the aim is, not so much to bring

forward new evidence, as to bring to a focus the results

of recent inquiry into a very interesting chapter of world-

history. Nearly half the book is devoted to a discussion

of the facts, so far ascertained, as to the relationship of

Greek and Indian Art. A few pages are then occupied

in succession with each of the questions of medicine,

astronomy, mathematics, writing, grammar, plays, fables, and

popular legends. The question whether Indian idolatry,

the use of idols in worsliip, unknown in the Indian

literature before the advent of the Greeks, was due

to their influence, is then discussed
;
and the work closes

with a treatment of tlie resemblances to be found between

Krishna worship and Christianity on the one liand, and

Buddliism and Christianity on the other.

On each of the questions thus dealt with the summaries

* This I indicated as a possible reading as early as 1882 (“Guide to the

Kouyunjik Gallery,” p. 7, note 1).
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are grouped in a verj' able and readable manner. The

latest authorities are, in each case, quoted in tlie notes,

so that tlie lectures form a useful guide to the literature

on the subject
; and the conclusions on each point are

stated with fitting care and reserve. Shortly stated, they

are as follows :—Greece has played a part, but by no means

a predominant part, in Indian civilization. The evolution

of pliilosophy and religion has gone along parallel, but

independent patlis. India owes to Greece an improvement

in astronomy and medicine, but it had begun both
;
and

in lyric and epic poetry, in grammar, the art of writing,

the drama, mathematics, and the fine arts, it had no need

to w’ait for the intervention or the initiative of Hellenism.

Xotably, however, in the plastic arts, and perhaps also

in the details of dramatic representations, the classical

culture has acted as a ferment to revivify the native

qualities of the Indian artists, without robbing them

of their originality and subtlety.

It is doubtful, according to the author, whether the

modern civilization of Europe has had as good an influence.

Certainly in the domain of the arts and of industry' we
have to record decadence rather than new life. Could

the present rulers, with all their railways and public

works, their maintenance of peace and public order, their

elaborate organizations for the administration of justice,

and the collection of revenue, even with all their examination

boards, show so deep an influence on the intellectual life

of the Indian peoples ? In any case the fascinating story

of the Greeks in India, as unfolded in these lectures, is

not onlv full of suofofestion, but is also a most interestins

chapter in the history of the development of ideas.

Indian Coins. By E. J. Rapsox. Biihler’s “Grundriss.”

Large 8vo
; pp. 38, with five plates. (Strassburg

:

Triibner, 1898. Price 6s.)

Tliis little work is a skeleton summary of the present

state of our knowledge of Indian ^Numismatics. It is in every

L
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way woi’thy of the high reputation of its author, and it

would be impossible in the necessarily very limited space

at his disposal to have given a clearer statement of the very

numerous and complicated facts involved. The method

followed is exclusively historical. After an account of the

old punch-marked pieces of metal used as mone}'’, and of

the guild tokens, we have a short section on the influence

of various sorts of foreign coinage. Then the coins of the

Greek colonists, of the Scj^thian invaders, of the native States

(up to 50 A.D.), of the Indo-Parthians, of the Kusanas and

their contemporaries, of the Guptas and their contempo-

raries, are successively passed in review; and the book closes

with a section on the later coinage of Northern India, and

another on that of Southern India. As only a page or

two is allowed for each of these branches of the subject,

controversy is rigorously excluded, there is no room for

dynastic lists, and in each series of coins only those are

mentioned which are typical, or of importance for the

histor}' of the coinage. But the pages are full of carefulh’’

selected matter : references are quoted for almost every

statement
;

and it will be easy for anyone with this

summary in his hand, and with access to the necessary

books, to fill in the details of any particular series of coins

he wishes to study. The arrangement of the whole is

admirably clear, and the very succinctness of this bird’s-eye

view brings out in bold relief the leading points in the

History of Indian Coinage down to the time of the Mu-

hammadan conquests. The manual will supply a widel}'-

felt want
;
and though it affords abundant evidence of the

large amount of work that has yet to be accomplished in

the details of Indian Numismatics, all except those

thoroughly familiar with the latest researches will be

astonished at the degree of order now brought into what

was once considered almost a chaos.
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1. A^gana.

Professor Bendall having consulted me about the meaning

of this word, found in an ethical sense in a passage in the

Sikslia-Samuccaya (p. 121 of his edition),* it may be advisable

to set out, somewhat more fully than one could do in a note,

some facts as to the use of the word.

Childers gives as its meaning: (1) “a court, a yard”;

(2)
“ lust, impurity, sin.”

These meanings he takes from the Piili kosa, the Abhidhiina

Padipika, verses 218, 589; the explanatory or supposed

synonymous terms being, for the first meaning, ajira,

cnccard (taken from the Amara Kosa)
;
and for the second,

ma/a, kiksa.

The only passages he gives for it from the literature are

two from the Mahavagsa (pp. 151, 212) for the meaning

“court, yard,” and in neither of them does that meaning

fit the context.

P. 151 has phdsuke aygane thane khanddvdraij nivesayi, that

is, “ He fixed his encampment in a pleasant open spot.”

P. 212 has thiipaygana, of the open space, the terrace or

square, round a stupa.

The fact evidently is that Subhuti, in his edition of the

Kosa, took the translation given by Wilson, which all the

^ The passage is

—

ksipram samadhim labhate nirahganam :

quoted from the Candrapradipa-sutra, a work otherwise unknown, hut often
quoted by Santideva.
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Sanskrit Dictionaries (including Goldstiicker, B. R., Capeller,

Macdonell) have also copied, and Childers followed Subhiiti.

Subhnti must have known the right meaning well enough,

for he gives as the Singhalese rendering midula, which is

correct.

The oldest passage in which the word occurs in the

literal sense is Yinaya, 2. 218, where discourteous Bhikshus

beat their carpets pativate p’aygane, even in that part of

the aijcjana which was to windward of the other Bhikshus,

and so covered them with dust.

Now what does aggana mean here ? In the absence of

the Commentary, not yet published, we must turn to the

Jiitaka book, that storehouse of references for all sorts of

questions as to Indian words
;
and very excellent is the

help we receive.

Jataka 1. 33, ekaggandni aliesinj, “became visible like so

many objects in one open glade or clearing.” Compare

2. 3 -j7, ninnussd vanag cliinditvd eknggunag katvd khettdni

kanaaanti, “ Men will cut down the wood, make a single

clearing of it, and lay out cultivated fields there.”

So in the old story, already illustrated on the Bharhut

Tope, the Arama-diisaka Jataka, of which we have two

versions (at 1. 249 foil, and 2. 345 foil.), the blank space

in a garden (where nothing grow) is called in the first

recension agganattlidna, in the second clikldaff/idna

;

and

avirulha-rukkha in the second, corresponding to koei vukkho

vd gaccho vd n' atthi in the first. These passages explain

the sense of aggamffhdnc niniditi'd at 2. 243, where the

context shows we must have a bare, lonely place where

no one can come.

There is nothing about a courtyard in any of these

passages, and 1 think that sense may be said to be excluded

in each of them.

But we can see how tho mistake arose, for we have

rdjoggane at 2. 290, 31G—where at 290 the horses are

tethered, and at 31G the Bodisat is seated, and seen from

a window. Ifere courtyard would fit, and from some such

passages, unknown to me, in Sanskrit books, Wilson’s
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autliorities may have got that meaning. But it can just

as well mean “ open space ” here, as it must in the other

passages. And this is confirmed by raja uivesanassa dkd-

saijgnna at J. 2. 325, the space (on the roof) of the king’s

house, where it was open to the sky.

In Ceylon, at the present day, the peasants’ huts, built

under the palms, have an open space in front of the hut,

sometimes covered with grass, sometimes not, always kept

clear of shrubs and bushes, and swept clean so that nothing

can grow there. It is there that the people sit; it is their

parlour, the hut itself being used as bedroom and as a place

to keep things in. This open space is the midula. This is

what is meant in the passage from the Culla Tagga given

above, and it exactly corresponds to the aygana-bhumi in

front of the leaf huts (the utaja’s) of the rishis mentioned

in the Raghuvamsa, as quoted below.

Ethically the w'ord is used, always with one or other of

the prefixes sa or an, in the sense of having or not having

uncultivated, bare spots in the mind

—

annygano (of the Arahat) : Dhp. 238, 351 ;
Theri-

gdtha 368 ;
M. 1. 24 ; S.X. 517, 662.

sdygano

:

M. 1. 24 ;
S.N. 279.

The commentators explain it as equal to rdga dosa and

fiioha (following M. 1. 24) ;
but this is an exegetical, not

a philological, comment. These are merely instances of the

barren spots, where no good thing can grow, or of the weeds

that cannot thrive. They are precisely those qualities the

absence of which is Nirvana (often = e.g. S. 4. 251, 252,

261, 262, 362), the state of freedom from rank growth,

Dhp. 344.

We have an exact analogue to the thought transference

in k/iila, waste (not fallow land, as Childers has)
;

akhila, of

the Arahat
;
sakkila, of the dull, selfish man.

I would venture, therefore, to suggest as a correction of the

dictionaries the following entry:—“Aggana(n.)
: (1) a glade,

clearing in the jungle; (2) the open space in front of a leaf

hut
; (3) any bare space—for instance, in a garden, where

r.E.A.s. 1898. 13
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no vegetation except grass can grow
; (4) ethical, with an-,

‘ vvith no bare spots in the mind,’ cultured, refined, often

of the Arahat
;
with m-, uncultured, dull.”

The above probably holds good for Sanskrit as well as

Pali. I only know the passages given in Bohtlingk-Roth.

Only one of them helps us in the context—Raghuvamsa

1. 52. Mallinatha there quotes the Amara Kosa, but also

paraphrases aygana (both he and the text, Bombay S.S.,

spell with a dental n) by usriyd. This must mean precisely

“ a clearing, an open space,” though the word is not in

the dictionaries in this sense.^

It is a small matter, perhaps
; but every fresh proof of

Hofrath Biihler’s wisdom in urgiug on Sanskritists theO O
study of the Pali Texts has its value.

Rh. D.

[Since the above was in type Hofrath Biihler has called my attention to the

entry in Molesworth’s “ Marathi Dictionary,” p. 6, where the old meaning

‘house-yard’ is given; but also, as an alternative, ‘the cleared and dung-

smeared level in front of the doorway,’ and Hofrath Biihler suggests that the

word maybe derived from V®”/> ‘to smear.’ Hoernle and Grierson, on the

other hand, as Professor Bendall points out to me, have retained in their

‘‘ Bihaii Dictionary,” p. 37, the old rendering ‘courtyard’; though in each

of the four passages they quote the meaning now proposed would fit the

context equally well, or better.—Rh. D.]

2. Har ParaurT.

Gorakhpur, N. W.P.

August 21, 1897.

Dear Professor Rhys Davids,—lu connection with

Mr. Surat Chandra Mitra’s article in the July number of

the Journal on the “ Bar Paraurl ” in Behar, it may be of

interest to record the following instance which I came across

in this district.

On the night of March 25, 1897, at Qasba Rudarpur,

Tahsil llata, district Gorakhpur, a number of women had

met together to sing songs for rain. Passing through the

' The misprint in B.R. in giving this (juotatiou [uja^a for i^aja) is not

corrected in the second, smaller, edition.
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village, fliey got a plough, and proceeded to a field outside :

there two wottien, stripping themselves of all their clothing,

harnessed themselves to the yoke, while a third, equally

nude, stood behind and drove, all the women singing the

while. It was a strange coincidence that a slight shower

of rain occurred shortly afterwards. This is the only direct

instance I have come across this year
;
but I am informed

that the “ nude ” ceremony was performed in several places

of the district. The usual procedure here seems to be for

the women to pass from door to door, singing aloud until

tbey reach the fields outside the village : then a servant

of the zemindar, or landlord, brings them a plough, an<l

goes away. The women then perform the ploughing, until

after a time the zemindar sends some vessels of water,

which is either drunk or spilled upon the ground, and then

the women depart to their homes.

The practice exists therefore, but, except for the song-

singing, which was incessant every night during the hot

weather this year, it cannot be said to be common. The

instance given above was regarded as so unusual, or was

so unfamiliar, that the Thanadar, or native officer in charge

of the police-station in the neighbourhood, sent in a special

report of it to headquarters in the secret confidential form

kept up by Government.

The songs sung are much the same as those sung in

Behar, with local differences. I attach one or two I have

obtained.

I. Chhodellu apni raehariya, Dev, an bina

An re bina, Dev, ki pani re bina :

Dhiyawii alag rowen, putwii alag rowen, an bina

An re bina, Dev, ki pani re bina :

Rowelln . . . . kl amma, ki jin chhodo

!

An re bina, Dev, ki pani re bina :

Purab ghatha lagat barin, Dev, ki barsat barin.

An re bina, Dev, ki pani re bina

:

Okharl aisan bunwii, kl miisar aisan dhar.

An re bina, Dev, ki pani re binii.
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II. Kai kos bowelu jhinwa saukan dkanwa,

Kai go IcTgln banikarwa na?

Das kos bowelon saukan dbanwa, aur

Bis go lagin banibarwa na.

III. Rajwa bakhanilen Kalattar Sahib, na

Dev, batbl cbadbe dekhailen gajbinwa na

Raniwa bakbanllen dulbin Dei ke, na

Dev, dandi chadbl dekbailen gajhinwii, na

Harwahua bekhanllen . . . . na

Dev, paniya chalao, dand torlein, na.

IV. Pani binii parela akal, bo Riiina

Band! babmaniya bar jote, bo Rama.

Translations—
I. They are deserting tbeir wives, 0 God, for want of

grain. O God, for want of grain, and for want of water,

daughters are crying here and sons are crying there for

want of grain. 0 God, etc. (repeated). Crying is ’s

mother (and saying), “ Do not abandon me !
” Clouds are

rising in the East, 0 God, and raining. Like mortars

are the drops, like pestles the showers.

II. How many kos are you sowing fine sokan dhiin (rice),

bow many ploughmen are set to the plough ?

Ten kos I am sowing sokan dhiin, and twenty ploughmen

are set to the plough.

III. They are addressing the ^ Collector Sahib as the Raja.

0 God, mounted on an elephant, he looks at the crops.

They are addressing' [Dei Dulhin] as the Riinl. 0 God,

mounted on an elephant, she looks at the crops. They are

addressing ' .... as the ploughman. 0 God, let

rain fall, that we may burst the boundaries.

IV. 0 Riima, famine is fallen on us for want of rain.

0 Riima, widowed Brahman women have taken the plough.^

Walter Lupton.

* Various names of offioers, zemindars, etc., are used according to locality.

The stanza is generally one of abuse, but not necessarily always so. .

^ Tliis taking of the ])lougb by widowed Itrabmin women is regarded as an

especial sign of severe distress. It bus been much sung this year.
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3. Indian Sects or Schools in the time ok the Buddha.

I have ventured to collect some facts and to draw some

inferences as to schools of Buddhist thought in India in

Asoka’s time (J.R.A.S., 1891, pp. 409-413) and in the time

of the Chinese pilgrims (ib., pp. 414-420). Mr. Hardy’s

new volume of the Aiiguttara brings us an interesting list of

various schools of sophists, ascetics, and teachers in India

in the Buddha’s own time. It is unfortunately only a bare

list, and Buddhaghosa on the passage does not give much
help. But the list is interesting. It runs (p. 276) as

follows ;

—

1. Ajivako.

2. Nigantho.

3. Munda-siivako.

4. Jatilako.

5. Paribbajako.

6. Milgandiko.

7. Tedancliko.

8. Aviruddhako.

9. Gotamako.

10.

Devadhammiko.

On this Buddhaghosa has the following note :

—

'‘ajivako ti nagga-pabbajito, nigaiitho ti purima-bhaga-

patichauno, munda-sdvako ^ ti nigantha-siivako, jaiilako ti

tapaso, paribbajako ti channa-paribbiijako, mdgandika.dayo'^

pi titthiya eva. Nesam pana sllesu paripiira-karitaya abha-

vena sukka-pakkho na gahito.”

It seems probable that if the last five names had conveyed

to Buddhaghosa clear and certain connotations he would

have told us more, just as he explains that the ambiguous

Is’o. 3 means specifically a Nigantha disciple, a Jain. The

Tedandiko (No. 7) is clear enough,—that school of Brahmin
beggars who carried three staves bound up as one. I can

make nothing certain of Nos. 6 and 8, in both of which

cases the readings are doubtful. No. 9 is most interesting.

Of course it cannot mean a follower of our Gotama. So

there must have existed another school founded by another

Gotama. And does No. 10 mean merely a deva-worshipper ?

' MS. buddha-savako. 2 So MS. [nd).
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Or should we not rather suppose a special meaning was

attached to deva-dhammiko, such as “follower of the system

of the god” (perhaps Siva
;

it surely could not be Indra) ?

T. W. Rhys Davids.

4. Water (Watura) in Sinhalese.

Mr. Donald Ferguson, who has printed for private

circulation an excellent and much needed ^^Contribution

toivards a Biography of Robert Knox,” has now brought

out, in the J.R.A.S. Ceylon Branch, a very useful list of all

the words found in the “Historical Relation,” as well as those

found in a manuscript list, drawn up by Knox, and still

in the British Museum (Sloane, 1039). There are nearly

800 of these words, all current among the people in Ceylon

about 1650. Among these words Knox gives diyara for

‘ water,’ and Mr. Ferguson suspects this to be the real

word then used, and since ousted by watura (the common
word now) through the influence of the Dutch and English

water. (8ee his note, p. 9.)

Now watura occurs in the title of the well-known book

Amdwatura (‘the water of life,’ ambrosia, i.e. Nirvana),

a work certainly centuries older than the Dutch.

So far from watura being among the youngest words in

Sinhalese, it is, I venture to think, one of the oldest, for

we have to go back beyond Sanskrit or Biili to the Greek

vhwp (whydor) for an analogue. Compare uero? and our wet.

T. W. Rhys Davids.

5. The Kingdom of Karirpura.

Sir,—The Kingdom of Kartrpura, referred to in

Mr. Smith’s very interesting article on the Conquests of

Samudra Gupta, in the last number of the Society’s

Journal, was most probably that of the Kalur, Katuria,

or Katyur, rajas. These chiefs ruled in Kamaon, Garliwill,

and Rohilkand, from very early times. They appear to
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have been an offshoot from the tribe, which, under tlie

names of Kata or Taka, Kathya or Thilkya, with other

variants, was once very powerful in the north and west

of India,

lloth Katas and Katurias w'ere of Solar race: they both

claimed descent from the Kiiga demigod Biisdeo, Biiska

Kiig, or A asuki ; and both had for their tribal emblem

the Kiiga or hooded serpent. At Badariwiir, in the Panjilb

Himalaya, are temples to Biisdeo, the deified ancestor of

the Katas or Takas ; and near the holy Badarinath is an

ancient temple to Biisdeo, the ancestor of the Katuria riijas.

One of the Katurias is said to have been a powerful

supporter of Sankara Achiirya, who, with the aid of this

chief, founded the present Badarinath temple, and brought

the priests from the Dakhan.

All ancient remains in Kamiion and Garhwal are ascribed

by the people to the Katuria riij.

Two large villages near Almora are called Katyiir and

Katiirmal.—Yours obediently,

Chas. F. Oldham.
Great Beatings, Woodbridge.

Norember 23, 1897.

To the Secretary of the Royal Asiatic Society.

6. "Who Found Buddha’s Birthplace? \

Audi alteram partem.

To Professor T. W. Rhys Davids, Ph.D., LL.D.,

Secretary, Royal Asiatic Society of Great Britain and Ireland, London.

Dear Sir,

—

As long as Dr. Waddell ventilated his

grievances in the Indian and English newspapers, I did

not think it worth while to take any serious notice of

them; but since he has chosen your esteemed Journal as

a medium, I owe it to the honour of the Department to

which I belong to reply to his egoistical statements made
in your Kumber for July, 1897, pages 644-951.
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1. I flatly deny that I ever received any communication,

either direct or through the usual Government channel,

from Dr. Waddell concerning the Nigliva pillar inscription.

2. On the 12th May, 1896, I requested the Government

of the North -Western Provinces and Oudh to obtain the

sanction of the Nepalese Darbar, through the Government

of India in the Foreign Department, to an exploration

being made of the vast ruins near Nigliva as far as

Bhagwanpur (Rummindei).

3. On the 29th August, 1896, the Government of India

in the Foreign Department, in its letter No. 1,500 E.B.,

informed the Resident of Nepal, “ it has been decided that,

if the Nepalese Darbar grant the necessary permission.

Dr. A. Fiihrer, Archaeological Surveyor, North-Western

Provinces and Oudh, will he deputed to conduct the

explorations.”

4. Dr. Waddell says in his letter (page 647 of your

Journal) : “The Lumhini Grove (the actual birthplace) will

be found three or four miles to the north of the riUage of

Nigliva”’, whilst I found the Lumhini, the modern Rum-
mindei, just thirteen miles east-east-south of Nigliva, and

fully eighteen miles east-east-south of the southern gate of

Kapilavastu. I leave it to others to decide whether I

found the Lumbini Grove and Kapilavastu “at the very

spots pointed out by Dr. AVaddell.”

5. I would refer all those interested in the controversy

to my forthcoming “ Monograph on Buddha Sakyamuni’s

Birthplace in the Nepalese Tarai,” illustrated by two maps

of the ruins of Kapilavastu and the Lumbini Grove, which

will shortly be issued as No. xxvi of the New Imperial

Series of the Archaeological Survey Reports.

6. It would have redounded to the credit of Dr. Waddell

if he had also referred to my letter published in the

Athenmum in the beginning of April, 1896, which explains

the accidental omission of the reference complained of in

the Athemmm of September 28, 1895.

On this subject I would like to subjoin copy of G. O.

No. 2,805 W. A., dated Naini Tal, the 6th April, 1896, from
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the Secretary to Government, North-Western Provinces and

Oudh, Public Works Department, to the Secretary to the

Government of India, Department of lievenue and Agri-

culture (Archaeology and Epigraphy) :

—

“Sir,—I am directed to acknowledge the receipt of Government

of India letter, No. 3532/32-11, dated the 31st December, 1895,

relative to the complaint by Mr. Stanley Lane Poole of the

incorporation, without acknowledgment, in the Report of the

Moghal Architecture of Fatehpur Sikri, of certain matter taken

from the Introduction to his ‘ Catalogue of the Moghul Coins in

the British Museum.’ (2) With reference thereto, I am to state

that Dr. Fiihrer did not intentionally commit the plagiarism

complained of, as in supplying Mr. Smith with the introduction

printed on pages xv to xix of Part I of the Report in question,

it was distinctly stated in a footnote that the short introductory

chapter on Akbar’s life and character was based in the main points

on Dr. Stanley Lane Poole’s Introduction to his ‘ Catalogue of

the Coins of the Moghul Emperors in the British Museum,’

pages i and xi to xvii. The original manuscript has been sub-

mitted for the Lieutenant-Governor’s inspection and contains the

note. But in preparing the matter for the press, the explanatory

note was omitted by Dr. Fiihrer’s copyist. The omission was

unfortunately not observed by Dr. Fiihrer himself in passing the

final proofs. An extract from that officer’s letter' on the subject

is enclosed for the information of the Government of India.”*****
Yours faithfully,

Lucknow JIusemn. A. Fuhrer, Ph.D.

September 14, 1897.

Note to above Letter.

In Dr. Fiihrer’s above attempted reply to my letter,

he adduces as his proofs merely one fragmentary extract

(in his para. 3) from an official letter. This official letter,

however, as is evident from its fuller form (given by himself

in a letter, under the same heading, to the Pioneer of

A.S.
' No. , dated 14th March, 1896.

49
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October 29, 1897, of Tvbich I send a copy for record),

expressly refers to quite a different subject altoyether, namely,

the excavation of a tomb by the side of the edict-pillar

at Nigliva, Nothing is mentioned in that correspondence

whatever about the subject of Buddha’s birthplace, as

this, indeed, was my research, and that long-lost site lay

several miles distant from the site of the proposed excavation

of the tomb referred to in Dr. Fiihrer’s letters.

In reply to his bald para. 1—It will be noted that

in the fuller version of his letter, in “ categorically

denying” receipt of my letter of August, 1893, he saj's

“ in 1893, at which date this [Niyliva) pillar was not even

known.” Yet the notice of this discovery went the rounds

of the newspapers in the SjDting of 1893, and in Dr. Fiihrer’s

own printed report for that year (Annual Kept, of the Arch.

Surveyor, N.W. Provs., fur 1893-4) he himself records

it in para. 22 in the following words : “The new Asoka

edicts, which were discovered in March, 1893, by Major

Jaskaran Singh, of Balrampur.” But perhaps Dr. Fiihrer

will “ categorically deny ” that he ever wrote this report,

which be has now so completely forgotten. Thus, also, has

he doubtless forgotten my two letters
;

for it is too great

an improbability to believe that botli these letters never

reached him.

As to the quibble in para. 4, it must be remembered

tliat the precise geographical position of the birthplace has

not 3'et been fixed. As Dr. Fiihrer has visited the spot,

he mi<>:ht have "iven us a more intellij^ible direction thano o o

“east-east-south,” whatever that may mean. It appears

to lie some miles to the east of Nigliva, but we must await

a competent survey to fix it. Tlie important indications

which 1 offered, when I started this research, were, that tlie

Rl)ot lay certainlj'^ within a few miles of this Nigliva pillar,

and' that search ought to be made for it there, esi)ecialljf

in the directions given by the ancient pilgrims—nameh',

according to the Cliinese version, about “30 li to tlie

S.W. and thence 50 li to the N.,” and according to the

'Jibetan, “one morning and half a day’s journey” to
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“ the nortli-efls/,” as detailed in my original paper. Every-

bodv knows that the Oriental estimate of distance and

direction is only approximate at tlie best. Hut my central

fact remained, that the long looked-for spot lay certainly

within a few miles of the Nigliva pillar, somewhat in

keeping with the pilgrims’ indications, and had only to be

searched for to be found.

In his last remaining paragraph, G (para. 2 carefully abstains

from quotation, though even that letter makes no reference

to Buddha’s birthplace), he refers to his explanation of the

Lane-Poole incident. I had not seen this explanation
;
but

he still “owes it to the honour of the Department to which

he belongs ” to explain the much graver charges of a similar

kind made in the Pioneer of September 22 in regard

to his “ Monograph ” on Christian Tombs in the North-

Western Provinces.

It is somewdiat amusing, after all that Dr. Fiihrer has

claimed in regard to this discovery, to find that not only

did he not initiate that research, but he had nothing to do

with the local discover}' of the spot, not even with the

unearthing of the famous edict-pillar there, which fixed the

spot beyond all doubt. This digging was done by the Nepalese

officials in response to nuj letter to the Government of India
;

and we learn from the authoritative account by Mr. V.

Smith (Journal, p. 618) that Dr. Fiihrer did not arrive on

the scene until some time after the e.xtensive excavations

had been completed, and when little else was left to be

done than to take a copy of the inscriptions.

Thus, the fact of my having initiated and formulated

the research in question, which led to a discovery which

lias been declared by the Oriental Congress to be “one

of the most important Indian archaeological discoveries of

tlie century,” remains wholly untouched, and is sufficiently

vouched for by the official documents which I have already

published in this Journal.

December 19, 1897. L. A. Waddell.

[The Council have decided that this discussion must now close.]
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7. History of Pegu.

Dear Sir, — I lierewitli send you an extract from

a letter I Lave received from Captain Gerini, at Bangkok,

regarding the ancient history of Pegu. When preparing

iny paper on Takkola, which was read before the Oriental

Congress at Paris, I wrote to Burma for information.

Tlie Chief Secretary, Mr. Symes, kindly forwarded my letter

to the Commissioner of Tenasserim, who, again, forwarded

it to a missionary connected with the Talaings (Mons).

That good gentleman merely referred me to the works of

Phayre, Forbes, and others standing on my bookshelves,

so my labour was in vain. I was, however, informed that

Captain Gerini had made some discoveries, and accordingly

wrote to him.

Owing to the great emigration of the Mons to Siam,

when fleeing from the sword of Alompra, most of their

histories and w'orks were taken there
;

but, although

this is the case, there is still work to be done in Burma.

Ancient manuscripts may yet he discovered, old cities

overhauled and dug into, and their original names

discovered by inquiring into the various Mon dialects.

There can be little doubt that in the earliest years of the

Christian era the Mon family extended as far north as

the mouths of the Ganges and Brahmaputra, and that the

modern Sandoway (Sada?) was one of their trading stations.

Somewhere about a.d. 300, people from the east coast of

the Bay of Bengal founded colonies on the coasts of the

Gulf of Martaban, of which the principal appears to have

been Thaton, or Saddhammanagara. There was also a city

on the Irrawaddy, called Brdni (Prome) or Srikhetra,

inhabited by a tribe culled Pru, who were probably of

the Mon family. In 1050 A.D. Anuruddha the Mramma
(Burman) king of Pugan, is said to have swept down on

Thaton, and carried away its king and a copy of the

Tipitakam. After that there was an anarchy, till a Shan (?)

of the name of Wareru established a monarchy at j\Iartaban

(Muttama) in 1287 a.d., and history thenceforward begins
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to get clearer. It is, however, to the time previous to this

to wliich attention should be turned in order to solve the

questions

—

1. "When, whence, and by whom was Buddhism intro-

duced into Pegu ?

2. Was there ever, prior to 1287 a.d., an important

kingdom in South Burma, or were there only

a few independent semi-Indian colonies ?

French, German, and Italian workers are undoubtedly

making their researches; but the Government and Civil

j

Servants of Burma appear to be doing nothing, and are

content with the works of Phayre, Mason, Forchhammer,

and Forhes, which, though highl}' important and praise-

j
worthy, are imperfect and out of date.

I [Extract from Letter from Captain Gf.rini. Bangkok,

I
October 21, 1897.]

“ .... It gives me great pleasure to hear also that

j

five of Gavampati’s books are still to be obtained in Burma,

two only being lost. All I succeeded in obtaining here

are the first three books, and I have little hope of finding

the others, though I know the whole work was translated

into Siamese some forty or fifty j’ears ago. It would be

1 a good thing if you could induce some scholar in Burma,

j

acquainted with the Talaing language, to prepare and

’ publish a translation of the books existing there

I
; I do not ascribe much historical importance to the work,

j' , though no doubt it gives many useful scraps of information

not to be found elsewhere. But there is a much more

1
important work, of a purely historical character, dealing

’

j

with events in Pegu, from the accession of King Wareru
[a.d. 1287, St. J.] to the reign of P‘hra: Ram (Binya Ran
of Phayre) [a.d. 1526, St. J.]. It consists of twenty-four

I

large books, of which twenty only are preserved

The missing four books at the end contained, I think, the
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narrative from the reign of P'hra: Ram to tlie Burmese

conquest in a.d. 1003. I have translated nearly all the first

twenty books, and am waiting for some fortunate coincidence

that will lead me to the discovery of the remaining four.

These are, I believe, the Royal Peguan Annals, which

have evidently been lost in Pegu, as I do not see them

mentioned in any book on that country. Besides the work

just named, we have in Siam an abridged history of Pegu
from the foundation of Hamsawati (Pegu) to the British

conquest of Lower Burma. This must be the work

compiled by the Talaing monk Hsaya-dau Athwii, of which

Phayre (Preface, “History of Burma,” etc., p. vii) says

he obtained only a fragment translated into Burmese.* I

failed, however, to discover as yet any connected narrative of

events in Pegu for the famous blank period a.d. 781-1085,

though I was able to gather a few facts regarding it from

the contemporary chronicles of Lamp'hun (Labong) and

other Lau or Siamese states Researches ought,

therefore, to be made for the more ancient period preceding

the twelfth century. It is indeed a pity that archaeological

studies are not encouraged and supported by the British

Government in Burma, and that the Talaing language is

allowed to sink down into nonentity. Some effort should

he made to induce the Government to give more attention

to this subject, and to establish a Talaing school, say, in

Moulrnain, where a library should be formed containing

copies of all Talaing works that it will be possible to

discover in the monasteries. I think there are many of

such works extant
;

but they are only to be found in the

Moulrnain and Yay districts, where Burmese domination

has not been long. The Mful literature was much more

extensive than the Burmese : in Siam we have translations

of Mon treatises on Astronomy, Astrology, I\[edicine, etc.,

now in use, while the Siamese Laws were framed on those

> Flamsawati is said to have been founded in a.d. 573, but, ns it is not

mentioned at tlie time wlien Anuniddlia sacked Thatdfi, the inferonee is that

it did not tlien exist, or had fallen into decay. Sir .\. Phayre does not pve the

date of the monk Athwii or the periods about which he wrote.

—

St. A. St. J.
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extant in Pegu before as well as after the time of King

Wareru ” *

R. F. St. Anukew St. John.

Wadham College, Oxford.

December 7, 189'.

To the Secretary of the Royal Asiatic Society.

8. A Mchammedan Encyclopaedia.

Dear Professor Rhys Davids,

—

At the last Congress of

Orientalists held in Paris a motion was adopted for the third

time regarding the necessity of publishing a Muhammedan
Encyclopaedia. The firm of E. J. Brill, at Leyden, has now

in preparation a work destined to serve as a basis for all

future contributions. Beyond this, however, the scheme has

not advanced since a resolution was passed at the Congress

in 1892, when a suggestion was made to place Professor

Robertson Smith at the head of an International Committee

for the furtherance of this object. xVt the Geneva Congress

Professor Goldziher was elected to fill the vacancy left by

the demise of Professor Robertson Smith, and in 1897 a

resolution was adopted by which it was decided to approach

the various governments and learned societies for material

support. To wait for State grants would delay the work

indefinitely, and much time may thus be wasted and many
more resolutions passed without furthering the publication

of the Encyclopaedia.

As one greatly interested in the matter, I would venture

to submit whether it would not be more to the purpose to

secure a publisher who would undertake the work on his

own responsibility, say on the lines of Smith’s “ Dictionary

of Greek and Roman Antiquities.” This work has paid its

way so well that a t/iird edition has already been published,

and it has proved a success in every sense of the word.

I am sure that if the Muhammedan Encyclopaedia were

compiled in a similar manner, a sale of 500-600 copies

' Mason gives a translation of a Talaing book called Mulamuli, said to have
been translated from the Shan of Lanip'hun in a.d. 1788.— St. A. St. J.
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could easily be predicted. Such a publication would un-

doubtedly receive substantial support from all the societies

interested in the subject. The direction of affairs could not

be undertaken by anyone more competent than Professor

Goldziher, assisted as he would be by a number of eminent

scholars, and it would be a source of great regret for all

concerned were he to relinquish this task, as he seems to

desire.—Yours faithfully,

H. Hirschfeld.
November 22, 1897.

9. Persecution of Buddhists.

Sir,—At the late Congress of Orientalists in Paris there

arose, in the Indian Section, a discussion relative to the

alleged persecution of the votaries of Buddhism by the

Brahmans, and by sovereigns professing, or converted to,

the religion of Siva. This was followed by a paper read

by Professor Rhys Davids at a meeting of the Royal

Asiatic Society. In the course of his remarks Professor

Rhys Davids alluded to a supposed persecution by a

king called Sudhanvan, which was brought about at the

instigation of Kumarilabhatta in the first half of the

eighth century a.d. It is described in the first canto of

the Sankara Dig Vijaya, ascribed to Madhava, and in the

Sankara Vijaya, ascribed to Anandagiri.

I do not intend to discuss the question of persecution

in this brief note, but merely to touch on the question of

the identity of Sudhanvan. This king is styled a monarch

of South India. The name does not appear in anj' of the

known lists of South Indian kings. Was there really a king

of that name about that time, and who was he?

Sanskrit writers are constantly in the habit of Sanskri-

tlzing Dravidian names, just as in England we anglicize

the names of North Ajnerican Indian celebrities, calling

them “ Deer- foot,” “ Burning Cloud,” and so on. Knowing

this practice to exist, and being anxious to ascertain whether

any tradition existed in South India as to the existence of
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a king bearing a name corresponding to “Strong bow,” or

“ Good bow,” I wrote to Dr. G. U. Pope, of Oxford, with

the following result.

He points out that, amongst the seven celebrated generous

chieftains of the old Tamil Lyrics, was one known as Val-

vil-ori, or Athan-ori. These Lyrics, according to Dr. Pope,

date generally from the fourth to the eighth century a.d.,

and therefore embrace the period of Kumarilabhatta. It

is just possible, therefore, that Val-vil-ori and Sudhanvan

may be identical, tliougli we have no evidence to support

the theory.

The king was, according to the poems, a mighty hunter.

His chief residence was a hill called Kolli, on the Malabar

coast, a place from which the Chera kings take one of their

titles. And in this connection it may be noted that the

Kerala Utpatti states that the Buddhists were driven out

of Kerala by Kumarilabhatta
;

so that the locality in

question tallies with both legends. Amongst the old Tamil

poems quoted by Dr. Pope there are three in his praise

(Nos. 152, 153, 204). He is also mentioned iu the Pattu-

pdtfu as having fought with another king called Kari,

and in poem No. 158 be is named as “Lord of the

gleaming hill of Kolli.” His especial bard was Yan-paranar.

Dr. Pope has kindly given me translations of poems 152

and 204, but as they are merely outbursts of praise and

gratitude, I refrain from quoting them.

R. Sewell.

j.R.A.s. 1898. 14
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NOTES OF THE QUARTER.

(October, Xovember, December, 1897.)

T. General Meetings of the Royal Asiatic Society.

Xovember 9, 1897.—E. L. Brandreth, Esq. (Hon. Treasurer),

in the Chair.

It was announced that

—

1. Mr. Maurice Canney,

2. Mr. Richard Eve,

3. Dr. J. N. Reuter,

4. Ilis Excellency Felice Naissa,

5. Mr. Rhuvon Guest,

6. Mr. Atul Chandra Chatterjee,

7. Mr. Robert Bryson Dickson,

8. Mr. Gray Hill,

9. Mr. H. W. Cave,

10.

Mr. G. P. Tate,

had been elected members of the Society.

The Hon. Mrs. Hope exhibited some specimens of

Buddhist carving from the Malakhand Yalley. Professor

Bendall, Mr. Sewell, Professor Rhys Davids, and Hofratb

Dr. Buhler spoke on the subject
;
and a cordial vote of

thanks was passed to Mrs. Hope.

Mr. Beveridge gave an account of some new evidence

he had obtained as to the history of Baber’s Diamond, no

doubt the same as the Kohinoor. The complete paper on

the subject is to appear in the Calcutta Review.

Professor Rhys Davids read an abstract of a paper

on “Persecution of Buddhists in India.” On a detailed
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examination of the evidence he considered that except in

one doubtful case there never had been any such perse-

cution. A discussion ensued, in which Hofrath Dr. Biihler,

Mr. Sewell, and Mr, Homesh C. Dutt took part. The paper

will appear in the Journal of the Pali Text Society.

December 14, 1897.—Lord Reay (President) in the Chair.

It was announced that

—

1. Mrs. Brian Hodgson,

2. Rev. A. W. Oxford,

3. Mr. H. W. Hogg,

4. Mr. S. L. Bensusan,

had been elected members of the Society.

Professor Salmone then read a paper “ On the Importance

to Great Britain of the establishment of an Oriental School

in London,”

My Lord, Ladies and Gentlemen,

—

The subject of the

necessity of encouraging the study of Oriental languages

in England has frequently been advocated by eminent

statesmen and learned scholars. The first, I believe, who
brought the matter before the notice of the Government

was the Marquis Wellesley at the beginning of this century.

He pointed out the desirability of Indian Civil servants

having an intimate acquaintance with the languages,

history, religion, and character of the peoples of India.

Since that time a great number of distinguished men have

confirmed his views. But, probably, no one has laboured

more in bringing the matter before public notice than

Professor Max Muller, of Oxford. Forty years ago he

wrote to the Times newspaper suggesting that the neglect

of the knowledge of Oriental languages on the part of

the servants of the State might have been one of the

causes which brought about the lamentable Indian Mutiny.

“Truths,” according to an Arabic adage, “are frequently

unpalatable—none the less, they cannot be obliterated from

the mind of the wise.”
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It is an undeniable fact that heretofore all efforts to

foster and cultivate the study of Oriental languages in

this country have not borne practical results.

There has undoubtedly been a partial awakening. Our

two great Universities afford to desireful students the means

of stud}’ing some of the languages of the East. The

Imperial Institute, moreover, has certainly made a step

in the right direction by taking measures for helping to

bring before public notice the great need of the establish-

ment of an Oriental College in London.

!Much more, however, is wanted !

Here, in the Metropolis of this great Empire—an Empire

that includes over three hundred millions of Eastern

subjects—no adequate provision for the study of the various

languages spoken by the divers races is made, no en-

couragement afforded for undertakin«: such studies. It is

true that University College and King’s College both possess

an excellent staff of unpaid Professors of and Lecturers on

some of the languages of the East. On the other hand,

this by no means meets the requirements of the case.

What is most essentially needful fur the cultivation and

encouragement of these studies is the foundation of

scholarships for students intended for the Militar}’, Kaval,

and Civil Services. Moreover, lectures on the religions,

history, character, and customs of the various Eastern

races, subjects of the Queen, should be given once a week,

at least, in this great City of London, in order to inure

the youth of England with a knowledge of the greatness

of the Empire founded by their ancestors. At the same

time, it can hardly be expected that these Professors or

Lecturers should devote theii’ energy and time, badly

requited as they are, merely pour Vamour de la Patrie.

A fully equipped and adequately endowed College for

London is the absolute need to which I desire to direct

attention.

It is for this purpose that I venture to bring forward

the resolution which I propose to move before the members
of the Royal Asiatic Society and those others who are
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interested in the movement. I do so more especially,

having regard to the interest that tliis Society takes in

the development of Oriental research and the expansion

of the knowledge of Oriental literature in Great Britain.

And, I consider that this Society should take the initiative

in bringing about the establishment in London of an

efficient School for the study of the living languages of

the East—as well as Oriental literature in general—by
nominating a Committee for the purpose of considering

the best means of effectually carrying out the project.

Apart from its direct importance, I trust that you will

agree with me that the initiative step for the establishment

of such a School would be a truly appropriate one to take

before the close of this glorious year of a remarkable reign.

It must be generally admitted that no brighter day dawned,

no happier or more auspicious occasion has taken place in

the past annals of Great Britain, than that on which Her
Majesty celebrated the sixtieth year of her reign. And here

is the point—the Queen rules not only over a handful of

thousands of English subjects, but over an Empire in the

East exceeding in number any known to history.

In a recent publication, called “The Imperial Souvenir,”

a verse of the National Anthem has been rendered into fifty

languages spoken in the Queen’s Empire. Most of these

are Eastern
;
but they by no means exhaust the number of

languages and dialects spoken by the different subject races

of the Queen.

During this year innumerable schemes have been brought

forward, more or less successfully, hut I trust you will

agree with me that none can be of more paramount

importance than the establishment of a fully efficient

college for Oriental studies in London. And yet, I have

been informed by doleful pessimists that the case is hopeless;

difficulties will be thrown in the way, obstacles raised and

o2)positions made—mainly on the ground that the public

in general takes no interest in outside matters not directly

connected with their own affairs at home. Eurther, that

jicojjle in England are extremely ajjathetic and su2)ino to
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everything connected with Eastern subjects. I fear that

there is much truth in this indictment. On the other

hand, of latter years, in a great measure, the public hav’e

become to realize, which is doubtless owing to the remark-

able development of the British press, that these Isles

form but small dots upon the great map of the Empire of

Great Britain.

Fourteen years ago I had the honour of reading before

the members of this Society a paper connected with this

subject. It had at the time considerable support and

sympathy from members and many other influential men.

I also brought the matter up at the Annual Meeting of

the Society in 1887. Everyone agreed, and I know that

to-day almost everyone agrees, with the absolute need

of the existence of such an institution as I have referred

to— a need which touches the vital interests of the

Empire.

It seems to me, however, that while each individual

admits the fact he shirks the responsibility of doing

anything for the consummation of a desirable end. In

truth, one may say that each one who has the matter at

heart shifts it upon another’s shoulder, and thus ad lib.,

until—until the voice of the would-be advocates fades

away from a trumpet-like sound into a whisper.

To borrow a common simile, if a score of people were to

speak simultaneously in whispers the sound would almost

equal a shrill voice in exclamation. Why not let these

whispers of those who advocate the subject be now this

year heard in higher tones ? Why should not those who
in truth believe in the advantages that would thereby

accrue to the Empire not raise their voice in loud calKng

upon their feUow-subjects to support the project—which
must be destined to enhance the w'elfare of their country ?

Why should not each man fight with might and main and
in union—shoulder to shoulder, as soldiers at the hour of

battle? Xo one has gainsaid as yet, and I earnestly hope

never will, the success of British arms in the field. Surely,

Englishmen will rise to the occasion at present, and
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remember tbat arms alone are not the only weapons by

which this Empire has been founded and maintained.

The late Sir Henry Rawlinson, in the discussion which

followed the paper I read in 1883, made the following

remark. While approving of the suggestions which I then

brought forward, as regards Government support to Oriental

studies in England, he said :
“ The Government is always

a heavy machine to move, but that by continued efforts

it would doubtless move in time.” This is fourteen years

ago, and since then science has developed remarkably,

and I should imagine that the time has arrived whereby

this “ heavy machine ” may be made to move more rapidl}'.

Almost every other great Power excepting Great Britain

has taken precautions to provide an efficient Oriental

School for the study of the languages spoken in the East,

and this in the capital of the country—being as it were

a centre from which efficient servants of the State are

equipped for service in Eastern countries.

There are doubtless some who may contend that, despite

the lack of the advantages afforded by a knowledge of

Eastern tongues, the servants of the State, whether civil or

military, have hitherto always been successful in carrying

out their duties. On the other hand, it can liardly be denied

that the possession of such advantages would have been of

extreme benefit in innumerable cases, and might possibly

have helped to avoid several disasters, and, so to speak,

lubricate much of that friction which necessarily must arise

from misunderstanding and national sentiment.

Other nations, far less interested in the East, liave been

much more provident in this respect. Notably among these

I may mention Russia, who has given considerable en-

couragement and support to the study of Oriental languages,

and maintains at the cost of the Central Government

a constant succession of pupils intended for the Civil,

Military, and Naval Services, who receive regular instruc-

tion under competent masters in the living languages of

tlie East. After keeping so many terms at the College,

they are sent out to the several countries in which they
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are destined to be emploj’ed, in order to study the vernacular

dialects of each district, liy tliis means the Russian Govern-

ment has always at hand a large number of young men
adequately prepared to undertake any duties which they

may he called upon to perforin in the East.

The Propaganda at Rome likewise maintains a succession

of pupils in the Eastern languages. In Berlin there is

a remarkably efficient seminary of Oriental languages.

The Austrian Government, moreover, has established and

supports an Oriental College at Vienna. France probably

was the first to recognize the necessity of encouraging

Oriental studies, and has in Paris a most excellent ‘‘ Ecole

pour les langues Orientales Yivantes.”

These facts are doubtless known to you all; and, side by

side with these, is the sad undoubted fact that England,

whose interests in the East surpa.ss those of any other

nation, has made no provision in that respect. Surely, it

would not be too much to say that it is an absolute national

disgrace ! And in saying this, I am only re-echoing the

words of several eminent men with whom 1 have discussed

the subject.

I beg leave to read the following letter, which I have

received from Professor Max Muller, with regal’d to my
proposed resolution :

—

“
7, Xorham Gardens, Oxford.

December 8, 1897.

“ Dear Professor Salmoxe,—For nearly fifty years I have

pleaded, in season and out of season, for a School of Oriental

Languages in England. I need not repeat my arguments as they

have been published again and again. What I predicted has

happened : England’s influence in the East has diminished—that

of other countries has increased. In my eyes it is little short of

High Treason to throw impediments in the way of a Seminary

for Oriental Languages.—Yours sincei’ely,

“ (Signed) F. Max Muller.”

The Government expends every year millions of money
in supporting the Jsaval and Military Services, and in
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a measure tins is sujjposed to be as a means of maintaining

the general peace of the world. Surely, a small sum may
be spared for the proper training of some of the servants

of the State, who, by a better knowledge of the languages,

the religion, the history, and the customs of the Eastern

races, would be enabled the better to serve their country,

and to prevent those causes of hostility which often arise

and lead frequently to open revolt.

It would be idle to deny that lack of the knowledge to

which I refer has frequently led to complications.

When travelling in the East some years ago, I frequently

observed bow pleased the natives were when a European

conversed with them in their own language. And by such

facilities as I have indicated British officials would of course

have a far better chance of obtaining information and

making a favourable impression.

I only desire to refer to one more point, and that is tbe

commercial interests of this country in the East. As every-

one knows, these are considerable and growing yearly in

dimensions. At the same time, we have to bear in mind

that we have more than one important rival. And these

rivals are far-seeing and diplomatic. They are fully im-

pressed with the undeniable truth that the natives of the

East would be far more amenable to reason and accessible

to enter into negotiations with men who can treat with

them and speak in their own languages than with those

unable to do so.

It is therefore an imperative necessity not to allow other

nations to excel us in this most important matter.

I earnestl}'- trust, in conclusion, that you will all

support the resolution, and strenuously strive in every

feasible manner to brinsr about what should have existed

many years ago
;

and I hope that the Royal Asiatic

Society may to-day lay the basis of a project which

I arn convinced is of supreme national importance, and

by so doing add to the many achievements which have

already been made, and which will add to the glory of

this great Empire.
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I now be" leave to move the followiii" resolution :

—

O O

“ Tliat the Royal Asiatic Society—having regard

to the interest it takes in the development of Oriental

research and tlie expansion of the knowledge of Asiatic

literature in Great Britain—should take the initiative

in bringing about the establishment of an efficient

school for the study of Oriental languages in London,

—to be named ‘ The Imperial Oriental College ’—by
appointing a Provisional Committee of five meinbezs

(with power to add to their number) to consider the

best means of carrying out the project.”

The Chairman explained the views taken on the subject

by the Council. He said that on frequent occasions the

Council had shown its anxiety to remove what could only

be called a terrible scandal from the glory of England.

It was nothing less than a scandal that countries like

France, Austria, Russia, and Italy should have Oriental

Schools fully equipped and with admirable staffs of pro-

fessors, and that England should have, not a lack of eminent

Orientals, but only a lack of organization of education.

That was largely due to the fact that we had taken to

examining everybody and to casting all over the country

syllabuses for examinations
;

that we only asked “ Have
you been examined ? ” but did not ask “ Where have you

been taught, and have you been taught systematically and

methodically ? ” In all other countries the first step taken

was to organize methodical teaching, and then to let exami-

nations and examiners look to themselves. But while

foreign States looked first of all to the organization of

education we, in this country, did the reverse. That was

not only’ applicable to Oriental studies, but the same thing

applied to science and art. The moment that the question

of reorganizing the London University arose, the Council

of the Society joined the promoters of a teaching University

for London, and insisted that in such a University there

should be embodied a school of Oriental studies by a separate

Faculty of Oriental studies, or a department of Oriental
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studies as a branch of the organized Facult}^ of Arts. They

adhered to the view that the proper place for Oriental studies

in London was that it should be part of a reorganized teaching

University. It would, he thought, be a great pity to have

an institution outside such a University, for if such an

institution were created it would give an excuse, which he

was afraid would be only too readily accepted, to leave

undone that which certainly a University in the principal

city of the Empire ought to be proud of doing—that was,

to fill up the gap which they had so long deplored. They

had reason to believe from what had fallen lately from the

President of the Council that a Bill for the appointment

of a Statutory Commission would be reintroduced in the next

Session of Parliament, and the Council were of opinion that

they must give their support to the Government in intro-

ducing the Bill. When the Bill was introduced, w’hich he

hoped would be at an early period of the Session, the Council

would urge before the Statutory Commission the importance

of embodying in a separate statute the creation of a Faculty

for such Oriental studies, or an Oriental school as a branch

of the Faculty of Arts. They had strong ground for urging

that before the Statutory Commission, because the Royal

Commission presided over by Lord Cowper in its report

urged that such a school should be instituted. They would

be able to urge it before the Commissioners because the Bill,

unless it deviated from the Bill which was introduced in

the last Session, would contain words to the effect that the

Statutory Commissioners would have to embody in the

statutes the principles of the Cowper Commission, one of

which was that Oriental studies should be properl}’’ taught

in the new University. University College, with which

he was connected, had of late been strengthening its staff

of professors and lecturers.

Lord Stanmore moved an amendment to omit from the

resolution all words after “ London,” and insert “ and that

the Council be requested to consider the best means of

carrying out the project.”

Sir Paymond West seconded the amendment, which, after
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discussion, was accepted by Professor Salinone. The motion,

as amended, was then put to the meeting and unanimously

agreed to.

On the motion of Professor Browne, seconded by ^Ir.

Tlioinson Lyon, it was furtlier resolved—“That in the upinioii

of the Royal Asiatic Society it is of importance for the

encouragement of Oriental studies that more hope of employ-

ment should be held out, especially by the Government,

to those students who show themselves proficient in Eastern

languages, and that such encouragement, it is believed, will

in itself be suflScient to secure a great development of

Oriental learning.”

Dr. Hirschfeld afterwards read a paper on “Some Legends

of the Early Life of Muhammad.” A discussion ensued

in which Professor Margoliouth, of Oxford, Mr. Thomson

Lyon, Dr. Gaster, Dr. Low}’, Professor E. G. Browne, and

Mr. Barakat took part.

II. Contents of Foueign Oriental Journals.

I. Zeitscheift dee Deutschen Moegenlandischen Gesellschaft.

Band li, Heft 2.

Hartmann (Martin). Arabische Lieder aus Syrien.

Vambery (II.). Eine legendare Geschichte Timurs.

Justi (F.). Die altpersischen Monate.

Schwally (Fr.). Zur Theorie einiger Possessiv- und
Objekt-Suffixe im Syrischen.

Goldziher (I.). Gesetzliche Bestimmungen fiber Kunja-
Namen im Islam.

Oldenberg (H.). Zur Geschichte des indischen Kasten-

M’esens.

Vollers (K.). Beitrage zur Kenntniss der lebenden

arabischen Sprache in Agypten.

Aufrecht (Th.). Berichtigungen zu Catalogue Cata-

logorum. Pt. 2.

Konig (E.). Das 1-Jaqtul im Semitisischen.

Philippi (Fr.). Berichtigung.

Kuun (Dr. Graf Geza). Zur Deutung der Orkhon-
Inschriften.
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Heft 3.

Toilers (K.). Beit.rage zur Kenntniss der lebenden

arabischen Spracbe in Agj'pten.

Scbulthess (Fr.). Der Brief des Mara bar Sarapion.

Bacher (W.). Ein persiscber Kommentar zum Bucbe

Samuel.

Suter (H.). Bemerkungen zu Herrn Steinschneiders

Abhandlung “Die arabischen Ubersetzungen aus dem
Griecbiscben.”

Baumstark (A.). Epaphroditos und Hyginus.

Kaufmann (D.). Beitrage zur Geschichte Agyptens aus

judischen Quellen.

Oestrup (Dr. J.). Tiber zwei arabiscbe Codices sinaitici.

Goldziber (T.). Ein arabischer Vers im Chazari-Bucbe.

Oldenberg (H.). Savitar.

Wrislocki (H. v.). Das sogenannte Pharaonslied der

Zigeuner.

Margolioutb (G.). An ancient MS. of the Samaritan

Liturgy.

Huart (Cl.). Aus einem Briefe von M. Cl. Huart in

Konstantinopel.

"VVeissbacb (F. H.). Zur Cbronologie des falscben

Smerdis und des Darius Hystaspes.

Bosthorn (A.). Vokabular fragmente ost - tibetiscber

Dialekte.

Nallino (C. A.). Zu Tollers’ Beitrage zur Kenntniss

der arabischen Spracbe in Agypten.

II. Vienna Oriental Journal. Vol. xi, No. 2.

Tlirtb (Fr.). Nocli einmal die Tbeekanne des Freilierrn

V. Gautsch.

Kirste (J ). Seeks Zendalphabete.

Jjippert (J.). Tbn-al-Kufi, ein Vorgangers Nadini’s.

Neumann (E. K.). Pi3
'adasi’s Edikte und das Suttu-

pitakam.

Goldziber (I.). Zur Ilainasa des Bubturi.

Jolly (J.). Caraka.

Sebuebardt (II. x.). Kartbweliscbe Spracbwissensebaft.
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No. 3.

De ITarlez (C.). Le livre de diamant clair, lumineux

faisant passer a I’autre vie. Texte inandchou.

Goldziher (I.). Bibliograpliie arabischer Druckwerke.

Von. Zach (Erwin Ritter). Ueber Wortzusammensetz-

ungen im Mandschu.

Muller (Fr.). Beitriige zur Erkliirung der altpersischen

Keilinschriften.

Steinschneider (M.). Heilmittelnaraen der Araber.

III. Journal Asiatique. Serie 9, Tome x, No^ 2.

De Vogiie (M. le marquis). Notes d’4pigrapbie arameenne.

Courant (M.). De la lecture japonaise des textes con-

tenant uniqueraent ou principalement des caracteres ideo-

graphiques.

Meillet (A.). De la partie commune des piidas de 11 et

de 12 syllabes dans le mandala 111 du Rgveda.

Cheikho (R. P. Louis). Lettre au sujet de I’anteur de la

version arabe du Diatessaron.

Chabot (J. B.). Notes d’epigraphie et d’arclieologie

orientale.

Delphin (G.). La philosophie du cheikh Senoussi

d’apres son Aqida es So’ra.

III. Obituary Notice.

The Rev. J. Legge, D.D., LL.D., Professor of Chinese

Language and Literature, Oxford.

Professor Legge was born in 1815 at Huntly, in

Aberdeenshire. He was educated at his native place, and

afterwards at the Aberdeen Grammar School. From this

he went to the University of Aberdeen, where he graduated

M.A. in 1835, and from it he proceeded to London to the

Highbury Theological College. In 1839 he went out to

the East as a missionary to the Chinese, and was first

stationed at Malacca. Soon after this Hongkong became
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a British possession, and in 1842 Legge was transferred

to that colony. Here he continued to reside down to 1873,

when he left the East and came to live in England. During

the thirty years Legge was in Hongkong he led a busy

life as a missionary of the London Missionarj' Society,

as a minister of the Union Church, a helper in good works

generally, and a diligent student of the Chinese classics.

In 1876 he became Professor of Chinese at Oxford, the

Chair having been instituted for him. This very congenial

appointment he continued to hold up to the day of his

death, November 29.

Dr. Legge, while in the Far East, took a great interest

in all matters which affected Chinese, or the relations

between them and the English. He was highly esteemed

by the Government of Hongkong, and his advice and

opinion on educational and other public questions were

often solicited.

In the great controversy among Protestant missionaries

in China over the Term question. Dr. Legge was the

thoroughgoing, uncompromising advocate of Shang Ti.

His “Notions of the Chinese concerning Gods and Spirits”

is a controversial work of great learning and ability. In

1877 he sent out to Shanghai his pamphlet “ Confucianism

in relation to Christianity,” in which the claims of Shang

Ti are stated with renewed emphasis. This pamphlet,

which was read at a great Missionary Conference, called

forth considerable remonstrance.

In 1880 Dr. Legge published a very useful and interesting

little book entitled “ The Religions of China, Confucianism

and Taoism, described and compared with Christianity.”

The book was of a popular character, being a series of

lectures delivered to a Presbyterian congregation in London.

Dr. Legge’s fame, however, is imperishably associated with

his labours on the Chinese classics. The careful translation

and elucidation of these constituted a self-imposed life-

long task to which he devoted all his leisure time. The

first volume, containing “ The Analects, the Great Learning,

and the Doctrine of the Mean,” appeared in 1861. This
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was followed bj" a translation of Mencius; and then in due

succession appeared the Shu, the Shi, and the Ch‘un-ch‘iu,

all accompanied hy the original text, critical notes, and

learned Prolegomena. These volumes have proved of great

service to students, and they have been highly appreciated

by Chinese scholars in all countries. The Yi (Book of

Changes) and the Li Chi (Book of Rites) were unfortunately

not published in Hongkong : they appear among the “Sacred

Books of the East,” and have neither the Chinese text nor

the critical notes. To the S.B.E. also Dr. Legge contributed

a new edition of his translation of the Shu and of a part

of the Shi, and also a translation of the classic of Filial

Piety. In this series appear also Dr. Legge’s translations

of the “ Tao-te-ching ” and other Taoist classics, forming

S.B.E., vols. xxxi.x and xl.

In 1886 he went further afield in “ heresy ” and published

a translation of Fa-hsien’s “ Fo-kuo-chi.” In 1888 he

brought out the text and a translation of the famous

Nestorian inscription. But in 1895 he went back to

Confucian orthodoxy, and contributed to the Journal of

the Society an account of the classical Chinese poem
“ Li-sao ” and its immortal author.

T. W.

IV. Notes and News.

Monier-AVilliams’s Sanskrit Dictionary.—Sir Monier

Monier-TVilliams writes during this month as follows :

—

“ I am thankful to say that I am now within measurable
“ distance of the end of the new edition of the Sanskrit
“ Dictionary, of which only about one hundred pages remain
” to dispose of. The work involves incessant labour, as my
“ assistants live in Germany—Cappeller of Jena, Blau of
” Berlin

; and Kielhorn of Gottingen gives occasional help.

“ I am labouring to produce a Dictionary for English
” Sanskritists in one compact volume with more words than
“ even the great St. Petersburg Dictionary, and fully up to

J.R.A.s. 1898. lo
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“
date. It will contain fully 50,000 words more than my

“ first edition.” Sir Monier has been fifty-two years Member
of the Royal Asiatic Society. R. N. C.

Oc^oder, 1897.

Ninth Congress of Orientalists.—A few copies of the

Transactions are left, and are now offered to Public

Libraries at half-price, £l the two volumes. Apply at

the Royal Asiatic Society’s Rooms, 22, Albemarle Street, W.

The Rev. T. Witton Davies, Principal of the Baptist

Midland College, and Lecturer in Arabic at University

College, Nottingham, has received the degree of Doctor

of Philosophy from the Leipzig University.

Thupa Vamsa.—This important old chronicle, which gives

an account of the Buddhist stiipas both in India and Ceylon,

exists in two recensions, one Piili, the other Sinhalese. Both

of these have now been edited by scholars in Ceylon. The

Pali text, edited by Woeligama Dharmaratna, is just out.

The editor assigns it to Vacissara, which is unexpected

news. Hitherto the author was unknown ;
the Gandha

Vamsa (p. 70) simply sa3’^s it was written by a great teacher.

The Mission Conference of Saxony ofiers a prize of £50

for a scientific treatise on the following subject :
“ Expo-

sition of the religious and philosophic aspect of India

according to the Vedas, Upanishads, and the Brahmanic

(especially the Vedantic) Philosophy, and a critical examina-

tion of the same from the Christian standpoint.” Papers

will be received up to June 30, 1899. Full particulars

can be obtained from Dr. Kleinpaul, Brockwitz bei Coswig,

Saxony.

The St. Petersrurg Series of Buddhist Texts.

The following is a list read by me at the Paris Congress,

by desire of Professor S. F. d’Oldenburg, of the series called

Bibliotheca Buddhica, at present in course of publication at

St. I’etersburg by the Imperial Acudenn’- of Sciences, to

which science is already indebted for the monumental
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Sanskrit lexicon of Bohtlingk-Roth. The series has been

projected by Professor d’Oldenburg, and is under his

general direction. It is to contain texts (and certain

original documents illustrative of texts) in the languages

of Buddhism not already dealt with by the Pali Text

Society.

A. Sanskrit Texts.

(1)

In progress.

Siksasamuccaya of Santideva. (Fasc. 1 has appeared.)

Editor, Professor C. Bendall.

Rastrapala-pariprccha (in the press). M. Finot.

(2)

Works in preparation.

Da^abhumlsvara. M. de Blonay.

Abhidharma - kosa-vyakhya. (With text

deciphered from Chinese sources.) Professor S. Levi.

Suvarnaprabhasa. M. Finot.

(3)

Works agreed to.

Samadhi-raja. M. Foucher.

MahjusrI-parajika. Dr. D. N. Kudriavski.

Sardhadvisahasrika Prajnaparamita. Mr. Neil.

Gandavyiiha. Professor S. d’Oldenburg.

Namasamgiti-tika. Dr. Th. Schterbatzky.

Karuniipundarika. Miss Ridding.

Madhyamakavrtti. M. de la Vallee Poussin.

Lahkavatara. Mr. Rapson.

Avadiina-Sataka. Professor Speyer.

Sugatavadana. M. Boyer.

(4)

Names of Editors iclio have promised works at

present unassigned.

Professor Kern (Leiden), Professor Pischel (Halle),

Dr. S. Konow (Christiania), and Mr. W. H. D. Rouse.

An edition of the Tathagataguhyaka is also projected.
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B. Works illustrative of Texts.

Index to Mahavyutpatti.

The late Prof. Minaev, revised by Prof. d’Oldenburg

(nearly ready).

Index to Tanjur. Sanskrit and Tibetan.

Professors d’Oldenburg and Ivanovski.

C. BendALL.

Shape of Indian Letters.

Buddhaghosa, at the end of the Papahca Sudani, has

preserved a curious old tradition of a letter written by

Birabisara, king of Magadha, in the Buddha’s time, to

Pukkusati, the then king of Takkasilii. The words were

written by Bimbisara himself on a gold leaf with red lac,

and it is said of the writing

:

Manapani vata akkharani samasisani samapantini

caturassanlti

;

tliat is, that the letters were pleasant to look at, even at

the toji, written in regular lines, and square in shape.

We should have been glad to have had a more detailed

description, but the passage is worth noticing as giving

the views of the scholars at the Maha Wihiira in Anuriidha-

pura, in the early years of the fifth centuiy a.d., as to the

letters so often referred to in the Pitakas as having been

used by the contemporaries of the Buddha. The context

may be seen at pp. 73-80 of Alwis’s “ Pali Grammar.”

Eh. D.

Notes on Indian Literature.

[Continued from Volume for 189C, pp . 216-217.)

Continuing my examination of the Sanskrit MSS. in the

British Museum, I have come across several cases where

historical information as to various sovereigns is given.

These arc accordingly arranged by localities or dynasties.
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Several of the references in the subjoined notes were kindly

supplied by my friends Ilofrath lluhler and Miss Duft

(Mrs. Rickmers). Fuller details will be given in the

Catalogue, now in the press.

3. Gujarat.

The Diitaiigada* of Subhata is a drama of which accounts

have been given by II. II. AVilson (“ Theatre ”= Works,

vol. xii. p. 390) and Aufrecht, Cat. Bodl., p. 139. Neither

of these authorities, however, appear to have noticed that

the names of sovereigns mentioned by the sutradhdra occur

in the history of Gujarat.

We are told (v. Aufrecht, l.c.) that the play was composed

by order of the parisad (court) of the maharajadhiraja Tribhu-

vanapiila deva adya vasanfamahotsave deva-sri-Kumdrapdle-

scarasya ydtrdydm doldparvani.

Dr. Biihler suggests that this passage must he interpreted

on the model of such stanzas as Rajatarahginl, vi. 173,

where we read that King Ksemagupta built a sanctuary to

Gaurlsvara, called after himself, Ksemagaurtscaram vyadhdt.

Accordingly, the present play was produced at a spring-

festival at the swing-celebration^ in honour of the image

of Siva set up by Kumarapiila. One of the celebrated

acts of Kumiirapala was the restoration of the great Saiva

temple, with its image, at Devapattan or Somnath (A. K.

Forbes, “Ras mala,” ed. 1878, p. 147 sqq.).

The interest of the mention of Tribhuvanapala ® is, that

we get a contemporary acknowledgment of the actual

reign of Tribhuvauapiila, who is not often mentioned in

the inscriptions, and, as Dr. Biihler observes, probably
“ maintained himself only for a short time, and was not

* The British Museum possesses (Add. 26,358 B) a copy of the verse portions
of this play.

’ Swing- celebrations (i.e. fea.sts at which images were put in swings) were
held in the month Phalguna (February-March) in Eastern India in honour of
Vishnu (Kaj. Mitra, “ Notices,” i. p. 235; vi. 209).

® Tribhuvanapala was also the name of Kumarapala’s father, who, however,
never reigned.
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g-enerally acknowledged as king” [Tnd. Ant., vi. p. 190).

The production of the play will thus fall in or about

V.S. 1299 (a.d. 1242-3).

Under the same Kumarapala (a.d. 1143-1174) was

composed the Samndratilaka, a work on divination by

Durlabharaja, completed by his son Jagaddeva. A unique

MS. of this work formerly in the possession of Professor

Jacobi (Z.D.M.G., xxxiii. 697) has been recently purchased

by the British Museum (Or. 5252). Jagaddeva (himself

a writer on divination ^) gives his genealogy as follows :

—

^rimadyahilla (? °dva°) of the Pragvata caste,

employed as a revenue officer

{vyayakarana-paddmatya) by King
Bhimadeva.

Kajapala.

Narasimha.

I

. .

Durlabharaja, patronized by King Kumarapala.

Jagaddeva.

Durlabharaja also (says Jagaddeva) wrote works on

elephants, horses, and birds. The present work, therefore,

belongs to the middle of the twelfth centur}’, while the

interval of two generations is the same for the kings as

for their proteges; in other words, Durlabharaja was the

great-grandson of a man who had been patronized by

Bhimadeva [I], a.d. 1021-64, the great-grandfather of his

own patron Kumarapala.*

4. Devagiri {Dekhan).

The Kalpalaru^ a commentary by Amalananda on the

Bhdmali (itself a super-commentary on the Brahma-siitras)

was composed “ w'hile King Krishna, son of Jaitradeva,

was ruling the earth, along wdth Mahiideva” (Cat. Sausk.

' Reff. in Aiifrecht, Cat. Catt., i. 196, 749.
* Sec Dr. lluhler’s Table at Ind. Ant., vi. p. 213.
^ B. M. Ur. 3,360 H is a fragment of this work.
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MSS. in India Office, p. 722). An account of these kings i.s

given in Professor llamakrishna Bhiindarkar’s “Early History

of the Dekkan ” (2nd. ed., 1895), forming part of the Bomhay

Gazetteer: see pp. 112, 120, and 140. In the pra^a^ti (ibid.,

p. 142), stanzas 8-10, though the two kings are mentioned

together (in dual corajmunds), the joint-regency is not

expressly mentioned, nor does it appear to be otherwise

known. Mahadeva’s separate reign commenced a.d. 12G0.

5. Raypur {Central Provinces).

The Suhhadrd-parinayana (or °harana) is a drama by

Raniadeva, of the Yyiisa caste. An account of its plot has

been given by Professor S. Levi {Theatre indien, p. 242).

The British Museum copy (Add. 26,359 B) dates from

A.D. 1422, and accordingly belongs, as we shall see, to

the same quarter of a century as the production of the

piece itself. The king under whom the play was produced

was Haribrahma,' of the Haihaya familj', Kalacuri branch.

He was reigning: in a.d. 1402 and 1415.^

Another play by the same dramatist is the Rdmdhhyudaya

(Add. 26,443 A). Sylvain Levi describes this, op. cit,, p. 242,

and Dr. Peterson has transcribed the historically important

passage of the Introduction in his Ulwar Catalogue,* p.

The royal patron was the Maharana^ Meru, son of Rama-
deva. Haribrahma, just mentioned, was the son and suc-

cessor of Ramadeva {Ep. Ind., ii. 230). Meru must
accordingly be added to the list of Kings of Raypur, as

the younger brother and successor of Haribrahma.

1 Also called in tliis play, metri gratia, Haribhrama (twice) and Harivarman.
Thus, with the forms given in Ep. Ind., ii. 230, there are no less than six names
lor one king.

* Ep. Ind., ii. 228 ; Ind. Ant., xix. 26.
* This is a most valuable work. But why does Dr. Peterson hide his light

under a bushel ? The hook was published as long ago as 1892, and “for presen-
tation rather than sale”

; and yet I think it probable that unless I had lighted
on its title a few months ago in the preface to Catalogus Catalogorum, pt. ii.,

and had called the attention of several library authorities to it, not one of the leading
Oriental Libraries (much less private scholars) of London would now possess
a copy.

‘ So our MS.
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6. Tirhnt.

The subjoined record is perhaps the most satisfactory of

all, inasmuch as it brings confirmation to a little-explored

and doubtful branch of history, and gives a line of kings

drawn up by a writer contemporary with one of the

latest of them, and doubtless having access to State

documents. The work is the Gahgdkrtyavivelia, brought

from Nepal by Dr. Gimlette,’ and already referred to

by me in this Journal (Oct. 1888, Vol. XX. p. 554). The
author, Vardharaana, wrote several works on religious and

legal procedure
;

in one of these ^ he is called (in the

colophon) mahopddhi/dija-dharmd-dhikariii to the King of

Videha (Tirhut).

Among the opening stanzas of the Gangdkrtyaviveka

occur these lines ;

—

Kiimeso Mithilam asiisad udabhud asmad Bhave.sa[h] sutah
|

samjajne Harasimha-bhiipatir ito jato Nrsimho nrpah 1|

tasrnad Bhairavasiraha-bhupatir abhut Srl-Riimabhadras tato
|

dipad dipa ivabhavat sa iva samrajam gunair urjjitah 1|

The colophon tells us (J.R.A.S., supra cit.) that the book

was composed under the patronage of King Ratuabhadru,

who was the son of King Ilarinarayana.

If we now consult Mr. Grierson’s Table appended to an

article in Ind. Ant., xiv. 196, we shall find a veiy fail-

agreement.

Kamesa (or °esvara) was the first king; our author passes

over the second king, who was the elder brother of the third,

Bhavesa (or °esvara). His son and successor® Avas Ilari- (or

Hara-)simha, who was succeeded by his eldest son Nara-

siinha, or Nrsimha. This king had as successor the second

son of his first wife, Bliairava-siraha, alias Ilariuiiray'ana

(it will be observed that bofh names are authenticated by

our MS.). King Riimabhadra, for Avhom the work was

' Now Or. 3567 A in tho Museum Oollection.
'* Tho DiindHviveka, npud llilj. Mitni, “ Notieos,” No. 1,910.

3 Possibly, howovor, not immoclinte suecossor. Ilarnsiinha’a elder brother,

Devasimha, may havo reigned. (Ind. Ant., xiv. 187, note 20.)
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composed, was the eldest son of the last. A native writer*

jjivcs the date of his accession as equivalent to a.d. 1520,

but as our MS. was not only already composed but actually

copied out in a.d. 1496,^ this date must be rejected.

7. Uncertain Sovereigns.

I should be glad of any references showing the further

identity of the following princes ;

—

(1) ^rga, under whom Yacaspati Misra wrote the

Bhiimati.*

(2) Jdhteva, in whose reign at Valasathi (“Bulsar” in

Bombay Presidency) a ^IS. of the di’arna Bhiinavikrama was

copied in a.d. 1426.

C. Bendai.e.

Y. Additions to the Librarv.

Presented by Gerald Elias, Esq.

Persian MS. Poems by KitsiinT, being poetical histories

of Shah Isma‘11, Shiih Rukh, and Shiih Tamasp.

Copied A.H. 1014.

Persian. New Testament. American Bible Society, 1880.

Persian. Travels of Niisir ad Dm, Shah of Persia, in

Europe, a.h. 1308. Lit ho.

Persian. Travels of Nasir ad Din, Shah of Persia, in

Europe, a.h. 1293. Litho.

Persian. Mutl‘a-ul Shams. By Muhammad Hasan
Ehiin. 3 vols, Eol. Teheran, a.h. 1303. Litho.

Presented by Hardevram Nanabhai Haridas, Esq.

The Student’s Guide to Sanskrit Composition. By
Yaman Shivasan Apte.

• Ayodhyaprasada, cited in note 20 of the article already referred to.

Lakshmana-samvat 376 ;
verified by Dr. Kielhoru, Ep. Ind., i. p. 306,

note 3.

» See the last stanza (ed. Bibl. Indica, p. 766) : cf. Cat. Sausk. MSS. Ind. Off.,

p. 719.
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A Guide to Sanskrit Verbs (Parts 1 and 2). By Govind

Shankar Shastri Bapat.

Dhaturupakosa. Conjugation of Sanskrit Verbs. By
Dbarmaraja Narayan Gandhi,

Presented by the India Office.

Hakluyt Society. Danish Arctic Expeditions. Edited,

with Introduction and Notes, by C. C. A. Goscb.

2 vols. 8vo. London, 1897.

Griffiths (John). The Paintings in the Buddhist Cave-

Temples of Ajanta. 2 vols. Eol. London, 1896.

Banerjei (N. N.). Dyes and Dyeing in Bengal.

8 VO. Calcutta, 1896.

Holland (T, H.). Report on the Geological Structure

and Stability of the Hill Slopes around Naini Tab

8vo. Calcutta, 1897.

Crooke (W.). The North-Western Provinces of India;

their History, Ethnology, and Administration.

8vo. London, 1897.

Presented by Hardevram Nanabhai Haridas, Esq.

Prachin Kiivya Mala, or Old Gujarati Poetical Series.

Published with Annotations by Hargovind Dwarkiidas

Kantiivala and Nathashanker Pujashankar Shastri.

30 Vols, Ahmedahad, 1890-92.

1. Poet Preniiinand’s Droupadlharan.

2. Poet Dayaiiim’s Riisik Vallahh, etc.

3. Poet Girdhar’s Riijasuyayagna.

4. Poet Vallahh’s Duhshiisan Rudhir Pan Akhyan.

5. Poet Bhojabhakta’s Kiivita.

6. Divalibai and Radhahai’s Kavitil.

7. Bapil Saheh Gayakwiidakrita Kiivita.

8. Poet Weerji’s Kiimavati-Katha.

9. Poets Haridiis and Dwarkiidas’ Kiivilii.

10. Poet Nlriint Bhakta’s Kiivitii.

11. Poets Bhiilan, Nakar, Mfikunda, Dayiiriim, and Girdhars

Kiivitii.
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12. Poet Preraanancl’s Ashfiivakrakhyan.

13. Dayaiamakrita Parchuran Kavita, Dayiiram’s Kavitii.

11. Poet Premiinaud’s Subhadiii llaraiia and liiikiniiil

Ilarana.

15. Poet liatneshver’s Kavita.

IG. Poet Premiiuand’s Miirkandeya Puriin.

17. ,, ,, Part 2.

18. ,, ,,
Part 3.

19. ,, „ Part 4.

20. „ ,, Part 5.

21. Poet Vallabh’s Yaksba Prashnottar.

22. Poet Narbbeiain’s Kavita.

23. Dhlriibhakta’s Swaroop.

24. Blilrabhakta’s Kavita.

25. Dlilrabhakta’s Prashnottar Malika.

26. Premiinand’s Roshadarshikii Satyabhamakhyan.

27. Poet Yallabh’s Kuntlprasannakhayiin.

28. Poet Vallabh’s Yiidhishthir Yrikodar Samvadakhyan.

29. Poet Vallabh’s Mitradharmakhyan.

30. Poet Preiuanand’s Panchiiliprasaimakhyan.

Presented hy the Leiden University.

De Goeje (J.). Arib Tabari continuatus.

8vo. Liig.-Bat., 1897.

Presented hy the German Government.

Berlin. Handschriften Verzeichnisse der konigl. Bib. zu

Berlin. Bd. xi, Pt. 1.

Verzeichniss der Griechischen HSS.

Hebraeischen HSS. Bd. ii, Abth. 2.

Arabischen HSS. Bd. xxi.

Presented by the Christian Literary Society for India.

TJpanishads, Selections from. 8vo. Madras, 1895.

Macdonald (Rev. K. S.). Brahmanas of the Veda.

8vo. Madras, 1896.
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All Account of the Vedas, with numerous extracts from

the Rig Veda. 8vo. Madras, 1897.

Bhagavadgita. 8vo. Madras, 1895.

Presented by the Dutch Government.

Kiliaan (H. N.). Madoereesche Spraak-kunst Stuk 1.

8vo. Batavia, 1897.

Van der Tuuk (Dr. H. N.). Kawi-Balineesch-Nederlandsch

Woordenboek Deel 1. Imp. 8vo. Batavia, 1897.

Presented by the Society for Promotion of Christian Knowledge.

Codrington (Rev. R. H.) and the Ven. J. Palmer.

Dictionary of the Mota Language. 8vo. London, 1897.

Nisga Primer.

Sena Grammar.

Luganda. Helps to the Study of the Bible.

Life of Mahomet.

Zigusi. Exercises.

Chinyanja. Portions of the Book of Common Prayer.

Robertson’s Church History.

Kisukuma Primer.

Ki-Gogo. Hymns.

Gitonga and Xitswa. Gospel Picture Book.

Kafir. Old Testament in Question and Answer.

All 8vo. London, 1897.

Presented by the Senate of the Calcutta University.

Tagore Law Lectures, 1895-6 : Mitra (R. C.). Law of

Joint Property and Partition in British India.

8vo. Calcutta, 1897.

Presented by Dr. It. K. Cast.

Grierson (G. A.). Specimen Translations in various Indian

Languages. Fol. Calcutta, 1897.

De Larajasse (Rev. Fr. E.) and Yen. Fr. Cyprien de

Sampoiiit. Grammar of the Somali Language.

8vo. London, 1897.

De Larajasse (Rev. Fr. F.). Somali-English and Fnglish-

Somuli Dictionary. 8vo. Loudon, 1897.
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Presented hy T. Watters, Exq.

Gaillarcl (Pere L.). Croix et Swastika en Chine.

8 VO. Chang-Hat, 1893.

Presented hy the Peiitschen JTorgentdndischen Gesellscha/t.

Abhandlungen. Bd. x, Nos. 2, 4.

Leumann (E.). Avasyaka Erzahlungen.

Schmidt (R.). Die Marathi-Uebersetzung der Sukasaptati.

8vo. Leipzig, 1897.

Presented by the Delegates of the Clarendon Press.

West (E. W.). Pahlavi Texts. Part V : Marvels of

Zoroastrianism. 8vo. Oxford, 1897.

Dubois (Abbe J. A.). Hindu Manners, Customs, and

Ceremonies, translated from the Author’s later French

MS., edited with notes, corrections, and biography

by H. K. Beauchamp, with a prefatory note by the

Rt. lion. F. Max Muller. 8vo. Oxford, 1897.

Presetted by Mrs. Brian Hodgson.

Foucher (A.). Catalogues des peintures n^palaises et

tibetaines de la collection de B. H. Hodgson a la Biblio-

theque de Tinstitut de France. 4to. Paris, 1897.

Gill (Capt. William). The River of Golden Sand
;

with

an Introductory Essay by Colonel H. Tule. 2 vols.

8vo. London, 1880.

Hooker (Sir J. D.). Himalayan Journal of a Naturalist.

8VO. London, 1891.

Hunter (Sir W. W.). A Comparative Dictionary of the

Languages of India and High Asia. Fol. London, 1868.

Macaulay (Colman). Report of a Mission to Sikkim and

the Tibetan Frontier. 4to. Calcutta, 1885.

Rajendralala Mitra. Ashtasahasrika. ^\o. Calcutta,

Burnouf (E.). Choix de lettres. 8vo. Paris, 1891.

Mouat (Dr.). The British Soldier in India.

Pamphlet. 8vo. London, 1866.

Campbell (Dr. A.). On the Tribes around Darjeeling.

Pamphlet. 8vo. London, 1868.
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Presented by the Authors.

Ferguson (D. W.). Captain Robert Knox.
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Art. XVI.— The Early Commerce of Babylon icUh India—
700-300 B.c. By J, Kennedy.

Letters and coinage are the natural fruits of commerce.

Scholars agree that the Indian or Brahma alpliabet had

a YVestern origin, and owed its existence to commercial

exigencies. But while Hofrath Dr. Biihler traces it to

a Phoenician source, and ascribes its creation to the early

part of the eight century B.c., M. Halevy derives it from

an Aramaean script in the time of Alexander the Great ‘

No such definite theory has been put forward with regard

to the silver coins called purdnas, the most ancient coins of

India
;
but it is generally believed that they were current

before the Macedonian invasion, and, as silver has always

been one of the most important of the imports from the

YVest into India, we should naturally suppose that silver

coinage came also from the YVest—unless, indeed, it were

an indigenous invention.^ In the case, then, both of Indian

letters and of Indian coinage, a direct and constant inter-

course with YVestern Asia is the presupposition of every

solution. Now, for a trade between YVestern Asia and

* Vide Dr. Gust’s interesting paper on the “ Origin of the Phoenician and
Indian Alphabets,” J.R.A.S., January, 1897, pp. 62-5.

- On the antiquity of the puranas, vide “ Coins of Ancient India,” by Sir A.
Cunningham, pp. 52-3. London, 1891.

J.R.A.8. 1898. 16
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India three routes are possible. The first climbs up tbe

precipitous and zigzag passes of tbe Zagros range—wbicb

tbe Greeks called “ladders”—into tbe treeless regions of

Persia. This route was barred for centuries by the in-

veterate hostility of the mountaineers, and it did not become

practicable until tbe “Great King” reduced the Kurdish

highlanders and tbe lowland Semites to an equal vassalage.

The second route traverses the mountains of Armenia to

the Caspian and Oxus, and descends into India by the

passes of the Hindoo Kush. Articles of commerce doubt-

less passed along this way from early times
;
but the trade

was of little importance, fitful, intermittent, and passing

through many intermediate hands, until the Parthian

domination forced trade into this channel. Lastly, there

is the sea; and, as this alone afforded a means of direct

and constant intercourse, the question is narrowed to

a single issue : at what period did regular maritime inter-

course first arise between India and Western Asia? From
tbe remotest ages, we generally assume. But this was not

the case. On the contrary, I think it can be demonstrated

that it arose at the commencement of the seventh centuiy n.c.

I propose to show (1) that tbe early commerce of EgyjJtians,

Babylonians, and Arabs in the Eastern seas did not embrace

India, and that the reasons usually adduced for a contrary

opinion are invalid. (2) I shall show, from the history

of the Chinese coinage, that an active sea-trade sprang up

about 700 n.c. between Babylon and the East, and that

India bad an active share in it. From the time of Darius

Hystaspes (drcu 500 b.c.) the Babylonians lost their mono-

poly, and the traffic with Babylon, although never quite

extinct, passed largely into the bands of the Arabs, whom
the Greeks found in possession. (d) These facts have an

important bearing on the history of Indian letters and

coinage. If my premises be granted, we can hardly date

the invention of tbe Indian alphabet much before or much

after GOO ii.c. And, with regard to the purdna coinage,

I hope to show that it represents a system of private

coinage, and is identical (so far as one can judge in the
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absence of specimens) with the private currency system

obtaining at Babylon in tlie days of Darius Ilystaspes.

(4) Certain features of Indian art inexplicable through

the medium of Persia, and probably not indigenous, may

be explained as traces and survivals of Babylouiau influence.

I.

Few coasts are more forbidding than the barren shores

of the Red Sea and the Persian Gulf. Dark and serrated

mountain ranges, glowing with heat and devoid of life,

alternate with stretches of burning sand; sunken reefs and

coral rocks prevent a near approach to the shore
;
and the

havens are infrequent and often insecure. Contrary winds

blow from either end of the Red Sea throughout the year

;

storms beset the entrance to the Persian Gulf
;

the tides

are violent and the seas dangerous. And yet, along these

shores, where all life appears to be lost in an immensity of

desolation, the earliest maritime commerce of the world was

carried on. Tradition said that the holy city of Eridu had

received the first elements of civilization from the sea

;

and the Egyptians believed that the “ followers of Horus ”

had migrated from Pun to Egypt along the Red Sea littoral.

At the commencement of the third millennium B.c. we find

the priest-kings of Lagash^ obtaining valuable woods and

stones by sea from the lands of Magan and Malukhkha ^

—

countries through which Assurbanipal passed on his way
to invade Egypt, and which the majority of scholars identify

with the Sinaitic Peninsula. The statue of one of these

piiest-kings, Gudea by name, furnishes a most convincing

proof of the intimate maritime relations between Babylonia

and Egypt. The statue is of diorite, and was executed by

^ Better known by its modern name of Tell-loh. The civil name was
Shirpurla, the sacred name Lagash. It was situated on a canal not far from
the ancient course, and near the mouth of the Tigris.

- On Magan and Malukhkha, vide Sayce, Hibbert Lectures, 1887; “ Lectures
on the Religion of the Ancient Babylonians,” pp. 31-2. (London, lb8y.)
Malukhkha is the district to the south of the Wadi-el-’ Arish.
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a local artist; but it is copied closely, almost slavishly, in

figure, dress, and attitude, from the Egyptian type which

the famous diorite statue of King Cephren in the Ghizeh

Museum has made classical. The king holds on his lap

a map, and on the map is marked a scale with bevelled

edge, which Professor Petrie has identified with the

Egyptian cubit.^

The timber and the diorite were furnished to Gudea by

trading - ships from Ma^an and Malukhkha, Nituk and

Gubi.^ Magan and Malukhkha represent the Sinaitic

Peninsula
;
Nituk is the island of Bahrein, half-way down

the Persian Gulf;® and Sir H. Rawlinson identiBes Gubi

with Koptos. The identification is doubtful, but the in-

scriptions of the Wadi Hamraaraat on the road from

Koptos to Kosseir show the efforts of the Pharaohs from

the time of Assa, of the fifth dynasty {circa 3580-3536 b.c.),

to keep open the communications with the Red Seu.^

Indeed, the earliest proof we possess of a trade by way of

the Red Sea dates from this same Assa, who imported

a Deng or pigmy from the land of Punt in South Arabia.*

S-ankli-ka-ra {circa 2786-2778 b.c.), the last king of the

eleventh dynasty, attempted to reduce the tribes on the

Abyssinian coast under the suzerainty of Egypt by means

of a fleet, and to secure the safety of the watering stations.®

But this solitary expedition had probably little effect. It

was the work of the great Queen Hat-sheps-ut (1516-

1481 B.c.) first to extend the sphere of Egyptian influence

along the entire African coast as far as the vicinity of Cape

' Snyne, Hibbert Lectures, 1887, p. 137. The statue is in the Louvre,

and a cast of it in the British Jluseum.
- Gudea’s inscriptions are tran.dated in De Sarzec’s ninf^nificent “ Decou-

vertcs on Chaldee,” and in “ Records of the Past,” n.s., vol. ii, pp. 80-2.

“ Nid\ik-ki in Accadian, and Tilvun or Tilniuu in Assyrian, unquestionably

a|)plies to Bahrein.”—Sir II. Rawlinson, .I. R. A. S. 1880, vol. xii, ]). 212.

* W. M. Flinders Petrie, “A History of Ejfvpt,” vol. i, p. 79. London,

1894.
® Petrie, “History of Egypt,” vol. i, p. 100. Cf. Budge, “Book of the

Dead: PapyTUs of Ani,” lutrod., xxv.
® Maspero gives a full account of the maritime expeditions of the Pharacdis from

the eleventh to the twentieth dyna.sty in his e.ssay “Navigations dcs F'gyptieus” :

Revue llistoriqiie, vol. ix, 1879.
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Guardafui. The exquisite bas-reliefs on tlie walls of her

temple at Deir-ul-Bahri still preserve the memory of that

smallest of all great expeditions. Five ships and some two

hundred and fifty men—the ships with their low prows,

lofty sterns, and V-shaped keels, the unmistakable prede-

cessors of the modern dhosvs—coasted along the African

shore, and at last sailed up a stream which Maspero takes

to be the Elephant River in iSomaliland. The reception

they met with
;
the stout African princess, and the enormous

queen-mother mounted on an ass, who came to receive

them
;

the gold and frankincense, the slaves, and aromatic

trees, they brought away—are still to be seen on the temple

walls. Although Thothines III (loOli-1449 b.c.) carefully

erased his mother-in-law’s cartouches, the memory of Queen

Hat-sheps-ut’s expedition was never lost. The Pharaohs,

the Ptolemies, and the Caesars, each in turn, extended

their protection over the western shores of the Red Sea,

securing thereby regularity of trade atid a plentiful supply

for the Egyptian market.

The articles imported in these expeditions are always

much the same, whether it be Queen Hat-sheps-ut, or

Thothmes III, or King Solomon. We hear of gold and

silver, ivory, ebony, rare animals and plants, products of

Arabia, but chiefly of North-Eastern and Equatorial Africa.

^\'ith the exception of the sandal-wood and the peacocks

furnished to Solomon (of which more hereafter), there is

nothing specificallj’ Indian. But, valuable as the gold and

silver, the ebony and ivory, might be, they were not, as

M. Maspero has pointed out, of the first importance. The
chief demand was for the frankincense, the cinnamon and

cassia and myrrh, and fragrant woods of Oman and

Somaliland, which the temple services of Egyptians,

Babylonians, and Syrians alike required. The altar of Bel

at Babylon consumed one thousand talents of frankincense

yearly,* and clouds of incense arose at every service before

all the gods of the Egyptian pantheon.

* Herod., i, 183,
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And who were the navigators—the seafaring men of

Magan and Malukhkha, of Nituk and Gubi, who carried

on this lucrative traffic ? Babylonians or Egyptians ? The

Babylonians had not a word for a sail, and knew nothing

of the sea.' The Egyptians manned their fleets from the

mixed population on the sea-coast of the Delta. The tribes

inhabiting the shores of the Persian Gulf were for the most

part nomads, and Darius banished political exiles to the

islands as to a tropical Siberia.^ Pitiless wreckers dwelt

along the Arabian coasts,® and merchantmen were exposed

to the treacherous attacks of the barbarians on the Bed Sea

littoral.^ Our choice is therefore very limited, and we

must answer, I think, that probably in the earliest days

the Phoenicians were sole masters of these Eastern seas.

The earliest seats of the Phoenicians were on two islands

of the Persian Gulf called Tyre (Tylos
;
Assyrian, Dilmun)

and Aradus (now Arad)—so the Phoenicians of the Medi-

terranean seaboard informed Herodotus. Eratosthenes saw

Phoenician temples on these islands, and learned from the

inhabitants that they regarded the Western Phoenicians

as their colonists. The tradition is vouched for by an

independent witness—Trogus Pompeius. The recent archaeo-

logical finds on the Bahrein Islands completely confirm the

Greek historians.^ Innumerable tumuli with Cyclopean

masonry of the well-known Phoenician pattern cover the

central island of the group
;

ivories of Phoenico-Assyriau

shape, and at least one Cuneiform inscription, have been

found there.® It is “ beyond a doubt that the [Bahrein]

’ T. G. Pinches, quoted by De Lacouperie, “Western Origin of the Early

Chinese Civilization,” p. 105. London, 1894.

’ Herod., iii, 93.

* “ Periplus,” c. 20. The author calls it a “dreadful shore.”

* “ Periplus,” c. 4.

® Herod., i, 1, and vii, 89. Strabo, xvi, c. 3, § 4. Justin, xnii, 3.

Nc^archus found a city called Sidon or Sidodona on the opposite side of the

Persian Gulf.

* J.E. A.S., vol. xii, 1880: “The Islands of Bahrein,” by Captain (now

Sir E.) Durand, with notes by Major-Goncriil Sir TI. Kawlinson. Proceedings

of the E.G.S., vol. xii, 1890: “The liahreiii Islands in the Per-sian Gulf,” by

J. T. Bent, pp. 13-17.
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archipelago was one of the chief seats of that seafaring

people long before the dawn of liistory.” '

Hut the great mass of the Phoenician people migrated

to the Mediterranean at a very remote date, when navigation

was in its infancy
;
and, with their departure, much of the

sea-borne traffic of tlie Persian Gulf probably passed into

the hands of caravans from the Arabian ernporia. The

Chaldaeans are the next great sea-power we hear of in the

Gulf, and they do not appear in history until the ninth

century b.c. They then occupied the salt marshes which

stretch from the head of the Gulf towards Arabia; and

from this time forward they played an important part in

Babylonian politics and commerce.^ Isaiah has graphically

described the Chaldaeans “ whose cry is in the ships
”

;

®

they supported most of the rebellions against Assyria

;

transported Merodach-Baladan and his colonists to the coast

of Elam;^ and in subsequent days they must have been

the chief shipmasters of the Indian trade, for we know
that when the Persians dammed up the waterwaj’^ of the

Tigris and Euphrates, the Chaldaeans founded a colony at

Gerrha, far down the Gulf, and carried on an active trade

from Gerrha with India.®

Our knowledge of the Red Sea navigation is even more

indebnite. A large portion of the trade must have been

in the hands of the AYestern Phoenicians, both before and

after Solomon
;

and a considerable number of Egyptians

from the Delta doubtless took a part in it. But the chief

agents appear to have been a vanished people, whose

remains Mr. T. Beut has discovered both in Mashonaland,

’ A. H. Keane, in “Stanford’s Compendium of Geography,” etc., ‘Asia,’
Tol. ii, p. 439. The connection of the Phoenicians with the Persian Gulf was
denied by Movers, and asserted by Lassen (“ Ind. Alt.,” vol. ii, p. 583) and
Lenormant (“ Histoire Ancienne de I’Orient,” vol. iii, p. 3 ;

Paris, 1869). Renan
says that ‘ ‘ the great number of modern critics admit it as demonstrated ” (“ Histoire
des langues Semetiques,” ii, 2, p. 183, quoted by G. Rawlinson). The recent
discoveries of archaeological finds practically put the matter beyond a doubt.

* Sayce, “ The Races of the Old Testament,’’ p. 62. Strabo, xvi, c. 1, S 6.
’ Isaiah, xliii, 14.
‘ F. Lenormant, “ Histoire Ancienne,” vol. ii, p. 104.
* Strabo, xvi, c. 3, § 3. Lassen, “ Ind. Alt.,” ii, pp. 601-2.
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and near the Red Sead They were a race of circumcised

gold-diggers, who built immensely massive temples dedicated

to the Sun, erected gigantic phalli, melted gold into ingots,

and surrounded their mining centres with elaborate fortifi-

cations. Their civilization reminds us in turn of Egyptians,

Phoenicians, and Arabs, and yet it is distinct from each.

And since we find their traces near Suakim, it is natural

to suppose that they inhabited the country on the upper

reaches of the Red Sea, and furnished a large part of the

mariners and traders who traversed it.

Among these early sea-going races the Arabs are often

included. But three reasons militate against it—(1) The

local trade along the Arabian coast, whether at Kane, or

across the Straits of Babelmandeb, or in the Aelanitic

Gulf, was carried on by means of j’afts and hide-bound

boats.
^ (2) Not a single harbour existed throughout the

entire length of the Red Sea coast on the Arabian side,

Irom Leuke Kome in the Aelanitic Gulf to Mouza near

the Straits of Babelmandeb.® Had the Sabaeans and

Minaeans always been a seafaring race, they would scarcely

have been content with harbours in the hands of their

rivals on the other side the sea. (3) In later days the

merchants of Mouza established their supremacy over the

equatorial Azaiiia,* and the Sabaeans founded settlements

in India;® but the shipmasters alone were Arabs, and the

vessels were manned, as the “ Perijdus ” says, by “ common

Clews” of Sidi boys and negroes.® Sabaeans, Minaeaii.s, and

Bedanites were from remote ages the carriers of the East

;

they were born merchants and intermediaries
;

their riches

were fabulous, and private persons possessed the wealth of

kings their caravans traversed the Arabian Peninsula in

’ “The Euined Cities of Mnshonaland,” by J. Theodore Bent, chap.s. iv-vii,

pp. 87-210; I.ondoii, 1892. R.G.S. Geofrraphical .loumal, vol. viii, ]>t. 2,

1896 :
“ A Visit to the Northern Soudan,” by J. T. Hent, pp. 342, 344.^1.

* “Peri])luH,” c. 27. Strabo, xvi, 4, §§ 18 and 19.
* “ Eeripliis,” e. 19-21.
‘ “ I’eriplus,” c. 16.

‘ Agathareides, (iiioted by McCrindlo in his translation of the “ I’eripbis,”

p. 86.
® “ I’eriplus,” c. 16 and 21, with McCrindle’s note, p. 73.

’ Strabo, xvi, 4, § 19.
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every direction. But their traffic was by land, and not

by sea.*

And now for the sea-trade with India. There is ample

proof that it flourished from the seventh century B.c. ;
but

did it exist earlier ? Such has generally been assumed to

be the case, and there is no antecedent improbability in the

theory. The Dravidian race, which can be traced through-

out the greater part of India and Mekran, must have come

from the West; it was doubtless akin to the primitive

Cushite populations of Arabia and Babylonia
;
and it dwelt

along the seaboard from the entrance of the Persian Gulf

to the Indus Delta. It is true that the miserable Ichthyo-

phagi, who lived upon the sandy bays between the bold

headlands of Mekran, scarcely knew the use of a canoe,

caught fish in the shallows, and had little intercourse with

the interior;^ while the coast of Drangiana was chiefly

inhabited by nomads.® But the Dravidians of Southern

India were accustomed to the sea, and afterwards furnished

a large proportion of the ships and sailors, not to say the

pirates, on the Indian Ocean. So that, although the coast-

line was long, perilous, and uninviting, there is no obvious

physical or ethnological reason why an early intercourse

by sea should not have existed between India and the West.

I can only say that, as a matter of fact, there is no valid

proof of it. And the matter admits, I think, of explanation.

The earliest trade of the world was between the earliest

centres of civilization—to wit, Babylonia and Egypt
;
and

all that these countries did not obtain from one another,

they obtained from the adjacent shores of Arabia or

Somaliland. The Phoenicians migrated to the Medi-

terranean before their enterprise or skill was equal to the

discovery of the Eastern Continent
;

their successors in

’ Lassen admits that of all the Arabs the merchants of Monza alone had
sea-going ships (in the days of the “ Periplus ”) :

“ Ind. Alt.,” ii, 583. So also
Lenormant, “Hist. Anc ,” iii, 267-8.

* McCrindle, “The Erythraean Sea,” etc., pp. 194-5. The sufferings of
Nearchus and his fleet are vividly described by Arrian, “ludika,” pt. ii,

c. xsvi-xxxii (translated by McCrindle). There is an excellent account of

Mekran in R.G.S. Geographical Journal, April, 1896, by Colouel T. II. Holdich.
“ Herod., iii, 93.
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the Persian Gulf were comparatively feeble until the advent

of the Chaldaeans in the ninth century b.c.
;
and most of

the trade between Arabia and Babylon had passed into the

hands of Arab sheikhs and caravans. On the other hand,

the Arabs were not at that time an ocean-going race, and

the E-ed Sea mariners from Elath and Kosseir naturally

turned their prows to the rich gold-mines and incense-

bearing shores of North-Eastern and Equatorial Africa.

Every cape and bay of the Mediterranean, every creek

and indentation of the East African coast, was known to

the Phoenicians while as yet an impenetrable mist hung

over the lands of the rising sun.

To establish this fact, I shall examine the more important

proofs usually advanced for a contrary opinion. From India

we have, if not very definite, at least suggestive, references

in the great epics and in Buddhist writings
;

* but these are

admittedly of much later date, and refer to much later

times. The proof I seek must be discovered among the

archaeological or literary remains of Babylonia, Syria, and

Egypt prior to 700 B.c.

1. Professor Sayce obtained from an Arab dealer a mother-

of-pearl scarab with the cartouche of an Usertesen— it is

not stated which
;
and it is suggested that the mother-

of-pearl came from Ceylon.^ But the manufacture of

scarabs with the names of famous twelftli and eighteenth

dynasty kings went on even in the Greek settlement of

Naukratis
;

the mother-of-pearl might liave come equally

well from the Persian Gulf, and Professor de Lacouperie,

who brings this scarab forward, afterwards admits that it

is of uncertain date.®

2. The Egyptians, says Lassen,^ dyed cloth with indigo,

and wrapped their muminies in Indian muslin
;

while

' Lnssen, “ Ind. Alt.,” ii, p. 578 ff.

* I am not aware wlietlier this scarab ha.s ever boon figured. I believe that

a somewhat similar scarab was found in Spain, but I am unable to find the

reference.

^ ])e Lacouperie, “ Western Origin of the Early Chinese Civilization,” p. 98,

note 415.
* Lassen, “ Ind. Alt.,” ii, p. 59G.
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Cliineae porcelain with Chinese letters had been found in

a previously unopened grave of the eighteenth dynasty.

For authority he quotes Ed. Diilaurier,* and Dulaurier

in turn relies on Sir G. Wilkinson. But what docs

Wilkinson say ?

lie is quoting from a pamphlet by Mr. Thompson, an

expert at Kew

:

“ Mr. Thompson mentions some fragments

of mummy-cloths, which he saw in the British Museum.
‘ My first impression,’ he continues, ‘ on seeing these cloths,

was that the finest kinds were muslin and of Indian

manufacture
;

but this suspicion of their being cotton was

soon removed by the microscope, which showed that they

were all, without exception, linen.’
” ^

Again, as to the indigo, Mr. Thompson remarks :

—

“ A small pattern about half an inch broad formed the

edging of one of the finest of these cloths, and was com-

posed of a strip of blue. Though I had no doubt the

colouring matter of the blue stripes was indigo, I subjected

the cloth to the following examination These

tests prove the colouring matter of the stripes to be indigo.

This dye was unknown to Herodotus, for he makes no

mention of it. It was known to Pliny. We learn from

the Periplus that it was an article of export from Barbarike

on the Indus to Egj'pt.”® Sir G. Wilkinson goes on to

point out that the broad coloured borders of these cloths

are very similar to patterns w'hich occur in paintings of the

sixteenth (?) and eighteenth dynasties, and on shawls worn

by Nubians at the present day. But there is nothing to

prove that indigo was used in the eighteenth dynast}', nor

does Sir G. Wilkinson say so.^

Lastly, as to the Chinese porcelain. “Among the many
bottles found in the tombs of Thebes and other places,

none have excited greater curiosity and surprise than those

* Journal Asiatique, ser. iv, vol. viii, pp. 132-3.
* “ The Manners and Customs of the Ancient Egyptians,” by Sir J. Gardner

Wilkinson, revised by S. Birch, vol. ii, p. 162. Londo.n, 1878.
* Wilkinson’s “ Manners and Customs,” etc , by Birch, vol. ii, pp. 163-4.
‘ Ibid., vol. ii, pp. 164-5.
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of Chinese manufacture presenting inscriptions in that

language. Their number is considerable. But though

found in ancient tombs, there is no evidence of their having

been really deposited there in early Pharaonic or even

Ptolemaic times. Professor Rosellini, however, mentions

one he met with ‘ in a previously unopened tomb of un-

certain date,’ which he refers, ‘ from the style of the

sculptures, to a Pharaonic period not much later than the

eighteenth dynasty.’ ” ^

On this Dr. Birch remarks :
—

“

It is now known that these

bottles are of a comparativelj'^ recent period. . . . The

Arabs . . . engaged in selling objects of antiquity, con-

fessed the bottles were never found in the toiubs or ruins,

and that the greater part of the bottles came from Qous,

Keft, and Cosseir. . . . The inscriptions of some of these

bottles . . . are verses of poets who flourished in the

seventh and eighth centuries a.d.” ^ Sir G. "SYilkinson

himself remarks that, according to Medhurst, “ the style of

the characters did not come into use till the third century

of our era,” and the “ eaidiest mention of porcelain in China

is also limited to the second century B.c.”®

d. Herodotus mentions a cloth used in Egypt, Babylon,

and the Levant, which he calls aivBcov, and sometimes

(tivSq)v ^vaaivT). It is the Hebrew sadin, the Assyrian

sindu. Dr. Budge says of it: “The Greek aivhwv =
Hebrew sadin, was used to denote any linen cloth, and

sometimes cotton cloth
;

but the <tivB6vo<; ^vaaiv'q’i with

which, according to Herodotus, ii, 186, the mummies were

bandaged, were certainly linen.” ^ This <nvBa>v or siiulu

cloth must be of considerable antiquit}'. It is mentioned

’ I take this extract from the ahridjjcd edition of Sir G. Wilkinson’s work,

entitled “A Popular Account of the Ancient Egyptians,” vol. ii, p. 68;
London, 1871. Sir G. Wilkinson’s words are found on pp. 152-4, vol. ii, of

Birch’s edition.
* “Manners and Customs of the Ancient Efiyptians,” by Sir G. Wilkinson,

edited by S. Birch, vol. ii, p. 154. Similar bottles are found on mediaeval

sites in the Persian Gulf.
* ibid., vol. ii, p. 154.
‘ “The Mummy,” by E. A. Wallis Budge, p. 190; Cambridge, 1893.

Compare Wilkinson’s “ Manners and Customs,” by Birch, vol. ii, pp. 158-9.
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five times in the AV.A.I.,* and four times out of the five in

copies of old Babylonian tablets made for the library of

Assurbanipal. All we know of this cloth is, that it was

manufactured from a vegetable substance, and came from

the country of Kur,* AVhere the land of Kur is no man
can say

;
but it must have been among the mountains, for

Kur in Accadian means a mountain.* Lassen, starting from

the fact that (nvB<ou occasionally meant cotton cloth, argued

that it got its name direct from the Sanskrit sindu ^

So also Sayce.® But, according to the tablets, the cloth

did not come from India, but from Kur
;

and, althougli

it was sometimes applied in later times to cotton, this was

an evident extension of its original meaning, which desig-

nated at first one particular species of vegetable cloth. The

derivation from the Sanskrit sindu is now, according to

Professor de Lacouperie, generally abandoned.®

I come to the literary evidence. The expeditions sent by

Solomon to Ophir prove, it is said, the existence of an earlv

sea-trade between India and the West. Ophir is the literary

El Dorado
;

it has been discovered in many a land, from

Arabia to Peru. But the great authority’^ of Lassen and

Sir A. Cunningham^ may be quoted for the identification

of Ophir with the Aberia of Ptolemy, the Abhira of the

Sanskrit geographers, the district bordering on the mouths

of the Indus. The identification does not rest on mere

similarity of sound. The chief product of Ophir was gold
;

and gold was found in considerable quantities among the

» WAI. V. 28.

14, 19, and 20.

30 (c).

II. 29.

60 (g).

The colophon of the second is lost, and it cannot he dated.

* Sayce, Hibbert Lectures, 1887, p. 138.
® e.g., Nin-kur-gal, “lord of the great mountain”; Nin-kur-el, “lord of

the high mountain ”
; E-kur-gal, “ temple of the great mountain.”

* Lassen, “ Ind. Alt.,” ii, p. 554.
® Sayce, Hibbert Lectures, 1887, pp. 137-8.
' De Lacouperie, “Western Origin of the Early Chinese Civilization,”

p. 104, note 428.
‘ La.ssen, “Ind. Alt.,” i, 357 ;

ii, 552-92. Cunningham, “ Coins of Ancient
India,” p. 4.
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mountains on the upper course of the Indus and its

afHueutsd Indian gold, moreover, has a peculiarly ruddy

hue.^ It is further said that Solomon obtained sandal-wood

and peacocks from Ophir, and Ophir’s twin Tarshish
;
and

both the things and the names are Dravidian. The trade

with Ophir was not, of course, a novelty in Solomon’s day

;

it flourished from the reign of King David to the times of

the prophet Isaiah
;
® but Solomon alone, thanks to his

Phoenician ally, succeeded in opening up direct communica-

tions with it.

The theory is plausible, and yet it has not met with

general acceptance.

(1) Although gold was found in the mountains far up

the Indus, it was not exported from Barbarike

—

the port for Aberia and the Indus Delta.*

(2) The gold of India was exported in the shape of gold-

dust,^ the gold of Ophir apparently in nuggets.®

(Job, xxii, 24.)

(3) The book of Genesis enumerates Ophir among the sons

of Joktan between Sheba and Havilah (Gen., x, 29).

Ophir must therefore be sought among the Semites.

' Cunningham, “Coins of Ancient India,” p. 5.

^ Ibid., p. 22.

^ For David, 1 Chronicles, xxix, 4 ;
for Jehoshaphat, 1 Kings, xxii, 48, also

Isaiah, xiii, 12.

“ Periplus,” c. .89, where a full list of exports is given. Lassen and Sir A.

Cunningham are hard put to it to explain the absence of gold among the exports

from Barbarike.
® Cunningham, “Coins of Ancient India,” pp. 5, 6, 21, 22, 49.

® The matter is not quite clear. Sir A. Cunningham says the gold of Ophir

was gold-dust, and refers to Job, xxviii, 6-16. But thegold-dust of verse 6

cannot be referred to the gold of Opliir in verse 16, which is expressly contra.stcd

with the common gold j)reviously described by the poet. Oil tlie other liand,

Cuuningham admits that the gold of Ophir was made into ingots (p. 49) ami

refers to Isaiah, xiii, 12. The “ golden wedge of Ophir ” there mentioned in the

authorized English version rests on a luistrauslation. Job, xxii, 24 appears to

me to refer to nuggets of gold, but it is an open (piestion. 1 give Dr. A. B.

Davidson’s translation :

—

Verse 24. “ And lay thou thy treasure in the dust.

And gold of Ophir among the stones of the brooks

;

26. Then shall the Almighty be thy treasure (lit. ore),

And silver in plenty (lit. in har.s) unto thee.”

Hail gold of Ophir been gold-dust we should have expected ‘ sauds ’ and not

‘ stones ’ of the brooks.
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(4) The LXX always reads Sovcfu'p or So}(f>lpa, except

in Gen., x, 29, where it reads Oixfilp. But Hov(f)ip

and Soxpipa recall well-known Arabian localities

—

Saphar, the capital of the Iloinerites, Zubara, and

Sofala.

(5) Almug-trees (alniuggim, algummirn) were brought to

iSoloniou from Ophir (I Kings, x, 11; 2 Chronicles,

ix, 10). “ The red sandal-wood of India is very

probably the wood intended ”
;

* and both name and

thing are Dravidian.* This is satisfactory proof of

an Indian trade in the time of the author of 1 Kings;

but was it sandal- wood that Solomon received, or

something else taken for sandal-wood centuries after

the destruction of the Temple ? The LXX saj's

nothing of sandal-wood. In 1 Kings, x, 11 it reads

^v\a 7reXeKT)Ta iroWa <j<p6hpa— immense quantities

of hewn timber
;
in 2 Chronicles, ix, 10, ^v\a TrevKiva

—pine timber. The wood was used for props (LXX,
vTrouTTfplyfiaTa) and the inclined ascents (Heb. ‘raised

paths,’ LXX ava^daeL<i) to the Temple and the

Palace.® I know few materials less fitted than sandal-

wood for such purposes.*

(6) Peacocks came with silver and gold, not from Ophir,

but from Tarshish (1 Kings, x, 22 ;
2 Chronicles, ix,

21). “ Thuki, the Hebrew for pea- fowl, is certainly

Dravidian,” and derived from the Tamil tokei or

togei.® Now we happen to know, on independent

evidence, that peacocks were exported from India

at the time when the books of Kings and Chronicles

were composed
;

but here again there arises the

' Professor Bonney, in the “ Cambridge Companion to the Bible,” p. 526.
London, 1893.

~ Cf De Lacouperie, “ tYestem Origin,” etc., p. 99, note 416.
* The ‘pillars’ of 1 Kings, i, 12 literally mean ‘props’ (Cheyne). Ewald

conjectures ‘balustrades.’ The ‘terraces’ of 2 Chron., ix, 11 are ‘raised

paths’ (Cheyne).
‘ In 2 Chron., ii, 8, ‘algum’ or ‘ almug trees ’ are brought from Lebanon.

The LXX here also reads ‘ pine.
’

^ Caldwell, “ Comparative Grammar of the Dravidian Languages,” p. 66.
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question of identit3\ The exports of silver from

Tarshish are decisive against any Indian locality, and.

the LXX says nothing about pea-fowl,

I have said nothing about Solomon’s “apes,” because

(1) tbe apes not being necessarily' Indian, tbe use of a par-

ticular designation for them can only prove the age of the

writer ; and (2) the derivation of the Hebrew qopb from the

Sanskrit kapi is extremely doubtful. The Egyptians were,

so to speak, next-door neighbours of the apes, and they bad

an abundance of names for them. Aaani and anau (from an

‘ to imitate ’) were tbe commonest
;
but a monkey was called

kan, the sacred cynocephalos qeften, and the particular

species of apes imported by Queen Hat-sbeps-ut is called

qafu, a purely Egyptian word. The Hebrews must have

known apes and their designations in Egypt
;
whereas if

they bad irajiorted them from the West Coast of India,

they could not fail to have imported their Tamil name.

Rice, peacocks, sandal-wood, every unknown article which

we find imported by sea into Babylon before tbe fifth

century B.c., brought with it a Dravidian, not a Sanskrit,

designation ;
and had apes ever come by this route, they'

would have formed no exception.'

I can find, then, no archaeological or literary' evidence for

a maritime trade with India prior to the seventh century' b.c.

One piece of evidence, however, still remains to be examined,

Lassen derives the name of the island of Sokotra from the

Sanskrit Dvipa Sukhadiira—the “ island abode of bliss.” ^

But was this tbe original name of the island, and when

was it first so called ? Greek and Arab traditions say that

the island (which the Greeks called Dioscorides) was first

colonized by' fugitives or exiles in the time of Alexander

the Great. Tbe northern shore only' was inhabited in the

time of tbe “ Perijdus,” and tbe population was coni
2
Wsed

' Cf. Dc Laooupone, “Western Origin of tlie Early Chinese Civilization,"

j). 99, note 41fi.

^ Lassen, “Ind. Alt.,” ii, p. 580.
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of Arabs, Indians, and Greeks.* What curious fit of irony

could have possessed rough Tarnil-.speaking pirates and

lascars to name that liuinid and forsaken island of gigantic

cactuses and lizards an abode of bliss ? and why employ

Sanskrit for the purpose ? The answer is obvious. The

name was not original. It was suggested by the proximity

of 'Apa^la €v8aifjLQ)P, and merely meant the island of Aden.

But if the island got its name from the Greek designation

for Aden, the fact can only prove what no one doubts, an

active trade—post Alexandrum Magnum.

II.

A commerce frequent and direct between the Semites of

Mesopotamia and the Indian Aryans could be carried on

only by way of the sea. The overland routes were not

impracticable
;

the physical obstacles could be overcome

;

and, as a matter of fact, the earliest trade between India

and Mesopotamia crossed the lofty passes of the Hindu

Kush, and wound its perilous way along the Oxus bank.

But the commerce was from hand to hand and tribe to

tribe, fitful, rare, and uncertain, and in early ages never

possessed of any importance.^ I propose to notice the traces

it has left, and to show its character, before I discuss the

actual commencement of the sea-trade with India in the

seventh century B.c.

' On Sokotra, vide “ Periplus,” c. .30, with iIcCrindle’s note, pp. 92-.5.

^ It was so obscure that the Romans knew nothing, or nothing accurately, of

it down to the time of the Mithridatic war—so says Pliny, quoting Varro :
—

“ Adicit idem [M. Varro] Pompeii ductu exploratum in Bactros vii diebus
ex India perveniri ad lachrum flumen quod in Oxum influat, et ex eo per
Caspium in Cyrura subvectos, et v non amplius dierum terrene itinere ad Phasim
in Pontum Indicas posse devehi merces.”—C. Plini, N. H., vi, 52. The Greeks
first discovered it when Alexander and his Macedonians reached the Oxus.
The Indian traffic on the Oxus at that time was very cousiderable.—Strabo, xi,

c. 7, § 3. The route was always the same. As part of the journey was made
by land and part by water, it is probable that merchandise changed hands on the
route, and Indian merchants seldom accompanied their goods to the West, or, if

they did, we do not hear of them. In this they differed from the Indian traders
to the Persian Gulf and the Red Sea. Strabo, himself a native of Pontus,
would scarcely have failed to notice the presence of Indian traders in Armenia
or on the Euxine, had any been there.

J.R.A.8. 1898. 17
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The continent of Asia proper—the Asia which lies east

of the mountains of Kurdistan—consists of an immensely

elevated plateau with a fringe of ricli and fertile countries

—

Persia, India, China—lower lying and sloping downward to

the ocean. The central plateau, the Dome of the World,

afibrds little sustenance for man or beast
;

but, although

it be barren and inhospitable as tlie sea, like the sea it has

served since the remotest ages for a means of passage from

one part of the continent to the other. The Bak tribes

which fled across it twenty-three centuries b c., the Aryan

invaders of Persia and India, Scythians, Moghuls, Turks

and Huns, the Cossacks of the Don, and the tribes which

dwell under the shadow of the great wall, we see them all

hurry over it, crossing, recrossing, and traversing it in

every direction, until our forefathers, awed with such

shadowy visions of an unknown land, called Central Asia

the “ offlcina gentium.” For migrating tribes it was, in

early days, the chief means of transit. And where tribes

can move, traders can go also. Trade between neighbouring

tribes exists even among the most savage, and we know

tliat single articles in this way often travel a long distance.

But a direct traffic between distant communities recpiires

security on the route, and political circumstances rendered

this impossible. The Medes began to consolidate their

kingdom in the ninth century B.c.
;

about the same time

the Sakae, the Tokliari, tlie Dahae, established themselves

on the north of the Hindu Kush. Before the ninth

century H c. we know or can conjecture nothing except

the movements of pastoral or nomadic tribes wandering

over sparsely populated regions. Political stability in the

lands between tlie Tigris and the Indus there was none.

The few tiaces of trade with the Fur Fast disclosed by

the Assyrian monuments correspond with this state of

things. The cultivation of wheat (which is indigenous to

Mesopotamia), and possibly of some fruit-trees (like the

citron from China), the knowledge of iron first obtained

by the iron-smelters on the east of the Euxine, the use of

asbestos from Badakshan, prove the existence of intertribal
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commerce at an early period. A few rare finds of jade in

Assyria* would prove that some kinds of traffic existed

with Central Asia at least twenty centuries n.c., if geologists

were agreed that these specimens came from Khotan. But

the very scarcity of such finds shows the rarity of the

commerce.^

An elephant, “unmistakably Asiatic,” on the black

obelisk of Shalmanassar (858-824 b.c.) supplies the first

certain evidence of intercourse with India. It appears in

company with various other animals : some Bactrian camels,

“ of which double are their backs,” a very ugly and ill-

drawn rhinoceros called an “ ox of the river Sakeya,”

human-looking apes, and long-tailed monkeys, among which

Mr. Houghton thinks he can identify the Indian Presbyter

oitelhis.^ All these formed a part of the tribute of the

• The British Museum possesses only five specimens, all found hy Layard. Four
of these are uuinscribed axe-heads (three grass-green and one blue-green)

;
they

come from Mugheir (Ur), and are exhibited with other prehistoric celts. The
fifth specimen is an archaic cylinder found in the south-west palace of Esar-
haddon, at Nimrud. Two men in robes, a woman, and a kneeling boy, are

representetl on it, with a dedication to Sin. in worn archaic characters of the

time of Hammurabi {circa 2100 b.c.). Jade is found in the Caucasus, and
geologists have not yet decided, 1 believe, on the provenance of these specimens.

The Uk-nn stone of the inscriptions is sometimes identified with yu, the Chinese
name for jade (B. & O.R., iii, p. 102), but Mr. Pinches has shown that it

denotes lapis lazuli from the Zagros range. The earliest mention of jade in

India occurs, so far as I know, in Hiuen Tsiang’s description of Nalanda.
Mr Rudler has summarized the eiddence regarding the provenance of prehistoric

jade implements in a paper read before the Anthropological Society, London
(“On the Source of the Jade used for Ancient Implements,” etc., 1891), but
he does not mention these Assyrian specimens.

- Some pieces of bamboo (?) found by Taylor in undated graves at Mugheir,
and a representation of a Tibetan hound (B. & O.R., iii, p. 135) on a Baby-
lonian terra-cotta, are, I think, the only other material objects which would
suggest an early commerce overland with Central Asia or Inma. Tibetan dogs
were favourites in after days with the Achaemenids. Four villages near
Babylon were assigned for their support (Herod., i, 192), and a large pack
accompanied Xerxes to Greece (vii, 187). Ctesias says they could cope with
a lion (Ind., o). Ivory' came to the Assy'rians from many quarters. The
elephant, in early days, was found, not only in AssyTia, but apparently
throughout Central Asia, on the borders of the central plateau, as far east as
China (B. & O.R., vii, 15, 16). and in later times a constant supply of ivory
must have been obtained from Africa. The Assyrian trade with the mountaineers
of Kurdistan is, of course, not here in question (cf. Maspero, “Hist. Anc.,”
4th edition, p. 489), nor is the gradual introduction of plants and fruits, nor of
animals like the horse, which, as the ideogram shows, came to the Assyrians from
the East.

^ On these animals, vide Rev. W. Houghton, “ The Mammalia of the
Assyrian Sculptures,” part ii, in Transactions of the Society of Biblical
Archaeology, vol. v; London, 1877. For the monkeys vide p. 320; for the
elephant, p. 348.
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Muzri, an Armenian tribe living in the mountains to the

north-east of Nineveh. It is true that elephants were

indigenous to Assyria, and Thothmes III had hunted them

seven centuries earlier on the upper Euphrates.' But after

that time we hear nothing of them, and the elephant on

the black obelisk is called, not pint, the usual Assyrian

word for elephant, but by a strange term, baziati, which

some philologists have connected with the Sanskrit rdsitd,

a generic epithet for females, and especially female

elephants.^ It must be conceded, I think, that the

elephant in question was Indian
;
and, from its association

with Bactrian camels, and from the position of the Muzri,

we may reasonably conclude that it came over the passes

of the Hindu Kush.®

Whether Indian traders brought Shalmanassar’s elephant

to the Muzri, or whether it passed from hand to hand, we
cannot tell.' The Indian evidence on the subject is sugges-

tive but indecisive. Three proofs of Bab}donian influence

are usually advanced.

First. We have the story of Manu and the Fish. The

coincidences with the Chaldaean legend of the Flood are

striking, and F. Lenormant does not hesitate to say that

the Babylonian story has “ without doubt left its influence

on the tradition of India.” * But this legend is not found

in the Vedas
;

it first occurs in the Satapatha-Briihmana,

and is therefore comparatively late. It cannot have been

brought by traders over the Hindu Kush, for it points to

Babylonian and not Assyrian influence. Nor can it have

come by way of Iran
;

it differs too widely from the deluge

’ II. Bru<^.sch, “ History of Egypt,” Eng. translation, 2nd edition, vol. i,

p. 400. London, 1881.
* See the authorities in De Lacouperie’s “ Western Origin,” etc., p. 100, note

423. Macdonell says it is used of cows and other foraale animals, but especially

of the female elephant (Sanskrit-English Diet., p. 278).
® There was nothing impossible in this. Hiuen Tsiang’s presentation elephant

(probably aged) managed to clamber over these pa.sses.

* I have already pointed out that Indian traders can rarely have accompanietl

their goods by this route ns far as the Euxine in the first century n.c.

* F. Lenormant, “ The Beginnings of History,” translated by F. Brown,

p. 387. Professor Max Miiller denies any connection between the two (“ India :

What can.it teach us?” pp. 133-9), but Lenormant makes out a very strong

case, in my opinion.
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legends of the Avesta and the llundehesh.' It must there-

fore have come through the Dravidians, or by way of the

sea, and the identification of Manu with the king of the

Diisas or fishermen* favours the latter hypothesis. I con-

clude that, if the legend be not of native growth, it must

have travelled to India after maritime communications had

been opened with Babylonia.

Second. In Rigv., viii, 78,2, the poet prays to Indra for

“ a jewel, a cow, a horse, an ornament, together with a

golden Mana.” ® If the poet means the Assyrian Maneh,

it would go far indeed to prove a regular commerce witli

Assyria, although it would remain a solitary fact un-

supported by any other evidence. But scholars have not

yet decided w'hether the poet prays for a golden armlet or

a definite weight of gold. And even if the latter inter-

pretation be adopted, it would still be hazardous to identify

it with the Assyrian standard, for Indian weights are all,

so far as we know, indigenous.

The Indian Nakshatras are usually adduced as a third

item of proof but it is unnecessary to discuss the question,

since the “lunar mansions” were of late introduction into

Babylonian astronomy. But a much earlier and much
closer connection between the Aryans of the Five Rivers

and the city of Babylon is claimed by I)r. Brunnhofer in

his brilliant essay on Rigv., v, 18, 1—3;® and it is worth

while to examine the historical ba.sis for this claim. It is

founded on two alleged extracts from the history of the

Chaldaeans by Berosus. They are not taken direct from

Berosus (whose work was apparently little known outside

the kingdom of the Seleucids), but from the compilations

of Alexander Polyhistor, and that possibly at second or

* Vide Lenormant, “The Beginnings of History,” pp. 429-31.
* Ibid., p. 426.
* Vide Max Miiller, “India: What can it teach us?” pp. 125-0, for

a discussion of this question.

* Vide the point argued and refuted in Max Miiller’s “India: What can it

teach us?” pp. 126-33.
‘ Brunnhofer, “Iran and Turan,” pp. 217-26. I have to thank rrofessor

Rhys Davids for drawing my attention to this passage.
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third hand, while Polyhistor himself is suspected of fre-

quently borrowing his extracts throiigh an intennediaryd

(1) The Armenian translation of the Chronicon of Eusebius

says that, according to Polyhistor, after the reign of

eighty-six mythical kings, lasting for many thousand

years, the Medes collected their forces, and by a sudden

onfall captured Babylon, establishing a tyranny which

lasted for eight reigns and 224 years in all."

(2) Georgius Syncellus (circa 800 a.d.), referring to the

same passage and criticizing Polyhistor’s chronology,

mentions Zoroaster as the first of these Medic kings.*

In other words, the real history of Babylon,

according to Eusebius and Syncellus, begins with

a Median invasion headed by Zoroaster. M. Oppert,

following these authorities, treats the Medes as

Aryans,^ and Dr. Bruunhofer has turned the first

three strophes of Kigv., v, 13, into a song of triumph

over captured Babylon.®

‘ “ Syncellus ex Eusebio, vel sicuti Eusebius sua hausit ex Africano, Africaniis

ex Alexandro Polyhistore, bic ex Apollotloro.”—Muller, “Frag. Hist. Graec.,”

ii, 496. But Polyhistor came from Phrygia, and probably used Berosus at first-

hand, although occasionally content to extract from Apollodorus. Berosus,

priest of Bel, at Babylon, presented his history to Autiochus Soter about 280 n.c.

(ibid., ii, 495).
‘‘ “ Post hos .... dereponte Medos collectis copiis Babylonem cepisse ait

[Polyhistor], ibique de suis tyraunos coustituisse. Hinc iiomiua quoque tyranuorum
Medorum edisserit octo, annosque eorum viginti quattuor supra ducentos,” etc.

—

Miiller, “Frag. Hist. Graec.,” ii, 503.
“ Syncellus says that “after this time [of the eighty-six Chaldaean kings]

. . . . (Polyhistor) introduces Zoroaster and seven who came after him, as kings

of the Chaldaeans, and makes them reigu for 190 solar years.” Up to this point,

Syncellus continues, Polyhistor had reckoned not by solar years, but by Sari.

Neri, and Soss.—G. Syncelli Cbronographia, ed. Dindorf, p. 78, D (“ Corpu.s

Script. Hist. Byzant.,” ed. Niebuhr). In his nominal lists, Syncellus throws

Zoroaster and his company altogether overboard. Of. the Babylonian nominal
roll, p. 90, I), and the Assyrian, p. 96, D, p. 103, B.

* Oppert, Histoire, p. 9 :
“ Le rbgne dcs Arieus dut bientot finir.” He say's:

“ La ^iedie ii’etait pas nni<piement pen])lee par les races indo-europceunes
;
au

contraire,” etc. Canon Rawlinson thinks that some Aryan elements were to

be found in Elam, although it was mainly Turanian ;
but he supports this

statement only by two untenable etymologies.-—G. Rawlinson, “ The Five

Great Monarcliies,” etc., i, 159. M. Ma.spero says: “ Une dynastie nouvelle

([uo Berose appelle Mede et (pi’oii a prise it tort pour une dynastie arieuue.”—“ Hist. Anc.,” 4th edition, n. 160.
* He points out that the liymn is uninbdligible in its usual acceptation,

and the translations of it ])oles asunder. For positive ]>roof he relies chielly

on the identification of A'auri (‘lurking-place’) with Hauri in the Ave.sta, and

the Baveru of the Jatakius.—“ Iran und Turau,” von Dr. 11. Bruunhofer, p. 221.
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But the difficulties are very great, and most modern

historians refuse to acknowledge any Aryan element. It

is universally admitted that Berosus must have referred

here to the famous invasion of the Elamite king Kudur-

Nakhunta. We know that Kudur-Xakhunta captured

Babylon by a sudden raid in 2285 b.c. A little later the

Kassite kings established their power in Babylon, and

reigned there for some two centuries.’ The Elamites,

according to Ilommel, were akin to the Georgians, and

the Kossaeans spoke an alarodian language.- The Kossaeans,

it is true, dwelt in the mountains to the north of Susa,

a country which the Persians afterwards occupied
;

but

neither Elamites nor Kossaeans had anything Aryan about

them. How, then, came Berosus to mention the Medes ?

Ctesias knows nothing of the story
;
and, although Shal-

manassar penetrated as far as the future site of Ecbatana

(844 B.C.), and must have come in contact with the Medes,

they do not appear by name in Assyrian history until the

eighth centurv b.c.* Canon Rawlinson savs: “ Bv calling

the second dynasty Median, Berosus probably only meant

to say that it came from the mountain tract east of Baby-

lonia, which, iu his own day, had been for so many ages

the seat of Medo-Persic power.” But a more plausible,

ard probably a truer explanation, may be given. The

Babylonians called the barbarians dwelling on the moun-

tains north of Elam by the generic name of 3Ianda. We
must admit that Berosus knew what he was speaking of

;

and if he described the raid of Kudur-Xakhunta, and the

dynasty of the Kassites, as the work of the Manda, he

doubtless spoke correctly. But Polyhistor, with his copyists

and epitomizers, knew nothing of the Manda, and would

readily substitute for Mandai the more familiar Medoi.

' Hommel, “ Geschichte Babyloniens,” etc., pp. 343—i, 357. Maspero,
“ Stru.^le of Nations,” p. 37.

* Rommel, “Geschichte Bah.,” pp. 275-6.
* Maspero, “Hist. Anc.,” 4th edition, p. 490. For the early relations of

Medes and Assyrians vide Maspero, “Dawn of Civilization,” pp. 603-10;
Lenormant, “Hist. Anc.” (ed. 1869), ii, 339; Delattre, “ Le peuple et la

langrue des Perses,” pp. 246-60; Tiele, “ Babylonische Geschichte,” p. 469;
R. von Jhering, “ Yorgeschichte der Inde-Europaer,” pp. 102-5.
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The Medes naturally suggest Zoroaster, and Syncellus

appears to be responsible for the introduction of his name.

According to Moses of Chorene, Berosus spoke much of

a certain mythical Zerovanus, identifying him witli “ the

Magian Zoroaster, king of the Bactrians, the founder of

the Medes, and the father of their gods.” * Syncellus,

coming across the first Median dynasty known to him,

would naturally place Zoroaster at its head, and thus

a simple and unconscious I'abrication of its history is

palmed upon the world.

To return from this digression. I conclude that any

connection between the Indian Aryans and the Mesopo-

tamian Semites prior to the ninth century B.c. is extremely

problematical. In the ninth century b.c. some trade

certainly existed between the Paiijab and Assyria
;

but

whether it was direct or indirect we cannot say, and its

traces are so infrequent and obscure that it cannot have

been frequent or important. The true commercial route to

India was not over dangerous movmtain passes, but by the

Persian Gulf, and the sagacity of Professor de Lacouperie

lias suggested a possible, perhaps the probable, occasion.^

The savage ferocity of Sennacherib (704-681 b.c.) drove

the greater part of the Assyrian Empire into revolt. The

people of Babylon, with Merodach-Baladan at their head,

were among the most obstinate rebels ;
and the latter part

of Sennacherib’s reign was chiefly occupied with attempts

to suppress them. The maritime Chaldaeans were the

chief allies of the Babylonians, and Merodach-Haladan,

desj)airing of success, embarked his followers and sailed to

Magitu, on the coast of Elam, where he founded a colony

Miiller, “ Fnig’. Hist. Grace.,” p. 502.
* Although my conclusions differ widely fn)ra Professor T. de Ijiconperie’s,

my obligations to his writings are considerable, and it would be ungrateful of

mo not to acknowledge them. The late Profes.sor de Lacouperie was one of the

most learned and ingenious of men, hut I need hanlly say that his writings

re(|uire to be u.sed witli caution. lie was apt to pnaluce his theories before ho

verified his facts, and fancy sometimes took the place of judgment. Moreover,

he had a bad habit of hanging his learning in the shape of notes upon a slender

thread of text, as the Indians hang thtnr letters on a line. But the notes are an

excellent quarry for out-of-the-way information, and his Catidogue of Chinese

Coins in the British Museum is, I believe, a standard work.
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at the mouth of the Ulai river. But Sennacherib deter-

mined tliat the rebels should not escape him. Former

kings of Assyria had employed fleets on the Mediterranean.

Sennacherib decided to launch one on the Persian Gulf.

Phoenician carpenters built sea-going ships for him on

the upper reaches of the Tigris and Euphrates
;

mixed

crews of Sidonians, Tyrians, and (Cypriote ?) Greeks trans-

ported the vessels to Bab-Salimeti, the port of Babylon
;

and Sennacherib sailed in triumph across the Gulf, and

destroyed the rebels’ nest (695 b.c.). The shipbuilders and

mariners were captives taken in rebellion, and it is not

probable that Sennacherib ever allowed them to revisit

their native land
;

they greatly surpassed the Chaldaeans,

their apt pupils, in the art of shipbuilding and knowledge

of navigation, and their advent is synchronous with the

opening up of the Eastern seas.^

In Professor de Lacouperie’s Catalogue of Coins in the

British ^luseum, we read that coinage was first introduced

into China about 675-670 B.c. by foreign traders from

Lang-ya (Lanka?;, who settled on the Gulf of Kiaotchou,

in the South Shantung peninsula. The currency took the

form of bronze knives struck to a uniform Babylonian

standard, and inscribed with the name of the place of issue

(Tsi-moh).^

* G. Maspero, “ Histoire Ancienne des peuples de I’Orient,” 4th edition,

pp. 442-3; Paris, 1886. F. Lenormant, “Hist Anc.,” ii. pp. 104-.5 ; G. Smith,
“History of Babylonia,” pp. 128-31

; De Lacouperie, “Western Origin,” etc.,

p. 102. Maspero says : “ Les mats et les voiles, la double rangee de rames, les

eperons pointus des nefs syriennes, furent probablement des nouveautes pour
les habitants de ces contrees.”

^ De Lacouperie, “Catalogue of Chinese Coins from the seventh century' b.c. to

621 A.D., including those in the British Museum,” Introd., p xi; London, 1892.
The coins were struck, says M. de Lacouperie, according to the maneh of
Carchemish, and the Babylonian empan of 27 mm. (Introd., chap, vi, and
“Western Origin,” etc., p. 38.5). It is a pity that he used these terms at all,

for no materials exist, so far as I can learn, for determining the value of the
maneh of Carchemish

; and what M. de Lacouperie meant was the light Baby-
lonian maneh (“Western Origin,” etc., p. 93), a perfectlv well-known weight.
The Babylonian empan of 27 mm. also appears to me entirely arbitrary. The
Babylonian measures of length were determined by fingers, cubits, canes, etc., as
they still are in India and many other countries, and doubtless varied for every
locality and at different times, as they still do throughout the East (vide, e.g.,

tablets 30, 61, 78, and 97, British Museum Guide to Nimroud Central Saloon).
Uniformity of weight between these Chinese knife-coins and Babylonian
Standards is all that can he admitted.
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In 670-665 b.c. the Prince of Tsi issued rules for the

regulation of the weight, and the knives now bear the

inscription, “Returnable reviving (sic) currency of Tsi.”*

We find forei<jn merchants issuing: similar knife-coins

between 580-550 and 547-493 b.c., with the inscription,

“ Returnable reviving currency of all travelling traders of

Tsi and Kwang.” ^

Put the decisive fact is that, in 613-590 b.c., Tchwang,

king of Tsu, issued two sizes of small coins, “ bean-shaped

after the fashion of the Aeginetan and Lydian coins of

750-700 B.C., and inscribed with their respective weights.”^

We find, then. Western traders, in the seventh century b.c.,

introducing into Southern China a sj^stem of inscribed

coinage based on a Babylonian standard
;
and this currency

leads by the end of the century to a direct imitation of the

Lydian coinage. The bronze knives and hoes of the Chinese

were of little value, and intended only for small change.

Babylon had possessed for many centuries a ring currency

which passed for fractions of a shekel,^ and nothing was

required except a change of form to adapt the Babylonian

system to the Chinese market.

A sea-trade between Babylon and China necessarily in-

cludes India. For the seventh century b.c. this must be

inferred from the Chinese records, but for the sixth

century B.c. direct evidence is forthcoming :

—

(1) Mr. Rassara found a beam of Indian cedar in the palace

of Nebuchadnezzar (604-562 b.c.) at Birs Nimrud,

part of which is now exhibited in the British

]\Iuseum.®

' De Lacoupcrie, “Catalogue of Chinese Coins,” Introd., p. sii.

* Do l.acouperie, “Catalogue,” etc., Introd., p. xiii.

® De Lacouperie, “Catalogue,” etc., Introd., p. xii.

* This ring money represents i, I, and 4 of a shekel, and goes back to some
period antecedent to ZluO ii.c.—W. St. Chad Boscawen, in Babylonian and

Oriental Record, vol. vii, p. 243. The Egyptians used gold and silver rings

as currency even in the twellth dynasty (Lepsius, “ Denknialer ”), and these rings

are often represented in the scales (Wilkinson, “ Manners,” etc., by Birch, vol. i,

p. 285, and ii, ]ip. 214-5). The use of gold and silver rings for currency

continues in iSennaar to this day.
* Vide .Mr. Uas.sam’s letter given below. The wood is exhibited in the now

Assyrian Room, 'I'able-case B.
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(2) The foundations of the temple of the Moon-god at Ur

(Muqeyer) go back to a very early date. Tlie temple

was rebuilt by Jsebuchadnezzar and Xabonidus

(555-538 B.c.).' In the second story of this temple

Mr, Taylor found “two rough logs of wood, ap-

parently teak, which ran across the whole breadth

of the shaft.” Tlie logs were imbedded in masonry

characteristic of the age of Xebuchadnezzar and

Nabonidus, and a cylinder of Nabonidus was found

immediately above, and apparently resting on them.^

* Lenomiant, “ Ilistoire Ancienne,” ii, p. 236, for Nebuchadnezzar. Cf.

p. 241 and also the Nabonidus cylinders for Nabonidus.

* J.R.A.S., Tol. XT, 1855, p. 264: “Ruins of Muqeyer.” So many contra-

dictory statements have been made regarding these logs that I have been at some
pains to ascertain the real facts, and I give the result of my inquiry.

First. Taylor does not seem to have removed these logs. He does not say

that he did so, and no trace of them can be discovered in the British .Museum,

where his finds were deposited. Dr. Budge, the Keeper of the Oriental Depart-
ment, does not know of any teak, and Mr. Pinches informs me that he never

heard the late Keeper, Dr. Birch, mention any. \Ve must, therefore, take the

teak on Taylor’s authority.

Second. Nebuchadnezzar and Nabonidus rebuilt the Temple of Sin at Ur,
the latter probably completing what the other had begun, as he did aiso at

Babvlon (Lenormant, “Hist. Anc.,” ii, p. 241). The second story (in which
the logs were found) is their handiwork. It is separated from the lower story by
a pavement, and the bricks of each story are “totally different in size, colour,

and in the inscription.” The bricks of the lower story were “imbedded in

bitumen; those in the second story in a mixed lime and a.sh cement.” The
biic^ in which these teak logs were imbedded had “an amazing thickne.ss;

their size was 16 inches square and 7 inches thick” (J.R.A.S., Taylor’s

article, p. 264). Here we have the well-known characteristics of Nebuchad-
nezzar’s masonry. Whether Taylor brought any of these bricks away I cannot
say, but if so, they are not e.xhibited. Taylor’s description, however, is sufficient

to settle the matter.

Third. At each corner of the second story Taylor fonnd an inscribed

cylinder, and “just below the cylinder” were the logs of teak (p. 264). The
four cylinders are exhibited in Table-case C in the new .\ssyrian Room of the
British Museum, and they are cylinders of Nabonidus. It is certain, then, that
the teak was bnilt into the brick masonry (perhaps as a tie-beam) by Nebuchad-
nezzar or (more probably) by Nabonidus.
The famous hexagonal “ Taylor cylinder ” of Sennacherib has nothing to do

with L*r. Its provenance is Nineveh, according to Bezold’s Catalogue.

I give an extract from an interesting letter of Mr. H. Rassam on the subject

:

“ Most probably the block of wood which Mr. John Taylor discovered in the
ruins of Moggaier was Indian cedar, like the beam 1 discovered in the Palace of
Nebuchednezar at Sirs Nirarud, of which 1 brought a piece for the British
Mnseum. There is no doubt that this wood was imported into Babylonia from
India, as it is the only cedar which does not rot so quickly as other cedar, and it

is, in my opinion, a land of teak.
“ With regard to the Taylor cylinder, it must have been found in the Palace

of Sennacherib, either at Koyunjik or Nebbi Yenis, the same as the one bought
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(3) The Baveru Jataka, translated by Professor Rhys
Davids/ relates the adventures of certain Indian

merchants, who took the first peacock by sea to

Babylon. The Jataka itself may go back to 400 B.c.,

but the folks-tale on which it is founded must be

much older. For, as we shall presently see, peacocks

were imported into Babylon before 500 b.c., and

direct intercourse between Babylon and India prac-

tically ceased after the reign of Darius Hystaspes.-

(4) Certain Indian commodities were known to the Greeks

and others under their Indian names in the fifth

century b.c. Rice, for instance, has always been

a staple export from India,® and it was a common
article of food in the time of Sophocles,^ while the

Greek opv^a is identical with the Tamil arisi.®

Again, Aristophanes repeatedly mentions the pea-

cock,® and assumes that it was as well known to his

audience as the common fowl with which he contrasts

it.^ But the Greek racw? is derived from the Tamil

tokei or togei.® The medial k was transmuted into

at) in the Persian tavus, and the v was expressed

originally by a medial aspirate or digamma in Taco?.®

Peacocks and Indian sandal-wood '® were known in

by Sir II. Layard in 1845, and which wa.s used by the native owner as a candle-

stick. I have no doubt tliat Colonel Taylor, the father of Mr. John Taylor,

bought it when he visited Mossul before he began his researches.”

(in the various spellings of Mugheir or Muqeyer vide J.R.A.S., July, 1891,

p. 479, and correspondence there alluded to. It is, of course, quite possible that

Mugheir may not be the Ur of Abraham or of the Chaldees, for there were

probably several ])laces of the same name, but Mugheir was the Ur of Nebuchad-
nezzar and Nabouidus.

‘ B. & O.R., iv, 7.
* “Professor Minayeff saw in the Baveru Jataka the oldest direct trace in

India of Phoenicio- Babylonian intercourse.”—B. & O.R., iv, 9.
•’ “ Periplus,” c. 14 and 31.

* It is mentioned in one of his fragments : vide Liddell and Scott, Greek Diet.,

s.v. 6plvSr)s Uprot.
“ Caldwell, “Comparative Grammar,” p. 66.

® Aristoph., Av., 102, 269 ; Ach., 63.

’ For instance, Av., 102, where Spyis = ‘ fowl ’
;
so also Av., 269.

** Caldwell, “ Comparative Grammar,” p. 66.

® See the evidence in Liddell and Scott, s.v. raws.

The Sanskrit name for sandal-wood, ‘ chandana ’ = <rdyra\oi>, does not

appear to have been known in the West until the lirst century a.u.
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Palestine under their Tamil names (as we saw in

the preceding chapter) in the days of the Hebrew

compilers of 1 Kings and 2 Chronicles.

Here, then, we find rice, peacocks, and sandal-wood known

in the West in the fifth century b.c by their Tamil desig-

nations. It follows that they were imported from the

west coast of India into Babylon directly by sea
;
and this

conclusion is borne out by the statements of the Bilveru

Jataka. And we must further conclude that they were

first imported into Babylon in the sixth century b.c. ; not

only because direct intercourse between Babylon and India

practically came to an end after 480 b.c., but because rice

and peacocks must have reached Greece at the latest in

460 or 470 b.c. in order to become common at Athens in

430 b.c. But this requires us to ascribe their first importa-

tion into Babylon to the sixth century b.c.

I add two pieces of less direct evidence :

—

(1) Weber considers that most of the pre-Alexandrian

astronomy (or astrology) of the Indians had

a Chaldaean origin.* Some of these borrowings

must go back to the seventh and sixth centuries b.c.,

since Professor de Lacouperie finds that “ astrology

and sorcerj' from a Chaldaean source, tinged with

Indian views,” reached China through the Erythraean

sea-traders after 665 b.c.^

(2) Hofrath Dr. Biihler has given a resume of the Indian

evidence regarding the early sea-trade with the

West.® Baudhayana’s condemnation of the Northern

Ar}-ans who took part in it proves that they were

not the chief agents in it, although they had a con-

siderable share.

’ 'Weber, “ Historr of Indian Literature,” En^. trans., p. 246 ff. London,
1892.

^ De Lacouperie, “ 'Western Origin,” etc
, p. 89. A corrupt list of the signs

of the Zodiac, and the nineteen years cycle of Assyria -in the seventh century,
and the names of some of the planets in the sixth century b.c., are the chief.
The Chinese Shepti = Jupiter, is said to have been borrowed from the Sanskrit
^ rishas Pati in the sixth century b.c. (pp. 93 and 296-385).

* G. Biihler, “ Indian Studies,” No. 3, pp. 81-2. in the Sitzungsberichte der
Kais. -Akademie der Wissenschaften, vol. cxxxii. Wien, 1895.
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The evidence, then, warrants us in the belief that

maritime commerce between India and Babylon flourished

in the seventh and sixth, but more especially in the sixth

century B.c. It was chiefly in the hands of Dravidians,

although Aryans also bad a share in it
;

and as Indian

traders settled afterwards in Arabia ^ and on the east coast

of Africa, and as we find them settling at this very time

on the coast of China, ^ we cannot doubt that they had

their settlements in Babylon also.® But the sixth and

seventh centuries are the culminating period of Babylonian

greatness. Babylon, which had been destroyed by Senna-

cherib and rebuilt by Esarhaddon
;

Babylon, which had

owed her importance and her fame to the sanctity of her

temples—now appears before us of a sudden as the greatest

commercial mart of the world. There was no limit to her

riches or her power. She arose, and utterly overthrew her

ancient rival and oppressor Nineveh. With Nebuchadnezzar

she became the wonder of the world. No other city could

rival her magnificence A splendid in her battlements and

streets, her temples, and palaces, and gardens, she glowed

with colour under the Syrian sky, the acknowledged

mistress of the nations, regally seated among the palm-

groves on either bank of the broad, swift-flowing flood of

the Euphrates. The merchants of all countries made her

their resort; the camels of Yemen and the mule-trains of

Media jostled each other in her streets. Her commerce fell

no whit behind her splendour, as her tablets testify. But

the secret of her greatness lay in her monopoly of the

treasures of the East, in the sliouting of the Chaldaeans in

their ships, and the swarthy Orientals who frequented her

bazars. It moved the envy of tlie nations. Pharaoh Necho

(612-596 B.c.) vainly sacrificed his subjects in order to

' Lassen, “ Iiul. Alt.,” ii, p. .580.

* From 031 ii.c. onwards, aecordinf' to Dp Laoonperie. For the earliest

instance of an Indian trader with a Sanskrit name in China, vide his “ Western
Origin,” etc., p. 89.

’ Crowds of striiiignrs lived at Bahylon. “ no\u nKridos avOpiviev aKKofOvwv”
savs lierosns. Vide C. Miillcr, “ Frag. Hist. Oraec.,” ii, p. -lyii.

'> ilcrod., i, 178.
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reopen the canal which Seti I had made from the Nile to

the Red Sea
;
and he despatched his Phoenician fleet round

Africa in the hope of discovering a new world for commerce.

And thus, long ago, the rivalry of the Spaniards and

Portuguese for the treasures of Ind, which led to the

discoverv of America, was anticipated and equalled by the

rivalry of Babylonians and Egyptians, and by the circum-

navigation of Africa, when the world was as yet one and

twenty centuries younger.

The decline of Babylon begins with Darius (519-484 b c.).‘

The Babylonians hated him
;

they twice revolted against

him, and w'ere independent for years; and he chastised

them. Xerxes wreaked his vengeance on them, and dared

to plunder the sanctuary of Bel.'* And so, from the com-

mencement of the fifth century, the commercial tablets

become scarce, the canals fall into disrepair, and dams

impede the entrance of the Euphrates and the Tigris.®

Herodotus was a witness to the great and increasing poverty

of the common people under Persian rule.^ From this time

forward the decline of Babylon is continuous, and Bel and

Nebo are no longer to avail. The Chaldaeans transferred

their commerce to Gerrha, beyond the reach of the Great

King’s jealousy.® In after days the foundation of Seleucia

drained what life was left, and by the days of Strabo

Babylon had sunk to be a village and a name.®

The Persian blight destroyed not only Babylon
;

it ex-

tended to Egypt, and the merchants of Yemen entered into

the commercial inheritance of both. The trade of Gerrha

' Or 521-485 b.c.

* Herod., i, 183 ; iii, 150-9. Lenormant, “ Hist. Anc.,” pp. 244-5.
Maspero, “ Hist. Anc.,” pp. 608-27. For a summary of the Behistim inscrip-

tion ride Lenormant, ‘‘Hist. Anc.,” ii, pp. 429-32.
3 Strabo, svi. c. 1, § 9. Lassen, ‘‘Ind. Alt.,” ii, p. 601.
* Herod., i, 196.
® The date of the foundation of Gerrha is uncertain, but it must have been

after the Persians conquered Babylon.—Lassen, “ Ind. Alt.,” ii, p. 601. In all

probability it was after Darius had reconquered Babylon, m 488 n.c., and thrown
down its walls.—Lenormant, ‘‘ Hist. Anc.,” p. 244

;
Strabo, xvi, c. 3, §

3.
® Strabo, sri, c. 1, § 5. After the foundation of Seleucia few of the

inhabitants remained except the priests and attendants of the temple of Bel
(Pans., i, c. 16, ^ 3). In ancient times the temples were the last buildings left

intact in a deserted city.
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with India survived
;
but the greater part of the trade with

India and with Equatorial Africa passed into the hands of

the merchants of Mouza and Aden and Kane. When tbe

Greeks arrived, they found Indian merchants settled in

Arabia and Sabaean forts and factories on the west coast

of India.^ But I can find nothing to show that the

Arabians had any share in the Indian traffic before the

monopoly of Babylon was broken.

The history of the trade between Babylon and India

suggests one remark. The normal trade-route from the

Persian Gulf to India can never have been along the

inhospitable shores of Gedrosia. Doubtless more than one

adventurous vessel reached India by hugging the shore

prior to the seventh century b.c., although the records are

lost, and commercial results there were none. But the

exploring expeditions despatched by Darius in 512 B.c. from

the mouth of the Indus,^ and nearly two centuries later by

Alexander the Great, show the difficulties and dangers of

the route, the time it occupied, and the ignorance of the

pilots.® The clear-headed author of the “Periplus,” it is true,

says that small ships formerly made the voyage to India,

coasting along the shore, until Ilippalus first ventured to

cross the ocean by observing the monsoon.'* But the writer

probably refers to Greek ships only,® and on this point he

is contradicted by other classical authorities.® No date is

' A summary of the Indian trade with Arabia will he found in Lassen, “ Ind.

Alt.,” ii, pp. atUsoAand 593-6.
* Herocl., iv, 44; Maspero, “Hist. Anc.,” p. 618; Lenormant, “Hist.

Anc.,” ii, p. 484. The fleet of Darius was manned by a mixed crew (like the

fleets of Sennacherib and Alexander), and it took thirty months to reach Arabia.

The account written by Scylax of Karyanda, a countryman of Herodotus, who
•sailed with the expedition, was well known. Aristotle and Strabo refer to it.

Herodotus goes on to say that after the expedition Darius used this sea, a fact

which would imply that it was not used by the regular traders of Gerrha, Mouza,

and India, who had the Indian trade entirely in their hands and were outside

the Persian Eni])irc.

’ Forthe sufl'erings of the fleet with Nearchus, vide Arrian, “Indika,” c. xxvi-

xxxii. The voyage occupied about five mouths.
* “ Pcriplus,” c. 57.
“ “ Pcriplus,” c. 58 ad fin.

® Arrian says (“ Indika,” xliii, McCrindlc’s translation) that “a voyage could

be made all the way from Babvion to Egypt by menus of this [Persian] Gulf.

But, owing to the heat and utter sterility of the coast, no one has over made
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assigned to the discovery of the monsoons
;
and when we

read that the monsoon wind is called Ilippalus, are we not

tempted to turn the story round the other way, and say

that it was the wind which gave its name to the mythical

pilot, and not the pilot to the wind ? The monsoons must

have been known from the earliest times to all who sailed

along the Arabian and African coast
;

they were known to

Nearchus
;

* and the mariners who reached Kiao-tchou in

the seventh century b.c. cannot have feared to leave the

land.* The introduction of Western shipbuilding and

Western navigation into the Persian Gulf enabled men

to face the open sea
;

and the true trade-route to India

was discovered when the bluff-bowed, black-hulled merchant-

ships, with their double rudders, first plunged through the

salt sea-spray, and ploughed their eastward course under

the stars amid the open ocean.

this voyage, except, it may be, some chance navigator.” The expedition sent by
Alexander failed to get round the coast of Arabia, and without local pilots it was
impossible to do so.

* Arrian, “Indika,” xxi. Pliny (“Nat. Hist.,” vi, 23 (26)), after relating

the voyage of Onesicritus and Nearchas, expressly says that, although the ships

of Alexander sailed along the coast, afterwards vessels never took this course, but
sailed direct with the monsoon (“ favonio quem hippalum ibi vocant ”) from
the Syagros promontory in Arabia to Patale. For Patale another port, Sigerus,

was substituted, and this route was long in fashion, until, in much later times,

vessels ventured with the monsoon straight from OceUs (at the Straits of Babel-
mandeb) to Muziris or Barake. Pliny savs nothing of any individual called

Hippalus, he knows it only as the name of a wind
;
and the ‘ mercator ’ in

vi, 23-101, is used in a generic sense, and not of any special individual. Since
Vincent’s time many writers have accepted it for a fact that the monsoons were
known long before the first century a.d. Cf. Lassen, “ Ind. Alt.,” ii, 582.

* Down to the very end of the Middle Ages the voyage from Ormuz to
India was rarely attempted except at the commencement or in the middle
of the monsoon. At other times it was considered extremely dangerous, on
account of storms. Vide ’Abdur Razzhk’s narrative in Sir H. M. Elliot’s

“Historians of India,’’ iv, p. 97.

j.R.A.s. 1898. 18
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III.

Did the Indian traders who visited Babylon bring back

with them a knowledge of the Phoenician alphabet and of

coinage ? The question must be decided in each case by

experts, but there is a strong natural presumption in favour

of an affirmative.

First, as to the alphabet. Indian traders would find two

forms of writing used for commercial purposes at Babylon

in the seventh century b.c.—the alphabetic and the cunei-

form.* The syllabic cuneiform was the more perfect
;

it

was preferred even by the great Jewish banking-houses

like the Egibi
;

and, had Brahmans had the choosing of

a script, they would doubtless have selected it to express

the complicated sounds of the Sanskrit, just as Darius

selected it for his Pehlvi. The alphabet of the Phoenicians

was imperfect and rudimentary, but it had two great

advantages : it was easily learned, and the Indian traders

were rude men
;

it could be written on portable although

perishable materials, while the cuneiform could be written

rapidly on clay only. The Indians chose the alphabetic

form. But the script which they would use must necessarily

have been the script current in the bazars of Babylon in

the seventh and sixth centuries b.c. As it was especially

adapted for use on fragile materials, almost all examples

of it have perished the nearest examples are the letters

on the Assyrian weights. Ilofrath Dr. Biihler has given

four of these—three in his comparative table of alphabets on

p. 91, and a fourth (No. 9) on p. 60 of his “ Indian Studies,”

No. iii.^ Nos. 5, 9, and 22 are identical with the corre-

sponding Indian forms, and the fourth (No. 11) approaches

' “The Alphabet,” by J. Taylor, vol. ii, p. 231.
* We arc only now beginning to realize bow great our los.ses are. “ The few

classical papyri preserved in Egyptian tombs suttice to show how the immense

stores of Greek and Latin MSS. have disappeared.”— llurgon and Miller,

“The Traditional Text of the Holy Gospels,” pp. 15.5-8 (Loudon, 1896), and

Sir E. Mannde Thompson's Greek and Latin Balaeography there referred to.

® In Sitzungaberichte der Kais.-Akademie der Wisseuschaften, vol. cvxxii.

Wien, 1895.
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nearer to the Indian form than any other does. But the

he (No. 5) of the Assyrian weights does not appear before

700 B.c. ; ' while, according to Dr. Biihler, certain Aramaic

letters of the sixth century B.c. “are so strongly modified

that they canuot be considered the prototypes of the corre-

sponding Brahma” ones.® On the other hand, Dr. Biihler

has collected a large amount of evidence® to show that the

Indian alphabet had been elaborated and was widely known

by 500 B.c. Are we not, then, compelled to infer that the

Indian alphabet first took shape about 600 b.c., and was

suggested by the script prevailing at Babylon in the seventh

century b.c. ? To the eye of an outsider, the relationship

between the early Phoenician and the Asoka alphabet,

although unmistakable, is by no means immediate
;

and

we require some intermediate form like the seventh-century

script of Babylon—alas ! almost entirely lost through the

perishable nature of the materials.^

I come to the origin of the silver coins known as purdnas.

They are represented on the bas-reliefs of the Buddhist rails

at Bodh Gaya and Bharhut, and it is generally admitted

that they represent the oldest coinage of India.® These

coins are oblong pieces of silver hardened with copper, of

varying size and thickness, but all representing a uniform

weight. One side is usually plain, or has a single punch-

mark at the most
;
the other has various rude representa-

tions of what appear to be animals, plants, or other natural

objects punched upon it. The number of these different

' Biihler, “ Indian Studies,” No. iii, p. 58.
’ Ibid., p. 64.
’ Ibid., pp. 5-26 and 85-6.
* As the majority of the early traders to Babylon were Dravidian, we may

conjecture that the alphabet was first employed for writing Tamil
; modified by

the Aryans for the Prakrit
;

and finally adopted by the Brahmans for the
Sanskrit. I understand Bishop Caldwell to assert the antiquity of Tamil letters

when he says :

‘ ‘ The art of writing [Tamil] had probably been introduced
several centuries before the arrival of the Greek merchants” (“Comparative
Grammar,” etc., p. 67).

“ For the evidence vide Sir A. Cnnningham’s “Coins of Ancient India,”
pp. 82-3. The bas-reliefs at Bodh Gaya and Bharhut representing the story of
the Jetavana garden are well known. Photographs of them form the frontis-
piece to Sir A. Cunningham’s work

;
and a larger photograph is given by way

of frontispiece to his Bharhut.
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marks is very great—nearly three hundred, it is said.^

Legend has minted golden purdnas from its own imagina-

tion
;
but legend touches everything to gold, and all the

specimens (several thousands) we possess are silver.

There circulates at the present day in the Nepal Terai

a species of copper coinage exactly resembling the purdnas

in shape and character. These coins are called Gorakhpuri

pice, and formed the ordinary copper currency of Gorakhpur,

Benares, and Behar, until their manufacture was prohibited

(in 1886, if I remember aright) by an Act of the Legislative

Council of India. The Gorakhpuri pice are oblong pieces

of copper, of uniform value, but of varying size and thick-

ness
;

and one side is punched with rude representations

similar to—sometimes, perhaps, identical with—the marks on

the purdnas. The reverse is usually plain, or has a single

punch-mark. It is a peculiarity of the purdnas and of the

Gorakhpuri pice that they never bear a legend or letter.

These Gorakhpuri pice are the only specimens of private

coinage current in British India with which I am
acquainted.^ But private coinage of gold as well as silver

was the rule among the Hindoo Rajahs of Central India

at the commencement of the century. Malcolm says: “ The

right of coining is vested in no particular body or indi-

viduals; any banker or merchant sufficiently conversant in

the business has merely to make application to Government,

presenting at the same time a triding acknowledgment,

engaging to produce coin of the regulated standard, and

to pay the proper fees on its being assayed and permitted

to pass current.” ® At Pertabgarh four mercantile houses

had a monopoly of the gold and silver coinage.'*

> Cunningham, “ Ancient Coins,” etc., pp. 55 and 58.

* Private coinage of copper was also known under the Mahomedans. Ziau-d

din Barni says of Muhammad bin Tughlik Shah that “ he introduced his copper

money, ajid gave orders that it should be used in buying and selling. The
promulgation of this edict turned the hou.se of every Hindu into a mint, and the

Hindus of the various provinces coined krors and lacs of copper coins. With

the.se they paid their tribute,” etc.
—“The History of India as told by its own

Historians,” by Sir H. M. Elliot and Professor Dowson, vol. iii, p. 240.
’ “Memoir of Central India,” by Sir J. Malcolm, vol. ii, p. 80; London,

1823. I am indebted to Mr. Rapsou for the reference.

‘ Ibid., vol. ii, p. 84.
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Private coinage in India goes back to very early times.

The proof is to be found in certain coins of Taxila described

by Sir A. Cunningham.^ These coins preserve the purdna

shape, but they bear legends, and are obviously transitional.

On one side they have a Kharosthi inscription, which is

not understood; on the other is the word Negiima. “The
woi’d Negiima is common enough,” says Dr. Biihler, “in

Pali and in the epigraphic Prakrits, and means always the

traders. It shows here that the coins are mercantile tokens

issued by traders, and the names on the obverse may be

either of towns or of guilds.” ^ These coins are “anterior to

the Greek conquest of Demetrios ”
® (“ of Alexander,” says

Sir A. Cunningham).

Since, then, private coinage is of extreme antiquity in

India, and the purdnas agree in character with one species,

at least, of private coinage still in vogue, it is reasonable

to suppose that the purdnas were issued, not by any

state, but by bankers and by merchant guilds. This

hypothesis alone can explain their numbers and their

wide distribution.* But it attains an amount of probability

almost approaching certainty, if we compare it with the

contemporary currency of Babylon, from which I believe

it was derived.

The currency of Babylon at the close of the sixth

century b.c. was of private coinage. The earliest official

coin from a Babylonian mint in the British Museum bears

the name of Mazaios (331-328 b.c.)
;

the earliest mention

of official coinage in a Babylonian contract tablet dates from

the twelfth year of Seleucus II (234 b.c.).® It is true that

Darius issued gold darics and silver sigloi, but these were

current chiefly in Asia Minor and along the Mediterranean

coast, and rarely found their way to the Euphrates. Not

a single coin of the Achaemenids was found by Dieulafoy

' Cuimingham, “ Ancient Coins, ” etc., pp. 63-4.
^ Biihler’s “Indian Studies,” No. iii, p. 47.
^ Ibid, p. 46.

* Cunningham, “ Ancient Coins,” etc., p. 42.
‘ British Museum Guide to the Nimroud Central Saloon, 1886, p. 124.
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in his excavations at Persepolis, and of the treasure dis-

covered by Alexander at Susa four-fifths were bullion^

Nevertheless, the Babjdonians had a coinage of their own.

Before the days of Darius they had transacted their business

in pure gold or silver, and their payments were made by
weight. But, from the first year of the reign of Darius,

519 (or 521) b.c., the contract tablets show a remarkable

change. In a contract of the first year of Darius we read

of a payment of “ half a mana [of] pure [silver] and half

a mana 50 shekels by the one shekel piece coined.” ^ These

silver shekels are said to be “ stamped ” or “ punched ”

“ for giving and receiving.” They are often called “ white ”

silver, and are said to be “ coined, not standard.” * The

most curious notice dates from the twenty-sixth year of

Darius—“ 4 mana of silver (and) ten shekels of silver,

which are by the one-shekel piece (and) which are not

struck with the bird’s-tail (name of a plant).” ^ From the

time of Darius to the end of the Persian monarchy every

Babylonian contract which advances or requires payment

in silver distinctly specifies whether the advance or payment

has been or is to be made in “ pure,” “ refined,” or “ stan-

dard” silver, or in “white” silver shekel pieces “punched”
“ for giving and receiving.”

These silver shekel pieces were evidently called forth by

the actual or anticipated issue of the sigloi of Darius
;

® but

they certainly were neither sigloi nor in any way official.

> Perrot and Chipiez, “History of Art in Persia,” Eng. trans., p. 468.

London, 1892.
> British Museum Guide to the Nimroud Central Saloon, No. 79, p. 109.

The translations are by Mr. T. G. Pinches. For other examples of silver shekels

in the above Guide see, for the reign of Darius, No. 81, p. 110
;
No. 83, p. Ill

;

No. 86, p. 112; No. 87, p. 112; No. 89, p. 113 (where ‘refined’ silver is

especially opposed to ‘white,’ i.e. coined silver); No. 90, p. 114; No. 92,

p. 116
;
No. 96, p. 117 ;—nine examples, commencing with the first and ending

with the last year of Darius. No. 104, p. 120, is an example from the time of

Xerxes, and No. 106, p. 121, from the time of Artaxerxes. Notice also how
contracts which do not mention coined shekels mention ‘pure ’ or ‘ refined

’

silver, a distinction which first commences \vith the reign of Darius.
® “ Kecords of the Past,” n.s., vol. iv, p. 105.
* British Museum Guide to the Nimroud Central Saloon, No. 92, p. 116.

It is generally supposed that Darius first began to issue his new coinage in

616 B.c.
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(1) The Babyloniau shekel weighed 132'76 grains, the

siglos 86‘4 grains.^ (2) Instead of the royal archer, they

have various natural objects stamped upon them, and are

not always in uniform esteem—the “ bird’s-tail ” plant

device being an objectionable coin. (3) Had they been

official coins, they would have been described in legal

documents by their official designation, and not by popular

circumlocutions. AVhen we come to staters, we find them

called “ istaterranu.” ^

In order that these silver shekels might at once pass

current in the market, they must have borne devices already

familiar on the ingots of pure silver. Indeed, they can

have differed from these ingots only in the fact that they

were all of uniform weight, and contained a certain amount

of alloy. We may further assume that they bore no letters,

since none are mentioned, and were punched on one side only.

In this they would necessarily agree with the characteristics

of all non- Hellenic coinage at the time (521 B.c.).

In these Babylonian shekels, punched for giving and

receiving, I think we may discover the origin of the

Indian purdnas. The Indian purdnas have two of the chief

characteristics of an early coinage—the absence of letters,

and the stamp on one side only. Silver must have been

imported into India, in the sixth century b.c., entirely

or almost entirely from Babylon
;
and it was only natural

that, when the need for a local currency arose, the Baby-

lonian coinage should be imitated with the foreign metal.

Both Indian purdnas and Babylonian shekels appear to

represent a private coinage
;

both had a great variety of

natural objects for a device, and were punched on one side

only
;

both adopt a standard weight, but not a standard

size
;
® and both contained a small amount of alloy. It is

* Cunningham, “Ancient Coins of India”: for the shekel, p. 30; for the
siglos, p. 47. It is immaterial to my argument whether these determinations are
exact or not ; they are sufficiently approximate.

2 British Museum Guide to the Nimroud Central Saloon, No. 112, p. 124.
® The difference in size, and the rudeness and variety of the devices, are the

natural result of leaving the coinage in private hands
; whereas a fixed weight is

necessary for the issue of any one trader to pass current with those of another in
the market.
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true that the Indian coin, being intended for local use,

adopted the local weight. But the general characteristics

of both coinages are the same
;
and, if we reject the Baby-

lonian origin of the imranas, I do not see from what quarter

we can derive them. The puranas cannot be of purely

indigenous invention, without a hint from abroad. The

Indians could not fail to get such hints when they imported

silver
;
and the purdnm have too many of the characteristics

of early Occidental coinage to be spontaneous. The Indians

cannot have borrowed the idea from the Arabs
;

and, if

they borrowed it from the Greeks, why are the puranas so

primitive—so letterless and rude ? The traders of Taxila,

on their puranas, imitated the Greeks
;
why should not the

traders of the west coast, two centuries earlier, have imitated

the rude private coinage of the Babylonians ?
^

The history of the Babylonian shekels and the Indian

puranas suggests two general reflections.

1. The stamp on a coin was required not so much to

guarantee the weight as the purity of the metal. The weight

could only be guaranteed at the time of issue; and even in the

Middle Ages, and still later among the Moghuls, silver, after

a very few years’ currency, was reckoned not as coin, but

specie. To this da}% in India every banker and money-

changer examines every coin he receives, and weighs it

if he be doubtful
;

and every big payment, whether by

a firm or by a Government treasury, is made by weight

and not by tale. And, in the same way, we find that the

Egyptians 2 continued to weigh their coins long after the

Ptolemies had established their mints. Everyone can test

the weight of a coin, but its purity can be guaranteed only

' None of the Babylonian sbekels have been preserved, and it is impossible to

say what shape they had. The shape of coins must have been chietly determined,

in the first instance, by the shape of the silver ingots and the convenience of

manufacture. The Lydian coins arc bean-shaped ingots. The round shajie

of later coins was jirobably due to the belt which held them when punehed.

Silver was imported into India in the shape of silver plate (“ I’eriplus,” c. 39),

and Sir A. Cunningham has shown (hat the puranas were cut out of it with

a chisel :
“ Ancient Coins,” etc.

,
p. 43.

‘‘

AVilkinson, “ Manners and Customs of the Ancient Egyptians,” edited by

S, Birch, vol. ii, p. 216.
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by a professional assayer
;

and Sir A. Cunningham has

pointed out how Indian merchants often put their private

marks on Government coins.^ Such a guarantee would be

still more necessary when pure silver was used, and I have

already pointed out that the Babylonian shekels could not

have obtained immediate currency had they not adopted

devices already familiar on the silver ingots.^

2. The importance of private coinage, and its priority

to an official coinage, are not always recognized.® According

to Indian (and I might say Oriental) ideas, currency

is the business, not of the State, but of the banker

and the merchant. What they will accept in payment,

that is current with all the world. The idea of monopoly

is foreign to such a system
;
and the close connection in

practice, as well as theory, between money and specie,

prevents any degradation of the standard. Every peasant

looks on silver ornaments and silver coin as of equal value,

after due allowance made for the labour of the silversmith.*

On the other hand, the State encounters many obstacles

when it attempts to put its own coinage into circulation.®

One way alone is open : it may demand that all its dues

shall be paid in its own coins. But Oriental States have

always realized much the greatest part of their income in

kind, and this method is therefore not within their power.

* Cunningham, “Ancient Coins,” etc., p. 58.
® The use of private marks as a guarantee for coin among traders is illustrated

hv a practice still prevailing among the merehants of iMirzapur. My friend
Mr. Irvine, the historian of the Moghul Empire, tells me that in Mirzapur
lar^e payments are made in bags of Rs. 1,000 each, which bear the seals of

vrell-known merchants, and are never opened. Cunningham (“ Ancient Coins,”
etc., p. 49) remarks that gold-dust tied up in small bags circulates in the
Western Himalayas, and Wilkinson (“ Popular Account of the Ancient
Egyptians,” vol. ii, p. 149 ;

London, 1871) says that the Egyptians kept gold-
dust in sealed bags.

’ I first heard the suggestion of private coinage being anterior to official

coinage from the late Dr. R. S. Poole, in the course of a lecture. Lectures have
a great advantage over books as a medium for ‘ ‘ happy thoughts ” and unsigned
ideas ; much the advantage which a conditional I.O.U. has over a regular cheque.

* It is usual in India to hand over to the silversmith a certain amount of
coin, and to receive in return an equal weight of jewellery, the cost of manu-
facture being fixed by bargain at a certain percentage, usually from one-eighth
to one-fourth, half, or even three-quarters of the whole, according to the
difficulty of the work.

® As I know from experience.
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The Lydian kings had a monopoly of the golden sands of

the Pactolus, and could circulate their gold in whatever

fashion might best suit the royal finances
;

but such a pro-

ceeding was beyond the power, perhaps the wish, of the
“ Great King.” An official coinage meant an alloy and

a degradation of the currency
;
and Egyptians and Baby-

lonians, accustomed for centuries to pure gold and silver,

would have none of it. Thus, we can understand why
State coinage spread so slowly, and found so little favour,

among the great mercantile nations of antiquity—whether

on the Nile, the Euphrates, or the Ganges
;

while needy

and mistrustful newcomers, like the Greeks and Indo-

Scythians, readily adopted it. Private coinage must have

existed for centuries before Lydian kings took it up
;
and

if the devices were rude, the metal was pure, and well-

suited to peoples who drew no distinction between money

and specie. Official coinage is in reality a gift of the

Greeks.

IV.

Indian traders brought back to their native land notions

of writing and of coinage which they had picked up in

the bazars of Babylon. But when we ask whether they

also borrowed any ideas of art or architecture from the

temples, the hanging gardens, and the public and private

palaces of Babylon, the answer is much more doubtful,

and there are many difficulties in the way. Our earliest

Indian examples of architecture and art are very limited

in character : they consist chiefly of Buddhist topes and

rails, things essentiall)’^ Indian
;
and they are separated by

centuries from everything Babylonian. Moreover, we know

something of Babylonian architecture, but very little of

Babylonian art, during the seventh and sixth centuries B.c.

;

we must assume (and the assumption is probable) that it
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resembled the Assyrian art of the seventh century. And

the greatest difficulty of all is the difficulty of disentangling

any Assyrian forms which might have reached India

through Babylon from the immensely greater influence of

Assyrian art, exercised indirectly through Persepolis.

Again, the architectures of Mesopotamia, of Persia, and

of India, were essentially national and essentially distinct.

The architecture of Babylon and Nineveh is a massive

architecture of solid brick. The pillar is the special

characteristic of Persia
;

and the pillared halls of Cyrus,

of Darius, and Xerxes, on their enormous platforms of

stone, were glorious examples. The Indian architecture

was of brick and wood— a hollow shell, with brick walls

for the lower stories and wood for the upper. The three

architectures are distinct in kind.

The sculpture of India must also be classed as altogether

original. Its straightforward realism, the violent although

expressive motions in which it delights, its preference for

the full face, and its peculiar type of feminine beauty, are

wholly Indian. So also is its fondness for idyllic scenes,

its love of animals and animated nature, and the profusion

of fancy and fanciful variety, although this profuse variety

is apt to become as oppressive as the tangled wealth of

a tropical jungle.

But if the elementary conceptions of art and architecture

were purely indigenous, there was abundant scope for the

borrowing of detail
;

and, as a matter of fact, most of the

details were borrowed from Persia. The pillar, indeed, was

the only lithic form Persia had to lend
;

it survives at

Bharhut and in Asoka’s monoliths, and it reappears in

the caves of Western India. It must have been universal

where decorated stone was used, but Indian buildings do

not run to height, and the examples have perished long

ago in sugar and oil mills. The borrowings in sculpture

are much more numerous. The lotus and honeysuckle, the

crenellations and mouldings, the conventional methods of

representing water and rocks, are all taken from Persia,

and find their original prototypes in Nineveh
;
the hybrid
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creatures and winged animals are borrowed, with many
a fanciful variation and addition. But the debt of Indian

to Perso- Assyrian art is most strikingly apparent from two

general observations.

First. The sculpture of India proper—the India of the

Gangetic Valley—is mainly bas-relief. That forms its chief

characteristic, and its main distinction from the Hellenized

sculpture of Gandhara, which consisted of sculpture in the

round. It is true that sculpture in the round was not

unknown in India
;

but it was as little practised there as

at Persepolis or Nineveh. The sculpture of all three is

essentially bas-relief. And the Indians apply their bas-

reliefs after the Persian fashion. Their sculpture is lavished

chiefly on the doors and vestibules, and the most important

single flgures guard the entrance of the gateways in India,

as in Persia
;

the sculptured risers of the Jamalgarhi

monastery recall the inclined ascents to the palaces of

Darius and of Xerxes. Even the inscribed bas-reliefs of

Bharhut—unique, alas ! in Indian art—have their counter-

parts at Persepolis and Nineveh.^

Second. Of the decoration of the earKer Buddhist

monasteries we know practically nothing, but the decoration

' The Buddhist rails and their decoration are alike unique. But the method
of decoration is so singular and yet so artistic that I cannot help believing the

first suggestions were borrowed from abroad. The processions of bulls and

other animals upon the plinth are obviously a modification of the Persian

practice
;
the division of the coping into sculptured groups by means of floral

ornament may possibly have had its origin in the lotus-divided bas-reliefs such

as those which crowned the top of the staircases at Persepolis. The decoration

of the uprights is the real difhculty. The decoration of these must have been

originally floral
;

for in the earlier examples the semi-discs at top and bottom

of the upright are commonly filled with floral or geometric patterns, and the

central discs surround the figure-sculpture with a floral baud, or else reliefs aud

rosettes occur on alternate rails. The origin of the scheme of decoration must

therefore be sought in some scheme of floral ornament
;
and this, I think, may

be found in rows of palmettes or semi-discs at the top and bottom of an

entablature or other plain surface with rosettes in the middle. Something of

the kind may sometimes be seen rudely painted on the walls of an Indian house

;

and I fancy that the wooden posts of the Buddhist rails were originally paiut<^,

although metal must often have been used instead of paint, on account of its

durability aud lustre. Metal rosettes on wood were common enough in Persia.

For Fergussou’s suggestion vide “ History of Indian and Eastern Architecture,”

p. 93 ;
London, 1891. Of course, the so-called Buddhi.st rails were not

necessarily Buddhist. Iliudoos and Jains, as well as Buddhists, employed them

for buildings of every kind, sacred and profane.
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of the later Vihara caves, of Niilanda, and of the Sanghii-

ramas of Gandhara was Persian, and that not so much

after the fashion of the Sassanians as of the Achaemenids.

There is the same lavish employment of colour, the use

of enamelled or metallic tiles upon the roof, the guilded

rafters and elaborately painted ceilings, the rich capitals

of the pillars, the application of inlaying. The two schemes

of decoration are substantially the same.

To the general question, then, concerning the direct

influence of Babylon on Indian art, we must answer “ No.”

But I think that a direct influence may be traced in one

particular class of buildings and in one particular locality

—

I mean the Buddhist vihara caves of Western India. These

caves difier in many of their leading features from what

we meet elsewhere. The viharas of the Gangetic Valley

appear to have consisted originally of a set of buildings

one or two stories high around an open courtyard. That

is the shape they would naturally assume according to

modem Indian practice, and it is the shape preserved to

us in the Rani ka Nur at Udayagiri.' But the four or five

storied viharas which we hear of afterwards are tower-

like buildings, each stage set back upon the lower one.

They undoubtedly recall the impression of a Babylonian

zigurat or temple, but are hollow throughout and built of

wood.® But how and where did this idea of roofing over

the originally open court arise ? And how came the

building to be turned into a lofty and organic whole ?

We first meet with the inclosure of the central space in

the western caves, and these were probably the work of

* But see Fergusson’s remarks on this cave in “ Cave Temples of India,” by
Fergusson and Burgess, p. 78 ; London, 1880. His explanation appears to me
very far-fetched and improbable.

* Fergusson (“History of Indian Architecture,” pp. 202 and 618) has
attempted to connect certain Burmese and Sinhalese dagobas -with the Baby-
lonian type, and has suggested that connecting links once existed in brick and
plaster in the valley of the Ganges. Cf. also his “ Cave Temples of India,”
p. 34. But there are two objections : (1) Had massive buildings of solid brick,
either temples or viharas, ever existed in the valley of the Ganges, they could
not faU to have left their traces, as the stupas have done. (2) The Indian
buildings, so far as we know (apart from the stupas, which are not buildings at
all), were not solid, hut hollow.
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opeivot, a class of ascetics still surviving in the hermits

who erect mimic mountains of earth for their habitation

in the plains of Hindostan. Now the Babylonian zigurats

represented exactly on a large scale the same idea of

a mountain. The Accadian gods lived on the tops of the

mountain ranges to the north-east of Babylon. A^Tien

the Accadians descended from the hills and settled in the

alluvial plains at the mouth of the Tigris and Euphrates,

they built stepped mountains for their gods with winding

paths, and oriented them to the north-east, towards the

region they had left, the region where the gods remained.^

But the storied viharas of India, with their retreating stages,

are also imitation mountains. The proof is to be found

in the miniature huts erected along the exterior edge of

each stage in the “ raths ” at Mahavellipur. That Accadians

and Dravidians should agree to venerate mountains, is not

wonderful
;

but that they should have agreed to express

their veneration in a unique and striking form, argues

a common origin. The artificial mountain of the Indians

was necessarily a hollow shell, because all their construction

was of brick and wood. And as the Buddhist brethren

met within the open courtyard, so they would meet within

the interior of this shell, and take up their abode within it,

just as the Hindoo devotee makes in his artificial mountain

a cave-dwelling for himself. The towering vihara became

a very difierent structure from the solid stories of the

* The earliest existing zigurats (at Mugheir and Nippur) were built by Ur-gur
and Dungi {circa 2500 n.c.), and are therefore much later than the step

pyramids of Medum and Sakkarah. There was frequent communication between

Egj^pt and Babylonia in the days of Ur-gur and his descendants, and it is

sometimes supposed that the zigurats of Babylonia took their shape from the

step j)yramids of Eg)q)t. But I do not think this view can be maintained. The
step pyramids of Egypt were developed from tlie mastaba, and were exceptional.

They were always tombs, and had temples in front of them. The Babylonian

zigurats were never tombs, they had raised ascents, and shrines on their summits,

and their form was fixed throughout the whole period of Babylonian history.

The zigurats of Mugheir and Nippur are built on tlie ruins of temples as old ns

the step pyramids of Egypt, and there is no reason to believe that the Chaldaenns

ever materially altered tlie shape of their temples. The names of the zigurats

often recall tlie idea of a mountain, e.g. “temple of the great mount,” and

kings compare their temples to hills. Thus, Kudur-Mabug says he has made
a temple to the goddess Ninui (Istar) like a mountain (Uommel, “ Geschichte

Babylon,” p. 358).
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zigurat, for India has rarely borrowed anything which she

has not altered in adapting it
;
but we may conjecture that

zigurat and vihara had a common origin.* These specula-

tions may be fanciful
;

I will not deny it. But of two

things I do feel assured. Babylonian influence lingered

longest on the west coast of India
;
and the western caves

are the work of a totally distinct artistic school from that

of Orissa and the Ganges Valley. The prehistoric age in

India is distinguished, not by periods of stone and copper

and bronze, but by the spread of the Aryans, the consolida-

tion of societies, and the elaboration of a cult. With the

sixth and fifth centuries b.c. we reach the commencement

of personal and dated history, and a great creative era

—

the age of Mahavira and of Buddha. But the material

preceded the spiritual. The first stir of that new life arose

from the contact with Western civilization
;

the breath of

inspiration came from Babylon, and then from Persia.

When the Greeks arrived, they found great and civilized

peoples whose learning and whose capitals aroused their

admiration. The records of that civilization were written

on palm-leaves and on bark, or exhibited in brick and

wood—things perishable, which have perished
;

and we
are perforce reduced to search painfully among the flotsam

and jetsam of time for any vestiges of the grandeur of

antiquity.*

* Jhering (“Evolution of the Aryan,” Eng. trans., p. 182) has no difficulty

in deriving the whole of Indian architecture from Babylon. He says that
a Babylonian architect had only to despatch the necessary models and workmen
in a ship or fleet for the Indian Prince to select what he required. The ancient
myth-makers, with their Argo, are not a patch on the modern rationalists,

with their superficiality and dogmatism, their appalling blunders, and massive
ignorance. Jhering sometimes has good ideas, and I occasionally agree in his

conclusions
;
but he repels me by his method, his absurdities and blunders.

* The remains of Asoka’s time show considerable skill in the use of stone,

and prove that stone-work was no novelty. The imitation of wooden forms
in stone does not necessarily imply a recent origin ; similar imitations lasted
for centuries in the Doric order and in Achaemenid architecture. The progress
of the Indians was necessarily of the slowest, for Persia could supply them with
scarcely any models, and they had to discover everything for themselves

; so
that, according to Fergusson, they took a thousand years to get rid of aD traces
of wooden forms. The rise of stone architecture must, therefore, be dated long
before Asoka, either in the end of the fifth or beginning of the fourth century
B.c. But these remarks do not apply to the western caves. The slanting
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pillars at Bhaja and Kondane show a very novel and rudimentary knowledge
of work in stone. Not that this implies any very low stage of civilization

;

on the contrary, the elaborate wooden screens, and the grandeur of conception

which these caves display, are proofs of a very considerable culture ; and we
must remember that these Dravidians had long carried on trade with Babylon,

and Sabaean colonies had settled among them. But it does imply that Persian

influences took some centuries to extend to the west coast, and that the inter-

course between India north and south of the Nerbudda was not great.
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Art. XVII.—Notes on Alahkdm Literature. By Colonel

G. A. Jacob, Indian Staff Corps.

III.

The presentation of the Rules and Examples of the Kdvya-

prakdsa, in skeleton form, traced as far as possible to their

sources, is the object of the present paper. I wish, however,

that I had been able to achieve greater success as the result of

the immense labour bestowed upon it. Most of the quotations

from the older writers were found when studying the work

in Poona, twenty-one years ago, ^vith Krshna Sastri Vaija-

purkar
;
but many others were obtained from the literature

unearthed by my friend Dr. Biihler during his famous tour

in Kashmir and edited by the late Pandit Durgaprasad

and by Dr. Peter Peterson. Doubtless many of those which

have defied my efforts to track them were composed by

the joint authors themselves; whilst others may have come

from works no longer extant, a remark which applies very

specially to the large number of untraced Prakrta passages.

Yet, in spite of all this, I feel that the task might have

been performed in more scholarly fashion but for the

complete breakdown of my eyesight three years ago, which

has considerably circumscribed my work ever since. And,

now, a second attack of Glaucoma incapacitates me still

more, and seems even to demand the complete abandonment

of Oriental studies.

I trust that the well-known specialist Dr. Pischel and other

Sanskritists in Europe and India may be able to fill up some

of the hiati so conspicuous in this paper. And as I retire

from the field in which I have revelled for thirty-five years,

let me commend it to my countrymen in India who have

J.R.A.8. 1898. 19
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a real love for linguistic science. At present we are far

outdistanced by scholars on the Continent, and that in

spite of our unique position as masters of Bharata-Varsha

!

May the proposed Oriental College in London speedily

become a reality, and awaken such national enthusiasm as

shall sweep away the reproach which we have deservedly

contracted for our masterly inactivity in this fascinating

field !

Kdvyaprakdsa.

Chap. I.

I. Niyatikrtaniyama.

II. Kavyaih ya^ase ’rthakrte.

In the vrtti which follows, read, with Kashmir MSS.,
“ Banadinam,” instead of

“ Dhavakiidlnam ”
;
and com-

pare line 5 ff. with similar passages in Locana, pp. 12,

180.

III. Saktir nipunata.

IV. Tad adoshau sabdarthau.

1. Yah kaumaraharah. Sildbhaftdrikd (Sarhga.).

2. Nihseshacyutacandanam. Amaru, 105.

V. Atadrsi gunibhutavyahgyam.

3. Gramatarunam. Rudrata, vii, 39.

4. Svacchandocchalat°.

5. Vinirgataih manadam. Ilayagrlvavadha (so Durga-

prasiid).

Chap. II.

I. Syad vacako lakshanikah.

II. Sarvesham prayaso ’rthanam.

1. Mae gharovaaranam.

2. Siihentl sahi.

3. Ua niccala. Odthdsapta^ati, i, 4.
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III. Sanketitas caturbhedah.

The supposed quotation from the Vdkyapadlya, on

page 10, is not in that work. For the sense of it,

however, see ii, 176, and iii, 1, 33. The latter reference

was given by ray learned friend Dr. Kielhorn from

his own MS. Of the passage attributed to Patahjali

on page 11, the last three words only are found on

page 19 (line 20) of Kielhorn’s edition.

IV. Mukhyarthabadhe tadyoge.

V. Svasiddhaye parakshepah.

Half of the line quoted on page 14 (“ Viseshyam

nabhidha”) is cited on page 16 of the Locana also,

where we have besides what seems to be the second line.

VI. Saropanya tu yatroktau.

VII. Bhedav iman ca.

The stanza (Abhidheyilvinabhuta) quoted on page 18

is Tantmvartika, 1, 4, 22. As to “ ayur ghrtam ” see

page 299 of this Journal (1897).

VIII. Vyahgyena rabita rudhau.

4. Mukhaih vikasitasmitam.

5. SrTparicayaj jacla api. Ravigupta (Subhash.).

IX Tadbhur lakshanikah.

X. Phale sabdaikagamye ca.

XI. Lakshyam na mukhyam.

XII. Evam apy anavastha syat.

XIII. Jnanasya vishayo hy anyah.

XIV. Anekarthasya sabdasya.

The two verses (Samyogo, etc., and Samarthyam,

etc.) quoted in the vrtti here are Vakyapadlya, ii, 317,

318 ; but the reading there is “ Samsargo ” instead of

“ Samyogo.”

6. Eddahamettatthania. Bhoja, ii, 56.

7. Bhadratmano duradhirohatanoh.

XV. Tadyukto vyanjakah sabdah.
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Chap. III.

I. Arthah proktah pura.

II. Prastavade^akaladeh.

1. Aiviulam jalakumbham.

2. Onniddaih dobballam.

3. Tathabhutam drshtva. Venisamhara, i, 11.

4. Taia raaha gandatthala°.

5. TJddeso ’yam sarasakadali®.

6. Nolle! anaddamana.

7. Subbai samagamissadi,

8. Anyatra yuyarii kusumavacayam.

9. Guruanaparavasa pia.

10.

Dvaropantanirantare mayi.

III. Sabdapramanavedyo ’rthah.

Chap. IV.

I. AvivaksMtavacyo yah.

Bhvani.^ ii, 1, modified in first line.

1. Tvam asrai vacmi.

2. TJpakrtam bahu nama.

II. Rasabhavatadabhasa°.

The first half of this kdrika is clearly Dhvani., ii, 3.

III. Karanany atha karyani.

IV. Vibhava anubhavas ca.

The quotation (Vibhiivanubhava) from Bharata which

follows this kdrika is from the prose passage connected

with his vi, 32. Bhatta Lollata’s exposition of Bharata

is quoted somewhat differently in the Kdryapradipa.

3. Seyaiii mamiihgeshu.

4. Daiviid aham atra. Rmlrafa, vii, 29.

These two stanzas are explained in the Uddharaiia-

candrikd, and may therefore be taken as Marainata’a

* This abbreviation is applied throughout to the karikas of the Dhvanyaloka,

as to which see Part I of these Notes.
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citations. At the same time, it might very reasonably

be assumed that they were quoted by Srisankuka in

support of his definition of Rasa
;

in which case we

should have either to place him after Rudra^, or to

admit that the latter did not always compose his own
illustrations.

5. Viyad alimalinambugarbhamegham.

6. Parimrditamrnallmlanam. Mdlatimdclhava, i, 21.

7. Diirad utsukam. Amaru, 49.

V. Srhgarahasyakarnna®. Bharata, vi, 15.

8. Siinyam vasagrham. Amaru, 82.

9. Tvam mugdhakshi. Amaru, 27.

10. Premardiah pranayasprsah. Mdlati., \, 7.

11. Anyatra vrajatiti.

12. Sa patyuh prathamapariidha®. Amaru, 29.

13. Prasthanam valayaih. Amaru, 35.

14. Tvam alikhya. Meghaduta, 108.

15. Akuilcya panim asucim.

16. Ha matas tvaritasi kutra.

17. Krtam anumatam drshtam va. Ventsamhdra, iii, 20,

18. Kshudrah santrasam. Mahdndtaka, ix, 50.

19. Grlvabhahgabhiramam. Sdkuntala, i, 7.

20. TJtkrtyotki'tya krttim. Mdlati., v, 16.

21. Citram mahan esha batavatarah.

VI-X, These kdrikds are Bharata, vi, 17-21.

XI. Nirvedasthayibhavo ’sti.

22. Ahau va hare va. Vairdgyasataka, 40.

XII. Bhavah proktah.

23. Kanthakona®. Utpala’s Paramesvarastotra, 13 (so

Durgaprasad).

24. Haraty agham samprati. Mdgha, i, 26.

25. Jane kopaparahmukhL Nidrddaridra (Subhash, and
Sarhga.).

26. Stumah kam vamakshi.

27. Rakasudhakaramukhl.
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28. Tasyah sandravilepana°. Amaru, 26.

29. Ekasmin sayane. Amaru, 22.

30. Utsiktasya tapahparakrama°. Mahdvlra., ii, 22.

31. Kvakaryam sasalakskmanah. Vikramorvasi, iv (in

some MSS. See S. P. Pandit’s edition, p. 122)

;

Dhvanydloka, p. 165.

XIII. Mukhye rase ’pi te ’ngitvam.

XIV. Sabdarthobhayasaktyutthah.

The second line of this kdrikd and the first of XV
are given as a stanza by Ruyyaka on p. 102.

XV. Pradhanatvena sa jneyah.

32. Ullasya kalakaravala°.

33. Tigmaruchirapratapah.

34. Amitah samitah.

35. Nirupadanasambhiiram. Narayana’s Stavacintdmani

(so Durgaprasad).

36. Panthia na ettha. Bhoja, i, 139 (modified).

37. Sanir asanis ca.

XVI. Praudhoktimatrat.

Compare Dhvani., ii, 27.

XVII. Vastvalaiikaram athava.

38. Alasasiromani.

39. Dhaiiyasi ya kathayasi. Vijjakd (Sarhga.).

40. Darpandhagandha°.

41. Gadhakantadasana®.

42. Kailasasya pratharaa®.

43. Kesesu baliimodia.

44. Gadhaliiiganarahasu®.

45. Jii theram va hasanti.

46. Je lahkagiri®. Karpuramaiijarl, i, 20.

47. Sahi viraifina manassa,

48. Ullolakaraa®.

49. Mahiliisahassa®. Qdthdsaptaiati, ii, 82.

50. Atandracandriibharana.
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XVIII. Rasadinam anantatvat.

51. Yasya raitrilni raitrani.

52. Khalavavahiira.

53. Lavanyaih tad asau.

54. Mugdhe mugdhatayaiva. Amaru, 70.

55. Rudhiravisara°.

56. Bhuktimuktikrt.

57. Sayam snanam iipasitam.

58. Tadapraptiraahaduhkha°. Vishnu Purdna, 5, 13, 21.

59. CintayantI jagatsutim. Vishnu Purdna, 5, 13, 22.

60. Kshanadasavakshanada.

61. Tuba vallahassa.

62. Raisu candadhavalasu.

63. Nisitasaradhiya.

64. Varijjanto vi uno.

65. So muddhasamalango.

66. Navapunnimaraiankassa.

67. Sabi navanibuvana°.

68. Pavisanti gbaravaram.

69. Yilialankbalam tumam.

70. Jobnai maburasena a.

71. Alaih stbitva smasane. Sdntiparva., 5685.

72. Na ceha jlvitah. Sdntiparva., 5686.

73. Adityo ’yam stbitah. Sdntiparva., 5693.

74. Amuih kanakavarnabham. Sdntiparva., 5740 (modi-

fied).

XIX. Padaikadesaracana®.

75. Raikelibia°. Gdthdsaptasatl, v, 55.

76. Preyan so ’yam. Vdmana, 3, 2, 15.

77. Pathi pathi suka°. \_Riiyyaka,^ p. 129.]

78. Likhan aste. Amaru, 7.

79. Gamarubambi.

80. Tanam gunaggabananam.

81. Re re cancalalocana°.

82. Yesbam dorbalam eva.

83. Pradhanadbvani.

' See Part I of these Notes.
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84. Biiuyo bhuyah savidba°. Mdlati., i, 14.

85. Pai’iccbedatitah. Mdlati., i, 28.

86. Krtam ca garbhabbiraukham. \_Ruyyaha, p. 76.]

87. Riimo ’sau bhuvaneshu. Mahdndtaka, vi, 40.

;

Raghavdnandandtaka (so Kavyapradipa).

88. Tarunimani kalayati.

XX. Sankarena trirupena.

89. Khanapahunia deara.

90. Snigdba^yamala®. Mahdndtaka, v, 7.

Chap. V.

I. Agu^am aparasyangam.

II. Vyangyam evam gunibhuta®.

1. Yasyasubrtkrtatiraskrtih.

2. Unnidrakokanada°.

3. Atrasit phani°. Bdlardmayana, x, 20, and Mahd-

ndtaka, ix, 117.

4. Ayam sa rasanotkarsbi. Dhvanydloka,^.\QQ. Pandit

Durgaprasad ascribes it to Drotiaparva (?).

5. Kailasalayabbalalocanaruca.

6. Atyucciih paritab spburanti.

The Bombay edition (1889) attributes this to a poet

- named Pahcdksharl on tbe authority of Jayantabhatta.

7. Yandikrtya nrpa.

8. Aviralakaravillakampanaih.

9. Sakarii kuraiigakadrsa.

10. Asodha tatkiilollasat.

11. Pa^yet kascit cala.

12. Janasthiine bhrantam. Bhatta Vdcaspati (so Kshe-

niendra in his Kavikanthdhharana).

13. Agatya sarnprati.

14. Bhrainitn aratim alasahrdayatam. Dhvanydloka,

pp. 97, 1 66.

15. Gacchamy Acyuta.

16. Adrshte darsanotkanthii.

17. Ilaras tu kificit. Kumdrasamhhava, iii, 67.
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18. Brahmanatikramatyagali. Mahavlra., ii, 10.

19. Mathmlmi Kaurava^atam. Vemsamham, i, 14.

20. Yanlrakudangucldina®. Dhvanyaloka, ii, 34.

The verse (Vyajyante) quoted just below this, on

page 108, is Dhvani., ii, 32.

III. Salahkarair dhvaneh.

The verse “ Sagunlbhritavyahgyaib ” (on page 109) is

Dhvani., iii, 44; and the two (“Sabdavrddhabhidheyan
”

and “ Anyathanupapatya ”) on page 111 are from

Kumarila’s Slokardrtika, 1, 1, 5 {The Pandit, vol. iii,

p. 537). For the quotation (on page 115) “ Yatparah

sabdah sa sabdarthah,” and for the simile of tbe arrow,

see Locana, page 18, line 6 from bottom. With
reference to the text “Lohitoshnlshii rtvijah pracaranti”

(page 117), compare A^valayana’s Sraufasufm, 9, 7, 4,

and that of Latj^ayana, 8, 5, 8. The expression “ Yad
eva vidheyam,” on the same page, has not been traced j

but the passage (dvayam gatam) cited on page 120 is

Kumdrasambhara, v, 71.

21. Matsaryam utsarya. Srhgdrasataka, 13.

22. Kathan avanipa darpah.

23. Kassa va na hoi. Dhi'anydloka, p. 23.

The prose quotation (Ayam eva hi) which follows

this is untraceable.

24. Attii ettha nimajjai. Dhvanydloka, p. 20.

25. Viparlarae lacchl.

I cannot trace the verse (Akhandabuddhi) quoted on

page 125.

26. Bhama dhammia. Gdthdmplusati, ii, 75.

Chap. VI.

I. Sabdarthacitram yat purvam.

1. Rupakadir alankarah. \ In Bombay edition (p. 288)

2. Rupakadim alahkaram. / these are said to have been

3. Tad etad ahuh sau- ( ascribed to Bhdmaha by the

^bdyam. ) commentator Sarasvatitirtha.
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4. Prathamam arunacchayah. Bhoja, i, 87,

The last pada occurs in the same position in Srhgdra-

tilaka, i, 44 (Pischel’s edition), so that one of the

two must be an example of satnasydpurana.

5. Te drshtimatrapatita api.

Chap. VII.

I. Mukhyarthahatir doshah.

II. Dush^m padam srutikatu.

III. Sandigdham apratitam.

1. Anahgamahgalagrhapahga®.

2. Etan mandavipakva®.

3. Yathayam darunacarah.

4. Tirthantareshu snariena.

5. Yavakarasardrapada®.

6. Tapasvihhir ya sucirena.

7. Utphullakamala®. Ndgdnanda, i, 13,

8. Abandhyakopasya. Kirdtdrjuniya, i, 33.

9. Hii dhik sa khila tamasl.

10. Jahghakandorunalah.

11. Sadhanam sumahat yasya.

12. Lilatamarasahatah. Amaru, 72.

13. Mrdupavanavibhinnah. Vikramorvaki, iv, 10.

14. Alihgitas tatrabhavan.

15. Samyagjnanamahajyotir®.

16. Rakavibhavarikanta®.

17. Saratkalasamullasi®.

The quotation (“ Nirfidha lakshanah ”) in connection

with this verse is Tantravdrtika, 3, 1, 8 (p. 700 of

Benares edition).

18. Atrilocanasambhnta®.

19. Miirdhnam udvrttakrttii®. Mahdndtaka, ix, 15.

20. Srasfam nitarnbat. Kumdra., iii, 55.

21. Vapur virilpaksham. Ktitndra., v, 72.

22. Anandasindhuh.
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23. Navajaladharah. Vikramorvaii, iv, 1.

24. Jugopatmanam. Raglm., i, 21.

25. Sudhakarakariikara®.

26. Cirakalapariprapti®.

27. Na trastam yadi. Mahaclra., ii, 28.

28. Gor api yad vahanatam.

29. Sa diire ca sudhiisandra°.

IV. Apasya cyutasamskaram.

30. So ’dhyaishta vedan. Bhaftikdvya, i, 2.

31. Sa ratu vo duscyavanah.

32. Sayakasahayabaho.

33. Kuvindas tvam tavat.

34. Prabbrabhrat.

35. Nrpater upasarpantl.

36. Te ’nyair vantam.

37. Pitrvasatim abam vrajami.

38. Suralayollasaparah.

39. Tasyadbimatropayasya.

40. Tambulabbrtagallo ’yam.

41. Vastravaiduryacaranaib.

42. Dbammillasya na kasya. Vdmana, 2, 1, 22.

43. Nyakkaro by ayam eva me. Mahdndtaka, ix, 14.

44. Apangasaiiisargi.

45. Kataryam kevala nitib. RagJm., xvii, 47.

46. Dvayam gatam samprati. Kumdra., v, 71.

47. UtkampinI bbayapariskbalita°. Dhvanydloka, iii, 4.

48. Sadbu candramasi.

49. Ye namakecid iba. Mdlatl., i, 6.

50. Asau maruccumbita°. Mahdndtaka, vi, 4.

51. Karavalakarala°.

52. Yo ’vikalpam idam. Utpala’s Parameharastotra,

xiii (so Durgaprasad).

53. Yat tad urjitam. Venisamhdra, i, 13.

54. Kalyananam tvam asi. Mdlatl., i, 3.

55. Kim lobbena vilangbitah.

56. Sritaksbama raktabbuvah.

67. Alam aticapalatvat. Bilhanacarita (so Durgaprasad).
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58. Tad gaccha siddhyai kuru. Kumdra,, iii, 18.

59. Yas capsarovibhrama°. Kumdra., i, 4.

60. Adav anjanapufijaliptavapushara.

61. Capacaryah. Bdlardmdyana, ii, 37.

62. Atipelavam atiparimitavarnam.

63. Yah puyate surasarit°.

64. Vinayapranayaikaketanam.

65. Kasmin karmani samarthyam.

66. Kim ucyate ’sya.

V. Pratikulavarnam upahata°.

VI. Arddhantaraikavacakam.

VII (ff). Bhagnaprakramam akramam.

67. Akunthotkanthaya.

68. Desah so ’yam. Venlsamhdrn, iii, 28.

69. Pragapraptanisumbha°, Mahdvlra., ii, 33

70. DhTro vinitah.

71. Rajan vibhanti bhavatas caritani.

72. Tata udita udara°.

73. Yegiid uddiya gagane.

74. Urvyasav atra tarvali.

75. Amrtam amrtam kah saudehah.

76. Jam pariharium. Vishamahdnalila (so Bombay
edition).

77. Yikasitasahakara''.

78. Dhanyas ^ ta gunaratna®.

79. Hii nrpa hii budha.

80. Tathabhutiim drshtva. Venimmhdra, i, 11.

81. Spbatikakrtinirinalah.

82. Idam anucitam akrama^ ca puihsam. SrhgdraSataka,

84.

83. Adhikaratalatalpam.

84. Kah kah kutra na.

85. KreiikiiTah smarakarmukasya.

86. Masrnacaranapatam. Bdlardmdyaiia, vi, 36 ;
Mahi-

ndtaka, iii, 18.

Otlior editions read ‘ Anyfia.’
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87. Yeshaiii tiis tridasebhadanasaritah.

Jaimini’s sutm (Gunanaih ca), 3, 1, 22, is quoted

immediately after this stanza.

88. Tvam evaihsaundarya. Vdmana, 3, 2, 13; Bhoja, i,S7.

89. Sahgramahganam iigatena. Bhoja, i, 84.

90. Catviiro vayam rtvijah. Vemsamhdra, i, 25.

91. Jahghakandoruualah.

92. Aprakrtasya caritatisayaih. Mahdvira., ii, 39.

93. Esho ’ham adritanaya®. Ushdharanandtaka (so Bombay
edition).

94. Tvayi nibaddharateh. Vikramor., iv, 29.

95. Priyena sahgrathya. Kirdtdr., viii, 37.

96. Lagnah kelikacagraha®.

97. Adyapi stanasaila®.

98. Kimiti na pasyasi. Rudrata, vi, 42.

99. Parapakaranirataih.

100. Lagnam ragavrtahgya. Harshadutta (so Subhash.).

101. Mahapralayamiiruta®. Venlsamhdra, iii, 1.

The stanza (Maiijlradishu) immediately preceding

this is a portion of Rudrata’s definition of grdmya

(vi, 25).

102. Nathe nisayah.

In the comment following this, Vdmana, 5, 1 ,
1

(Naikaiii padam), is quoted.

103. Udeti savitii tamrah.

104. Yaso ’dhigantum sukhalipsaya va. Kimtdr., iii, 40.

105. Te Himalayam amantrya. Kumdra., vi, 94.

106. Mahibhrtah putravato pi. Kumdra., i, 27.

107. Vipado ’bhibhavant
3'avikramam. Kirdtdr., ii, 14.

108. Kacit kirna rajobhih. Mdgha, xv, 96.

109. Gahantam mahishah. Sdkuntala, ii, 40.

110. Akalitatapastejo®. Mahdvira., ii, 30.

111. pvayam gatam samprati. Kumdra., v, 71.

112. Saktir nistrimsajeyam.

113. Ramamanmathasarena. Raghu., xi, 20.

VII (i). Artho 'push^h kashtah.
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VIII. Sandigdho nirhetuh.

IX. Sakanksho ’padayuktah.

114. Ativitatagagana°.

115. Sadii madhye yasatn.

116. Jagati jayinas te. Mdlati., i, 34.

117. Krtam anumatara. Venimmhdra, iii, 20.

118. Astrajvalavalldlia°. Venlsamhdra, iii, 4.

119. Bhupalaratna nirdainyapradana°.

120. Svapiti yavad ayam. Vdmana, 3, 2, 13 (first half

only). Mahendra quotes tfie third pada in his

ii, 293, and iii, 81, and reads rupakam for kurparam.

121. Matsaryam utsarya. Srhgdvasataka, 13.

122. Grhltam yenasih. Venlsamhdra, iii, 15.

123. Idam te kenoktam kathaya.

124. Upaparisaraih Godavaryiih. Indurdja (so Suvrtta-

tilaka).

125. Susitavasanalankarayam.

126. Sada snatvii nisithinyara.

127. Ananyasadrsaih yasya balam.

128. Vidhiiya dilre keyfiram.

129. Ashtaiigayogaparisilanakllanena.

130. Praptiih sriyah sakalakiiraadughah. Vairdgya^at., 71.

131. Yadi dahatyanalo ’tra kim adbhutam.

132. Yatranullikhitakhyam eva.

133. Yaktriimbhojani sarasvatyadhivasati. Bdiia (so

Subhash.)
;
but, according to Bhojaprabandha (page

70 of Calcutta edition of 1872), the verse vas

repeated to King Vikramarka by the poet Magadha.

134. Syamani syamaliinanam. ViddhaSdla,, iii, 1 (where

first word is ‘ Jyotsnlin ’).

135. Kallolavellita®. Bhallafa, 62.

136. Arthitve prakatlkrte. Mahdvira., ii, 9.

137. Ajilii sakrasikhamani®. Bdlardmdyana, i, 36.

138. Srutena buddhih.

139. Prayatnaparibodhitah. Veiiisamhdra, iii, 29.

140. Vatiiliarataya jagat. Bhallafa, 87.

141. Are lainahastabharana.
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142. Laguaiu ragavrtiingya. Ilarshadatta (Subhiish.).

143. Hautum eva pravrttasya. Bhoja, i, 53 (tbe reading

there is “Udyatasya paraih haiitum ”).

X. Karnavatamsadipade.

The whole of this kdrikd appears as a sloka under

Vdmana’s 2, 2, 19.

144. Asyiih karnavatamsena.

145. Apurvamadhuramoda®.

146. Y idirnabhimukharatikarale.

147. Jyabandhanispandabhujena. Raghu., vi, 40.

148. Pranesvaraparishvanga°. Vdmana, 2, 2, 15.

149. Saundaryasampat.

150. Jagada madliuram vacam. Vdmana, 2, 2, 18.

151. Caranatraparitrana®.

XI. Khyate ’rthe nirhetor adushtata.

152. Candraiii gatii padmagunan. Kiondra., i, 43.

153. Mrgacakshusham adraksham.

154. Dldhlvevltsamah kascit.

155. Yada tvani aham adraksham.

156. Antraprotabrhatkapala°. Mahdv'ira., i, 26.

157. Matangah kimu valgitaih.

158. Raktasoka krsodarl kva. Vikramor., iv (in some

MSS.
;

see S. P. Pandit’s edition, p. 120, footnote.

The Sub/idsh. ascribes it to Vasunaga).

159. Slrnaghranahghripanin. Suryasataka, 6.

160. Yena dhvastamanobhavena. Dhvanydloka, ii, 25;
Bhoja, ii, 56.

I have not been able to trace the quotation “Dvyar-
thaih padaih ” which follows this on p. 189.

161. Karihastena sambadhe.

162. IJttanocchunamanduka°.

163. Nirvanavairadahanah. Venlsamhdra, i, 7.

164. Prthukartasvarapatram.

165. Atmarama vihitaratayah. Venisamhdra, i, 22.

166. Shadadhikadasanadicakra°. Mdlati., v, 1.

167. PhuUukkaram. Karpura., i, 19.
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168. Gadhalinganavamanlkrta°. Amaru, 40.

169. Tishthet kopavasat. Vikramor., iv, 2.

170. Yad vancanahitamatih. Dhvanydloka, p. 158. As-

cribed to Bhagavattardrogya in SubhashitavaH.

171. Yada vada jitah sa satruh. Rudrata, vi, 30.

172. Sitakarakararuciravibba.

173. Tala jaanti gunah. Anandavardhana’s Visharm-

hdnalild. He tells us this in his Dhvanydloka, ii, 1.

174. Jitendriyatvam vinayasya karanam. Bhoja, iii, 20.

The Subhdsh. attributes it to Bharavi.

175. Homi avahatthiareho. Several commentators assign

this to the same as 173. See Bombay edition, p. 487.

XII. Vyabhicarirasasthayibhavanam.

XIII. Pratikulavibhavadigrahah.

XIV. Ahgino 'nanusandhanam.

176. Savrida dayitiinane. Bhdsa (?). See Peterson’s Note

to Subhdsh., 78.

177. Tam anahgajayamahgalasriyam.

178. Alokya komalakapola°.

179. Samprahare praharanaih.

180. Karpuradhiilidhavala®.

181. Pariharati ratim.

182. Prasade vartasva. Candaka (Subhash, and Siirnga.).

The last pdda is found in Srhgdratilaka, i, 43

(Pischel’s edition)
;

so one of the two stanzas

must be a samasydpurana.

183. Nihuaramanammi.

184. Krodhaih prabho saiiihara. Kumdra., iii, 72.

The verse “ Anaucityad rte,” which is ascribed to

the Dhvanikrt on page 202, forms part of the Dhvanydloka

in the Bombay edition (p. 145).

XV. Na doshah svapadenoktav api.

185. Autsukyena krtatvarii. Ratndvali, i, 2.

186. Kvakaryam. See chap, iv, 31.

187. Piindu kshamahi vadanam. Dhvanydloka and Locana,

p. 166.
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188. Satyaiii inanoramii riimah. Dhvanydioka, iii, 30.*

Kshemendra, in his Aucityamcdracarcd, ascribes it

to Vyasa.

XVI. Asrayaikye viruddho yah.

The quotation (“ Aho gitam ”) on page 205 is the

prose which follows i, 13 in Ndgdnanda.

189. Bhurenudigdhan. 'j

190. Sasonitaih kravyabhujam. > Dhvanydioka, iii, 27.

191. Yimanaparyahkatale. 1

XVII. Smaryamano viruddho pi.

192. Ayam sa rasanotkarshl. Dhvanydioka, iii, 20.

193. Dantakshatani. Dhvanydioka, iii, 44 (p. 229).

194. Kramantyah kshata®. Dhvanydioka, iii, 20 (p. 169).

195. Ehi gaccha patottishtha. Dhvanydioka, iii, 20 (p. 166)

;

Hitopadesa, ii, 20.

196. Kshipto hastavalagnah. Amaru, 2; Dhvanydioka, ii, 5.

The verse cited on page 209, \4z. “ Gunah krtatma-

samskarah,” is also quoted in the Locana (p. 171),

preceded by the words “ Yathaha tatrabhavan.” I

cannot trace it further. Doubtless, Mamraata took it

from Abhinavagupta’s work.

Chap. VIII.

I. Ye rasasyahgino dharmah.

II. Upakurvanti tarn santam.

1. Apasaraya ghanasaram. Kuttanimata, 102.

2. Manoragas tivram visham iva. JIdlatl., ii, 1.

3. Citte vihattadi. Karpura., ii, 4.

4. Mitre kvapi gate.

The quotation “ Kavyasobhayah,” on page 214, is

Vdmana, 3, 1, 1, 2; but that on the preceding page,
“ Samavayavrttya,” is untraceable.

5. Adrav atra jvalaty agnih.

6. Svargapraptir anenaiva.

* See this karika in order to understand ilammata’s comment on page 204.

j.B.A.s. 1898. 20
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III. Madhuryaujahprasadakhyah.

IV. Karune vipralambhe tat.

V. Bibhatsaraudrarasayoh.

VI. Vyapnoty anyat.

VII. Kecid antarbhavanty eshu.

In the vrtti following this Jidrikd there are references

to six of the sutras in Vdmana, 3, 1 ;
and the verse

“Padarthe vakyaracanam ” is from his 3, 2, 2. This

is followed by references to seven sutras from the latter

chapter.

VIII. Tena narthaguna vacyah.

IX. Murdhni vargantyagah.

7. Anahgarahgapratimam.

X. Yoga adyatrtiyabhyam.

XI. Srutimatrena sabdat tu.

8. Parimlanam plnastana°. Ratndvali, ii, 13.

XII. Vaktrvacyaprabandhanam.

9. Manthayastarnavambhah°. Venlsamhdra, i, 22.

10.

Praudhacchedanurupo®. Ya^ovannaii^ (Sarhga.).

Chap. IX.

I. Yad uktam anyatha vakyam.

1. Narlnam anukfilam acarasi.

2. Aho kenedrsi buddhih. [^Ruyyaka, p. 176.]

3. Gurujauaparatantrataya. {^Ruyyaka, p. 175.]

II. Varnasamyam anuprasah.

4. Tato 'runaparispanda®. Vdbnlki (Subhiisb.).

III. Madhuryavyanjakair varnaih.

5. Apasaraya ghanasaram. Kutlanvnata, 102.

IV. Keshancid eta Vaidarbhi®.

* For an account of this poet see Peterson’s Introduction to Sttbhath., p. 96.
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V. Fadanam sa padasyapi.

6. Yasya na savidhe dayita.

7. Vadanam varavarninyiih.

8. Sitakarakarariiciravibha.

VI. Arthe saty arthabhinnanam.

9. Sannarlbharanomayam. Ritdrafa, iii, 5.

10. Yinayamenah. Rudrata, iii, 15.

11. Sa tvarambharatah. Rudrata, iii, 18.

12. Sattvarambharatah. Rudrata, iii, 19.

13. Anantamahima®. Anandavardhana’s DevUataka., 1.

14. Yadanato ’yadiinatah. Devisataka., 49.

15. Sara sv'atiprasadara. Devisataka., 50.

16. Sasara sakam darpena. Rudrata, iii, 35.

17. Madhuparaji®. Haravijaya, iii, 2.

VII. Vacyabhedena bhinna yat.

18. Alaiikarab sankakara®. [Ruyyaka, p. 157.]

19. Prthukartasvarapatram.

20. Bhaktiprahyavilokana®. [^Ruyyaka, p. 159.]

The Subhdshitdvali attributes this to Amrtadatta
;

but it would be quite impossible to identify him, as

suggested by Dr. Peterson, with a poet of that name
who flourished in the middle of the fourteenth century !

21. Mahadesurasandhamme. Devisataka., 76.

22. Ayam sarvani sastrani.

23. Rajaniramanamaule^

24. Sarvasvaih Hara sarvasya.

VIII. Bhedabhavat prakrtyadeh.

25. Yo ’sakrt paragotranam.

26. Svayam ca pallavatamra®. Udbhata, iv, 26.

27. Stokenonnatim ayati.

The second quotation on page 243, namely “ Sakala-

kalaiii puram,” etc., appears also in Ruyyaka, p. 99.

That which follows from Rudrata (“Sphutam,” etc.) is

his, iv, 32.

28. Deva tvam eva patalam. Bhoja, p. 94 (where the

reading is “Tvam eva deva”).
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The line “ Abindusundarl nityam,” etc., on page 245,

is Udbhata, iv, 28^>.

29. Sadvaiii^amuktamanih.

30. Nalpah kavir iva svalpaslokah.

31. Anuragavatl sandhya. Dhvanyaloka, i, 13 (p. 37).

32. Adaya cap^m acalam.

33. MarariSakra”. ) s, 7.

34. Mata natanam. J

35. Sarala bahularambha°. Riidrata, v, 19.

36. Bhasate pratibhasara. \Ruyyaka, p. 25.]

37. Rasa sararasa sara. Rudrata, v, 20.

IX. Punaruktavadabhasah.

38. Arivadbadebasarirah.

39. Cakasaty anganaramah.

40. Tanuvapur ajagbanyo ’sau.

Chap. X.

I. Sadharmyam upama bhede. [TJpama.]

1. Svapne ’pi samaresbu.

2. Cakitabarinalolalocanayah.

3. Atyayatair niyamakaribhih.

4. Avitathamanoratba°.

5. Gambhlryagarima tasya.

IT. Tadvad dharmasya lope syat.'

6. Dhanyasyananyasamanya®.

7. Akrshtakaravalo ’sau.

8. Karavala iviicarah.

9. Saalakaranaparavlsaraa®.

III. Vader lope samase sa.

10. Tatabkumudanatbena. Dronaparva.,^^^% (clxxxiv, 46).

11. Asitabhujagabblsbanasipatrah.

12. Pauraiii sutlyati janain.

13. Mrdbe nidagbagharinamsudar^ani.

14. Savita vidhavati.

15. Paripanthimanoriijyasatair.
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lY. Dharmopamanayor lope.

16. Tuntunnanto raarihisi. Locana, p. 116. (It reads

“ Dhunclhullanto.”)

17. Ariitivikrami'iloka'’.

18. Tarunimani krtilvalokana.

19. Anayeneva riijya^rlh.

20. Jyotsneva nayananandah.

21. Anavaratakanakavitarana®.

22. Matiriva iniirtir madhura.

V. Upamanopameyatve ekasyai®. [Ananvaya and Viparyasa.]

23. Na kevalam bhati nitantakantih.

24. Kamaleva matir matir iva kamala.

Via. Sambhavanam athotpreksha.

25. Unraesbam yo mama na sahate.

26. Limpativa tamo 'ngani. Mrcchakatika., i, 34.

h. Sasandehas tu bhedoktau.

27. Ayam martandah kim. \_Ruyyaka, p. 4 3.]

28. Induh kim kva kalankah. [^Riiyyakn, p, 43.]

29. Asyah sargavidhau. Vikramorvast, i, 9.

VII. Tad rupakam abhedo yah.

30.

Jyotsnabhasmacchuranadhavala. [^Ruyyaka, p. 52.]

Pandit Durgaprasad, the editor (in Kdvyamdld for

1886) of Kshemendra’s Kalavilasa, thought that i, 35

in that poem was an imitation of the verse here quoted.

Villa. 6rauta arthas ca te.

31. Jassa ranantaiirae kare.

32. Kurahglvahgani stimitayati.

The opening words of this verse are quoted in Locana,

p. 211. Abhinavagupta ascribes it to “some poet or

other ” (“ kasyapi kaveh ”).

h} Mala tu purvavat.

33. Saundaryasya tarahgini.

1 See Mahesacandra’s note as to identity of the karikakara and vfttikdra.
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IX. Niyataropanopayah. [Paramparita.]

34. Yidvan manasahamsa. \_Ruyyaka, p. 38.]

35. Alanam jayakuiijarasya. Bhatta Sydmala (so Suvrtta-

tilaka).

36. Alaukikamahaloka°.

37. Niravadhi ca nirasrayam ca. Vdmana, 4, 3, 31.

38. Kisalayakarair latanam. Rudrata, viii, 50.

Xd. Prakrtam yan nishidhyanyat sadhyate. [Apahnuti.]

39. Avaptah pragalbkyam.

40. Bata sakhi kiyad etat pasya.

41. Amushmin lavauyamrta°. Rama (Subbash.)

;

\_Ruyyaka, p. 52.]

h. Sleshah sa vakye.

42. TJdayam ayate.

Xld. Paroktir bhedakaih sUsbtaih.

43. Lahiuna tujjha.

b. Nidarsana.

44. Kva suryaprabhavo vaihsah. Raghu., i, 2.

45. Udayati vitatordhvarasmP. Mdgha, iv, 20.

46. Dorbhyam titirshati.

Xlld. Svasvahetvanvayasyoktih.

47. TJnnatarii padam avap3'a.

b. Aprastutaprasamsa sa.

XIII. Karye nimitte samanye.

48. Yatah kim na milanti. Amaru, 10.

49. Bajan riijasuta na pathayati. Bhoja, iv, 80.

Dr. Peterson ‘ thinks this verse “ wears every

appearance ” of belonging to Parimala’s lost poera,

from which stanzas are quoted by Kshemendra.

60. Etat tasya mukhat kiyat. Bhallata, 94.

51. Suhrdvadhubashpajalapramarjanara.

* See his paper, read in 1886 before Bombay Branch of R.A.S., on the
Aueityalankara.
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52. Puiiistviid api pravicalet. Bhallata, 79.

53. Yeniisyabhyuditena candra.

54. Adilya viiri paritah. Indurdja (so Aucityavicara.)

;

Suka (Siirnga.).

55. Abdher ambhahsthagita®.

56. Kas tvaih bhoh kathayarni. Dhvanydloka, p. 219

;

Dhanika, p. 141.

57. So ’purvo rasanaviparyayavidhih. Bhallata, 18.

XIV. Nigiryadhyavasanam tu.

XVff. Karyakaranayor ya^ ca.
j-

[Atisayokti.]

58. Kamalam auambhasi. Sahkaragana (Subhash.)
;
Bhoja,

iv, 49.

59. Annaiii lauhattanaam. \_Ruyyaka, p. 67.]

60. Rakiiyam akalahkam cet.

61. Hrdayam adbishthitam. KuUanlmata, 96.

XVi, XVIrt. Prativastupama tu sa.

62. Devibhavam gamitii. Vdmana, 4, 3, 2.

63. Yadi dahaty analah.

X'\^J. Prsh^ntah punar.

64. Tvayi drshta eva. Budrata, viii, 95.

65. Tavahave sahasakarma®.

XVII. Sakrdvrttis tu dharmasya. [Dipaka.]

66. Kibananam dhanam. \_Ruyyaka, p. 73.]

67. Svidyati kunati.

XVIIIa. Maladipakam adyam cet.

68. Sangramanganam agatena. Bhoja, i, 84.

h. Niyatanam sakrddhannah. [Tulyayogita.]

69. Pandu kshamam vadanam. Dhvanydloka o,n6. Locana,

p. 166 .

70. Kumudakamalanilanirajalih.

XIX, XXa. Upamanad yad anyasya vyatirekah.

71. Kshinab kshino pi. Rudrata, vii, 90.

72. Asimatrasahayasya.

73. Asimatrasahayo pi.
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74. lyaiii sunayana dasikrta°.

75. Jitendriyataya samyak.

76. Akhandamandalah sriman.

77. Haravan na vishamadrshtih.

78. Nityoditapratapena.

79. Svaccliatmataguna°.

XXb, XXIrt. Nishedho vaktum ishUsya. [Akshepa.]

This definition, except the first two words, is found

in Locana (p. 36) ;
but Abhinavagupta clearly took

it from Udbhata's ii, 2a and 3a, modifying the latter

as it stands here.

80. E ehi kim hi kie hi kae.

81. Jyotsna mauktikadama.

XXIA Kriyayah pratishedhe pi. [Vibhavana.] Cf. Udhhata, ii, 20.

82. Kusumitalatahhir ahatapy adhatta.

XXIIa. Vi^eshoktir akhandeshu.

83. Nidranivrttav udite.

84. Karpura iva dagdho pi. Bdlaramdyana, iii, 11.

85. Sa ekas trini jayati. Locana, p. 38.

h. Yathasankhyam kramenaiva.

86. Ekas tridha vasasi.

XXIII. Samanyam va visesho va. [Arthanturanyasa.]

87. Nijadoshavrtamanasam.

88. Susitavasanalankarayam.

89. Gunanam eva dauratmyat. Bhoja, iv, 56.

90. Aho hi me bahvaparaddham. \_Ruyyaha, p. 111.]

XXIV, XXVa. Virodhah so ’virodhe pi.

91. Abhinavanalinikisalaya®.

92. Girayo ’py anunnatiyujah.

93. Yeshaih kanthaparigraha®.

94. Srjati ca jagad idam

95. Satatam nuisalasaktah.

96. Peiialam api khalavucanum.

97. Kruunciidrir uddaniadrshaddrdhnh.

98. Paricchedatitah. Mdlati., i, 28.
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99.

Ayaih variim eko nilayah. Bhallata, 108.

100. Samadainataiigaja°.

XXVi. Svabhavoktis tu dimbhade^i.

101. PaScad anghrl prasan’a. Harshacarita, iii.

XXYIa. Vyajastutir mukhe ninda.

102. nitva tvam uparodha®.

103. lie helajitabodhisattva.

h. Sa sahoktih sahartbasya.

104. Saha diasanisahira. Karpura., ii, 9.

XXVIIfl. Vinoktih sa vinanyena.

105. Arucir ni^aya vinii ^a^I.

106. Mrgalocanaya vina.

h. Parivrttir vinimayah.

107. Latiinara etasam udita°.

108. Nanavidhapraharanair nrpa.

XXYlIIa. Pratyaksha iva yadbhavah. [Bhavika.] Udhhata,

\i, 12 (modified).

109. Asid aujanam atreti.

h. Kavyalingam betor.

110. Yapuhpradurbhavat.

111. Pranayisakhlsallla. Mdlatl., v, 30.

112. Bhasmoddhulana bhadram astu.

XXIXa. Paryayoktam vina vacya®.

113. Yam prekshya. Hayagrlvacadha (so Durgaprasad ^).

h. Udattam vastunab sampat.

114. Muktah kelivisutrabara°. \_Ruyyaka, p. 184.]

115. Tad idam aranyam yasmin. Rudrata, vii, 104.

XXX. Tatsiddbibetav ekasmin. [Samuccaya.]

116. Durvarah smaramarganah. Sankuka (Subhash, and

Sarhga.).

117. Kulam amalinam. \Rmyyaka, p. 161.]

118. 6asl divasadhusarah. Nltisataka, 56.

^ See, too, Peterson’s Preface to Suhhdsh., s.v. Mentha.
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119. Vidalitasakalarikulam. Rudrata, vii, 28.

120. Ayam ekapade taya viyogah. Vikramor., iv, 3.

121. Kalusham ca tavah.iteshva°.

The quotations “dhunoti casim ” and “krpanapanis

ca” are untraceable. That which follows (Vyadhi-

karane) is Rudrata, vii, 27.

XXXIa. Ekam kramenanekasmin Paryayah.

122. Nanvasrayasthitir iyam. Bhallata, 4.

123. Bimbaushtha eva ragas te. Navasdhasdhha., vi, 60.

124. Tat tanam siri°. Vishamahdnallld (see Dhvanydloka,

ii, 30).

125. Madhurimaruciram vacab.

126. Tad geham natabhitti. Dhvanydloka, p. 158.

h. Auumanaia tad uktam.

127. Yatraita laharP. \Ruyyaka, p. 147.]

XXXIId. Viseshanair yat sakutair. [Parikara.]

128. Mahaujaso manadhanah. Kirdtdr., i, 19.

h. Vyajoktis chadmanodbhinna'’.

129. Sailendrapratipadyamana°. \Ruyyaka, p. 174.]

XXXIII. Kihcit prshtam aprshtam va. [Parisahkhya.]

130. Kim asevyam puihsara. \_Rv,yyaka, p. 154.]

131. Kim bhushanam. \Ruyyaka, p. 153.]

132. Kautilyaih kacanicaye. Rudrata, vii, 81.

133. Bhaktir bhave na vibhave. \Ruyynka, p. 154.]

XXXIV. Yathottaram cet purvasya. [Karanamala.]

134. Jitendriyatvam vinayasya karanam. Bhoja, iii, 20.

The quotation (“Iletumata saha”) at the top of p.328

is from Rudrata, vii, 82 ;
and “ Ayur ghrtam ” is from

Namisadhu’s comment on the stanza (Aviralakamala)

which follows, and which is Rudrata’s vii, 83.

XXXV«. Vastunor janane ’nyonyam.

The pdda of XXXIV forms part of this definition.

135. Ilamsanam sarohim.
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XXXVA, XXXVIrt. Uttarasrutimatratah. [Uttara.]

136. Viiniaa hatthidantii kuto.

137. Ka visamii devagal. \_Ruyrjaka, p. 173.]

XXXVIi, XXXVIIa. Kuto pi lakshitah. [Sukshma.]

138. Vaktrasyandisvedabindu®.

139. Sanketakalamanasum. Dhvanydloka, ii, 26.

XXXVIIJ. Uttarottaram utkarshah. [TJtkarsha.]

140. Bajye siiraih vasudha. Rudrata, vii, 97.

XXXVIII. Bhinnadesatayatyantam. [Asangati.]

141. Jassea vano tassea veana.

XXXIXrz. Samadhih sukaram karyam.

142. Manam asya nirakartura. Dandin, ii, 299.

h. Samam yogyataya yogah.

143. Dbatuh silpatisaya®.

144. Citram citraih bata bata. [^Riiyrjaka, p. 162.]

XL. Kvacid yad ativaidharmyat. \

> [Visbama.]
XLI. Gunakriyabhyam karyasya.

)

145. Sirlshad api. Navasahasdhka., xvi, 28.

146. Simhikasutasantrastah.

147. Sadyah karasparsam. Navasdhasdhka., i, 62.

148. Anandam amandam. Rudrata, ix, 47.

149. Yipulena sagarasayasya. Mdgha, xiii, 40.

XLII. Mahator yan mahiyamsau. [Adhika.]

150. Abo visalam bhupala. Dandin, ii, 219.

151. Yugantakala®. Mdgha, i, 23.

XLIII. Pratipaksham asaktena. [Pratyanika.]

152. Tvam vinirjitamanobhavarupah.

153. Tasya kincid apakartum. Mdgha, xiv, 78.

XLIV. Samena lakshmana vastu. [Mllita.]

154. Apangatarale drsau. [^Ruyyaka, p. 168.]

155. Ye kandarasu nivasanti. [^Ruijyaka, p. 169.]
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XLV. Sthapyate ’pohyate. [Ekavali.]

156. Purani yasyam savarafiganani. Navasah., i, 22.

157. Na taj jalara. Bhattikdvya., ii, 19.

XLVIfl. Yathanubhavam arthasya. [Smarana.]

158. Nimnanabhikuhareshu.

159. Karajuagahia.

b. Bhrantiman anyasamvit.

160. Kapale marjarab payab. Bhoja, iii, 38. Bhdsa

(Sarnga.).

XLVII. Akshepa upamanasya. [Pratipa.]

161. Lavanyaukasi. \_Buj/yaka, p. 166.]

162. E ebi dava. \_Ruyyaka, p. 166.]

163. Garvara asamvabyam. Rudrata, viii, 78.

164. Aham eva guruh. \Ruyyaka, p. 167.]

XLVIII. Prastutasya yad anyena. [Samanya.]

165. Malayajarasaviliptatanavah. Vdmana, 4, 3, 10.

166. Vetratvaca tulyarucam.

XLIX. Vina prasiddham adbaram.

L. Anyat prakurvatah karyam.
j-

[Visesha.]

167. Divam apy upayatanam. Rudrata, ix, 6.

168. Sa vasai tumba hiae.

169. Sphuradadbbutariipam.

170. Grhini sacivah sakhT. Raghu., viii, 67.

The stanza (“ Saisha sarvatra”) quoted immediately

after this is ascribed to Bhdmaha by Anandavardbana

{Dhvanydloka, iii, 37).

LI. Svam utsrjya gunam. [Tadguna.]

171. Vibbiimavarnah. Mdgha, iv, 14.

Lila. Tadrupananuharas cet. [Atadguna.]

172. Dhavulo si jahavi sundara. Gdthdsapta., vii, 65.

173. Gaiigum ambu. \_Ruyyaka, p. 171.]
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LIIJ, Llllrt. Tad yatha sadhitam. [Vyaghata.]

174. Drsa dagdham. ViddliaSdla., i, 2.

LII13. Saisha samsrshtih.

175. Vadanasaurabha®. Mdgha, "vd, 14.

176. Limpativa tamo ’ngani. Mrccha., i, 34.

177. So natthi ettha game.

LIV. Avisrantijusham. [Sankara.] Line 2 (p. 355) is from

Udhhata, v, 20.

178. Atte simantaratne.

179. Jatabhabhir bhabhih. Bharirsdrasvata (Subhash.).

180. Rajati tatlyam. Haracijaya, v, 137.

181. Jaha gahiro.

182. Nayananandadayindoh.

183. Saubhagyam vitanoti.

184. Yaktrendau tava saty ayam. Ratndvali, iii, 13i.

185. Rajanarayanam lakshmih.

186. Padambujaih bhavatu. Pancastavl, iii, 16.

LV. Sphutam ekatra vishaye.

187. Spashtollasatkirana®. Haravijaya, xix, i.

LVI. Esham dosha yathayogam.

188. CakrI cakrarapaiiktim. Suryasataha, 71.

189. Bhana taruni ramanamandiram.

190. Ananuranan manimekhalam.

191. Bhujahgamasyeva manih.

192. Candalair iva yushmabhih.

193. Vahnisphulihga iva bhanuh.

194. Ayam padmasanasinah. Nami.,'^ xi, 24 ; Bhoja, i, 51.

195. Patalam iva te nabhih. Vdmuna, 4, 2, 11.

196. Sa munir lanchitah. Vdmana, 4, 2, 9.

197. Sa pitavasah pragrhltasarngah. Nami., xi, 24

;

Bhoja, i, 122.

J

I
Rudrata, ii, 22, 23.

Vdmana, 4, 2, 9.

' From what Narai says here regarding the older writer Medhavin, it may
perhaps he inferred that the numerous citations in this part of his commentary are
taken from some treatise on Poetics by him.
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198. Cintaratnam iva cyuto ’si.

199. Saktavo bhakshita deva. Namisadhu, xi, 24.

200. Gunair anarghaih prathitab.

201. Tadvesho ’sadrso ’nyabhih.

202. Atitbim nama kakutstbat. Raghu., xvii, 1.

203. Pratyagramajjana°. Ratndvall, i, 21.

204. Gratbnati kavyasasinam. Vdmana, 4, 2, 16.

205. Nipetur asyad iva. Namisadhu, xi, 24.

206. TJdyayau dirgbikagarbbat.

207. Divakarad rakshati yah. Kumdra., i, 12.

208. Sprsati tigmarucau kakubhah. Maravijaya, iii,

209. Svayaih ca pallavatamra®. Udhhata, iv, 26.

210. Ahutesbu vibangamesbu. Bhallata, 69.
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APPENDIX I.

Index to Examples and Minor Quotations.*

Aiviulam, iii, 1 (28).

Akalitntapah, vii, 110 (171).

Akun^otkanthaya, ra, 67 (153).

Akhandabuddhi., v, 25 (125).

Akhandamandalah, x, 76 (304).

Annam lau., x, 59 (297).

Atandracandra., iv, 50 (76).

Atithim nama, x, 202 (364).

Atipelavam, vii, 62 (151).

Ativitatagagana., vii, 114 (173).

Atta ettha, v, 24 (123).

Atyayataih, x, 3 (262).

Atyuccah, v, 6 (102).

Atrasit phani., v, 3 (101).

Atrilocana., idi, 18 (137).

Adrshte dar^ano., v, 16 (106).

Adyapi stana., vii, 97 (166).

Adrav atra, viii, 5 (214).

Adhikaratala., vii, 83 (159).

Anaugamangala., vii, 1 (131).

Anangaranga., viii, 7 (222).

Ananuranat, x, 190 (361).

Anantamahima., ix, 13 (234).

AnanyasadrSam, vii, 127 (177).

Anayeneva, x, 19 (273).

Anavaratakanaka., x, 21 (274).

Anuragavati, ix, 31 (246).

Anaucityat, vii, 184 (202).

Antraprota., vii, 156 (187).

Anyatra yuyam, iii, 8 (31).

Anyatra vraja., iv, 11 (54).

Anyathanupa., v, kdrikd 3 (111).

Apasaraya, viii, 1 ; ix, 5 (212, 228).

Apangatarale, x, 154 (338).

Apangasamsargi, vii, 44 (144).

Apurvamadhura., vii, 145 (184).

Aprakrtasya, vii, 92 (164).

Abindusundari, ix, 28 (245).

Abdher anibhah., x, 55 (295).

Abhidheyavina., ii, kdrikd 7 (18).

Abhinavanalini., x, 91 (310).

Amitah, iv, 34 (67).

Amuiii kanaka., iv, 74 (86).

Amushmiu lavanyii., x, 41 (287).

Amytam anirtam, vii, 75 (156).

Ayani varan, x, 99 (311).

Ayaiii sa rasano., v, 4; vii, 192 (102,

206).

Ayam sarvani, ix, 22 (238).

Ayam ekapade, x, 120 (321).

Ayam eva hi, v, 23 (122).

Ayam padma., x, 194 (362).

Ayani martandah, x, 27 (278).

Arativikrama., x, 17 (272).

Arivadha., Lx, 38 (255).

Arucir nisaya, x, 105 (314).

Are rama., vii, 141 (183).

Arthitve, vii, 136 (181),

Alam sthitva, iv, 71 (86).

Alahkarah, ix, 18 (236),

Alam aticapala., vii, 57 (148).

Alasasiromani, iv, 38 (70).

Alaukika., x, 36 (285),

Avandhyakopasya, vii, 8 (134).

Avaptah pra., x, 39 (287).

Avitatha., x, 4 (263).

Aviralakamala., x, 134 (328).

Aviralakaravala., v, 8 (103).

Ashtahgayoga., vii, 129 (178).

Asitabhujaga.
,
x, 11 (269).

Asimatrasahayasya, x, 72 (303).

Asimatrasahayo pi, x, 73 (303).

Asodba, V, 10 (103).

Asau marut., vii, 50 (146).

' The figures in parentheses indicate the pages in the Calcutta edition.
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Astrajvala., vii, 118 (175).

Asyah karna., vii, 144 (184).

Asyah sarga., x, 29 (279).

Ahameva guruh, x, 164 (344).

Aho kenedrsi, ix, 2 (226).

Aho gitam, vii, kdrikd, 16 (205).

Aho viSalam, x, 160 (337).

Aho hi me, x, 90 (309).

Ahau va, iv, 22 (59),

Akuncya panim, iv, 15 (65).

Akrshtakara., x, 7 (267).

Agatya samprati, v, 13 (105).

Ajfla ^akra., vii, 137 (181).

Atte simanta., x, 178 (351).

Atmarama, vii, 165 (191).

Adaya capam, ix, 32 (247).

Adilya vari, x, 54 (294).

Adav anjana., vii, 60 (149).

Adityo ’yam, iv, 73 (86).

Anandam amandam, x, 148 (335).

Anandasindhuh, vii, 22 (138).

Ayur ghrtam, x, 134 (328).

Alanam, x, 35 (285).

Aliiigitas tatra., vii, 14 (135).

Alokya komala., vii, 178 (197).

Asid anjanam, x, 109 (315).

Ahuteshu, x, 210 (369).

Idaiii te kenoktam, vii, 123 (176).

Idam anucitain, vii, 82 (159).

Induh kim, x, 29 (279).

lyaiii sunayana, x, 74 (303).

Ua niccala., ii, 3 (9).

Utkampini, vii, 47 (145).

Utkrtyotkrtya, iv, 20 (56).

Uttanocchuna., vii, 162 (190).

Utphullakamala., vii, 7 (133).

Utsiktasya, iv, 30 (63).

Udayati vitato., x, 46 (290).

Udayam ayate, x, 42 (288).

lldeti savita, vii, 103 (169).

Uddeilo ’yam, iii, 6 (30).

Udyayau dirghika., x, 206 (367).

Uniiatam padara, x, 47 (291).

Unnidrakoka., v, 2 (101).

Unmeshaih yah, x, 25 (276).

TJpakrtam hahu, iv, 2 (36).

Upaparisaram, vii, 124 (176).

Urvyasav atra, vii, 74 (156).

Ullasya kala., iv, 32 (66).

Ullolakaraa., iv., 48 (75).

E ehi kim, x, 80 (306).

E ehi dava, x, 162 (343).

Ekas tridha, x, 86 (308).

Ekasmih Gayane, iv, 29 (63).

Etat tasya mukhat, x, 50 (292).

Etan manda., vii, 2 (132).

Eddahametta., ii, 6 (25).

Esho ’ham adri., vii, 93 (165).

Ehi gaccha, vii, 195 (208).

Onniddara, iii, 2 (28).

Autsukyena, vii, 185 (202).

Kah kah kutra, vii, 84 (159).

Kanthakona., iv, 23 (60).

Katham avanipa, v, 22 (121).

Kapiile milrjarah, x, 160 (342).

Kamalam anainbhasi, x, 58 (297).

Kamaleva matih, x, 24 (275).

Karajua., x, 159 (341).

Karavala iva., x, 8 (267).

Karavalakarala., vii, 51 (146).

Karihastena, vii, 161 (190).

Karpura iva, x, 84 (307).

Karpuradhuli.
,
vii, 180 (197).

Ealushaih ca, x, 121 (322).

Kalyananam, vii, 54 (147).

Kallolavellita., vii, 136 (180).

Kas tvam hhoh, x, 66 (296).

Kasmin karmani, vii, 65 (152).

Kassa va na, v, 23 (122).

Eacit kirna, vii, 108 (170).

Kataryam, vii, 45 (145).

Ka viaama, x, 137 (330).

Kavya^obhiiyah, viii, 4 (214).

Kirn lohhcna, vii, 66 (148).

Kibananam, x, 66 (300).

Kim ivaevyam, x, 130 (326).

Eimiti na, vii, 98 (166).

Kim ucyate, vii, 66 (162).
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Kim bhfishanam, x, 131 (327).

Kisalayakaraib, x, 38 (286).

Kumudakamala., x, 70 (301).

Kurangivahf!;aiii, x, 32 (282).

Kulam amalinam, x, 117 (320).

Kuvindas tvam, vii, 33 (141).

Kusumita., x, 82 (307).

Krtam ca, iv, 86 (92).

Krtam anumatam, iv, 17; vii, 117

(55, 175).

Krpanapanih, x, 121 (322).

Kesesu, iv, 43 (72).

Eailasasra, iv, 42 (72).

Eailasalaya., v, 5 (102).

Kautilyam, x, 132 (327).

Kramantyah,'vii, 194 (207).

Kreukarah, vii, 85 (160).

Krodharii prabho, vii, 184 (200).

Krauncadrih, x, 97 (311).

Kva surya., x, 44 (290).

Kvakaryam, iv, 31 ; vii, 186 (64, 203).

Kshanada., iv, 60 (80).

Kshipto hasta., vii, 196 (208).

Ksbinah kshino pi, x, 71 (302).

Kshudrah santrasam, iv, 18 (56).

Ebanapabunia, iv, 89 (97).

Khalavavahara, iv, 52 (78).

Gacchamy acyuta, v, 15 (106).

Garvam asamvabyam, x, 163 (343).

Gaagam ambu, x, 173 (349).

Gadhakanta., iv, 41 (71).

Gadhalingana., iv, 44 (73).

Gadhalingana., vii, 168 (192).

Gamaruharami, iv, 79 (89).

Gambbirya., x, 5 (263).

Gahantam, vii, 109 (171).

Girayo ’pyanumiati., x, 92 (310).

Gunab krtatma., vii, 196 (209).

Gunanaiii ca, vii, 87 (161).

Gunanam eva, x, 89 (309).

Gunair anarghaih, x, 200 (364).

Guruana., iii, 9 (31).

Gurujana., ix, 3 (226).

Grbini sacivah, x, 170 (347).

Grbitaiii yena., vii, 122 (176).

Gor api yat, vii, 28 (139).

j.R.A.s. 1898.

Grathnati kav^a., x, 204 (366).

Gramatarunam, i, 3 (6).

Grivabbanga., iv, 19 (56).

Caka.aatyaugana., ix, 39 (255).

Cakitabarina., x, 2 (262).

Cakri cakrara., x, 188 (360).

Catvaro vayam, vii, 90 (163).

Caudraiu gata, vii, 152 (186).

Caranatra., vii, 151 (186).

Candalair iva, x, 192 (362).

Capacaryah, vii, 61 (150).

Citte vibattedi, viii, 3 (212).

Citram citram, x, 144 (334).

Citram maban, iv, 21 (57).

Cintayanti, iv, 59 (80).

Cintaratnam, x, 198 (363).

Cirakala., vii, 26 (139).

Jagati jayinah, vii, 116 (175).

Jagada madburam, vii, 150 (185).

Jaiigbakandoru., vii, 10, 91 (134, 164).

Jatabbabbih, x, 179 (352).

Janastbane, v, 12 (104).

Jam paribarium, vii, 76 (156).

Ja.ssa rananta., x, 31 (282).

Jassea vano, x, 141 (332).

Jaba gabiro, x, 18 (355).

Ja tberam, iv, 45 (73).

Jane kopa., iv, 25 (60).

Jitendriyataya, x, 75 (304).

Jitendriyatvam, vii, 174; x, 134 (194,

327).

Jugopatmanam, vii, 24 (139).

Je lankagiri., iv, 46 (74).

Jobnai mabu., iv, 70 (85).

Jyabandba., vii, 147 (185).

Jyotsuabbasma., x, 30 (280).

Jyotsna mauktika., x, 81 (306).

Jyotsneva nayana., x, 20 (273).

Tuntunnanto, x, 16 (271).

Navapunnima., iv, 66 (83).

Nibuaramanammi, vii, 183 (198).

NoUei ana., iii, 6 (30).

Taia maba, iii, 4 (29).
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Tata uditah, vii, 72 (loo).

Tatal) kumuda., x, 10 (269).

Tato ’runa., ix, 4 (227).

Tat tanam siri., x, 124 (323).

Tathabhutam, iii, 3 ;
vii, 80 (28, 158).

Tadaprapti., iv, 58 (79).

Tad idam aranyam, x, 115 (319).

Tad etad ahub. vi, 3 (128).

Tad gaccba, vii, 58 (149).

Tad geham, x, 126 (324).

Tadvesbah, x, 201 (364).

Tanuvapura., ix, 40 (256).

Tapasvibbib, vii, 6 (133).

Tarunimani kalayati, iv, 88 (94).

Tarunimani krta., x, 18 (272).

Tavabave, x, 65 (299).

Tasyah sandra., iv, 28 (62).

Taayadbimatro., vii, 39 (143).

Tanam guna., iv, 80 (90).

Tam ananga., vii, 177 (196).

Tambulabhrta., vii, 40 (143).

Tala jaanti, vii, 173 (193).

Tigmanicih, iv, 33 (66).

Tisbtbet kopa., vii, 169 (192).

Tirtbantaresbu, vii, 4 (133).

Tuba vallabassa, iv, 61 (80).

Te drsbtimatra., vi, 5 (129).

Te ’nyair vantam, to, 36 (142).

Te bimalayam, vii, 105 (169).

Tvaiii vinirjita., x, 152 (337).

Tvam evamsaundarya, vii, 88 (162).

Tvam mugdbaksbi, iv, 9 (53).

Tvayi drsbta eva, x, 64 (299).

Tvayi nibaddba., vii, 94 (165).

Tvam asmi vacmi, iv, 1 (35).

Tvam alikbya, iv, 14 (55).

Dantaksbatani, vii, 193 (206).

Darpandba., iv, 40 (70).

Uivara apj-upayataniim, x, 167 (346).

Divakarat, x, 207 (368).

Didhivevit., vii, 154 (187).

Durvarab smara., x, 116 (319).

Durad utsukam, iv, 7 (51).

Unia dagdbam, X, 174 (349).

Deva tvam eva, ix, 28 (244).

Devibbavam, x, 62 (298).

De^ah so ’yam, vii, 68 (153).

Daivad abam, iv, 4 (41).

Dorbbyam titlrsbati, x, 46 (290).

Dvayam gatam, v, kdrika 3 ;
vii, 46,

111 (120, 145, 170).

Dvaropanta., iii, 10 (32).

Dvyartbaih padaib, vii, 160 (189).

Dbanyasyananya., x, 6 (266).

Dbanyasi ya, iv, 39 (70).

Dbanyas tab, vii, 78 (157).

Dbammillasya, vii, 42 (144).

Dbavalo 'si, x, 172 (348).

Dbatuh sUpa., x, 143 (334).

Dbiro vinitab, vii, 70 (154).

Dbunoti casim, x, 121 (322).

Na kevalam, x, 23 (274).

Na ceba jivitab, iv, 72 (86).

Na taj jalam, x, 157 (340).

Na trastam, vii, 27 (139).

Nanva^rayastbitih, x, 122 (322).

Nayanananda., x, 182 (355).

Navajaladbarah, vii, 23 (138).

Natbe nisayah, vii, 102 (168).

Nanavidbaprabaranaib, x, 108 (315).

Narinam anukulam, ix, 1 (225).

Nalpah kaWh, ix, 30 (246).

Nih^esbacyuta., i, 2 (5).

Nijadosbavrta., x, 87 (308).

Nityoditapratapena, x, 78 (304).

Nidranivrttau, x, 83 (307).

Nipetur asyat, x, 205 (367).

Nimnanabbi., x, 158 (340).

Niravadbi ca, x, 37 (286).

Nirupadana., iv, 35 (67).

Nirudha laksbanah, vii, 17 (136).

Nirvanavaira., vii, 163 (190).

Ni^ita^a^a., iv, 63 (81).

Nrpater upasarpanti, to, 35 (H2).

Naikaiu padam, vii, 102 (168).

Nyakkarab, vii, 43 (144).

I’atbi pathi, iv, 77 (88).

I’adartbe vakya., viii, kdrika 7 (218).

Pantbia na, iv, 36 (68).

ParApakara., vii, 99 (167).

Pariccbedatitab, iv, 85; x, 98 (92, 311).

Paripautbi., x, 15 (271).
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Parimrdita., iv, 6 (51).

Parimlanani, viii, 8 (223).

Pariharati ratim, vii, 181 (198).

Pavisanti, iv, 68 (84).

Pa^cad anghri, x, 101 (312).

Paiyet ka^cit, v, 11 (103).

Pandu ksharaam, vii, 187 ;
x, 69 (203,

301).

Patalam iva, x, 196 (362).

Fadambujam, x, 186 (357).

Pitrvasatim aham, vii, 37 (142).

Puiiisfvad api, x, 52 (293).

Purani yasyam, x, 156 (339).

Prthukartasvara., vii, 164 ;
ix, 19 (190,

237).

PeSalam api, x, 96 (311).

Pauratn sutiyati, x, 12 (269).

PranansakhT., x. 111 (316).

Pratyagramajjana., x, 203 (365).

Prathamam aruna., vi, 4 (129).

Pradhanadhvani, iv, 83 (91).

Prayatnapari., vii, 139 (182).

Prasade vartasva, vii, 182 (198).

Prasthanam, iv, 13 (54).

Pragaprapta., vii, 69 (154).

Prane^vara., vii, 148 (185).

Praptah ^riyah, vii, 130 (178).

Prabhrabhrat, vii, 34 (141).

Priyena sangrathya, vii, 95 (16-5).

Premardrah, iv, 10 (53).

Preyan so ’yam, iv, 76 (88).

Praudhaccheda., viii, 10 (224).

PhuUukkaram, vii, 167 (191).

Bata sakhi, x, 40 (287).

Birabaushtha eva, x, 123 (323).

Brabmanatikrama., v, 18 (107).

Bhaktipravah., ix, 20 (237).

Bhaktir bhave, x, 133 (327).

Bhana taruni, x, 189 (361).

Bhadratmanab, ii. 7 (26).

Bhama dhammia, v, 26 (126).

Bhasmoddhulana, x, 112 (316).

Bhasate pratibha., ix, 36 (252).

Bhuktimuktikrt, iv, 56 (79).

Bhujaiigamasyeva, x, 191 (361).

Bhupalaratna, vii, 119 (175).

Bhuyo bhuyah, iv, 84 (92).

Bhurenudigdhan, vii, 189 (205'.

Bhramim, v, 14 (105).

Manjiradishu, vii, 101 (167).

Matir iva murtik, x, 22 (274).

Mathnami kaurava., v, 19 (107 .

Madbuparaji, ix, 17 (235).

Madhurimaruoiram, x, 125 (323 .

Manorugah, viii, 2 (212).

Mauthayasta, viii, 9 (223).

Malayajara.«a., x, 165 (345).

Masrnacaranapatam, vii, 86 (160).

Mabade sura., ix, 21 (238).

Mabapralaya, vii, 101 (167).

Mabilasahassa., iv, 49 (75).

Mahibhrtah, vii, 106 (170).

Mae gharoaranam, ii, 1 (8).

Matangiib, vii, 157 (188).

Mata natanam, ix, 34 (249).

Matsaryam, V, 21 ;
vii, 121 (121, 176).

Manam asyah, x, 142 (333).

Marari^akra., ix, 33 (249).

Mitre kvapi, viii, 4 (213).

Muktah keli., x, 114 (318).

Mukham nkasita., ii, 4 (20).

Mugdhe mugdha., iv, 54 (79).

Murdhnam udvrtta., vii, 19 (137).

Mrgacakshusham, vii, 153 (187;.

Mrgalocanaya, x, 106 (314).

Mrdupavana., vii, 13 (135).

Mrdhe nidagha., x, 13 (269).

Tab kaumara., i, 1 (4).

Yah puyate, vii, 63 (151).

Tat tad urjitam, vii, 53 (147).

Tatparab sabdah, v, kdrikd 3 (115).

TatranuUikhita., vii, 132 (179).

Yatraita lahari, x, 127 (324).

Yathayam daruna., vii, 3 (132).

Yada tvam aham, vii, 155 (187).

Yadanatah, ix, 14 (234).

Tadi dahatyanalah
,

vii, 131 ; x, 63

(179, 298).

Tad eva ^idheyam, v, kdrikd 3 (117).

Yad vaScana., vii, 170 (192).

Yam preksbya., x, 113 (317).
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Yaio ’dhigantum, vii, 104 (169).

Ya4 capsaro, vii, 59 (149).

Yasya kiScit, x, 153 (337).

Yasya na savidhe, ix, 6 (229).

Yasya mitrani, iv, 51 (77).

Yasyasuhrt, v, 1 (100).

Yiitah kim, x, 48 (292).

Yavakarasa., vii, 5 (133).

Yugantakala., x, 151 (337).

Ye kandarasu, x, 155 (338).

Yena dhvastaraano., vii, 160 (189).

Ye nama kecit, vii, 49 (146).

YenasyabhjTiditena, x, 53 (294).

Yeshaih kantha., x, 93 (310).

Ycsham tas tri., vii, 87 (161).

Yesham dorbalam, iv, 82 (91).

Yo ’avikalpam, vii, 52 (147).

Yo ’sakrt, ix, 25 (239).

Raikeli., iv, 75 (87).

Raktasoka, vii, 158 (188).

Rajaniramana., ix, 23 (238).

RasMara, ix, 37 (253).

Raisu, iv, 62 (81).

Rfikayam, x, 60 (297).

Rakavibhavari., vii, 16 (136).

Rakasudhakara., iv, 27 (62).

Rajati tatiyam, x, 180 (354).

Rajanarayanam, x, 185 (357).

Rajan rajasuta, x, 49 (292).

Riijan vibhanti, vii, 71 (155).

Riijye saram, x, 140 (331).

Ramaraanmatba., vii, 43 (172).

Ramo ’sau, iv, 87 (93).

Rudhiravisara., iv, 55 (79).

Rupakadih, vi, 1 (128).

Rupakiidira, vi, 2 (128).

Re re cancala., iv, 81 (90).

Lagnam raga., vii, 100, 142 (167, 183).

Lagnab keli., vii, 96 (165).

Latanam, x, 107 (314).

Laliiuna, x, 43 (289).

Lavanyarii tat, iv, 63 (78).

],avanyniika.si, x, 161 (342).

Likbaun aate, iv, 78 (88).

Limpativn, x, 26, 176 (277, 350).

J.ilatumurasB, vii, 12 (135).

Lobitoshnlshah, v, Icarikd 3 (117).

Vaktras)’andi., x, 138 (331).

Vaktrambhojam, vii, 133 (179).

Vaktrendau tava, x, 184 (356).

Vadanatn vara., ix, 7 (230).

Vadanasaurabba., x, 175 (350).

Vada vada, vii, 171 (193).

Vandikrtya, v, 7 (102).

Vapubpradurbhavat, i, 110 (315).

Vapurvirupaksham, vii, 21 (138).

Vastravaidurya., vii, 41 (143).

Vabnispbulingah, x, 193 (362).

Vaniaa, x, 136 (329).

Vanirakuda., v, 20 (108).

Vatabarataya, vii, 140 (182).

Varijjanto, iv, 64 (82).

Vikasitasaba., vii, 77 (157).

Vidalitasakala., x, 119 (321).

Vidirnabhi., vii, 146 (185).

Vidvan manasa., x, 34 (2‘=4).

Vidhiiya dure, vii, 128 (178).

Vinayapranay., vii, 64 (152).

Vinayamenah, ix, 10 (233).

Vinirgatani, i, 5 (6).

Vipado ’bhibhava., vii, 107 (170).

ViparTarae, v, 25 (124).

Vipulena, x, 149 (336).

Vibbavauubbiiva., iv, karikd 4 (39).

Vibhinnavarnab, x, 171 (348).

Viraanaparyahka.
,
vii, 191 (205).

Viyad ali., iv, 5 (51).

Vi^eshyam, ii, karikd 5 (14).

Yihalankhalam, iv, 69 (84).

Vegad uddiya, vii, 73 (155).

Vetratvaca, x, 166 (345).

Vyajyaiite, v, 20 (108).

Vyadbikarane, x, 121 (322).

^aktir nistrim^a., vii, 112 (172).

Sanir a^aniii ca, iv, 37 (68).

Sabdavrddba., v, karikd 3 (HI),

^aratkala., vii, 17 (136).

Saiii divasa., x, 118 (320).

Siri-sbad api, x, 145 (335).

^iirriaghrana., vii, 169 (188).

j^unyani vasagrbam, iv, 8 (53).

^ailuudra., x, 129 (326).
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^yamam, vii, 134 (180).

Sritakshamiih, vii, 56 (148).

^riparicayat, ii, 5 (20).

^rutena buddhih, vii, 138 (182).

Shadadhika., vii, 166 (191).

Samyogo viprayogah, ii, kdrikd 14

(24).

Saalaknrana., x, 9 (267).

Sa ekah, i, 85 (307).

Sakalakalam, ix, 27 (243).

Saktavo bhakshituh, x, 199 (363).

Sagunibhuta, v, kdrikd 3 (109).

Sanketakala., x, 139 (331).

Sangranianganam, vii, 89 ; x, 68 (162,

301).

Satatam rausala., x, 95 (311).

Sattvarambharatah, ii, 12 (234).

Satyam manuramab, vii, 188 (204).

Sa tvarambha., ix, 11 (233).

Sada madhye, vii, 115 (174).

Sada snatva, vii, 126 (177).

Sadyah kara., i, 147 (335).

Sadvam^., ix, 29 (246).

Sanuari., ix, 9 (233).

Sa pitavasah, x, 197 (362).

Samadamatangaja., x, 100 (312).

Samavayavrttya, viii, 4 (213).

Sa munih, x, 196 (362).

Samprahare, vii, 179 (197).

Samyagjuana., vii, 15 (136).

Sarala bahula., ix, 35 (250).

Sara svatiprasadam, ix, 15 (235).

Sa ratu vah, vii, 31 (140).

Sarvasvam hara, ix, 24 (239).

Savita vidhavati, x, 14 (270).

Savrida, vii, 176 (196).

Sasonitaib, vii, 190 (205).

Sasara sakam, ix, 16 (235).

Saba diasa, x, 104 (313).

Sabi navani., iv, 67 (83).

Sabi viraiuna, iv, 47 (74).

Sakam kurangaka., v, 9 (103).

Sa dure ca, vii, 29 (140).

Sadbanam sumabat, vii, 11 (135).

Sadhu candra., vii, 48 (146).

Sa patyuh, iv, 12 (54).

Samartbyam, ii, kdrikd 14 (24).

Sayaiii snanam, iv, 57 (79).

Sayakasabiiya.
,

vii, 32 (141).

Sa vasai, x, 168 (346).

Sabenti, ii, 2 (8).

Sinibikasuta., x, 146 (335).

Sitakarakara., vii, 172; ix, 8 (193,

230).

Sudbakarakara., vii, 25 (139).

Subbai, iii, 7 (30).

Suriilayollasaparah, vii, 38 (142).

Susitavasana., vii, 125; x, 88 (177,

308).

Subrdvadbu., x, 51 (293).

Srjati ca jagat, x, 94 (310).

Seyam mamanyesbu, iv, 3 (41).

Saisba sarvatra, x, 170 (347).

So nattbi, x, 177 (350).

So ’dbyaisbte, vii, 30 (140).

So ’purvah, x, 57 (295).

So muddbasamalango, iv, 65 (82).

So ’yam Lsbor iva, v, kdrikd 3 (115).

Saundaryasampat, vii, 149 (185).

Saundaryasya, x, 33 (282).

Saubbagyam vitanoti, x, 183 (356).

Stumah kam, iv, 26 (61).

Stokenonnatim, ix, 27 (242).

Snigdba^yamala., iv, 90 (98).

Spasbtollasat, x, 187 (358).

Sprsati tigmarucau, x, 208 (368).

Spbatikakrti., vii, 81 (158).

Spbutam artba., ix, 27 (243).

Spburadadbbuta., x, 169 (347).

Srastani nitambat, vii, 20 (138).

Svaccbandoccbalat., i, 4 (6).

Svaccbatmata., x, 79 (305).

Svapiti yavat, vii, 120 (176).

Svapne ’pi, x, 1 (262).

Svayafn ca, ix, 26, 209 (242, 369).

Svargapraptib, viii, 6 (214).

Svidyati kunati, x, 67 (300).

Hamsanam, x, 135 (329).

Hantum eva, vii, 143 (184).

Haratyagham, iv, 24 (60).

Haravan na, x, 77 (304).

Haras tu, v, 17 (107).

Ha dbik sa, vii, 9 (134).

Ha nrpa ba budba, vii, 79 (157).
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Ila niatah, iv, 16 (55). Hetumata saha, x, 134 (328).

Hitva tvam, x, 102 (313). He helajita, x, 103 (313).

Hrdnyam adbisbthitam, x, 61 (297). Homi avahatthia., yii, 175 (194).
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Ndgdnanda, vii, 7, kdr. xvi.

Ratnavali, vii, 185 ;
viii, 8 ;

x, 184,

203.

Sdryasataka, vii, 159 ;
x, 188.

Stavacintamani, iv, 35.

Hayagrtvavadha, i, 5 ; x, 113.

Maravijaya (ninth century), ix, 17

;

X, 180, 187, 208.

Harshadatta, vii, 100, 142.

Hitopadeia, vii, 195.
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Art. XVIII. — The Eighteen Lohan of Chinese Buddhist

Temples. By T. WArrERs, M.B.A.S.

When you enter (he chief hall of a Buddhist temple in

China you cannot fail to notice two rows of large yellow

figures—one along the east and the other along the west

wall. These figures, which are usually numbered and

labelled, are called the Eighteen Lohan, and if you ask

your guide what they are he will probably reply “belong

joss.” This answ'er ma}'^ not be deemed satisfactory, but

further inquiry will only elicit the information that these

are images of Buddha’s eighteen great disciples. The

names, liowever, show that this information is not quite

correct, some of them being unknow'n to the original

Buddhist canon. If you go on to Korea and visit the

curious old Buddhist temples in that country, you will find

that Buddha’s Hall has rows of similar figures, but sixteen

in number. If you continue j’our journey and visit Japan,

you will find there also Sixteen Rakan lining the side walls

of the Buddhist temples. Ijohan and Rakan are for

A-lo-han, the Chinese way of expressing the Sanskrit word

Arhan for Arhat. Suppose you could go back and travel

to Lhassa, there also you would find Sixteen Arhats, or

as they are called there, Sthaviras, in the Chief Hall of

Buddha’s temples. Tibet, however, seems to have also

its Eighteen Lohan, imported from China apparently in

modern times.

When we examine the Buddhist literature preserved

in the libraries of the great monasteries in China, we find

in it mention of only sixteen great Arhats, the number
eighteen being apparently unknown even to the com-

paratively modern native treatises. As for the pictures
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and images of these sixteen, they are mainly derived from

the works of one or two painters of the T'ang dynasty.

About the year 880 an artist named Kuan Hsiu (K
made pictures of the Sixteen Lohan, which were given to

a Buddhist monastery near Ch‘ien-t‘ang in the province

of Chekiang. These became celebrated, and were preserved

with great care and treated with ceremonious respect. In

the reign of Kien-lung of the present dynasty an official,

while on duty in the district, had copies of these pictures

made by competent artists and sent them to the emperor.

His Majesty had further copies made, and ordered them

to be printed and distributed. It was found that wrong

names had been given to several of the figures, so the

emperor ordered that all the names should be compared

with the original and correctly transcribed according to

the new system. But the question remains, who are these

Arhats ? and the answer is to be found in the Buddhist

scriptures. They are patrons and guardians of Sakyamuni

Buddha’s system of religion and its adherents, lay and

clerical.

An early mention of spiritual protectors of Buddha’s

religion after his decease is found in the “Siitra of Sari-

'y putra’s Questions,” No. 1,152 in Mr. Bunyio Nanjio’s

Catalogue. We do not know when or by whom this book

was translated or when it was brought to China, but its

translation has been referred to the fourth century of our

era. In this treatise the Buddha is represented as com-

mitting his religion to the protection of Sakra and the

four Devarajas. He also entrusts the propagation of his

system after his death to four “ Great Bhikshus.” The

names of these are given as Mahaka8}’apa, Pindola, Kun-

te-pan-t‘an, and Riihula. These men were to remain in

existence and not experience final Nirvana until the advent

of Maitreya as Buddha. Three of these names are well

known, and the unknown one is apparently the Kun-t‘ou-

j)‘o-han (:§ 03 of the “ Tseng-i-a-han-ching
”

(ch. 23). These characters evidently represent the Pali

name Kundo-vahan, which means Jliiiiyoosc-beariiig, a name
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to be remembered in connection ^vith what follows. The

composition of this sfitra may probably be referred to the

end of the last century b.^ Then in a sastra, the name

of which is restored as “ Arya-Vasumitra-bodhisattva-

sangitl-sastra,” Nanjio, No. 1,289, we find mention of

sixteen “Brahmans” over whom Buddha is lord. These

are probably the Sixteen Arhats, although a note added

to the text gives the name of the second one as Ajita-

Maitreya. This treatise, which was probably composed in

the first century of our era, was translated in the year 384.

In another treatise called the “ Ju-ta-sheng-lun,” the

“ Mahayanavataraka-sastra ” of Nanjio, No. 1,243, we have

further mention of guardians of Buddhism. Here we have '

ninety-nine lakhs of “ great arhats ” and also sixteen called

“ Great Sravakas.” Of these only two names are given,

Pindola and Riihula, the reader being supposed to be

acquainted with the sutras from which the author quotes.

These guardians of Buddha’s religion are dispersed over the

world, the names of some of their spheres being given.

Among these are Piirva-Videha, the Wheat (Godhiima)

region, the Chestnut (Priyahgu) region, the Lion (Siiiiha)

region, and the “ Bhadrika place.” This sastra was com-

posed by the learned Buddhist Sthiramati, and translated

into Chinese by Tao-t‘ai and others about a.d. 400.

The text, however, from which all our knowledge of the

names of the Sixteen Arhats or Lohan of Buddhist temples

in China, Japan, and Korea may be said to be derived

is that entitled “ Ta-A-lo-han-Nan-t‘i-mi-to-lo-so-shuo-fa-

chu-chi.” This means “ The record of the duration of the

law, spoken by the great Arhat Nandimitra.” The treatise,

which was translated by the celebrated Yuan-chuang

(Hiouen Thsang), is No. 1,466 in Nanjio’s Catalogue. The

name of the author is not known, but he must have lived

long after the time of Nandimitra, and apparently he was

not a native of that arhat’s country. There seems to have

been also a previous translation of the same or a similar

original, and to it Yuan-chuang and other writers appear

to have been indebted.
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The book begins with tbe statement that according to

tradition within 800 years from Buddha’s decease there

was an arhat named Nandimitra at the capital of King

Sheng-chiin in tbe Chih-shih-tzu

country. Nanjio took Sheng-chiin to be Prasenajit and

Chih-shih-tzu to be Ceylon according to the Chinese notes

in the “ Hsi-yii-chi.” But Prasenajit’s capital was Sravasti

in Kosala, and we do not find any king with that name in

the annals of Ceylon. The “ Chih-shih-tzu ” country of this

passage is probably the Shih-tzu-kuo which we know from

the 16th chapter of the “ Tseng-i-a-han-ching ” was in the

Vrijjian territory. The original home of the Aryan

immigrants into Ceylon was not far from this district, and

the name Sirhhala-dvTpa may have been derived from this

Lion-country. The words Sheng-chiin may stand for either

Prasenajit or Jayasena.^

The sutra then proceeds to narrate how the great Arhat

Nandimitra answered the questions of his perplexed and

desponding congregation about the possible continued

existence of Buddhism in the world. He tells his hearers

that the Buddha when about to die entrusted his religion

to sixteen great Arhats. These men are to watch over

and care for the religious welfare of the lay-believers and

generally protect the spiritual interests of Buddhism. They

are to remain in existence all the long time until Maitreya

appears as Buddha and brings in a new system. Then,

according to Nandimitra, the Sixteen Arhats will collect

all the relics of Sakyamimi and build over them a magnificent

tope. When this is finished they will pay their last worship

to the relics, rising in the air and doing pradakshina to the

tope. Then they will enter an igneous ecstasy and so vanish

in remainderless nlrviina. At his hearers’ request Nandimitra

gives the names of these Protectors of the Faith, their homes

' The “ Chih-shih-tzu-kuo ” of this sutra and the “Shih-tzu-kuo” of the
“ TsCnp-i-a-han-cliing ” are probably the Sim/iailvipa of Schiefner’s “ Tiira-

natha,” S. 83. This last cannot be Ceylon, and the mention of the Liitihain

in it reminds us of the garden in the Shih-tzu-kuo. In the Sarvata Vinaya

Yuo-shih, ch. 8, we have montiou of a Shih-tzu district which lay between

Sravasti aud Rajagriha.
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or spheres of action, and the numbers of their retinues.

These Arhats are the Si.\teen Rukan of the Japanese and

Koreans and constitute sixteen of the Eighteen Lohan

of the Chinese. They have incense burnt before their

images, but generally speaking they are not worshipped

or consulted like the gods and P'usas of the temples.

The names of the Sixteen Arhats or Lohan, together with

their residences and retinues, are now given according to this

sfitra of the Duration of the Law and in the order in which

that work gives them. Variations as to the names which

have been noticed in other lists and in different temples are

also given. But as to the pictures and images of the

Sixteen we must remember that these, whether merely works

of art or consecrated to religion, are not supposed to be

faithful representations of the men indicated by the names

attached. The pictures and images are to be taken merely

as symbols or fanciful creations.*

1. Pin-tu-lo-Po-lo-to-she ^ ^ Pindola

the Bharadvaja.

He has a retinue of 1,000 arhats, and his place is the

Godhauga region in the west.

Sometimes the name of this arhat is transcribed Pin-

t‘ou (H^)-lo, and sometimes he is styled Bharadvaja simply.

Pindola was one of Buddha’s great disciples, became

an arhat, and was distinguished as a successful disputant

and defender of orthodoxy, with a voice like the roar of

a lion.* But he had a weakness for exhibiting his magical

powers before all sorts of people, and sometimes for un-

worthy objects. On one occasion, according to the Pali

and other editions of the Yinaya, in order to show his

superhuman powers, he rose in the air, took a sandal-wood

1 For illustrations and details of the Lohan see Anderson’s “ Catalogue

of Japanese and Chinese Paintings in the British Museum”; Pandar’s “Das
Pantheon d. Tschangtscha Hutuktu,” S. 83 f.

; Hsiang-chiao-p‘i-pien ^
& H). ch. 2.

^ Tseng-i-a-han-ching, eh. 3 (Bun., No. 543, tr. a.d. 385) ; Fo-shuo-a-lo-
han-chii-te-ching (Bun., No. 897, tr. about 900).
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bowl off a very high pole, and floated about with it for

a time over the heads of an admiring crowd. This pro-

ceeding brought a severe rehuke from the Master, and was

the occasion of a rule prohibiting the use of sandal-wood

bowls.^ The Buddha also on this occasion announced to

Pindola that he was not to “ take Nirvana,” but was to

remain in existence and protect Buddha’s system until

the coming of Maitreya.^ We read also of Pindola

working a miracle with a hill in order to go to a breakfast

given by Sudatta’s wife, and some make this to be the

occasion on which Buddha rebuked him and told him he

was to remain in existence to foster Buddhism until the

advent of Maitreya to bring in a new system.® But Pindola

sometimes wrought miracles for good purposes, and his

exhibition of magical powers at Rajagriha led to the con-

version of an unbelieving lady.^

Pindola has been living ever since Buddha’s time, and

he has appeared on several occasions to pious workers for

Buddhism. In India it was once the custom for lay

believers when giving an entertainment to the Buddhist

monks to “invite Pindola.” The arhat could not be seen,

but the door was left open for him, and it was known by

the appearance of the flowers or the condition of the mat

reserved for him whether he had been present.® When
King Asoka summoned his great assembly Pindola was

living on the Gandhainiili (or Gandharniidana) mountain

with a company of arhats 60,000 in number. Called to

the assembly, he flew swan-like to the place of meeting,

and on account of his undoubted seniority he was chosen

president. He was then a ver}'- old man with white hair

and long eyebrows, which he had to hold back with his

hands in order to see.® As he often has very long eye-

brows in his pictures and images, the Chinese have come

* Vinaya Texts, iii, p. 79.

2 Ch‘inf;-l’in-t‘ou-lu-cbing (or -fa) (Bun., No. 1,348, tr. 457).
* Tsa-a-han-ching, cl^ 23 (Buii., No. 544, tr. between 420 and 479).
* Tscng-i-a-han-cbing, cb. 20.
* Cb‘iiig-l’in-t‘ou-lu-cbing.

® Divyuvaduna, p. 402; Burnouf, Iiitrod., p. 397
;
Tsa-a-ban-cbing, l.c.

I
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to know him popularly as the “ Ch‘ang-inei-seng ” or

“ Long-eyebrowed Monk.” Ilut Lohans with other names

also have this characteristic in the fancy portraits which

adorn temples and pictures.

In the seventh century Pindola came to China and

appeared to Tao-hsiian ^), the great Vina^'a doctor,

and signified his approval of the work which that zealous

monk had been doing.*

We find the name Pindola explained in Chinese com-

mentaries as meaning Pu-tung or Unmoved, but this cannot

have been intended for a translation of the word. The

Tibetans give “Alms-receiver” as the equivalent, con-

necting the name with pinda, but it may have been derived

from the name of a place transcribed Pin-t‘ou in Chinese.

This was a town or village in the Kosala country in

Buddha’s time. In a far-back existence Pindola had been

a bad son and a cruel man, and owing to his bad Karma
he had to suffer in hell for a very long period. Here his

food was “ tiles and stones,” and even when he was born

to be a pious arhat of wonderful powers, he retained a

tendency to live on “tiles and stones.”^ We cannot wonder

that he was thin and ribbed.

Some pictures and images represent Pindola sitting and

holding a book in one hand and his alms-bowl in the other

;

others have him holding a book reverently in both hands

;

and sometimes we find him with an open book on one knee

and a mendicant’s staff at his side.

2. Ka-no-ka-Fa-tso (jftn ^), Kanaka the Vatsa.

This arhat is appointed to Kashmir with a retinue of

500 other arhats. He was originally a disciple of Buddha,

and it was said of him that he comprehended all systems

good and bad.® The Tibetans, in their usual manner, have

translated the name literally “ Gold calf.”

1 Ta-Sung-seng-shi-liao ^ fa' ^ ^)> 2-

“ Ken-pen-shuo-i-ch‘ie-yu Vinaya Yao-shi, ch. 16 (tr. by I-cbing about 710).

^ Fo-shuo-a-lo-ban-cbii-te-ching.
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3. Ka-no-ka-Po-K-tou-she M M ’|§ ®)i Kanaka
the Bharadvaja.

This arhat’s station is in the Purva-Yideha region and

he has 600 arhats under his authority. He is sometimes

pictured as a very hairy old man, and some paintings give

him a small disciple at his side.

4. Su-p‘in-t‘e (j^ ^ p^), Subhinda.

His sphere of action is the Kuru country in the north,

and he has a retinue of 800 arhats.

This name does not occur in several of the lists, but

it is found in the temples in China, Korea, and Japan.

Instead of it we find occasionally Nandimitra, and the new

recension and the Tibetan give A-pi-ta (pjij ^), which

may be for Abhida. The Tibetan translation of the name

is inseparable or indissoluble, and this seems to point to an

original like Abhinda or Abhida.

This arhat appears as a venerable sage with a scroll

in his right hand, or as sitting in an attitude of meditation.

He is also represented as sitting with an alms-bowl and

an incense-vase beside him, holding a sacred book in the

left hand, while with the right he “ cracks his fingers.”

This gesture is indicative of the rapidity with which he

attained spiritual insight.

5. No-kii-lo If.),
Nakula.

The sphere of this arhat’s action is Jarabudvipa, that

is, India, and his retinue is composed of 800 arhats.

This name is found in the Chinese, Korean, and Japanese

temples, but in some lists instead of it we find Pa-ku-la

(£ & ii) 0*’ Pfii-kii-lo (0 If), that is, Vakula. This

was the name of one of Buddha’s great disciples, often

mentioned in the scriptures. Vakula became au arhat,

but he led a solitary, self-contained life; he never had

a disciple and he never preached a word. He was remark-

able for his wonderful exemption from bodily ailments and

for the great length of life to which he attained. AVhea
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King Asoka visited his tope and showed his contempt for

Vakula hy offering a penny, the arhat was equal to the

occasion and refused the coin.‘

We must, however, go by Yuan-chuang’s text and read

Nakula. This word means Mungoose, and we remember

the arhat called Kundo-vahan or Mungoose-bearer already

mentioned. We read also of a Nakula’s father, in Pali

Nakula-pitii, who became a devoted lay adherent of Buddha’s

teaching. Nakula was a Vrijjian resident at Uruvilva,

but we do not find much about him in the scriptures.

He may be the same person with Nakulapita converted

when he was 120 years old, but made young and happy

by Buddha’s teaching.^

Nakula is often represented, as in the Tibetan picture,

with a mungoose as his emblem, and sometimes instead

of that animal he has a three-legged frog under his left

arm. Sometimes he is represented as meditating or as

teaching with a little boy by his side.

6. Po-t‘e-lo (gg ^), Bhadra.

This arhat was appointed to T‘an-mo-lo-Chow, that is,

Tiimra-dvlpa or Ceylon, and he was given a retinue of 900

other arhats. We sometimes find him called Tamra
Bhadra, apparently from the name of his station.

The Bhadra of tbe Buddhist scriptures was a cousin

of the Buddha and one of his great disciples. He was
a good preacher, and could expand in clear and simple

language the Master’s teaching. Hence he is often repre-

sented as expounding tbe contents of a book which he
holds in one hand. He took his profession very seriously

and aimed at spiritual perfection.

Bhadra often appears in pictures and images accompanied

by a tiger which he soothes or restrains, but he is also

represented without the tiger and in an attitude of

worship.

* Tseng-i-a-han-ching, chs. 3, 23.
^ Tsa-a-han-ching, ch. 5 ; A-lo-han-chii-te-chiiig.

1898. 22
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7. Ka-li-ka g jjgj, Kalika or Kula.

This arliat has 1,000 other arhats under him aud resides

in Seng-ka-t‘a (ff" ^ ^). This has been supposed to be

Ceylon, but it is evidently the name of some other region.

The Chinese characters may stand for Simbata, and some-

thing like this may have been the name of the “ Lion

country” in the Vrijjian territory already mentioned.*

This arhat is apparently the great disciple called ” Lion

King Kala ”
(|j|j H), who attained arhatship and

was honoured by King Bimbisara.^ He is represented as

studying a scroll or sitting in meditation, or holding a leaf

of a tree, or he has extremely long eyebrows which he holds

up from the ground.

8. Fa-she-lo-fuh-to-lo M ^ ^ fl)’ Vajrapulra.

He has 1,100 arhats and resides in the Po-la-na

$lj division of the world, that is, in Parna-dvipa

perhaps.

In some temples and lists of the Lohan the name is given

as Vajriputra. This may he the Vajjiput of the village

of the same name who became a disciple and attained to

arhatship.® He is represented as very hair}’, or as very

lean and ribbed.

9. Shu-po-ka j^D), Supiika perhaps.

This arhat is stationed on the Gandhamadana mountain

and has an establishment of 900 arhats.

Instead of the character for Shu we find in some places

Kie (I^), that is Ka, making the name Kapaka, but this

is evidently wrong. In the new transcription we liave

Kuo-pa-ka, that is, Gopaka. The Tibetans have the two

Chinese transcriptions Kapaka and Supiika, but their trans-

lation is Sbed-byed, which requires the form Gopaka (or

Gopa), meaning 2^ 1'otector. We do not know of any disciple

' In the Snrvata Vinaya Yao-shih, ch. 8, we find mention of the “Lion Town”
wliicli lay between Sravasti and Bajagriha.

* Sarvata Vinaya Yao-shih, ch. 17.

® Tsa-a-han-cliing, ch. 29.
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of Buddha named Supaka, but we read of one named

Gopaka, a sthavira at Pataliputra.

The representations of this arhat often show him with

a small figure of a saint above his right shoulder or close

to his side, but he also appears with a book or a fan

in his hand.

10. Pan-t‘o-ka jjo), Panthaka or Pantha.

This arhat’s sphere is the Trayastrim^at Heaven, and he

is attended by 1,300 arhats.

He is sometimes called simply Pantha or Panthaka, and

sometimes Ta (;^) or Maha-Panthaka, Great Panthaka,

to distinguish him from his young brother, who is No. 16

of this list. The name is explained as meaning xcan or road,

or “ born on the road,” and a legend relates how it was

given to the two boys because their births occurred by the

roadside while their mother was making journeys.^ But

we find the name also explained as meaning “ continuing

the way,” that is, propagating Buddhism, and the Tibetan

translation gives “doctrine of the way” as its signification.

But this explanation belongs rather to the younger brother,

who also is frequently styled simply Pantha or Panthaka.

We occasionally find in books Pa (or Sa)-na-ka for Pan-

thaka, apparently a copyist’s error. Pantha is also found

transcribed Pan-t‘a and for tbe second syllable

we find Vu (_^) or Vk

Panthaka was distinguished as among the highest of

Buddha’s disciples, who “ by thought aimed at excellence.” *

He was also expert in solving doubts and difficulties in

doctrine for weaker vessels, and he had extraordinary

magical powers.® He could pass through solids and shoot

through the air, and cause fire and water to appear at

pleasure. He could also reduce his own dimensions little

by little until there was nothing left of him.^ These

‘ Fen-pie-kung-te-lun, ch. 5 (Bun., No. 1,290, tr. perhaps about 200).
® Abhidharma pa-kan-tu-lun, ch. 27 (Bun., No. 1,273, tr. 383).
^ A-lo-ban-cbu-te-ching.
‘ Tseng-i-a-han-cbing, ch. 3.
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magical powers were called into request by Buddha when
he made his expedition to subdue and convert the fierce

dragon-king Apalala.*

The various pictures and images represent Panthaka

as sitting under a tree or teaching from an open hook, or

as holding a scroll, or as sitting in profound meditation

with his arras folded. He is also frequently depicted in

the act of charming a dragon into his alms-howl.

This Panthaka is not to be confounded with the Upasaka

of the same name who accompanied Mahinda in his mission

for the conversion of Ceylon.

11. Lo-hu-lo (1^ 'IIS' j^), Riihula.

To Pahula was assigned the Priyangu-dvipa, a land of

aromatic herbs,^ and he had a suite of 1,100 arhats.

Bahula, the son of Buddha, was distinguished as a disciple

for his diligent study of the canon and his uncompromising

thorough strictness in carrying out the rules of his profession.

He is often represented in pictures and images as having

the large “ umbrella-shaped ” head, prominent eyes, and

hooked nose which some books ascribe to him. But in

many cases he is apparently represented without any

distinctive features or attribute. It is his lot to die and

return to this world as Buddha’s son for several times, and

he is not to pass finally out of existence for a very long time.

12. Na-ka-si-na (Jf) ^ ^ Jb), Nagasena.

This arhat was appointed to the Pan-tu-p‘o or Paudava

Mountain in Magadha, with a retinue of 1,200 arhats.

Nagasena is, I think, the disciple called Seni J^) in

the “ Tseng-i-a-han-ching ” and the “ Fen-pie-kung-le-

lun.” In the former this bhikshu is selected for praise

as an orthodox expounder of the principles or essentials

of Buddhism. The latter treatise also calls him first in

exposition. It adds that he was a bhikshu thirty years

before he attained arhatship, because he made the laying

• Fcn-pie-kung-te-lun, l.c.

* But tlie Chinese pilgrims were taught that priyaiiffn was the Indian name

for the chestnut.
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down of dogma the one chief thing postponing to this

release from sin, that he was skilled in analysis and the

logical development of principles, and that he left a treatise

embodying the results of his studies.'

Now this Se-ni is, I think, the Nagasena who composed

the original work which was afterwards amplified into the

“ Questions of Milinda.” In the “ Tsa-pao-tsang-ching
”

we have this Nagasena, called also Se-na, a man of com-

manding presence, proud and learned, subtle-minded and

ready-witted, and he is put through a severe ordeal by

a king called Nan-t‘e or Nauda.^ Then these Nanda and

Nagasena are evidently the Min-lin-t‘e and Nagasena of one

translation of the “ Abhidharma-kosa-vj’akhya-sastra ” and

the Pi-lin-t‘e and Lung-chiin, Dragon-host of the other

translation.^ They are also the Mi-lan and Na-hsien of the

“ Na-hsien-pi-chiu-ching ” * and the Milinda and Nagasena

of the “ Questions of Milinda.” ®

This Nagasena was, or was taken to be, a contemporary

of the Buddha and Sariputra, although he is also supposed to

be living long after Buddha’s time. He is called arhat

by the author of the introduction to the “ Questions,” but

in the body of the book he is not an arhat. In this

treatise he defends against his cross-examiner the unity and

consistency of Buddha’s teachings, and explains and expands

hard doctrines with great learning and richness of illustra-

tion. He became the head of the Church in Milinda’s

country to watch over and maintain Buddhist orthodoxy.

His treatise must have existed in various lands and in

different forms from a comparatively early period. The
“ Abhidharma-kosa-^stra ” and the “ Tsa-pao-tsang-ching ”

quote from a text which is neither the ” Na-hsien-pi-chiu-

ching ” nor the “ Questions,” and these two last differ

very much.

* Tseng-i-a-han-ching, ch. 3 ; Fen-pie -kung-te-lun, ch. 5.
^ Tsa-pao-tsang-ching, ch. 9 (Bun., No. 1,329, tr. 4^).
’ Abhidharma - kosa -Tyakhya- sastra, ch. 22 (Bun., No. 1,269, tr. 665);

Abhidharma-kosa-^astra, ch. 30 (Bun., No. 1,267, tr. 652).
‘ Na-hsien-pi-chiu-ching (Bun., No 1,358, tr. between 317 and 420).
* “ The Questions of King Milinda,” translated from the Pali by T. W. Ehys

Davids.
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13. Yin-kie-t‘e (@ p^), Aiigida.

This arhat’s station is the mountain called Kuang-hsie

or Broad-side, that is, Vipulaparsva, and he has a retinue

of 1,300 arhats. In one place I have seen JIu (g) instead

of Yin, and the Tibetans have Angija, but all other tran-

scriptions are apparently either Ahgida or Angila.

One of Buddha’s great disciples was named Augaja,

and he was noted for the cleanness and fragrance of his

body.' Another great disciple was Angila, who was

described as being perfect in all things.^ These two names

may possibly indicate only one person.

The Lohan called Ahgida is sometimes the fat, jolly

creature who is supposed to be Maitreya or his incarnation.

Other pictures or images make him a lean old monk with

a staff and a book containing Indian writing. This latter

is the old traditional representation handed down from the

period of the T‘ang dynasty.

14. Fa-ua-p‘o-ssu (fj^ J[) ^ ^f), Yanavasa.

A Korean temple has Fa-lo-p‘o-ssu, giving Varavasa,

but all the other transcriptions seem to have Yanavasa.

This arhat, who has a retinue of 1,400 other arhats, is

stationed on the K‘o-chu fj) or Habitable Mountain.

He is sometimes represented sitting in a cave meditating

with eyes closed, or his hands make a mudra, or he nurses

his right knee.

15. A-shih-to (p^ ^), Asita or Ajita.

These characters do not represent Yuan-chuang’s ordinary

transcription either for Asita or Ajita, and it is probable

that here he adopted the transcription of a predecessor.

The new authorized reading gives Ajita, and it is so in the

Tibetan. But Ajita is Maitreya, and that Bodhisattva,

according to all accounts, remains in Tushita Paradise until

the time comes for him to become incarnate on this earth.
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So lie cannot properly be a guardian of Sakyaiuuni’s

system, which must have passed away before he can become

Buddha.

This arhat, whom we may call Asita, resides on the

Gridhrakuta Mountain, and lias 1,500 arhats in his suite.

It cannot be that he is the old seer Asita who came from

his distant home to see the newly-born infant who was

to become Buddha. The images and pictures generally

represent the arhat as an old man with ver}’^ long eyebrows,

nursing his right knee or absorbed in meditation.

16. Chu-ch‘a(t‘a)-Pan-t‘o-ka -to), Chota-

Panthaka.

The first part of the name is also given as Chou-Ii (J^ ^J)

or Chu-li (I5J or ^Ij). These transcriptions stand for

the Sanskrit Kshulla and Pali Chulla (or Chfila), and

Chota is a dialectic form still preserved in the vernacular.

The words mean little, small, and this Panthaka received

the above name in order to distinguish him from his elder

brother already noticed. He is also called Hsiao-lu or

Little Road, the elder brother being Ta-lu or Great Road.

Chota-Panthaka has a household of 1,600 arhats, and

his station is the Ishadhara Mountain, a part of the great

range of Sumeru.

As a disciple Little Pantha was at first and for a long

time exceedingly dull and stupid, the result of bad Karma.

He could not make any progress in the spiritual life, being

unable to apply his mind or commit to memory even one

stanza of doctrine.* He was accordingly slighted by the

Brethren and their lay patrons, but the Master always had

pity and patience. On one occasion the King invited

Buddha and the disciples to breakfast, but Little Pantha

was excluded. When Buddha discovered this he refused

to sit down to breakfast until the despised disciple was

* Tseng-i-a-han-ching, ch. 11 ; Fen-pie-kung-te-lun, ch. 6 ;
Sarvata Vinaya

Yao-shih, ch. 17. Compare the account of Chulla - Panthaka in Jataka
(Chalmers), p. 14, and see note at p. 20.
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bidden to the feastd And when Little Pantha was expelled

by his elder brother as being incorrigibly dull and stupid,

Buddha brought him back and would not allow him to

be expelled. He comforted the sorrowing disciple and

gave him the words “ Sweeping broom ” to repeat and

keep in mind. In the effort to do so the intellectual

faculties of tlie poor dullard were stimulated, and he came

to see that the two words meant that all attachment to

things of this world was defilement and to be swept away

by the broom of Buddha’s doctrine.^ Having entered on

the good way he went on towards perfection, and became

noted as one of the first disciples in “ mental aiming at

excellence ”
;

he was chiefly occupied with the mind and

mental contemplation.® By his determined perseverance

he attained a thorough insight into religious truths, and

expounded these with such power and eloquence that

even giddy nuns, who came to laugh and mock, remained

to be impressed and edified.^ In process of time Little

Pantha attained arhatship, with the powers of flying

through tlie air and of assuming any form at pleasure.

He had also other miraculous powers, and on one occasion

he produced 500 strange oxen and proceeded to ride one

of them.®

This arhat is sometimes pictured as an old man sitting

under and leaning against a dead tree, one hand having

a fan and the other held up in the attitude of teaching.

He is also represented as a venerable sage sitting on a

mat-covered seat and holding a long staff surmounted by

a hare’s head.

17 and 18. There does not seem to be any historical

account of the first introduction of the Lohan into the Halls

of Buddhist temples, nor can it be ascertained when the

' Fa-chii-pi-yu-ching, ch. 2 (Bun
,
No. 1,353, tr. about 300) ;

Ch‘u-yao-

ching, ch. 19 (Bun., No. 1,321, tr. 399).
® Tseng-i-a-lian-cliing, l.c.

^ Abhidhanna-pa-kan-tu-lun, cb. 27 (Bun., No. 1,273, tr. 383); Abbidbarma-

fa-cbih-lun, ch. 18 (Bun., No. 1,275, tr. about 660).
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number of these guardians was raised from sixteen to eighteen

in Chinese temples. In some of these, down to the present

time, the number of the Lohan is still sixteen, e.g. in the

Pao-ning-ssu, near Mount Omi, visited by Mr. Baber.*

Some Chinese have supposed that there were formerly

eigliteen gods regarded as protectors of Buddhist temples,

and that the Lohan took their places. But we know

nothing about these gods, and the supposition need not be

taken into consideration. Another suggestion, and one

which seems not improbable, is that the Buddliists in this

matter imitated a certain Chinese institution. When we

read the history of the reigns of T‘ang Kao Tsu and T‘ai

Tsung, we find the record of an event wliich may have

given the idea of grouping the Lohan in the Chief Hall

of a temple and of raising their number to eighteen. In

the year 621 T‘ai Tsung instituted within the palace

grounds a very select college composed of eighteen members.

These dons were oflBcials of high standing, of sound

learning and good literary attainments, and faithful

adherents and personal friends of the founder. Among
them were such famous men as Tu Ju-mei and his friend

Fang Hsiiau-ling
;
Yii Chi-ming, learned scholar and loyal

statesman, who wrote the preface to Yuan-chuang’s “ Hsi-

yii-chi ”
;
Lu Te-ming, and K'ung Ying-ta. The members

took their turns in batches of three in attending on duty,

and while in the college they were liable to be visited and

interrogated by the emperor. He had portraits of the

members made for the college, and each portrait was

furnished with a statement of the name, birthplace, and

honours of the original. The merits of each were described

in ornate verse by one of the number, Chu Liang. These

favoured men were called the Shih-pa-hsiie-shih
(-f-

^ or Eighteen Cabinet Ministers, and they were

popularly said to have teng-ying-chou (g ^), to have
become Immortals. It is this Hall of the Eighteen which
I think may have led to the installation of the Eighteen

* “ Travels and Eesearches in Western China,” p. 31.
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Arhats in Buddha’s Hall. The names of these venerable

ones are given, and sometimes their stations and retinues

are added. There are also temples in which the Lohan are

arranged in groups of three.

But these Eighteen Lohan have never received authorita-

tive recognition, and they are not given even in the

modern accepted Buddhist treatises. We find them, how-

ever, occasionally in modern Chinese works of art. The
South Kensington Museum has a pair of bowls on which

they are painted, and the British Museum has them on

an incense-vase. This vase is remarkable for departing

so far from the established doctrine of the Lohan as to

represent three of the eighteen as boys or very young men.

The modern Chinese artist, followed by the Japanese,

apparently takes the Lohan to be Immortals, and he shows

them crossing to the Happy Land of Nirvana or leading

lives of unending bliss among the pines of the misty

mountain-tops.

As to the persons who should be admitted as guardian

Lohans of Buddha and his religion, there has been a great

diversity of opinion, and consequently diflferent worthies

have been added in different places. In many old temples

we find the 17th and 18th places given respectively to

Nandimitra and a second Pindola. This Nandimitra, in

Chinese Ch‘ing-yu ^), is the arhat already mentioned

as describing the appointment and distribution of the

Sixteen Arhats. As one of the additional Lohans we

sometimes find the well-known Imperial patron of Buddhism,

Liang Wu Ti (a.d. 502 to 550), or Kumarajiva, the great

translator who flourished about a.d. 400. In some temples

we find Maitreya or his supposed incarnation the Pu-tai-ho-

shang, or Calico-bag (cushion) Monk. This monk is said

to have lived in the sixth centuiy a.d., but he was not

honoured as a Lohan until modern times. He is the

special patron of tobacco-sellers, and his jolly fat little

image often adorns their shop-fronts. Another interesting

person sometimes found among the Eighteen Lohan is the

Indian Buddhist Dharmatara (or Bharmatrata), in Chinese
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Fa-Chiu (j^ ^). This is perhaps the Dharmatara who

was a great master of Dhyana and learned author, and

lived about the middle of the first century of our era

probably. He is sometimes called a great TJpasaka, and

is represented as receiving or introducing the Sixteen (or

Eighteen) Lohan. Writing about Lhassa the learned

Mr. Chandra Das has the following :
“ In the Na-chu

Lha Khang Chapel erected by one of the Sakya Lamas

named Wang Chhyug Tsondu, were the most remarkable

statue-like images of the Sixteen Sthaviras called Natan

Chudug, arranged to represent the scene of their reception

by Upashaka Dharma Tala, one of the most celebrated

and devout Buddhists of ancient China.” * In Tibet the

Sixteen Arhats are called Sthaviras, and “ Natan Chudug ”

means Sixteen Sthadras. Then “ Dharma Tala ” is for

Dharmatara, who was Indian, not Chinese. He is also

now one of the Eighteen Lohan in Tibet as in China.

Another illustrious personage installed as one of these

Lohan in many temples is Kuanyin P‘usa. He appears

as such in his capacity as Protector of Buddhism and

Buddhists.

* “ Narrative of a Journey to Lhasa,” p. 145.
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Art. XIX.

—

Al-Muzajfariyi : containing a Recent Contribution

to the Study of 'Omar Khayyam. B}" E. D. Ross, Ph.D.

Under the above Arabic title there has just appeared in

St. Petersburg a Festschrift to Baron Victor Rosen, on the

twenty-fifth anniversary of his professional activity. It

contains articles extending over a wide range of subjects by

eleven of his former pupils, who are most of them at present

professors or lecturers at the University of St. Petersburg.

Baron Rosen (who is an honorary member of this Society)

enjoys an esteem and an affection from all who are connected

with the Oriental Faculty of his University, such as falls

to the lot of few men. He has been the teacher and

constant adviser of many of Russia’s most distinguished

Orientalists of the last two decades, and this collection

of articles goes to prove what a brilliant group of young

scholars he has round him at the present time. Nor has

Baron Rosen’s kindly aid been confined to his Russian

colleagues : we feel sure that many scholars on the Continent

owe him a debt of gratitude, and we know that some of

us in England have learned to appreciate his kindness,

whether direct or indirect.

The title Muzaffariye is a play on the Christian name of

Victor, the word muzaffar meaning in Arabic ‘victorious.’

The eleven articles and their authors are as follows :

—

1. Hafiz-i-Abru and his Works. By V. Barthold.

2. Popular Beliefs of the Turks of Chinese Turkestan in

reference to Natural Phenomena. By N. Katanoff.

3. A Hieratic Papyrus, from the Collection of V. Groleni-

scheff, containing an Account of the Journey of

Unu-Amon to Phoenicia. (With two plates.) By
V. Golenischeff.

4. Concerning one of Tabari’s Sources. By N. Mednikoff.
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5. “ Khiton Gospoden ” (the Seamless Garment of the

Saviour) in the Written Legend of the Armenians,

Georgians, and Syrians. By N. Marr.

6. The Commentary of Tankhum of Jerusalem on the Book
of the Prophet Jona. By P. Kokovtsoflf.

7. Extracts from the Divan of Nabigha. By Baron D.

Gunzburg.

8. Concerning the Persian Prose Version of the “Book of

Sindhad.” By Serge d’Oldenburg.

9. Traditions concerning the Prophet Siilih from the Kisas-

ul-Anbiya of Rubghuzi. By P. Melioranski.

10. The Application of the System of Jikh in Arabic

Grammar. By A. Schmidt.

11. ‘Omar Khayyam and the “Wandering” Quatrains.

By Y. Schukovski.

It is a matter of regret that the space at our disposal will

not allow us to give an epitome of each of the articles

enumerated above. The last on the list, however, we

propose to treat fully. Considering the popularity of its

subject in this country, and also the important and quite

new light it throws on the author of the now famous

RuhdHydt, it seems a pity this paper should remain for

ever hidden from the eyes of those admirers of ‘Omar who

knew no Russian.

The present paper is for the most part a translation of

Professor Schukovski’s Russian, except in the case of the

biographical extracts, in which the original (Persian or

Arabic as the case may be) has been followed.

One may say with absolute certainty that in the whole

l ange of Persian literature no poet is to be found who has

held so singular a position, nor one who up to the present

time has attracted so much attention, or called forth so many
various and sharply conflicting appreciations and criticisms

as ‘Omar Khayyam.

lie has been regarded variously as a freethinker, a

subverter of Faith; an atheist and materialist; a pantheist

and a scoffer at mysticism
;
an orthodox Musulman

;
a true
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philosopher, a keen observer, a man of learning
;
a hon vivnnt,

a profligate, a dissembler, and a hypocrite
;
a blasphemer

—

nay, more, an incarnate negation of positive religion and

of all moral beliefs ;
a gentle nature, more given to the

contemplation of things divine than to worldly enjoyments;

an epicurean sceptic; the Persian Abfi-l-‘Ala, Voltaire,

and Ileine.* One asks oneself whether it is possible to

conceive, not a philosopher, but merely an intelligent man
(provided he be not a moral deformity) in whom were

commingled and embodied such a diversity of convictions,

paradoxical inclinations and tendencies, of high moral

courage and ignoble passions, of torturing doubts and

vacillations ? And if not, whence are such radical differences

of opinion to be traced ?

It seems to us that they are not to be traced to ‘Omar

himself (although nothing human would have been strange

to him), but to that collection of what we call his Quatrains,

which is given to us in rare manuscripts and numerous

Oriental [and Occidental] editions.

This collection, though by no means free from objection,

nevertheless, without any justification of, or attempt to

explain its glaring inconsistencies, has hitherto afforded the

material for all estimates of the poet.

Apart from this, attempts to fathom Khayyam’s nature

have been beset by yet another obstacle, namely, that up to

the present time we have remained in almost entire ignorance

of the history of his outer life, of the milieu in which he

moved, and of the people with whom he came in contact.

Everyone who has ever had anything to do with ‘Omar

Khayyam has considered it his dut)’^ to repeat the story of

the three talented school friends—Khayyam, Nizain-ul-Mulk,

and Hasan Sabbah—a story full of obvious anachronisms

and drawn from apocryphal sources.

All doubts might be set at rest by the discovery of the

autograph copy of Khayyam’s Quatrains, and of his philo-

sophical treatises, which have unfortunately not come down

’ The writer has in view the well-known criticisms of Hammer, Renan, Ethe,
Nicolas, Garcin de Tassy, WTunfield, Aug. Muller, and others.
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to US. There is, however, hut little hope of their being

discovered, for soon after Khayyam’s death his native town,

Nishapur, repeatedly underwent all the horrors of rapine

and fire at the hands of the wild hordes, first of the Ghuz
and then of the Mogols. Our only means, therefore, of

somewhat dissipating the mist which envelops the personality

of our poet-thinker, is the careful study of his collected

quatrains and the indication of fresh biographical notices

referring to him. Such is the method adopted in the

present article.

We will begin by calling attention to some accounts of

‘Omar’s life.

The earliest reference to ‘Omar Khayyam dates from the

middle of the seventh century of the Hijra. Mohammad
Shahrazurl, author of a little-used history of learned men,

bearing the title Nuzhet-ul-Arwah, devotes to Khay^yam the

following passage^ :—
“ ‘Omar Al-Khayyami was a Nishapur! by birth and ex-

traction. He [may he regarded as] the successor of Abii

‘Ali (Avicenna) in the various branches of philosophic

learning
;
but he was a man of bad character and disliked

entertaining [sayyik aWatan). While he was in Ispahan

he perused a certain hook seven times and then knew it

by heart. On his return to Nishapur he dictated it [from

memory], and on comparing this with the original copy, it

was found that the difference between them was but slight.

He was averse both to composition and to teaching. He is

the author of a handbook on natural science, and of two

pamphlets, one entitled Al-Wiijud (or Real Existence) and

the other Al-Kawn tva‘l Takllf? He was learned in the

law, in classical Arabic {al-lughat), and in history.

' Here (in the original article) follows the Arabic text (^erlin Library Or.

MSS., 217 (B.)], while in a parallel column is printed a Persian translation,

taken from a (presumably) unique MS. in the Imp. Asiatic Mus. of the St.

Petersburg Academy of Sciences [No. 674, Aghii (II)]. Professor Schukovski

in his translation has followed the Persian version, which is fuller than the

original and seems to us to take liberties with the Arabic in the process of

translation We have followed the Arabic only.—E. D. R.
* The translation of this title is hard to determine without any acquaintance

with the contents of the pamphlet.—E. D. R.
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“ One day Al-Khayyara went to see the Vezir ‘Abd-ur-

Razziik : the Chief of the Kor’an Readers, Abfi-l-Ilasan

Al-Ghazzall, was with this latter [at the time], and the two

were discussing the disagreement of the Kor’an readers in

regard to a certain verse. [As ‘Omar entered] the Yezlr

said, ‘ FTere we have the authority,’ and proceeded to ask

Al-KhayvamI [for his opinion] on the matter. [‘Omar]

enumerated the various readings of the Readers, and

explained the grounds {‘Hal) for each one. lie also men-

tioned the exceptional readings {shawuzz) and the arguments

in favour of each, and expressed his preference for one

view in particular.

“ Al-Ghazzall then said :
‘ May God add such men as thee

to the number of the learned ! Of a truth I did not think

anyone of the Kor’an Readers knew the readings by heart

to this extent—much less one of the [secular] philosophers.’

“ As for the sciences, he had mastered both mathematics

and philosophy. One day ‘ the Proof of Islam,’ Al-Ghazzall,

came to see him and asked him how it came that one could

distinguish one of the parts of the sphere, w'hich revolve

on the axis, from the rest, although the sphere was similar

in all its parts. Al-KhayyamI pronounced his views,

beginning with a certain category {makula)
;
but he refrained

from entering deeply into discussion—and such was the

wont of this respected Sheykh. [Their conversation was

interrupted by] the call to midday prayer, whereupon Al-

Ghazzall said, ‘ Truth has come in, and lying has gone out.’

‘Omar arose and went to visit Sultan Sanjar. The latter

was [at the time] a mere child, and was suffering from an

attack of small-pox. When he came away the Yezir asked

him, ‘How did you find the child, and what did you prescribe

for him ?
’ ‘Omar answered, ‘ The child is in a most

precarious state.’ An Ethiopian slave reported this saying

to the Sultan, and when the Sultan recovered he became

inimical to ‘Omar, and did not like him. Mebk-shah
treated him as a boon companion

;
and Shams-ul-Mulk

honoured him greatly, and made him sit beside him on

his throne.

J.B.A.8. 1898. 23
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“ It is related that [‘Omar] was [one day] picking

his teeth with a toothpick of gold, and was studying the

chapter on Metaphysics from [Avicenna’s] Book of Healing

When he reached the section on ‘The One and

the Many ’ he placed the toothpick between the two leaves,

arose, performed his prayers, and made his last injunctions.

He neither ate nor drank anything [that day]
;
and when

he performed the last evening prayer, he bowed himself

to the ground and said as he bowed :
‘ Oh God ! verily

I have known Thee to the extent of my power : forgive

me therefore. Yerily ray knowledge of Thee is my recom-

mendation to Thee.’ ^ And [so saying] he died : may God
have pity on him !

“ He wrote beautiful verses both in Arabic and in Persian,

of which the following may serve as examples.”

Here follow in the article three short Arabic kasidas, in

the place of which, however, the Persian translation quotes

two Persian quatrains, namely, AYhinfield, Nos. 193 and 230.

Again, in the seventh century we find a mention of

Khayyam in the Learned

Men,” by Ibn-al-Kifty, who died in 646 a.h. This extract

was printed by Woepcke, from the Paris Codex, in his

“ L’Algebre d’Omar Alkhayyami,” p. er : translation,

pp. V and vi. Professor Schukovski reprints the text,

partly on account of its importance, and partly because he

has been able to collate it with the MSS, of Berlin,

Vienna, and Munich.
“ ‘Omar Al-Khayyam, Imam of Khorasan, and the most

learned man of his day, was versed in the science of the

Greeks. He encouraged the search after the One Judge,

by means of the purification of the inclinations of the flesh

for the sake of the elevation of the human soul. He
pointed out the necessity of studying political science

according to the principles of the Greeks. The later Sufis
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have found themselves in agreement with some of the exterior

(i.e. literal) meanings of his verses and have introduced

them into their system, and discuss them in their public

and private gatherings. But their inner meaning is

a stinging serpent to the Shari’a . . . .^

“ But since the people of his day reviled him for his

religion, and exposed to view the secrets he had veiled

from them, he feared for his blood, and reined the bridle

of his tongue and pen. lie performed the Pilgrimage, not

out of piety, but from fear [of men], and revealed a secret

from among his impure secrets. When he came to Baghdad

men of his way of thinking in the ancient science beset

him, but he shut on them his door, with the shutting of

repentance and not of companionship. And when he

returned from the Pilgrimage to his town he used to go

morning and evening to the place of worship, and concealed

his secret thoughts, which, however, perforce revealed

themselves. He was without an equal in the sciences of

astronomy and philosophy, and he became proverbial in

these branches. If only he could have safeguarded his

good name

!

“ By him there are fugitive verses whose hidden meaning

penetrates their veil of concealment, and whose fount of

conception is troubled by the turbidness of their secret

intent.”

Here are quoted four lines of Arabic verse.

The next notice is taken from the ' of Zakhariyya

Kasvlnl (d. 682), finished nearly forty years later. Here

we read (see Wiistenfeld’s Edition, p. 318) as follows:

—

“Among the learned men of Nishapur was ‘Omar Khayyam.
He was a man versed in all branches of philosophy, especially

in Mathematics. He lived in the reign of Melik Shah the

Seljuk, who gave him much money for the purchase of

astronomical apparatus and observation of the stars—but

the Sultan died before their completion. They relate that

' The following sentence is somewhat obscure
;

it reads

—
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‘Omar, while staying in a certain rabat, noticed that the

inhabitants complained of the abundance of the birds,

whose pollutions defiled their clothes. He thereupon made

a bird out of clay and placed it on the highest point of the

building. [After this] the birds kept away from the rabat.

It is also related that one of the doctors of the law used

to come daily before sunrise to read philosophy under him,

but used to denounce him to the people. So ‘Omar called

to his house all the drummers and trumpeters, and when

the doctor of the law came as usual for his lesson, ‘Omar

ordered the men to beat their drums and blow their

trumpets, and thus collected round himself people from

every quarter. He then addressed them, saying :
‘ Men of

Nishapur
;
here is your teacher. He comes every day at

this hour to me, and studies science with me, hut to you

he speaks of me in the manner you know. If I am really

as he says, then why does he come and study with me?
and if not, then why does he abuse his teacher ?

’ ”

The author of a little-known historical work, entitled

composed in 808 a.h., communicated the

following facts about ‘Omar :

—

“ Khayyam.— ‘Omar, the son of Ibrahim Khayyam. He
surpassed his contemporaries in most sciences, and

especially in astronomy. He is the author of world-

renowned and incomparable treatises. Among his

poems [is the following quatrain] :

—

This quatrain does not occur in any of the known editions of ‘Omar ; hut

in the JIa/l Ikllm it is (with slight variation) attributed to Hakim Saiiai

(d. A.H. 525 or 536).
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[ Tmmlation.^

‘ Every atom which has been on the face of the earth

Was once a sun-faced, Venus-browed [beauty]
;

Blow away the dust from a beauty’s cheek with delicacy,

For that too was once the cheek and ringlet of a beauty.’

Anecdote.—Abu-l-Hasan al-Beyhaki says : ‘In the year

505 I was present at a gathering at the house of the Imam
‘Omar, and he asked me to explain the following verse from

the Hamiisa * :

—

“ Sultan Melik Shah, the Seljfik and the Khalif . . .
.^

were his contemporaries. Concerning his death the Imam
Mohammad of Baghdad says :— ‘ He was reading [the

chapter] on Metaphysics in the Book of Healing, and

on reaching the section on “ The One and the Many,”

he placed something between the leaves [at the place

where he was] reading, and said to me, “ Call the people,

that I may give them my last injunctions.” And when
his friends had assembled round him, he stood up in

the manner prescribed [by ritual] and began to pray.

Ignoring all else [
4^ performed the

evening prayer, and having placed his forehead on the

ground he said : “ Oh God ! verily I have known Thee

to the extent of my power : forgive me therefore. Verily

my knowledge of Thee is my recommendation to Thee ”

;

and with these words he resigned his soul to God.’

“They say that the last words he uttered in verse were the

following :

—

j'

* Here follows the Arabic verse in question, and a very obscure passage
containing a commentary on the same.

* The name of the Khalif has disappeared from the MS.
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‘ Oh God, I am weary of my own baseness !

Of my anguish and empt5'-handedness !

Even as Thou bringest existence out of non-existence,

so take

Me from my own non-existence for the honour of Thy
existence.’

”

The last notice of ‘Omar which Professor Schukovski

quotes is taken from the abridged edition of the Universal

History known as

“ ‘Omar Khaj'y^am, the Wise, belongs to the most learned

men of Khorasan. In philosophj’- he is considered to rank

close to Avicenna. From the history of Fasil Mohammad
Shahraziirl we learn that (‘Omar) was born in Nishapur,

and that his ancestors were also Nishapilrls. Some maintain

that he came from the village of Shamsad, a dependency

of Balkh, and that he was born in the village of Basank,

a dependency of Astariibad. However this may be, during

the greater part of his life Nishapiir was his home. By

reason of his avarice and parsimoniousness in the spreading

of science, he did not produce many works. One of his

pamphlets entitled ‘ The Scales of Wisdom ’ (Mizan-ul-hukm)

—on the testing of the value of objects set with precious

stones without removing the stones — gained a certain

celebrity
;

as did another pamphlet entitled ‘ Needs of

Places ’ (^^^1 wkich deals with the definition of the

four seasons [of the year], and the causes of variance of

the climatic conditions in the difierent towns and countries.

From most of (his) works it is apparent that ‘Omar believed

in the transmigration of the Soul.

“It is related that there was in Nlshapnr an old seminary

(madrasa). In order that it might he restored, asses brought

bricks. The ‘ Master ’ was one day walking in the court of

the school with some students : one of the donkeys c(tnld

not manage to enter [the court] : when the Master saw
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this he smiled, and, going up to the donkey, said the

following impromptu verses :

—

‘ Thou hast gone and hast returned, and . . .

Thy name has disappeared among names.

Thy nails being collected have become a hoof

;

Thy beard growing on thy back has become a tail.’

“ The donkey then entered. They asked the Master the

cause of this. lie said :
‘ The soul which is attached to the

body of this ass was formerly in the body of a teacher in

this seminary ; he was therefore unable to enter, but now

that he knows that his colleagues have recognized him, he

cannot help but enter . . .

”

Here follows a short version of the famous story of the

three schoolfellows.

Passing to the compilation of the Quatrains of ‘Omar

Khayyam, Professor Schukovski recalls the well-known

fact that the older the edition the smaller is the number

of quatrains therein contained
;
and gives a list of the

MSS. contained in the public libraries of Europe, noting

the number of quatrains found in each.^

Whinfield mentions in his preface (p. xvi) that a lady,®

having compared all (?) the ‘Omar MSS. in Europe, found

a total number of 1,200 different riiba^y. This lady came

* Xo one has yet arrived at a satisfactory translation of the end of this Rne.
It probably refers to some game: cf. Yullers’ Lexicon, ii, 1,463.

- A still more complete Rst is to be found in Mr. Heron Allen’s edition. The
oldest MS., the Bodleian [which in this edition has been reproduced in

facsimile], bears the date of 865 a.h. and contains 154 quatrains. Mr. Allen
calls attention to the MS. of Bankipur, recently discovered, which, though it

bears the early date of 961 a.h., contains as many as 603 quatrains.—E. D. R.
* Mrs. Jessie E. Cadell (Fraser’s Magazine, May, 1879).
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to the conclusion—upon what grounds we do not know

—

that from 250 to 300 ought to be regarded as genuine,

and that the remainder are falsely attributed to ‘Omar.

Naturally it is difficult to prove such a conclusion—to select

from 1,200 pieces those that may be ascribed definitely

to the pen of ‘Omar—seeing that we have the criterion

neither of language nor of thought to go upon. Wliinfield

embodied only 500 quatrains into his edition, and was only

able to indicate five instances where the verses were to be

met with in other authors. In so doing he was on the

right way, although not fully equipped. He casts a doubt

upon the genuineness of this or that quatrain
;

but his

observations lose half their value from the fact that in no

one of the five examples does he give the source to which

they may be traced. Such observations, in fact, can only

have a real value when in each individual case the source

which throws doubt on the originality of Khayyam is

indicated in an exact manner
;
and their value increases

proportionally to the antiquity of the source and its

copy. Finally, they may prove of decisive signification in

reference to the oldest known copy of ‘Omar should they

bear a date prior to this latter, namely 865 a.h.'

Professor Schukovski tells us he has Ion" been en"a"edO DC*
in inquiring into the genuineness of various quatrains

attributed to ‘Omar. This inquiry suggested itself to him

in the first place during his stay in Persia in 1884, when

he happened to come across the quatrain beginning

:

(Nicolas, 91 ;
"Whinfield, 93), in the Indian lithograph of

the of ‘Abd-Allah Ansarl. Since that time he

began carefully to note down in his copy of “ Nicolas
”

all such “ wandering ” quatrains, and up to the present time

he has discovered eighty-two. These quatrains have been

found “wandering” among various anthologies, divans, and

' This refers to the Bodleian MS. See note above.
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histories—both MSS. and printed books—and comprise a list

of thirty-nine different authors.

The writer of the article next proceeds to enumerate the

various MSS. in which he has found the “ wanderers.”

I. written by Nejni-en-Diu Abu Bakri RazI

(d. 654 A.H.) in the year 620 a.h.

The MS. he consulted was copied in the year 735 a.h.,

and is therefore 130 years older than the Bodleian ‘Omar.

This work is of importance to such as are interested in

the present question
;

for quite apart from the early date

of its compilation and the antiquity of this MS. it deserves

our fullest attention, and has a wide significance in that

the author speaks of ‘Omar as “an unhappy philosopher

and materialist,” and with such views be most certainly

could not have introduced in support of bis Sufistic doctrines

verses which obviously belonged to ‘Omar.

Here is the passage in which this scathing judgment on

our poet occurs. (Here follows in the article the Persian

text, of which we give an English translation.)

“And it is well known what was the wisdom of setting

the pure, elevated, and spiritual soul in a mean and dark

earthy form, and again separating them and cutting off the

soul from the surrounding mould
;
and the reason (is also

known) of the destruction of the body, and again scattering

the mould on the day of resurrection and investing the

soul (with life)—namely, that he (man) might escape from

the ‘hint’ given in the Koran (Sura 7, v. 178),

‘ They are like flocks, nay, they are even more erring,’ and

attain the degree of humanity, and that they might be

brought out from behind the veil of negligence, expressed

in the words of the Koran (Sura 30, v. 6),
‘ They know

the outward appearance of this present life, but they are

careless as to the life to come,’ and that he should set the

foot of taste and passion upon the ‘true way.’ But those

unfortunate philosophers and materialists who are shut out

from both these blessings, are bewildered and have gone

astray with a certain man of letters (J>Jlj), who is famous
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among them for his talent, his wisdom, his sagacity, and

his learning. And that man is ‘Omar Khayyam. To form

an estimate of his utter shamelessness and corruption, it is

only necessary to read the following verses composed

by him.

ij <o

‘H?^
• ^ 0“

j
ixAi a j\ aI—j

-^1/ *-7^ jr"

d ,_^w A— iIJ • J^\- J k_5 •> -

‘ To this circle, which comprises our entry and our exit.

Neither end nor beginning is evident.

No one in the world tells us truly

Whence we come nor whither we go.

‘ Our Creator, when He settled the course of Nature,

Why did He subject it to diminution and decay ?

If it turned out ugly, who was answerable for the form ?

If it turned out fair, why was it allowed to perish ?
’ ”

II. MSS. of ‘At^r of Nishapur. Two copies of his cl-'IiIa .

A copy of the not dated, but, to judge

by paper and orthography, very old.

HI. Divan of Jelal-ud-Dln Riiml.

IV. Divan of Kemal-i-Isfahanl. 933 a.h.

V. Divan of Hafiz.

* See Lucknow edition, p. 8, and Teheran ed., p. 14.

’ See Whinfield, No. i'26.
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VI. MSS. of ‘Abd-Allah Ansarl.

VII. MSS. of Anveri.

VIII. MSS. of of Amin Riizl.

IX. MSS. of j:J\.

X. Various collections in MS.

It is evident that among the authors above cited for the

history of the “ wandering ”
quatrains, special attention

should be paid to the works of RilzI, ‘At^r, and Jelal-ud-

Dln Ruml.

Professor Schukovski here prints the 82 “ wandering
”

quatrains, stating after each in what other works he has

found them, and to whom each is attributed. We will

limit ourselves here to enumerating the quatrains according

to the numbers they bear in the editions of Nicolas (N.),

Whinfield (W.), and Bodleian MS. (B.), numbered according

to Mr. Heron Allen’s edition. It may be remarked that

Professor Schukovski derived his information concerning

B. from the footnotes to Whinfield’s text. We have added

a few further references to the Bodleian MS., and these we
have marked with an asterisk.

1. N. 1, W. 1. 16. N. 70, W. 73.

2. N. 3, W. 2. 17. N. 74, W. 76.

3. N. 8, W. 7, B. 5. 18. N. 76, W. 78.

4. N. 9, W. 8. 19. N. 79, W. 81.

5. N. 10, W. 9. 20. N. 89, W. 91.

6. N. 18, W. 21. 21. N. 91, W. 93.

7. N. 24, W. 28, B. 11.* 22. N. 94.

8. N. 38, W. 42, B. 19. 23. N. 96, W. 97.

9. N. 47, W. 50. 24. N. 110, W. 140.

10. N. 49, W. 52. 25. N. 113, W. 142.

11. N. 54, W. 57. 26. N. 116, W. 144.

12. N. 55, W. 58. 27. N. 182, W. 197, B. 7

13. N. 59, W. 62. 28. N. 120, W. 147.

14. N. 63, W. 66. 29. N. 130, W. 156.

15. N. 69, W. 72. 30. N. 141, W. 164.
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31. N. 143, W. 166. 57. N. 265, W. 308.

32. N. 144. 58. K 266, W. 309.

33. N. 146, W. 168. 59. N. 274, w. 317.

34. N. 152, W. 173. 60. N. 290, w. 330, B. 116.

35. N. 155. 61. N. 294, w. 332, B. 118.

36. N. 158, W. 177. 62. N. 296, AA^ 333.

37. N. 165, W. 183. 63. N. 301, W. 357.

38. N. 168, W. 185. 64. N. 309.

39. N. 179, W. 194, B. 77. 65. N. 324.

40. N. 183, W. 198. 66. N. 328, W. 369.

41. N. 181, W. 199. 67. COCO W. 376.

42. N. 187, W. 202. 68. 00CO W. 390, B. 129.

43. N. 193, W. 206. 69. N. 350, W. 392.

44. N. 199, W. 243. 70. N. 351, W. 393, B. 130.

45. N. 202, W. 246. 71. N. 353, W. 395.

46. N. 203, B. 87.* 72. N. 361, W. 406.

47. N. 224, B. 96.* 73. N. 379, W. 420.

48. N. 225, W. 264. 74. N. 370, W. 414, B. 135.

49. N. 226, W. 265. 75. N. 374, W. 417.

50. N. 229, W. 268, B. 1. 76. 00CO AV. 430.

51. N. 230, W. 269, B. 99. 77. N. 394, AV. 436, B. 145.

52. N. 236, AV. 276. 78. N. 396, W. 438.

53. K 238, W. 278. 79. N 426, W. 463.

54. N. 255, W. 295. 80. N. 438.

55. N. 260, AV. 300. 81. N. 444, W. 476.

56. N. 263, W. 306. 82. N. 450, W. 490, B.

;

157.*

If we attempt to divide into groups the above 82 quatrains

(of which 11 ^ are contained in the Bodleian MS.) according

to their contents, we shall find that about 33 per cent, are

devoted to Love, Wine, and Self-Indulgence (=in B.

3 quatrains)
;

about 43 per cent, give expression to com-

plaints against Fate, the world, and man
;

his frailty,

helplessness, and folly (=in B. 4 quatrains); about 7 per

cent, contain appeals to God (= in B. 1 quatrain)
;

about

the same percetitage deal with mysticism (= in B.

> We have seen above that 15 is the number.
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1 quatrain)
;

about 6 per cent, fall under the head of

philosophic utterances and rules of conduct
;
and finally,

about 4 per cent, treat of freethinking and i\Iusuhnan

religious speculation (= in B. 2 quatrains). Thus the

great majority of the “wandering” quatrains enter into the

province of Omarian epicureanism, scepticism, and pessimism.

If we allow that these groups in a complete collection

of ‘Omar Khayyam’s Quatrains would be represented in the

same proportion, we shall be forced to the conclusion that

in forming an estimate of our poet it will be safest to regard

those quatrains which belong to the last four groups as less

debatable material : that is to say, we must look upon ‘Omar

as a deeply learned man, following bis own convictions,

who, tortured with the questions of existence, and finding

no solution to life in Musulman dogmas, worked out for

himself a regular conception of life (^Weltanschaung) based

on Sufistic mysticism
;

a man who, without altogether

discarding belief, smiled maliciously at the inconsistencies

and peculiarities of the Islam of his time, which left many
minds dissatisfied in the fourth and fifth centuries, needing

as it did “ vivification,” and finding this in the person of

Ghazzall, who in this movement assigned the proper place

to the mystic element. ‘Omar was a preacher of moral

puritj' and a contemplative life : one who loved his God and

struggled to master the eternal, the good, and the beautiful.

In this manner also is ‘Omar portrayed in the biographical

notices we have published : a defender of “ Greek Science,”

famous for his knowledge of the Koran and the Law,

and at the same time a “ stinging serpent ” to the

Sharia
;

a wit and a mocker, a bitter and implacable

enemy of all hypocrisy, a man who, while curing

others of the wounds of worldly triviality, impurity, and

sinful vanity, himself only with almost his last breath

closed the philosophic book “ Healing ” and turned with

a touching prayer to the One God, the Infinite, whom he

had been striving to comprehend with all the strength of

his mind and heart. Khayyam’s lively protests and his

heated words in freedom’s cause brought upon him many
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bitter moments in his life and exposed him to numerous

attacks at the hands of the clergy, and especially of the

Shiite community. Besides these, then as now (apart from

hypocrites), persons were not wanting who, failing to under-

stand ‘Omar, regarded him as an unbeliever, atheist, and

materialist. But in the course of centuries the people of

Persia and India, realizing, perhaps instinctively, the injustice

of former reproaches, have taken to publishing and reading

‘Omar Khayyam in collections side by side with Abu Said,

‘Abd-Allah Ansarl, and ‘Attar—that is to say, with mystic

Sufis of the purest water, men whose moral and religious

reputations were spotless.
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CORRESPONDENCE.

1. Water (Watura) in Sinhalese.

Dear Professor Rhys Davids,— As you have, on

page 198 of the January number of the Journal, mentioned

the suggestion, to which I gave expression in a note to

my paper on Knox’s Sinhalese Vocabulary in the Ceylon

B.R.A.S. Journal for 1896, that the ordinary Sinhalese

word for water, diya or diyara, was ousted by watura

through the influence of the Dutch (and English) water,

I shall be glad if you will allow me to give my reasons

for this suspicion.

First, however, let me say that I never imagined or

suggested that watura was derived from water
; though

one of my Ceylon critics has fathered this absurdity upon

me. The mere fact that the Amdwatura was written long

before the Dutch or even the Portuguese visited Ceylon

is sufficient proof to the contrary. {En passant, I may
mention that a learned German scholar, some years ago, %

fell into the not unnatural error of deriving Amdwatura
from the Sanskrit dtma -}- avatdra : the fact being, that

amd = amrita.)

The Ndmdwaliya, a poetical vocabulary of Sinhalese

synonyms, written by Nallurutun in 1421 a.d., gives ten

words meaning ‘ water,’ among which is diya, but not

watura. The latter word it duly records, but, with oga,

explains as meaning ‘ flood.’ Clough’s Sinhalese Dictionary

translates watura by ‘ water,’ and waturu by ‘ flood, flow

1
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of water
;

rainy cloud
;

squall.’ That these last, and not
‘ water ’ pure and simple, were the original meanings of

tcatura is certain. In Elu poetry diya is the almost

universal word for ‘ water.’

The late Dr. Paul Goldschmidt, in his “ Xotes on Ancient

Simhalese Inscriptions,” in the Ceylon B.R.A.S. Journal

for 1879, in a note on an inscription of the tenth century

A.D. at Mahakalatt*wa, has the following remarks :

—

“ ‘water,’ from udaka, daka. This is the ancient word

for ‘ water ’ which in modern times had to yield its place to

watura (but diya is still used in literature and in some com-

pounds). I take the opportunity here of giving the interesting

history of watura. This is derived from Skt. watula (or an older

form vatura), ‘ windy, inflated.’ This first was used as a sub-

stantive for ‘ rain cloud,’ as proved by its Hindi equivalent

hddala (see Beames, ‘Comparative Grammar,’ ii, 145); then it

came to mean ‘ a shower of rain ’ or any violent flood, which

is its signification in ancient and still in literary Simhalese

(see Xamavaliya 82, where it is given as a synonyme for ogha)

;

at last, in very modem times, it acquired the signification of

‘ water’ in general, instead of diya.”

Dr. Eduard Muller also, in his “ Notes on Ancient

Sinhalese Inscriptions,” in the Ceylon B.R.A.S. Journal

for 1883, in a note on the Damhulla inscription (end

of twelfth century) says of diya :
“ This word disappeared

from the language shortly after the time of this inscription,

and was replaced by tcatura (so already at Gp. and Thup.).”

These last contractions refer to the Galpota and Thuparama

inscriptions (both of the reign of Ni9caiika Malla, 1187-

1196 A.D.). In the former we are told that ‘‘ When he

[the king] traversed a dry desert and wished for water,

an unexpected cloud instantly poured down an abundant

shower.” Now the word here used for ‘water’ is p<sn

(Pali pdnlyam), and the ‘ abundant shower ’ is maha-icaturu.

In the other inscription we read of ‘ a rain of gifts,’ maha

dan watura. It will be seen that in neither of these cases

does watura mean * water ’ in the general sense.
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As I have pointed out, in my note to which j’ou liave

ref'eiTod, untiira seems to liave been unknown to Knox, at

any rate in the sense of ‘ water,’ diyara {deura) being the

word he gives in all cases. In the manuscript Arte e yram-

matica da liiigoa Chingala, written by the Rev. Father Pero

Rorgoim in 1645, I find diaura, diora, ‘agoa,’ but nothing

like tcatura. Christoph Schweitzer, also, who was in Ceylon

from 1676 to 1682, gives the Sinhalese for ‘water’ as

diirere. In a manuscript Dutch - Sinhalese dictionary in

my possession (a cojiy of that of 1756 or 1759 ?) I find,

however, waater explained by tcatura, diyawara, jalaya.

James Alwis, in his paper “On the Origin of the Sinhalese

Language,” in the Ceylon R.R.A.S. Journal for 1867-70,

connects tcatura with Pali vdri
;

while Professor E. Kuhn,

in his paper “ On the Oldest Aryan Element of the Sinhalese

Vocabulary ” (translated by me in the lud. Ant., xii), says :

“ vatura, whose Aryan origin appears to me by no means

impossible, in spite of an etymology being still wanting.”

I think, however, that Dr. Goldschmidt’s explanation,

quoted above, is the correct one. In that case its root

is VA (blow), and not UD (wet)
;

and tcatura and icater

are entirely unconnected, the curious similarity of the words

being purely accidental
;
while, on the other hand, diya and

water, though so unlike in form and sound, are actually

cognates.— Yours very truly,

Donald Ferguson.
Croydon, Jan. 20, 1898.

2. The Conquests of Samudragupta.

The Allahabad inscription mentions, among the Kings

of the South, Damana of Erandapalla, which place has

not yet been identified (see this Journal, 1897, p. 871).

Erandapalla is evidently the modern Erandol, the chief

town of a subdivision of the same name in the Khiindesh

District, Bombay Presidency. And, in now pointing this

out, I can only express my surprise at not recognizing

the identification when I edited the record, or at any rate

j.R.A.s. 1898. 24
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when I was taking through the press the second edition

of my Dj/nasties of the Kanarese Districts (see the Gazetteer

of the Bombay Bresidency

,

vol. I, part II, p. 277 fl.), and

had occasion to quote the Allahabad record in some intro-

ductory passages.

J. F. Fleet.
22«c? January, 1898.

3. The Language of SomalT-land.

Sir,— As an old resident of Somall-land, I read with

some interest Dr. R. N. Gust’s article on “The Lans-uag-e

of Somali-land” in the January number of the Journal

of the R.A.S., and should like to make a few observations

on it.

Though I have had exceptional opportunities of studying

the Somali language, I regret to say that my knowledge

never went much beyond the elementary stage
;
but in the

course of my political duties under the Aden Residency

I have visited all the principal ports on the coast, from

the Gulf of Tajurah to Cape Girdifo (Guardafui), and

have conversed with representatives of most of the principal

tribes and suh-tribes throughout the countr}'^, either in their

own homes or in Aden. The Eesa and GadabiirsI are

the tribes I know best, as I lived in their country for

two years (1884-86) as British Agent and Vice-Consul

at Zayla, but I have alwaj^s thought the Mijjertheyn (who

occupy the extreme north-east horn of the country) to he

the most civilized and intelligent of the tribes.

Not having seen the Somitll Grammar and Dictionary

mentioned by Dr. Cust, I am unable to give anj”^ opinion

on those books, but am glad to hear that some of the

Roman Catholic Missionaries have made such good use

of their time
;

for in my day tliose who were in the

Zayla mission seemed to interest themselves more in local

politics than in linguistic studies. At that time Father

Francis had a small mission for Somali boys at Shekli

‘Uthmiin, near Aden. lie acquired a good knowledge
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of the language, and used to converse fluently with his

boys in their own tongue. I btdieve he rendered some

assistance to Colonel Hunter when tlie latter was engaged

in writing his Grammar and Vocabulary. Monseigneur

Tauriu Cahaigne, who was then Bishop of Harrar and Vicar

Apostolic of the Galla Country, translated a number of

religious pamphlets into the Galla language, and had them

printed in Homan character. He was for years engaged

in compiling a Grammar and Dictionary of the Galla

language, but I never heard whether he published the

result of his labours.

My endeavours in this line were chiefly devoted to

making Somali a written language, in order that any

natives of the country acquainted with the Arabic characters

should be able to read their own language. The partial

result of my labours will be seen in a series of papers

entitled “ Somiill as a Written Language,” published in the

Indian Antiquary between August, 1887, and April, 1889.

On one occasion, when returning to Bombay from Aden,

there were some intelligent Mijjertheyn Somalis as deck

passengers in the same steamer ; and finding that some

of them were able to read and write Arabic, I explained

my alphabet to them as far as it difiered from the Arabic,

and then showed them a number of colloquial sentences,

Somali songs, which I had previously written from dictation,

and a short story which I had translated into Somali

from the “Thousand Nights and a Night.” They under-

stood every word perfectl}", and nothing could exceed their

astonishment when they found themselves for the first time

in their lives reading their own language.o o o
If this idea were followed up, and Somali pupils in the

schools at Aden taught to read and write their own
language, I feel sure that it would soon have the effect

of throwing much light upon its grammar and etymology.

In seeking an origin for the name Berbera, I would
suggest the probability of its being simply the Arabic
word harharah (which, according to the dictionary, means
“ talking much, shouting. Sounds, clamours, mixed
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noises”). Those who have ever come in contact with

Somalis will recognize the appropriateness of the name as

applied to any of their ports. It may be a comparatively

modern nickname given to it by Arabs, and the original

name forgotten. An example of such a change is noticeable

in the name Zeha (Zayla), which is Arabic
;

the true

Somali name being Audal. The derivation of Bulhar,

mentioned by Sir R. Burton, shows how a nickname given

in derision sometimes sticks to a place permanently.

The origin of the name ‘ Somali ’ will probably never

be ascertained
;
but it certainly cannot be what ]\[ajor Abud

suggests, for the Somali word s‘o, ‘ move ’ (corresponding

to the Arabic aimhl and the Hindustani chal), is rightly

spelled with the letter ‘am, which does not occur in the

word Somdl. The latter is the name of the nation, and

Somali the adjective, of which Somalis is simply the

English plural, and I fail to see what connection there

can be between the latter and the Somali word Us, which

is the verb ‘to milk.’ The phrase ‘Go and bring milk’

would be translated S‘o tea dm l-ken.

Being myself totally ignorant of all the Dravidian

languages, I will not venture to contradict wdiat the Rev.

Frere Evangeliste de Larajasse says in the concluding

paragraph of his Notes, but I think it extremely improbable.

Philologists, however, might easily determine the point

by adopting the system of comparative vocabularies, which

I did in my paper on ‘‘ The Aborigines of Sokotra ” {Indian

Antiquary, July, 1890).

Whatever be the origin of the Somilll race, it is certain

that their country, or at least the extreme western portion,

was at some remote period occupied by a Christian race

;

for in the year 1885 I discovered, at a place near the

coast and about half-way between Zayla and Riis Jibiiti,

traces of substantial stone buildings and numerous graves

jnarked by well-cut stone crosses three or four feet high
;

and on each cross were cut a number of circular concave

marks about two or three inches in diameter, and arranged

in straight lines
;
sometimes two parallel rows. What the
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meaning of these is I am unable to imagine. In the

immediate neighbourhood were many large mounds of sea-

shells, indicating that the ancient inhabitants had subsisted

largely on shellfish.—Yours faithfully,

J. S. King, Major.

9, Safishiiri/ Hoad, Souf/isea.

February 7, 1898.

To the Secretary of the Royal Asiatic Society.

4. Two Proposed Corrections in the “ Catalogue of

Persian MSS. in the British Museum” of L)r. C. Kieu.

As the admirable work of Dr. Rieu must at some time

or other appear in a second edition, it seems worth while

to place on record anything that is likely to render it even

more free from error than it is alread)". I therefore send

the following note on two points which have cropped

up in my reading, as I think they should be considered

by Dr. Rieu in preparing any future edition.

I. Kukaltdsh Khan.

In vol. i, p. 62, in the article on Add. MS. Ko. 16,868,

Tuhfat-ul-IIind, Dr. Rieu tells us that the work was written

by desire of Kukaltash l^an for the use of Prince

Mu‘izz-ud-dln, Jahandar Shah. Dr. Rieu identifies this

nobleman with the Kukaltash Khiin (Mir Malik Husain)

who was made Kban Jahan, Zafar Jang, in 1086 h.

{MafisJr-t-‘Alamgir2, 142), and died in 1109 h., aged

eighty-four (lunar) years (Tdrikh - i - Miihammadi). Ilis

biography appears in Mafisir-ul-umard, i, 798-813, and

in it there is nothing to show that he ever served at

Multan or had anything to do with Jahandar Shah.

I suggest that the patron of the author of the Tiihfat-

ul-Hind is to be found in another nobleman with the

same titles, who was Jahandar Shah’s foster-brother and

intimately connected with him, not only while that prince
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was governor of Multan, but during his short reign. This

man’s name was ‘All Murad, his first title was Kiikaltash

Khan, and he was Mu‘izz-ud-dln’s rijiht-hand man at Multan

in the last years of ‘Alamgir’s reign (1107-1118 h.) : see,

for example, Tabsarat-un-nazirin, year 1117 h., ‘Abd-ul-

Jalil Bilgrami’s letter from that place. On the prince’s

accession to the throne (Safar, 1124 H.), Kukaltash l^an
was raised to the higher titles of Khan Jahan, Zafar Jang,

being appointed at the same time First Bak/is/ii and

Amh'-ul-umard. He was killed in the battle of Agrah

on the 13th Zu). Hijjah, 1124 H. ( Tarikh-i-Jluhammadi).

His biography is in the Maasir-ul-umard, i, 817-819, but

the year of death given there (1123 h.) is wrong.

If my view is correct, the date of the Tuhfat-ul-Hind

would lie between 1107 and 1118 H., instead of before

1086 H.

II. I^ushhdl Chand.

On p. 1,0806 and in the Index, p. 1,162, Dr. Rieu

identifies the Riie l^ushhal Chand, Kayath, who died at

Dihli in 1155 h. (on the 6th Muharram according to the

Tankh-i-Midiammadi), as the Kh tishhal Chand, Kayath,

author of the Nddir-uz-Zamdm (p. 128ff). I think there

is good reason for holding this to be impossible.

The fragments of that history given in Oriental MS.

No. 1,844 (Elliot MSS.), fols. 109-200, contain references

to events some years subsequent to 1155 h. For instance,

on fob 1986 we find the appointment of Ishaq Khan as

DiwdUy vice Yahjul Khan, Mir Munshl, deceased. Now
YahyiT Khan died on the 20th Rajab, 1160 H. ( Tdrikh-i-

Muhammadi). Then, again, the Berlin cop}', MS. No. 495

(Pertsch, p. 476), though it does not go so far as B.M.

t)riental No. 1,844, gives the complete text up to the

28th year (1158-9 h.), with absolutely no break in the

style or character of the narrative. The whole narrative

from 1131 H. on to 1161 ii. must be the production of one

mind. Furthermore, on fob l,063rt of this Berlin copy
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the author, when writing of the I3th and 14th years of

Muhammad Sliiih, states the then year to be the 28th

of the reign (1158-9 h.)
;
and on fol. l,132rt he tells us

that on the 26th Shawwiil of the 25th year (1155 u.)

he lost his infant son, Chaman L‘al (also known as Madan

L‘al), whereas liiie Khiishhal Chand had died on the Gth

!Muharram, nine months before that date.

Thus it seems impossible that the lyiiishhal Chand,

author of the Xddir-uz-Zamdni, was the man of that name

who died on the Gth Muharram, 1155 ii.

William Irvine.

February 3, 1898.

5. A Mal.ay Parallel to the Culla-Paduma-J.ataka.

Dear Sir,—^lay I be allowed to observe that the modern

version which appeared in the October number of the

J.R.A.S. (1897, pp. 855-857) follows very closely the story

of the untrue tcoman, as told in the well-known fable of the

Pancatantra, iv, 13 ;
in fact, in one or two points it throws

light on the somewhat concise ancient narrative (thus the

words sdpi kuUnnhena samatn pratidinam kalaham kurvdnd

are, as it were, illustrated by the phrase “ so fair was she,

that all the women of her family envied her”). About

the other Asiatic and European forms which this tale

underwent by its migration from East to West, see Benfey’s

masterwork, I, § 186. I only wish to add that the same

stor)’, with but slight variations (easily to be accounted

for), has found its way among the Malays, like so many
other tales of the same origin, which are now extant in

the Malay Kalilah dan Daminah. A translation of this

version will appear in the next volume (XI) of the Giornale

della Societd Asiatica Italiana
;
the text is to be found also

in Seidel’s “ Grammatik der malayischen Sprache,”

pp. 99-110.

Florence.

February 8, 1898.

P. E. Pavolini.
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6. Malay Terminology of Chess.

February 4, 1898.

Dear Professor Rhys Davids,—At the recent discussion

on the game of Chess, nothing was said as to the terminology

of the game as played by the Malays, and as this appears

to me to illustrate particularly well both the wide extension

of the game and the singular purity with which Sanskrit

words have been preserved in the Malay language to this

da}', it seems worth while to enumerate the principal words

used in this connection.

The game itself is called chator and the names

of the pieces are

—

(1) raja (^U)-

(2) mantri

(3) gajah

(4) kuda

(5) ter (jji), and

(6) bidak

Most of these are obviously of Sanskrit derivation, and

Nos. 1 to 4 are also the ordinary colloquial Malay words

for ‘king,’ ‘minister,’ ‘elephant,’ and ‘horse.’

The two last, on the other hand, are (so far as I know)

exclusively chess terms. For ter (‘rook’ or ‘castle’) there

seems to be a vernacular alternative c/iimor The

etymology of both these words is apparently unknown,

though Crawfurd attributes ter to a Dravidian source.

The other words used in the game are sbah (‘'“-i*) (usually

pronounced sah) for ‘check to the king,’ mor (^*) for ‘check

to the queen’ (or rather, ‘minister’), and mat ('-n-^) for

‘mate’: these three are presumably of Persian origin, and

introduced since the contact of ^lalays with the Muhammadan
traders from Arabia and the Persian Gulf.
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The fact that the words for the ‘ bishop ’ and ‘ knight
’

are the ordinary words for ‘elephant’ and ‘horse’ seems to

me fo be some evidence that those pieces were fashioned

to represent these animals when the game was introduced

into the Malay-speaking countries
;
while the unintelligible

name of the ‘ rook ’ seems in the same way to show that

even at that time its original meaning had been forgotten.

The game is, I believe, played by Malays according to the

rules prevailing in India; but on that point I cannot speak

as an expert.

It may be worth while to add that chess is referred to

in the well-known Sajarnh Malayu, a historical compilation

of the early years of the seventeenth century, which,

however, embodies traditions, and possibly records, of

considerably older date. In the eighteenth chapter of that

work mention is made of the visit of one Tan Bahra of

Basel (in Sumatra) to Malacca, and the record adds: “Now
this Tan Bahra was a very skilful chess-player, and one

that was unequalled at the game in that age, and he played

at chess with the men of Malacca .... and beat

them all : but Tan Bakarma, son of the Baudahara Baduka

Baja, was able to make some resistance .... and

if Tan Bahra threw away a pawn at the corner, then he

was beaten by Tan Bakarma.” The passage is of some

interest as indicating that the practice of giving odds in

this way was known centuries ago to Eastern players,

though as “ a pawn at the corner ” would presumably be

a rook’s pawn, the method seems to have differed in detail

from the modern practice.—I am, yours sincerely,

C. Otto Blagdex.

7. Balk’s Bay and Strait.

Dear Sir,—In Sir W. MT. Hunter’s “ Imperial Gazetteer

of India ” (xi, 11) “ Balk’s Bay and Straits ” are described

as a “ gulf and channel between the mainland of India

and the north part of Ceylon, named by the Dutch after
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Governor Palk.” That the strait and bay were called

after Sir Robert Palk, who was Governor of Madras from

1763 to 1767, is doubtless correct; though wben the naming

took place I have failed to discover. (The earliest English

map of India in which I have found the name is one of

1773.) But what had the Dutch to do with the conferring

of Palk’s name on the strait and bay ? They had no

cause for gratitude towards the authorities at Madras

;

for the latter had had the meanness to despatch secretlj^,

in 1762, an ambassador to the King of Kandy, who was

then at war with the Dutch in Ceylon, to endeavour to

gain from that potentate some concession to their own

advantage and to the prejudice of the Hollanders, with

whom they were supposed to be on terms of amity. When
the Dutch took Kandy in 1765 they discovered there

documentary evidence of the treachery of their good friends

and neighbours, in the shape of a letter to the king from

Sir George Pigot, the former Governor of Madras.

The Geographical Glossary in the Scblagintweits’

“ Results of a Scientific Mission to India and High Asia ”

(iii, 231) has the astounding entry :
“ Palk, a strait between

the Karnatik and the north-western end of Ce5don.

Singhal. ‘ The whirl.’
” This has been copied into Dr. J. J.

Egli’s “ Etymologisch - geographisches Lexikon,” on the

authority of Hermann Schlagintweit. I cannot imagine

whence the latter obtained his derivation. ‘ Palk ’ is

certainly not Sinhalese
;

and there is no word like it in

that languag-e meanin<; ‘ whirl.’ In Portuguese times tiieO o o o

Gulf of Manniir was known as the Buixos de Childo

(‘ shallows of Chilaw ’)
;

the Sinhalese name of Chilaw

is Halavvata
;

and haldwa in Sinhalese means a whirlpool

or edd}\ This may explain Schlagintweit’s erroneous

statement.

Donald Ferguson.

Crondon.

February 12, 1898.
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8. The Indian Boomerang.

Sir,—At the Oriental Congress in Paris, in the course

of a paper read before the Indian Section, I alluded to the

use of the boomerang among both the ancient and modern

Dravidian tribes of the south of India, and hazarded (lie

suggestion that this weapon was not known in the north.

I was promptly corrected hy several members present, and

from what I could then gather its use seems to have been

known, at least in modern times, to the Blnls and other

pre-Aryan tribes. There remains the question of its

antiquity. Professor Ludwig stated that the boomerang

• was mentioned in the Mahahharata. lie has now favoured

me with the reference, and I think it may be of interest

to your readers if published. The passage is found in

Nilakantha’s Commentary on the Mahahharata (V, 155, 9),

where he explains rsti—Drai'idesu prasiddham hasta ksepyam

vakram kdsfhaphalakam (a small board, flat and crooked, to

be thrown out of the hand, well known amongst the

Bravidas). Dr. Ludwig writes: “Other arms, partly of

a similar sort, are explained before
;

for instance, pdgdh

samipagatasya gale praksepdrtham, etc.” (a noose to be

thrown around the neck when near)
;
and he then expresses

his conviction that the above is the onlj" passage in

Nilakantha’s commentary relating to the term rsti. Nila-

kantha was a southron, and alludes frequently to Marathi

expressions.

R. Seavell.

9. The Text of the Mah.abh.arata.

Sir,—I send you an extract from a letter received by me
from Professor Ludwig, after obtaining his permission. It

relates to the various recensions of the text of the Maha-
bharata, and is of considerable interest.

“ I have now compared a few thousand strophes of the

Madras Mahahharata, and have found to my astonishment that

it is nearly identical with the Mahahharata of the Calcutta
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edition. Not absolutely identical, however
;
but what appears

to me most strange is, that the Madras edition coincides in

many instances with what one would consider as misprints

in the Calcutta edition. As it is impossible to suppose that

the editors of either should have merely transcribed the

text of the other (the coincidence being far from complete),

it is clear that the evidently faulty readings have in both

editions been taken from manuscripts. It becomes therefore

exceedingly difficult to decide what is only a misprint in

either of the editions. Faulty readings which no one would

suppose to be derived from manuscripts are common to all

three editions, ex. gr. : I, 49, 27 B., edam instead of ainam
;

I, 51, 4, tatha instead of yathd
\
Calc., 14, 649, hitvd kardn;

M. 17, 15, Jitvd kardn', jitvd jayydn, where the reading

of the Calcutta edition seems to me decidedly preferable.

II, 74, 4, satrusddagamayad C., °sddgamayad B., °sddaganiad M.

Nevertheless the Madras edition is indispensable, because

in not a few places it has readings decidedly preferable to

those of the Calcutta and sometimes even of the Bombay
edition. So III, 147, 1, amitra karscmam instead of °sana

;

146, 62, siddhagatim instead of siddhigatim
;

I, 804, jaghan-

yajas Taksakasya instead of j° Taksaka^cha. Some errors

may be more easily explained by the Telugu than by the

Devanagari writing; so the frequent interchange of v and j>,

t and I
;
with others this is not the case.”

R. Sewell.

10. Ganesa in the Mah.Ibhar.\ta.

SiK,—I mentioned above, p. 147, that the legend of Ganc.sa

acting as a scribe for Vyiisa is omitted both in the Grnntha

IMS. of the Mahiibharata and in Ksemendra’s Bharata-

inanjarl. Dr. Biihler kindly draws my attention to the

fact that the legend must have been known to Rdjasekhara,

a poet who wrote a drama on the story of the Bandavas

—

the Bdlahhdrata or Pracandapdndava Ndtaka—ca. 900 a.d.

In an introductory scene of this drama, YalmTki and Vyiisa

are introduced, complimenting each otiier on their works.
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The renowned author of the Ramiiyana, after saying some

flattering words about the Mahabhiirata, enquires about tlie

progress of Vyiisa’s work. And Vyiisa relates to him liow

he had entered on his difficult task with the help of Ganesa

as his scribe, and how he had outwitted the god :

vinayakb yah sivaydr apatyain ardhara pumiln ardham ibhas

ca devah
|

sa vartate bharatasamhitavam vrtas tapdbhir mama lekhakd

’tra II

tena ca chalayitum aham upakrantah
|
yad uta biidhara

ahara te lipikarah kim punar yena ramhasii likheyani tena

yadi (na) samdrbhase tat te vighnah syiit
|

tatd mayapi

praticchalitah
|
dm ity astu

|
kirn punar bhavata bhilvayata

likhitavyara iti
| atah kiivyakaste ’bhinivispl ’smi

||

This is, no doubt, the same legend as that told in the

Mahabhai-ata (I, 1, 75-79), altliough there is in Raja-

^khara’s drama no mention of Brahman, who, according

to the Mahabhiirata, advised Yyiisa to address himself to

Ganesa. According to Riijasekhara, Vyasa succeeded in

securing the services of Gaiiesa by means of austerities

(fapobhih). On the other hand, the words of Yyiisa, 6m ity

asta, in the Pracaiidapiiridava, look almost like a reminiscence

of the phrase (used, liowever, of Ganesa) ity uktvd in

the Mahiibhiirata, I, 1, 79.

But if Riijasekhara knew the legend of Ganesa—even

if there should be a sUght verbal agreement between the

two narratives—does this prove that he knew it from tlie

Mahiibhiirata ? Such a legend must have been current

for a long time before it was inserted in the Mahiibharata.

It is true, the Pracandapiindava was intended by Riija-

sekhara as a kind of epitome of certain Parvans of the

Mahiibharata. But this epitome begins only with the next

scene, when the five Piindavas appear on the stage. The
interview between Yiilmiki and Yyiisa is Rajasekhara’s

invention, and in this introductory scene he might well

have inserted the story of Gane.sa, even if it did not occur

in his text of the Mahabhiirata itself.
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For the present, I should therefore prefer to say that the

legend of Ganesa was knoivn already about 900 a.d. (and

may have been known long before that date), but that

even in Ksemendra’s time, about 150 years later, it was

probably not yet a part of the Mahabbarata. It seems

to me highly improbable that Ksemendra should have

omitted such a characteristic story, if he had found it in

his Mahabbarata, especially as he could easily have condensed

the whole story into one or two verses. Professor Kirste ^

is no doubt right in warning us against attaching too

much importance to omissions occurring in Kseinendra’s

BharatamanjarT. But if one and the same passage is

omitted by Ksemendra and in the South Indian recension,

we are, I believe, more than justified in suspecting it of

being an interpolation, especially as the same agreement

between Ksemendra and the South Indian text occurs again.

Tlie story of Balm also (see above, p. 148) is omitted, both

by Ksemendra ^ and in the Grantha MS.

Yet, I think, we ought to reserve our final judgment until

we know more about the South Indian recension, and until

the ichole of the BharatamanjarT has been carefully collated

with the text or texts of the Mahabhiirata.

It is, however, worth mentioning that (as far as I am
able to see) it is very doubtful whether the elephant-headed

god can claim a place in the Epic Pantheon.

Considering the great popularity of Ganesa in Pauranic

mythology and in modern worship, it is certainly surprising

that (apart from the one legend in the Northern recension

of the Mahabharata) we do not meet with this god in either

of the two epics. He has no place in the Vedic pantheon,

and his worship is only alluded to in such modern Smrtis

as the Yaj navalk5'asmrti. In the Manavagrhyasiitra,*

indeed, we meet with the worship, or rather propitiation,

of the Vinayakas, a class of malevolent spirits who are

’ See “ Indian Studies,” by G. Biihler and J. Kirste, No. ii, pp. 30, 34.

^ See Professor Kirste, l.c., p. 30.

® II, 14. See also P. v. Ilradlce in ZDMG., 36, 426-432; Sfenzler, Yiijua-

valkya, p. ix
;

J. Jolly, Eecht uud Sitte (Biililer’s Grundriss, II, 8), p. 20.
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also mentioned in the ^[ahubharata * by the side of Raksasas,

Pisiicas, and Bhntas. In Yiijnavalkya’s Sinrti ^ these

Yinayakas have become one Vinayaka who is identiKed

with Gancsa, and who is said to have been appointed as

ruler over the Ganas and remover of obstacles by Iludra

and Brahman. The Yinayakas seem to be originally the

causers of evil dreams, and whether they have anything

to do with the Gancsa of the Puriinas is at least doubtful.

It is just possible that there may be a similar connection

between the modern Gancsa and the old Yinayakas, as there

is between the modern Siva and the ancient Rudra.

In the Puranas we meet with numerous legends of Gancsa
;

especially the story of his birth is often told. But I have

not been able to find the legend of Gancsa acting as a scribe

for Yyiisa either in the Ganesa-Upapurana or in the Ganesa-

Khanda of the Brahmavaivartta-Purana. This may be due

to the fact that in these works Gancsa is worshipped as

a deity of such high importance—in the Ganesa-Upapurana

he is actually the highest god, superior to Brahman and

all the rest—while in the legend of the Mahabharata

Gancsa plays a somewhat subordinate role. There is also

a Ganesa-Khauda of the Skanda-Piirana. From an index

to this work (in the Bodleian MS. Mill 79) I see that it

contains the usual Pauranic legends about the birth of

Gancsa, his elephant head, his single tusk, his connection

with the rat, etc., but there is no mention of the Maha-
bharata legend.

The histoiy of the worship of Gane&i has stiU to be

written. But apart from Yajnavalkya’s Yinavakasanti

mentioned above, we find allusions to actual worship of

the god only in modern Smrtis, e.g. the Katyaj’anasmrti

(I, 11-14), where Ganesa is worshipped together with the

Mothers. It is interesting to find that Gancsa is invoked

in certain late Sanskrit Buddhist tracts,® but in the Pali

> XII, 284, 131 ;
Harivainsa, 184 (10,697).

* I, 271-294.
^ See H. H. “Wilson, Works, II, pp. 21, 28, 33, 356,
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Buddhist literature he seems to be unknown.' It would

be interesting to know what M. Barth ^ means by ‘ early
’

when he says that we meet with Ganesa “'early as the god

of arts and letters.”

However, I should certainly not venture to banish Ganesa

from the epic pantheon, if it were not for the omission of

the Ganesa legend in the South Indian recension. This

shows, at an}'' rate, how closely even questions of mythology

and worship are interwoven with the hard and dry facts

of textual criticism.

M. WlNTERXlTZ.
Oxford, March 1, 1898.

11. A Note on the Kings of Pragjyotisa.

Gottingen, 4 March, 1898.

Dear Professor Rhys Davids,—I have studied with

great interest Dr. Hoernle’s paper on the Gauhatl plates

of Indrapalavarman of Pragjyotisa (Journ. As. Soc. Bengal,

vol. Ixvi, pt. 1, p. 113 ff.), and hope that Dr. Hoernle

will soon give us the other grants of the same family, of

which hitherto we have knowm so little. In the meantime,

I would propose two alterations in the text of the inscription

already published by him.

In line 4, instead of Bhagadatta-vatsa-mata, the Earth,

“ the mother of him (i.e. Naraka), whose son is Bhagadatta,”

I take the reading of the photo-etching to be Bhagadatta-

vansa-matd {Bhagadatta -mmka- mata), the Earth, “the

mother of Bliagadatta’s family.” Vainsa is spelt vansa

also in other inscriptions. The circumstance that the

family of the kings of Priigjyotisa is thus called the

Bhagadatta-vahika is of some importance. It shows that

1 [He is not mentioned in the Pitakas, nor (so far as is known) in the

commentaries on them, by any of his names. lie may be in the later Pali

books written in Ceylon after the revival of Sanskrit studies in the twellth

century. Hut very little is known of them, and he is not in the Abhidnua

J’adli)ika, 1160 a. i).—iiir. U.]
2 “The lleligious of India,” p. 197.
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that Ilarsa of Gaucla, Udra, Kalihga, etc., whose daughter

Kiijviiinati, “ born in the Bhagndattu-rdjakula” was married

by Jayadeva-Paracakrakiiina of Nepiil {Ind. Ant., vol. ix,

p. 179), was almost certainl}' a king of Priigjyotisa. In

fact, he most probably was the Ilarisa (or Ilarsa) of the

Tejpur grunt (Journ. As. Soc. Bengal, vol. ix, p. 767),

who would be thus placed in the first half of the eighth

century a.d.*

Besides, in line 13, instead of Kaumr-dnvaya, the photo-

etching suggests the reading Bhaum-dnvaya. Kanmra is

an impossible word, which could not be derived from

Kumdra. On the other hand, as the family derived its

origin from Visnu and the Earth, it may well have been

called the Bhaunia-vamm, either after the Earth herself or

after her and NTisnu’s son Naraka (Bhauma), the father

of Bhagadatta, just as in the Harsa-carita it is called the

Vaisnava-vaih§a after Visnu.

^

In the admirable English translation of the Ilnrsn-carita,

the prince of Pragjyotisa who sends a messenger to Harsa is

called “ Bhaskaradyuti, otherwise named Bhaskaravarman,”

and is described as heir-apparent (kumdra). But I still

believe that Kumara 'was the prince’s name, and that he

was surnamed Bhaskaravarman, because, as the poet says,

he possessed the sun’s splendour (bhdskara-dyuti).

F. Kielhorn.

12. Tathagata.

Wakefield.

March 7, 1898.

Dear Sir,—In connection with Mr. Chalmers’ article on

the term ‘tathagata,’ in the January number of the Journal,

the Tibetan rendering of the title may be noticed. It is

’ Jayadeva-Paracakrakama’s inscription is dated in (Harsa) -samvat 153, i.e.

about A.D. 758. The known inscriptions of the kings of Pragjyotisa are not

dated, except in regnal years.

* The Pala dynasty belonged to the solar, the Sena djuasty to the lunar race.

j.u.A.s. 1898. 25
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de-bz’in 7s’egs-pa. The verb 7s’egs-pa is highly honorific,

and is constantly used in books, rarely colloquially, of the

great saints and Buddhas. It signifies both to ‘ come ’ and

to ‘ go,’ and as far as its grammatical form is concerned

might he taken in the title as either past, present, or

future, de-bz’in means ‘according to that’ or ‘according

to those.’ Jaeschke renders the phrase as ‘he that walks

in the same ways (as his predecessors),’ hut it could also

mean ‘ he that has walked.’ bde(-bar) 7s’egs(-pa) is the

regular translation of ‘ sugata.’ The Tibetan term evidently

covers the first and second of Buddhaghosa’s interpretations,

to the exclusion of all others.

Dr. Waddell enumerates seven medical tathiigatas, with

whom Gautama is associated as the eighth. This is a

rather striking parallel to Buddhaghosa’s eighth explana-

tion
;

but it is probably merely an accidental coincidence,

since none of the Tibetan words have the slightest con-

nection with any term signifying ‘physic’ or ‘ phj’sician.’

Of course the Tibetan form cannot in any way claim to

be authoritative, but it clearly shows what meaning was

attached to the term by the scholars who made the trans-

lation (about the eighth century a.d.), and as such it seems

interesting enough to be mentioned.—I am, yours truly,

r. B. Shawe.

13. Samudra Gupta.

Dear Sir,— Under date the 11th February, Ilofrath

Professor Biihler writes to me as follows:

—

“I would call your attention to an irajiortant point

connected with Ilarisena’s Prasasti on the Allahabad Pillar.

“This document is not a posthumous eulogy of Samudra

Gupta, as Fleet asserts, folloAving Prinsep and Mill. His

translation of the passage (towards the end) about the

wanderings of Samudra Gupta’s Fama is against the rules

of Sanskrit grammar.
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“ The poet merely siU’s that, when the king’s Famn had

filled the whole earth and could not proceed any further,

she found an easy and pleasant path by ascending to heaven

and continuing her wanderings there.

“The idea is very common in the so-called cCifiin

addressed by the court poets to their patrons, and is often

expressed in still more extravagant and quaint terms. Thus,

a Kashmirian assures us that the Fiona of his patron,

‘ having caught a cold by bathing in the four oceans,

hastened into the sphere of the sun in order to warm

her frozen limbs.’

“ Eight or nine years ago I explained this point very

fully in my German essay ‘ Ueber die indischen Inschriften

und die Kavyalitteratur,’ published in the Sitzmigs berichte

of the Vienna Academy ....
“ There is nothing in the whole Prasasti, except this one

passage, which could give us the idea that the poem was

composed after Samudra’s Gupta’s death
;
and this passage,

I repeat, has been translated wrongly.”

Professor Biihler is unquestionably right in making this

correction, and I regret that I did not know it when writing

recently on the history of the reign and conquests of

Sainudra Gupta.

V. A. Smith.

Gorakhpur, ^arch 2, 1898.

14. Preliminary Note on a Eecently Discovered

Sakya Inscription.

Sir,—Together with an interesting letter, dated Jan. 30,

1898, regarding the progress of the Nepalese excava-

tions carried on at Kapilavastu under his superintendence.

Dr. Fiihrer forwarded to me an e}’e-copy of an ancient

inscription, taken by Mr. W. C. Peppe, the discoverer of

the document, as well as some notes regarding its find-

spot. Mr. Pepp4 a landholder of Birdpur in the Basti

District, excavated in January last a stupa, now called
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Pipravakot, and situated on his estate half a mile from the

Nepalese frontier and fourteen miles south-east of the ruins

of Kapilavastu. In its interior stone chamber he found

a number of relic vessels—“ two stone vases, one small

stone casket, one large stone lota, and a crystal bowl with

a fish-handle ”— containing bones, cut stones, stars and

square pieces of gold leaf with impressions of a lion

{Sdkyasimha). Round the rim of the lid of one of the

stone vessels runs an inscription in Brahma characters of

the Maury a type, but without long vowels
;

of which

I sent the following reading and explanation on Feb. 21

to Dr. Fuhrer and Mr. Peppe :

—

Teansceipt.

yana

ya saldlanidhane Budhnsa hhagavata Saki Sukitihhatinam

sahhaginikana saputadalana.

Restoeation.

[J]y« sal[i]Ianidhdne Budhasa bhagarata[sa] Sdkiydna

Sukitibhdtinam sabhaginikdna saputaddldna.

Teanslation.

“ This relic-shrine of divine Buddha {is the donation) of

the Sakya Sukiti-hrothers (i.e. either ‘ of Sukiti’s brothers
’

or ‘ of Sukiti and his brothers ’), associated with their

sisters, sons, and wives.”

At the same time I asked for a photo and an im-

pression, and begged Mr. Peppe to look if any traces of

the required I in the first word, of the medial t in the

second, and of a vowel-mark in the last syllable of

bhagavata are visible. I also asked Professor Rhys Davids

to kindly let me know if a Sakya Sukitti (Sukirti) is men-

tioned in the Buddhist scriptures.^ It was my intention

* [The name does not occur in any Pali text yet published.— Eh. D.]
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to defer the publication of the inscription until I had

received answers to these queries. As 1 learn from M. A.

llarth that he, too, has received a copy of the inscription

from Dr. Fuhrer, and that he has laid his reading and

explanation, which appear to substantially agree with mine,

before the French Academy, I publish my reading and

version in confirmation of his results.

As regards the importance of the inscription, it clearly

proves that Sakyas resided near Kapilavastu after Buddha’s

death, in accordance with the statement of the Parinibbana

Sutta, which mentions the Sakyas among the claimants for

Buddha’s relics and as builders of a stupa. The inscription

is the first Sakya document found, and it converts the

Siikyas of the tradition into an indisputably historical

sub-Himalayan race. I may add that, in my opinion, the

inscription is older than the time of Asoka. But I must

defer the discussion of this point until fully trustworthy

reproductions of the document are accessible to me.

G. Buhler.
March 15, 1898.

15. IfoTE OX THE C.\TRAXG-XAMAK.

Dear Sir,—In his article on “The Origin and Early

History of Chess,’’ Professor Macdonell remarks (p. 128,

n. 4, of this volume) that the omission of the elephant and

chariot, in the description of the chessmen given in the

Pahlavi Catrang-nainak, must be accidental. There is,

undoubtedly, a copyist’s omission in the old MS. used by

the editor of the Pahlavi text. In a somewhat older MS.,

written a.d. 1322, the elephant is certainly mentioned
;
and

the chariot, already converted into a rukh, appears to exist

in both of the old MSS. which I copied and collated in 1875.

The transliterated Pahlavi text and translation of Tajorg-

Mitro’s explanation of Chess, addressed to Takht-ietus, the
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envoy whom the Indian raja Devasarm sent to the shahan-

shah Khiisro-i Anoshak-ruban, are as follows, according

to the MS. of 1322 :

—

. . . . Detasarm dena Catrang pavan dm-i karlsar

humanak karc?; afash humanak 2 sar-khu(/al karc/, malkii *

va/ ina<)^Igan-i IlukhSn va^ hoyag va-dashinak, humanak,

Far’zino va/ arateshtaran [sardar] ^ humanak, Pil va/

pushtig-panan sardar humanak, va-Susya va/ asubarano

sardar humanak
;

Piyac/ak va/ zag ham piyaa^ak humanak
pesh-i r«sm.

TK.\NSLATIOir.

. Devasarm contrived this Chess for the purpose

of representing a battle
;

and, resembling it, two supreme

rulers are made like Kings, with the essentials of Rukhs

to the left and right, a Counsellor (far’zln) like unto

a general of champions, an Elephant (pil) like unto a

general of the rear-guard, and a Horse [susi/d=as2)) like

unto a general of cavalry
;

besides a foot-soldier (pii/ddak)

like unto so much infantry in the van of the conflict.

It seems from this text that the Pukhs are really

mentioned in this description in both MSS., but have been

overlooked, owing to the habit of free translation. It would

probably be easy to identify the Indian raja Devasarm, but

how are we to understand the name of his envoy Takht-

retiis ? May it not be a title translated into Iranian ?

If so, it might be guessed to mean a “ priestly counsellor
”

(Pahl. rrtd = Av. ratus) “of the throne” (Pahl. taklit),

which would be a fair description of the chief Brahman

of a Hindu riija.

E. W. Wkst.

' Malka is in aj)])osition to sar-khuA(n, whose plurality is indicated by the

numeral prefixed to it.

^ This word had probably been already lost from the older MS. which was

heiiifT copied in 1322, and perhaps the next four words had di.sap])eared hclore

the MS., whose text has been edited, was copied from the same original.
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IG. Tathagata.

35, Lonsdale Road, Barnes.

February 1, 1898.

Dear Sir,

—

"With reference to my article on “Tatliiigata”

in the January number of the J.R.A.S., I desire to com-

municate to the Society the following extract from a letter

to me from Professor 0. Franke, of Koiiigsberg, dated the

29th ult. :
—“ I should like to draw your attention to the

fact that I gave the interpretation of the title ‘ One who has

come at the real truth ’ two )'ears ago in the JFiener

Zeitschrift fur die Kande des Morgenlandes, Bd. ix, S. 347,

Anm. 1.”—Yours faithfully,

Robert Chalmers.
To the Secretary of the Royal Asiatic Society.

17. Gotama in the Avesta.

Bombay.

March 11, 1898.

To Professor T. tV. Rhys D.vvids, Ph.D., LL.D.,

Secretary and Librarian, Royal Asiatic Society.

Dear Sir,—In my study of the important arguments

which have been put forth by the late M. J. Darmesteter to

prove his theory of the date of the Avesta, I am able to

discover an important identification of the Avestic Gaofema

with the Yedic Gotama. In the Rig-veda, Nodhas is

Gotama’s son, who is called Nakthyangho Gaotemahe in the

Avesta. Hence it is probable that the controversies referred

to in the Farvardin Yasht was carried on by Zoroastrians

against the Yedic poet Nodhas, and not against Gaotama

Buddha. The point most important in the arguments of

M. J. Darmesteter is that a “ passage in the Yashts mentions

controversies victoriously carried on by Zoroastrians against

the impostor Gaotema.” The Avesta passage alluded to by

the French savant is contained in the Farvardin Yasht,

section 16, in which the mention of the name Gaotema has
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led some of the critics on the Avesta to ascribe a late date to

the composition of this Yasht, and consequently to that of

the entire Avesta. They place it in the epoch of Gotama
Buddha. The Avesta text runs thus :

—

Aonghara raya hvarenanghacha us na zayeite vyakhano

vyakhamo hugushayat-ukhdho yo havaiti khratu-kato yo

naklhyangho gaotemahe paro ayao parshtoit avaiti. “ Through

their brightness and glory a man is born w'ho is a chief in

assemblies and meetings, who listens well to the holy words,

who wishes for wisdom, and who returns a victor from

discussions with Gaotema, the heretic.” (Cf. Darmesteter’s

English Translation, S.B.E., vol. xxiii, p. 183.) It must

be observed that this is the only passage in the extant Avesta

where the name gaotema occurs. Should we take this

Gaotema as a proper noun, he might either be a contemporary

of Zarathustra or of the author of the Earvardiii Yasht.

Now there are two Gotamas who are principally familiar to

us in the Yedic and the Buddhistic literature. One is Rishi

Gotama and the other Gotama Buddha. The latter is very

well known to us as the founder of Buddhism. The former

is one of the seven rishis or sages mentioned in the Rig-

veda. They are (1) AM, (2) Vasishtha, (3) Kushyapa,

(4) Bharadv&ja, (5) Gautama (or Gotama), (6) Vis/u'dmitra,

(7) Jamadagni. In the Rig-veda, the fifth sage Gotama is

mentioned in Book i, hymn 62-13; 78-2; 86-11; 116—9;

183-5, etc. ; and the Gotamas in Book i, hymn 60-5
;
61-16

;

63-9
;
78-1

;
88-4

;
92-7, etc. In the Mahabharata this

Gotama is often alluded to as a preacher in the Atnisds/iaiia

Parva. The Rig-veda hymns 57-62 are ascribed to Nodlids,

the son of Gotama. In 62-13 Nodhas speaks :
“ 0 mighty

Indra, Gotaraa’s son, Nodhas, hath fashioned this new prayer

to thee eternal. Sure leader, yoker of the tawny coursers.

May he, enriched with prayer, come soon and early.”

From similar references to Gotama and his son, Nodhas, in

the Vedas, who flourished in the fifteenth century b.c., it is

easy to understand clearly the reference in the Avesta to

Ndidhyaugho (a variant of which is Ndidhydougho in 1. 18)

GaottmahL The Avesta word Ndidhyangho or Ndidhydougho
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is a corruption of the Yedic name of the son of Gotama, viz.

XoJ/ids
;
so the two proper nouns must mean “ Nodhdh, the

son of Gotama/’ and not “ Gotama, the impostor,” as

Darmesteter renders them. The Avesta vowels i and u

having a slight difference in shape, the original Xdodhyaiujhd

or Ndudhydougho has been altered to Xdid/iydonyhS and

afterwards to Xdidhyangho.

It has been acknowledged by the critics of the Avesta that

“some of the ideas and allusions in the Yashts are certainly

older than the Gathas or the oldest Rigs,” and we ratify their

statement by pointing to the sixteenth passage of the

Farvardin Yasht as a reference to one of the poets of the Rig-

veda. According to Professor F. 3Iax Miiller, the Yedic

Rishis flourished about fifteen centuries before Christ. (Yide

his ” Contributions to the Science of ^Mythology,” vol. ii,

pp. 428—446.) It is probable, therefore, that we discover in

the Yashts some reference to a Gotama who lived, if not

earlier, at least fifteen hundred years before Christ, and this

can be confirmed by reason of the primitive stage of civilization

in which we find the Iranian nation of the Avesta period.

Consequently it is not necessary, or possible, to identify the

Goatema of the Avesta with the Gotama Buddha, who
flourished about a thousand years later than the Rishi Gotama,

viz. in the seventh century b.c. VTe can easily mark traces

of simultaneous development between the Yedic and Avestic

ideas, but not between the fundamental Avestic and Buddhistic

doctrines. Buddhism prevailed in the sixth century b.c., and

if following M. Darmesteter we should concede that the

Gotama named in the Farvardin Yasht is Buddha, and not

the Rishi Gotama, the question would arise : Why did the

Avesta make mention only of a non-Zoroastrian, a Hindoo, of

the seventh century b.c., ignoring all the well-known

Zoroastrian historical characters of the begrinnin^ of the

Median period, viz., Cyaxares, Astyages, Akhaemenes, Cyrus

(Kurush), Cambyses, and Darius I, the son of Hystaspes ?

The probable assumption therefore is that we have in the

Avesta only names of illustrious person.s, male or female, who
flourished in or before the age of the Rishi Gotama, i.e. about
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the fifteenth centur}'’ b c., whereto Zarathushtra’s Gathas

have been traced by science. As for instance Dr. L. H. Mills,

who says :
“ As is seen, I have made the endeavour to place

them (the Avestic Gathas) as late as possible, and at the time

of publishing I had reached the conclusion that they may
date as late as about 1000 b.c., while also possibly so old

as 1500 B.c.”—Yours, etc.

Darab Dastur Peshotan Sanjana.
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NOTICES OF BOOKS.

Literary History of India. By R. 'W. Frazer, LL.B.

8vo. (London, 1898.)

"Why is the interest we feel in Oriental history an interest,

generally, of mere curiosity, while Greek and even Roman
history beams upon us like a possible reflection of our own

past existence? It is that the fulness of Greek social and

political life, the copious inventiveness of Greek thought,

and the plastic genius of Rome in law and administration,

survived, in a latent underground life, by means of a

literature, however misinterpreted, and of traditions, however

distorted, through all the night of the Middle Ages
;
and

when the barbarian peoples bad passed through the in-

dispensable lower phases of social being, seized on their

intellectual existence, permeated it, and so blending with the

Teutonic tendency to individualism in act and responsibility,

produced European civilization of the modern type. There

was a fitness in Greek thought and in Roman institutions,

as there was a fitness in Hebrew conceptions of morality,

for the expanding needs of widespread communities, sprung

from A'arious sources aud subjected to manifold influences,

which furnished to the aggregating peoples here and there

a centre of crystallization. The Christian Church was for

ages the axis of attraction round which the active forces,

the thought, and emotion of reborn humanity grouped

themselves. The religion of Europe was interlaced with

the law of Rome and the philosophy of Greece. Men were

born into this atmosphere
;
they breathed it as infants

;
it
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pervaded their system
;
and so through generations of in-

fluence formed the character which, in its generalized form,

we now find it natural and easy to assume or accept as

the standard type of human perfection. Yet it is almost

certain that under different circumstances and with different

historical accidents, our moral evolution, our political growth,

our ways of looking upon man and nature, would have

varied widely from all that is most specific in the nineteenth-

century European—in the Englishman or German of the

present day. The Mahomedan world, as it rushed through

conquest to material prosperity and the command of leisure

for meditation, was connected with a faith and a philosophy

imbued with a quite different spirit from that which

prevailed amongst the Christian nations. It absorbed this

after-revelation on account of its consonance to the teaching

of the Prophet, and of its accord with the physical and

mental tendencies of the Arabian people. But once re-

ceived, the moral system of Abu Hanifa and other Moslem

philosophers became a leaven in the mind of Islam which

has wrought out a development of character and conceptions

as wide apart as possible from the Christian European t)-pe.

Thus, “ In the sea of life enisled, We mortal millions live

alone,” if not as individuals, yet as groups and aggregates

with identities, almost, of thought and feeling,, of standards

and desires, within a limited sphere; but with an incapacit}',

more or less pronounced, to be quite at home with the races

who through ages of transmitted influence have lived under

different conditions, in societies based on different ante-

cedents, and who through all that time have been educated

and moulded by a religion and philosophy assuming myriad

shapes in detail, yet bound together by an essential unity

of origin, and but accidentally coincident at certain points

with the dominant forces of European progress in this

present era of all-absorbing material expansion.

Yet even as the human mind and character in all the

races of mankind started from beginnings essentially the

same, so, as the purpose of our being is gradually realized,

our aims and sympathies must approximate us “ the thoughts
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of men are widened with the process of the suns.” There

is a stage at which, in the moral and political sphere as in

the field of physical science, experiment has to be conducted

within narrow limits, in order that the results may be free

from foreign interference, and may be completely appre-

ciated. There is a later stage at which the teachings

gathered from a narrow plot of the boundless expanse of

truth are found a means of guidance to the whole,

indispensable indeed to its full comprehension.

Amongst the great experiments in anthropology (in its

widest sense) which nature and the lapse of time have per-

formed for us, none, it is beginning to be felt, is more

instructive and important than that carried on through so

many centuries in India. The floodgates of knowledge with

respect to human speech were opened a century ago with

the study of Sanskrit. The tendencies and potentialities of

human intelligence in religion and philosophy could never

have been fully appreciated without a lifting of the veil

which so long hid the workings of Indian thought from

the ken of European scholarship. The origin, growth, and

decay of organized societies, the whole philosophy of human
progress, gain new illumination from a true historian’s view

of the facts presented by the long life of the Hindu people,

in a field almost wholly severed from that of the general

movement of mankind.

The problem of how to make the wholly strange familiar,

and to bring Indian history and Indian humanity fairly

within the embrace of European fellow-feeling, has been

attacked in many difierent ways—in each way probably "with

some resulting good. Even the grim censorious volumes of

Mill tended to provoke inquiry. The numerous w'ritings

of which Colebrooke’s admirable essays were a type opened

out the inner shrine of Indian existence to those who had

just learning enough to approach the entrance. In more
recent times a Weber and a Max Muller have given us

general histories of the old Hindu literature, whose lack of

interest to most of us is perhaps due rather to our own
narrowness and ignorance than to any inherent defects of
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the works themselves. In his many essavs on Indian

subjects the Right Hon. Max Muller has done much to

popularize Indian topics. He has told us much of what

India can teach us. Sir M, Monier-Williams has brouffht

a part, at least, of Indian wisdom within reach of the

ordinary reader. The Sacred Books of the East form, now,

a whole library, whose very fulness, however, is apt to repel

all but professional students of the Oriental religions and

philosophies. Mr. Rhys Davids’s charming lectures and

essays, and the works of other explorers in the vast and

alluring field of Buddhism, startle, and almost alarm, us by

revealing how old is much that we thought new, and how
many of the ideas that we ascribed to necessary inspiration

are part, in truth, of the common moral heritage of mankind.

Amongst scholars in recent years there has been an activity,

of ever-widening scope and enterprise, by which fresh fields

of Oriental learning have been opened and the old ones have

been traversed anew. The literature of miscellaneous essa}’s

on Hindu subjects has increased and multiplied beyond all

precedent : and thus by successive strokes a just conception

of the life—at least, of the ancient life—of the East has been

impressed on the European mind. In the meantime, the

multiplied facilities of communication, and the consequent

growth of intercourse and commerce, have made us, in

England especially, feel that India has become our near

neighbour. The difficulties of administering the country

cannot, we see, any longer be put aside. They must be faced

and mastered by an imperial people. The first condition of

good government is a thorough knowledge of the people to

be governed, a knowledge mingled with sympathy, yet not

“ subdued To what it works in, like the dyer’s hand,”

but master of its materials through an enlarged and elevated

mental perspective. As the task of empire has grown more

complex and burdensome, so have the means and aids

improved by which it is to be achieved with honour to our

nation and profit to mankind.

It is at this moment, surely not an inopportune one, that

!Mr. Frazer comes forward with his ” Literar}’ History of
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India.” Some exception might possibly be taken to the title

of this work. In its earlier chapters it is a history, so far as

history is possible, of early India drawn from all available

sources. In its later chapters it is a review of recent Indian

literature. But all through it presents a vivid and, probably,

a generally correct picture of the mental life of the Hindu

people—of the world of ideas in which they have their being.

It has been compiled, with severe and well-judged labour,

from a large mass of materials, mostly inaccessible to the

general reader. Questions might possiblj' be raised as to

some particular statements. The accounts given of Buddhism

and of the philosophical schools may be deemed meagre.

The JIahomedan literature of India called for some notice.

But allowance must be made for the conditions under which

the author wrote. A compendious history cannot be an

encyclopaedia; and by omitting many things ^Ir. Frazer has

really made his narrative, not only more pleasing, but more

incisive, and therefore more instructive. The principal

phases of Hindu national life as reflected in the Hindu
literature, from the time when this affords material for

authentic history, have been seized and depicted with

correctness, in an attractive style, and with a striking effect.

Many points in Indian histor}", even in its chronology, are

still subjects of controversy amongst the learned. New
researches from time to time disturb or confirm previous

beliefs. Over such points j\Ir. Frazer passes lightly. They
are hardW suited for popular appreciation. The main out-

lines he has traced with a firm and artistic hand, though with

a certain looseness of expression, and with some errors of

transliteration which he will, no doubt, correct in a second

edition.

Perhaps the most surprising thing about the Vedas,

viewed as memorials of intellectual progress, is the very^

early intrusion of the analytic speculative element. The
joyous or trembling recognition of higher beings manifesting

themselves in the sensible phenomena of nature—the Varuna,
Indra, Agni— are soon followed by deifications of com-
paratively abstract qualities, attributes of the elder gods.
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The infant Aryan began, as it were, to philosophize in his

cradle
;
and we pass from glorifications of a tipsy war-god

to poetic strivings to realize all that was involved in
“ speech.” The exaltation of many various deities by their

special devotees led to the generalization that all were but

difierent manifestations of a central self-existent “ One ”

—

Lord of the multiform creation
;
and a monotheistic con-

ception, never firmly grasped, was yet approached more

nearly through the aid of qualitative surnames which, it

was seen, could be applied and transferred according to the

object and the phase of present adoration. The nomen-

clature of that early time was less settled in the com-

prehension of terms, still less in the connotation arising

from long literary use, than at a later period
;
and specious

conjectures, suggested by the mistiness of the boundaries

between the proper scope of cognate terms and attributes,

were met by others equally unsubstantial and illusive.

Somewhere, in some One, it was felt or hoped, all must

centre and find an objective basis of almighty will and

intelligence
;
but that One, half revealed, was yet, in essence,

concealed from man’s cognizance by an impenetrable veil.

Thus the Vedists beat their wings vainly against the barriers

of the infinite in flights of speculation worth}' of the most

advanced thought. There was, as they reasoned the matter

out, a time before even the gods were, a cause precedent

to all causes, and comprehending all
;
such that even the

ruler of the universe might know it and yet might not.

Were, then, the gods more real than the other things of

time? The question was raised, and rather put aside in

the growth of fresh imaginations than fairly answered.

A moan of baffled helplessness at times arises ;
and through

all attempts to realize things in their aggregate as objective,

or to find a universal, an idea standing behind phenomena,

“ A melancholy undertone was wrought. The appalling wail

of lone Eternity.”

The main characteristics of Hindu thought in all suc-

ceeding ages are thus found stamped upon its earliest

speculations. So, too, its want of synthetic and plastic
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g:eiiius. Nowhere in the Vedas, rarely in later writings,

do we find human motives and actions organically grouped

and made to live in dramatically conceived characters.

Instead of a vivid realism—a creation more true to life

than any individual— we have vague exaggeration and

e.xtravagance. Strength and intensity, concentrated within

the bounds of reasonable appreciation, the maximum of

effect with the minimum of displayed exertion, were

e.xcellences of Greek art which evaded the really feebler

grasp of the Hindu. He at times revelled in the intoxi-

cation of nature; but, looking on man, he could not find

in his thoughts and works, and manifold life, the joy of

imaginative communion, and the satisfying scope for specu-

lation, which made politics possible to the Greek. To

the Greek, man was so great that he dwarfed the gods to

human dimensions; to the Hindu, the dazzling, bewildering

presence of the gods, and the pressure of the infinite, made

his view of men indistinct, unsatisfying, unsuggestive.

Even in the Vedas we find very few touches of the actual

experience of combat such as thrill us in a Scandinavian

or even in a Maori battle-song. The achievements of

eponymous heroes, of ancestors in the great times of old,

traditions of glory bequeathed by bleeding sire to son, are

not the themes of the Hindu poet. There are a few

animated narratives of action; there are beautiful touches

of natural feeling; but in general the sense of proportion

is wanting, and the bard’s e}’e being fixed on the remote

and superhuman, he fails to satisfy our never-failing interest

in human energy such as we can deem cognate to our own.

It is to this same far-off meditative tendency, probably,

that we must ascribe the absence of history from the

Hindu literature. There must have been many stirring

scenes lying ready for the chronicler’s hand in the contests

by which the Aryans forced their way through the

Himalayan passes, and established their domination over

Northern India. The gradual consolidation of the Brah-

raanical polity, though invisible, as a great national

movement, to most of those who shared in it, would yet

J.R..V.S. 1898. 26
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have won the attention of a Hindu Thucydides or Clarendon.

But, first, the tendencies and structure of society, making

free growth and variation impossible, were repellant to

the born historian, and, secondly, the over-development

of the love of the miraculous made ordinary narratives of

real events insipid. There is not in all the voluminous

mass of early Indian literature a single chapter tracing

the events of an era, or a state, to their origin in the

necessities of human nature and human relations. There

is not a character of a Pericles or a Falkland. The men

who, being such, would feel that nothing human could

be alien to them, had yet to come. And without history

the ennobling sense of a continuous, pervading, unifying,

national life cannot exist. As a “political animal,” man
needs this nurture. Hindu society, as it accepted the

divisions of caste, settled down to stagnation as a political

community. The theocratic basis of society, with Brahmans

as the oracles of the gods— nay, as their controllers—
was insuflBcient and paralyzing. It called forth no great

historian, nor was a miraculous birth of one vouchsafed

to the race to teach them of what, as mere men, they were

capable.

The human soul, however, could not alw'ays subsist on the

celestial ethereal food placed before it by the mythologists.

Krishna and Rama had to be decked with human attributes

and attractions to bring divinity, at last, well within the

pale of human love and personal devotion. The religious

passion thus evoked was mingled with degrading and re-

pulsive elements, but both in preachers and in disciples it

was, in a multitude of cases, deeply fervent and sincere.

The hunger of the heart for spiiitual communion was some-

how satisfied
;

and a personal deity, the embodiment of

supernal goodness, being once received into men’s living

consciousness, faith and love and the exalted freedom of

willing duty became by necessary sequence the foundation

of holiness, and the conditions of enlargement from the

prisonhouse of finite and impure existence for all the higher

minds.
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Such is the brief review of the progress — essentially

a religious progress—of Hindu thought, suggested or re-

called by Mr. Frazer’s moving picture of its successive

phases. The radically pious, contemplative bent of the

national mind assigned undue importance to things unseen ;

the ministers of worship shared in the sacredness of the

gods
;

they multiplied ceremonies with inexhaustible in-

genuity, and every rite erroneously performed brought

down a curse instead of a blessing. Brahmanism became

of necessity a traditional hereditary profession, and then

a caste, supported by a general rearrangement of Societ}’ as

divinely commanded on a caste basis. The minute regu-

lation of mutual relations and employments satisfied the

weak Hindu’s need for external props to his moral stability ;

the Brahmanical ministry eased his longing for spiritual

communion with the universe that extends beyond the

reach of sense. Tliere arose, indeed, from time to time,

profound thinkers wlio saw the essential nothingness of

sacrifices and oblations, the worth of conduct and principle,

the ultimate identity of the soul of man with the central

principle of all being
;
but between the present and the final

state lay an endless series of finite existences, irksome and

painful ones not to be escaped, certain to be incurred unless

through sacerdotal aid. The ordinary man could not aspire

to redemption through contemplative ecstasy : he could take

in the purpose of a mystic rite or formula, and placed all

his desires and hopes in the hands of the sacrificer who
claimed to hold the keys of emancipation.

In the movement of Hindu religious thought from simple

nature worship, through metaphysical abstraction, to love

and faith as the means of holiness, Buddhism, with all the

simple grandeur of its conceptions, was for India but an

episode. Buddha adopted from Brahmanism the notion of

finite existence as a round of suffering. For him, as for

the philosophers, the world was but a scene of desires

unceasingly disappointed—where but to live was to be full

of sorrow. By a primal necessity, coeval with his creation,

each man was attended by his “ Karma,” the aggregate of
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his activities, conceived as subsisting even after his death,

and annexed for reward or punishment to his next phase

of sentient being, though without any active consciousness

of the preceding one. So could the differences in men’s

characters and capacities, as well as in their situation and

their happiness, be accounted for. An eternal principle was

substituted for a divine ordinance. Redemption could be

gained only by realizing the essential torturing unrest

involved in transiency, and by casting off all earthborn

desires. It was a doctrine, if not of nihilism, yet of negation.

Felicity had to be attained, through a realization in thought

of a general infelicity
;
and though righteousness and self-

conquest in act and thought were inculcated, the ideal of

life could be satisfied by self-renunciation. And for the

future there was not anything even so definite as the union

of the soul with the greater soul, the pervading spirit of

the universe. Something, indeed, was held out as l}’ing

beyond the Dead Sea apples of transitory illusive enjoyment,

but something too vague for apprehension. The Hindu,

like other human beings, craved for some element of the

mundane and transitory in the infinite and eternal, wherein

he was to find rest for his soul. The exclusion of anthropo-

morphism starved human sympathy, and the subsequent

partial deification of Buddha himself was really a breach

in his system. Ethics without a Heaven or Hell
;
rewards

and punishments without a supreme judge
;

extinction of

desire and will as the sunimum bonum, could not permanently

hold out against the emotional attractions, the appeals to

the meaner elements of man’s nature, assiduously and

confidently put forward by Brahmanism. Buddhism looked

down on human life and saw its worthless surface
;

it did

not draw human life upward to a participation in a divine

scheme, wherein ephemeral suffering might be a necessary

element of an immeasurably greater joy^ in eternity. It

ignored the existence of the soul, even as the vital principle

or moral resultant of man’s powers, and the soul un-

recognized turned away. AVhen Buddhism iii its decay

accepted the corruptious of idolatry, the uuuaturul union
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was as a portent of its unhonoured doom—of effeteness, and

death in life, before final dissolution,

llaviii" dwelt so lon<; on the niaster-influenccs of

Hindu thought as manifested in the “ Literary History of

India,” we have but scant space left for notice of the many

other points of interest which ^Ir. Frazer’s work presents.

The later philosophy, the epics, the drama, the jurisprudence,

to which he introduces his readers, deserve each a detailed

treatment which would require a separate article. The

high!}' speculative character of the Hindu mind is stamped

even on the great epic the “ Mahilbharata ”—so much so that

an acute and able scholar has recently found it possible

to contend that the poem was written to illustrate early

legal institutions. It really enshrines fragments of local

and family customs, the hold of which on the aborigines,

probably also on many of the Aryans in a third or fourth

generation—as the Irish customs became those of the

English in Ireland—was so strong that Gautama, Manu,

and the other rishis were compelled to recognize these

customs as a law within the law. The latter was in truth

but another collection of customs. “ The smritis on

vyavahara ” says Mitramisra “ merely set forth customs

recognized by the people,” and the binding force of custom

as a law has always been maintained by the British Courts.

The real danger in this respect is that of customs themselves

becoming stereotyped through judicial decisions based on

them
;

but this danger, too, has been seen and guarded

against in some important judgments, which reject the

notion of immobility, and allow a progress of the customary

law answering to the moral progress of the community.

No systems of faith and of religious conceptions would be

imagined more antagonistic than those of the Hindu and

the Musalman, when the conquering Mahomedans swept

down from the mountains over the plains of Northern India.

Indigenous genius was silenced or driven into the regions

least subjected to Mahomedan influence. Yet the mere

presence and neighbourhood of an alien but mighty group

of ideas and convictions made itself felt in the poetry of
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Kabir. The approach was not followed up. Within the

Hindu race itself there was some origination or strengthening

of notions of religion, caste, and men’s mutual relations, due

to Mahomedan example
;
hut for the most part the spirit

of the conquered people was driven in upon itself, to

brood over problems of universal unity or duality, to seek

solace in deeming the world and its hard conditions no

more than a dream within a dream, and to dwell with

rapturous faith on the perfections of Krishna or Rama.

The narrowness and want of enterprise of the Hindu

intellect under the stifling pressure of Mahomedan domi-

nation may be compared with the poverty and practical

futility of Greek intellectual life in the seven or eight

centuries that followed the establishment of Roman as-

cendancy. There was philosophizing in abundance; each

generation produced its crop of accomplished scholars,

learned in the wisdom of old, skilled in moulding familiar

materials into slightly novel shapes, but devoid of the

vitality, of the instinct of expansion, which prompts to

enterprise in action, and to creation in art and literature.

The exceptions under the rule of Akbar may be ascribed

to the larger and more liberal spirit which then prevailed.

Renewed oppression and depression drove the timid Rrahmanic

genius once more in upon itself. It could not find satis-

faction or relief in investigating the facts of external nature,

or in devising means for the improvement of man’s material

existence. From such pursuits it was cut off by self-

contrived caste barriers of imagined defilement, which shut

out the greater part of creation from the touch of experiment

and from the intimate knoAvledge of the one supremely

endowed creature w^ho alone could by such means rise

towards a god-like intelligence. All wholesome vivifying

impulse being thus withdrawn, nought remained for

speculative power and activity save a return to brooding

introspection, a rummaging of exhausted philosophies

resting, each and all, really on some latent or open

assumption of the point essential to be proved. Ijogic

was cultivated and abused. Jurisprudence, divorced from
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a living attachment to the progress and the ends of

the community, became a mere medium for the display of

erudition and dialectics. The inductive faculty seemed

almost to have perished, nor did the example of Mahomedan

chroniclers, though these were pretty numerous, invite any

Hindu philosopher to open a new path in history, which

is philosophy teaching by examples. In the beginning of

the present century Ram Mohan Roy, as Mr. Frazer points

out, drew a dismal picture of tlie waste of time and ability on

what he described as “ the puerilities of Sanskrit grammar,

the viciousness of tlie doctrines of Maya and Ignorance, as

expounded by the Vedantic philosophy, the inherent use-

lessness of the Mimamsa, and the lack of all improvement

to the mind in the study of the Nyaya.” In such a review

Macaulay could find native evidence to support his own
proposals in 1835 for practically superseding Oriental

learning by English in the Government colleges, which

were then contemplated as the only centres of true light.

In the Hindu’s, as in the Englishman’s, language there

was gross exaggeration. It was for the latter a typical

instance of intellectual arrogance, for the former the rebound

of an aspiring patriotic intelligence from the blank results

of theory on theory, and learning piled on learning, without

a fresh and fruitful communion with nature.

The nadir, however, had been reached, and Ram Mohan
Roy himself allured to brighter worlds and led the way.

The diffusion of English opened to multitudes those gateways

to modern science, and the teachings of history, through

which their precursor gazed at first somewhat dazzled with

the sight. The new learning is operating as a modern

renaissance in India. The intellectual barrenness and torpor

of the past is followed in the present by a time of chaos and

ferment, the final outcome of which cannot as yet be foreseen.

But this much is evident, that the stagnation of the past

was by no means lifelessness. Innumerable minds in India

are now assimilating the great lessons of European wisdom,

as yet perhaps “ moving about in worlds half realized,” but

fitted and destined to build a new national structure, or to
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join in building a nobler universal structure on these

infinitely enlarged foundations. Such is the opportunity,

the piiceless gift, which, in return for present dominion,

England has bestowed on India. In personal security and

civil freedom the Hindu may now take bis place in the march

of progress. The English medium through which he views

European ideas and institutions affords in itself a training

step by step in political development. It necessitates a

cultivation of the historic sense of cause and continuity

as linked with enterprise and reach of view, in true

progress. The great social and political movements of

the future, in the greatly changed conditions of modern life,

will probably diverge widely from former precedents. New
fields are opening for speculative and constructive ability :

they are free alike to the genius of the East and West.

1'hus turning from the dreams, or gathering up the fruits,

of the past, the Brahman, worthily claiming that rank in

virtue of his powers and his purpose, may step firmly

forward and into new realms of effort and conquest, re-

joicing in “ An ampler ether, a diviner air,” where all

good influences impel him to share the growdng thought

of the world, perhaps in time once more to lead it.

After quoting from the poet Bana a description of the

march to war and conquest of the King Harsha Yardhana

in the seventh century, Mr. Frazer observes that the incon-

gruous elements of the Indian population were too diverse,

the caste restrictions too firmh' planted, for a national heart

to throb with the one great racial feeling and purpose that

make a fatherland. It is for the future to mark how the

dividing-lines of caste and creed no longer hold the people

asunder. “Then,” he continues, “they may combine to demand

the ruling of their own national life.” Then, we prefer to

say, they may have risen to the nobler conception of an

approach to universal brotherhood amongst the sons of men,

on the basis of an imperial unity amongst all who

claim British protection and accept British principles.

The fusion in the past of the Aryan race with their rude

predecessors in India must at one time have seemed
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impossible, yet the thing has been done. Christ ianity, and

the modern humanity whiclx it lias enriched with love,

disdain the arrogance of Brahmanism. Sooner or later, all

suhjecls of the Crown, all members of the nation, must

be gathered within the fold of a common citizenship, united

in political feeling and princijde, though manifold in

capacities and characters
;

strong in their heterogeneous

variety when every gift has free exercise and a satisfying

aim. So should the work of imperial education proceed,

and India be endowed with the gains of social experience

won by England through centuries of hard endeavour, of

strife, and blood and tears. AVhen this comes to pass,

when this is prized, when this marriage of the East and

AVest takes place, a new and nobler life may spring from

the union, dwarfing: to insignificance all narrower ambitions

and all meaner aims.

R. AVest.

ZaPISKI A'oSTOTCHNAGO OTDELEXIYA I.MPER.ATORSKAGO RuSS-

KAGO Arkheologichkskago Obshestva. Alemoirs of the

Eastern Section of the Imperial Russian Archaeological

Society, vol. x, parts 1-4. (St. Petersburg, 1897.)

This volume contains, besides articles of more or less

interest and the usual report of the proceedings of the

Section, a summary of contents and index to the first

ten volumes of the series as well as a comprehensive index

of all books and AISS. referred to. The obituary article

on the late Professor J. P. Alinaiev is by Sergius Oldenburg,

and is accompanied by an excellent portrait of this learned

scholar, too early taken from the scientific labours to which

he devoted himself. It was his mission in life to make
a profound study of the religions of the East, and especially

ot India, where questions of faith have for ages agitated

and occupied men’s intelligence. Beginning with the

Rigveda, he studied it both as a means of appreciating,

at their true value, the works of European writers, as well

as for an answer to many questions which presented
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themselves to his mind. Having zealously pursued his

studies of the Vedas he visited Western Europe, and having

obtained access to the treasures contained in the public

libraries of London and Paris, he turned his attenfion to

Buddhistic literature. The pessimistic tendency of Buddhism
seems to have suited his peculiar temperament, and he threw

himself with ardour into the study of Sanskrit, Pali, and

Prakrit MSS., made extracts from these, filled notebooks

with his observations, edited texts, and then proceeded

to India to complete his studies on the spot. As a result

of this journey he published, in 1877, his Indeiskiye Skashi,
“ Indian Tales,” a collection of tales and legends made

by the author in Kumaon in 1875. In his introductor}’’

remarks to this work Minaiev invites the attention of his

Russian readers to the singular naivete and originality

characterizing these popular lecords, the faithful picture

they give of the spiritual life and simplicity of the half

savage mountaineer, and the remarkable change that has

come over this country and its people under the civilizing

influences of British dominion. We find him (i.e. Minaiev),

says bis biograjiber, at tbe sacred tree beneath which

the great Buddhist ascetic attained Nirvana, and where,

according to tbe ideas of Buddhists, is tbe earthly paradise.

“But alas!” observes the traveller, “about the tree of

knowledge there is desolation, and the last days of its long

life are reached. On Buddhist soil nearly everything

Buddhistic is in a slate of collapse and decay
;

here

another cult has seized the nest
;

other gods are

honoured.” And on departing and taking his last look

at the ancient Buddhist statues, the gods of the Brahmans

according to popular conception, he exclaims, “Wherein

consists progress in India?” We next find him in Nepaul,

the last stronghold of Buddhism on the Indian Continent,

and here he sees a picture of Buddhism as it might

have been in India had it assimilated other faiths and

borrowed their more vivifying qualities. Superstition and

an all-devouring cult— this is what Buddhi.sm in Nepaul

has come to
;

here there ai e no monasteries filled with
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monks learned in holy writ, no philosophical dispufes,

but simply a light-hearted, good-tempered peojde, thankful

to their innumerable gods and saints for the liappiuess

they enjoj% and in affliction and sorrow offering propitiatory

sacrifices. All this is expressed in a little incident of

Nepaulese life witnessed by our traveller at the tomb

of a great saint, the" celebrated 8ambhu Jsatkha, by whose

shrine stood a conconrse of men and women drunk with

vodki and laughter, when suddenly they tuned their

voices in unison and sang the following verses :

—

1. Trouble not, fair one, for all know that we have lived

together. Without me canst thou have no pleasure.

2. Youth is a fresh plant
;

youth is the moment for

enjoyment ! Must you and I now part ?

3. Days pass, days disappear. AVherefore, then, is youth ?

M. Minaiev paid a second visit to India. Several years

had elapsed since his first journe}', and the political

atmosphere was full of alarms, doubts, and fears. He
conversed much with Indians, and supplemented his book

knowledge with observations taken from life- lie is no

longer exclusively occupied with religion and Buddhism,

but with historical geography and politics. lie puts aside

his analytical knife and simply lives and works, but his

diary shows that this change is only temporary. Towards

the end of the eighties he resumes once more his favourite

studies, and profits b)' the opportunity for visiting another

Buddhist country—Burmah.

The last years of Minaiev’s life were saddened by physical

sufferings, the precursor of death. These increased his

religious doubts and tormenting self-analysis, but he never

relaxed in his efforts
;

and though he died in the flower

of his age, he left many valuable works by which he will be

known to posterity.

E. D. M.
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Benares Sanskrit Series. Benares: Braj. B. I)as & Co.,

1882-1897. Altogether fifty fasciculi of six sheets each.

The following is a list of the parts that have appeared :

—

Tantravartika. A gloss on Sahara Sviimi’s Commentary

on the Mlmarhsa Sutras. By Bhatta Kumarila.

Fasc. 1-10.

Katyayana’s Sarvanukramana Sutras of the AVhite Yajur

Veda, with the Commentary of Yaiuikanantadeva.

Fasc. 1-3.

Katyayana’s Piatisakhj'^a of the White Yajur Veda, with

TJvata’s Commentary. Fasc. 1-6 (complete).

Saunaka’s Pratisakhya of the Rig Veda, with Fvata’s

Commentary. Fasc. 1.

Naishkarmyasiddhi. A treatise on Vedanta. By Suresvara-

carya. Fasc. 1-3 (complete).

Vakyapadlya. A treatise on the Philosophy of Sanskrit

Grammar. By Bhartrhari. Fasc. 1-3.

A collection of Sikshas. By Yajhavalkya and others.

Fasc. 1-5.

Siddhantatattva-viveka. A treatise on Astronom}' by Bhatta

Kamalakara. Fasc. 1-5.

Aphorisms of Vaiseshika Philosophy. By Kaniida. With

Commentary of Prasastapiida and Udayanacarya,

gloss. Fasc. 1-2.

Siiiikhyakarika, with Niirayana TTrtha’s Candrikii and

Gaudapadaciirya’s Commentary.

Rasagfangadhara. A treatise on the Art of Poeticalo o

Composition. By Pandit Jaganniitha. With Com-

mentary called Gurumaimaprakasa byNiigesa Bhatta.

Fasc. 1-8.

Paribhashavrtti. A treatise on Sanskrit Grammar. By
Siradeva. Fasc. 1-2.

Artha-sahgraha. Elementary tract on ^Mlmaiusa. By
Laugiiksi Bhaskara. Edited and translated by

Professor Thibaut. (Complete.)
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Tlie above series was started with every prospect of success

and long life. It had two European Sanskritists of repute

at its head, and an editorial staff composed of some of the

best scholars in Benares. Yet it proved to be weak on the

purely mechanical side of printing and publisliing, and this

brought about its dissolution after a career lasting less than

a decade and a half. All of the works which it took in

hand are important, but two stand out as pre-eminently

so, and we can only deploi'e their incompleteness. One

is Bhartrhari’s celebrated and oft-quoted Vahijapadiija,

a treatise in three kiindas. Only two of them have come

out in this series, and we are still deprived of the best

portion, the Prakirmka, as it is called in the Paniiii chapter

of Madhava’s Sarvcularsanasahgraha, where we find quotations

from four of its sections under the names jdti-samuddesa,

sambandha-samuddesa, krii/a-mmuddt'sa, and dravya-mmuddcsa.

The other work is Kumarila’s Tuntrdvdrtika, a highly

esteemed comment on Sahara’s Mimdmsd-bhdshya, com-

mencing with the second piida of the first chapter. The

ten fasciculi published in this series merely carry us down
to the middle of the third chapter, w'hereas the entire

work contains twelve ! It may be added that the comment

on the first piida of the bhdshya is entirely in verse, and

is entitled Slokavdrtikn. It was brought out in vols. iii

and iv of The Pamlit (new series). There are numerous

citations from this commentary of Kuraitrila’s in the Jaimini,

Piinini, and Patanjali (Yoga) chapters of Madhava’s afore-

said w'ork. Will not some Benares Pandit give us the

remainder of this useful treatise ?

It may suffice to add that the Naishkarmyasiddhi, by
Sahkaracaiya’s famous pupil, consists of an argument in

support of Yediinta as against ritual
;

and that the Rasa-

gaiiyddhara is a seventeenth -century treatise on Poetics,

and held in much esteem in Western India. Both of these

have been brought out in Bombay also
;
the former in the

Sanskrit series of that Presidency, and the latter in the

Kdcyamdld series. The type employed for these editions

is such as has never yet been seen on the banks of the
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Ganges
;
and the imperfect state in which the series has

stopped is a striking instance of the danger attending this

method of issuing serials by parts—a method still unhappily

followed in the Bibliotheca Indica, but fortunately discarded

by most recent serial publications in India in favour of

issuing by volumes.

G. A. J.

Memories of Seven Campaigns. By James Hoavard

Thornton, C.B., M.B. (London ; Constable & Co.)

This volume, very handsomely printed and prettily

illustrated, is an interestingly Avritten account of the

experiences of a medical oflBcer in India, 1856-1891. That

portion of it which deals with the author’s service during

the Mutiny is especially valuable, as it throws a sidelight

on some questions, both of policy and also of actual fact,

which are still matters of dispute. Although the greater

part of the work is simply a diary of personal experiences,

yet there is a good deal of shrewd observation, which has

additional weight AA’hen it relates to general questions

of sanitation or State action on public health. Thus we

find that the author is very strongly against any GoA'ernment

interference with the manufacture or sale or consumption

of opium; and is much impressed with the injurious efiect

on the health of the people of the extensive irrigation

recently carried out in India. In his opinion the old

system of irrigation from Avells had none of the objections

that can be urged, on medical grounds, against irrigation

works
;
and it is a pity that the old system was disturbed.

One very striking fact recorded is, that at the very time

of the great eruption at Krakatoa in Java in 1883 the

hot springs of SKii at Monghyr became much cooler than

usual, and remained lukeAvarm for several Aveeks
;
and the

author has no hesitation in ascribing the tAV’o phenomena

to the same cause. There are some strong words at the

end of the book on the advantages Avhich an energetic

medical man may obtain from service in India.
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The Ruha'iyat of Omar Khayyam, being a Facsimile of

the Manuscript in the Bodleian Library at Oxford,

with a Transcript into Modern Persian Characters,

translated, with an Introduction and Notes, and a

Bibliography, by Edward IIeron-Allen. pp. xliv

and 288. (II. s! Nichols, 1808.)

Having regard to the wide fields of Persian literature

which remain totally unexplored, one cannot help regretting

the constant stream of fresh renderings into English of

almost the only Persian poet who has had the good fortune

to find a translator equal to himself in poetic genius. What
has been once well done is best left alone

;
and ‘Omar-i-

Khayyain has been interpreted to the West by a genius

— Fitzgerald—and at least two scholars— Whinfield and

Nicolas. Whether either ‘Omar or Fitzgerald is likely to

gain in reputation by the efforts of Messrs. Justin lluntly

McCarth}’ and Richard le Gallienne, neither of whom had

any knowledge of Persian, or by those of Mr. IIeron-Allen,

whose scholarship seems unequal to his industry and

enthusiasm, is very doubtful.

We are far from ranking Mr. Heron-Alien’s work with

that of McCarthy, remarkable chiefly for its typographical

eccentricity, or of Le Gallienne, who boldly announces that

a knowledge of Persian is an unnecessary (he almost implies

an undesirable) attribute in what he is pleased to call “ the

true Omarian”: for parts, at an}’^ rate, of Mr. Heron- Allen’s

work, viz., the beautiful cover, the excellent reproduction

of the old Bodleian MS. (dated a.h. 865 = a.d. 1460, and

described by Ethe in his Cutaloyue of the Bodleian Persian

MSS., No. 525), and the bibliography and analyses of

Fitzgerald’s work, are of a permanent value. The same,

however, cannot be said of either the Introduction or the

translation, for the former contains many serious historical

and other blunders, while the latter is bald without beiiio'

always accurate.

Of the blunders in the Introduction, some of the most

serious occur in the sentence on p. iv, beginning, “ The
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Sultan Toghrul had been succeeded in 1063 by Alp Arslan,

who conquered Mahmoud the Great, Khalif of Baghdad
” for the most elementary acquaintance with

Muhammadan history would have prevented the writer from

confounding the Ghaznavid king with the “ Commander
of the Faithful,” who was at that time (a d. 991-1031)

al-Qadir Bi’llah the ‘Abbasid
;
and from the gross ana-

chronism of making Alp Arslan, who succeeded to the

throne of his father Toghrul in a.d. 1063, a contemporary

of Sultan Mahmud, who died in a.d. 1030, seven years

before Toghrul began to reign. And if this is one of the

worst errors in the Introduction, it is by no means the

only one.

As regards the translation, the very first quatrain is

turned into nonsense by a confounding of the protasis with

the apodosis. The correct rendering is

—

“ If I have never threaded the pearl of Thy service.

And if I have never brushed from my face the dust of sin.

Nevertheless I do not despair of Thy mercy,

Because I have never said that One was Two.”

Mr. Ileroii-Allen translates as follows :

—

“ If I have never threaded the pearl of Thy service,

I have, at least, never wiped the dust of sin from my face

;

This being so, I am not hopeless of Thy mercy.

For the reason that I have never said that One was Two.”

Again, in the notes on No. 14 (p. 133), Mr. Ileron-Allen

talks of “striking the loose bough with impotent hand,”

instead of “ clutching at the weak branch,” etc.
;

while in

No. 25 (p. 143) he misprints /rts/ ‘season’) fazl

(JuAi ‘excellence’), and mistranslates JJo'j as ‘if

thenceforth ’ instead of ‘ if so be that,’ though he admits

in the note that this “is perhaps a liberty.” But whj'

take such liberties in what puijjorts to be a literal

translation ?

But perhaps no quatrain has been more thoroughly mis-

understood and deprived of its point than No. 141 (p. 259),
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to which popular tradition has attached a well-known

anecdote, which sufficiently shows—if any proof beyond

the actual words were needed—that the Deity, and not,

as Mr. Heron-Allen supposes, “ a doctor of divinity
”

(who,

by-the-bye, is never addressed in Persian as “ Eabbi,” which

can only mean ‘ my Lord,’ i.e. ‘ nay God ’), is intended.

The anecdote alluded to is given, amongst other places, in

the Preface to the Tihran edition of a.h. 1297 (p. 5), in the

following words :

—

‘ CL/U y_

J.R.A.B. 1898. 27
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“ They say that one night he [i.e. ‘Omar-i-Khayyam] had

prepared an entertainment and invited a number of friends

and moon-like beauties, and had set out many candles

and lamps, and was engaged in drinking wine in perfect

unrestraint and freedom from care. In the midst of the

merrymaking (for Heaven avenges itself for all), a blast

of wind came, and the candles were extinguished, and a jar

of wine which he had set [beside him] was broken. ‘Omar-i-

Khayyam was much annoyed, and exclaimed in drunken

fashion

—

‘ 0 God, Thou hast broken my jar oftoine,

0 God, Thou hast closed against me the door ofpleasure.

Thou hast spilt in the dust my pure wine;

Dust in my mouth ! Thou must be drunk, 0 God !
’

They said that when he had concluded this speech and

utterance his face turned black. His disciples and boon-

companions at the banquet at once fled. ‘Omar, remarking

this, demanded a mirror, and, seeing the colour of his face

thus changed, smiled and said

—

‘ Who is there in the world who hath never sinned ? Tell me !

When did he live who never committed sin ? Tell me !

[//] I do wrong and Thou returnest evil

Then what is the difference between me and Thee? Tell me!'

Forthwith his face became resplendent as the full moon of

the fourteenth [day of the month]. Thereupon he laid

down his head in adoration to God, and surrendered up his

soul to the Creator of the World. His death took place at

Nishapfir in the year a.h. 517 (= a.d. 1123).”
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Now this anecdote, silly as it is, suffices to sliow how the

quatrain in question is understood by the Persians, viz. as

an insult to God
;
yet Mr. Heron-Alien substitutes “ Rabbi ”

in his translation, which, he adds in a note, “means precisely

a doctor of divinity,” and “ is a common term of respect

in Persia,” both of which assertions are perfectly devoid of

foundation. In another note on the last line of the same

quatrain, he explains hhdk-am bi-dihan as “literally, ‘my
earth on mouth,’ ” which is arrant nonsense, the meaning

being ‘ earth in my mouth,’ i.e. ‘ may my mouth be

filled with dust !
’ That even from Achaemenian times the

possessive suffix in Persian can be separated from the word

to which it belongs and attached to some other word in

the sentence, and that hence khdk-am bi-dihan = khdk

bi-dihan-am, is one of the elementary facts of Persian

grammar.

We may also wonder, in quatrain No. 142 (p. 261), in

what dictionary Mr. Ileron-Allen found that tiz (J-J

)

means “ literally ‘ fig.’ ” Of such ‘ figs ’ there would soon

come satiety !

To the biography of the astronomer-poet Mr. Heron-Allen

adds nothing, but only repeats tales now shown by Houtsma
{Hist, des Seldjoiicides de I’lrdq par al-Bonddri . . . ,

texte arabe, p. xiv of preface, n. 2) to be impossible for

chronological reasons
;

tales, moreover, which rest on the

weak authority of inaccurate writers of the fifteenth and

sixteenth centuries citing from spurious works of no

antiquity. It is impossible to insist too strongly on

the fact that Persian history and literature, especially of the

period previous to the Monghol invasion (middle of the

thirteenth century), cannot be properly studied without

reference to Arabic sources, since Arabic remained, till the

fall of the Caliphate, the language of most serious writers,

the language of science, learning, and diplomacy, in Persia.

How rich a harvest of facts relating to the life of ‘Omar-i-

Khayyam may be gleaned from Arabic sources, appears

from the admirable article on him by Professor Shukovski,

of St. Petersburg, which concludes the volume recently
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published by the pupils of Baron Victor Rosen, to celebrate

the completion of the twenty-fifth year of his professorship.

Many of the citations there given are from works which

exist only in manuscript, but the notice of ‘Omar given by

al-QazvIni (who died in a.d. 1283, only 160 years after

‘Omar), in his Atharu’ l-biidd (ed. Wiistenfeld, p. 318,

s.v. Nishapur), has been generally accessible to European

scholars for the last fifty years, though it seems hitherto

to have remained unused by the “ Omarians,” to whom
(with all due deference to Mr. le Gallienne) we venture

to recommend a study not only of Persian but of Arabic.

E. G. B.

Le Mahavastu, texte Sanscrit, public pour la premiere fois

par E'mile Senart. Three volumes, 8vo. (Paris,

1882, 1890, 1897. Printed at the National Press by

Government authority for the Societe Asiatique.)

It is a very great pleasure to be able to congratulate

the Government of France, the French Asiatic Society,

and, above all, the distinguished author himself, on the

completion of this splendid work.

It is not only the editio princeps of a book of historical

importance, it is the first critical edition we have of any

one of the numerous books which may be conveniently

grouped together as Buddhist Sanskrit literature.

The book calls itself, at the end (3. 461), “ the Sri

Mahavastu Avadiina according to the recension of the

Lokottara-vadins belonging to the Arya-maha-siinghikas ”

;

and just after the beginning (at 1. 2) it adds that this

school was of the Madhya Besa, or Middle Country.

This refers, of course, not to the district so called by

the Brahmins, but to the district further down the valley

of the Ganges to the south-east so called by Buddhists.

The book is not, therefore, a Northern text, except in the

very limited sense that the six modern I\ISS. on which

the edition is based come, all of them, from Nepiil. It

claims to have been composed, and originally used, in
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a district which may be roughly described as stretching

from Lucknow eastward to the western confines of Bengal

Proper—a district it would be quite inaccurate to describe

either as Northern or as Southern. It is simply the Central

district, the one from which all the old Buddhist texts,

whetlier Puli or Sanskrit, claim alike to come. The book

itself, the dialect used in it, the opinions it puts forth,

the legends its authors believed in, are Central—or East-

Central, if it be desirable to distinguish between the two

districts called Central by the Brahmins and the Buddhists

respectively.

And should it be asked :
“ Why be so clear and emphatic

on a point on which all are agreed ? ” the answer is that

the use of the terms Northern and Southern as applied,

not to the MSS., but to the books themselves, or the

Buddhism they teach, is the source of most serious misunder-

standing. It inevitably leads careless writers to suppose

that we have, historically, to consider two Buddhisms, and

two only, one manufactured in Nepal, the other in Ceylon.

Now this is admittedly wrong. What we have to consider

is Buddhism varying through slight degrees, as the centuries

pass by, in almost every book. We may call it one, or we
may call it many. What is quite certain is that it is not

two. And the most useful distinction to emphasize is not

the ambiguous and misleading geographical one, derived

from the places where the MSS. come from
;

nor even,

though that would be better, the linguistic one : it is the

chronological one.

The work under review, for instance, the Sublime Story,

as we might freely render its title, stands in much closer

relationship to the Suttas, preserved in PaH, the modern

MSS. of which come from Burma, or Siam, or Ceylon, than

it does to the “Lotus of the Good Law,” written in

Sanskrit, the MSS. of which come from Nepal. Like the

Pali books, it belongs to what the later Sanskrit books call

the “ Lesser Yehicle,” the Hina Yana. The views of its

authors on ethics, on religion, on philosophy, come in, of

course, only incidentally. They are here writing, not on
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Buddhism, but on the life-history of the Buddha. But

wherever those views do appear, they differ only slightly

from the corresponding views in the Pali, whereas they

differ altogether, move in a quite different circle, from the

views which dominate the Lotus, belonging as it does to

the so-called Greater Vehicle—the Mahii Yana.

The Sublime Story that it tells is not so much the actual

life in this world of the founder of Buddhism, nor the

history of the faith. It is the story of how the truth was

won
;
how the Buddha became a Buddha. Practically it

amounts to a life of Gotama from the remote ages when

he was Dipankara down to the thirty- sixth year of his life

as Gotama. It contains the same episodes and the same

story as we have in the Pali in the Nidana, the Introduction

to the Commentary on the Jataka Stories. The difference

is that the Jataka commentator, knowing that the Jatakas

will all come on afterwards in the book, gives the story

of Gotama’s life from the time when he lived as Dipankara,

many ages ago, down to a few weeks after his attainment

of Buddhahood, without introducing any Jataka tales. The

author of the Sublime Story, having no such reserve,

introduces his Jataka stories as he goes along, after the

episode which they are supposed to illustrate. As only

a certain number of the 550 Jatakas are connected with

those episodes in the actual life chosen for insertion in the

Sublime Story, the others are naturally omitted
;
and some

not included in the collection of 550 are also added. It

would be very interesting to have a table of the episodes

in the Mahii Vastu beginning with Dipankara, with a column

of parallel passages
;
and, separately, a table of the Jatakas

and legends inserted, by way of illustration, between those

episodes, with a similar column for parallel passages.

The task of arranging the Buddhist books known to us

in chronological order must remain difficult, and uncertain

in its results, until the whole of at least the older texts are

made accessible to scholars. We shall then be able to

compare the various ideas expressed, and in many instances

to say, with practical certainty, that this or that is developed
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out of the other. The clearest cases will be those in which

a name, or a technical term, comes into play. We shall

then have a kind of chronological table of ideas according

to which the books, in which they occur, will group them-

selves.

Take such a case, for instance, as the mention of Sukhavatl

(Maha Vastu, 3. 462). AVe may conclude for certain that

the colophon in which it occurs must have been written

after the time when the belief in the existence of this

particular heaven, as a blessed state to which all men should

aspire, had become part of Buddhism. It is admittedly

not part of the belief of the early Buddhists. AA^'e don’t

know exactly when or where or how the idea arose. But

any passage in which it is put forth bears thereby a mark

of its comparative date.

The Vedas, in Buddhist belief, were once three, and

afterwards became four by the addition of the Atharva.

Any mention of the Atharva as a Veda, or any clear

mention of four A^edas, is another mark. The Jhanas, once

four, became five, by the division of the second into two.

The mention of five Jhiinas is another mark. The Sankharas,

once defined vaguely and generally by a well-known standing

phrase, were afterwards defined categorically by a long list

of the predispositions included in the term. The presence

of this list is another mark. Professor Windisch, in his

masterly monograph on Mara, has given us at least one,

if not two, others
;

the theories of the Paramitas, of the

Ten Bhumls, of the Four Truths, of the Eightfold Path,

of the Four Visions (that appeared to the Bodisat), and

many other ideas, give us similar marks.

Such marks differ, of course, in value, and have the

advantage (or is it a disadvantage ?) of requiring for their

critical use a somewhat serious and detailed study of

Buddhistic ideas. But where they are found in any one

book in sufficient number, all pointing towards the same

conclusion, that conclusion ma}’^ be accepted as a working

hypothesis.

Judging from some of the above and other similar marks
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—and there is almost nothing else, except the dialect, to

judge hy—the Maha Yastu seems to be of about the same

age as the Milinda, and older than any other Sanskrit

Buddhist text—there are only three or four—of which we
know enough to venture on comparisons. The only possible

exception is the Lalita Vistara, which deals with the same

portion of Gotama’s last life on earth as is dealt with in

the Maha Vastu, but omits almost all reference to his

previous births. It would be very interesting to have

a detailed comparison of these two early Sanskrit Buddhist

works on so nearly the same subject.

One of the most curious details in the present work is

the fact that it claims to belong to the Yinaya. We have

always hitherto understood Yinaya to mean “ discipline,

rules of the Order, Canon Law.” There is nothing of that

kind here. When the Buddhist Community had lasted

long enough for the want of a life of its founder to become

felt, the further question arose as to which of the three

Pitakas it should be included in. The decision, at least

among the Lokottara-vadins, was to put it, as a kind of

preliminary note, to the Yinaya, the rules of the Order

—

on the ground, no doubt, that it gave an explanation of

how the Order came to be founded. But it is odd to find

that these three bulky volumes are the introduction only

to a work, now lost, on a quite different subject.

We have only had space to hint at one or two of the

numerous problems of historical importance and interest

raised by a perusal of the Maha Yastu. Fortunately, the

distinguished scholar to whom we owe this admirable

edition promises us a supplementary volume, in which such

questions can be discussed at greater length and at greater

leisure than they could have been in the present publication.

It is needless to say with what eagerness all Indianists will

look forward to such a series of essays coming from such

a hand. Meanwhile this great work, witli its magnificent

index and its numerous careful notes, will be the daily

manual and guide of those scholars engaged in the edition

of the other Buddhist Sanskrit works now being brought out
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by scholars in all parts of Europe through the enlightened

generosity of the St. Petersburg Academy. We put our

questions to scholars now, not so much by personal inter-

course, as by consulting the works which give us their

considered opinions. And it is sober truth to say of the

author of a work like this, as Sonadanda, the Brahmin,

said of Gotama [saiighi gani ganCicariyo), that “ students

come across the continent, through many lands, to put

questions to him, the teacher of the teachers of many.”

T. W. Rhys Davids.

Modern Persian Colloquial Grammar, containing a short

Grammar, Dialogues, and Extracts from Nasir-ed-Din

Shah’s Diaries, Tales, etc., and a Vocabulary, by

Dr. Fritz Rosen, pp. xvi, 400. (Luzac, 1898.)

In spite of the considerable number of Persian grammars

which have appeared in England, there was, till the

appearance of the work now under notice, not one which

could be unreservedly recommended to travellers and others

whose chief object was to familiarize themselves with the

spoken tongue, and at the same time to obtain a knowledge

of the character. The best work of the kind will long be

M. A. de Biberstein Kazirairski’s Dialogues /ran qais-persans

et vocabulaire franqais-persan, which, however, though a

masterpiece of originality and a mine of information, is

rather bulky for a traveller who is compelled by the

exigencies of the Persian chdpdr to reduce his worldly

possessions to a minimum. The various modern Persian

plays of Mirza Ja'far Qaraja-daghI, too, though invaluable

as a mirror of colloquial Persian, presuppose some knowledge

of the classical language
;
while Finn’s useful little Vade-

mecum is designed for those who have neither leisure nor

inclination to go deeply into the matter, or to trouble

themselves about the written character.

Dr. Rosen, who enjoys a high reputation as a Persian

scholar and linguist, published his Neupersischer Sprachfurer

at Leipzig in 1890, and of that work the volume before
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US is essentially a revised translation into English. It is

superior to its original, however, in two important particulars,

viz. : in the reproduction of the original texts in the proper

character alongside the transliterations, and in the conversion

of the tabulated collections of useful words into an alpha-

betically-arranged vocabulary. Of the 400 pages which

constitute the body of the work, pp. 1-74 comprise the

grammar; pp. 75-205 the dialogues, which conclude with

three short and amusing stories
; pp. 206-285 the extracts

from the late Shah’s diaries
;

and pp. 286-400 the

vocabulary, which is preceded by an appendix of titles,

weights, measures, and coinage. We do not agree with

everything laid down by Dr. Rosen, nor with all his

vocalizations of words, and we notice a good many printer’s

errors (mostly of no great consequence), but his little manual

may be cordially recommended to students of the spoken

language of Persia.

E. G. B.

Geschichte der Arabischen Litteratur, von Carl

Brockelmann. Vol. I (first half). 8vo, pp. 1-240.

(Weimar: G. Felber, 1897.)

It cannot be denied that a trustworthy handbook of

the literature of the Arabs has long been a desideratum,

particularly for those students who are not able to check,

by researches of their own, the information given in

Hammer-Purgstall’s voluminous but unreliable work. No
one will blame Dr. Brockelmann for discarding it

;
but

Arbuthnot’s little manual, which does not claim to be based

on original study, deserves at any rate to be appreciated

for being the first of its kind in the field, and having done

good service to a certain circle of readers. The author

leaves, however, unmentioned the literary observations in-

serted in Weil’s Geschichte der Chalifen, and the short sketch

appended to the third volume of the same work, as well

as the—not very complete—list offered in Mehren’s Rhetorik

der Araber.
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The reason why Arabic scholars have hitherto hesitated

to compile a history of Arab literature is not far to seek.

The subject is so vast that a really comprehensive, not to

say exhaustive, work of this kind could hardly be ac-

complished ^\’ithout division of labour. The branches are

too many, and—to use the motto of this Journal—qnot rami

tot arbores. Besides, there is still so much preparatory

work to be done in the several departments in the shape

of editions of texts, translations, and monographs that the

time seems to have hardly j’et come for a literary survey

over this immense area. Yet we now stand face to face

with this single-handed attempt at a compilation of such

a work on scientific lines. The first instalment, compre-

hending pre-Islamic poetry and the first three centuries

of Moslim literature, shows that the author has not ap-

proached his task without having made himself thoroughly

acquainted with the subject.

In the classification of ancient poets, at the beginning of

the work, the list of those who belong both to the heathen

and Islamic periods is somewhat defective. The reader is

not informed of the fact that Arab litterateurs bring these

under the heading of Mukhadramun. Dr. Brockelmann,

it is true, mentions Labid and A1 A'sha, but the list is much
larger, including as it does Hassan b. Thabit, Nabigha al

Ja'di, Ka'b b. Zuheir, and others. Of these Nabigha is not

mentioned at all. The article on Hassan makes him appear

only as a Mohammedan poet, although his pre-Islamic poems

are much better authenticated than those of the following

period. The description the author gives of the Qoran is

not accurate in all points. To declare its form to be

rhymed prose {sdj) in general is not quite justifiable. In

real sa'j the poetic element must be found in the subject

and language as well as in the rhyme. This may be the

case in the older Suras, but the strained efforts made in

the majority of Qoranic addresses to wind up lengthy

periods with an apology for a rhyme produces no poetic

effect whatever. As to strophes, some distinct traces of

such are to be found in a few of the earliest revelations.
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althougli they do not coincide with those Professor D. H.

Muller believes he has discovered. Dr. Brockelmann upholds

too much the time-honoured theories on the Qoran, which,

however, demand considerable modification, particular!)" with

regard to the earliest prophetic utterances of Mohammed.
As this chapter of the book is naturally of greater interest

for the general reader than most others, it might have

been a little fuller. If the rise of Islamism is to be made

instructive for the student of the history of religions, much
clearer notions than those now current are required with

regard to its initial stage. The “nervous fits” have first

of all to be done away with entirely as a fulcrum of a new

faith of such universal character as Islamism.

We must not overlook the circumstance that the well-

nigh immeasurable wealth of Moslim literature renders

the task of systematic classification extremely arduous,

especially if it is not to overstep a certain given limit.

The following remarks, chosen at random, only serve to

illustrate this fact. To place, e.g., Amr b. Babr Al-Jahiz

in the chapter of “ Entertaining prose literature ” hardly

does justice to this clever and well-informed author and

keen observer. He was also a poet. Verses of his, as

well as passages from his books, are quoted in the Itqdn

of the polyhistor and sound critic As-Soyuti. The famous

Al-Tha'alabi mentions his writings continually
;
and even

Ibn Hazm, whose religious views made him so intolerant

towards anyone who did not share them, places Al-Jahiz

in point of impressiveness of style on a par with the

poetry of Imru’lqeis. His writings abound in valuable

observations on the history and culture of the Arabs. To

mention only one, I allude to the catalogue he gives of

the trades and professions of the nobility of Mecca {Mahdsin,

Brit. Mus. Or., 7,300, f. 173). The complaint he made

about his writings not being received favourably by the

public is not to be taken seriously (see also Fihrist, p. 116).

In the list of his works we miss the compilation of his

writings contained in Cod. Brit. Mus. Or., 3,138.

Dr. Brockelmann very properly excludes all those authors
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who wrote in Arabic but were not Moslims. He makes,

however, some exceptions in the chapter on medicine, and

mentions several Christian and Jewish physicians. Ishaq

Al-Israili was also a prominent philosopher, and the author

of probably tbe first “ Book of Definitions,” the Arabic

original of which is lost, but which is preserved in the

Hebrew translation which I published in the Steinschneider

“ Jubelschrift ” (1896), p. 233 sq.

The bibliographical notes appended to each chapter,

although they lack completeness, are a very welcome

addition to the book. Altogether the author has bestowed

much care on his work, which promises to be a learned

and useful book of reference for every student of the

literature of the Arabs.

H. Hirschfeld.

Mohammedanisches Recht nach Schafiitischer Lehre,

von Eduard Sachau. 8vo, pp. 879 and rv. (Stuttgart

and Berlin : W. Spemann, 1897.)

Professor Sachau’s latest publication goes far beyond the

compass of a purely literary work, and having been called

into existence by the exigencies of the hour, is dominated

its practical aim. Since Germany entered the ranks

of those European states which rule over Moslim subjects,

it has been obliged to take their legal requirements into

consideration, and naturally, as far as possible, on the basis

of their own traditions. This is the chief aim of the

stately volume before us. The author, who, nearly thirty

years ago, published a study on the early history of

Mohammedan law, and ranks among the first authorities

on the subject, only claims to have achieved with this

new volume the work of an Arabic linguist. So much
is certain, that he has given another proof of his rare

mastership of the intricacies of the Arabic language,

rendered still more embarrassing by legal technicalities.

A right appreciation of the work can hardly be expected

from one who is not a lawver, and the foUowina: account will

therefore be limited to some points of historical interest.
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A code worked out with such nicety as we find in any

of the leading works on Mohammedan law, cannot have

grown but on the soil of an ancient culture. Moslim law,

like the Jewish-Rabbinical law, is entirely based on the

religious code, both therefore being comprised under the

common term fiqh. Hardly any other code exists which

bears the stamp of the individuality of the lawgiver so

clearly as the Mohammedan one. In order to grasp its

spirit, the origin and development of Islamism must be

studied. Many of the most important social institutions of

the first Moslim commonwealth were brought into existence

by occurrences which concerned the private life of Mohammed
alone. The position of woman would probably have been

quite different in the Mohammedan world, had the example

set in this respect by the Prophet been different from what

it really was. To strengthen his personal influence and to

render his followers also materially interested in the growth

of the Moslim power, were two maxims prominently applied

during that period of his career in which his legislative

faculties came chiefly into requisition. This led to the issue

of administrative measures of the greatest importance for

the countries which subsequently came under the sway of

the Moslim sceptre. The conformity of Church and State

must naturally influence a law code which only binds the

followers of the ofiicial creed, whilst treating dissenters as

inferior beings. In the present instance, however, the

matter is to be viewed from a different perspective, since

the practical interest we have in Mohammedan law applies

to places where they are not rulers but subjects. Many
divisions of the code thus become obsolete

;
others clash

to such an extent with European opinions and traditions

that their alteration was a matter of necessity.

On the whole the purely legal portion of Mohammedan
law is drawn upon the same sources as the Sunna, which,

for cases left unconsidered, is supplemented by ray (opinion)

and qiyds (analogy). One can easily see that this method

opened up a large field for legal deductions on every

conceivable matter, but offered no real safeguard against
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partial iuterpretation of the law. This found an adequate

expression in the divergences of the four orthodox schools,

especially the position they assumed towards the Hadith,

or tradition traced back to Mohammed himself. Ashshafii,

the founder of the youngest of these schools, keeps about

the middle between the liberalism of the Ilanafites (who

styled themselves “ people of rd

y

and qiyds ”) and the more

rigid Hadith. Being the author of an epoch-making work

on the “ Principles of the Fiqh” he brought the qiyds into

a well-regulated system, while placing it under the direct

control of the Qoran. This system is the one represented in

Professor Sachau’s book.

To illustrate the fact that many institntions in Moham-

medan law must appear strange, if not incomprehensible,

nnless they are considered historically, I will duly mention

that in the regulations on divorce there has been preserved

a heathen element which even Mohammed endeavoured in

vain to eliminate entirely. This is the Zihdr, or pledge

of renunciation declaring one’s wife to be (as inaccessible)

as the back of one’s mother or other near blood relative.

In pre-Islamic times such declaration served as a formula of

divorce. Although the Zihdr was denounced by Mohammed
as sinful, it has kept the strength of an oath. According to

Hanafite interpretation, the Zihdr only amonnts to temporary

prohibition until performance of expiation, but cannot occasion

divorce (Hidayah, translated by Hamilton, 2nd ed., 1870,

p. 117), but in Shafiite law (Sachau, p. 71) it must either

be followed by legal divorce, or compels the culprit to do

severe penance for his broken oath. Now when this

regulation was first promulgated in the Qoran, it was

done in connection with a personal wish of Mohammed to

see the wife of his adopted son Zeid divorced, that he might

marry her. Other laws which have their origin in domestic

affairs of the Prophet are, e.g., the punishment of eighty

stripes meted out for anyone who casts imputations on

a virtuous woman (p. 74), the requirement of the testimony

of four witnesses in case of suspected infidelity on the part

of the wife, or, if these are not forthcoming, the fourfold
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evidence of the petitioner, with a corroborating curse called

down upon himself if he spoke a falsehood (see Qor.,

xxiv, 1-9).

Professor Sachau’s book is arranged in such a manner
that, of each division, the first portion gives the German
translation of the textbook of Abu Shuja, who lived in

the twelfth century, and is regarded as one of the greatest

authorities on law according to Shafiite rite. The Arabic

original of the book is reproduced in an appendix to the

volume. Each division of the text is followed by an

adaptation of the Commentary of Al-Bajuri, a former

Professor of the Al-Azhar University in Cairo, who died

as late as 1844.

While omitting the whole ritual code. Professor Sachau

has limited his publication to pure law questions. That he

has done so is quite in accordance with the task he had

set himself. Yet a clean separation of both is impossible,

and the author duly reminds all those who are called upon

to administer law among Moslims to make themselves

acquainted with the religious customs of the latter. Apos-

tasy, e.g., is followed by the loss of several important civil

rights, and is in some cases a criminal offence. Whoever

forgets the Qoran, or breaks the fast of Ramadan without

proper reason, will not be accepted as witness (p. 740).

Drinking wine is punished with forty stripes or even

more. It is interesting that the violation of the Prophet’s

often repeated injunction “ to bid what is reasonable and

to forbid what is wrong” (Qor., iii, 100) is tantamount to

a crime. Theft of things ritually unlawful is not punished

as such if the crime was committed merely for the purpose

of destroying the same. A similar practice is to bo observed

in the event of the theft of wine, a dog, or a pig, because,

in consequence of their being ritually unlawful, they cannot

form a Moslim’s property. If a pilgrim borrow some game

before he has entered the sacred precincts of Mecca from

a man who lived within the same, and the said game perish,

he is not liable for it, because it is presumed that the

killing of the game on the sacred ground is unlawful
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(p. 469). Omission of prayer is, under certain circum-

stances, punishable by death (p. 812).

Mohammedan law is rich in paragraphs which a European

reader will find quite incompatible with modern views, such

as slavery, retaliation, or the payment of ransom instead,

and other matters, but these are so deeply rooted in the

traditions of Moslim nations that at least their codification

was indispensable. Practical life has done away with much

of this, even in Moslim states, and European governments

have nearly everywhere replaced these measures by their own.

In a series of points Mohammedan law comes near to the

Jewish-Rabbinical code, and the friend of historical research

on this subject will find many interesting results. The

old—now obsolete—regulation of receiving the evidence

of witnesses for the appearance of the new moon has

a parallel in a similar rule in the Moslim code, with the

difference that the latter is satisfied with only one witness,

whilst the former demands two. Also, the conditions which

disqualify witnesses from giving evidence altogether have

several points in common.

This very briefly sketches the eminent importance of

Professor Sachau’s book, not only for its practical purposes,

but also for historical, literary, and philological research.

It forms attractive reading even for students inexperienced

in the meanderings of legal niceties, provided he is equipped

with some knowledge of the historical groundwork upon

which this grand structure has been erected by many busy

hands during the lapse of centuries. The volume, which

forms the latest addition to the series of Lehrbucher of the

Oriental Seminary in Berlin, of which the author is the

Principal, will secure him the gratitude of all those who,

from whatever cause, have to turn their attention to

discussions on Mohammedan law. It will even prove very-

useful to English jurisconsults in Eastern Africa, because

the Shafiite rite is there the ruling one. What a grand

argument the book furnishes to those who advocate the

establishment of an Oriental School in London !

H. Hirschfeld.
I.R.A.8. 1898. 28
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OsMANLi Proverbs and Quaint Sayings : 4,300 sentences

in Turkish, printed in Roman characters, with English

translations, explanations, and a guide to the pro-

nunciation. The Turkish original is also given as an

Appendix. By the Rev. E. J. Davis, M.A. pp. viii,

401, 11 A. (Sampson Low, Marston, & Co., 1898.)

Ottoman literature, though extensive, lacks originality in

an extraordinary degree, the modern writers imitating the

French as the older ones did the Persians. Of the actual

speech, life, and genius of the common people, the best

mirror is afforded by the atalar suzu (“ sayings of the

fathers ”), or proverbial wisdom current amongst the

Osmanlis, in which also the idiomatic concision of the

colloquial language is best exemplified. Of these proverbs

a large collection (the text of which is reproduced

in the work now before us) was published some twenty

years ago by Ahmed Midhat Efendi, still one of the

leading men of letters of the Turkish capital
;
and a similar

collection (with which, apparently, Mr. Davis was unac-

quainted) was published more recently under the title of

Purub-i-a7nthdl-i-‘othndniyya by Abu’d-Diya [Ebu’z-Ziya]

Tevfiq Bey (the quondam editor of the Waqt, to whose

taste and energy Turkish typography owes so much) in

collaboration with ShinasI Efendi.

Ahmed Midhat Efendi’s work has now become extremely

scarce, and Mr. Davis has done good service to all Turkish

students in rendering it generally available. To the re-

production of the original text he has added a transliteration

of the Turkish in the Roman character, an English trans-

lation, and the explanations which the very obscure diction

of many of the proverbs renders necessary. The whole

work forms a valuable introduction alike to the colloquial

speech (so different in the case of Ottoman Turkish from

the literary language) and to the national modes of thought,

and will be cordially welcomed by Turkish students.

In the interpretation of over four thousand proverbs,

equally remarkable for concision and obscurity, it could
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hardly be expected that there would be no room for

diflference of opinion
;
and the following criticisms, amongst

others, have been made by my colleague, Khalil Khalid

Efendi, teacher of Turkish in the University of Cambridge,

who has glanced through the book :

—

(p. 4.) ixalT ^ ^‘^®

a horse-fly—under the tail”= “IIe gains his living

dishonourably.” (Is applied rather to a parasite or

trencher-licker.)

(p. 4.) •
** ^® pays no

heed to the words of his elders, mounts a wild

(unbroken) horse ”= “ One must regard the advice

of*those older than one’s self.” (Rather, “ He who

does not observe the ‘ sayings of the fathers ’ [i.e.

proverbial wisdom] is cast out into the wilderness

[i.e. is discarded and discredited].”)

(p. 5.) • “Fire burns the place in

which it has fallen ”= “ There is a limit to every

calamity.” (Rather, “ He who is mischievous in his

nature hurts all with whom he comes in contact.”)

(p. 5.) y®^^ throw him into

the fire, no smoke will come out”=“He never

complains, whatever the trouble may be.” (Rather,

“ He will never divulge a secret or betray a con-

fidence, however much he may be tempted or pressed

to do so.”)

(p. 69.) “ If

filement (ceremonial) strike- the Imam, let the dead

person go as he would go.” (Isqdt means the

Imam’s fee, e.g. for conducting the burial service,

and the proverb means, “ So long as the Imam
gets his fee, the dead man may go as he will,”

i.e., provided the Imam be paid, he cares not what

happens to the dead man.)

E. G. B.
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Cuneiform Texts from Babylonian Tablets, etc., in

THE British Museum. Parts III-VI
; 199 plates.

(Printed by order of the Trustees, 1898.)

This important collection of texts will doubtless be warmly
welcomed by Assyriologists, for it is a great addition to

the number of published inscriptions referring to the second

and third millenniums before Christ. There are texts of

an early ruler of Kis, of Bur-Sin, king of Ur (Mugheir),

of Dungi, king of the same place, and many tablets of the

nature of contracts, etc., dated in the reigns of Gamil-Sin,

Bur-Sin, and Ine-Sin, all these being in Part III.

Part IV has no less than 124 inscriptions, mostly of the

time of the dynasty to which Hammurabi or Amraphel

belongs, and will, no doubt, attract, on that account, the

attention of students. The tablets in this portion are

mostly of the nature of contracts, and are dated in the

reigns of Sumu-abi, Sumula-ila,‘ Zabum, Abil-Sin, Sin-

mubalit, Hammurabi, Samsu-iluna, Abesu’, Ammi-ditana

(? -titana), Ammi-zaduga, and Samsu-ditana (? -titana).

There are likewise several without dates, among them

being tablets relating to prayers, incantations, and astrology;

and several belonging to the reigns of the later Babylonian

and Persian kings.

It is noteworthy that one of the texts, Bu. 88-5-12, 5,

a letter, contains several interesting West-Semitic names:

ZimrMda (Zimre-idda, Zimri-edda*), Zimri-hammu, Ziinri-

hanata the Amorite, Sumu- Hagan, Yasdi-hammu, etc.

Another, dated in the sixth year of Alexander, and referring

to a gift to “my lord and lady” (or “Bel and my lady”),

has two lines of Aramaic, one of which seems to show that

' Bu. 91-5-9, 318 gives the usual oath in the contract as follows; “They

have invoked the spirit of Samas and Irameru'", the spirit of Merodach and

Sunmla-ila,” showing the period to which we must a.ssign the former

(Immeru"“), though we have no clue to his position with regard to the recognized

ruler. Meissner seems to regard him as a usurper.

* It is this which occurs so frequently in the Tel-el-Amarna tablets as the

name of two rulers—one of Lachish and the other of Sidon.
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the name of the well-known temple E-sagila was, at that

time, pronounced Ye-sangil

Part V has, besides further texts of Gamil-Sin, Bur-Sin,

and Dungi, inscriptions of En-anna-du, viceroy of Lagas,

and of his son, Entena or Entemena, being dedications to
A

the god Egirsu. In this part there is also a text of a king

of Mair, named .... -Samas (?). The lists of archaic

characters from the royal library at Nineveh, published in

this part, will, it is thought, prove to be of value for the

purpose of comparison with the many archaic texts published

in this and other parts of the work.

Part VI has eighty-one texts, mostly of the dynasty to

which Hammurabi belongs. The greater part of these are

contracts, letters, etc., similar to the bulk of the tablets

published in Parts II and IV. With regard to these

tablets, it is worthy of note that some of them show signs

(like that numbered Bu. 91-5-9, 270) of having been

cancelled.

Of exceedingly great importance, however, is the tablet

numbered Bu. 91-5-9, 281, which gives a list of the

colophon -dates for the years of the reigns of Su-abu

(Sumu-abu), Sumula-ila, Zabum, Abil-Sin, Sin-mubalit,

Hammurabi, and Samsu-iluna. Unfortunately, this text

is not in a ver}’- good state of preservation, but it contains

a great deal of very valuable information, and, in the

lengths of the reigns of the kings mentioned, differs,

sometimes considerably, from the indications of the chrono-

logical lists. It would probably be going too far at present

to say, on the authority of this text, that the chronological

lists are wrong, as the reigns of temporary rulers, usurpers,

and others, are probably included in those of the legitimate

kings. In any case, the text here referred to will be of

great importance, as, in all probability, it indicates the

real lengths of the reigns given.

Another valuable text is inscribed on a rectangular object

of baked clay, unfortunately somewhat mutilated in places.

It gives lists of stones (or stone objects), plants, vegetables
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or plantations where they are grown, fish, birds, etc., in

about 500 lines of writing.

Those who are inclined rather for such things as augury

and its kindred superstitions, however, will turn with

interest to the curious liver-shaped object to which two

plates and a part of a third, in Part VI, are devoted.

Similar objects have been found in Italy, but they are of

comparatively late date, and one is certainly of Etruscan

workmanship—a fact that is of special interest in connection

with this remarkable Babylonian object. Unfortunately, it

is impossible to do much more than just mention this

curious tablet here, as it will require careful study and

examination. All that can be said about it at present is,

that although it resembles closely in form the so-called

ternpla found at Piacenza and elsewhere, the inscription,

being much fuller, must differ greatly, as does the general

arrangement of the spaces into which it is divided, and

their number. There will probably be found, however,

many points in common between the ancient Babylonian

and the Etruscan ideas concerning divination by means of

this object, and it may be noted that the lower or

“ eastern
”

part, which was regarded as the point whence

light went forth, is spoken of, in the Babylonian templum,

in the following short inscription :
“ The king of the high

place (?) of the house of the gods shall cause him to enter

the palace, and he shall see the sun,” a phrase that would

mean, according to Deeke’s indications, that this section

of the liver, if in a propitious condition, indicated that

the child expected would see the light, the enterprise

about to be embarked upon would turn out well, etc.

Deeke, in his monographs upon the Etruscan templum in

the shape of a liver {Etruskische Fonchungen und Studien,

Ileft ii, 1882, p. 65 ff.), gives some interesting details of

the geographical signification—more or less mythical and

imaginary—of the object of which he writes so learnedly.

T. G. Pinches.
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En Oappodoce. Notes de voyage. Par Alfred Boissier.

(Geneve : Rey et Malavallon, Iraprlmeurs, 1897.)

This elegantly-printed little book is, in reality, a paper

read by the author before the SociiU de Geographic de

Geneve, in March, 1895, and serves as an excellent descrip-

tion of the many very successful pictures given therein.

The journey which he describes is one that he made in the

preceding summer with M. Chantre, of the Museum of

Lyon, and his wife, on which occasion the French savant

made some very interesting discoveries of Ilittite and other

remains. Among the views those of Caesarea may be

noted, the Seleucidaean gateway there being a sufficiently

striking object, though one naturally asks oneself if its

tapering form be real or due to the defective lens used

by the photographer. There are good pictures of the

so-called Hittite bas-reliefs of lasili-Kaia, and the author

refers, from time to time, to the antiquities that he and

his companions came across, though, being a record of

travel only, he does not enter into any details. The little

work does credit alike to author and printer.

T. G. Pinches.

Representative Indians. By G. Paramaswaran Pillai.

8vo, pp. xxi and 319. (London : Routledge, 1897.)

This is a series of short lives of thirty-six distinguished

Indians, all of whom lived and worked in the nineteenth

century, and all of whom have now passed away. Five of

them were known as able administrators, three chiefly as

philanthropists, four as jurists, nine as scholars, eleven

as religious, social, or political leaders and reformers, two

as journalists, and two as organizers of industry.

As onl)’^ a few pages are devoted to each short life, there

is no space for controversy or discussion, and no attempt

at critical judgment. The facts of the public life of each

of the chosen representatives are stated clearly and well

;

and the eulogies pronounced on them by public men or

journalists are given to justify the choice that has been made.
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Members of this Society will be glad to liave such records

of the work of tbe distinguished Indian scholars whose

names are so familiar to them
;
and they will peruse with

especial interest the lives of Bhau Daji, Kashinath Trimbak

Telang, and Rajendra Lai Mitra. Unfortunately, Bhagwanlal

Indraji does not appear in the list, and it would be easy

to mention the names of other scholars and thinkers who
are not mentioned. But the list as chosen is of consider-

able value as showing how many of the Indians have been

able to live up to a high ideal, and do important work for

the benefit of the community among which their lot was cast.

Buddhistische Studiex, von Albert Grunwedel. 4to.

(Berlin : Reimer, 1897.)

This handsome volume is a description by the well-known

writer on Indian Art of a number of curious glazed tiles

from the Mangala Cheti Dagaba at Pagan, in Burma.

These were inserted in the frieze of the lower terrace of the

dagaba, and are almost all of them illustrations of Jataka

stories. Their probable date is about the middle of the

thirteenth century a.d. Underneath each picture is an

inscription in the square Pali of Burma, so well known from

the numerous Kammavaca MSS., and used no doubt, at that

time, for ordinary MSS. also. These inscriptions give the

title of the Jataka in Pali, the name of the character of the

story identified with the Buddha (this in Burmese), and

lastly the number of the Jataka in Burmese figures. These

numbers agree with the numbers in Fausboll’s edition of the

Pali text of the Jatakas. The author reproduces the

illustrations, fifty-five in number, and gives illustrations from

other sources which throw light upon them, and under each

illustration he tells the story also.

The collection, belonging to the Berlin “ Museum fiir

Vblkerkuude,” is particularly valuable on account of the

inscriptions referred to above, which render it possible to

determine, in most cases without doubt, the objects the artist

has intended to portray. When we recollect how many of
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the bas-reliefs at Bharhut and Boro Bodor remain still

unidentified, the advantage of this series becomes apparent.

Tbe evidence afforded by such figures of the manners and

customs of the time when they were made, and of the beliefs

of the people who made them, is of the utmost value. But

that value is proportionate to the certainty with which we

can define what it was the intention of the artist to represent.

It is almost needless to say that the subject has been well

and carefully worked out. The name of the author is a

sufficient guarantee for that; and both the author and the

authorities of the Museum are to be congratulated on this

important contribution to the social history of India.

We take this opportunity of again expressing the hope

that Dr. Griinwedel’s previous work, the “ Buddhistische

Kunst,” will before long appear in an English translation.

It ought to be in the hands of all antiquarians in India. And
we would also venture to hope that the familiarity with the

methods of the native artist, of which this monograph gives

proof, may enable the author to decipher the subject of some

at least of the hundreds of bas-reliefs at Boro Bodor as yet

unidentified, and to summarize the conclusions which can be

drawn from them as to the social condition and folklore

beliefs of the time.

L’Abrege DES Merveilles, tradcit de l’Arabe. Par le

B°“ Carra de Yaux. 8vo, pp. xxxvi + 413. (Paris

:

Klincksseck, 1898.)

The love for the miraculous and remarkable is nowhere

more clearly displa}"ed than in that literature to which

we owe the delightful “Arabian Nights.” From the very

beginning of Islam has she been nurtured in legends and

tales, and it has grown in the subsequent period, with

the extension of knowledge, and with the influence that

various ancient literatures had upon the new Arabic. There

is scarcely any book of chronicles written in Arabic, and,

above all, no cosmography or geography, in which such

miraculous tales and sailor’s yarns should not abound. One
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has only to mention Kazvini and Dimishqi to remember

a complete storehouse of ancient legends and fables. In

the present book, ascribed in turns to Mas'udi and to Ibrahim

ibn Va-If-Shah, but, at any rate, not later than the tenth

century, we have a similar collection, beginning with the

Creation, containing the primitive history of the children

of Adam and their dispersion
;
then a very elaborate mythical

history of Egypt down to the time of the Pharaoh of Moses.

An excellent Index concludes this careful translation, to

which Baron de Vaux has added references to other Arabic

\vriters and an admirable Introduction. In this he discusses

the wider questions suggested by the book, the relation in

which it stands to other Arabic works of the same nature.

He tries to find the historical substratum for the later

fictions, the germs of truth covered by the growth of legend.

We have here, no doubt, an eminent specimen of ancient

folklore in the best sense. It would be an important

advance in this science, and in the history of Arabic litera-

ture, if anyone would undertake to collect all the parallels

from the Arabic scriptures and trace them back to their

primitive source or sources. In this special work we can

trace three distinct sources—first the older rabbinical, then

astrological Babylonian or Sabaean, and lastly the most

numerous incidents which are derived from Coptic sources,

dealing with ancient Egypt. All these, grouped together

and traced as far back as possible, would assist in writing the

history of human civilization reflected through legends, and

would contribute to the solution of the problem of the origin

of myths and legends. We want an edition of these Arabic

writers on the lines of the recent critical edition of Solinus,

with which compilation those Eastern run on parallel lines.

Our gratitude is due to Baron de Vaux for his valuable

contribution to Arabic science and to the literature of

“ Mirabilia.”

M. G.
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Abkaham and his Age. By the Rev. IT. G. Tomkins.

(Eyre & Spottiswoode, 1897.)

In this interesting little work the author brings together

a mass of information concerning the Patriarch Abraham

and his times that will be read by many with profit. The

central figure is, of course, the father of the Jewish race,

and all the information that can possibly be got together

concerning him is contained in the book now under con-

sideration. The religion, the political and social life of

his time, his migrations, his struggles, and the nations

with which he came into contact, all find a place in

Mr. Tomkins’s volume, and lead up to the final conclusion

that Genesis is not mythical, but historical. Several plates

of excellent pictures, with their description, give a scientific

value to the volume.

The book is so full of information, and covers such a wide

field (the geographical range extends from Babylonia to

Egj’pt), that one cannot do more than touch upon a few

of the matters treated of. The author accepts all the most

recent discoveries, including the identification of Kudur-

laggamal or Kudur-laggamar with Chedorlaomer, Tud-hula

with Tidal, and Hammurabi, or Ammurabi, or Ammurapi
(this last form is noteworthy), with Amraphel. He treats

at length of Elam and its kings, the Canaanites, the

Egyptians, the Hyksos, etc., and discusses the position of

the Cities of the Plain, bringing together all the latest

opinions thereon. Some of the references to and quotations

of the translations of Assyrian tablets published several

years ago, and now rather out of date, might have been

omitted with advantage, but this defect the reader can

put up with in consideration of the large amount of new
and useful material brought together.

Supplement zu den assyrischen Worterbuchern, von

Bruno Meissner. (Leiden, 1898.)

This is a welcome addition to Delitzsch’s Mandrcorterbuch

and Muss-Arnolt’s (still incomplete) Assyrian Dictionary,
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bringing together much useful material. Dr. Meissner

is well known as one of the acutest of Assyriologists, and

this new contribution of bis, as was to be expected, not

only brings extra words and examples, but also, in some

cases, corrects the work of Delitzsch. Thus, us’id does not

mean, according to Meissner, ‘ he strengthened,’ but ‘ he

asked for a decision,’ nor does um mean, as Delitzsch puts

forward, ‘ enclosure,’ but, as everybody formerly translated,

‘ beam ’
;
and examples of this kind might be multiplied.

Although Meissner has filled several gaps in the Assyrian

lexicon by his supplement, it will undoubtedly require many
such supplements before anything like finality in this work

is reached. Among the words and meanings to be added, for

example, are passu and pussusu, names of plants
;
hibinakku,

a bird regarded as being of the raven kind
;

sindu, pro-

bably not ‘ spot,’ but certainly ‘ mark,’ e.g. on cattle, to

distinguish them from those of other cattle-owners
;

tikdu

and turu, portions of the harness of an ass
;

gisuru,

* bridge ’
;

*sukkutu, ‘ to be silent ’ = HpD ,
c:—^ ;

engisu,

a stone, or an object of stone; zihu, rune, and tiatum,

names of herbs or garden-plants; ‘weaned’; bugudati,

‘ clothes ’(?) ;
pipi, ‘ chattering ’(?) ;

libinu, ‘bricklayer’

or ‘ brickmaker ’
;

etc., etc. The great work, however, has

still to be done, for a time will come when all the various

dictionaries and supplements will have to be united in one,

and published with the cuneiform characters and quotations

from the inscriptions in full.

T. G. Pinches.

That indefatigable Assyriologist, Professor Oppert, in

the Comptes Rcndus of the French Academic des Inscriptions

et Belles-Lettres, Sept.-Oct., 1897, publishes two papers,

one entitled Un dieu eommergant and the other Une Dgnastie

d’ Usurpaleurs commerqants. The former refers to the pro-

ceedings of the priests of the temple of the sun at Sippara,

the seat of the worship of the god Samas, where all sorts

of commercial transactions seem to have been carried on
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for the benefit of the temple and the priests who served

therein. The dynasty of mercantile usurpers is that to

which Neriglissar, who mounted the throne of Babylon

after he had murdered Evil-Merodach, his brother-in-law,

belonged. Professor Oppert here shows that he has, as

usual, the chronology of the Babylonian kings at his finger-

ends. Neriglissar’s son and successor, Labiisi-Marduk, the

Laborosoarchodos of the Greeks, who succeeded him, reigned,

not nine months, as Josephus says, but one month only,

“ in which short lapse of time he had succeeded in leaving

a name detested by posterity.” Dr. Oppert also makes

some interesting remarks upon the personality and reign

of Bel-sum-iskun, father of Neriglissar, a ruler about whom
further information will probably be found later on.

In the Wochenschrift fur Massische Philologie, 1898,

Dr. Lehmann publishes a very interesting little note upon

the word Serapis, which he finds to be identical with

the Babylonian sar apsi,
‘ king of the abyss ’

;
one of the

names of the god Aa (also read Ae, Ea, and la), identified

with Yau or Jah, and the Aos of Damascius. It is a very

suggestive paper, which will probably lead to further

discussion.

One of the latest expressions of opinion concerning the

stele mentioning the Israelites discovered by Professor

Flinders Petrie at Thebes, is that of Professor Naville

in the Recueil des Travaux relatifs d la Philologie et

d VArcheologie egyptiennes et assyriennes, vol. xx. The
learned Professor there very carefully examines the passage

where the name occurs, and the conclusion to which he

comes is, that the reference to the Israelites therein does

not, in reality, in any way conflict with the received

historical facts as made known to us by the book of

Exodus, etc. His translation of the lines referring to

the state of affairs in Palestine is as follows :

—

“ Kheta is in peace, Canaan is captive of all the

misfortunes, (for) Askalon has been led away, taken by
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Gezer
;

lamnia exists no longer
;

Israel is annihilated,

he has no seed
;

Syria is like the widows of Egypt. All

the countries without exception are at peace, for whoever

aroused himself was chastised by King Menephtah.”

At the time of this king, the author says, Palestine was

in a state analogous to that depicted to us by the letters

of Tel-el-Amarna, the cities and kingdoms of which it was

composed quarrelling and incessantly at war with each

other. The Israelites had not yet reached the land of

Canaan, but they were on their way thither. Being still

in the desert, the Egyptians regarded them as lost. For

all they knew, they had perished every one, and might

therefore be regarded as annihilated, and no longer pos-

sessing either posterity or name in the earth.

T. G. Pinches.

Dr. G. II. Dalman. Aramaisch-Nechebraisches Worter-
BUCH zu Targum, Talmud, und Midrasch. I. Mit
Lexicon der Abbreviaturen, von G. H. Haendler.

8vo; pp.xii + 180 + 129. (Frankfurt: M. J. Kauffmann,

1897. 12s.)

The indefatigable author of the Aramaic Grammar places

scholars of that language under a special debt by the

publication of the present work, of which the above is the

first volume. The great want felt by all those who study the

rabbinical literature is to have a handy, reliable, short, and

yet as complete a Dictionary as possible. All that exists

hitherto, inclusive of Jastrow’s great work, is much too

elaborate, and contains minutiae, and is sometimes much too

full to serve that purpose. These works partake more or less

of the character of encyclopaedias, and are intended to

further the philological and historical investigations of

scholars who have passed beyond the stage of elementary

knowledge. In the absence of other more handy and less

complicated works, those who commenced the study of this

language had to have recourse to those vast compilations.

The present Dictionary serves now admirably the purpose of
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the alumni. The language is given in its primitive form, as

verb or noun, every word is short but suflBciently clearly

translated into German, the various meanings are indicated

by numbers that are prefixed, and in those occasions where

reference to the Biblical Texts was indispensable it is forth-

coming in the briefest possible manner. Each word is

carefully vocalized. For those words that occur in the

Aramaic paraphrases of the Bible, and are extant in MSS.
from Yemen, the vocalization of these MSS. is given, except

in those rare instances where Professor Dalman follows his

own canon. We have throughout a faithful guide and a

true interpreter of the language used in what I would like to

call the Talmudic Literature. It embraces not merely the

Targumim to the Bible, but all the other Halachic and

Aggadic works that belong to the first five or six centuries

of the Common Era. Many an improvement and enrichment

will, however, be necessary to make this Dictionary the

Dictionary of the New Hebrew Language
;

the whole

language of the Liturgy is as yet not included, and technical

as well as philosophical and scientific expressions which

abound in the later literature are completely wanting.

Professor Dalman has limited himself wisely to the first-

mentioned portion of Hebrew literature. In a masterly way
he sketches the problems which await solution in the highly

instructive Introduction. To this first half a supplement has

been added containing as complete a list as the compiler

could make of the abbreviations which abound in the Hebrew

literature. To say that it is complete would be absurd, but

the Rev. G. H. Haendler deserves the best thanks for this

addition, valuable as far as it goes.

I can only wish a speedy termination to a book which is

sure to prove of great usefulness and of practical as well as

scientific value to the student of New Hebrew and Aramaic.

M. G.
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The Harsa-carita of Bana. Translated by E. B. Cowell

and F. W. Thomas. (Oriental Translation Fund, New
Series, II.)

The great historical importance of Sana’s Story of Harsa

has long been recognized, and the admirable use made of it

by Professor FitzEdward Hall in his edition of Subandhu’s

Vasavadatta, and by Professor Peterson in the preface to

his edition of Bana’s Kadambarl, had the result of creating

a general desire among students of Indian history and

antiquities to possess the whole work in a form admitting of

easy reference. The text has indeed been available since

1879, when the Kashmir edition was published
;
but it is not

everyone who has sufidcient leisure to wade through page

after page of difficult romantic Sanskrit in search of the

grains of historical fact which lie hidden away among the

heaps of overwhelming Terbosity. It may be said, then, that

the present translation by Professor Cowell and Mr. Thomas

—

a translation admirable alike in its style and in its fidelity to

the original—makes the work in its entirety generally

accessible for the first time. No one who approaches the

original with the aid of this translation can fail to be

impressed with the great ability shown in dealing with the

numerous difficulties which are due to the unsettled state

of the text, and with the great learning often so modestly

concealed in the illustrative notes.

In an excellent preface, the authors give an account of

the Harsa-carita in its relation to other authorities for the

same period of Indian history—the writings of the Chinese

Buddhist traveller Hiuen Thsang, and the various inscriptions

of Harsa himself and his contemporaries—and summarize the

results which may be regarded as certain. It is quite possible

that a minute comparison of the book with the inscriptions

might lead to further gains; but it must suffice, within the

limits of this notice, to draw attention to a few only of the

most evident deductions.
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The identity of the Niigascna, mentioned in the Allahabad

inscription of Saiuudragupta, about whom Mr. Vincent Smith,

in his painstaking examination of the evidence afforded by

this inscription {Journal, 1897, p. 8G3), was able to give

no information, seems to be establislied beyond doubt by'

a passage in the book (Trans., p. 192), which speaks of a

Niigasena, heir to the Tsiiga house in I’adinavati. Niigasena,

therefore, belongs to the same dynasty' as Ganapatiniiga, wlio

is mentioned together with him in the inscription, and whose

coins are well known (Biililer’s Grundriss : Indian Coins,

§ 101, pi. V, 2). It is interesting to note that what is now

proved by' the Ilarsa-carita seems to have been, surmised not

only by Mr. Fleet (Gupta Inscriptions, p. 328), but also by'

Professor FitzEdward Hall in a note to Wilson’s translation

of the Visnu-Puriina (iv, p. 217). Whether this discovery

adds any weight to my' conjecture, that the nine kings

mentioned together in the same passage in the inscription

may all have been Nagas, remains to be seen (Journal, 1897,

p. 421).

In the same passage of the Ilarsa-carita, we have the

mention also of a certain Srutavarman of Sravastl. Is it

possible to attribute to him a class of coins bearing the

inscription sruta—a reading which was first suggested to me
by' M. Edmond Drouin for some unpublished copper coins of

late Gupta fabric, and which, as I have .since seen, must be

substituted for the suggested Ghuta or Suta on a specimen

of different fabric published by the late General Sir A.

Cunningham (Coins of Mediaeval India, p. 52, pi. vi, 1)?

The evidence in support of the proposed identification is as

follows:—This passage in the Harsa-carila is a catalogue of

“disasters due to mistaken carelessness,” and, as the trans-

lators point out in their note, it “ refers to a curious mass of

unknown legendary history.” The instances quoted seem to

proceed from the more recent to the more ancient, and, as

Srutavarman comes next to Tsagasena, it is probable that they

were not separated by' any great interval of time. Now,
the coin published by' Sir A. Cunningham bears a great

resemblance in ty'pe and fabric to others (e.g., Nos. 3, o, and (i

J.R.A.8. 1898. 29
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of the same plate) on which the inscription Kota occurs, and
which I would attribute to the Kota family also mentioned in

the Allahabad inscription of Samudra. Mr. C. J. Rodgers,

who first noticed these coins in his Catalogue of Coins in the

Lahore Museum, and to whom the reading Kota is primarily

due, reasoning from the fact that most of liis specimens had

actually been found at Kangra Kot, supposed this inscription

to denote the name of the place where the coins were struck.

I am inclined to think, however, that the place-name would

have been spelt Kota, with the lingual ta\ and for this and

other reasons, which I hope to set forth at length in a paper

devoted to these coins, I consider their attribution to the

Kota-kula to be far more probable. The arguments which

tend to connect the Kota coins with the Kota-kula of the

Allahabad inscription also seem to make possible the

attribution of the Sruta coins to the Srutavarman of the

Harsa-carita.

It is to be inferred from the mention of the Hiinas in three

passages {Trans., pp. 101, 132, and 165) that they retained

some of their power at least as late as the beginning of the

seventh century a.d. From the silence of other records,

writers have been too apt to conclude that they ceased to play

any part in Indian politics after their great defeat at the

battle of Korur c. 544 a.d.

On pp. 168, 275, the translators point out that the word for

“moon” {sasCihka) is designedly used as being also the name

of the Gauda king against whom Eajyavardhana was pro-

ceeding. It may be added that the simile in the same

passage—“like the pointed hump of Siva’s tame hull”—may

also have been suggested by Sasaiika’s emblem, Siva seated

on his bull, as seen on his coins {Indian Coins, pi. iv, 15).

The allusion to the use of svami as a distinctive title of

Kiirttikeya (p. 1 18) is illustrated by the inscription on a coin

attributed to the Yaudheyas, on which his effigy appears

{Indian Coins, pi. iii, 15) ;
and it is interesting to note that

the description of Ilarsa’s seal “ with a bull for its emhlein
”

(p. IDS) actually applies to the one found at Sonpat (Fleet,

Cupla Inscriptions, pi. xxxii).
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Parallels such as these might probably be multiplied

indefinitely. Enough has been said to show the value of this

book to all who care for Indian literature or antiquities, and,

above all, to those whom work or pleasure leads to wander

through the mazes of Indian chronology.

E. J. Rapson.
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NOTES OF THE QUARTER.
(January, February, March, 1898.)

I. General Meetings of the Roy.\l Asiatic Society.

January 11, 1898.—Lord Reay (President) iu the Chair.

It was announced that

—

Major-General Toker, C.B., and

Baron Alan Danvers, M.I.C.E.,

had been elected ineiubers of the Society.

The Secretary, in the unavoidable absence of the author,

read a paper by Professor A. A. Macdonell on “ The Origin

and Early History of Chess.” The paper was published in

the January Journal.

A discussion followed, in which Dr. Gaster, Mr. R. C.

Dutt, Mr. Swinton, Mr. Raynbird, and Mr. Leon took part.

February 8.—A. N. Wollaston, Esq., C.I.E., in the Chair.

It was announced that

—

Captain T. Wolseley Haig, I.S.C., and

Mr. Dahyabhai Pitambaradasa Derasari

had been elected members of the Society.

A paper by Mr. T. Watters was read on “The Eighteen

Lohan of Chinese Buddhist Temples.” Models of the

eighteen figures were placed on the table.

A discussion followed, in which Professor Douglas, the

Secretary, and others took part. The paper appears in the

current number.
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March 8.—Lord E,eay (President) in the Chair.

It was announced that

—

Mr. r. J. Horniman, M.P.,

Mr. H. Beauchamp,

Mr. G. W. Thatcher,

M. Alexis de Nartzoff,

The Rev. F. F. Irving,

had been elected members of the Society.

Professor E. Denison Ross read a paper on “ Some Recent

Contributions to the Study of ‘Omar Khayyam.”

A discussion followed, in which Mr. Whinfield, Dr. Gaster,

Mr. E. Heron-Allen, Mr. Maulava, Mr. A. G. Ellis, and

Mr. Bouverie-Pusey took part. The paper appears in the

current number.

II. Contents of Foreign Oriental Journals.

I. Zeitscheift dee Deutschen Moegenlandischen Geseelscuaft.

Band li. Heft 4.

Belck (W.). Hanigalbat und Melitene.

Brooks (E. W.). A Syriac Chronicle of the Year 846.

Pischel (R.). Abhara.

Lidzbarski (M.). Ein Expose der Jesiden.

Jacobi (H.). Ein Beitrag zur Ramayanakritik.

Konig (E.). Principien und Resultate der semitischen

Grammatik.

Francke (H.). Bemerkungen zu Jaschke’s tibetischen

Bibeliibersetzung.

flrockelmann (C.). Etymologische Miscellcn.

Weissbach (F. H.). Zur Chronologie des Kambyses.

Schroeder (L. v.). Ein neuentdecktes Rcaka der Katha-

Schule.

Nbldeke (Th.). Judenpersisch.

Socin (A.). Das Projekt einer muhammedanischen En-

cvklopiidie.
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Zenner (J. K.). Zur syrischen Lexikographie.

Fraenkel (S.). Benierkungeii zu den juJiscIi-persisclien

Glossen zum Buche Samuel.

Grimme (H.). Abriss der biblisch-hebriiischeii Metrik.

Nestle (E.). Zu den Codices Siuaitici.

Alberts (0.). Zur Text-kritik des Kudatku Bilik.

II. Vienna Oriental Journal. Vol. xi, No. 4.

Leuraann (E.). A list of the Strassburg Collection of

Digambara Manuscripts.

Steinsclineider (M.). lieilraittelnamen der Araber.

De llarlez (C.). Le livre de diamant clair, lumineiix

faisaut passer a I’autre vie. Traduction du te.xte inandchou.

Bittner(M.). Tiirkiscbe Volkslieder. Nach Aufzeicbnungen

von Schahen Efeudi Alaii.

III. Journal Asiatique. Serie 9, Tome x, No. 3.

Motylinski (A. C. de). Dialogue et textes en berbere de

Djerba.

Lambert (Maj’er). De I’accent en arabe.

Une inscription pheuicienne a Avignon.

Berger (P.). Note sur le meine sujet.

Schwab (M.). Transcription de mots grecs et latins en

hebreu au.x premiers siecles de J. C.

Deveria (G.). Musulmans et Manicheens chinois.

III. Notes .and News.

Objects of the Society.—The first clause of the Buies

of the Society states that it “ is instituted for the purpose of

investigating the Arts, the History, and the Literature of

Asia; and of facilitating intercourse with Eastern peoples by

an accurate interpretation of their customs, their feelings,

and their beliefs.”

This work—as full of practical importance as it is of

intellectual interest— is constautly hampered at every turn

by the want of funds.
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The Society’s Journal, which used to appear sporadically,

at intervals sometimes of more than a year, is now issued

regularly every quarter. But its size, and the number,

therefore, of the subjects which it can treat, is limited by the

Society’s income
;
and no lurther improvements are possible

without an increased revenue.

The important series of translations of Eastern books,

revived under the name of the “Oriental Translation Fund,

New Series,” is progressing (thanks to the generosity of one

or two individuals). But the proportion of work done to

that left undone is still insignificant, owing solely to the

want of funds.

An important new series of works dealing with the results

to be drawn from such translations, and to be called “ Asiatic

Studies”—a series without which the full benefit of the

tianslations cannot be made generally available— is still only

a hope, and not an accomplished fact—again from want of

funds.

Papers of Interest, necessarily excluded from our present

Journal on account of length, would appear in such a series.

And there also attention could be paid to the important results

of Egyptological and Assyriological studies, and to all the

immense literature of the Far East. The importance of these

branches of Asiatic study is beyond question. But the

systematic pursuit, in this Society, of such studies is also

stopped for want of funds.

Application having been made for a form of words by

which sums of money could be left to the Society for the

carrying out of these and similar objects, the following

clause has been drawn up :

—

FOllM OF BEQUEST.

T give and bequeath to the Boyal Asiatic Society of Great

Britain and Ireland, of 22, Albemarle Street, London, tlie sura of

£ ’ to be applied at the discretion of the Co»mcil for

' If it he neeessnry to provide out of the same sum for any person dependent on

the testator the following words must ho here inserted ;
“ the annual iiicoine

thereof to he paid during his (or her) life to and alter hia

(or her) decease the said sum . . .
.”
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the time boinp: of the said Society, for the purpose of carrvinp: out

any of the objects specified in Clause 1 of the Rules of the Society,

cr otherwise aiding and extending the work in such manner as the

Council shall think fit. The said sum shall be paid out of such

part of my Estate as shall be legally applicable for this purpose,

and the receipt of the Treasurer of the Society shall be a sulticieut

discharge for the same.

Gold Medal.—In addition to the sum of £82 13.s. 6^/.

already announced, tbe following further donations have

been received :

—

£ *. d.

Mens. A. Barth ... ... ... ... ... 10 0

Mr. Devchand Uttamchand ... ... ... 110
Captain Gerini ... ... 110
Mr. E. J. W. Gibb 110
Mr. R. Lilley ... ... ... ... ... 10 0

Professor U. Margoliouth (further donation) ... 10 0 0

Mr. J. G. Scott 2 2 0

£17 5 0

Birdpgr Ruins.

—

Another discovery, which may prove

to be of great interest to students of Buddhist history, has

been made within the last few days on the Birdpur estate,

Basti district. A stupa situated at the twentieth mile on

the Uska Xepal Road has been excavated, and after

digging down 18 feet of solid brickwork set in clay, a huge

stone chest 4 ft. 4 in. by 2 ft. 8 in. by 2 ft. I5 in. was

unearthed. The lid was broken in four pieces, and the

box was completely closed and embedded in solid brickwork

;

it was in perfect preservation, and measured inside 36 in.

by 183 in. by 22f in. On removing the lid the following

articles were revealed:—two small marble vases, with lids,

eight inches high and four and a half inches in diameter

;

one ordinary lota-shaped marble vessel
;

one small round

marble box
;
and one crystal bowl with cover, the handle

of which was a hollow fish filled wfith gold. Ail these

vessels contained ornaments and relics, consisting of pearls,

gold leaf stars, gold leaf stamped with figures, gold, and

gold ornaments, stars and other shapes cut in garnets.
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amethyst, topaz, cornelian, etc. They also contained crystals

and beads and quantities of small bones in good preservation.

No coins were found, and the only inscription was round the

lid of one of the bowls, the lettering being the same as that

on the Lumbani Garden pillar commemorating the birth-

place of Buddha. It seems, from a cursory rendering of

this inscription by qualified experts, that these ornaments

and relics may have belonged to Buddha himself.

—

Pioneer.

[For the inscription, see Hofrath Dr. Biihler’s letter in this

month’s correspondence.]

Dr. Stein in Buner.

—

The Pioneer has the followins'

notice :—“ Though the short duration of the operations in

Buner had restricted very much the range of archaeological

exploration. Dr. Stein was able to trace and survej'- a con-

siderable number of ancient sites and structures in those

parts of the country which had temporarily become ac-

cessible. Rock-cut sculpture of early date, representing

Hindu deities, were found in two localities at the foot of

spurs descending from Mount Ilm. The}’^ show that the

Buddhist faith, which had, according to historical evidence,

been prevalent in these regions for a long period previous

to the Muhammadan conquest, was here, as elsewhere in

India, closely associated with all popular features of the

Hindu religious system. In connection herewith it is

perhaps of interest to note that inquiries have shown

Mount Ilm to be still a popular place of pilgrimage for

the Hindus resident in Buner and Swat. The I'irthas

visited by the pilgrims are situated close to the top of this

fine mountain, which dominates the landscape in northern

Buner. Unfortunately they were too far to be reached

within the available time from the nearest camps of the

1st Brigade at Juwar and Padshah. Remains of stupa

mounds were found not far from the latter place and at

Girarai. But the more numerous and important ruins of

this hind are situated in the main valley of Buner, that

of the Barandu River. From Bampokhu down to Bajkatta

ill the east a series of such ruins was traced, which can be
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attributed with great probability to Buddhist monasteries.

Conspicuous among them are the remains of a great stupa

and attached sangharama a short distance below 'I'ursak,

the chief place of 7iiodern Buner. A short trial excavation

conducted here with the assistance of a small party of sjippers

brought to light a corner of the stucco-ornamented stupa-

base, and showed the great depth to which the original level

of the chapel court had been covered up by the masses of

debris. Weeks of work would be required for the proper

clearins' of this and similar sites. That Tursak was an

important place also in old times, is made evident by the

numerous ruins of fortified dwelling-places close to it on

the heights of the Jaffar Hill. Another place of importance

for the ancient topography of Buner is undoubtedly the

site of the present Sunigram. This village, which bears

an old Hindu name, occupies a conspicuous position on the

Barandu River, where it enters the broad open portion

of the valley known as Panjpau. To the south of the

village stands a high mound of solid masonry which

belonged to a stupa of at least 150 feet diameter. On
a rocky ridge above the village and overlooking the valley

are the comparatively well-preserved ruins of a large

monastery, built on walled- up terraces of great extent.

The walls and vaulted roofs of the several halls are of

remarkably strong construction, and have stood the test

of time and other destructive agencies better than any

other old buildings examined in Buner. Unfortunately

treasure-seekers seem to have been at work here too. The

stnpa in front of the monastery has been dug into long

ago, evidently for the sake of the relics deposited below it.

This has also been the fate of the fine stnpa which stands

a short distance to the east of Sunigram, near the village

of Takhtaband, and still reaches to a height of over 50 feet.

A broad cutting has been made to the centre of this solid

mass of masonry and through its whole height. It is

probable that some of the ruined structures now examined

for the first time are to be identified with the several sacred

sites mentioned by the Chinese pilgrims at some distance
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to the south of the old Swat capital, Mungali, the present

INIanglaur. The survey now made of them will thus help

to establish with greater certainty the ancient topography

of the regions once comprised in Udyana. The readiness

shown by the several tribal sections in complying with the

Government terms after the fight on the Tanga Pass had

its advantage from an antiquarian point of view, inasmuch

as it permitted Dr. Stein to visit with a small escort

localities comparatively far away from the routes taken

by the troops. But it is also responsible for the rapid

examination of the country, which restricted with the

narrowest limits the time allowed for archaeological search.

Mount Mahaban, which, owing to its possible identity with

Alexander’s Aornos, represents an object of special interest,

seemed temptingly near, yet remained entirely outside the

sphere opened up by the expedition. A rapid ride down

the Chamla Valley as far as Kuria made it possible at least

to collect reliable information about the old ruined fortifi-

cations, known by the name of Shah Kot, which crown

the summit of the mountain. Whether they were built

to enclose a Buddhist shrine like that within the walls of

Eanigat hill, or reach back to a still earlier period, remains

uncertain.”

Discovery of Early Buddhist Remains.—Major Deane

has made a very interesting find. In Chapter iii of Huan
Thsang’s Travels he states (Julien, 1. 135 ;

Beal, 1. 123), in

his description of Udyana, that 30 li from the spring of

Apalilla, and north of the river Subhavastu (=Swat), there

was on a rock a representation of the Buddha’s footprints.

Searching for this. Major Deane found footprints graven

on a rock half a mile south of the village Tirath, on the

boundary of the Swiit valley, with inscriptions beneath,

llofrath Dr. Biihler, to whom photographs have been sent,

reads the KharosthI letters of the inscription, which he

would assign to the first century n.c., as Bodhansa Sakanumisa

paddni, “the footprints of the Buddha Sakya-muni.” The

Chinese pilgrim mentions a house, or shed, built over the
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impression of the sacred feet. There is apparently no sign

of tliis building left.—Another old Kharostlil inscription has

also been found in a spring or well about eight miles south

of Attock, recording the name of the man who dug it

out in the reign of Iluviska. llofrath Dr. lliihler has dealt

with all these in a paper in the Anzeiger der philosophisch-

historisc/ien Clause at Vienna for February, 1898.

Paris Iniern’atioxai. Congress of Orientalists.—The

proceedings of this Congress are being pushed on, and it

is expected that two volumes will be ready for distribution

to the members in June, and the third at the end of this

year.

Oriental Congress.

—

The Twelfth International Congress

of Orientalists will be held in Rome from the 2nd to the

12th of October, 1899. All comraunicalions as to papers

or membership should be addressed to Le Comte A. de

Gubernatis, Via San Martino al Macao 11, Rome, or Le

Comte Francesco Pulle, Via Giordani 7, Florence.

Angana again.

Mr. Beames writes to say that augmi, or some slightly

modified form of it, is now used in all the modern Aryan
vernaculars of India for the space inside the four sides

of the square round which the native houses are usually

built. Other terms are also in use, such as uthdn in

Bengali and sahmi among Muhammadans, etc. But the

word angan in this sense is familiar from Calcutta to

Peshawar. As to the meaning, he would venture to suo-o-ast

that as the Sanskrit root ang means ‘ to walk about, or

roam,’ angana might well mean in the primary, concrete,

sense ‘a place to walk in’; and in the secondary, ethical,

sense ‘straying (from the right path), erring.’ Anangana^
‘ unerring,’ would be an appropriate epithet for an Arahat.

In the words from the Candrapradipa Sutra sumadhint
labhati ntrangafiam would then mean ‘ he attains undisturbed

(i.e. not wandering) meditation.’
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I am Teiy glad my few remarks have attracted the

attention of so distinguished a scholar, and I do not think

that there is much, if any, difference between us. Court-

yard conve}'s in England the idea of a small space,

enclosed (probably by walls), and paved. 'When we read,

in an author of the fifth century a.d., of a king on the

march with his army pitching his camp—that is, for the

whole army—in an aygana, it is clear that the word cannot

possibly have meant ‘court}'ard’ at that time. When we

read of a man seeking a secluded spot to repeat a magic

formula, which he is keenly anxious no one should hear,

and choosing for that purpose an aygana, and an aygana

in a forest, it is equally clear that, when the author of that

passage wrote, the word could not have had the sense

which angan now has in the vernaculars of India. And
I venture to think that ‘ courtyard ’ is by no means a happy

rendering of aygan, or its modifications, even in the modern

sense.

But is the modern angan a direct descendant of angana?

In all the old texts we have the cerebral n, not the dental n.

It is true that the texts are in an old Prakrit, and some

Prakrits frequently change the dental to cerebral. But

the Pali does so only in certain well-known cases, of which

the present is not one. We have now quite enough Pali

texts to enable us to speak with certainty on the point,

and the immense number of derivatives in -ana have all

retained the dental. The form is therefore so familiar

in Piili that it is most difticult to explain how, if the word

had once ended in -ana, it could have been changed,

against all analogy, to -ajia
;
and I think we must conclude

that, if the two words are related, the original form was

aygana, not aygana, and in any case that the word

I was discussing was so spelt.

There is no mention, or suggestion, in any of the old

passages where (he word occurs, either of a group of one-

storied buildings round an open square space, or of any

paving, or of smearing with cow-dung. Nor is any passage

known to me in the old texts where the common modern
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form of an Indian peasant’s dwelling must be inferred

as huvino- been common also in those times. AVhen didO
that form of dwelling, ranged round a square or oblong space,

become prevalent ? Whenever it did the occupiers might

very naturallv have applied to the space inside the word they

bad previously used for the space outside. And that may

be the connection between the ancient aygana and the

modern angan or its mod ideations. But there may be no

connection at all
;
and in any case the derivation of aygana

seems to me still quite uncertain.

Eh. D.

IV. Additions to the Library.

Presented by T. Watters, Esq.

Le pere Etienne Zi. Pratique des examens litteraires en

Chine. 8vo. Chang- Ilai, 1891.

A Collection of Dharanis translated in Sanskrit, Chinese,

and Korean.

A Tibetan translation of the Yajrachedika. (Peking.)

A Tibetan translation of the Saddharma - pundarika.

(Peking.)

Chu-t‘i-hsin-Ching. The Mahaprajnaparamitahridaya

sfiti’a transcribed in various styles of Chinese writing,

beaded by two Sanskrit characters maha. The name
of each specimen of writing is given at the head, and

a few particulars are added below. (Japanese.)

Siddhaniata-t‘i-wen. A Sanskrit-Chinese Primer.

Siddham-san-mi-ch‘ao, in seven vols. A book on the

Sanskrit alphabet and its combinations. (Japan.)

Hsi-t‘an-tzu-chi. A Siddham of the T‘ang Period, in ten

sections.

From the India Office.

Bhandarkar (R. G.). Report on the Search for Sanskrit

MSS. in the Bombay Presidency during 1887-88-
1890-91. 8vo. Bombay, 1897.

1
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Archaeological Survey of India.

Cousens (H.). List of Antiquarian Remains in tlie

Central Provinces and Berar. 4to. Calcutta, 1897.

Presented hy the Bengal Asiatic Society.

Isvara-kaula. Kasmirasabdamrta, a Kasmiri Grammar
written in the Sanskrit language, edited with notes

and additions by G. A. Grierson. Pt. 1, Declension.

Roy. 8vo. Calcutta, 1897.

Bibliotheca Indica. All numbers latel}’’ published.

By the Senate of the Calcutta University.

Saraswati (Pandit P.). The Hindu Law of Endowments.

(Tajore Law Lectures, 1892.) 8vo. Calcutta, 1897.

By the Christian Missionary Society of Madras.

Atharvaveda described, with a classified Selection of

Hymns, Explanatory Notes, and Review.

By Professor Tcheraz.

Howyan (G.). Calculs relatifs a la construction d’un raur

servant de barrage a un lac artificiel destine a I’alitnen-

tation de la ville de Juiz de Fora. 8vo. Marseille, 1897.

Calendrier perpetuel.

By the Berlin Royal Library.

Schulze (A.). Die Romanischen Meermans HSS. des

Sir Thomas Phillipps in der Eoniglichen Bibliolhek

zu Berlin. 4to. Berlin, 1892.

Presented hy Lord Craxrford.

Bibliotheca Lindesiana. Hand-list of Oriental Manu-

scripts : Arabic, Persian, Turkish.

4to. Privately printed, 1898.

Presented by Dr. Cast.

Exposition de la Bibliotheque Nationale. (Onzieme Congi es

des Orientalistes, Paris, 1897.) Roy. 8vo. Paris, 1897.
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Pratt (Eev. G.). Grammar and Dictionary of the Samoan

Language. 2nd ed. Edited by Rev. S. J. Whitmee.

8vo. London, 1878.

Tattam (Rev. II.). Egj'ptian Grammar. 2nd ed.

8vo. London, 1863.

Quatremere (M.). Extrait de I’histoire des Mongols de

Raschid-eldin, texte persan. Pamph. 8vo. Paris, 1844.

Ross (Rev. J.). Korean Speech, with Grammar and

Yocabular}'. 8vo. Shanghai, 1862.

Platts (J.). Ikhuanu-s-safa. 8vo. London, 1869.

!Macnaghten (W. H.). Arabian Nights in Arabic. Vol. I.

Presented hy Mr. Arbuthnot.

Al-IIariri. The Assemblies, translated by the late T.Chenery

and Dr. F. Steingass. Two vols. Prefaced and indexed

by F. F. Arbuthnot. 8vo. London, 1898.

From the Authors.

Lewis (Mrs.). A Palestinian Syriac Lectionary, containing

lessons from the Pentateuch, Job, Proverbs, Prophets,

Acts, and Epistles, with critical Notes hy Professor

E. Nestle and a Glossary by Margaret D. Gibson.

(Studia Sinaitica, No. 6.) 4to. Cambridge, 1897.

Some pages of the Four Gospels re-transcribed

from the Sinaitic Palimpsest, with a translation of the

whole text. 4to. Cambridge, 1896.

Windisch (Professor Dr. E.). Die Altindischen Religions-

urkunden und die christliche Mission.

8vo. Leipzig, 1897.

Zur Theorie der Mischsprachen und Lehn-

wbrter. 8vo. Leipzig, 1897.

Rusden (G. TV.). History of Australia. Three vols.

2nd ed. 8vo. Melbourne, 1897.

Pillai (G. P.). London and Paris through Indian Spec-

tacles. 8vo. Madras, 1897.

Lopes (D.). Textes em Aljamia Portuguesa.

8VO. Lisboa, 1897.

j.R.A.s. 1898. 30
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Forlong (Major-General J. G. E..). Short Studies ia the

Science of Comparative Religions. 8vo. London, 1897.

Senart (E.). Le Mahavastu texte Sanscrit public pour

la premiere fois et accompagnes d’introductions et d’un

commentaire. Tome iii. 8vo. Paris, 1897.

Gust (Dr. R. N.). The Eleventh International Oriental

Congress. Pamphlet. 8vo. Hertford, 1897.

By the Publishers.

Rosen (Dr. Fritz). Modern Persian Colloquial Grammar.

8vo. London, 1898.

Frazer (R. W.). Literary History of India.

8vo. London, 1898.

Heron-Allen (E.), The Rubaiyat of Omar Khayyam,

being a facsimile of the MS. in the Bodleian Library

with a transcript into modern Persian characters, trans-

lated with an introduction and notes and a bibliography.

4to. London, 1898.

Sachau (E.). Muhammedanisches Recht nach Schafi-

itischer Lehre. 8vo. Berlin, 1897.

Carra de Vaux (Mons. le B°"). L’Abrege des Merveilles,

traduit de I’Arabe d’apres les MSS. de la Bib. Nationale

de Paris. 8vo. Paris, 1898.
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Art. XX.— The Northern Frontagers of China. By Sir

Henry II. Howorth, K.C.I.E., M.P., D.C.L., F.R.S.

PART IX.

The Muhammedan Turks of Turkestan from the Tenth to the

Thirteenth Century.

The Arab writers who describe for us the intercourse of

the early Arabs with the Turks of Turaii speak of the former

as Afrasiyabi Turks, and the dynasty as the Afrasiyabi

dynasty. They identify them apparently with the earliest

Turks of whom we have any record under that name, who

apparently dominated the steppes north of Mavera-un-Xehr

from the middle of the sixth centur\% and with whom they

associate an heroic figure named Afrasiyab. Their capital

and metropolis was a famous city situated on the river

Chui, called Belasaghun, and they also acquired authorit}’

—

we do not know exactly when—over Kashgar and the

district round it. These Khans also dominated over the

more nomadic Turks in their neighbourhood, who were

divided into several sections, such as the Karluks, the

Kankalis, the Kipchaks, etc.

YVith what can be gleaned of their earlier annals we
have not to do at present. Their history becomes more

j.R.A.s. 1898 , 31
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definite and precise after they were converted to 3Iu-

hammedanisra. This conversion had the double effect

of bringing them into closer contact with the Arabs and

their chroniclers, and at the same time creating a great

barrier between them and the Chinese.

Harun Bughra Khan.

The first occasion when we meet with a Turkish chief

by name in the pages of the Musalman authors is during

the domination of the famous Samani dynasty in Mavera-un-

Nehr, when we read how Harun Bughra Khan, who is

described as ruling the country from Belasaghun and

Kashgar to the borders of China, was invited to intervene

in the affairs of that district. It must be remembered that

the earliest authors who describe the event wrote more

than two centuries after his death. An account of his

immediate ancestors has been constructed by more than

one writer. Ibn Khaldun styles him Bughra Khan
Harun, son of Farkhan Ali, son of Musa, son of Abd
Alkerim Sabak (see Weil, “ Gesch. der Khalifen, anhang

zum dritten,” bande i). Ibn al-Athir calls him Shihab-

ad-daula Harun Bughra Khan ibn Suliman ibn Ilek

;

while Minhaj-i-Siraj, the author of the “ Tabakat-i-Nasiri,”

calls him the Amir Musa-i-IIarun Ilek Khan (“Tab.-i-Nas.,”

65). The divergence of these three early authorities seems

to show there was some confusion about the name and

personality of Harun Bughra Khan’s father. Minhaj-i-

Siraj, however, was a very inaccurate person, while Ibn

al-Athir’s statement involves an anachronism. On the

other hand, Ibn Khaldun was a careful and critical writer,

and I see no reason to doubt that his statement is founded

upon trustworthy authorities. It is supported at one point

by other facts. He begins his line of Khans with Abd

Alkerim Sabak Farkhan or Karakhan. The first part of

his name shows him to have been a Muhammedan. His

Turkish name of Sabak reminds us of that of Sabak Tigin,

the father of the creat chief Mahmud of Ghazni. We know
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nothin more of him. Ilis son was ]Musa, and his son,

Farkhan Ali. Both of them, a^ain, bore Muhammedan

names, and the latter was in every probability the Ali

named as the father of several of the successors of Biighra

Khan Harim on coins, etc. : vide infra.

Before we turn to the Arab notices of Ilarun and his

successors, I would shortly refer to the first conversion of

Kashffar to Islam. In regard to this conversion we have

a late, confused, and largely fabulous story contained in

a work entitled the “Tazkira Bughra Khan,” of which an

abstract has been given by Dr. Bellew in his account of the

Kashgar Mission. According to this narrative the person

who first converted a prince of Kashgar, and thus led to

the conversion of that district, was a devout Musabnan

named Abu Nasr Samani, who went with a caravan of 300

merchants to Kashgar, where he converted 7,000 infidels,

and taught seventy of them to become ulemas, or priests.

He is said in the document before us to have died in the

year 350 a.h., i.e. 960 a.d., and to have been buried in

the Meshed at Artosh.

The young prince whom he is said to have converted was

born, we are told, in 333 a.h., i.e. 944 A.n., and became

a Musalman in the year 956 a.d. We are told he was

called Satuk, and was the son of Tangri Kadr Bughra

Khan, and that he was six when his father died, during an

expedition against Bukhara. Thereupon his widowed mother,

with the boy, passed under the protection of his uncle,

Harun Bughra Khan. Kow the two Bughra Khans here

named seem to be made up out of the same person, and to

represent the Harun Bughra Khan of the Western notices.

The former, we are told, died during an expedition against

Bukhara, which the Harun Bughra Khan of Ibn al-Athir

and others did, as we shall see. The latter is said in the

story to have been killed by his nephew Satuk, in the year

380 A.H., i.e. 991 a.d.
;
the same Harun Bughra Khan died,

as we shall see, in 993 a.d. There is no room for another

chief, nor is it at all probable that both would have been

called Harun.
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When we come to the details of the story it melts away

into fable. We are told a wonderful saga of the conversion

of the boy Satuk and of his subsequent war against his

infidel uncle, but the very name Harun borne by that uncle

in the saga shows that the latter was no infidel, but

a Muhammedan, and if we are to give any credit to it we
must not treat the Satuk of tbe story as the first of his

family to be converted.

Let us now resort to the more credible historians.

From them we learn that during the reign of the

Samani ruler Nuh, the son of Mansur, one of the latter’s

chieftains named Abu Ali-i-Simjur, having revolted against

him, invited Bughra Khan to invade Mavera-un-Nehr.

This he accordingly did in 380 a.h. (i.e. 990 a.t>.),

and defeated and captured Inabek the chamberlain, Amir

Nuh’s general, near Samarkand. Nuh now had to turn

for help to Fayik, another of his rebellious chieftains,

who on being sent against Bughra Khan came to

a secret understanding with him and was allowed to hold

Isfanjab. In 382 (992 a.d.) he went with Fayik to

Bukhara, whence the Amir Nuh fled, and he entered the

city in Rabi-ul-a\vvval (Mirkhavend, “ Hist. Sam.,” 106,

107
;

Raverty, 903). He sent Fayik off to Balkh to collect

tribute and have the public prayer said in his name (Mirkha-

vend, op. cit., 107 ;
Hamdullah, quoted by Raverty, 45, note

;

and L’ Estrange, MS. Trans. Hamd., 903). Minhaj-i-Siraj

tells us that shortly after this he became greatly troubled

with haemorrhoids, and determined to return home again.

Ibn al-Athir says he became ill, and attributing it to the

unhealthy climate, went home. He sent for the Amir Abd-

ul-Aziz, uncle of Nuh, presented him with a robe of honour,

and made over the country to him, and then retired. IMean-

while the Amir himself, having collected some Turkmans,

pursued him, but he turned upon and defeated him before

the gate of Samarkand. This was in the year 383 a.h., i.e.

993 (id., 45). Gregorief, apparently on the authority of Ibn

al-Athir, says he was attached to Islam, and by his command

the Ektcmya was read in the Khalif’s name. On the
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death of Bughra Khan the Arair Nuh recovered possession

of Mavera-iin-Nehr. Harun Bughra Khan apparently struck

no coins. In a previous page I have identified him with

the Satuk Bnghra Khan of the saga. The latter was buried,

we are told, in the Meshed at Alton Artosh or Lower Artosh,

and there still exists his reputed tomb, which has been seen

by European travellers. The present tomb was either re-

stored or rebuilt at the beginning of this century. The

author of the “ Tazkira Bnghra Khan ” seems also to style

him in full, Ilazrat Sultan Satuk Bnghra Khan Ghazi

(Forsyth’s “Narrative,” 126). It is possible that Harun

Bughra was the first of his line to conquer Kashgar, which

would in a measure reconcile some difiiculties.

Sultan Hasan Bughra Khan.

On the death of Bughra Khan it is generally stated that

he was succeeded, not by his son, but by his brother, Nasr

Ilek Khan. It is true that the latter is found immediately

succeeding him in the Arab histories, and that he apparently

did succeed to his Western dominions over which his father

Ali ma)' have exercised authority, but it seems probable that

part, at least, of Bughra’s heritage, namely, that in the Far

East, was inherited by his sons.

Unfortunately, we have no direct evidence of this fact

except the not very satisfactory testimony of the “ Tazkira

Bughra Khan.” This work, however, seems to tell a fairly

rational story at this point, which has been too much
neglected, and to which we will now turn, premising only

that for the present we are entirely confining our attention

to the eastern part of the Khanate, namely, Kashgar and

the other towns of Eastern Turkestan. From this work

we learn, then, that Satuk Bughra Khan left four sons and

three daughters. Of the former, the names of three are

given as Hasan Bughra Khan, Hussein Bughra Khan, and

Yusuf Kadr Khan. The name of the fourth is apparently

lost. The three daughters were named Nasab Turkhan

Khauim, Hadya Turkhan Khanim, and Ala Kur Khanim.
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The last of these daughters, we are told, was one night

touched with a drop of light in her mouth by the angel

Gabriel, and some time after gave birth to a boy with

ruddy complexion, gazelle eyes, and sweet voice, who was

presently named Syad Ali Arslan Khan. At the age of

seven he was betrothed to Toe Biibu, a daughter of Bughra

Khan, who bore him three sons, Muhammed Arslan, Yusuf

Arslan, and Kizil Arslan, and several daughters, one of

whom married Syad Jelal-uddin, son of Syad Beha-uddin

Sharai, and other famous divines. Hadya Turkhan married

S}'^ad Jelal-uddin, the son of Syad Ala-uddin, and bore him

three sons and several daughters. To revert, however,

to Sultan Hasan Bughra Khan, who succeeded his father

as ruler of Kashgar. We are told that in his reign the

idolaters from Khoten, otherwise called Chinshahr, invaded

Kashgar with an army of 30,000 men under Bokta Bashid,

Nukta Rashid, and Jagalu Khalkhalu, of Machin, i.e. of

China. They devastated its environs, and caused a famine

thej’e. At length Hasan, with his brother Yusuf Kadr

and his nephew Ali Arslan, marched against them with

40,000 men. After a warm struggle, in which the two

armies were led by Bokta Rashid and Ali Arslan

respectively, and in which the idolaters lost 500 men, the

Musalmans were obliged to withdraw within the city. The

battle was renewed the next day under Yusuf Kadr, who,

we are told, killed 700 of the enemy and captured their

camp. Following up this advantage, Hasan appointed

Husyun Fyzulla with 15,000 men to garrison the city, and

Syad Jelal-uddin as his minister : he sallied out w'ith 50,000

men and attacked the enemy, who had posted themselves

on the Tazghundu river
;
a desultory and uncertain skirmish

followed.

Next day, leaving Kadr in charge of the camp, Hasan

marched again and challenged the commander on the other

side, Jagalu Khalkhalu, to a struggle, and after a hard fight

the army of the enemy was driven back to Ydngi Hisskr.

Hasan now' returned home and celebrated his victory by

appropriate feasting, and we are told ho sent a still larger
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army, numbering 90,000 men, to drive the enemy away

from Yangi Ilissar. The latter found them posted 30,000

strong oil the gravelly ridges of llocsha JSocsha and Ortang

Kara, near Yangi Ilissar. After repeated skirmishes a ruse

was suggested to the idolaters by a poor Jatlik, interpreted

by Bellew as meaning a Nestoriau priest, who advised them

to attack the iMusulmans when they were at morning

j) ravers.

They did so and were completely victorious, and Ali

Arslan was killed, and his head paraded under the walls

of Kashgar before giving it to the dogs. The hero-martyr,

we are told, had two shrines erected to his memory, one at

Ordam Padshah, called also Kiim Shahidan, or the Martyr’s

Sands, about 56 miles east of Yangi Hissar, over where his

body was killed
;
and the other at J)aulat Bagh, near Kash-

gar, where his head was buried. The infidels now closely

pressed and blockaded the city, and in one of the subsequent

struggles we are told Ala Nur Khanirn was killed while

fighting at the head of her maidens to revenge her son’s

death. She was also called Bibl Miryam, and her shrine

situated on a deep ravine, about 10 miles north by east of

Kashgar, has been recently restored, its precincts enclosed,

and a mosque and college have been built close by, with

a suitable establishment of custodians, priests, and teachers.

The “ Tazkira Bughra Khan ” dates this struggle in the quite

impossible year 489 a.h., or 1096 a.d.
;

otherwise it may
contain some truth.

The funeral of the dead having been performed with

becoming solemnity, a fresh army was raised 60,000

strong, which under Hasan drove the enemy into the hills

of Kokyar, whence he returned by way of Yarkand, which

submitted, and Abdussamad of Kashgar was nominated its

governor.

We next meet with a quite extravagant passage in the

narrative. According to this, when Hasan Bughra Khan
had reigned twelve years, Khoja Abdulla from Turkestan,

and Khoja Abubekr from Tashkend, arrived over the Tirik

Hawaii to ask the help of Hasan in settling the country.
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He accordingly set out with bis brothers and a large army,

and leaving Husyun Fyzulla and Abul Kasim Kashgari in

charge, he spent the summer in subjugating the country.

He married Bibi Shah Miryam, niece of Khoja Ahmed Yassavi,

wliose tomb was very famous, and then set out on a campaign

in the west and penetrated to Madayn in Persia. Thence he

returned by tbe Culzum Darya, and converting the inhdels,

re-established Islam city by city, and tribe by tribe, up to

Kashgar, where he arrived after an absence of several years.

Of this expedition we do not have any evidence in other

authors.

Meanwhile the idolaters of Khoten had captured Kashgar,

whose people had relapsed into idolatry themselves. Hasan

accordingly sent his brother Yusuf Kadr back as an envoy

to the Imaum Nasir-ud-din at Mada}'a to ask for help in the

holy war, and got an army together of 60,000 men, con-

sisting largely of Arab and Persian mercenaries. After

five months’ fighting the garrison made a sortie, but were

driven away, and Hasan once more occupied the place.

Having re-established order there, he again set out to attack

the infidels, who were posted at Yangi Hissar, and drove

them out of the town on to the sand-hills of Kairgha Khitak

and Kara Khitak. In a subsequent fight beyond these

ridges with Jagalu Kbalkhalu, Hasan was cut off with 300

of his men, and all were killed. Hasau was accompanied

by his wife, Bibi Shah Miryam Khanim, who afterwards

went to revenge him, but was herself defeated and killed.

Her grave, we are told, is marked by a lonely, unpre-

tentious shrine, in connection with which is a poor monastery

and almshouse on the borders of the sandy desert 36 miles

south-east of Yangi Hissar, and 16 miles south of Ordain

Padishah. The shrine is called Magur Hazrat Begum

;

near it are the ruins of a town associated with the name of

Nukta llashid, where coins and other debris occasionally

occur.

Hussein Hasan’s brother continued the fight, but was

killed not far from the place where his brother fell
;

his

army was routed, and Kashgar again fell into the hands
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of the Khoten chiefs. The two brothers were buried in

one grave, and the place is marked by the shrines and

monastery of Chucham or Khojam Padishah, three miles

w’est by south of Yangi Ilissar, amidst the ruins of a vast

cemetery.

Shortly after this, Yusuf Kadr, who had been sent to

Madaya for help, returned with an array of 24,000 men,

accompanied by Syad Ala-uddin. As he crossed the Tirik

Dawan or Andyan pass, the infidels, we are told, retired

to Khoten, and Yusuf Kadr took possession of Kashgar,

where he mounted the throne. Having raised some fresh

levies there, he again set out and conquered Khoten itself,

and Islam was now planted there for the first time. Jagahi

Khalkhalii was killed in the course of this campaign at

Kumab or Giiraa, and his country was subjected to Kashgar

after a war from first to last of twenty-four years. Such

is the account preserved to us in the saga contained in

the “ Tazkira Bughra Khan,” itself a very unsatisfactory

document, and available only at present in the anything

but critical commentary of Dr. Bellew. Such as it is,

however, it is the only authority we possess, and I quote

it tentatively for lack of better materials.

AVe shall revert again presently to Yusuf Kadr Khan,

of whom we know a good deal from other sources, and

must now turn to the western parts of the Khanate, namely,

those of which Belasaghun was the capital and the valley of

the Chui the focus.

Abu Nasr ibn An Ilek Khan el Hakk.

The Muhammedan historians make Harun Bughra Khan
be succeeded by a chief who has been sometimes treated

as his nephew, but who, I believe, was certainly his brother,

and is generally known as Ilek Khan
;
and this personage

no doubt did succeed to his Western dominions. He is

styled simply Ilek Khan by Ibn Khaldun and Mirkhavend,

Ilek being a Turkish title. Minbaj-i-Siraj calls him Abu-1-

Hasan Ilek-i-Xasr ibn AH; Ibn al-Athir calls him Abu
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Nasr Ahmed ibn Ali, with the style of Shems-ud-daula.

The name Ahmed here given him seems a mistake and

really belonged to his brother Tughan. His coins are

our best witness as to his real name. On these he is

styled Nasr-el-Hakk, Hasr Ilek, and Nasr ibn Ali Ilek.

Of these coins specimens occur in 390, 392, 393, 394,

395, 396, 397, 398, 399, and 400, struck at Bukhara,

Khojendeh, Ferghana, Uzkend, Saghanian, Samarkand, Ush,

and Ailak (perhaps Kulja), that is, the chief towns of

Mavera-un-Nehr and Turkestan. The name Arslan Khan,

occurring on a coin struck at Bukhara in 390 a.h., can only

have been struck by him.

According to these coins Ilek Khan was the son of Ali, a fact

also stated by Ibn al-Athir and Minhaj-i-Siraj. The latter

also calls him the brother of the Khan-i-Buzurg, which

apparently means that he was the brother of Harun Bughra

Khan. As we have seen, Ibn Khaldun makes Harun Bughra

Khan the son of Ali. It is therefore almost certain that

he and Ilek were brothers. Let us now turn to what is

reported of him.

On the accession of Mansur, son of Nuh, to the Samani

throne in the year 387 a.h., he gave the command of his

forces to Fayik-i-Khasah, already named, who had been

reinstated as Governor of Samarkand at the instance of Ilek

Khan, and Abu Mansur-i-Aziz was brought back from

Isfanjab, whither he had gone through fear of Mahmud of

Ghazni. On returning, he asked Ilek Khan to help the

new Samani ruler against his enemies. The latter, however,

seized Abu Mansur when he reached the gate of Samarkand,

whereupon Ilek Khan sent for Fayik and despatched him

to Bukhara with an army. The Samani Amir Mansur then

retired beyond the Amu or Oxus. He soon returned, how-

ever, and made friends again with Fayik (“ Tabakat-i-Nasiri,”

48-9). Mansur was deposed and blinded on the 12th Safar,

389 A.H., and was succeeded by his brother Abd-ul-Malik

(id., 50). Fayik died in the month Shatan of the same }'ear,

whereupon we are told by Minhaj-i-Siraj that Amir Abu-

1-IIasan llek-i-Nasr, son of Ali and brother of the Great Khan,
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advanced from Ferghana—^[irkhavend says from Kashgar

—

and appeared before the walls of Bukhara in the month

Zikadah, 389 a.h. He pretended to the people that he had

come to help Abd-ul-Malik, son of Nuh, and the latter sent

off the principal officers in his service to meet him. lie

ordered them all to be seized, and on the 10th of Zikadah he

entered Bukhara. Abd-ul-Malik concealed himself, but he

asked him to return, and, having got him into his power,

he sent him to Uzkend. He now took possession of Mavera-

un-Nehr (id., 52). According to AVeil he placed his brother

Jafar (otherwise read Chaghra) Tikin as Naib or governor

there (op. cit., iii, 489).

Al-Mustansir Ismail ibn Null, brother of Abdul Malik,

who was captured at this time, soon afterwards escaped

and went to Khwarezra, where an army collected round

him, and he sent a body of men under Arslan Babu against

Jafar or Chaghra Tikin at Samarkand, and that Turkish

chief, with some of his Amirs, fell into his hands. Ismail

put them in prison in revenge for what had happened

to his own people, and then advanced upon Bukhara, where

he defeated the garrison Ilek Khan had left behind, and

himself mounted the throne. Ilek Khan marched against

him, whereupon, feeling he was not strong enough to

resist him, he went to Nishapur (Hamdullah, s.v. “Abdul
Malik ibn Nuh ”). This was apparently in 391 a.h.

(Raverty, “ Tabakat-i-Nasiri,” 903, note).

After some adventures detailed by Hamdullah, Ismail

sought aid from the Ghuz Turks. They gave him help,

with which he defeated Ilek Khan’s people at Bukhara,

and it accordingly once more fell into his hands. This

was in 393 a.h. He became suspicious of the Ghuz,

however, and fled by night from among them, and sought

aid from Seif-ud-din Mahmud (i.e. Mahmud of Ghazni ?),

who gave him some troops, with whose aid he again captured

Bukhara from Ilek Khan, and even pursued that chief

when he retired. Presentl}’^, however, holding his enemy
in too great contempt, he dismissed his troops, whereupon

Ilek Khan again returned with a larger force. Ismail fled
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and never returned, and Mavera-un-Nehr was definitely

added to the Turkish dominions (Hamdullah, loc. cit.).

The conquest of Mavera-un-Nehr made Ilek Khan a close

neighbour of Sultan Mahmud of Ghazni, and in 396 a.h.

the latter sent an envoy to the Turkish chief proposing that

the Oxus should be deemed the boundar}'^ between them, all

to the south of the river, together with Khwarezm, belonging

to Mahmud (“ Tab.-i-Nas.,” 84, n. 9).

While Mahmud was absent in India in 396 news reached

him that Ilek Khan had broken the treaty, and sent his

general, Subashi Tigin, together with his brother, Jafar

Tigin, already named, and had advanced as far as, and

taken, Herat. Mahmud returned to Ghazni, and recovered

possession of Khorasan. Ilek now appealed for help

to the Prince of Khoten, and together they, in the next

year, again crossed the Oxus into Khorasan. Mahmud
advanced against the invaders, and met them near Balkh,

where, after a two days’ fight, he inflicted a defeat upon

them, and compelled them to retire, and captured many
prisoners from them (id.

;
Gregorief, 9).

Ill another place Raverty puts the arm}”^ of Ilek Khan on

this occasion at 40,000, and tells us the battle was finally

decided in Mahmud’s favour by a charge of elephants. Ilek

Khan lost many prisoners, while a number of his men were

drowned in crossing the Oxus. On this occasion, according

to Ibn al-Athir, Kadr Khan, of Khoten, i.e. Kadr Khan
Yusuf, had been summoned to his help by Ilek, since

he was his relative. (Weil, iii, Anhangv; Ibn al-Athir;

Sachau, 41.) He was in fact the sou of Harun liughra

Khan, and therefore Ilek’s nephew.

In the year 401 a.h. a dispute arose between Ilek Khan

and his brother Tuglian, in consequence of the latter having,

without consulting him, entered into relations with Mahmud.

Ilek marched against him as far as Uzkend, but was obliged

to return on account of a fall of snow. At the request of

both parties ^Mahmud intervened, and peace was made

between the two brothers. By this the rule over Mavera-

un-Nehr was apparently assured to Tughan. (Ibn al-Athir
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and the “ Tarikh-i-Yaraini,” cited by Sachau, “ Geschichte

von Khwarezm,” ii, 10, note.)

Nasr Ilek Klian’s name does not appear from this time

on any coins, his last coin being dated 400 a.h., which is

accounted for probably by the fact that the mint towns of the

empire were mainly in its southern part, which was controlled

bj' his brother Tughan. The chief authorities agree that

Xasr Ilek Khan died in the year 403 a.h., i.e. 1012 a.d.,

but, as we shall see, there is reason to believe he survived

till the year 407 a.h. He was succeeded as Khan by his

brother Tughan Khan.

Kutb-ui)-daula Ahmed ibn Ali Tughan Khan.

Tughan Khan was this chief’s Turkish name, Tughan

meaning a hawk. There can be little doubt that he also

had a Musalman name, and I believe that it was Ahmed
and his style Kutb-ud-daula, a conclusion which it seems

to me clears up some difficulties which Dorn and others

have felt. The name Tughan never occurs on coins, while

Ahmed, son of Ali, occurs on them at the very time when,

according to the authorities, Tughan was reigning. Tughan

died in 408-9 (i.e. 1017-8), which is consistent with

Ahmed’s last coin, and there can be small doubt to my mind

that the two names represent one person. Ahmed first

occurs, together with Nasr, on a coin dated 390, where

Kasr ibn Ali is inscribed above and Ahmed ibn Ali below
;

and the two brothers, as appears from Tughan’s history,

probably held very nearly co-ordinate authorit}'. In the

year 401, that is, after the division of the empire to which

I have referred, we have a coin struck with the name
Ahmed ibn Ali, while Kutb-ud-din is also inscribed on

it. This was struck at Samarkand. AVe do not meet

with other coins struck by him till 404. Tughan sent

an envoy to Mahmud with the message—“ Glory to God,

we two are Musalmans, wherefore we ought to live

in harmony
:
you should continually fight with the infidel

Indians and I with the infilel Turks”; and the two acted
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in conformity with this rule (see Gregorief, op. cit.).

IMahmud of Ghazni had been on friendly terras with the

Turks some time, while Mamun, the ruler of Khwarezra, had

been the reverse. The latter now sent an embassy with

rich presents to Uzkend, which was well received. When
Mahmud heard of these negotiations between his vassal and

the Turkish ruler he collected a force at Balkh. He
was angry, and wrote to complain of the action of the Turks

as treacherous. They excused themselves, and recalled the

friendship which had existed between him and his father-

in-law, and asked for a renewal of their alliance. To

this request there was no reply. The Khan of Turkestan

informed the Khwarezm Shah of what had taken place.

The latter advised that they shoidd make a number

of forays upon Khorasan, which would keep the people

there in a state of excitement, but should not bring

on a general fight with IMahmud. The Khan and Ilelc

would not consent lo this, however, as they did not want

to embroil themselves with Mahmud. Mahmud, who was

kept informed of what was going on b_y his spies, spent

the winter of 407 at Balkl), where fresh envoys went

to him from Ilek Khan and the Khan. lie sent them

back, however, with a message to the effect that the

recent treachery of the Turkish princes had wiped out their

former friendly intercourse, and he sent an ultimatum

to Mamun demanding that he should say the Khutba

in his name and also send presents and hostages. Mamun
felt obliged to comply (Sachau, 12-14). It will be noted

that two Turkish chiefs are mentioned here as acting

together, namely, Ilek Khan and “ the Khan.” Who the

former was I do not know, unless it were the Ilek Khan
above named, who in this case survived till the year 407 a.h.,

when his brother became sole ruler.

In the year 408 Tughan Khan had an illness, and at

that time a vast force came from “ the Khitai-lauds ” and

ravaged the districts by the way. They advanced to within

three stations of Belasaghun, whereupon Tughan prayed

to heaven that he might be permitted to iuflict a defeat
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on the infidels before he died, and having recovered his

health, he summoned his men around him and collected

a force of 120,000, althougli the enemy numbered

300,000 kibitkas. Having heard of the assembling of the

Musalmans, they returned home. Tughan pursued them

for a space of three months, attacked them unexpectedly,

and destroyed about 100,000 of them, and took captive

almost as many more. lie then returned to Belasaghun,

where his former illness came upon him and where he died,

according to Ibn al-Athir in 409 (Gregorief, ii). Ilamdullah

says Alahmud of Ghazni assisted Tughan on this occasion,

and he asked for Ilek Khan’s daughter for his son Masud.

The marriage ceremony was completed in the year 408

(op. cit., s-v.
“ Mahmud ”), and on her arrival at Balkli

the city was illuminated (“ Tab.-i-Nas.,” 85, note). I can

find no mention of this Western invasion by a great army

at this time in the Chinese writers, but I have little doubt

that the invaders here referred to were the Khitans, who

at this time were very active, and who conquered a part

of Northern China. The invasion does not seem, however,

to be mentioned in the Chinese annals. The last coin with

the name Kutb-ud-daula upon it was struck at Samarkand,

in the year 407 a.h. Others of his coins are found struck at

Es Sogd, Izfijab, Bukhara, and Ush.

Saif-ud-dattla Chaghka Tikin.

In the previous pages I have more than once mentioned

a Jafar Tikin, brother of Ilek Khan, who was placed by

him in charge of Mavera-un-Nehr. This name when written

in Arabic characters is very like the name Chaghra, which

is the way in which it was, in fact, read by Gregorief.

I am disposed to attribute to this prince certain coins struck

at Bukhara and Kerminiah in the years 405, 406, and 407,

with the name of Saif-ud-daula Chaghra on one side and

on the other Abu AH el-Hussein ibn Mansur. The latter,

it seems to me, was a son of the Samaui ruler Mansur, with
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whom in some way Chaghra was perhaps connected. Dorn
also identifies the latter with the Jafar previously named.

The last coin with Chaghra’s name is dated in the year 407.

Behai-tjd-daula Arslan Khan Ilek.

According to Ibn al-Athir, Tughan Khan was succeeded

by his brother, whom he calls Sherif-ud-din Abu al-Muzaffer

Arslan Khan. No such name, however, occurs on the coins

issued at this time which can with any probability be

attributed to him. On these he is entitled as in the heading

to this paragraph. His Turkish name was apparently Bigha

or Tigha Tikin, which also occurs on coins associated with

the title of Arslan at this time. Such coins occur dated in

the years 412, 413, 414, and 415, and struck at Bukhara,

and bearing the name Bihai-ud-daula Bigha Tigin, some-

times with Arslan or Arslan Ilek on the other side. We
know nothing more of him under this name. Turning to the

references to him under the name of Arslan, we read that at

first there arose dissension between him and Kadr Khan, the

ruler of Khoten. Having made peace, they both turned

their arms against Mahmud of Ghazni, who marched

against them and built a bridge of boats across the Oxus

(the boats being bound together with chains), and thus

crossed the river. This was the first time such a bridge

had been made. Having grown frightened of Arslan Khan,

Mahmud withdrew again to his own country. Thereupon

Kadr Khan transferred his alliance to his recent enem)',

and they agreed to divide Mahmud’s possessions between

them. They accordingly advanced upon Balkh. When
Mahmud heard of this, he marched against them. The

struggle lasted a long time, but the Turks were eventually

beaten and withdrew across the river again, when many

of them were drowned. Presently there arrived an envoy

from the governor of Khwarezm, Altuntash, to congratulate

Mahmud on his victoiy. Being asked bow he had heard of

it, he replied that he learned of it through the number of
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Turkish caps {khaints) that floated down the Oxus (Sachsiu,

“ Zur Qcschichte von Khwarezin,” etc., 319, 320). We
do not read any more of this Arslan Khan. Kaverty

says he was styled UI-Asam or “ the Deaf ” (“ Tab.-i-

Kas.,” 904, note). On a coin struck at Khojend in the

year 410 a.h. he styles himself Arslan Khan Ilek. Ibn

al-Athir seems to say that he abdicated the throne and

was succeeded by Kadr Khan, who was his nephew.

During the reign of Arslan Khan as supreme Khan,

certain coins were struck at Bukhara by a prince who styles

himself Yusuf ibn Ali, and who was therefore not im-

probably a brother of the previous Khans. One of these

was struck at Kutlugh Ordu or Kutlugb Erku in the year

417 A.H. It may be that the words Ibn Ali on this coin

are a mistake, and that this Yusuf was in fact Yusuf

Kadr Khan.

Yusuf-i-Kadr Khan ibn Bughra Khan-i-IIarun.

On the abdication of Arslan Khan, previously mentioned,

we are told by Ibn al-Athir that Yusuf-i-Kadr Khan ibn

Bughra Khan was elected in his place. This was doubtless

the Kadr Khan above named as ruler of Kashgar and Khoten.

According to Kaverty, the “ Gardizi
”

calls him Yusuf-i-

Kadr Khan. Ali Tikin, who, according to my reading,

was his nephew, seems to have opposed him. Mirkhavend

tells us that Kadr Khan made advances to Mahmud for

an alliance against their common foe, Ali. The two

advanced upon Samarkand, whereupon Ali Tikin, not

feeling strong enough to resist them, withdrew to the

wastes of Turkestan, or probably sought safety among
the nomadic Ghuz Turks (Yullers, 14, 15). This was

apparently about the year 418. Kaverty tells us that in

417 a.h. envoi's came to Mahmud at Ghazni from Kaya Khan
and Bughra Khan, whom he calls Kadr Khan’s brothers,

but who were more probably his sons, asking for a matri-

monial alliance. Mahmud replied that he was a Musalman,

while they were infidels, and it was not the custom to

j.R.A.s. 1898. 32
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give the daughters of Musalraans to infidels, but that if

they would embrace Islam the matter would be considered.

Subsequently it was agreed that Zainab, the Sultan’s

daughter, should be betrothed to Yaghan Tikin, the son of

Kadr Khan, and a daughter of Kadr Khan was betrothed to

Muhamraed, and subsequently to Masud, Sultan Mahmud’s

sons. (“ Tab. -i-Kas.,” 905, note
;
Sachau, 42, note.)

It would seem from these circumstances that Kadr Khan
was not at this time a good Musalman. We at all events

read that Mahmud of Ghazni determined to invade his

country, relying on his elephants which had already secured

him so many advantages. Having heard of this, Kadr

Khan spread a report to the effect that if Mahmud went,

as he threatened, he would set fire to faggots carried by

oxen, which he would drive among the elephants, and

thus cause a panic among them. Passing from mouth to

mouth, the news reached Mahmud, who, knowing what

would be the result, was disposed to be peaceful (Gregorief,

11, 12). Mahmud, in fact, paid him a friendly visit in

Mavera-un -Nehr.

Minhaj - i - Siraj, quoting the “ Tarikh - i - Sani ” of Ibn

Ilaisani, tells us that when Mahmud of Ghazni crossed the

Oxus and occupied Mavera-un-Nehr, Kadr Khun entered into

negotiations with the Sultan, i.e. with Mahmud. A treaty

of alliance and friendship was entered into, and confirmed

and cemented, and an interview took place between them.

We are told that on this visit, after the public reception

had been held, the Sultan ordered the private apartment to

be cleared, and they held a conversation together on all the

affairs of Iran and Turiin. Among other things, Kadr Khan

asked the Sultan to remove the son of Seljuk with his followers

from the neighbourhood of Bukhara into Khorasan. Our

author tells us this son of Seljuk was a terror to the various

Maliks of Turkestan and the Afrasiyabi rulers (“ Tab.-i-

Nas.,” 116-8). On this occasion, llaverty says, a portion of

Mavera-un-Nehr w'as made over to Mahmud (id., 116, n. 2).

On the withdrawal of Kadr Khan to Kashgar, and of

Mahmud to Ghazni, Ali Tikin returned and reoccupied
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Samarkimd. !^[ahnuul died in the year 421, and thereupon

there arose a strnjjjjle for tlie throne between his sons Masud

and Muhanimed. Ali Tikin thereupon determined to invade

Kliorasan. AVhen Masud had secured his position, he ordered

Altuntash to invade !Mavera-un-Nehr, and in the year 423

that general captured Ihikhara and pursued Ali Tikin towards

Samarkand, but presently withdrew, whereupon Ali Tikin

turned upon him and a fierce fight ensued, which was ap-

parently indecisive. Ali Tikin now shut himself up in the

fortress of I)abusi3’va, where he was beleaguered hv Altuntash.

AVhen the place was about to be stormed Ali Tikin asked for

merev'. This was granted him, for Altuntash had been severely

wounded in the struggle, and on retiring to Khwarezra he

died there* (Sachau, op. cit., 17-19). In another direction

Ali Tikin had a struggle with the Seljuk princes, whom he

feared. Al-baihaki tells us he sought to sow dissension

among them, and with this object sought an interview with

Yusuf, a grandson of Seljuk. As he could not corrupt him

he ordered his general Alp-kara to kill him. To revenge this

the Seljuki princes marched against him and defeated his

army. Thej’ captured Alp-kara in the 3’ear 421, and killed

him, but Ali Tikin collected a larger force, with which he

defeated and drove them to seek refuge in Khorasan, where

they remained until the year 426 (Sachau, op. cit., 21).

According to the authority followed by E.avert3', Yusuf

Kadr Khan died in the year 423 a.h.

As we have seen, he carried on a fierce struggle with

a rival called Ali Tikin, who in m3
' view was his nephew.

Ali Tikin struck coins. The first of these on which his

name occurs was struck at Kerminiah in 415 a.h. On
a coin struck at Es Sogd in the year 420 a.h. we meet with

the name Ali ihu el-Hasan. This can hardly have been

struck by an 3'one but Ali Tikin. I cannot find any' other

Hasan at this time who would have any' claims to rule in

Mavera-un-Nehr, save the son of Bughra Khan already

named. It would seem, in fact, that Trausoxiana was, at

this period, disputed by' different members of the family

of Harun Bughra Khan. This would explain the reference
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in Ibn al-Athir where he says that Ali Tikin controlled

Bukhara for thirty-one years before 423 a.h.

We have seen how Ali Tikin, on the death of his two

great and powerful neighbours, Mahmud of Ghazni and

Kadr Khan, returned to Mavera-un-Kehr. I believe he

now developed into a much more considerable personage,

and in fact received the Grand Khan’s throne, to which

he had many claims, as it is probable he was the son of

Hasan and the grandson of Harun Bughra Khan. This

conclusion I am constrained to adopt from certain coins,

dated in 425, that is, directly after his return. On one of

these is inscribed “ Ali ibn el-Husain [? a mistake] Tamghaj

Bughra Kara Khan”; and on another, “Ali ibn Hasan

Tamghaj Bughra Kara Khan” (Dorn, “Mel. As.,” viii).

We can hardly doubt that these coins belong to the same

Ali, son of Hasan, who has already occupied us, and it would

seem that at this time he so enlarged his dominion and

authority as to virtually secure the Khanate of Turkestan.

He did not long survive, however, for we do^not again hear

of him. It would seem that he died shortlj’’ after Yusuf

Kadr Khan. He at all events disappeared at this time.

Minhaj-i-Siraj calls him an Afrasiyabi ruler, and tells us

his sons afterwards had authority in Khwarezm (op. cit., 121).

Abu Shuja Arslan Khan Sherif-ud-daula.

Yusuf, we are told, left several sons, and was succeeded

by one of them named Abu Shuja Arslan Khan. He
apparently ruled only over the eastern part of the

Khanate, and we are told was proclaimed his successor

at Kashgar, Khoten, and Belasaghun. He drank no Avine,

was a pious man, and a friend of religious and learned

men, Avho consequently repaired to his court, Avhere they

were duly rewarded. He tried to dispossess his brother

!Mahmud Bughra of his heritage, but was defeated and

iinprisoned by him (Sachau, 37). Masud, son of Mahmud

of Ghazni, sent a dispatch to Arslan Khan after the

buttle of Duckaii in 431 A. ii. (“ Tab.-i-Nas.,” 94, n. 3).
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Abiilfeda (iii, 120) says that in the year 435 Arslan Klian

divided his dominions among his relatives, retaining only

Kashgar and Belasaghun for himself.

Mahmud Nasr Bughra Khan.

He was the second son of Yusuf Kadr Khan, and was

given Taraz and Izfijab for his heritage. Having defeated,

his brother, who had attacked him, he eventually appropriated

his empire. His eldest son was called Yagra-tikin (llaverty

calls him Jafar Tikin and Gregorief Chaghra Tikin), and

he nominated him as his successor. He had a younger

son Ibrahim, however, b)' another wife, who, jealous of his

nominating the son of another to the throne, poisoned

him with several of his relatives. Abu Shuja Arslan Khan,

whom his brother had deposed, as I have mentioned, was

strangled. These events took place in the year 439 a.h.

(Sachau, 37). Mahmud Bughra Khan reigned fifteen

months (Sachau, 40).

Ibrahim Khan.

Bughra’s widow, we are told by Ibn al-Athir, put the

most famous men about her to death, and then placed her

son Ibrahim on the throne. She then sent him against the

town of Barsakhan, whose prince, called Inal-tikin (named

elsewhere Binal-tigin and Nial-tigin), attacked and killed

him, and his army fled to his mother. He was apparently

succeeded by Yusuf Tughrul Kara Khan, another son of

Bughra Khan (Sachau, 37-8). This, according to Ahmed
Efiendi, took place in the year 440 a.h. (Gregorief, 13).

Shems-ud-din Tamghaj Bughra Khan Ibrahim.

On turning to Ibn al-Athir, he tells us that in consequence

of the intrigues about Ibrahim Khan, the Samarkand ruler,

Imad-ud-daula Abul Muzaflfer Tamghaj, in 440, invaded
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and conquered those lands. Ibn al-Athir tells us he was

a religious man, who never appropriated a stranger’s property

without first consulting those learned in the law. On one

occasion an ascetic named Abu Shuja al-Ulwi went to him

and gave him a lecture, saying, “ You are not fit to reign.”

He closed his doors and wished to abdicate. Thereupon,

however, the people of the town assembled and said :
“ Abu

Shuja is in the wrong. The prosperity of our country is

due entirely to you.” Thereujjon he again opened his doors.

The Seljuk Sultan Alp Arslan on one occasion plundered his

dominions. Tamghaj did not retort in the same way, but sent

an envoy to the Khalif Alkaim-bi-amr Allah in the year 453,

and congratulated him on his return to his home, and bade

him urge Alp Arslan to leave his realm in peace. The Khalif

concurred in this, and sent titles and robes of honour. This

was in the year 453 (Sachau, 37-8). He died in the year

460 (id.). Raverty says he died of paralysis. Tamghaj

Khan seems to have used a number of names. Thus, on

a coin struck at Kerminiah in the year 424 a.h. we read

“Ilkhan Kuth-ud-daula Tamghaj Bughra Kara Khakan.”

On two coins referred to by Dorn he styles himself

“Tamghaj Khan Ibrahim” and “Tamghaj Bughra Kara

Khakan Ibrahim ibn Nasr.” They were struck at Sogd

and Bukhara, in the years 432 and 433 respectively. These

two coins prove that Tamghaj was the son of Nasr, who

can be no other than Nasr Ilek Khan above named. It is

curious that, like his predecessor, his personal name should

have been Ibrahim.

Shems-ul-Mulk Nasr.

Tamghaj Khan was evidently given up largely to asceti-

cism, and we are told that during his life he made

over the kingdom to his son Shems-ul-Mulk. The latter

quarrelled with his brother Tughaii Khan ibn Tamghaj,

who beleaguered him at Samarkand. The citizens repaired

to Shems-ul-Mulk and said :
“ Y^our brother has laid waste

and destroyed our fields. If it were any other person we
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would support you, but as be is your brother we will not

interfere between you.” He bade them prepare for war,

and left the city in the middle of the niglit with 5D0 well-

armed men, surrounded his brother, attacked and defeated

him. This happened in their father’s lifetime. He was

afterwards assailed by Ilarun (? Hasan) llughra Khan

and Yusuf Tughrul Khan, sons of Yusuf Kadr Khan,

whose lieritage in the Eastern Khanate Tamghaj Khan
had appropriated. They attacked Samarkand, but could

do nothing against Shems-ul-Mulk, so they made a treaty

with him and withdrew. By this treaty lie was left in

possession of Mavera-un-Nehr, while the eastern part of

the Khanate was made over to the family of Kadr Khan
Yusuf, Khojend being the frontier between them.

The Seljuk chief. Alp Arslan, had married the widow

of Masud (son of Hahmud of Ghazni), the daughter of

Kadr Khan Yusuf. Sheras-ul-Mulk now married Alp

Arslan’s daughter, and gave his uncle (Raverty calls him

bis brother) Isa’s daughter in marriage to Malik Shah.

This last lady was named Khatun Alyalalujya, and became

the mother of Mahmud, who afterwards mounted the throne.

AYe are told that when the princess had crossed the Oxus

with the envoys who went to escort her, she went to Nishapur,

where Alp Arslan had ordered various preparations to be

made for her reception. The litter on which she travelled

was taken into the town with great pomp
;
before her went

1,000 Turkish Mamluks and as many Mamluk girls. Each

of these fair daughters of Turkestan bad presents in her

band, and strewed as she walked musk, aloes, liquid amber,

and camphor, and. in their midst was the princess who is

compared to the Rizwan of the gardens of Paradise, and

the Huri of the heavenly palace. So many alms and

presents were given away among the poor that there was

no longer any want in Nishapur (Vullers, 78).

In the month of Rabi el-awwel, 465, i.e. September,

1072, Alp Arslan, having quarrelled with Shems-ul-Mulk,

invaded Mavera-un-Nehr. He crossed the Oxus over

a bridge of boats, and at the head of 200,000 men. When
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the transport, which took twenty days, was concluded, the

Sultan gave a feast in the little town of Karir. A portion

of his troops now made a night attack upon a fortress by

the river (Hamdullah calls it Barzam, and Raverty says

the name is also given as Firbad or Firbaz), and captured,

its commander, named Yusuf. He was taken before the

Sultan, who hoped to get some information from him, but

Yusuf only gave perplexing answers. The Sultan grew

angry, and ordered him to be removed and castigated.

Yusuf had concealed a dagger in his greaves, and advanced

towards the Sultan, whose companions wished to have him

put to death, but the latter, who was confident in his skill,

forbad them, as he wished to slay him with his own hand,

but the three arrows which he fired at him missed him.

Yusuf thereupon rushed upon him and slew him. He
was directly afterwards killed by a blow from a mallet for

hammering tent-pegs. (Hamdullah, s.v. “ Alp Arslan,”

id., 88-9; “ Tab.-i-Nas.,” 137, n. 4.) Shems-ul-Mulk,

according to A. Effendi, died in 472 a.h. (Gregorief, 14).

Khizr Khan.

On the death of Sheras-ul-Mulk he was succeeded in

Mavera-un-Nehr by his brother Khizr Khan (Ibn al-

Athir in Sachau, 39). Ibn al-Athir says he died in a short

time. I know nothing more of him.

Ahmed Khan.

Khizr was succeeded in Mavera-un-Nehr by his son

Ahmed, who was a vicious character. His people invited

Malik Shah to deliver them. In the year 4S2, according

to Ibn al-Athir, Malik Shah invaded Mavera-un-Nehr.

Hamdullah and Mirkhavend date this invasion ten years

earlier. We read that Malik Shah captured Samarkand

and its Khan, who both by Hamdullah and Mirkhavend

is called Suliman, and it may be that he also bore that

name. The latter author adds that the captive prince
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went on foot and kissed the ground in front of the

Sultan’s horse, and was subsequently sent in bonds to

Ispahan (Vullers, 94). Ahmed Ett'endi says he appeared

with a rope round his neck. Presently Malik Shah

nominated one of his officers as governor of Samarkand,

but as the inhabitants there and the local princes did

not prove obedient, he found it convenient to release

him (Gregorief, 14), and he was restored again to tho

throne in the year 485 a.h. (Sachau, 39). Eventually

his own soldiers fell on him and killed him (id.). Paverty

says he w'as put to death on being accused of heresy

in the year 488. Dorn publishes a coin of his without

date or mint.

Mahmud Khan I.

Ahmed Khan was succeeded in Mavera-un-Xehr by

Mahmud Khan. Ibn al-Athir calls him in one place

Mahmud and in another Masud, explaining that he was

a cousin of Ahmed
;

perhaps he was a son of Shems-ul-

Mulk (Gregorief, note 40). We are told he was deaf.

Tughan Khan, chief of Taraz, son of Kadr Khan Yusuf,

marched against him and killed him, and appropriated his

kingdom (8achau, 39).

Mahmud Khan II.

Ibn al-Athir tells us Mahmud Khan was succeeded

by another Mahmud, the son of Humush Tikin, son

of Ibrahim, son of Tamghaj Khan. Ahmed Effendi says

he was killed in 495 by Sanjar Shah (Gregorief, op. cit.,

note 41). He was apparently a protege of Tughan Khan
(vide infra), and was probably killed at the same time as the

latter.

Tughan Khan.

Tughan Khan was no doubt the real ruler. He appointed

Abu al-Ma‘ali Muhammed ibn Zaid ATulwi Albagdadi as

administrator of Samarkand. That officer, however, revolted
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after three years, but was attacked, captured, and put to

death by Tughan Khan, with many others. Tughan Khan
then went to Termed, intending to invade Khorasan,

but he was attacked by Sultan Sanjar, who marched

against and killed him (Sachau, 39). This battle was

fought, we are told, in 495 a.h., and therefore before

Sanjar came to the throne.

Muhammed Arslan Khan.

Ahmed Effendi tells us that when Sanjar put to death

Mahmud Khan II, he replaced him by Muhammed Arslan

Khan, the son of Suliman, the son of Bughra Khan.

Suliman is the name given by some authors to Ahmed
Khan, whose mother was a daughter of Malik Shah, and

a sister of Sanjar (Weil, iii, 274). If this identification

be right, then this Bughra Khan is a synonym for Khizr

Khan. Baverty says he had been an exile from Mavera-

un-Nehr, and had lived a long time at Merv, and he was

put on the throne in 495.

Muhammed was attacked and driven from Samarkand bj''

Umar Khan, who is called a son of Ahmed Khan by Raverty,

and who, I believe, was Muhamraed’s brother. Presently',

however, Umar fled from his own arm)^ and escaped to

Khwarezm, where he was captured and killed by Sanjar,

who thereupon nominated Muhammed Khan again as

governor of Samarkand, and Muhammed Tikin, son of

Tughan Tikin, as governor of Bukhara (Sachau, 39). In

the years 497 and 503 he was, according to Ibn al-Athir,

supported by Sanjar against the rebel Amir Saghu-bey.

In the year 507 Sanjar was compelled to send an army

against him to prevent him from falling away from him,

upon which he submitted. A peace, it seems, was arranged

through the intervention of the Khwarezm Shah and the

Amir Kiinaj, by which Sanjar contented himself with re-

taining control of the country west of the Oxus, and virtually

surrendering that on the east of that river (Weil, iv, 276).

These outbreaks probabl}' point to the impatience felt by
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the people of Transoxiana with tlie supremac}' of tlie

Seljuk princes. Muliainined now continued to reign until

he became lame, when he apparently surrendered a part

of his authority to his son Nasr, who presently rebelled

against him (id., 275). llaverty says tliat the army of

Muhammed was comjjosed of Karluk and Ghuz troops.

The former having been intrigued with, were gained over

b}' Alawi, son of Muhammed-i-Ali Shuja, the Samarkandi,

to take the part of Nasr. Alawi incited Nasr to dethrone

his father. This was apparently in the year 523. Muhammed
appealed to his uncle Sanjar for help

;
but before he arrived

he had suppressed the rebels. AVhile he was hunting

near Samarkand the Sultan noticed some armed men lying

in ambush in the Shikar-gah, or preserve. They were

seized, and confessed that the Khan had planted them there,

no doubt with the intention of murdering Sanjar himself.

He was naturallj' very angr)', and proceeded to lay siege to

Samarkand, where Muhammed had taken refuge (“Tab.-i-

Nas.,” 906—7, notes; AVeil, iv, 275). Mirkhavend, who tells

us this happened in the v’ear 524, says the siege lasted

for some time, and when famine and pestilence had made

great ravages among the inhabitants, the place was obliged

to surrender (Vullers, 157). Sanjar gave his nephew his

life, but sent him ofi‘ a prisoner to Balkh
;

llavert}’^ says to

his mother, Sanjar’s sister, at Balkh. Baverty (p. 907, note)

says he died there. Some, he adds, say his death was

natural; others, that the Sultan had something administered

to him. His lameness, according to Mirkhavend, was caused

by the gout, or perhaps rather by paralysis, since we are

told his mouth was awry, and he could not keep his saliva

in it. He had to be carried in a litter. AA"e are further

told that he had 12,000 slaves whom he had purchased

(A'ullers, 158).

He had a feud with the Rarluks, who were his neighbours

and ancient subjects of his family, and when he put down
their revolt the}' fled to the mountains. Another version of

the story is, that he had planted 12,000 Karluk kharghas,

or tents, on his eastern frontier to protect him against the
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Khitais, but liaving ill-treated them they migrated into the

territory of Belasaghuii (Raverty, 907, note).

Kadr Khan Jebril.

At this time Ibn al-Athir (p. 85) speaks of a certain Kadr
Khan Jebril ibn Umar, and tells us that, during the war

between Barkiarok and Muhamraed, he invaded Khorasan,

but was killed by one of Sanjar’s Amirs called Kandughdi

(Weil, iv, 274). Ibn Khaldun calls him Bedr Khan (id.);

Raverty, in one place (“ Tab.-i-Kas.,” 147, note), calls him

Kunduz Khan.

Yusuf Tughrul Khan.

Let us now revert to the Eastern Khanate. We saw how,

in the reign of Shems-ul-Mulk Nasr, the Turkestan Empire

was divided between him and Yusuf Tughrul Khan, the

son of Kadr Khan, who took the eastern part of it. We
read that he secured the whole of the eastern part of the

Khanate, including Belasaghun, and reigned for sixteen

years (Sachau, 40).

Tughrul Tikin.

Yusuf Tughrul Khan was succeeded by his son Tughrul

Tikin, who had only reigned Uv^o jnonths when his uncle

Hasan Bughra Khan marched upon Kashgar, where he

captured Tughrul Tikin, who, according to Turkish views

of succession, was a usurper (id.). This was in the year

407 A.H.

Hasan Bughra Khan.

The army of Kashgar went over to the invader. He
occupied Kashgar, Khoten, and the country as far as

Belasaghun, reigned for twenty-nine years, and died in the

year 496 a.h. His reign is important iu the history of

letters, for it was then that was published the famous

Uighur work entitled “ Kudaktu Bilik,” a translation from
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the Chinese, which was written, we are tol4, in the year

iOtiS A.D. at Kashgar, and apparently, as some verses in

it state, at the instance of Ilasan llughra Khan himself.

In it the land of Kashgar is merely called Turkestan,

and the name Uighur does not occur. Yambery published

this work in 1870.

Ahmed Khan.

According to Ibn al-Athir, he was succeeded by his son

Ahmed, who sent to the Khalif to ask him for the insignia

of investitures and an honorary name. The Khalif con-

ferred on him the title Nur-ud-daula (Sachau, 40). Raverty

calls him “the Wali of Kashgar, Ahmed son of Ilasan’’

(“Tab.-i-Xas.,’’ 907, note). He seems to have lost or never

acquired authority at Belasaghun. It was during his reign

at Kashgar that the Kara Khitais invaded his dominions.

Ahmed met them near Kashgar in the year 522 a.h., and

inflicted on them a serious defeat, but was apparently

afterwards beaten, whereupon he withdrew to his capital

and died of grief and chagrin (id., 9). Ihn al-Athir, in

describing these events, says that in the year 522 (1128 a.d.)

there appeared at the frontier of Kashgar the Gur Khan
of Sin (China), nicknamed the Cripple. He was at the

head of an immense army. Ahmed ibn Hasan, who then

ruled over Kashgar, collected his troops and marched against

the invaders, but was defeated and died. When the Gur
Khan reached Turkestan he found many of his people who
had previously migrated, and with their aid he succeeded

in establishing his authority over all Turkestan. He did

not interfere with the administration, and contented himself

with imposing a tribute of one dinar on each person, and

making the subject princes wear a silver tablet at their

girdle (Bretschneider, i, 231-2). Who Ahmed’s successor

was we do not know, but when at the end of the century

the Khanate of Kara Khitai was appropriated by Kushluk

Khan of the Haimans, we are told that “The son of the

Khan of Kashgar, who had been imprisoned by the Gur
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Khan of Kara Khitai, was presently released by Kusbluk,

wlio had displaced the Gur Khan. The prince returned to

Kashgar, but was there put to death. Kushluk sent troops

to lay waste the district of Kashgar. They destroyed what

grain they could find and caused a famine. Kushluk went

in person to Kashgar to enjoy' his triumph.” (D’Ohsson, i,

p. 171; Erdmann, “ Temudschin,” 339-341.)

This finishes the history of Kashgar so far as our present

purpose goes. Let us now travel westward. In the “ Jihan

Kushai ” we read how the leader of the Kara Khitai advanced

upon Belasaghun, the .sovereign of which, who was descended

from Afrasiyab, had lost his power and had ceased to reign

over the tribes of the Karluks and Kankalis, who even

made incursions on liis territory. When the Kara Khitais

approached his country the sovereign sent envoys to their

chief, and invited him to take possession of his realm.

The Khitan prince then approached Belasaghun, and the

descendant of Afrasiyab abdicated, merely retaining tlie

title of Ilk Turkhan, or chief of the Turks. After this

the Gur Khan of Kara Khitai appointed governors in all

the provinces of his empire from Kum Kidjik (? Kum
Kipchak) to Baserjan, and from Taraz to Tamidj (? Taraghaj).

When the Gur Khan sent an army against Mavera-un-

Nehr in 534, we are told it was commanded by Baniko

of Taraz and by At Khan. This At Khan may possibly

be the Turkish chief in question. Let us now turn to

Mavera-un-Nehr.

Togiifej Hussein Tikin Abu’l 1\Ia.\li.

On Muhammed’s deposition {vide ante) Sanjar appointed

the Amir Togiifej Abu’l Maali Hussein in his place. He
is said to have belonged to the race of the Turkoman

Khans, i.e. perhaps to the stock of the so-callcd Ghuz

Turks or Kankalis. Ibn Khaldun says he was the son of

Ali, son of Abd-ul-Mumin (Weil, 275, n. 3), but in the

“ Tarikh-i-Alfi,” which is founded on good sources, ho is

called son of Abd-ul-Murain, son of Ali, with whom the
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Seljuks were at strife. If this latter statement be right

he may have been a grandson of xUi Tikin. e are told he

died almost immediately.

HuKN-cn-DiN Mahmud Khan.

“ Rashid-ud-din,” the “ Jami-ul-Tewarikh,” and “ Alfi,”

according to Iluverty, report that Ilukn-nd-din, son of

Muhammed, was raised to the throne with the help of

Sultan Sanjar fop. cit., 907-8, notes) in 526. lie was

doubtless the Mahmud ibn Muhammed who is mentioned

by Ibn al-Athir as ruling in ilavera-un-Xehr in 531.

"When the Gur Khan of Kara Khitai marched against

him he advanced from Khojend to meet him. A battle took

place in Ramazan of 531, i.e. 1137. He thereupon withdrew

to Samarkand. It would appear that the Gur Khan did

not on this occasion pursue him.

Mahmud now sent to ask aid from the Seljuks, imploring

them to invite all Muhammedans to march and make war

on the infidels. They accordingly came from Khorasan, Ma-
zanderan, Sijistan, Ghazni, and other Muhammedan countries.

In 534 their chief Sanjar himself crossed the Amu or Oxus.

The Gur Khan met him at Katwan (Raverty says in the

Desht or Desert of Katran) and forced him to withdraw

into the valley of Dirgham, where in 534 or 535 (1142)

a decisive battle was fought, but at length Sanjar’s

people were utterly defeated. Sanjar escaped, but his

wife, a daughter of Arslan Khan (apparently a sister of

Mahmud’s), was captured.

The Gur Khan now overran Turkestan and Mavera-un-

Xehr, and sent his general Arnuz, called Arbaz by Ravertv,

against Khwarezm, who carried fire and slaughter throuo-h

the country. At.siz Khwarezm Shah offered his submission,

and paid a large tribute, whereupon Arnuz withdrew (“ Jihan

Kushai,” Bretschneider, 229).

It would seem that the Gur Khan contented himself, at

this time, with his conquests north and east of the

mountains, and that the representative of the ancient
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Khans of Belasaghun, etc., became his tributary and

dependent. South of the mountains, in Ferghana and

Mavera-un-Nehr, the Seljuk Sultan retained the supremacy

over the Turkish rulers of Bukhara, which they had

maintained since the days of Alp Arslan’s campaign there.

To return to Sanjar and his protege, we read in the

account of the dervish Ahmed Effendi, that up to that

time Sanjar’s troops had never been exposed to defeat.

The Gur Khan’s army presently rushed upon Mavera-un-

Nehr and subdued it, and the Kara Khitais ruled that land

up to 612, “when Sultan Muhammed, Shah of Khwarezm,

tore it from their hands.” As to Mahmud Khan, he

withdrew with Sanjar to Khorasan, where the latter

honoured him by naming him administrator of his private

domains. Later on, when Sultan Sanjar fell into captivity,

Mahmud, profiting by the occasion, seized the greater

part of the Khorasan provinces, and afterwards, in con-

sequence of Sanjar’s death, became ruler over all Khorasan.

At first the Ghuz, who had made Sanjar prisoner, showed

a readiness to obey Mahmud, but he, not trusting such

a proposal, went against them with an army. They fought

several days, night and day. At last Mahmud suffered

a defeat, and the Ghuz conquered Merv. They treated

the inhabitants well, not dealing in violence or vexations,

and they a second time sent a man to Mahmud with the

invitation :
“ Come hither, we will make thee ruler over

us.” Mahmud again did not give faith to their words.

“Well then, anyhow, send thy son to rule over us: we

are weary of wandering thus without a head and without

reason ”
: thus did the Ghuz address him. To speak

briefly, the Ghuz at last succeeded, by oaths and promises,

in getting Mahmud to believe their words, and he sent

them his son Jelal-ud-din Muhammed. On his arrival, the

Ghuz actually streamed out to meet him, bore him into

the city with all honour, and there swore fealty to him.

After this he undertook some campaigns with them, and

took several towns. Eventually negotiations were carried

on between father and son by means of envoys, and the
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matter caTue finally to this, that Jelal-iid-din, with all

the people of the Ghuz, submitted to Mahmud’s rule.

After this, both Mahmud and Jelal - ud - din died.

(Gregorief, 17.)

RuKX-un-i)iN Kilij Tamghaj.

After his victory over Sanjar the Gur Khan of course

became complete master of Mavera-un-Nehr, and as the

chief of Bukhara, Mahmud, and his son Jelal-ud-din had both

tied and gone away to Khorasan, as we have seen it is very

probable that he appointed some one else in their place, and

it would seem that the person whom be thus placed on the

throne was styled Tigaj, or Tamghaj Khan, who, according

to the dervish Ahmed EfFendi, was put to death by the

Khitai Turks in 550 a.h. According to Dorn he was the

son of Muhammed Khan, son of Suliman, and therefore

a brother of Mahmud’s above named. Ravertj’^ tells us

that he became ruler of Bukhara after Sanjar’s imprison-

ment by the Ghuz, that he did not possess much power,

and was tributary to the Kara Khitai. lie was killed, and

his body thrown into the desert by the Karluk Turks, some

say in 550 and others in 551 (“Tab.-i-Nas.,” 90S, note).

A coin of his, however, is dated 558. It was struck at

Samarkand, and on it we read “Tamghaj Khan, the just

Khan—Rokn-ud-dunj'a- wed-din Kilij” (see Dorn, “Melanges

Asiatiques,” viii, 734; Fraehn, “Rec.,” 594).

Jelal-xjd-dix Khizr or Jaghar Khan.

Tamghaj was succeeded by Jelal-ud-din, who the “Munej-
im Bashi” calls the son of Ali, son of Hasan-Tigin (who

Rashid-ud-din calls Hussain), son of Ali, son of Abd al-

Mumin (see Dorn, “ Melanges Asiatiques,” 1880, p. 69

;

Raverty, 909). He was, therefore, in all probabilit}" a son of

Ali Tikin. He bore the title of Kliizr or Jaghar Khan, says

Raverty. Gregorief styles him Gur Khan. In the year

J.R.A.8. 1898. 33
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553 A.H., i.e. 1158, he slew Bighii or Bighun Khan, Chief

of the Karluks, and other chiefs of that tribe then settled in

31avera-un-Nehr, such as Lacliur-beg, while the sons of

Bighu fled to Khwarezra. In the same year lyal Arslan

Khwarezrn Shah marched an army into Mavera-un-Nehr to

help his proteges. Having reached Bukhara he advanced

on Samarkand. Khizr Khan thereupon summoned his men
from the Karakol Lake as far as Jund, and mustered

them on the Baghdad river in Sogd near the capital, and

also sought aid from the Kara Khitai, who despatched to

his help the Ilk Turkan, i.e. the representative of the

ancient Khans, with 10,000 men. An accommodation

was arranged, and the Khwarezrn Shab retired. I know
no more of this ruler.

Osman Sultan.

The dervish Ahmed Effendi makes Osman the im-

mediate successor of Jelal-ud-din. Raverty, I know not

on what authority, makes him his son (op. cit., 910, note).

Elsewhere he quotes a sentence from some author whom
he does not name, referring to the conquest of Mavera-

un-Nehr, to the efiect that the Sultans of Mavera-un-Nehr,

“ who were the father and grandfather of Sultan Osman,

laid their heads upon the line of the Gur Khan’s commands

and became his tributaries” (id., 923, note).

Gregorief suggests that the dates will not fit, but it may

be that Jelal-ud-din reigned a long time. The first time

we find any mention of Osman is in the year 601 a.h.,

when there was a fight between the troops of Kara

Khitai and the Ghuri Sultan Muhamined ibn Sam, near

Andkhud. Muhammed was beleaguered at the latter

place, when by the intervention of Sultan Osman of

Samarkand and the Turkestan Amirs, “ who did not wish

to see a Musalman prince fall into the liands of those

infidels, an accommodation was arranged, and by sur-

rendering his elephants, horses, baggage, etc., his escape

was purchased ” (“ Tab.-i-Nas.,” 478, etc.). Muhammed of
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Xi^a associates Osman on this occasion with Taj-ud-din

IJelka Khan, chief of Otran, whom lie calls his uncle.

Osman Klian had a difficult role to play, situated as

he was between two powerful and aggressive neighbours,

to whom he was alternately tributary, the Gur Khan

of Kara Khitai and the Khwarezm Shah, Muhammed
Khwarezin Shah, who was then dominant over Mavera-un-

Xehr. The former was at first his special patron. Osman

asked his daughter in marriage, but was refused, which caused

him to become disaffected
;

and he even coined money,

and had the Khutbah said in Muhammed of Khwarezm’s

name. Thereupon the Gur Khan marched on Samarkand

with an army of 30,000 men, but he had to withdraw

before capturing it in order to make head against Kusliluk,

the Xamian chief, who eventually crushed him (“ Tab.-i-

Xas.,” 931, note).

Presently the Khwarezm Shah quarrelled with him, in-

vaded his domains, conquered them, and having seized Osman
himself, returned to Khwarezm ;

but afterwards he freed him

from imprisonment, and married him to his daughter (her

name according to Muhammed of Xisa was Khan Sultan,

and she was afterwards married to the eldest sou of Chinghiz

Khan, op. cit., p. 70; this was in 606 a.h.). He sent him

back to Samarkand. Some time passed, and Osman grew

weary of the Khwarezm supremacy
;
he seized one day all

the Khwarezrais who were in Samarkand, and ordered each

of them to be cut in twain. His wife was at that time in

the citadel. He went there with the intention of putting

an end to her too
;
but she ordered the doors of the citadel

to be shut, and defending herself stubbornly with the

assistants she had by her, sent word to her husband :

“ I am a woman and th wife
;

I am in no way guilty in

anything that has taken place : why, then, dost thou wish to

kill me ? Settle with my father if there be reason for it ”
;

and so Osman gave up his intention. The Khwarezm Shah
also, on his side, having heard of what had taken place, flew

into such a passion that he determined to kill all the

Khataiki living in Khwarezm, but was restrained from that
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by bis mother, who pointed out that they were not in any

way to blame. Then he immediately collected an army,

went against Samarkand, and, having conquered it after

a stubborn defence on the part of the besieged, and many
sharp skirmishes with them, he gave up the city to pillage,

and having seized Osman, executed him (Gregorief, 18); this

was in 009. Dorn assigns a doubtful coin to him. Thus

ended this famous d^mastj-.





KAUSAMBI AS DESCRIBED BY HIUEN TSIANG.

1

2

3

4
5

6

REFERENCES.
Vihara of 8andal-wood statue. 7 Double-storeyed tower of Vasubaiidbu.

Well and biitliing-bouso of Buddha. 8 Mango grove and building of Asiiuga.

House of Go,sira. 9 Stone dwelling of Naga.
Sanghardma

.

10 Stupa of Asoka.

of A.soka. 11 of hair and nails.

Stupa of hair and nails.

Scale.

6 li or 1 inch on plau_^l mile.

There were akso ten ruined monasteries (SangAaramas), and fifty Deva temple.s,

of which the situation is not indicated

K. A. Smith, del.
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Art. XXI .—Kanmmli ami Srdiasfi. By Vincent A. S.mith,

M.R.A.S., Indian Civil iService. With Two Plates.

[This paper is Xo. Ill of my “ Prolegomena to Ancient

Indian History.”

Xo. I, “The Iron Pillar of Delhi (Mihranli) and the

Emperor Candra (Chandra),” appeared' in this Journal in

January, 1897.

Xo. II, “The Conquests of Samudra Gupta,” appeared

in this Journal for October, 1897.—V. A. S.]

Page 503 Kausanihl.

,, 520 iSravastT.

I. KAUSAMBl.

Exact investigation, assisted by some recent fortunate

discoveries, has proved that the reputed identifications of

many of the ancient sites famous in early Indian history

are beyond doubt erroneous. Almost every such identifica-

tion requires to be submitted to searching criticism before

it can be accepted as correct. If any ancient site could

be regarded as satisfactorily identified, that of the city of

KausambI might apparently be so regarded. Xevertheless,

the current belief is mistaken.

Since the publication in 1871 of Sir Alexander Cunning-

ham’s first volume of the Archaeological Survey Reports,

the identification of KausambI with Kosara on the Jumna,

about thirty miles south of west from xlllahabad, has never,

so far as 1 am aware, been questioned except by me.* The
identification had been suggested by the late Sir E. C.

* In the paper on “ The Birthplace of Gautama Buddha” in this Journal for

July, 1897, p. 615.
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Ba3’ley ten years before tbe publication of Cunningbam’s

Beport.

There is certainl}' a great deal to be said for the current

belief. The name Kosam is appai’entlj’- a shortened form

of KausainbI or KosambT, and the place is actually known

to this day among the Jains as KosarabI nagar.^ A Jain

inscription, dated 8amvat 1881 ( = a.d. 1824-25), at the

Pabhosa hill, three miles to the south-west of the great

Kosam fort, expressly identifies Pabhosa with the classical

Prabhasa, and Kosam with Kausambi.^

An inscription at Kosam, of the reign of Akbar, dated

in Samvat 1621 (=A.n. 1524), also mentions the name

of Kausambipura.®

The remains at Kosam are sulficienth' extensive to be

those of a capital citj% and some of the ruins both at

Kosam and Pabhosa may be more or less plausibly identified

with structures mentioned by the Chinese pilgrims.

Moreover, Kosam is situated on the Jumna, as also was

Kausambl, according to a Buddhist tradition.^

These unquestionable facts seem at first sight to establish

incontestably that at Kosam we see the ruins of the ancient

capital city Kausiimbl, which was visited by Iliuen Tsiang

in about a.d. 639, and is mentioned bj' Fa-hian about

A.D. 400.®

Notwithstanding these facts, the particulars given by the

Chinese travellers are inconsistent with the theory that

the Kau.sambI to which the}’ refer is represented bj’ the

modern Kosam.

The two small villages Kosam Iniim (i.e. revenue-free)

and Kosam Khiriij (i.e. revenue-paying) are situated on

the Jumna, twenty-eight miles about west-south-west of

* Cunningham, “ Reports,” i, 303 ;
Epigraphia Indica, ii, 244.

2 Eingraphia Indica, ii, p. 244.
^ ‘‘ Monunieiital Antiquities and Inscriptions in the X.AV.l’. and Oudh,” p. 142.

‘ The legend of Bakkula in Hardy’s “ Manual of Buddhism,” p. 520, 2iid cd.

Cunningham (piotes jiage 501, referring perhaps to the first edition.

® Dr. Fiihrer has made an astounding hlumler in ns.sertiiig (“ Mon. Antiq. and

Tnser.,” p. 144) that Kansiiinbi was visited hv Suiig-vun in a.I). 51S). I neeil

liardly observe that Sung-yuu’s travels iu India e.vleudel uo further thau Peshawar.
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Allahabad. The hill and village of Pabhosii are about two

miles further to the west.*

This position bj' no means agrees with the indications

given by either of the Cliiuese pilgrims. It may possibly,

perhaps, be reconciled with the brief allusion of Fa-hian,

but it is absolutely and incontrovertibly irreconcilable with

the precise statements of lliuen Tsiang. Either, therefore,

the grave, learned, and accurate scholar lliuen Tsiang has for

once committed himself to a series of false, and apparently

purposeless, statements, or Kosam is not the Kausambi which

he twice visited.

Fa-hian’s very brief and cursory allusion may first be

disposed of. Fa-hian says :

—

“ When you go north-west from the cihdra of the Deer-

wild park for thirteen yqjanas, there is a kingdom named

Kausambi. Its vi/idra is named Ghochiravana, a place

where Buddha formerly resided. Kow, as of old, there

is a company of monks there, most of whom are students

of the hlndydna.”

The place where Buddha converted the evil demon was

eight yqjanas to the east of Kausambi, and “south from this

200 yqjanas, there is a country named Dakshiua.” '•*

“ M. Remusat observes that it may be doubted whether

Fa-hian personally visited this kingdom of Keou-than-mi.

He speaks, indeed, but vaguely of it, and instead of his

usual expiession, ‘ you arrive at such a place,’ ‘ you reach

such a town,’ he contents himself with simply stating ‘ there

is such a kingdom.’ The circumstances he reports are

common to too great a number of places to enable us to fix

its site with precision. The traveller’s indications serve only

to fix it at about 60 miles K.W. of Benares.—C. L.”®

* “ Mon. Ant.,” pp. 140, 143. The distances as stated by Cunningham do not
exactly agree with the figures given by Fiihrer. The Epigraphta uses the
spellings Pabhosa and Pabhosa.

- Ctis. xxxiv, XXXV in Legge’s translation. The versions of Remusat (Laidlav),

Beal, and Giles all substantially agree with Dr. Legge’s version in this pa.ssage.
3 “The Pilgrimage of Fa Hian” (Laidlay), Calcutta, 1848, p. 317. Giles

(p. 86) gives the Chinese form of the name as Chii-shan-mi. The various
systems tor transliterating Chinese vary more widely even than the systems for

transliterating Indian languages.
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I agree with Remusat and Laidlay, and am convinced that

Fa-hian never personally visited Kausambl.

The Deer-park mentioned by Fa-hian is Sarniith, north of

Benares. Thirteen yojanas are roughly equivalent to about

92-95 miles, and not 60 as supposed by Laidlay, and if

we may read “west” for “north-west,” the distance suits

Kosam well. Fa-hian was not very careful about his

bearings, and his text will bear the interpretation of

referring to the place now known as Kosam. It is, how-

ever, to be noted that immediately after the mention of

Kausambi and the place of conversion of the evil demon,

Fa-hian proceeds to describe the “country named Dakshina,”

or Southern India, and this circumstance suggests the

hypothesis that his bearing for Kausiimbr must be read

“ south-west ” instead of “ north-west.” Such errors, though

they must not rashly be assumed, certainly occur in the text

of Fa-hian. A well-known instance is the erroneous state-

ment in Chapter xx that SravastI lay eight ijojanm south of

Sha-che, the true bearing being east of north. It seems

unlikely that Fa-hian should describe Southern India in

immediate connection with a place north-west of Benares.

On the other hand, the transition from a locality south-west

of Benares to Southern India is natural and easy, and proof

will now be given that as a matter of fact the Kausambl of

Hiuen Tsiang lay to the south-west of Benares, and also

that Fa-hian and Hiuen Tsiang when speaking of Kausiimbl

referred to the same place.

The much more explicit statements of Hiuen Tsiang,

which are perfectly free from ambiguity, and which agree

one with the other, will next be discussed.

The passages defining the geographical position of Kau-

sambi are found both in the “ Kecords” and in the “ Life,”

and are three in number, as follows :

—

I. “ Going from this country \_scil. I’rayuga, or Allahabad] south-

west, we enter into a great forest infested with savage beasts and

wild elephants, which congregate in numbers and molest travellers,

so that unless in large numbers it is difficult [dafiyerous) to puss

this w'uy
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[

kausambT and sravasti.

“Going 500 li or so, wo come to the country Kinti nhnng-mi

(Kausambl). This country is about 6,000 li iu ciicuit, ami the

capital about 30 li. ....
“To the south-west of the city 8 or 9 li is a stone dwelling of

a venomous Niiga

“ To the north-east of tlie Naga dwelling is a great forest, after

going about 700 li through which, we cross the Ganges, and going

northward we arrive at tlie town of Kia-shi-po-lo (Kasa])ura). . . .

“Going north from this 170 or 180 li, wo come to the kingdom

of Pi-so-kia (Yisakha) Going from this north-east

500 li or so, wc come to the kingdom of Shi-sah-lo-fu-sth-tai

(Sravasti).” *

II. The earlier passage in the “ Life ” is an abbreviated

reproduction of the passage iu the “ Ilecords ” above cited,

and is as follows :

—

“ From this Prayaga], in a south-west direction, we enter

a great forest, in which we frecjnently encounter evil beasts and wild

j

elephants. After going 500 li or so, we arrive at Kiau-shang-mi

\ (Kausambi) Going about 500 li from this, we come

to the kingdom of Fi-so kia (Yisakha)

“ Going north-east from this 500 li or so, we arrive at the kingdom

of Shi-lo-fu shi-ti (Sravasti).” -

III. The later passage in the “ Life ” refers to Hiuen

j

Tsiaug’s second visit to Kausambi, when he was about to

start on his return journey to China, under the escort of

Raja Udhita.

!
“From the country of Prayaga he went south-west through

I
a great desert waste for seven days, when he arrived at the

kingdom of Kausambi. To the south of the city is the place

where the lord Goshii-a presented a garden to Buddha.

I

' Beal, i, pp. 234-240. The punctuation of the passage relaling to the great
'

j

forest is erroneous iu Beal’s printed text, and is corrected in the Errata. 1 have
I quoted the passage in its correct form. Julieu’s version of this important phrase

is as follows :
“ Apres avoir fait environ sept cents IL dans une vaste foret, qui

etait situee au nord-est de la caverne du dragon, il passa le Gauge, et se dirigeant
au nord, U arriva a la ville de Kia-che-pou-lo (Kasapura).’’—i, 287. Julien

I

makes the first vowel in Kasapiua long. There is no doubt that the pilgrim

, I

means that the distance from Kausambi to the place where he crossed the Gauges
‘ was 700 li.

- Beal, “Life of Hiuen Tsiang,” p. 90.

•1
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“Having adored the sacred traces again, he proceeded with

TJdhita-raja nortli-west for one month and some days, passing

through various countries. Once more he paid adoration to the

sacred traces of the heavenly ladder,' and then proceeding north-

west three ynjanas, he came to the capital of the country of

Pi-lo-na-na (Virashana). Here he halted two months.”

Comparison of these three passages proves that

—

(1) KausatnbI lay to the south-west of Prayiiga (Allahabad);

(2) At a distance of about 500 li, or 84 miles

;

(3) The journey'’ between the two places occupied seven

days’ march with a large camp
;

(4) The road lay through a great forest infested with

“savage beasts and wild elephants ”
;

(5) The same forest extended north-east of the Naga’s cave,

which was south-west of the city, and therefore

extended north of KausambI, for a distance of about

700 li, or 117 miles, to the Ganges
;

(6) After crossing the Ganges the ti’aveller proceeded an

unspecified distance northwards, and reached tlie

town of Kasapura (or Kasapura)
;

(7) From Kasapura a journey of 170 or 180 li, nearly 30

miles, brought him to Visakhii
;

(8) From which place the distance to Srilvastl was about

600 li, or 84 miles, in a north-eastern direction.

The abbreviated account in the “Life” omits the

Kil.sapura stage, but that stage must clearly be inserted as

it is in the “ llecords.”

’ The “lieavcnly ladder’’ was located at the capital of Kapitha (Beal, “Rocord.s,’’

i, 202; Julieii, i, 237). Cuimiiigham (“.Reports,” i, 271 ;
.\i, 22) identifies this

])lace with the Sanskrit Sanka^ya and the modern Sankisa in the Farnikhribiid

District. Like so many ot Cunningham’s identifications, this has been aeee])ted

without criticism, though (piite at variance with the facts. By this allegation

] mean that the details given by Iliuen Tsiang are irreconcilable with the local

facts of Sankisa. The Saidcaiya of Fa-hian is the same as the capital of Ka])itha.

The sacred buildings of the “heavenly ladder’’ were situated 20 li, or about

three miles, east of the city of Sanka^ya. Xo city is shown to be traceable three

miles west of the Sankisa ruins. Moreover, the siuuding tkphaitt on the jiillar

at Sankisa cannot he the sitliii;/ or rouclumt lion seen by llinen Tsiang at the

capital of Kajiitlia. ri-lo-na-na of the “Life” is the I’i-lo-slmn-na of the

“ Records.” 'J'lio transliteration Virasana is doubtuil (note in LrraUi, Julieu,

vol. ii, o73).
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Tlie facts above enumerated, which are stated by the

pilgrim and his biographer without ambiguity or indistinct-

ness, prove conclusively that the KausamhI visited twice

by Iliueu Tsiang cannot possibly he represented by the

ruins at Kosam, about 30 miles a little south of west of

Allahabad. No torturing of figures can extend the distance

between Kosam and Allahabad from about 30 miles to 84

miles,* or the distance between Kosam and the Ganges from

about 21 miles to 117. Nor is there the slightest reason

for believing that a great forest full of tigers and wild

elephants existed in the seventh century a.u. along the

bank of the Jumna in the immediate neighbourhood of

Prayiiga.

Nor is it possible that Iliiien Tsiang and his escort should

have taken seven days to march about thirty miles.

Cunningham in vain labours to show that by one road

the distance between Kosam and Allahabad may be extended

to 35, or even 37, miles, but the highest of these figures

would not justify the statement that the journey occupied

seven days, nor can the description of the pilgrim’s route

be made to suit the country along the bank of the Jumna
between Allahabad and Kosam.

The language of the texts means unmistakably that the

pilgrim, when going from Prayiiga to Kausiimbl, travelled

in a south-westerly direction through the still existing

forests of Karwl and Rlwii, and that when he journeyed

northwards towards Sriivasti he passed through a more

westerly part of the same forest, until after a journey of

115-120 miles he emerged on the bank of the Ganges.

The general course of the Ganges above Allahabad is

from north-west to south-east. Kausambi was situated at

a distance of from 84 to 90 miles in a south-westerly

* An unlucky note in Beal’s “Records,” ii, 234, that the distance between
Prayaga and Rausambi “ is properly 50 li as stated by Hwui-lih,” the biographer
of Hinen Tsiang, misled Cunningham. The blunder is corrected in the “ J.ife,”

p. 91, note 1. Both Hiueu Tsiang and his biographer state the distance as 500 li,

and the statement is emphasized by the explanation that the journey occupied
seven days. 500 li of Hiuen Tsiang commonly correspond to 12 yojunan of
Fa-hian, and either expression is roughly equivaleiit to from i34-90 English miles.
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direction from Prayiiga (Allahabad). Application of a pair

of compasses will show that the nearest point on the Gauges

which would be about 115 miles from a point on an arc

about 85 miles distant in a south-westerly direction from

Allahabad is Dalmau Ghat. In fact, the choice lies between

Dalmau Ghiit (ferry) and Baksar Ghat, a little higher up

the stream. Both these spots are permanent ancient crossing

places, and both are marked by ancient remains. Dalmau,

in the Bai Bareli District of Oudh, is the scene of an

annual fair of considerable repute and sanctity, and its

conspicuous and remarkable so-called “ fort ” ma}' really

be, as Dr. Fiihrer supposed, based on the remains of

Buddhist stupas}

Baksar (Vakiisrama), in the Uniio District of Oudh, is

also a very holy place, with a lofty mound near.^

Gunir, on the opposite bank in the Fathpur District,^

is certainly a Buddhist site. Dr. Hoey possesses a Buddhist

image found there. Ancient and much frequented roads

lead from the crossing places at Baksar and Dalmau north-

wards and pass innumerable ancient sites, among which

may be named Patan-Bihar, Rai Bareli, and Lucknow.

Hiuen Tsiang does not state the distance of Kiisapura

from the bank of the river, but inasmuch as Kiisapura was

not more than 680 li from SravastI, the true site of which

has now been determined in lat. 28° 7' N. and long.

81° 50' E., Kiisapura must have lain at a very considerable

distance from the Ganges. In the second part of this paper

I shall suggest the identification of Kiisapura with ruins

near Mohanliilganj south of Lucknow, and of Vi.'<iikhii with

KursI north of Lucknow.

I think it practically certain that lliuen Tsiang, when

going from Kausiimbl to Sriivastl, crossed the Ganges

either opposite Dalmiiu or opposite Baksar. The distance

between these two ferries is only about 23 miles.

* “Momim. Ant. and Inscr.,” p. 321. Dr. Fiihrer wrongly uses the spelling

Ddlmfiu. The first vowt-1 is short. 1 know the place well.

Ibid., p. 268.
* Ibid., p. 160.
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From this reasoning the result follows that the KausambI

twice visitofl by lliuen Tsiaiig is to be looked for, and, when

looked for, will be found, in one of the Native States of the

llagholkhand Agency, in the vallej' of the Tons River, and

not very far from the East Indian Railway, which connects

Allahabad with Jabalpur. In short, the Satnii (Sutna)

railway station marks the approximate position of Kausambi.

The celebrated Buddhist ruins at Bharhut (Bharaut) in

the Niigaudh State satisfy the conditions of geographical

position with almost absolute accuracy. They are situated

about nine miles a little east of south from Satnii railway

station, about 90 to 92 miles south-west of Allahabad,* and

about 120 miles from the bank of the Ganges opposite

Baksar. J do }wt affirm that the known remains at or close

to Bharhut are those of Kausambi. I only say that, so far

as position is concerned, they might be, and that Kausambi

certainly was not very distant from Bharhut. The great

mound at Kho, three miles west of Uchahara and about

twelve miles west from Bharhut, is said to mark the site of

“the capital of the Teliyii Riijas,” and might prove to be

Kausambi, though Cunningham found nothing Buddhist

there.^ Whatever place may prove to be the site of Hiuen

Tsiang’s Kausambi, it will, when properly looked for, be

found not very far from Satna, Kho, or Bharhut.

To return for a moment to Fa-hian. Although with the

correction of “ north-west
”

to “ west,” the text of Fa-hian,

read by itself, may be interpreted as referring to Kosam, it

is obvious that if Hiuen Tsiang’s Kau^mbi is not Kosam,

and if both Hiuen Tsiang and Fa-hian refer to the same

place by the name Kausambi, then the Kau^mbi of Fa-hian

cannot be Kosam. There can be no doubt that both

pilgrims mean the same place when they speak of Kausambi.

^ Cunmno^bam’s work on the “Stupa of Bharhut” opens with the extra-

ordinarily erroneous assertion that Bharhut “is exactly 120 miles to the
south-west of Allahabad.” According to the scale of has map in the same
volume the distance is about 98 miles. The map in vol. vii of the “ Reports”
makes the distance to be about 90 miles. Other maps which I have used indicate

the distance as about 92 miles.
^ Cunningham, “Reports,” ix, 7.
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The one definite detail concerning Kausambi mentioned bv
Fa-hian is, that “its vihdra is named Ghocbiravaua—a place

where Buddha formerly resided.”

Hiuen Tsiang says :

—

“Within the city, at the south-east angle of it, is an ohl

habitation, the ruins of which only exist. This is the house of

Ghhshira (Kun-shi-lo) the nobleman. In the middle is a vihdra

of Euddha, and a ddpa containing hair and nail relics. There

are also ruins of Tathagata’s bathing-house.

“ Not far to the south-east of the city is an old sanghdruma. This

was formerly the place where Goshira the nobleman had a garden.

In it is a stupa built by Asoka-raja, about 200 feet high.” ‘

Asvaghosa states that Buddha, “ coming to the Kausilmbl

country, converted Goshira.” ^

The express association by both Fa-hian and Hiuen

Tsiang of Gosira with Kausambi renders inadmissible the

hypothesis that the two pilgrims speak of different places.

Consequently, inasmuch as Hiuen Tsiang’s Kausambi is not

Kosam, Fa-hian’s KausiimbT is not Kosam either.

Fa-hian, as has been shown, did not visit Kausambi, the

position of which was extremely out of the way. His brief

note about the place was recorded from information received,

and either in the original manuscript, or in the process of

copying, “ north-west ” was written by mistake for “ south-

west.” The distance, too, of 13 yojams, equivalent to

90-95 miles, is too short. The direct distance from Siirnath,

north of Benares, to Bharhut, the approximate position of

Kausambi, is about 136 miles or 18 yojnnas. Therefore, in

Fa-hian’s text, for “north-west, thirteen yojanas,” I would

substitute “south-west, eighteen (or nineteen) yojanas.”

Tlie text is certainly wrong, being inconsistent with the

j)recise data of Hiuen Tsiang, which I accept exactly as they

stand in his text.

I claim, therefore, to have proved that Kosam, although

identified with Kausambi by the Jains in modern times, is

' Bcnl, “Records,” i, 236. 1 am not rc.sponsible for the vagaries in spelling

of the name (fnsira.
* “ Sacred Books of the East,” xix, p. 245.
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not the Kausambi associated by early Buddhist legend with

tlie conversion of Gosira, and which was noticed by Fa-hian

and described in detail by Kiuen Tsiang, who visited the

place twice.

I cannot explain how or why Kosatn came to bear the

name it has, or why the Jains believe it to be Kausambi.

Perhaps at one time the capital of the kingdom was at

Kosam, and at another time near Bharhut.

But the existence of this difficulty, at present unexplained,

does not in the least affect the cogenc)' of the arguments

adduced above.*

The foregoing arguments, by which the erroneousness

of the received belief in the identity of Kosam and

Kausambi has been in my judgment demonstrated, are

concerned solely with geographical position. In connection

with this part of my subject I may point out that Cunning-

ham dwells on “ the happy position of Bharhut at the

northern end of the long narrow valley of ^Jahiyar, near

the point where the high road froTii Ujain and Bhilsa turns

to the north towards Kosarnbi and Sravasti. That Kosambi

itself was one of the usual halting-places between Ujain

and Pataliputra, we have a convincing proof in the curious

story of the famous physician Jivaka of Pajagriha.”

Cunningham then proceeds to cite legends from Hardy’s
“ Manual of Buddhism,” which place Kau.surabl 50 yojanas

from Ujjaiu, and mention “ Godhi, Diwisa, Walsewet”

as intermediate places.-

The direct distance between Ujjain and Bharhut measured

on Keith Johnston’s map of India is about 340 miles.

' I have assumed throughout that the Chinese names given bv Fa-hian and
Hiuen Tsiang are correctly represented by the name Kausambi. J’ulien gives the
Chinese as Kiu-chen-mi, and explains as “ faute pour Kiao-chan?-mi (Kausambi) ”

(Lute des Mots abreges, vol. ii, p. o59). Beal adopts the form Kiau-shang-mi, as
it it really stood in the text of Hiuen Tsiang (“ Kecords,” i, 235). Legge gives
no transliteration. Giles transliterates Chii-shan-mi, and savs that the second
character is shan, not chang. The form chang used by Julien for French readers
should of course be read as shang in English. Inasmuch as both the Buddhist
and Brahman legends associate Kausambi with King Udayana, they must both
refer to the same place, and it appears necessary to transliterate 'the Chinese
names as Kausambi.

^ “ Stupa of Bharhut,” p. 1.
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Taking the yojana as equivalent to about seven miles, the

approximate distance of 50 yojanas (7 x 50 = 350) given

in the legend agrees well with the position for KausambI

deduced from Hiuen Tsiang’s data. The distance to Kosam,

some 90 miles greater, cannot possibly be made to agree

with the estimate of 50 yojanas.

The circumstance that Cunningham held erroneous beliefs

concerning the sites of KausambI and SravastI does not

affect the fact that Bharhut lies on the ancient road between

TJjjain and Northern India. The neighbourhood of Bharhut

on the old line of road is therefore a likely position for the

capital of a kingdom.

Kamsambl is the scene of the Ratniivall drama, of which

the main subject is the love of TJdayana or Vat.«a, prince

of KausambI, or Yatsa pattana, for Vasava-datta, princess

of TJjjain. This story is more easily intelligible when the

kingdoms of KausambI and TJjjain are regarded as

neighbours. Hiuen Tsiang estimates that the countries

of KausambI and TJjjain were of the same size, each being

6,000 U (nearly 1,000 miles) in circuit. If we assume

that the capital of the Kausiimbi country was near Bharhut,

the two countries must have been neighbours. The pilgrim

gives no indication of the existence of any kingdom or

country between them. The kingdom of Chi-ki-to, or

Chi-chi-to (“Records,” ii, 271), was north-east of TJjjain

in the direction of JhiinsI and Mahoba, and was probably

the same as Jijhoti or Bundelkhand.

According to my view the kingdom of KausambI was

roughly equivalent to Rlvvil, and marched with the king-

doms of Prayaga, Jijhoti, and TJjjain.

I now proceed to discuss the topography of KausambI,

as described by TTiuen Tsiang, and that of Kosam, as

described by Cunningham and Fiihrer, and to show that

the geographical argument agcuinst the identitj' of KausambI

and Kosam, though so strong in itself as to need no support,

is supported by the topographical argument. To illustrate

the topography I make use of an ex])edient which has

proved serviceable on other occasions, and summarize Hiuen
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Tsianfv’s description in the form of a map drawn roughly

to scale.

That description tells us of a large city some three miles

and a half in diameter, lying south-west of Allahabad, with

a great forest extending for many miles to the north and

north-east of the city.

The city in the seventh century a.d. possessed ten

ruinous and nearly deserted Buddhist monasteries, and was

inhabited by an “ enormous number ” of orthodox Hindus,

who were provided with about fifty temples. Certain im-

portant Buddhist monuments were still recognizable, and

the Chinese pilgrim devotes his detailed description to

these. Inside the city the most notable sacred place was

the temple, about 60 feet high, containing the sandal-wood

statue of Buddha. The precise position of this temple is

not indicated, but it stood within an old palace, and was

probably not far from the centre of the city. A well,

supposed to be that at which Buddha bathed, still existed

east of the temple. The bath-house had been destroyed

long before, though the site was still remembered. A group

of buildings in the south-east corner of the city, consisting

of a temple, a stupa, the ruins of the house of Gosira, and

the ruins of another bath-house, was associated with the

legend of Gosira.

Outside the walls the remains described by the pilgrim

fell into two groups, one lying to the south-west and the

other to the south-east.

The south-eastern group, “ not far from ”
' the city walls,

consisted of a great stiipa about 200 feet high, ascribed to

A^oka (Xo. 5), a monastery (Xo. 4) in the garden of Gosira,

another stupa (Xo. 6) containing relics of Buddha’s hair and

nails, the double-storied tower of Tasubandhu (Xo. 7), and

a building connected with Asahga (Xo. 8).

The south-western group consisted of another great Asoka

stupa, also 200 feet high (Xo. 10), another hair and nails

' Tlie phrase translated “not far from” in Hiuen Tsiang’s book means
always, so far as I have been able to test it, “adjacent,” or “ quite close to.”

j.K A.s. 1398. 34
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stupa (No. 11), and the stone dwelling of a venomous Niiga

(No. 9). This group lay nearly a mile and a lialf from the

city. Julien uses the words “ caverne en pierre,” or “ cave

in the rock,” for the phrase “stone dwelling” of Mi’. Beal.

Cunningham’s attempts to identify the sites above

enumerated with particular remains at Kosam are most

unsatisfactory. His assumption that the mound near the

centre of the great fort at Kosam corresponds with the

temple of the sandal-wood statue is arbitrary, and rests

solely on the prior assumption that Kosam is the Kausambi

of Hiuen Tsiang.

Cunningham makes no attempt to show that theie are any

traces of the great stupa of Asoka, 200 feet high, to the

south-east of the fort. He assumes that the village of

Kosam Khiraj occupies the site of the stupa merely because

squared stones of all sorts, including some fragments of

a stupa railing, are found in the village. But such stones

may well have been removed from the interior of the

adjoining “fort” or city. If the village occupies the site

of a huge stupa, traces of a great circular building should

still be visible, and Cunningham does not profess to have

found any such traces.

The attempt at identification of the south-western group

is equally unsatisfactory.

The ruins at Kosam occupy the northern bank of the

river Jumna, standing on the cliff. There is no room for

anj' group of remains to the south-west (“Reports,” vol. i,

pi. xlviii), and Cunningham can only say that

—

“If Hwcn Thsang’s south-west bearing is correct, the holy

cave [i.e. the dwelling of the Nagaj must have been carried away

long ago by the encroachment of the Jumna, as the clear reach

of the river above Kosainbi, as far as the hill of I’rabhasa,

a distance of four miles, now bears 282° from the south-west of

the old city, or 12° to the north of west. The hill of Prabhasa,

which is on the left bank of the J umna, is the only rock in the

Antarved or Doab of the Ganges and Jumna. In a hollow

between its two peaks stands a modern Jain temple, but there is

no cavern, and no trace of any ancient buildings.” (i, p. 311.)
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At a subsequent visit Cunningham came to the conclusion

that the rock-cave, or stone dwelling, of the Niiga mentioned

by lliuen Tsiang is to be identified with the ancient cave

in the hill of Pabhosil. In making this identification

Cunningham has been followed by Dr. Fiihrer, and both

these scholars have not hesitated to tamper with lliuen

Tsiang’s text in order to support their view. The Niigu’s

abode was situated, according to the pilgrim, at a distance

of about eight or nine //, that is to say, about a mile and

a half, south-went of the city.

“At my previous visits,” Cunningham writes, “I had looked

for this cave on tlie bank of the Jumna to the west of tlie city,

just outside tlie village of I’ali. The south-west bearing is quite

impossible, hs the general course of the Jumna above the city is

from north-west to south-east It is true that the

hill of Pabhosa is three miles to the north-west of the groat fort

at Garhwa [.?c<7. the fortified enclosure between Kosam Khiraj

and Kosam Inam], but it is not more than two miles from the

present villages of Kosam [Inam] and Pali, which formed the old

city outside the walls of the fort.

“ On reaching the hill of Pabhosa I found that there was not only

a cave high up on the face of the hill, but that there was also

a Kaga, or serpent, of which everybody had heard, but which

no one had seen

“ The cave is artificial, and is simply an old quarry with a pillar

left in front for the support of the roof. In front there is a Jain

temple, and there are three standing Jain figures cut iu the rock

above

“ The Chinese pilgrim mentions that there was a stupa of Asoka,

about 200 feet high, beside the cave, but no traces of such a

building could be found. It is very probable, however, that the

present Jain temple occupies the site of some ancient building.”

In March, 1887, Dr. Fiihrer had himself lowered by ropes

from the top of the cliff and entered the cave, where he

discovered interesting inscriptions of kings named Bahasati

mitra and Asadhasena.' These inscriptions are in characters

> These inscriptions had previously been brought to notice by Mr. Cockbum,
who viewed them with a telescope from a distance.
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of the first or second centuries b.c. They have no reference

to Buddhism. The only passage which could be interpreted

as Buddhistic is the mention of the “ Jvassapiya [Kiisyapiya]

Arhats.” Dr. Biihler points out that these words may be

interpreted either as “ the Buddhists of the Kasyapiya

school, or the pupils of Yardhamana, who was a Kasyapa

by gotra.” Considering that the cave is a Jain holy place,

with a Jain temple in front of it, and Jain images cut in

the rock above, it is obvious that the second alternative

interpretation is the only legitimate one, and that the

dedication by King Asadhasena must be interpreted as

referring to the religion of the Jain Yardhamana, and not

to Buddhism.

I am not concerned with the identity of Pabhosa and

Prabhasa, because I am not aware of any independent

evidence connecting Prabhasa with Kausambl. But the

Pabhosa cave does not correspond either in distance or

direction with the Niiga’s dwelling visited by Iliuen Tsiang,

and it is Jain, not Buddhist. The absence of the slightest

trace of the huge south-western stiipa, still 200 feet high in

the seventh century, is very inadequately accounted for by

the remark that “it is very probable that the present Jain

temple occupies the site of some ancient building.”

The plain truth is, that the facts of Pabhosii do not in any

respect tally with the description of the Naga’s dwelling

recorded by Hiuen Tsiang, and that the only reason for

tampering with the pilgrim’s text is a prior determination

to believe in the identity of Kosam and Kau^iimbi.

While not denying the existence of occasional errors in

the statements of distances and bearings in the texts of both

Fa-hian and Hiuen Tsiang, I protest strongly against the

practice of shirking difficulties by facile alterations of the

texts. Cunningham was far too prone to indulge in this

easy method of clearing away difficulties which stood in the

way of his favourite beliefs, and many of his errors can be

traced to his unwillingness to accept historical documents

as they stand, and his willingness to read black where the

author had written white.
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^fnny passages in the texts of the Chinese pilgrims in

which Cunningham rashly proposed emendations can now

be proved to be accurate.

Cunningham admits that, as he failed to find any trace of

the great Asoka stupa to the south-west of Ivausambi, he

equally failed to find any trace of the equally great stiipa

with its accompanying monastery to the south-east.*

The result of all this detailed discussion is, that I affirm

with confidence that on topographical as well as on geo-

graphical grounds the identification of the remains at Kosam
and Pabhosa with the KausambI of tlie Chinese pilgrims is

demonstrated to be impossible.

I need hardly say that the existence of a legend about the

presence of a venomous serpent in an inaccessible cave is no

proof that such, cave is the Xiiga’s dwelling mentioned by

Iliuen Tsiang. Legends of snakes and dragons are associated

with most old places.

In order to leave no supposed proof of the identity of

Kosam and Kausambi unnoticed, I may add that the stone

inscription from Karra on tlie Ganges, forty-one miles north-

west of Allahabad, does not prove that Karrii was in the

kingdom of Kausambi. It states that “in Sambat 1092

(a.T). 1035), on the 1st of the light half of Ashadha, the

paramount sovereign Yaso-pala of Kate, at the village of

Payahasa, in the kingdom of Kausambi, issues commands
to the principal persons . . .

.”

This statement, if correctly translated, only proves that

the village of Payahasa, wherever that may have been, was

included in the kingdom of Kausambi.^

Cunningham’s identification of the two-storied tower of

Yasubandhu, in the south-eastern group of the Kausambi
sacred places, with a chamber in the TikrI mound utilized

by the Trigonometrical Survey as an observing station, is

quite unconvincing.®

' Fiihrer, Epigraphia Indica, ii, 240; Cunningham, “Reports,” xxi,

pp. 1-3, and pi. ii.

- Cunningham, “ Reports,” xvii, 95, quoting Prinsep in JiA.S.B., v, 731.
* “Reports,” xxi, 3.
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II. SRAYASTI.

The determination of the true position of the site of

Sriivastl depends on the geographical relation of that city

to the two fixed points, Kanauj and Kapilavastu. The

recent discovery of Kapilavastu renders the solution of

the problem much more easy and certain than it was when

Cunningham unsuccessfully attempted the task.

From Kanauj Fa-hian proceeded to cross the Ganges,

and travelling in a southern direction, reached, at a distance

of three yojanas, the forest, or village, of A-le.'

Hiuen Tsiang, travelling 100 U (17 or 18 miles) south-east

of Kanauj, and crossing the Ganges, arrived at Navadevakula,

Avhich is unquestionably Newal in the Unao District of Oudh,

distant about 18 n)iles in a direct line south-east from

Kanauj.^

The slightly greater distance of three yojanas, or about

21-23 miles, traversed by Fa-hian, indicates that the place

called A-le by him must be either Bangarmau or Jogi Kot,®

* Fa-hian, ch. xviii. Tlie name is variously spelt—A-le (Legge), A-li (Giles),

A-lo (Beal), and Ilo-li (Laidlay). The Corean text used by Legge calls the place

a “ rdllage ”
;
the Chinese texts used by the other translators call it a “ forest.”

As there were stupas at A-le, it is clear that the place was not merely a forest.

The town of Alavi, mentioned in Buddhist works, and described as “a city near

a large forest ” (atavT), is probably the same as Alow meutioned in the “ Manual

of Buddhism,” the country of Alawei referred to in Yale's “Cathay,” and the

town called Alabhiya or Alabin by the Jains. Dr. Iloernle’s suggestion tljat

these various names all correspond to the A-le of Fa-hian seems plausible

(“Monumental Antiquities and Inscriptions,” pp. 89, 271). The legend of

the king of Alow will be found iu Hardy’s “ Manual,” 2nd ed., p. 269.

* “To the south-east of the capital, going about 100 /i, we come to the town

of Na-po-ti-po-kulo (Navadevakula). It is situated on the eastern bank of the

Gauges, and is about 20 li in circuit.” (Beal, “Records,” i, 223.)

The mound of ruins at Newal covers a space of about 15 acres, and is situated

on the high bank of the old Ganges now known as the Kalyiiui Nadi. According

to tradition Newal represents a city older than Bangarmau, which is said to date

from Muhammadan times. The ancient remains at Newal consist of five mounds,

one of which is only a mile from the mounds of Bangarmau.
^ Jogi Kot is “ perched on a large ancient khci-ii [sci7. mouud]. A statue of

Parvati, locally called Plndmati Devi, bears a short dedicatory inscription in

characters of the fifth century,” that is to say, about contemporary with Fa-hian.

(“ Monumental Antiquities aud Inscriptions,” p. 271.)
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most, probably the latter. Tlie former is about 21 miles, and

the latter about 23 miles, in a direct line from Kanauj,

Bangarmiiu is only about two miles south-east from Newal,

and the two places, in fact, form a single site. Jogi Kot,

about five miles north-east of Biingarmau, may be regarded as

a suburb of the old city, and us the A-le of Fa-hian. Both

Newal and Biingarmau are on the ancient line of road

connecting Mathura, Kanauj, and Ajodhya. Six ferries

across the Ganges are in the neighbourhood. Safichiinkot,

or Kiimkot, on the Siil river, distant about 25 miles in a

direct line from Kanauj, lies too far east to be A-le. The

identification by Dr. Fiihrer of Sanchankot with Shii-che

is absolutely impossible.

Practically, the result is that the A-le of Fa-hian cor-

responds almost exactly with the Navadevakula of Iliuen

Tsiang, A-le being Jogi Kot, four and a half miles east of

Newal (Sheet 3 of Map of Oudh) and a suburb or appendage

of the cit}’ Navadevakula, which was 20 li (or more thau

three miles) in circuit. From this point the difficulty begins.

The Chinese texts make Fa-hian go from A-le ten yojanas

south-east in order to arrive at “ the great kingdom of

Sha-che.” This statement takes the traveller to the neigh-

bourhood of Datauli in the Bai Bareli District. This

village, Datauli, occupies a favourable position at a point

where five important roads meet, eight miles north-west

from the ancient crossing-place at Dalmau. Ruins are

known to exist at Sathanpur, north-west, and at Bahai,

south-east of Datauli. I do not know whether or not there

are signs of antiquity at Datauli itself.^

The Corean text gives the distance from A-le to Sha-che

as three, instead of ten yojanas. This statement brings the

traveller either to Pariar on the Ganges, opposite Bithur,

* These places will be found on Sheet 5 of the Map of Oudh. Datauli, being

situated at a point where five roads meet, one of which comes from Dalmau Ghat
and another trom Baksar Ghat, was probably in ancient times a place of some
importance. It is now only a village. Bahai, which lies between Datauli and
Dalmau, has two large mounds strewn with bricks. There are ruins also at

Sathanpur and other places in the neighbourhood. Dalmau, which I have
visited, is a very ancient place. A considerable fair is held there annually.
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or to Unwan, on the high road to Unao, about six miles

north-east of Pariiir. Ancient remains exist at Makhl,

Riio, and probably other places near Unwan. Pariiir is

a sacred bathing-place, and was the scene, according to

tradition, of a great battle in the olden time.-

The topographical details given by Fa-hian concerning

Sha-che are so meagre that the site of almost any ancient

town would suit his description, which merely mentions

the spot where Buddha’s tooth-brush became a tree,^ and

the usual stupas commemorating the places where the four

Buddhas walked and sat.

Shii-che is not mentioned by Hiuen Tsiang, and does not

appear to have been visited by him. Consequently, it is

impossible to check Fa-hian’s statements and to decide

which distance from A-le to Sha-che is correct—ten yojanas

or three. There is no difficulty in finding an ancient site

at either distance. I feel indisposed to believe that before

turning northwards to SriivastT, Fa-hian went so far south

as the neighbourhood of Dalrnau, and I am inclined to

accept the Corean text as correct, and to place Sha-che at

or near Unwan, which stands at a point where four roads

meet, exactly 21 miles from Bangarmau, and about the same

distance from JogI Kot, or A-le. Local research is required

to determine which of the ancient sites in the neighbourhood

of Unwan should be accepted as the equivalent of Shii-che.

For geographical purposes Unwan may be accepted as

sufficiently accurate. From Unwan to the probable site of

SriivastT the distance in a north-easterly direction is about

132 miles as measured on the map, or some 18 or

19 yojanas.

An obvious error in the distance and bearing of Siiivasll

* Bariar is noticed by Fiihrer in “ Jfonumental Antiquities and Inscriptions,”

p. 272. For the information that remains exist at Miiklii and lino I am indebted

to Dr. Iloey. Umvnn is situated in about lat. 26° 11' N., long. 80° 27' E., and

about 15 miles a little east of north from Cawnpore.
* 'riie tooth-brush legend was attached to many widely separated places, and

does not help to fix the position of Sha-che. In using the spelling Shn-ehe

1 follow Legge. 'I'he uame is spelled Sha-chi and Sha-chih by other translators.
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from Sbii che unfortunately exists in all the texts of Fa-liiau,

and prevents us from determining the position of Sliii-che by

a cross measurement. The text makes the traveller to say

that going from Sha-che to the south for eight yojauas he

came to the city of Sravasfi, in the kingdom of Kosala.

This bearing and this distance are manifestly and admittedly

erroneous. In a later passage (chs. xxi and xxii) Fa-hian

correctly places Sriivastl nearly 13 yojanns north-west of

Kapilavastu, which agrees with lliuen Tsiang’s estimate

that Kapilavastu was “ 500 li or so
”

south-east from the

stitpa of Kiisyapa Buddha near Sravastl. The site of

Kapilavastu being now known with certainty, we know

that Srilvastr must be looked for at a distance of about

84-90 miles from Kapilavastu in a north-westerly direction.

Consequently no further argument is needed to prove the

existence of a glaring error in the statement of the bearing

and distance of Sha-che from Sravastl as given in the texts

of Fa-hian’s book.

Sravastl, b}" reason of its position in relation to Kapilavastu,

unquestionably lay in a north-easterly direction from Sha-che,

whether that place is to be looked for at Unwan or at

Datauli. From Uuwan the direct distance to the probable

site of Sravastl, north-east, is about 132 miles, or 18 yojauas.

From Datauli the distance would be about 35 miles, or

five yojauas, greater.

As already observed, I am inclined to place Sha-che in

the neighbourhood of Unwan. I would therefore correct

Fa-hian’s bearing and distance of Sravastl from Sha-che by

substituting “to the north-east” and “18 (or 19) yojauas”

for the words “ to the south ” and “ 8 yojauas.”

lliuen Tsiang approached Sravastl by a different route,

travelling from KausambI, via Kasapura and Yisakha. He
crossed the river, as I have shown, at almost certainly either

Baksar or Dalmau. The distance in a northerly direction to

Kasapura is not stated. I think lliuen Tsiang kept a

considerable distance east of Fa-hian’s route, and con-

sequently did not go near Sha-che. Kasapura may very

plausibly be identified with the group of ruins centreing
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round Mohanlalganj, which are described as follows by

Dr. Fiihrer:

—

“ Mohanlalganj, tahsil, 14 miles south of Lakhnau, is built on

the land of the old village of Chorhan-ka-iliiu, which, however,

is devoid of any remains
;
but the pargana of Mohanlalganj abounds

in about 20 old dihs, which are sometimes of great elevation and

extent. They are quite deserted, and the only signs of the ancient

habitations are the broken bricks which lie scattered over the

mounds, and occasionally a hut on the summit devoted to some

deified hero, who is worshipped under the title of Bir. These

mounds are usually ascribed to the Bhars [sic'\
;
but they are in

fact the deserted sites of Buddhist towns and forts. The greatest

of these mounds are at Paharnagar Tikuria, Siris, and Nagiam.

“Nagram, the ancient Nalagrama, possesses the ruins of a large

fort, the site of which, a high mound in the centre of the village,

still exists. It seems to have fallen in the track of Sa’id [«fc]

Salar’s invasion
;
for on the mound of the fort are the dargahs of

JIunarwar and Anwar Shahids, and outside [are] the tomb of

Piran Haji Bard, and a Ganj Shahidan. A very interesting katikar

image, representing Siva and Parvati, has lately been dug out of

the fort mound, and has been placed in the Lucknow Museum.” ‘

KursI, in the BarahankI District, about 27 miles in

a direct line from Mohanlalganj, corresponds adrnirahlj'’

in position with Visakha, which was 170 or 180 li (less

than 30 miles) from Kasapura.

Dr. Fiihrer describes KursI as follows :

—

“ Kursi, town in tahsil Pathpur, lat. 27° 8' N., long. 81° 9' E.,

. . . . is perched on a high dih, the site of an old fort, said

to have been called Kesrigarh. The only objects of interest are

the masjid of Siraj-ud-din, built during the reign of Slnili Jahan

in A.n. 1063; a masjid in Qazi tola, built during the reign of

* “Monumental Antiquities and Inscriptions,” p. 267. In this work the

compiler persistently has used the mis-spellings Ehar for Bhar aud Su'id tor

Kayyid.

Alolranlfilganj will be found on Sheet 3 of the Surveyor General’s Map of

Oudh (four miles to the inch). One of the four roads wliich meet there comes

from Baksar Ghat. Nagram is about 11 miles south-east of Mohanlalganj.

Paharnagar is about seven and a half miles a little east of north from the same
centre, and Siris abont seven miles a little east of south from the same. Of

course, I cannot ])retend to say which of the numeiams mounds aetnallv represent

KiiiSapura. I do not know whether or not there is authority for giving h'alagrama

as the Sanskrit equivalent of Nagram.
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’Alanifxir
;

and tlie masjid of Sa’adat Ali Khan, erected in

A. IT. 1193, as is apparent from the I’ersian inscriptions inside these

buildings.

“About two miles to the north of Kursi lies the village of

Mansar, or ^lahsand, on a very high brick-covered dih of great

extent, and below it on the north is a huge well built of slabs of

Icankar, and ascribed to the Ilhars [«iV]. The tomb of Sa’id [xic]

Kur All Slulh, who is revered as a shnhid, is a commonplace

building. At the neighbouring village of Ghugtir tliere is another

large brick-strewn mound.” ‘

I cannot affirm positively that tlie ruins near Mohan-

lillganj and Kursi respectively are those of Kiisapura and

Visakhil. Ruined cities are too numerous in Oudh to

warrant hasty assumptions that sites which suit fairly well

in geographical position are necessarily the precise sites

sought for. Rut I feel confident that the direction in w’hich

both Kasapura and Visakhii should be looked for has been

indicated with approximate correctness. The exact sites

cannot be determined without detailed local research.

^

Yisiikha must be sought within a distance of 15 or 20 miles

from Lucknow, to the north or north-east. I have selected

Kursi as the site because it is about lb miles from Lucknow',

a little to the east of north, and is on a main road. The

ancient lines of road have often remained unchanged to

the present day. Kiisapura must be sought about 30 miles

south or south-west from Yisakhii, that is to say, between

Lucknow and the Ganges, and not more than 15 miles from

Lucknow.

Fa-hian (ch. xxi), travelling south-east from the city of

Sriivastl for twelve yojams (84—90 miles), came to the birth-

place of Krakucanda Buddha, called Na-pei-kea (Legge).

Less than a yojana (say five or six miles) north from this

place lay the town, the birthplace of Kanakamuni Buddha,

from which Kapilavastu lay less than a yojana to the east.

* “Monumental Antiquities and Inscriptions,” p. 264. Kursi will be found
on the same sheet of the map as Jlohanlalgauj.

^ Mahona, lat. 27° 5' X., long. 80°d.5' E., situated 15 miles north of Lucknow,
is another pos.sible site for Yisukha. Several mounds of ruins are iu the
neighbomhood (Fdkrer, p. 267).
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The Lumbiiu Garden, the scene of the birth of Gautama
Buddha, lay about 50 li (eight or nine miles) further east.

Hiuen Tsiang (Beal, ii, 13) reckons the distance to Kapila-

vastu as about 500 li (84 to 90 miles) from the diipa of

Kasyapa Buddha, which stood to the north of a town about

16 li (three miles) north-west of Sravasti. Five hundred li

of Hiuen Tsiang are the regular equivalent of 12 yojanas

of Fa-hian. The two travellers, therefore, agree substantially

in their accounts of the bearing and distance of Kapilavastu

from Sravasti.

But Hiuen Tsiang (Beal, ii, 24) places the LumbinI

Garden at a distance of 80 or 90 li (about 16 miles) to the

north-east of the “arrow-well” near Kapilavastu. In this

detail the later pilgrim is the more correct. We know the

position of the LumbinI Garden with certainty, owing to the

recent discovery of the Asoka pillar there. We know for

a like reason the exact position of the sUtjya of Kanakamuui,

and we therefore know the position of Kapilavastu.'

The site of the LumbinI Garden is a mound of ruins

about 120 paces in length and breadth, situated about half

a mile west of north from the village of Padariii.

Padaria (Pararia), in Kepiil, in approximately lat. 27° 30' X.

and long. 83° 18' E. The mound is within a loop of the

'riliir hladi (the River of Oil), which surrounds it on three

sides, and lies just outside the edge of Sheet 102 of the

Indian Atlas. It is about five miles from the British border,

’ I visited the site of the Lumhini Garden in October, 1897, and

TCigllva (Kanakamuni) and Kapilavastu in Jannarj-, 1898. Kapilava-stu is

on the east or left bank of the Baiiganga river, about 11 miles from the

frontier, 17 miles north from Mr. I’eppe’s house at Birdpur, and 31 miles in

a north-vvesb'rly direction from Uska railway station. Dr. Fiihrer erroneously

states the distance from U^ka as 38 miles. The ruins of Kapilavastu extend

for several miles east and west in the forest. Their breadth from north to south

is comparatively small. Mv visit was confined to the western extremity of

tlie city, near the Bangauga. Dr. Fiihrer was then engaged in excavating

a series of small square stupas, which seem to be those commemorating the

slaughter of the Sakyas. The bricks at Kapilavastu are only 12" x 7". The

bricks of the A^oka period are 16" x 9" in the I’iprahwa siiipa excavated by

Mr. I’eppe, and those at l’atali])utra are often much larger. 1 visited the

excavations at Pataliputra in November, 1897.
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and about six miles from DulluT House, the residence of

Mr. Ricketts, manager for Mr. Gibbons.

Pleasuring back from this fixed point to Kapilavastu, as

determined by the Nigliva pillar near Kanakamuni’s stupa,

and by Hiuen Tsiang’s itinerary, and thence north-west

“500 li or so” (I'i yojanas nearly in Fa-hian), we reach

a point in Xepalese territory near the foot of the hills and

not many miles from the Nepalganj Road Station, on tl>e

Bengal and North-Western Railway, Avhich station is distant

about 163 miles from Gorakhpur.

Being convinced by a careful study of the maps and the

data given by the Chinese pilgrims that Set (Sahet) Plahet,

the reputed site of Sravasti,* could not possibly be the

real site, which must be not far from Nepalganj, I determined

to verify my deductions at the earliest opportunity.

By the kind offices of Colonel H. Wylie, then Resident

at Kathmandu, the necessary passes for Dr. Vost^ and myself

were granted by the Prime Plinister of Nepiil. At the

end of October, 1897, we managed to arrange the trip, which

I now jjroceed to describe from notes recorded, with the

concurrence of Dr. Yost, on the evening of the 29th October,

while all details were fresh in our memory. I venture

to head the narrative as that of

The Discovery of Sr.IvastT.

“ Dr. Yost and I left Nepalganj Road railway station on the

morning of the 28th October, 1897, and marched with elephants

and a light camp via Nepalganj to Brdapur.

“The distance from the railway station to the town of Nepalganj

is about four miles east of north along a good road. Having
paid our respects to the local Nepalese Suba, or District Officer,

we proceeded along a bad road, which was in many places flooded,

about six miles, in a direction a little north of east, to KamdI.

* Cunningham, “Reports,” i, 330; xi, 96. Set Mahet is too near Kapila-
vastu and is in the wrong direction.

* Dr. Yost, Civil Surgeon of Gonda in Oudh, is known to the numismatic
world as a learned and accurate student of Indian IMuhammadan coins. His
native agents collected some preliminary information, which, though not accurate,
was of much service iu guiding our local iuquiiies.
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This village, a poor place, stands on a low mound which seems

to be mostly natural, although another mound to the south contains

potsherds, and is at least in part artificial. The Dhunraha XadI

flows to the west of the village.

“We pitched our camp in a grove near Bfilapur, at a distance

of about half a mile east of north from Kamdl, and about the same

distance west of the Sidhania ferry over the Kaptl.

“The edge of the forest comes down close to the village of

Balapur. At a point in the forest distant about half a mile from

the village, we found a very extensive area of low mounds running

approximately from south-west to north-east. Though we could

not determine the exact extent of these ruins, we satisfied

ourselves as to their large dimensions by walking about them for

nearly an hour. This site appears to be e.xtremely aucient. It is

covered with forest in many places all but impenetrable, and

is deeply scored by watercourses. No distinct traces of any

separate building could be made out. The whole area was worn

down by the action of the weather, and the bricks on the surface

were, for the most part, reduced to gravel. We picked up some

small and much defaced fragments of terra-cotta figures, indicating

the existence of decorated buildings.

“By forcing our way through dense jungle across ravines we
reached at a distance about four miles from Balapur, in a north-

easterly direction on the bank of the llapti, a spot known as

Intawa (i.e. brick ruins), and found there a small and low circular

brick structure about 30 feet in diameter. This building, except

in so far as it has been opened on the south side down to

ground-level by treasure-seekers, is in good order, and is certainly

a stupa of early date. The bricks are large slabs, measuring nine

inches in width. No specimen on the surface was sufiicicntly

perfect to allow of its length being determined.

“ Another mound of brickwork, not so well preserved, was noticed

to the south of the stupa, and fragments of brick and potsherds are

discernible in the river bank for about half a mile southwards

and to the depth of many feet. We were informed that the

remains were formerly much more extensive. They have been

largely eroded by the river, which runs at this spot with great

force down a rather steep incline, and is still daily cutting into the

bank and destroying trees. We were told of masonry wells which

for a long time stood out in the river bed and have recently

been carried away. The Rapti turns to the south just above

Intawa, and at the bend must be two or three miles in width.

The banks are covered with forest in all directious, both above
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anil below the bend. Wo hoard of rnins at Nania, north of the

bend, and also at I’ararT, to the north of Nania.

“ Our investifialions had to be hurriedly closed by the approaching

darkness of night, and it was dark before we reached our tents.

The people in Nepfd are very timid about giving information to

Europeans, and we were consequently unable to extend our

researches. Phiough, however, was learned to prove beyond doubt

that Intawa marks the site of an extremely ancient and con-

siderable settlement on the west bank of the llfiptl.*

“P'roni native information we gathered that very extensive remains

exist buried in the forest north-west of Ihllapur and west of Intawa.

The remains are said to extend over twelve villages in Tappa

Dhaunrihar. We ascertained the names of seven of these villages,

namely, Khajura, Mandadih, Chaklil-Mahadeo, Karl Langri, Ijarwa,

Kumdhlk, and Imilia. Kuradhik is the name given to the tract of

forest southland south-west of Intawa. So far as we saw, the only

inhabitants are a few wandering herdsmen occupying temporary

huts. Many mounds exist in the Kumdhlk region, but a hasty

glance at some of them while passing through dense forests did

not enable us to determine whether any of them were artificial

or not. Sbisham {Dalbergia sissoo) trees are numerous, and look

like the descendants of planted trees.

“ The remains at Khajura are said to cover a very large area, and

to be the most extensive of all. The position of Khajurii was
indicated as being about a kos in a northerly direction from Ealiipur.

The positions of Khajura, Balapur, KamdT, and Intawa are marked

with approximate correctness in the accompanpng map. They are

not marked on the original map, and having little time and no

surveying instruments, we could not determine positions with

absolute accuracy.

“ We heard vague accounts of some sort of ancient building at

Mandadih, which lies somewhere west of Khajura, and about five

miles in a north-westerly direction from Balapur.

“ Ruins are said to exist at another Balapur near the base of the

hills.

“ The distance fromBidapur to the foot of the hills seemed to be
about sixteen miles, although the map makes it much less. It

must be remembered that the portion of the map based on actual

survey comprises only a narrow strip, up to about the latitude of

’ There are indications of old river beds near Balapur and Kamdi which
may possibly mean that at some remote period the river flowed further west
than it now does. It is now moving westwards.
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Ncpalganj, adjoining the present border. This strip was at one

time British territory, and was ceded to iSTepal.

“ The tract at the foot of the hills is said to be named TJdain, and

the road into the hills ascends from Obarl.

“ The general result of our inquiries and observations is, that ruins

extend for a distance of six or seven miles in a northerly direction

from Kamdi and Balapur, where our camp was, and for a distance

of several miles west from Intawa, which now stands on the hank

of the river.

“ The indications point to the existence of an extensive city with

outlying towns and buildings occupying the tract between Balapur

and the hills which is now covered with dense forest.

“We are of opinion that the remains in that tract which we saw

and heard of are certainly the remains of the great city of 6ravasti,

which was already in ruins when Fa-hian visited it in or about

A.D. 406.^ No surprise need be felt at the fact that the remains

of a city so long desolate are now indistinct and inconspicuous.”

Although it is impossible at present to identify particular

buildings at the site of Sriivastl, it is desirable that the

future explorer should know exactly what he has to look

for. The ruins of the buildings in and around the

Jetavana must form an immense mass extending over

a wide area. It will be observed that the two pilgrims

differ widely in their statements as to the distance of the

town of Kiisyapa Buddha, which Fa-hian calls Too-wei

(Legge). If the distance of “16 li or so,” or three miles.

• “After Fa-hian set out from Cli’ang-gan, it took him six years to reach

Central India
;
stop])ages then extended over (other) six years

; and on his return

it took him three years to reach Ts’ing-chow.” (Ch. xl; Legge, p. 115.)

Fa-hian started on his journey “ in the second year of the period IlwJlng-che,

being the Kehae year of the cycle.” Legge interprets this to mean a.d. 399

(p. 9). Giles (p. x) points out that there may he an error of a year.

“The reason is that at the above period the various States wore separated from

and contending with each other, and the style of the reign was recklessly changed,

sometimes annually, sometimes even ofteucr, without there being any fixed rule.”

Fa-hian, therefore, .started in either A.n. 399 or 400, and reached the valley

of the Ganges, which ho calls Central or Mid-India, six years later, llis journey

to j^ravasti must have occnjiied a considerable time, lie cannot have arrived

there earlier than a.d. 405 or 40G.
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fyiven by ITiuen Tsian" be correct, Maiuliirlih may prove

to be Too-wei. We lieard vague rumours of the existence

of a conspicuous buildin<; at Mandiidih, The so-called

“ditches” of Devadatta, Kukilli, and Cbansca will probably

prove to be deep pools in a udla or ravine running north

and south. The dry lake may possibly still be traceable.

But the dense jungle and the decayed slate of the ruins

will always oppose great difficulties in the way of detailed

identifications. The city seems to have extended to the

Rapti, which has carried away the eastern parts.

The frequent references in the Buddhist sacred books to

SiavastI do not, so far as I know, give any geographical

or topographical information of value.

The legend of Praraati and Navamalikii, daughter of

Dharmavardhana, King of Sriivasti, proves that the w’riter

knew that the city was on the bank of a river, but does not

name the river.^

The Dighwa-Dubauli copper -plate inscription of the

Maharaja Mahendrapiila, dated in (Harsha) Samvat 155

(a.d. 701), from the Siiran District, records that the village

of Panlyakagrama (1. 8) in the Sravasti bhukti, and belonging

to the Valayika visaya, which laj' in the Sravasti mnndala,

was given by Mahendrapiila.

-

The local names here mentioned may possibly be at some

time identified. Panlyakagrama should now be represented

by Paniyaon or some similar form. The exact meanings of

the technical terms bhukti, visaya, and 7nandala are, I believe,

not known.

' Weber, “ Ueber das Da^akuniara-Caritam,” in Indische Sireifen, Berlin,

1868. I am indebted to Dr. Hoey for this reference,

Indian Antiquary, vol. xv (1886), p. 107.

j.R.A.s. 1898. 35
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Art. XXII .—KapUnvaxtu in the Buddhist Boohs.

liy T. Watters.

The recent discoveries in Xepill associated with the name of

Dr. Fiihrer, Archaeological Surveyor in the employment of

the Government of India, may lead at an early date Vo

a revival of interest in the life of the historical Duddha,

distinguished generally by the names Gautama and Sakya-

muni, and in the district in which he is supposed to have

been born.

The first of these discoveries was an Asoka pillar, found in

1893 near tlie tank of Xigliva, a village in the Xepalese

Terai (or Tariii), about 37 miles to the north-west of the

TJska station of the North Bengal Railway. This pillar has

an inscription which records that King Asoka, fourteen years

after he had ascended the throne, personally worshipped the

tope of the Buddha Konakamana, and added to it for the

second time. From the travels of the Chinese pilgrims

Fa-hsien and Yuan-chuang ^ we learn to some extent how

this tope stood with respect to the site of Kapilavastu, visited

by them. Then last year the official explorers discovered

in the same district another Asoka pillar, also bearing an

inscription. In this second inscription the king states that

he set up this pillar in the Lummini village (presumed to be

not far from Kapilavastu) at the very spot where Sakyamuni

Buddha was born. Further investigations, we are informed,

are to be made in this interesting district, and these may
lead to more discoveries of still greater importance. The

* The common ways of writing the names of these pilgrims are Fa-hien and

Hiouen-Thsang
;

they are also written Fa Ilien (or Hian) and Hiuen Tsiang.

In Chinese the name of the former is written ^ and that of the latter

X (also 114

.
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ruins in the neighbourhood are said to be very extensive,

and it is not unlikely that among them some more old

inscriptions may be found.

"While waiting for the results of future explorations,

however, we may find it profitable to make a review of the

information we have about the city and district of Kapila-

vastu, and the connection < of Gautama Buddha therewith.

This information, unfortunately, is for the most part of

a most unsatisfactor}'^ nature, being chiefly to be found in

legends and romances, about which it is impossible to deter-

mine whether they are in any degree based on facts, and

in narratives partly derived from the romances or other

questionable sources. These narratives are to be found in

the various editions of the Vinaya, and in other canonical

works. There are also incidental notices to be found in these

treatises of Buddha’s visits to various towns and cities, and

of his travels as a religious teacher. It is not to be supposed,

however, that all these notices and records are to be regarded

as authentic narratives of facts. They were probably believed

to be true by the hearers and the narrators, but we have no

means of deciding when they are and when they are not

correct information.

The statements and opinions given in the following pages

are mainly derived from Buddhist books in Chinese trans-

lations. These books are of very unequal value, and they

often vary to a remarkable degree in their descriptive and

narrative passages. It often seems to be impossible to

reconcile their conflicting statements, or to regard them as

being derived from a common original. No attempt can be

made here to account for these discrepancies, or to estimate

the correct value of the testimony of the various authorities.

Our task is simply to try and find out what these scriptures

tell us about the town and district of Kapilavastu in the

lifetime of Gautama Buddha, and his connection with them.

The periods about which the few Pali and Sanskrit books

quoted in the following pages were composed may be regarded

as tolerably well known. For the works which are to be

found only in Tibetan and Chinese translations we have only
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the dates of the translations with occasional scraps of in-

formation as external evidence, and in a few cases the

probable period of the composition is indicated by the

contents. Such popular books as Hardy’s “ Manual of

Buddhism,” Foucau.x’s “ Rgya Tcher Rol Ra,” and Mr. Real’s

“Romantic History” are supposed to be familiar to tlie

reader, and little reference is made to them here. The works

principally used as authorities are Chinese translations of

Buddhist books not generally accessible, and belonging

largely to the Vinaya and Agama compilations on one hand,

and to the group of Romances ou the other.*

Orfgix and Supposed Site of Kapilavvstu.

The legends and romances about the great religious

reformer of India known as Gautama Buddha describe him

as having been born in the Lumbini Garden, near the city of

Kapilavastu. This city, according to the mythical accounts

of the Buddha’s royal ancestors, had been founded by the

sons of an Ikshviiku king of the Solar race. The king, who

reigned at Potalaka according to some or at Siiket according

to others, yielding to the intrigues of his queen or concubine,

drove his four sons into exile. These princes, accompanied

by their sisters and a large retinue, went northwards, and

after a long journey halted at a pleasant suitable site near

the hermitage of a rishi named Kapila. The rishi welcomed

the exiles, and with solemn rite gave over to them a piece of

ground on which to settle and build their city. AVhen the

city was laid out and occupied, the settlers called it in

gratitude Kapilavastu or Kapilanagara, from the name of

their kind patron. This happened in a period of remote

antiquity.

The city of Kapilavastu thus founded was, according to

the generalH received accounts, situated near or at the

* The texts used are those of the recent Japanese revised edition of the

collection of Buddliist books kept in the libraries of tlie monasteries in China,
Japan, and Korea. Eeferences are given, however, to Mr. Bimyio Xanjio’s
valuable C.atalogue, aud the dates of the translations are taken from that work.
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soutliern slopes of the Himavat mountains, and in the

kingdom of Kosala. It was on the banks of a river, it had

a lake (or pond), and it was on the borders of a copse of ^ka
or teak trees. In the Chinese translations the river on which

the city stood is called Bhagira or Bhagirathi or Ganges,

and the name Rohini for it does not seem to occur.'

It must be noticed, howevei’, that in some of the Chinese

texts the site of Kapilavastu is placed in a district to the

north of the Himavat, the royal exiles being represented as

liaving crossed this range and settled on the south side of

a mountain beyond. Thus, according to one version of the

story, Siddhartha (the Buddha), replying to King Bimbisara’s

questions about his home and family, says :
“ I was born to

the north of the Snow Mountains in the Sakka country, in

the city of Kapilavastu
;
my father’s name is Suddhodana,

and the family name is Gautama.” ^ This conflict of

authorities as to whether Kapilavastu was to the south or the

north of the Himavat mountains is interesting in connection

with circumstances to be related hereafter. But the majority

of texts is in favour of the supposition that the city was

situated on or near the southern slopes of these mountains.

Accepting this theory, however, when we try to learn

from the Buddhist scriptures the precise situation of

Kapilavastu with respect to other towns and cities, we are

rather disappointed. We are told, for example, that it was

in the centre of the world or of Jambudvipa,® a description

very unsatislactory from a geographical point of view.

IMore precise statements place the city not in Kosala but

in the Vrijjian country, and the “ Chang-a-han-ching
”

makes it to have been situated not far from I’ava, a con-

siderable town of that country.^ These statements are of

* Fo-pt’ii-hsing-chi-ching', ch. 4 (Buiivio Nmijio’s Catalorjue, Xo. 680,

tr. .587), here quoted hv the short title “ llsing-chi-ching.” Buuyio Xunjio’s

Catalogue is quoted hy the abbreviation “ Bun.”
* Mi-sha-sai-ho-hai-wu-fou-lii, ch. 1.5 (Bun., Xo. 1,122, tr. 424), here qiioUal

by its usual short title “ tVu-t'cii Yinaya ”
;

Ssu-fen-lii-lsaug, ch. 31 (Bun.,

No. 1,117, tr. 405), here (luoted hy the short title “ Ssu-feu Viuaya.”
® I-(.h‘u-p‘u-sa-pc'ii-ch'i-chiug, j). 2 (Hun., Xo. 609, tr. about 314); Hsiu-

haiug-pou-ch‘i-ching, ch. 1 (liuu., No. 664, tr. 197), tlie “Cliarya-nidaua-sutra.”
* Chang-a-haa-ciiiug, ch. i2 (liuu., Xo. bio, tr. 413).
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importance, as we shall see at a subsequent stage. From
Sravasfi, the capital of Kosala, to Kapilavastu was a journey

of three days for Suddhodana’s messenger, but one of seven

days and nights for the wretched old king Prasenajit and

his queen when fugitives.* From the two Chinese pilgrims

Fa-hsien and Yuau-chuang (Iliouen Thsang) we learn that

the Kapilavastu which they visited was about ninety miles

distant from Sravasti in a south-easterly direction.* From
Rajagriha to Kapilavastu the distance was, according to

the “ Jiltaka,” sixty yojanas (no direction being stated),

according to the “ ITsing-chi-ching ” ten yojanas, and ac-

cording to some other authorities fifty yojanas, the “ llsing-

chi-ching ” placing the former city to the south of the

latter.® In the “Sutta Nipiita ” certain Brahmins setting

out from the neighbourhood of Alaka in the Deccan, made

a pilgrimage to Buddha at Sravasti (Savatti) and back.

Their route lay by Ujjeni and other places to Kosambi and

Siiket, thence on to Savatthi, Setavyam, Kapilavatthu, and

Kusinara, and round to Piiva and Vesali, the Magadhan

city, and the Stone Chaitya.^ Dr. Oldenberg is evidently

satisfied with the simple enumeration of places in this

passage, but it cannot be said to add much to our knowledge

and it is apparently second-hand.

It is not necessary here to refer at length to the identifica-

tion of the site of Kapilavastu made by Mr. Carlleyle and

accepted by General Cunningham. The discovery of the

Asoka pillars in the neighbourhood of Nigllva shows us

that the Kapilavastu of Asoka and the Chinese pilgrims

was in that district. “ Nigllva is a small Nepalese village

in the Tariii, or lowland below the hills, in the Tahsil

Taulehva of Zilla Butwal, about thirty-eight miles north-west

* Ken-pen-shuo-i-cb‘ie-yu-pu-p‘i-na-ye, P‘o-seng-shi, ch. 9 (Bun., Xo. 1,123,

tr. 710). This and the other portions of the Yinaya of the Sarvastivadin Scliool

are here quoted hy the short title “ Sarvata Yinaya,” with the title of each
section added. Liu-li-wang-ching (Bun., Xo. 671, tr. about 300).

* Fo-kuo-chi, ch. 22 ;
Hsi-yii-chi, ch. 6.

* Jataka (ed. Eausboll), toI. i, p. 87 ;
Hsing-chi-ching, chs. 23, 37 ;

Ching-
fan-wang-pan-nie-p‘an-ching (Bun., Xo. 732, tr. 455).

^ Sutta Xipata, p. 184 (P.T.S.)
;
Oldenberg’s “ Buddha,” S. 110 (3rd edition).
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of the Uska Bazar station on the Bengal and iNorth-

Western Railway.” Paderia, the site of the Lumbini

Garden, is about two miles north of the town of Bhag-

vaiupur in the same district. Here, we are told, are the

ruins of Kapilavastu covering an immense space, “ to

be traced over a length of seven English miles and

a breadth of about three English miles.” ^

We should remember, however, that Kapilavastu is not

represented in all the Buddhist scriptures as a large and

flourishing city endowed with many monasteries and other

public buildings. In most of the romances and in the

descriptions taken from or founded on these, it is generally

a great and glorious city with the magnificence becoming

a royal capital. But in several treatises it is also represented

as a small unimportant town without any attractions.

According to a legend given in the “ Sarvata Vinaj'a ” it

was insufficient for the wants of the young Sakya colonists

even at a very early period of their history. In that work

we read that when the families of the Ikshvaku princes

were growing up Kapila complained that their noise

disturbed his religious exercises. He proposed to go away,

but the Sakyas persuaded him to remain, and he assigned

them a good site at a short distance from his hermitage.

Here the city was built to which Kapila’s name was given,

and it was occupied by the families of the exiles. But this

city was soon found to be too small, and the families had

to remove to another place, where under the guidance of

a deva they settled and built a new city, which the}’ called

Devadaha. This is the Kola and Vyiighrapattha (or Vyii-

ghrapur) of various treatises, and a different origin for it

is given in several other legends. Again, in certain Abhi-

dharma treatises, such as the “ Ta-chih-tu-lun,” we find

Kapilavastu referred to as a small town inferior to Sriivasti,

and in some enumerations of the great cities of “ Central

' “The Birthplace of Gautama Buddha.” hy A'. A. Smith, in Journal R..A.S.,

July, 1897, p. 616; Biihler, in Sit/,. K. A. d. AV’iss. in AVieii, IMiil. hist.,

January 7, 1897.
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India ” its name does not appear.’ It is true, however,

that Ananda is made to describe it as a beautiful and

splendid city.

As we have seen, some Chinese translations of Buddhist

texts put Kapilavastu far north beyond the Snow Mountains

(the Ilimavat or Himalayas). This fact helps to explain

some extraordinary statements to be found in other Chinese

books. Thus the Life of the pilgrim Chih-meng places

Kapilavastu 1,300 H (about 2d0 miles) to the south-west of

a place called K'i-sha ij;), that is, perhaps, Gesh. In

this latter country the pilgrim saw the Buddha’s bowl and

marble spittoon, and at Kapilavastu he saw a hair and a tooth

of the Buddha, his ushnisha, and his luminous image in the

rock. The pilgrim Chih-meng was in India about the year

435 A.D. Then the Life of Buddhabhadra, a contemporary of

Fa-hsien, describes that man, doubtless on his own testimony,

as a Sakka, a man of Kapilavastu, and a descendant of Prince

Amritodana. But this man is also described as having been

born at the city of Ka-k‘o-li ()}[) PpJ ^ij) in Korth India. In

these two narratives Kapilavastu seems to be identified or

confounded with Kagar, a once famous place iu the Jellalabad

Valley, wrongly identified with the Xagarahara of a later

Chinese traveller.^

For the names Kapila and Kapilavastu the Chinese seem

to have obtained from their foreign teachers several explana-

tions more or less correct. Thus we find Ts‘ang-se (^
or ‘Azure-colour’ given as the meaning of Kapila. This

term ‘ Azure-colour ’ was also applied to the appearance of

Siddhartha’s face at the end of his long period of fasting and

self-mortification, and in each case it is expressive of the

man’s sallow, starved appearance. But Kapila is better

translated by Huang-fa, or Yellow-Hair, or by Huang-t‘ou,

Yellow-Head, and the city is Huang-t‘ou-chii, as if Kapila-

vastu, the residence of Kapila. Another interpretation of the

* Sarvata Vinaya, P‘o-seng-shi, ch. 2 ;
Ta-chih-tu-lun, cli. 3 (Hun., Xo. 1,169,

tr. 40o).
• Kao-seng-chuan, chs. 2, 3.
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name of the city is Miao-te
fg), Excellent-virtue or Fine-

qualities. Then the Kapilavastu district or the Sakka region

is mentioned by the name Chih-tse-kuo g), or Red-

marsh-country, evidently the translation of a Sanskrit term.

In connection with this last name it may be mentioned that

in the year a.d. 428 an embassy from Yue-ai ^), Moon-
loved, king of the Ka-p‘i-li country, arrived iu

China. This country—that is, its capital—was described as

situated on the side of a lake to the east of a river, and

surrounded on all sides by dark purplish rocks. Ka-p‘i-li

may be for Kapilavastu, or it may be for some other district

in India, but it could not have been the Kapilavastu visited

by Fa-hsien.^

Kapilavastu as seen and described by Asoka and

THE Chinese Pilgrims.

As is well known, the great King Asoka is represented as

having made a personal visit, under the guidance of the

venerable Sthavira Upagupta, to Kapilavastu and the

Lumbini Garden.^ Several centuries after his time these

places were visited by the Chinese pilgrim Fa-hsieu, and

two centuries later b}'^ another Chinese pilgrim, Yuan-chuang

(Hiouen-Thsang).

It may be useful for us to recall here the various objects

of Buddhistic interest at Kapilavastu as enumerated ia the

“ Asokavadiina” and in the narratives of the above-mentioned

Chinese jhlgrims. Fa-hsien describes the city as very like

a wilderness, with no inhabitants beyond the congregation

of Buddhist monks and a score or two of lay people, and

all the country round as in a similar state of utter desolation.

The second pilgrim found all the towns of the district in

the same deserted condition, but he mentions the foundations

of the walls of the city as still visible. For his information

' SnnjT hIiu, ch. 57. The name of this country, Ka-p‘i-li, occurs also in

other Chinese treatises, and it was evidently not Kapilavastu.

- Divyavadana, p. 390 ff.
;
A-yu-wang'-cluian (linn.

,
No. 1,459, tr. about

300) ;
A-yu-waiijj-chiiisf (Him., No. 1,343, tr. 5i‘2).
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about these foundations the pilgrim was undoubtedly in-

debted to the local monks, and all the various sites were

evidently known only by the memorials which had been

erected on them.

At Kapilavastu on the site of Suddhodana’s palace

Fa-hsien saw a representation of the Prince’s (i.e. the

Buddha’s) mother witli the Prince about to enter her womb
on a white elephant. This was apparently seen by Yuan-

chuang also, who mentions another likeness (or image) of

the queen and one of the king. Further, Fa-hsien saw

topes (or chaityas rather) on the spots where the Piince

outside tlie east gate of tlie city saw the sick man and

told his coachman to drive back, and, it is to be inferred,

outside thfi other gates where the old man, the corpse, and

the religious ascetic were seen. These also are mentioned

by Yuan-chuang, but Upagupta only pointed out to Asoka

the place where Siddliiiitha, oppressed by the thoughts of

old age, sickness, aud death, went away to the forest. The

two Chinese pilgrims saw the memorial at the place where

Asita predicted the infant Prince’s future, and this spot

was also pointed out to Asoka. The pilgrims further

mention memorials at the places where the Piince, in com-

petition with his kinsmen, shot the arrow which produced,

a spring of water, where the father met his son when the

latter was coming to the citj- for the first time as Buddha,

and where the 500 young iSakyas were admitted into the

new Order. Fa-hsien alone mentions a tope at the place

where, while the Buddha was preaching to the devas, the

Four Deva-riijahs guarded the doors so that his father could

not enter. Both pilgrims tell of the tope at the place

where the Buddha, sitting under a banyan (or a large) tree,

accepted a robe from Prajapatl, the banyan being seen

apparently by Fa-hsien at least. This tree, according to

Yuan-chuang, was close to the Monastery of tlie Banyan
Park, which he places three or four li (about two-thirds of

a mile) to the south of the city. The Nyagrodhiirama

(Nigrodhiirama) or Banyan Park (or Arama) was to the

Buddhists one of the most interesting sights of Kapilavastu,
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and one cannot understand why it is not mentioned in the

“ Asokavadana.” Here the Buddha sojourned and delivered

some of his discourses, and Yuan-chuang saw in it an Asoka

tope at the spot where the Buddha preached to his father.

AYe find the place called the “ Sakyas’ Araina” and the
“ Sakyas’ Banyan-Park Vihara,” but commonly it is simply

the Banyan Park (or Ariima). It is also called in Chinese

translation the “ To-ken-shu-yuan,” the Park (or Aruma)

of the many-rooted tree. This was evidently a place of resort

and temporary residence before it had a Buddhist establish-

ment. It may be doubted whether there ever was any

building here, at least in the time of the Buddha. AYe

are told, indeed, of Suddhodana building a monastery here,

and Yuan-chuang makes the Buddha, on the occasion of his

first visit, stay in the Higrodhariima. But the Buddha is

generally described as being in the ariima sitting under

a tree or under the trees. It was in the establishment here

that he, as the pilgrims narrate, accepted from his devoted

foster-mother the beautiful vestment which she had made

for him, handing it over to the congregation of the brethren.

Both pilgrims mention the topes which commemorated

events in the invasion of the city and slaughter of its

inhabitants by King A^irfidhika, and of the one which

marked the place where the Prince sat under a tree

(according to the “ Asokavadana ” a jambu) and watched

the ploughers at work. Y'uan-chuang alone mentions a

temple or chait3'a with a representation of the Prince on

his white horse in the air, that is, in the act of fl3'ing over

the city wall
;

also the temple to which the infant Prince

was borne in order to be presented to the guardian deit3^

This temple was pointed out also 1)3’’ Upagupta to Asoka,

then still the shrine of the “ Yaksha who gave the Sakyas

increase,” but in Y"uan-chuang’s time a temple of .Maht^vara.

This pilgrim also tells of a chait3'a with representations of

Piiihula and of his mother, not mentioned by Fa-hsien, and

he alone tells of the Elephant Ditch and the chaitya in which

the Prince was represented as a schoolbov. The site of the

schoolroom had been pointed out to Asoka 113' his guide.
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Other |)laccs are mentioned in the Asoka romance which

are not in tlie narratives of the Chinese pilgrims. Tliese

are the spot at which King Suddhodana prostrated himself

in adoration of the infant Prince
;
the place at which the

foster-mother Prajapati nursed the motherless baby; the

place where the boy became accomplished in the arts of

riding, driving, and the use of arms; the site of his

g3
'mna<ium

;
and the place where, encompassed by 100,000

devas, he enjoyed himself with 60,000 prettj' girls. The

texts from which the Chinese translations were made do

not make devas attend the Prince while he frolics with

his maidens.

Now we cannot fail to observe that all the sites mentioned

in the Asflka romance, and nearly all those described in

the narratives of the pilgrims, derive their existence from

the romances and legends about the Buddha’s birth and

earl)’’ life. The romances generally terminate with an

account of the triumphal return of the Prince as Buddha

to his native city. As to subsequent events of his life-

time, the Chinese pilgrims tell us only of memorials

connected with Viriidhika’s invasion. This event is not

referred to in the “ Asokiivadiina,” but, as we shall

presently see, it is parrated with variations of detail in

several of the old Buddhist texts.

On the other hand, there were certain objects in or at

Kapilavastu of which the Asoka romance and the pilgrims’

narratives do not make any mention. These objects are

all referred to in the Buddhist scriptures, and they were

all connected with the great Master’s career. Now we
know that xVsoka and the pilgrims travelled in India with

the express purpose of personally visiting the scenes of

the Buddha’s life and work. So their silence as to the

sites and other objects now to be mentioned is veiy note-

worthy.

Among the places which the pilgrims might have been

expected to see and describe, one of the most important

was the site of the great Santhagara or Assembly Hall.

This hall, about which Yuan-chuang knew, was built by
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the Sakyas of Kapilavastu in the Buddha’s time, and it

was evidently a large and solid structure with stone

pavement and furnished with pillars. When it was

finished the Sakyas of the city decreed that it was not

to be used by anyone whatever until it had been formally

opened and used by the Buddha. The use of the hall by

the young prince Virudhika before the inauguration was

resented by the Sakyas as a desecration, and, according

to some authorities, led ultimately to the dreadful results

jDresently to be described. There is some doubt as to the

situation of the hall, some texts placing it inside the city,

and others putting it a short distance outsided

Another very interesting place near the city was the

“ Sow’s Tank.” By the side of this was the “ Ariima of the

Parivradjaka tirthikas, called the place of the Sow.” Another

name for this ararna was the “ Udumbara Arama ” of the

Non-Buddhists (tirthikas). It was near this that Ananda

found the mangled and scattered remains of the thousands of

Sakyas killed with cruel torture by King Yirfidhika.^

Then there was a tope close to a banyan-tree outside that

gate of the city through which the Prince passed when he

went out into the wilderness to seek the way of salvation.

There was also the tope erected at their city by the Sakyas

of Kapilavastu over the share of the Buddha’s relics which

they had obtained from the Mallas of Kusinagara, and of

this tope or its ruins there should have been mention.®

Further, near the Banyan Park was the Mahavana or

Great Wood to which the Buddha sometimes resorted, lie

is represented as passing the afternoon here absorbed in

religious meditation (that is, sleeping) under a bilva-tree.

' P‘i-na-yo or Chie-yin-yuan-diin^, ch. 4 (Bun., No. 1,130, tr. 378);
Tsa-a-lmn-ching, cli. 13 (Bun., No. 641, tr. 420 to 479) ;

Samynt. Nikflya,

vol. iv, ]). 182 (P.T.S.)
;
I-tsu-ching, ch. 2 (Bun., No. 674, tr. 222 to 280);

Tseng-i-a-han-cliing, ch. 26 (Bun., No. 643, tr. 385).
“ Abhi(iharmaniahavil)hiisha-lun, ch. 10.5 (Bun., No. 1,263, tr. 659) ;

Vibha.sha-

lun, ch. 13 (Bun., No. 1,279, tr. 383) ;
Ilockhill, Life of the Buddha, p. 120.

^ ILsing-chi-ching, ch. 17; Mo-ho-Mo-ve-ching, ch. 2 (Bun., No. 382,

tr. about 560); Pan-ni-huan-ching, ch. 2 (Ihin., No. 119, tr. ahont 350). In

S.B.E., vol. xi, p. 134, Mr. llhys Davids, hy a slip, omits this tope, which is

(Inly mentioned in the “ Muhfiparinibbana sultam” (.Journal R .V.S., vol. viii,

p. 200;.
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The Great Wood may be another name for the Kapilavnt

Wood, in which the Buddha sojourned once with his 500

arhats. We read also of the P'i-lo-ije-chi{ti) (Ijt ^
Clump,” to which the Buddha walked fiom the Banyan

Ariima, and in which he was visited by the Dandapani of

Kapilavastu. This was perhaps a clump of bilva-trees in

the Great Wood.*

At Kapilavastu there was also the “ Sakyas’ vihara of the

Bamboo Wood,” also resorted to by the Buddha for afternoon

meditation. Here, too, he was visited by the Dandapani of

the city, who asked him about the essentials of his teaching

and went aw'ay dissatisfied wdth the answer. AVe read also

of the Buddha staying at Kapilavastu in the vihara called

Ka-lo-ch‘a-ti*o-Shi-ching-she (inJ ^ f^at

is, perhaps, Kiila-Kshama Sakya Vihara, the Vihara of the

Black-earth Sakyas. Near this was the ” Kiila Sakya

Vihara, and this also was visited b)' the Buddha.^ These

were apparently large establishments, with accommodation

for many bhikshus. Neither in the ” Asokavadiina ” nor in

the narratives of the Chinese pilgrims have w'e any reference

to any of these interesting objects. There were also in the

immediate vicinity of Kapilavastu other sites, of less im-

portance perhaps, but hallowed by the presence of the Buddha
or one or more of his great disciples. These also were

apparently not pointed out to the pilgrims, and are not

mentioned in their books.

Various Places in the Sakya Country.

The names “ Kapila Country ” and “ Kapilavastu ” are

sometimes used to denote the city proper and sometimes

the city together with the district in which it was situated.

But this district was only part of a large region to which
the Sakj^as gave their name. In this region there were,

we learn, eight or ten towns in addition to Kapilavastu.

' Maj. Nikaya, vol. i, 108 (P.T.S.)
; Tseng-i-a-han-ching, ch. 35

® Chung-a-han-cbing, chs. 28 and 49 (Bun., No. 542, tr. 398;.
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We find also certain villages, rivers, parks, and religious

settlements in it mentioned in the scriptures as having

been visited by tbe Buddba or as in some other way
connected with his life and work.

The most interesting of these places is the Lumbini

Garden, the scene of the Buddha’s entrance on’ his last

existence. This garden was in the territory of the King
of Devadaha, and according to the “ Hsing-chi-ching ”

beyond that city. But it is generally represented as on

the Kapilavastu side of Devadaha, and in the “ Jataka” it

is expressly stated to be between the two cities and used

by the inhabitants of both.^ Accoi’ding to the Chinese

pilgrims the garden lay about 50 li (ten miles) to the

east of Kapilavastu. The name is found transcribed in

Chinese in several ways, pointing to differences in original

authorities. Yuan-chuang, and he alone, writes La-fa-ni

W /b)> Lavani, the Beautiful Woman
;

Fa-hsien

writes Lun-min (or bin) (f^ )g), i.e. Lumin or Lumbin.

In the “ A-yii-wang-chuan ” we have Lin-mou-ni $ /5)

or Lummini, and in the “ A-yii-wang-ching ” and other

hooks we have Lam-p‘i-ni Sjj; or Lumbini. There

are several other transcriptions, but they all stand for forms

like Lummini or Lumbini.

According to some legends the Garden had its name
from the beautiful queen of the King of Koli (or Devadaha),

the mother of the Buddha’s mother. But in the “A-yii-

wang-ching” the name is explained as meaning ‘the

place of emancipation,’ and we also find the word

interpreted as denoting mie, ‘extinction,’ or /uan, ‘cut off.’

According to the recent investigations the old name still

survives in the “Rumindel” of the Nepalese Terai, the

place in which a pillar has been discovered with an

interesting inscription. From this inscription we learn

that King Asoka came to the spot and worshipi^cd at it

as tlie place at which the Buddha Sakyamuni was horn :

that the king set up hero “a stone pillar with a stone

' Jiitaka, vol. i, p. 52.
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horse on it, and reduced the land-tax on the Lummini

village” because it was the birtliplace of the Buddlia.

This is said to “ set at rest all doubts as to the exact

site of the traditional birthplace of Gautama Buddha.” *

But it would be more correct to say that the inscription,

if genuine, tells us what was the spot indicated to Asoka

as the birthplace of the Buddha.

Another important place was the city of the Sakyan

Kolians, which had its own king or governor. This city

had the names Kola (or Koli or Koti) and Devadaha and

Vyiighra-pur (or -patha). The Chinese pilgrims do not seem

to have known an}’thing about this city, and they, like some

other authors, regarded the Lumbini Garden as within the

territory o^ the King of Kapilavastu. Yet the town was

connected with the historj’’ of the Buddha’s ancestors and

his own life, and it was visited by him. Thus we read

of him that “ once he was staying among the Sakyas in

their town called Devadaha.” The distance of this town

from Kapilavastu is given in one treatise as 800 U (about

160 miles), but in most of the books the distance seems

to be small. Thus we find the ladies of the two cities

coming with ofierings of flowers to the Buddha in the

Banyan Ariima.*

Between the Koli territory and that of Kapilavastu ran

the river called in the Chinese texts Luhita or Luhoka or

Luhitaka, that is, Rohifa or Rohitaka, and in the Pali

texts RohinT. At the time of the Buddha’s residence at

Kapilavastu an enormous hard-wood tree had fallen into

the river and sent all the water into the Kapilavastu fields,

leaving the Koli lands without any means of irrigation.

The inhabitants of the two districts were unable to

remedy this disaster, and a great feud had arisen. According

to one account the Buddha, on his arrival, restored peace

and harmony by good advice. But according to another

version of the story he hurled the tree of oflence up in

* V. Smith, in Journal R.A.S., loc. cit.

Shih-erh-yu-ching (Bun., Xo. 1,374, tr. 392); Samyut. Xik., iii, p. 5

;

iv, p. 124.

j.K.A.s. 1898. 36
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the air and caused it to divide, one half falling on the

Kapilavastu side of the river and one on the Koli side.

Rockhill gives Kalyiinagarhha as the Sanskrit name of the

tree, but we learn from the “ Chuna:-hsu-chins ” that it

was Sara (or Sala)-kalyana. This name is translated by

I-ching-shan-chien i^), good-aoliditii. "We find mention

also of a town Lohita, or Lohitaka, visited by Buddha, which

was probably on this river. Some authors make the Rohita

to be the boundar}'^ between the Kapilavastu territory and

that of Sravasti. In one text of the “ Anagata-vamsa ” we

have the Banyan Araraa placed on a river called the Rohanl,

but this is apparently a mistake.^

Another river in this country was the A-lu-na, or Aruna,

which formed the boundary between the Magadha country

and the territory of the Sakyas.^

At no great distance from Kapilavastu was a place

which in one treatise is called the town of Ni-k‘an it),

that is, perhaps, Nigama or Nirgama. In another work,

however, it is called the Mi-chu-lii ^)-3'uan, that

is, the Park (or Ariima) of the but of the strayed Lord.

The Buddha is represented as lodging in a vihara here

on one occasion near the close of his career.* We read

also of the Sakya town Mi-lu-li ^ ^), perhaps Mirul

or Mirut, a place of some importance with a park and

a monastery. Ha-li, or K‘a-li (|^ ^), or Ka-li, was

another Sakyan town of some note. It had a vihara in

which the great Sthavira Katyayana resided, and Buddha

once lodged here and was visited by King Prasenajit.^

Other Sakya towns of which we find mention in the

Buddhist scriptures are Ulumpa,* Chatuma,® Khomadussa,^

1 Clurag-hsii-ching, ch. 4. The full title is Fo-slmo-chung-hsii-mo-ha-ti-

cliing (Bun., No. 859, tr. about 1000); Rockhill, op. cit., up. 20, 52; Survata

Vin. P‘o-seng-shih, ch. 9 ;
Faushbll’s Dh., p. 351 ;

Tliera-gatha, v. 529

(P.T.S.) : Journal P.T.S., 1886, p. 53.

* Chung-pen-ch‘i-ching, ch. 1 (Bun., No. 556, tr. 207).

® Vibhasha-lun, ch. 13 ;
Abhiilhnrma-maha vibhasha-lun, ch. 105.

‘ Chung-a-han-ching, ch. 59 ; Tsa-a-hau-ching, ch. 20 ;
Fo-shuo-han-t‘i-

ching (Bun., No. 660, tr. about 290).

* Fausbbll’s Dh., p. 222.

* Maj. Nik., vol. i, p. 456.

’ Saiuyut. Nik., i, p. 184.
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and one called in Chinese ‘ Yellow Pillow.’ ' A town

which in the Chinese texts is Shih-chu, or Stone-Lord,

that is, Siliipati, is evidently that which in Pali is called

Sililvati.® We read also of the towns of Nava, in Chinese

Nn-ho (U5 ft, in one place Xa-ssu Jl) fZ mistake),*

Sakkara * (known only as a correct reading given in

a note), and Karshaka or Ka-li-sha-ka.* This last word,

which means ploughing, is the name of the town and

district to which Suddhodana sent Siddhiirtha as chief

magistrate. Here Siddhartha, sitting under a jainbu-tree,

watched the ploughers at their hard work, and gradually

became absorbed in Saraadhi. There was also the Sakya

town called Ku-lo-p‘i-ta-ssu (j)^ 4^), which

perhaps stands for a name like Kaula-bhedas, meaning

Fainilij-dividing.^ The Buddha once spent some time in

this town, and during his visit had an interview with the

presiding deity of the place. We find mention also of

a town, apparently a busy trading centre, called Nya-

grodhika, in Chinese ‘ the village of the tree with many
roots.’ This town was not far from Kapilavastu on the

side next Sravasti, and it had a large banyan capable of

giving shelter to 500 waggons with room to spare. The

Buddha once went to this place from Rajagriha and lodged

in it for some time. In this town was a Brahmin, whose

wife, a Kapilavastu woman, gave alms to the Buddha, and

received from him the prophec}' that in a future birth she

would become a Pratyeka-Buddha."^

Among the mountains of the Sakya country was one

which was the home of the aged seer Asita. In the

* Tsa-a-han-ching, ch. 27. The words are Huang-ch'en ^)-
^ Tsa-a-han-ching, ch. 39; Samjiit. Xik., i, p. 116 ff.

’ Ta-ai-tao-pi-chiu-ni-ching (Bun., Xo. 1,147, tr. about 400) ;
Chung-pen-

ch‘i-ching, ch. 2.

‘ Samrut. Xik., i, p. 184.

® Chung-hsii-ching, ch. 4.

® Pie-i-Tsa-a-han-ching, ch. 9 (Bun., Xo. 546, tr. about 400).

’ Divyavadana, p. 67. The story is given from the same source in the

“ Sarvata Vinaya Tao-shih ” ^)> treatise, not being in the

Ming Collection of Buddhist hooks, is not in Bunyio Xanjio’s Catalogue.
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“ Chung-hsii-ching ”
this mountain is called Kin-shih-

ki-t‘e |5£)/ and it is apparently the Kishkindha

of Schiefner and the Sarvadhara of Rockhill. There was

also the Chung-sheng or Bell-sound Mountain, with a

village of the same name, the home of the familj^ to which

Buddha’s wife Gopa belonged. This “Bell-sound” is

apparently the Kinkinisvara of Bockhill and the Ganta-

sabda (Gliantiisabda), with a similar meaning, of Schiefner,

the man’s name being that of his home.^

Not very far from Kapilavastu was a wood with a river

and village adjoining. This neighbourhood became cele-

brated as the place at which, according to some accounts.

Prince Siddhartha made his first halt in his flight from

home. The wood and the district are called in Chinese texts

A-nu-ye, and A-nu-mi-ka- 3'a, and A-nu hamlet or A-nu
wood (pnj ^ ;^). It is also called the A-nu-mo country,

and is placed 480 /i (about 95 miles) from Kapilavastu.

The river is called in the Pali hooks Anoma or Anaya or

Annana. In this neighbourhood was the district called

Mi-ni-ya, the home of the brothers Mahiinama and

Aniruddha. The Buddha sojourned for a second time here

when he came to pay his first visit to his native place as

Buddha, and here he formally admitted Upiili and the

young Sakya gentlemen into his Order.*

Near to Kapilavastu was a park or wood called Lu-t‘i-

lo-ka jlra), from the name of the presiding deit)'.

This park was a favourite resort of the young Siddhartha,

and there was in it a particular stone on which he was

accustomed to sit. When Yasodhara is accused of having

been unfaithful to her absent husband, she carries her little

son Rahula to this wood and places him on the stone.

Then, in the presence of Prajiipatl and other relatives, she

causes the stone with the baby on it to be cast into the

1 Clmiig-hsii-chinf;, cli. 3 ;
Bockhill, op. cit., p. 18, ami note.

2 Siirvata Yin. P'o-seiig-shih, cli. 3 ;
Bockhill, op. cit., p. 21.

5 \Vu-l'cii Yin., ch. 15; Ssu-fcn Yin., ch. 4; Hsiu-hsing-pcn-ch‘i-chinjr,

ch. 2 ;
llsing-chi-ching, ch. 58 ;

Hardy, Manual of Huddhism, p. 164 (2nd eu.)

;

Bigaudct’s Legend of the Buddha, i, p. 64 ;
Bockhill, op. cit., p. 26.
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river. The stone floats, and so the innocence of the mother

and the legitimacy of the child are openly established.

This Lu-l‘i-lo-ka may stand for Rudhiraka, from rudhini,

which means m/.*

It has been seen that the Banyan Ariima at Kapilavastu

had apparently been used as a place of resort for religious

purposes by the Sakyas before their conversion to Buddhism.

Another shrine in the Sakya country also connected with

the older religions is that called the Yit-Io-t'i-na H
iS SI)) perhaps, the Uradina Chaitya. The

Buddha lodged here once, and during his stay was visited

by the presiding deva of the place. Xo explanation of the

name is given, but it may possibly be the Sanskrit form

for Udena,. the name of a celebrated old chaitya supposed

to have been in the Yaisiili country.^

The Cities of the Buddhas Krakusandha and

Konakamuni.

According to the narratives of the Chinese pilgrims, the

cities associated with the two past Buddhas Krakusandha

(or Kakusandha, or Krakuchanda) and Konakamuni (or

Kanakarauni, or Konagamano, or Konakamana) were

apparently in the Sakya territory, but we have not any

explicit statement to that efiect. It is entirely to these

narratives that we are indebted for our knowledge of the

situations of these two cities, but the pilgrims do not

quite agree on the subject.* Fa-hsien places Krakuchanda’s

city, which he calls Na-p‘i-ka, twelve yojanas (about 96

miles) south-east from Sravasti, and so to the south-west

of Kapilavastu. Tuan-chuang states that he went south

from Kapilavastu 50 li (ten miles) to the tope at the old

city, which w'as the birthplace of this Buddha. Then

Fa-hsien places Konakamuni’s city less than a yojana to
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the north of Na-p‘i-ka and west of Kapilavastu, while

Yuan-chuang places it 30 li (about six miles) north-east

from Krakuchanda’s city, and so to the south-east of

Kapilavastu.^

In a passage of I-ching’s translation of the “Sarvata

Vinaya ” we find that the Buddha, when proceeding from

Kapilavastu to Siiivasti, goes to the town P‘i-shu-na-lo

(it and thence to Kii-na (f|L gf))? or Kona,

the city of the Buddha Konagamamuni.^

The “ Fo-ming-ching ” calls Krakuchanda’s city lYu-wei

or Fearless, which may be a rendering of Na-p‘i-ka, that

is, Kabhika.® But the Chinese words may also stand for

Abhaya with the same meaning. Other names for this

Buddha’s city, but always without indication of situation,

are Lun-ho (or ha)-li-t‘i-na (f^ ^ Au-ho

(^ fn)>^ and Ch‘a-mo ()^|] ^),® Kshama, or Kshema. The

word hshama, which means ‘ earth,’ means also ‘ endurance
’

or ‘ patience,’ and hshema means ‘ peace ’ or ‘ securit}",’ and

tlie latter word may have been the original for An-ho, which

has a similar meaning.

The city of Kanakamuni Buddha is also called Ch‘a-mo-

yue-ti or Kshamavati.^ Other names for it are Shu-p‘o-

fu-ti (^ ^ Plf or Subhavati, Chuang-yen (|^ j^),®

meaning Adorned or Well-furnished, and Ch'ing-ching

(ipj 1^)/ meaning Pure. These two Chinese terms may
have been given as renderings for Subhavati, which is

used in the senses of beautiful and pure.

The ruins of two of the topes in honour of these two

Past Buddhas have lately, as we know, been discovered in

* Nabhika seems to have been known as the name of a place. In the
“ nsing-clii-ching” (ch. 51) we have mention of a senior bhikshu who is

called Seuayana of Na-p‘i-ka.
- Sarvata Yin. Yao-.shi, ch. 7.

^ Fo-shuo-Fo-ming-ching, ch. 8 (Bun., Xo. 404, tr. about 400). Cf.

Mahawamsa, ]>. 57.
* Ch‘i-Fo-lu-mu-hsing-tzu-ching (Bun., Xo. 626, tr. about 530).
® Chang-a-han-ching, ch. 1.

Ch‘i-Fo-('hiug (Bun., No. 860, tr. about 975). So the Sapta Buddha
Stotra calls the birthplace of Krakuchauda Ashemavuti and that of Kanakamuni
iSubliiimiiuli.
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Nepal. The site of the city and the tope of Krakuchauda

were found seven miles south-west from the supposed site

of Kapilavastu. Kanakamuni’s tope was found near the

tank of the village of Nigliva. Near the latter tope is

a stone pillar with an inscription which records that King

Piyadassi (Asoka) increased the stupa of the “ Huddlia

Koniikamana for the second time.” * If this pillar had

been actually set up by Asoka I think he would have

stated on it that he tirst erected and afterwards increased

the tope to the Past Puddha. AVe do not seem to have

any reason for believing that there was any tope to

Kanakamuni before Asoka’s time. It was probably not

until the teachings of the Buddha had lost much of their

spiritual and allegorical meaning that topes and cities were

assigned to the Past Buddhas. These beings were theO O

spiritual forefathers of the Buddha, and their “old cities”

were their teachings of the Four Truths and the Eight-

fold AA’^ay.^ The topes also to their memory were not

made by mortals, and were not on this earth : they were

in Fairyland, in Nowhere Countr}', and were made by

devas. Thus Kanakamuni, who was eight miles (25

yojanas) in height, had a tope which covered eighty miles.

It was in a blissful region, full of shady trees and fragrant

flowers, with cool, clear tanks
;
the haunt of tuneful birds,

and the home of heavenly maidens, who with dance and

song made endless delight. On the walls of its numei’ous

chambers were portrayed in clear, bright colours the

manifold vicissitudes of the aeonian lives of the devas in

heaven, and hell, and on earth
;
the truthful representations

of inflexible unfailing Karma. And after the manner of

this tope was that to Krakuchanda, and apparently neither

was ever seen by a human mortal. The devas worshipped

at them, and the King of the wild geese. Good-time by

name, at Krakuchanda’s tope chanted the merits of that

Buddba in high-piping Pali understood by all who heard

1 Academy, April 27, 1895.
^ Fo-shuo-chiu-cli‘eng-yu-ching (Bun., No. 902, tr. about 990).
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hiin4 It is interesting to note that the magnificent tope

to the honour of Krakuchanda at the place of his cremation

was feigned to have been made by a king called Asoka.^

The Destruction of Kapilavastu.

The invasion of Kapilavastu and the destruction of the

city and extermination of its inhabitants by King Virudhika

form a curious and interesting narrative. The diflerent

versions of the story present some important differences

of detail as to the circumstances which preceded and led

to the invasion, but there is a tolerable agreement as to

its principal incidents and its results. We find the narrative

in the “Avadana Kalpalata,” the Pali “Jataka” and the

Commentary on the “ Dhammapada,” in the Tibetan Dulva

ti’eatise translated by Mr. Rockhill, and in several Chinese

translations of canonical hooks. It is from one of these,

the Sarvastivadin (or Sarvata) Vinaya, as translated by

I-ching, that the following summary of the story has been

condensed.®

There was a certain Sakya named Mahanama, a rich

landlord possessing lands and villages. He had an agent

or steward who was a Brahmin, and by a Brahmin wife

was the father of a son and daughter. In course of time

the agent died owing a large sum of money on account

of rents and dues to his lord, who took the daughter in

satisfaction of his claim. This handsome, accomplished

young girl accordingly became a slave in Mahiinama’s

household, and her business was to attend to the flowers

and make garlands. On this account her original name

was dropped and she was called Miilika, the Garland-maker.

But her name is commonly given as Mallikii (in Chinese

Mo-li), which denotes a kind of jasmine.

* Chcng-fa-nien-cli‘u-ching, clis. 47-62 (Bun., No. 678, tr. 539); cf. also

ch. 43.

* Divyavndnna, p. 418.
’ Sarvutii Viu. Tsa-shili, chs. 7, 8 (Bun., No 1,121, tr. 710).
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Now it came to pass that one day Prasenajit, King of

Kosala, while out on a hunting expedition, became separated

from his retinue and strayed into Mahauama’s garden.

Here he met Mallikii, who showed such thoughtful kindness

in getting him water and enabling him to have a safe

and quiet sleep that the king fell in love with her. On

learning her position he demanded her from her master,

who replied that Mallikii was only a slave-girl and that

there were many Sakya maidens better than she. The King,

however, wanted Mallikii, and so she was sent to him and

he made her his queen.

The marriage seems to have been a very happy one,

and in due time Mallikii bore Prasenajit a son, who, on

account of bad omens which preceded his birth, was called

Ill-horn —in Sanskrit, Virudhika. At the time of

this prince’s birth a great statesman of Kosala had a son

born to him, and this child was named K‘u-mu •{{):)

or Mother-distressing— in Sanskrit, Dukhamiitrika— the

Ambiirisha of Rockhill. These two boys grew up together

at Sriivasti as playmates and friends. It happened that

on one occasion the^’’ were out on a hunting expedition

and wandered into the Sakyas’ Park, near Kapilavastu.

When the young Sak}’as heard of this they became very

angrj', abused Virudhika as the son of a slave-girl, and were

with difficulty restrained from violence. The Prince escaped,

and he made a vow to his companion that as soon as he

became king he would return to the city and wreak

vengeance on the inhabitants for the insult.

The years went by and Virudhika succeeded to the throne

of Kosala, and immediately proceeded to prepare for taking

revenge on the Sakyas of Kapilavastu. Having collected his

troops and put himself at their head, he was on his way
to attack that city when a word from the Buddha softened

him and turned him back. This was repeated, but at last

the Buddha left his kinsmen to the working of their

irremediable karma, and Virudhika, goaded on by his

ruthless companion, carried out his invasion. After some

fighting and much intriguing he became master of the city.
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Hereupon he proceeded to carry out his long-delaved

purpose of revenge for the wanton insult of the Park. His

orders were that all the Sakya inhabitants, old and voung,

male and female, should be put to death. These commands
were being carried out in a pitiless savage manner, and manj'^

thousands had been butchered, exception being made iu

favour of Mahanama and his family. Then Mahanilma

interceded for his countrymen, and obtained an order for

a stay of the massacre for so long as he should be in the

tank performing his ablutions preparatory to a conference.

He then went into the water, tied his hair to the root of

a tree, and drowned himself. The King was enraged when
he discovered the trick, and ordered the carnage to be

renewed. He demolished the city, massacred or drove awav

all its inhabitants, and then went back to his capital. But

the punishment of his crime quickly overtook him, and

a few days after his return he went in the fire of his fate

down into hell.

This version of the story agrees in the essential points

with the “ Avadiina Kalpalata ”
^ and the Tibetan Yinaj’a,^

but it differs in several particulars from the other versions.

The Tibetans translate the name of the invader by “ noble

born ” or “ the high-born one.” In Pali his name appears

under the forms Vidudabha and Vitatfibha, and a form

Vidudha perhaps gave the Chinese Liu-li as if for Vaidiirya.

According to the Pali accounts® and the “ Tseng-i-a-han-

ching,”^ when King Prasenajit’s messengers demand one

of their daughters from the Sakyas of Kapilavastu to he

his queen, Mahanama cleverly passes off his own daughter

by a slave-girl as his legitimate daughter. The messengers

are deceived and conduct the girl to the King, who receives

her with great ceremony and makes her his queen. The
“ Wu-fen Vinaya,”® which also makes Prasenajit send to

* Journal Buddhist Society, vol. iv, pt. 1, p. 5.

* Rockhill, op. cit.
, p. 74 fl.

Fausbdll’s l)h., p. 211 If. ;
Hardy’s Manual of Buddhism, p. 293 ;

Jataka,

vol. iv, p. 144 ;
Kick’s Soc. Gliederung im X. Iiidien zu Buddha’s Zeit, p. 30.

‘ Tseng-a-haii-ching, ch. 26.

® Wu-leu Viu., ch. 21.
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the Sakyas for one of their daughters, represents Mahiinaina

as, with cunning guile, sending a slave-girl from his own

household, and this was tlie version known to the Chinese

pilgrim Yuan-chuang. These versions of the story of the

marriage in which trickery is practised on the King are

not only very absurd, but they are also inconsistent with

the sequel of the narrative.

In the Pali stories, the “ Wu-fen Vinaya,” and some

other treatises it was the violent conduct of the Sakyas to

Virudhika on account of his thoughtless use of their new

Hall which made him vow revenge. The Sakyas had

recently built a fine new Assembly Hall in or near their

city, and they had agreed that it was not to be used by

anyone whatever until it had been formerly opened by the

Buddha.^ In the meantime, before this opening occurred,

Prince Virudhika, a boy, comes to Kapilavastu with his

retinue and instals himself in the Hall. Hearing of this

the Sakyas become very angry, and had not the Prince

fled they would probably have treated him with violence.

As he had gone they contented themselves with abusing

him as the son of a slave-girl, took up the tiles of the floor,

and purified with milk and water the benches (or slabs)

he had occupied. The personal force of the insulting term
“ son of a slave-girl ” which the hot-tempered young Sakyas

used to the Prince appears less when we recall that the

same term was applied by the Sakyas to his father. More-

over the P‘usa, while he was in Tushita Paradise, had

declared that Tirudhika’s grandfather was of an impure

family, being of Matanga blood. The Sakj'as, however,

were guilty of the offence of abusing—akrosamana—Prince

Virudhika, calling him bad names.^

All versions of the story agree in representing King
V irudhika as treating Mahaniima during the invasion with

great respect and kindness. He calls him by names like

Grandfather or Maternal-grandfather, and the “ Liu-li-waug-

* Liu-li-wang-ching
; Wu-fen Tin., loc. cit.

- Abhidharma-maha vibhasha-lun, ch. 14 ;
see also chs. 83, 195

;
YibhasLa-

luu, cli. 13.
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ching ” makes the King to be much moved by Mahiinama’s

patriotism in dying for his fellow-citizensd According to

that work the King, on learning the circumstances, stops

the massacre, takes charge of the children, appoints a new
governor, and goes away. But the Pali story makes

Mahaniima despise Virudhika, the alien, to the end, and

drown himself to escape the loathed hospitality of the

King. In all accounts, however, Mahaniima is the chief

man among the Sakyas of the Kapilavastu district. He is

styled King by the bhikshus and General by Virudhika

;

he is the father of Gopa; the friend of King Prasenajit

and his son, and also of the Buddha. In the “ Avadana

Kalpalata ” his name is not mentioned, and he is merely

called “ the great Sakya chief.”

The story of the destruction of Kapilavastu and the

massacre of its inhabitants by Virudhika is evidently of an

old date. We find reference to the events of it in the

“ Vibhasha-lun ” and the “ Abhidharraa-ta-vibhasha-lun,”

the former attributed to Sitavana or Katyayanaputra and

the latter to the arhats of Kanishka’s Council. These

treatises quote the same passage from an earlier and now

unknown sfitra. According to this authority, Ananda went

with another disciple to see Kapilavastu on the day after

the departure of Virfidhika. We read that Ananda was

greatly affected by the ruin and desolation he found. The

city was like a cemetery ; the walls of the houses had been

demolished and doors and wdndows destroyed
;
the gardens,

and orchards, and lotus-ponds were all ruined
;

the birds

made homeless were flying about in confusion
;

the only

human beings to be seen were the orphaned children, who

followed Ananda with piteous cries for help and compassion.^

Deeply grieved, Ananda contemplated the fragments of the

70,000 (or 100,000) Sakya men who had been trodden to

death by elephants and their bodies torn to pieces by

harrows in the park near the Sow’s Tank. In other treatises

> Ssu-fen Yin., ch. 41 ;
Liu-li-wanff-chiiifr.

* Vibhasha-luii, ch. 11, and references under note 2, p. 557.
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also we read that Yirndhika practically ajinihilated Kapila-

vastu and exterminated the Sak^’as of that city. Beginninj^

with children at the breast, we are told, he slew all the

Sakyas and washed the stone slabs of the Hall with their

blood as he had vowed to do. The total number of the

massacred is given as 99,900,000 in one treatise, and

from this the absurd total has been quoted by others.

Yet the monks seem to have remained uninjured, and

some of the people were left unhurt, while a portion fled

into Nepal.'

It is hard to accept the story of the sacking of Kapila-

vastu and the extermination of its inhabitants by Viriidhika,

who, as king of Kosala, was king also of Kapilavastu.

Was the story made up in order to get rid of the impossible

city invented by the makers of the romances about the

Buddha’s birth and early life ? There are many and strong

arguments against such a supposition. As has been seen,

we find the story assumed to be true and known in several

treatises, and some of the incidents are related as the

occasions on which certain Viuaya rules were made. Thus,

the giving of garments to needy brethren, the prohibition

against the wearing of jewellery by bhikshunis, and the

permission to ordain boys of seven years of age are all

referred to the state of affairs at Kapilavastu immediately

after its destruction by Yirudhika.^ When Ananda went

to visit the bhikshus, who had fled from the massacre into

a cold district of Nepal, he found them protecting them-

selves against the frost by the use of the fu~lo

which the natives wore. He considered himself bound by

rules not to wear this, and so he returned to Sravasti with

skin rough and chappy. Hearing of the circumstances,

the Buddha made a new rule allowing the use of fu~lo in

cold countries. The meaning of fu-lo is not given, but it

is probably the Sanskrit tala, which means the hair or coarse

* Ta-pan-nie-p‘an-ching, chs. 14, 36 (Bun., No. 114, tr. about 430); I-tsu-
ching, ch. 2 ; Mahasanghika yin., ch. 30 (Bun., No. 1,119, tr. 416) ;

Sarvasti-
vada Vinaya-vibhasba, ch. 7 (Bun., Nos. 1,135, 1,136, tr. 400).

“ Shi-sung Vinaya, ch. 21 (Bun., No. 1,115, tr. 404) ;
Wu-fen yin., ch. 21.
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wool of animals used for clothing.’ Then in the very

interesting Dhammapada treatise called “ Ch‘u-yao-ching,”

translated in 399, we find Yirudhika’s punishment of the

Sakyas introduced in order to enforce and illustrate the

doctrine of Karma. The verse to which the reference forms

a comment declares that “ not in the air nor in the ocean

nor entering the mountain-cave—it is impossible in these

places to escape the punishment of bad Karrna.” ^ Again,

in the “ Sarvata-vini-vibhasha," translated into Chinese

about A.D. 400, we find a reference to the mutilation and

massacre of the Sakyas by Virudhika. The writer intro-

duces the reference in illustration of Buddha’s power in

mercy and kindness as he healed and comforted the wretched

victims.®

When the Buddha went to see the ruin and desolation

caused by Virudhika’s army he professed to be and

apparently was unmoved, being freed from earthly grief,

but he confessed that the sight gave him a headache. This

headache he connected with unbecoming conduct in one of

his former existences. In this particular existence, while

he was a small boy, he came one day to a place where

a body of fishermen had taken the fish from a pond and

cruelly left them to die on the banks. The little boy rapped

one of the fish wantonly on the head with a stick. As this

fish lay dying beside a brother fish the two vowed to come

back into the world at the same time and have revenge.

The cruel fishermen became the Sakyas of Kapilavastu, the

two fish were reborn as Viriidhika and his friend, and

although these could not kill Buddha, the little boy, they

' Sarvata Vin. P‘i-ko-sliih, ch. 2 (translated by I-chin" about 715, not in

Bunyio). I -chinfij mentions an old rule that “fn-lo does not enter the Hall of

Erawrance,” that is, Buddha’s temple (Nan-hai-cb‘i-kuei, etc., ch. 2).

* Cli‘u-^’ao-ching, ch. 11 (Bun., No. 1,321, tr. 399), and cf. Fausboll’s Dh.,

V, 127. There are further references to Virudhika’s invasion in ch. 25 and other

parts of the “ Ch‘u-yao-ching,” which is an interesting Dhammapada treatise.

3 Sarvastivada Vin. Vibhasha, loc. cit. In the Sarvata Vin. Tsa-shih, ch. 7,

there is a pretty story of Mallikii, the .slave-girl, giving her own breakfast to

Buddha. The compiler of the Pali “ Questions oi Milinda” .spoils this story

by making Mallikii give, ns alms to Buddha, some “last night's sour gruel.’’

See Uhys Davids’ “ Questions of Milinda,” iv, 8, 25.
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1

were able to cause him a bad headache.* Nor was tlie

Buddha altogether master of his feelings as he seemed,

for when he went to the Banjain Ariima with the broken-

hearted Ananda he sighed over the lonely desolation of the

place. Then he went away declaring he would never return,

and from that time Ivapilavastu almost passed out of

existence.

It is to be noted that the Pali and Mahiisanghika Vina}’’as

do not seem to have any mention of or reference to ViiTi-

dhika’s invasion and destruction of Kapilavastu. The latter

treatise even tells of a congregation of Bhikshus at the city

several years after Buddha’s decease, and of a feud there

between Ananda and Rahula on account of an affair con-

nected with a layman’s children.* This estrangement had

caused the regular services of the Church to cease for seven

years, and a reconciliation was at last effected by the inter-

vention of the aged Upali. But, on the other hand, to the

Tibetan, the Ssu-fen, the AVu-fen, the Shih-sung, and

Sarvata Vinayas the whole story of the invasion seems to be

an accepted fact. Mr. Rhys Davids, following Bigandet,

ascribes the destruction of Kapilavastu to xVjatasatru, the

parricide king of Magadha. There is, however, evidently

a mistake here, as there does not seem to be any authority

for the statement.*

Conclusion.

As we read the various Buddhist books composed at

different times and at places wide apart, we seem to find in

them three Kapilavastus or birthplaces of the Sakya Buddha.

We have first the Kapilavastu of the legends and romances,

and the narratives based on these. This city, as has been

seen, was supposed to be in the Happy Land of the Himavat,

or region of the Snow Mountains, either on their south side

* Hsing-ch‘i-hsing-ching, ch. i (Bun., Xo. 733, tr. about 195) ;
Journal

Bud. Soc., op. cit., p. 11.
- Mahasanghika Vin., ch. 30.
5 Bigandet, op. cit., p. 267 ;

E. Davids’ Buddhism, p. 77.
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or away north to the east of the Gandhamardana Mountain.'

The site of this city was a pleasant one, full of natural charms,

and impregnated with secret influences conducive to happiness

and prosperity. The city was adorned with parks and gardens

and ponds and palaces, and it was a heaven on earth.^ At
some distance from it was the Lumbini Garden, not a mere

“Sal Park” or ordinary garden, with beautiful trees and

lovely sweet-scented flowers, and tanks of clear cool water.

It was a place even more than divine, for here gods did the

behests of a higher but unknown power. Everything in it,

animate and inanimate, knew when the fulness of the time

for the Buddha’s appearance had come. At the moment

when the great event occurred, the flowers in the garden

bloomed out of season, the trees were covered with ornaments

not their own, the very soil owned the presence of the great

power, and unseen gods filled the air and tended the babe

born to be a saviour.

It is probable that all Buddhists believed in the actual

existence of this Kapilavastu with its Lumbini Garden. It

is useless, however, to conjecture where the writers of the

romances wished their readers to suppose the city to be

situated. From the first it was little known to the Church,

and even to the early writers Kapilavastu seems to be

a vague, uncertain place. In the “ Digha Nikiiya ” and the

“ Sumangala Yilasini ” we have a record of a conversation

which occurred in Kosala between the Buddha and a Brahman

named Ambattha. In this the Buddha speaks of the citj’^

which was supposed to be his native place as if it were far

away and a matter of old story.® The Ijumbini Garden is

not properly the place of Buddha’s birth, but of his first

appearance in the last stage of his existence. As the scene

of his entrance on his last life, it is apparently of later

invention than Kapilavastu. At least, it is not known to all

' Ilsiii-lising-pcn-cli'i-cliing, ch. 2.

* Fang-kuang-ta-olumng-yen-ching, ch. 2 (Bun., No. 159, tr. 683) ;
Abhi-

dharina-niahn vibhaslia-luu, cb. 83.

^ Digba Nik., i, p. 92; Sumang. Vil., j). 258 (T.T.S.). The same story is

to be found in the Sarvata Yin. Yao-sbi, cli. 8.
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the authors, and in the “ I-Ch‘u-P‘u-8a-pen-ch‘i-ching,” for

example, there is no mention of it in the narrative of the

Buddha’s birth. It is remarkable also that when Asoka was

taken by Upagupta to the Luinbini Garden, there was

apparently no monument or memorial to mark the place.

Asoka set up a tope at the place pointed out to him, and this

was the first structure erected to indicate the Lumbini

Garden.

We have next the Kapilavastu and Lumbini Garden,

visited first by Asoka and afterwards by the Chinese

pilgrims, and now rediscovered. This Kapilavastu, which

seems to suit some of the narratives in the Buddhist

scriptures, may also be the place with that name fi’om

which the Indian monk Dharmaphala in the second century

A.D. brought to China two Sanskrit MSS. These were

translated into Chinese w'ith the titles “ Chung-pen-ch‘i-

ching ” and “ IIsiu-hsing-pen-ch‘i-ching.” * They are short

treatises giving an account of part of the Buddha’s life,

and they have been used by the present writer. But we

have no records of any other pilgrims visiting this place, or

of any great Buddhists residing at it, or of any human life,

except that mentioned by the two pilgrims, at it between the

Buddha’s time and the present. No doubt pilgrims went to

the place and worshipped and wrote their names on topes or

columns, but they did not tell of their pilgrimages to the

sacred sites, nor did others write their stories for them. So

far as we know, this Kapilavastu has never been seen by

anyone as a city or even as a heap of ruins. A few lay

inhabitants and a small congregation of Buddhist monks

were the only residents in the district when it was visited by

the Chinese pilgrims. The foundations of what was supposed

to have been the old city wall were pointed out to Yuan-

chuang, and he saw also a well and a temple. If this last

had survived, as the pilgrim in his simple faith believed,

from the Buddha’s birth-time its god had been changed, the

Yaksha who gave increase to the Sakyas having been replaced

by Siva. But, with a very few exceptions like these, topes

J.R.A.s. 1898.

* Kao-seng-cliuan, cli. 1.

37
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and chaityas built long after the Buddha’s death and monkish

traditions have since the first visit been the only evidence for

the identification of sites and objects with certain descriptions

in the Buddhist books. The Asoka pillars and the remains

of old topes found by the Nepalese in the Paderia district of

the Terai are doubtless those seen by the two Chinese

pilgrims, but we are not obliged to believe that they are at

the places where the historical Buddha was born and spent

his youth. Buhler, however, and Oldenberg, with other

learned students of Buddhism, seem to be thoroughly con-

vinced that these monuments indicate the sites of the objects

mentioned in the Buddhist scriptures as connected with the

birth and early years of the Buddha.^ This conviction may
be regarded as based on the supposition that Asoka and the

Chinese pilgrims saw a large quantity of ruins at the place

which they were told represented Buddha’s Kapilavastu.

But this supposition is not warraiited by the Asoka legend

or the narratives of the pilgrims. In these we have sites and

chaityas with images or pictorial representations, but very

few ruins or ancient buildings.

The third Kapilavastu is the actual place at which the

Buddha was born and educated as a boy. We must

remember, however, that the honour of having been the

Buddha’s birthplace has been claimed also for other cities,

such as Sriivasti and Kusinagara, and that tlie former

of these was evidently a sort of home for him and some of

his kindred. 2 Practically, however, there is a general

agreement that his native place was called Kapilavastu

or Kapilanagara. As we have seen, the books vary as

to its situation with reference to other localities, and

it does not seem to be possible at present to form a satis-

factory and definite opinion as to its precise situation.

There are, however, various reasons for regarding it as

having been probably in the territory of the Yrijjians

and not far from Rajagriha of Magadha. It was probably

' Buhlor, op. cit., p. 5 ;
Oldonherg, op. cit., p. HO ff.

;
Waddell, iu Journal

A.s. Bengal, vol. Ixv, pt. 1, Xo. 3, ]). 27o.
^ Gluiug-a-han-chiug, ch. 3 ;

Fuu-i-miug-i, ch. 3.
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a small unimportant town, and its original name may have

been something like ISaka or Siika. ^^'e have already seen

that Kapilavastu is placed by some writers in the Vrijjian

territory and not far from Pavii, an important town of that

peopled We read also of the Buddha going with his 1,250

disciples from Kapilavastu through the Vrijjian region to

Vaisali.* The relations between the people of this district

and the Buddha and his kinsmen seem to have been very

intimate. According to some accounts the elephant which

Devadatta in his sulky displeasure killed at a gate of the

city of Kapilavastu, had been sent by the Vaisalians as

a present to Prince Siddhilrtha. Moreover, some of the

Buddha’s relatives seem to have lived in or near Vaisiili

all their lives, or at least from the time they entered the

Order. Ananda also is represented as having had an

intimate friend among the Mallas of Pavii while he was

a young layman. After the Buddha’s decease, moreover,

Ananda went to live at Vaisiili, and it was from that city

that he and the arhats, according to one account, went to

Rajagriha to attend the first Council.® Then we read of

Mallas^ and Licchavis among the population of the Sakya

district, and also of Licchavi Sakyas. We may note, in

passing, that when Yuan-chuang was at Vaisiili he was

informed that the hereditary King of Nepal was a Licchavi

Buddhist.

As to Rajagriha, it is very evident from some of the

Buddhist books that their authors regarded it as not very

distant from Kapilavastu. When the Prince Siddhiirtha

went out into the world, his first halt, according to several

accounts, was, as has been observed, at Anuya (or Anomj'a),

which was near to Rajagriha, and, according to some, on

leaving his home he went gradually south from the borders

of Magadha to Rajagriha.® The Sakya town called Koli
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and Devadaha and by other names was, we have seen, not

ver}'' far from Kapilavastu. This important town, it will

be observed, is not mentioned by the Chinese pilgrims, but

their silence may perhaps be explained. I think it is the

place which they call Riima, and which they place at about

forty miles to the east of the Lumbini Garden. At this

place there was a celebrated tope over relics of the Buddha,

and near it were certain memorials connected with his flight

from home. Now in a certain Nirvana treatise we read of

the Buddha going from Raj agriha to Pataliputra, and from

that city east to the Koli (Kou-li, ^’J) city, and thence

on to Vaisali. In this passage we find as a synonym for

Koli the name Hsi-yii f^), that is, joy, delight, in

Sanskrit, Rama. In the “ Maha-Parinibbana Sutta ” we

find the form Kotigiima instead of Koli. This Sutta also

tells us how “ Riimagamika Koliya,” the Koliyas of

Riimagama, obtained a share of the Buddha’s relics. They

claimed this on the ground that they were Kshatriyas and

that the Buddha had been of the same caste.^ It was

also to this Ramagiima or Lo-ma-ts‘un that the priT)ce

went direct from Kapilavastu, according to the “ llsing-chi-

ching,” when he had passed through the Pi-5m-lo gate of

the city.^ Then, according to Yuan-chuang’s travels,

Riimagrama lay between the Lumbini Garden and

Kusinagara; and in the “ Sarvata Vinaya,” Buddha, going

in the opposite direction, journeys from Kusinagara to

Devadaha (Koli) and thence to the Lumbini Garden.®

Further, Mr. Rockhill’s Tibetan authority represents the

prince, while still a resident at home, as going “into the

cemetery of Rajagriha.” * This may be a slip of the pen,

but the place at which Siddhiirtha watched the ploughers

as he sat under a tree was apparently not far from this city.

We read also of Suddhodaua being one of the Buddha’s

' P‘an-ni-huan-cliinp:, ch. 1 (Bun., No. 119, tr. between 317 and 420);

Journal R.A.S., Vol. VII, p. 65, and Vol. VIII, p. 259.
^ Ilsing-chi-cliing, ch. 17.

* Sarvata Vinaya, Yao-sliih, ch. 7.

* Rockhill, op. cit., p. 23.
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audience at Rajagrilia, and it was near this city apparently

tliat Suddhodaua was cremated.* The city was one of tlie

favourite resorts of the Iluddha, and his preference for it

was noted and explained by early Indian Buddhist writers.^

Some of his disciples also sojourned much here, and

Upananda apparently settled permanently on the Griddha-

kuta Mountain.® ISeveral texts put Kapilavastu a little or

a considerable distance to the north of Itajagriha, but even

when it is said to be on the side of the Snow ^fountains,

it is on the banks of the Ganges and not far from Majjadha.*

To the Buddhist writers generally the Himavat or Snow
Mountains, the fabled home of great rishis and of rare

medicinal herbs, were of uncertain and varying location.

Thus, in some texts we find them placed twelve yojauas

from Kapilavastu in a north direction apparently,® in other

texts tliey are to the east, and in a few they are to the

south of that city. They were also regarded by some as

near to Rajagriha, for the First Council, which was held

at that city, is also described as having been held at the

Snow Mountains.® So when we read in certain books of

the Ganges being near Kapilavastu and the Snow Mountains,

we are not obliged to regard it as far away among the

Himalayas. It is, however, quite correct according to some

Buddhist geography to place the Ganges in a very remote

region to the north. It rises, we are told, in the Anavatapta

Lake, and flows from that in an eastern direction. From
the same lake the Indus flows south, the Oxus to the west,

aiid the Sita to the north. When we read, however, of

Kapilavastu being near the Bhagirathi or Ganges, we are

to understand by these names the actual well-known river

so called in India proper. According to the “ Hsing-chi-

ching,” the old seer Asita went to Kapilavastu from

' P‘u-sa-sh§ng-man-lun, ch. 4 (Bun., No. 1,312, tr. between 960 and 1127).
This “ Jataka-mala ” is a late work and of doubtful value.

^ Ta-cbih-tu-lun, cb. 3.

’ Ssu-fen Vin., ch. 14.

* Sarvata Yin. Yao-sbih, ch. 8; Divyadana, p. 548.
® Chung-hsii-ching, ch. 5.
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“ Ganges-town ” of Magadha in the “ Che-p‘an-ti ” district

of South India. In the “ Mahiivastu ”
also this rishi is

represented as living not on the Snow Mountains but on

the Vindhya range.^ Then in this connection we are

reminded of the story of Prince Suddhodana obtaining

permission to have a second wife. He had been successful

in repelling the invasion of Sakyan territory by bands of

jjliinderers from the border mountains. These invaders

were called Pandavas, and one of the large mountains in

the vicinity of Rajagriha was called Pandava.^ Moreover,

we find it stated that the Buddha’s birthplace was in the

“ Middle Country,” the Madhya-desa, and we are also

informed that Magadha is the country in which the Buddhas

are born.^

That there was a name like Saka or Siikya for Buddha’s

birthplace, appears probable from the use of these words in

several Buddhist texts. According to the romances and

legends, the banished princes who formed the Kapilavastu

colony acquired the name Sak3'as, or the clever ones, from

their father’s exclamation of surprised delight. This name,

however, seems to have become the designation of a large

tribe or people occupying a considerable extent of territory.

But the place at which the first settlers took up their abode

and built their town was at a Siika-sando or Teak Wood, and

from this the town and inhabitants seem to have acquired

the names Stika and Siikya. This supposition helps to ex-

plain the distinction which is plainly drawn in several books

between Sakya and Siikya. The former is the general term,

embracing the latter and much more. Thus we read of

Buddha staying among the Sakyas at Kapilavastu in the

Banyan Arilma, but we also find that he “ travels about

among the Sakyas to the Kapilavastu country,” that he

lodges in the “ Sakya town Sililjxiti ” and “ in Devadaha in

the Sakya country.” Both in the Pali and the Chinese

versions of some treatises we find the “ Siikiv’iini ” or Sakyas

' llsiiiff-clu-ching, ch. 7 ; Maliavastu (rd. Reiiart), ii, p. 30.

2 Uockliill, op. ('it., p. I.'i; Hsing-dii-cluiig, cli.
'12 .

* Ta-cliih-tii-luii, ch. 2r).
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of Kapilavastu distinguished from the “Kolyani” or Sakyas

of Koli.^ The Sakiya and Koliyii also are often mentioned

together, and the word Siik3'a is frequently employed in ways

which show that its application is restricted to Kapilavastu.

Thus it was the wanton insolence of the Sakyas of this city

which led to Viriidhika’s invasion, and the operations of the

invader were, according to all accounts, confined to the

Sakyas of the city and suburbs. So in the story the “ Siiki-

yiinam dosa ” or “ pubbakamraa ” is the guilt or pret'ioun

karma of the Sakyas of Kapilavastu and not of the Sakyas

generally.^ And when it is recorded that “ Siikiyavaihso

Vidudabhena ucchinna,” this means that the Kapilavastu

Sak}'as were exterminated by the king. The first word, we

know, cannot mean, as Childers translates, the “ Siikya royal

line,” nor the Saky^a race.^

In one siitra we find this expression—” the Amalika

Medicine-tree orchard of the Saky'as’ She-i ” or Siikya.*

This passage, however, is evidently corrupt, and there is

nothing in the text to prove that She-i here means

Kapilavastu. But Buddha uses the term Siikya to designate

his native place, and we find it expressly stated that the

name (Shi-ka) is a synonym for Kapilavastu.^ Then we
read of the She-i-lu or She-i-road, which the context shows

is the road to Kapilavastu,® and Suddbodana is called

“ King of She-i.”
’’

The word Siikya came to mean also a relative of Buddha,

a member of the Kapilavastu family'’ to which the Buddha

was supposed to belong, and so we sometimes find it

* Thera-gatha, p. 56 (P.T.S.) ; Samyut. Xik., iii, pp. 5, 91 ; Mahasanghika
Vin., ch. 39, where we read of Sakya, KoU, ilalla, and Licchavi bhikshunis all

under Maha Prajapati.
* Jatuka, iv, p. ioi; Fausboll’s Dh., p. 223.
* FausbolPs Db., p. 224 ; Childers’ Pali Dictionary, s.v.
* Sbe-li-fu Mo-ba-Mu-lien-j'u-ssu-chii-ching (Bun., Xo. 625, tr. about 195).

In the later translation in ch. 41 of the “ Tseng-i-a-ban-cbing” the word She-i
does not occur.

“ Fen-pie-kung-te-lun, ch. 2 (Bun., Xo. 1,290, trs. about 150, or according
to others about 380) ; Ssu-fen Yin., chs. 3, 31.

® Chimg-pen-ch‘i-ching, ch. 1.

’ Ching-tan-wang-pan-nie-p‘an-ching, ch. 1 (Bun., Xo. 732, tr. 455).
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interchanged with Gautama.^ It also came to be used in

the sense of “ a Buddhist/’ and even in early times we find

a woman declaring her separation from the Buddhist Church

in the words “ fei-Shi-chung-tsu,” that is, “ I am no more

of the Sak}m stock.” ^

The derivations and explanations given in the books for

Sakya and Sakya do not seem to be very satisfactory. It

is interesting to observe, however, that the inhabitants of

Kapilavastu are connected with the Siika or Teak tree, and

those of Devadaha with the Koli or Jujube tree. But

Saka was possibly the name of the real or fictitious founder

of the family of the Sakyas. To some writers these are

the clan otherwise called by the name Gautama, and to

some they were evidently the Kshatriyas. In relating the

origin and history of the Kshatriya caste, Buddha and

his followers merely relate the mythical origin and descent

of the Buddha’s family. It may be worthy of investigation,

however, whether Saka is not originally a foreign word

meaning the marshy land or tret country, and Siikya the

inhabitant of the country. This word may have been

one of that large number of terras common to several

old languages of Central Asia and still preserved to

us in Chinese. One of the renderings given for the

name of Buddha’s native place is, as has been seen. Red

Marsh, Now the word for marsh in Chinese is Tse (^^),

very like Sh! or Sak (f^), and formerly pronounced Teh

and Sak. The word for tret or moist in Chinese is also

Shi and it also formerly had a pronunciation like

sek or sak. The word Sak may have passed into the

language of India and become confused with native words

of similar sound. We have three Chinese versions made

independently of a long and interesting sutra, the name

of which was apparently the Maharudham siitra. In this

work we have an account of the origin and descent of

’ Vinaya (ed. Oldenbcrg) Mah., i, 38, 11; Tsa-a-liau-cliing, oil. 41;
Sainyut. Nik., iv, p. 183.

* Mahasafighika Viu., chs. 19, 37.
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Buddha’s family as Kshatriyas, and it is worthy of notice

that there is no mention either of the banished princes

or of Sakyas.'

' Ta-lu-t‘an-chinp, ch. 6 (Bun., Xo. 661 , tr. about 300). Mr. Bunyio gives the

title ns “ Fo-shuo-lu-t‘an-ching,” and suggests ns its meaning “ Sutra on the

Lokndhutu spoken by Buddha.” But “ Ta-lu-t‘nn ” is evidently for ‘‘Maha-
rudhara,” meaning the great production, that is the origin of the world. In

Nos. 649 and 550 the Sanskrit title is translated by ” Ch'i-shih-jin-pen ” and
” Ch'i-shih ” respectively.





Art. XXIII.— The Piprdhwd Stujya, confaiiiing relics of

Buddha. By Wii,li.\m Cl.vxton Peppe, Esq. Com-

municated, with a X"ote, by Vixcext A. Smith, I.C.S.,

M.R.A.S. "With two Plates.

SixcE the discovery of the pillar at the Lumbinl Garden

commemorating the birthplace of Gautama Buddha con-

siderable curiosity has been aroused concerning the different

mounds, or hoU as the}' are locally called, which occur

dotted over the tract extending from Kapilavastu on the

north-west and the Lumbinl Garden on the north-east in

Xepalese territory to a distance of several miles southwards

inside the British frontier.

One such mound, more prominent than the rest, owing

to its size and conspicuous shape, is situated near the village

of Piprahwa in the Birdpur Estate, BastI District, on the

tJska-Xepiil road, at mile 19'7o, and about half a mile

south of Pillar Xo. 44 on the frontier of British territory

and Nepal.

Last year I excavated a trench across the summit of this

mound, ten feet broad and eight feet deep, and found that

the structure was built of bricks measuring 16" x 10|" x 3",

or 15" X 10" X 3", laid in cla}' mortar, layer upon layer,

in concentric circles. Having thus satisfied myself that

the mound was a Buddhist stupa, I desisted from further

exploration.

In October, 1897, Mr. Vincent Smith inspected it, and

pronounced it to be a ver}’ ancient stupa, and told me that

if anything were to be found inside, it would be found in

the centre, and probably at about the ground-level. Sub-

sequent events have proved how correct was his surmise.
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In the beginning of January, 1898, the excavation was

continued, and a well ten feet square was dug down the

centre of the stupa.

At a distance of ten feet from the summit a small broken

soapstone (steatite) vase, similar in shape to the vases found

lower down, was discovered. This vase was full of clay,

and embedded in this clay were some beads, cr^’stals, gold

ornaments, cut stars, etc.

Beginning at a depth of ten feet from the summit, a

circular pipe, filled with clay, and encircled by brickwork,

descended for a distance of two feet with a diameter of one

foot. It then narrowed to four inches in diameter. The

bricks surrounding this pipe were sometimes moulded, and

sometimes roughly cut, into the required shapes.

After digging through eighteen feet of solid brickwork

set in clay, a huge slab of stone was disclosed, lying due

magnetic north and south, and placed dl'O inches to the

east of the centre of the clay pipe above described.

On further excavation the slab was perceived to be the

cover of a massive sandstone coffer measuring 4' 4" X 2' 8j"

X 2' 21".

This cover was broken into four pieces, evidently by the

pressure of the brickwork resting directly upon it, but,

notwithstanding the fracture, the coffer remained perfectly

closed. The lid or cover was provided with a deep groove

which fitted perfectly into the flange of the sides of the

coffer, and the pieces of the lid were thus firmly held

together, and were removed without injury to the contents

of the box.

On removing the lid the following articles were found :

—

A soapstone vase 6 inches high and 4 inches in diameter;

A similar vase 7 inches high and 4| inches in diameter;

A vessel shaped like a lota or hattohi, of the same material,

5| inches high and in diameter. The well-fitting

lid of this vessel lay apart

;

A small soapstone box 3| inches in diameter and IJ inch

high
;
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A crystal bowl inches in diameter and 3| inches high,

including the cover. The bowl lay at the south

end of the coffer, and the cover lay in the centre

with its handle downwards. The handle is in the

shape of a fish, hollow, and is filled with granulated

stars in gold leaf.^

The steatite vases have been beautifully turned in a lathe,

and the marks of the chisel are as fresh and distinct as if

the articles were new. The crystal bowd, w'hich is of

exceptionally large size, is polished to perfection, and has

all the appearance of a glass bowl of the present day.

There were evidently some wmoden vessels also, but these

had fallen to pieces. The fragments are clearly recognizable

as wood, and the knob forming the handle of one vessel

can be distinguished. All the fragments have been

preserved.

The stone coffer is made of hard, fine sandstone of very

superior quality. It is, except for the fracture of the lid,

in a state of perfect preservation. It has been hollowed,

at the cost of vast labour and expense, from a solid block

of rock. The stone cannot, I think, have come from any

of the hills to the north in Nepal.

The weight of the lid is 408 pounds, and I calculate the

weight of the whole coffer, lid included, to be 1,537 pounds.

The brickwork continued for two feet below the bottom

of the box.

At the level of the bottom of the coffer, the clay pipe,

which had so far been circular in section, assumed for the

depth of a single layer of bricks the form of a rectangle,

the edge of which was 21| inches from the coffer.

Below this level the pipe resumed its circular form, four

inches in diameter, and terminated with the brickwork two

feet below the box.

I was most careful in searching this pipe all the way
down, but nothing whatever was found in it.

* The fact that the coTers of t-wo of the vessels were lying apart from the
vessels themselves is probably due to earthquakes. Two earthquakes have been
noticed at Gorakhpur within the last four years. (\'. A. S.)
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The level of the surface of the ground inside is the same

as the level of the ground at the outward circumference

of the stupa.

The relic urns contained pieces of bone, which are quite

recognizable as such, and might have been picked up a few

days ago.

The urns also contained ornaments in gold
;
gold heads

;

impression of a woman’s figure, an inch long, on gold leaf,

the upper part of her body being nude and the lower

portion clothed
;
another smaller figure in gold leaf, nude

;

a large circular piece of rather thicker gold leaf, two inches

in diameter, with scroll ornament
;

an elephant stamped

on gold leaf
;
several pieces in gold leaf stamped with the

figure of a lion, having a trident over his back and the

Buddhist cross {svastika) in front
;
several pieces with the

impression of the Buddhist cross; one piece of solid gold,

measuring x X ;
and quantities of stars or flowers

both in silver and gold, with six or eight petals each. The

silver is tarnished, but the gold is beautifully bright, and

was so when the box was opened.

Pearls of sizes, many being welded together in sets of

two, three, or four, are numerous.

The treasure also includes quantities of flowers or stars,

leaves serrated and veined, Buddhist tridents, pyramids,

pierced and drilled beads of various sizes and shapes, cut

in white or red cornelian, ameth}'st, topaz, garnet, coral, and

crystal. Some of these objects seem to be made of shell.

There is one bird in red cornelian, and another in metal.

I have compared these ornaments with those illustrated

in Mr. Rea’s work, “ South Indian Buddhist Antiquities,” *

and find that almost every form described by him is in

my collection, which includes many not in the Bhattiprolu

deposit.

The only inscription of any kind is scratched on the

cover of the smaller urn. The letters are in the Pali

character, and are about t^<t of an inch long. The letters

* Arclmeol. Survey of India, Xew Imp. Series, vol. .\v.
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are so slightly scratched in that I have been unable to

obtain an impression, but I have made a very careful pencil

rubbing, of which the following is the result :— ‘

rb-J-JX Di-DDrljriA iArb + rbi-Ar^
I I

Al-rbr^A'’i+1-rb bA^Jl’
I

Tliere is a bridge on the road opposite the stupa, and

I have taken the level of the north-west parapet as the

datum level.

From the base of the brickwork, that is to say, from

the surface ,of the ground inside and outside of the sfuoa,
i. ^

.

*

to the summit, the height is 21 ‘Go feet.

The diameter of the stupa at the ground-level is 116 feet.

At a distance of eight feet below the summit, at a point

where the inside vertical walls are well defined, the diameter

is 62 feet.

To the south of the stupa is a raised platform, which

indicates the site of some building.-

To the north there are the remains of a rectangular

building, with walls well defined, but I have made no

excavation here.

About 65 feet east of the stupa is a rectangular courti'ard,

measuring 99' 10" by 118', surrounded by a well-preserved

wall, with small rooms opening oflF it on all sides. I have

had a room on each side excavated. There is no flooring,

and nothing to indicate what the roof consisted of.^ I found

wood at the bottom of the doorways, which has since

crumbled to pieces. The walls were plastered with mud,

which even now it is difiicult to break off from the wall.

I have not come across the outer wall to the north, but

I have no doubt that it is there.

1 For the transliteration and translation see J.R.A.S., 1898, p. 388, and the
following Note.

- In my opinion this structure was an open platform, not the site of any
building. Small votive stupas of brick may have stood on it. (Y. A. S.)

’ This building was evidently a monastery. (V. A. S.)
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The western side, that nearest the stupa, is different in

construction from the others, but I have not excavated

sufficiently to judge what was the nature of it. The walls

extend inwards from the main wall, and the centre room

gives me the idea that it formed the main entrance.

I was inclined at first to think that this building was

built of smaller bricks than those found in the stupa, but,

on closer examination, I cannot find any bricks of smaller

dimensions than the following, namely : 15|" x 10" x 2g",

15" X 10" X 3", 16" X 11" X 3". There were also arch

bricks measuring 10" and x 15"x3|", 10|" and 9"x 16"

X 2i", 11" and 10" X 8" X 2|", 8" and 7" x 13" x 3", and
14i" X 12" X 2|".^ One or two rectangular bricks measured

15|'' X 5" X 3". What appeared to be smaller bricks were

only portions of the larger ones.

To the west there is the site of another building.

I had the sides of the tank to the south-west of the stupa

dug, but could not find any traces of brickwork round it.

East of the stupa opened there is another (B), and there

is a nest of stupas (C and D) to the south. ^ The village

of Gunw'aria to the south-west also possesses one, and the

village of Bharaulia to the north-west has another.®O
A little above the stone box, and to the south of it,

I found two small pieces of concrete made of stone lime.^

In the building to the east [i.e. the monaster}'-] I found

a small iron spear-head, with blade measuring 31" x

x|" and handle measuring 4|"; and also an iron spike,

nails with large heads, and sundry pieces of iron.

’ The occurrence of these arch bricks is of special interest. (V. A. S.)

2 Mr. Peppo’s tracing of the map of tlie surrounding country has not been

reproduced. (V. A. S.)

It is to bo hoped that Mr. Peppe -will be good enough to continue liis

explorations. Other inscribed vases will probably be found in the numerous

stupas in the neighbourhood. (V. A. S.)

* These little pieces of concrete are the only indications of the use of lime in

the building. (V. A. S.)
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NOTE.
By V. A. Smith, M.R.A.S.

The discoveries made by Mr. William Peppe are of such

exceptional value and interest that I think it desirable to

publish them at once, although the excavations are still

incomplete. Mr. Peppe, who is a trained engineer and

surveyor, kept accurate notes during the progress of his

exploration, and has thus been able to prepare satisfactory

plans and sections.* lie has confined himself to a trust-

worthy record of what he did and saw, leaving explanation

and commentary to others. I shall endeavour in the

following pages to give such brief explanation and com-

mentary as may render Mr. Peppe’s report more fully

intelligible and more sigrnifieant than it would be if left to

speak for itself.

The north-eastern corner of the large BastI District,

which adjoins on the west the Gorakhpur District, is

occupied by the estates of European grantees, who have

within the last sixty years transformed vast acres of dense

forest into rich and well-cultivated plains, inhabited by

a numerous and prosperous peasantry.

The principal of these estates is the Birdpur Grant, the

property of the Gibbon and Peppe families. The residence

of the managing proprietors, Messrs. William and George

Peppe, is at Birdpur, six miles from the Nepalese frontier,

and fourteen miles, via Naugarh Bazaar, from the Uska
Railway Station on the Bengal and North-Western Railway.

' [These were unfortunately so injured in the post that they cannot be repro-
duced. But Mrs. Peppe’s tuU-size drawing of the objects in the four vases has
escaped destruction and is reproduced as a plate. The other plate reproduces the
photograph of the inscribed vase (Figxu’es 4 and 5). Above it is given a photo-
graph (Figures 1, 2, and 3) of the very similar inscribed vase from Sonari now
in the British Museum. This was discussed in Cuumngham’s “ Bhilsa Topes,”
p. 317.

—

Bh. D.]

j.E.A.s. 1898. 38
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The high road from Naugarh to the frontier runs for

twelve miles through the Birdpur estate, and then comes

to an abrupt termination in a rice-field. The Nepalese

Government does not encourage the construction of roads,

and leaves its subjects to make their way as best they

can along rough tracks, or, when the crops are off the

ground, across the fields. The line of frontier is a purely

artificial one, and is marked by a narrow strip of “ neutral

ground ” and by numbered masonry pillars at intervals of

about a mile each. Birdpur House will be found marked

on Sheet No. 188 of the N.W.P. and Oudh Survey

(scale one inch to one mile), in about latitude 27° 22' N.

and longitude 83° 9' E. The road from Naugarh runs

nearly due north and reaches the frontier a little west of

Pillar No. 44.

The Nigllva pillar with the inscription recording Asoka’s

visit to the stupa of Kanakamuni (Koniigamana) lies on

the west bank of the Nigllva Siigar, or artificial lake,

about 17 miles almost due north of Birdpur House, and

just outside the southern limit of the ruins of Kapilavastu,

which extend for several miles east and west. The western

end of the ruins of the city rests on the left or eastern

bank of the Banganga River, a considerable stream which

descends from the hills and joins the Rapt! in the Basti

District. The breadth of the city of Kapilavastu north and

south was much less than its length east and west. The

position of Kapilavastu may be defined as approximately

in latitude 27° 37' N. and longitude 83° 8' E.^

The Asoka pillar near Padariii, in the Rummindel Tappa

in Nepal, is situated five miles from the frontier, and about

six miles north-east froTn Mr. Gibbon’s house at Dulha in

the Dulhii Grant, which is about six miles E.N.E. from

Birdpur. Tlie direct distance from Birdpur to the Padariii

pillar, which marks the site of the LumbinI Garden, the

traditional birthplace of Gautama Buddha, is about 12 miles.*

' Niglira and Kanilavastu are really close together, .and only .'ll miles from

Uskii Station. The distances as stated by Dr. Eiihrer in his reports are erroneous.

Doth of these A^oka inscriptions have been recently edited by Dr. Biihler

in “ Epigraphia ludica,” vol. v, p. 1.
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The sffipa excavated by Mr. Peppu is near the village of

Pipriiliwa, and stands a little west of the high road from

Naugurh and about half a mile from the frontier.

A group of stupaa (C and D in ^Ir. Peppe’s report) lies

about half a mile south-west of Pipriiliwa stupa, and there

is another mound of ruins (P) more than a quarter of a

mile to the east.

A fourth mound of ruins exists to the north-east near the

Siswii reservoir, and tliere are several mounds, probably

stupas, in the Dulhii Grant. A small well-defined ruin in

ilr. Peppe’s stable-yard at Birdpur is more probably a

temple than a stupa. A large mass of ruins at PiprI, about

three miles south from Birdpur, is also more probably

P>rahraanical than Buddhist, though of very early date.

I have tjhought it desirable to put these notes on record

in order to define accurately the relative positions of

Kapilavastu, the LuiubinI Garden, and the Pipriihwii stupa,

and to indicate the extensive field of exploration which

lies open in the Grants of the BastI District. I am well

acquainted with the Grants, and on the 28th January, 1898,

had the pleasure of visiting the Nigllva pillar and the

western end of the ruins of Kapilavastu in the company

of Mr. JVilliani Peppe.

I now proceed to deal directly with the subject of Mr.

Peppe’s report.

The building east of the stiipa is undoubtedly a monastery.

It is desirable that both it and the small structure north

of the stiipa should be fully excavated. Some small objects

of interest will probably be found, and inscriptions may
possibly turn up. I expect to find an image or images in

the northern building, and this is the most likely position

for an inscription.

Complete excavation of the exterior of the stupa is also

desirable. At least one procession path must have existed,

and it is possible that it was surrounded by a rail. The
principal deposit is commonly at the level of the procession

path. In this case the stone coffer lay at a height of

only I '64 foot above the ground-level. This height is
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probably tbe level of the brick pavement round the stupa

used as a procession path. The broken vase found at a

depth of 10 feet from the summit almost certainly marks

the level of a higher terrace or procession path.

The stupa is evidently a solid mass of brickwork. The

bricks are of the large size specially characteristic of the

Asoka period, and are well made. Rice-straw has been

freely used to strengthen the cohesion of the clay. The

bricks which I saw at Kapilavastu excavated from the small

stupas supposed to be those commemorating the slaughter

of the Siikyas are of much smaller dimensions, being only

12 inches in length. Rice-straw has not been used in their

manufacture.

The dimensions of the stupa entitle it to rank in the

second class of monuments of tbe kind. The diameter at

the base is 116 feet. The Bhattiprolu stupa, which the

Piprahwa building in several respects closely resembles,

had a base 148 feet in diameter. The base of the great

stupa at Amaravati was about 138 feet in diameter.^

The Manikyiila dome bad a diameter of 127 ft. 9 ins.^

The present height of the Piprahwa stupa is 21'6o feet.

Though the original height must have been considerably

greater it must have fallen far short of half a diameter.

According to a well-known rule this low ratio of height

to diameter is a certain sign of high antiquity.

The central “ pipe ” or well is a curious feature, which

is also found at Bhattiprolu and elsewhere. Mr. Peppe

states that this “ pipe ” began at a distance of ten feet from

the summit, and ran down two feet with a diameter of

one foot, when it contracted to a diameter of four inches

until it reached the level of the bottom of the stone coffer,

when it assumed the form of a rectangle, 17 inches by

5 inches, for the depth of a single layer of bricks, and

then resumed the circular pipe shape, four inches in

* Ena. “ South Indian Buddhist Antiquities,” being vol. xv of Archaeological

Survey of India Eeports, x.s.. pp. 2, 3, 7, and 8.

^ Cunningham, ‘‘ Eeports,” v, 75.
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diameter, for a further distance of two feet, when it stopped.

The rectangle served as a “ pointer ” to the coffer.

The well in the lihattiprolu stiipa extended from the

summit of the building, which was only about 14 feet high

when first examined, down to the bottom. For a distance

of 5| feet it preserved a uniform diameter of 9| inches, and

in the lower portion the courses were stepped, having

alternate diameters of 9i inches and 1 ft. 3 ins.'

The central well of the Ghanpisalii stupa was constructed

in a third fashion, and is thus described :

—

“ The brickwork on the surface of the square in the

centre of the stupa appeared quite solid, and was laid in

parallel courses. It extended thus for a depth of 3 feet.

At that point, in the centre, was the top of a well, 9 inches

square, fillfed with earth. Among the first earth removed,

were pieces of a broken chatti” and its contents, a lead

coin, beads, and some pieces of quartz. “Just below there

was a small red earthenware chatti, 4^ inches in diameter

and height,” which contained beads, pearls, etc. “ The

small well in the centre of the stupa gradually increased

in size, till, at 13 feet from the surface, it was 2 ft. 6 ins.

square. For the lower half of that depth it was filled

with clay. The well there was closed with a brick. Below

that, the well was 9 inches and 12 inches square, each

alternate course down to the foundations, 26 feet from the

summit of the mound. This portion also was packed with

clay. There were no other relics. The foundations rest on

sand. The various sizes of the openings of each course,

in a portion of the well, is a feature also observed at

Bhattiprolu.” ^

“ It has been thought,” Mr. Rea observes, “ that the

curious small circular shaft in the centre of the Bhattiprolu

stupa might have been the receptacle for the strong wooden

post that supported the covering umbrellas. A similar

but square shaft was found in the centre of the Ghantasala
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sfupa. That building has a greater proporlional height of

the dome intact, and the top of this shaft was closed

with original brickwork, so that with it—unless the well

had been again resumed at a greater height—it could not

have served the purpose supposed. It may also have been

so with the Bhattiprolu stupa, though now, of course, it

is impossible to ascertain whether it really was so. There

seems reason to believe, from the fact of a stone umbrella

post found at Nagalapalle, from the umbrellas being stone,

and from the sculptured representations, that the umbrella

post also was of the same material.

“ The small well may have served as a receptacle for fixing

a sweeps during the progress of building to guide the correct

laying of the circular rings of brickwork.” ^

At Piprahwa the central pipe or well only began at a

distance of ten feet from this summit. For two feet

distance it had a diameter of one foot, and then contracted

to four inches, until it reached the level of the bottom of

the stone coffer, where it changed to a rectangular section

for the depth of a single course of bricks.

It is clear that this well cannot possibl}' have been the

receptacle for an umbrella post, and it is equally clear that

its jjrimary purpose is to mark the exact centre of the stupa,

but the reasons for the variations in diameter, and for the

other details of construction in the various examples, are

not apparent.

The stone coffer is remarkable for its great size and

weight, and for being hewn out of a solid block of stone.

The workmanship is excellent, and the cost must have

been great.

The massiveness and costliness of the coffer, and the

richness of the deposit of precious objects in the vases,

are obvious proofs of the veneration attaching to the relics

enshrined. Those relics are some scraps of bone, which

are now mixed up with the fragments of the decayed

wooden vessel. The inscription on one of the soapstone

* GhantasSla is 13 miles west of JIasulipataiu. (Rea, op. eit., p. 3.)
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(steatite) vases proves that the depositors believed the

fraj^ments of bone to he part of the sacred body {sririraiii)

of Gautama Buddha himself. Whether or not the depositors’

belief was actually well-founded no man can say. Mr.

I’eppe, unfortunately, omitted to take a note of the contents

of each vase separately. Tlie omission is not of much
importance.

The general character of the deposit of precious objects

resembles, as noted by Mr. Peppe, that of the deposit at

Bhattiprolu, hut the Piprahwil collection is the richer of

the two. The number of individual objects must extend

to several hundreds. Mrs. Peppe’s careful and accurate

drawings give an excellent notion of representative objects

from the collection, which fully supports !Mr. Sewell’s

remark concerning a deposit found at Gudivada that “ the

men of that day were highly experienced lapidaries.” *

Even the few selected objects shown in the plate are

too numerous for detailed description. I have appended

numbers to a few, which may be briefly described.

No. 1, square of gold leaf, stamped with the figure of a

lion, and symbols, which are perhaps Biahml characters.

There are several specimens of this class. No coins

occur among the collection. I think that Nos. 1, 13,

and 16 are probably impressions of coins. At Bhattiprolu

were found “ twenty-four small silver coins. They are

plain on the reverse, and on the obverse have Sri-jJddas,

trisulas, lotus-flowers, and other emblems more or less

legible.”^ Nos. 1, 13, and 16, at Piprahwa, seem to be

impressions of similar one-faced coins.

Nos. 2 and 3 are examples of very numerous classes of gold-

leaf stars.

Nos. 4 and 5 are examples of a considerable class of very

delicately wrought miniature leaves, executed in crystal

and various other substances.

' Rea, op. cit., p. 20. Gudivada is twenty miles north-west of Masnlipatam.
* Rea, op. cit., p. 12.
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Ko. 6, two examples of the triratna symbol.

No. 7, a coil of fine wire, apparently silver.

No. 8, a bird in cornelian.

No. 9, a bird in metal (? silver). These are the only objects

of the kind.

No. 10, a gold-leaf cross.

No. 11, a minute human figure in gold leaf.

No. 12, an elephant in gold leaf. This is unique.

Nos. 13 and 16, gold leaf stamped with the svastika, probably

impressions of coins.

No. 14, fragments of coral.

No. 15, female figure in gold leaf, with aureole. Nos. 11

and 15 are the only human figures in the collection.

No. 17, small pearls, some of which are stuck together. Tlie

pearls are numerous.

No. 18, a large disc of gold leaf, with wavy ornament,

unique.

No. 19, an example of a large class of granulated gold-leaf

stars. The hollow fish-handle of the crystal vase is

filled with stars of this kind.

No. 20, beads of beryl, topaz, etc. Most of the solid objects

are pierced for stringing, and two or three have

fragments of fine silver wire still attached.

The inscription on the lid of vase No. 1 reads as follows :

—

Line 1. lyam salila nidhane Bitdhasa bhagavato Sakiyanain

sukili bha— ‘

Line 2. tinam sabhaginikanam ^ saputradalanam.” ^

* [Mr. Peppe’s pencil rubbing reads quite clearly sabhafinikanam—where the

ti may be a slip of the pencil for gti, but the ni is doubtless right.

—

Eh. L).]

• [The rubbing has clearly suputa- not saputra-dalanam. The letters on

the photograph are quite clear. Unfortunately, as it gives only the first half

of the inscription, these two words do not apjrear in it. A large photograph
of the whole inscription on the Peppe vase, to be taken if necessary ou two or

three plates, is greatly to be desired.

—

Eh. 1).]
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Dr, Biihler translates (see above, p. 388)— “This relic-

shrine of divine Buddha (is tlie donation) of the Siikya

8ukiti-brothers,^ associated with their sisters, sous, and

wives.”

The alphabet, as Dr. Biihler observes, is essentially the

same as that of the neighbouring Asoka inscriptions, with

the important exception tliat long vowels are not marked.

The dialect is like the ^Milgadhl, substituting I for r.

Salila thus represents Skr. snrirain.

The final character of hhagavato looks like te, with a

stroke to the left, but must be read either as to or ta. If

it be read as ta, we must suppose with Professor Biihler

that the character aa was accidentally omitted.

Dr. Hoey, Professor Biihler, Dr. Hoernle, and Dr.

Bloch all concur in the reading Sakiyanuth. The characters

-yanam were accidentally omitted by the scribe and were

then inserted above the line.

Siikiti is treated by Professor Biihler as a proper name.

Apparently it might be interpreted merely as an adjective

signifying ‘celebrated’ or ‘renowned,’ and tkis inter-

pretation seems to me preferable.

The exact age of the inscription cannot as yet be settled

with certainty. The record is probably older than the reign

of Asoka, which, I am inclined to think, must be placed

rather earlier than the current chronology allows.

This stupa cannot be the monument erected by the Morians

or Mauryas of Pippalivane, as Dr. Hoey suggested in the

Pioneer. The Pippalivane stupa was the ashes or charcoal

sfiipa erected over the charcoal from the pyre, and that

stupa, we know, was far from Kapilavastu in a south-easterly

direction. The name Piprahwu is probably modern. Scores

of villages are named after conspicuous j9z^jrt^-trees.

The Sakyas of Kapilavastu, “ as the relations of Buddha,”

obtained a share of the relics of the master at the time of

the cremation. It is possible that the Pipiahwa stupa,

' Or “ of the renowned Sakya brethren,” that is, as I understand, the brethren
of Budha bhagavata. This suggestion is due to Dr. Hoey. and seems sound.
The reading Sakiyanam was first published by Dr. Hoey in the Pioneer. [V. A. S.]
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which is only eleven miles from Kapilavastu, may be that

erected by the Siikya brethren immediately after the death

of Gautamad

* [The words are as follows (Maha-parinibbana Sutta in J.E.A.S. 1876,

p. 260) :
—

Kapilavatthava pi Sahya Kapilavatthmmim Bhagavato sarlrdnam thupan ca

mahan ca akamsu.

In my English translation (“ Buddhist Suttas,” S.B.E., vol. xi, p. 134) this

clause has been, by inadvertence, omitted.

In Pali the inscription would run —
Idam* mrira-nidhminm* Buddkassa hhagnvato Sdkiydnam Sukitti-bhdtikanam*

sahhuginlnani* suputtuddrdnam.

So that among these few words there are no less than four that show a slight

difference in dialect between Pali and the language of the inscription, even

allowing, as is undoubtedly the case, that the omission of long vowels and
doubled consonants is purely a matter of orthography

;
and further, the phrase

sarlra-nidhtmam seems awkward in Pali prose in the sense intended, since sarira

in the singular means not ‘relics’ but ‘body,’ but the corresponding compound
sarira-thupa occurs in the sense of ‘ stupa over relics’ in the last sentence of the

Sutta above quoted.

It is misleading to render bhagavato by ‘ divine.’ The word means merely
‘ august, auspicious, felix.'

An alternative rendering of the inscription would be : This shrine for relics

of the Buddha, the August One, is that of the Sdkyas, the brethren of the

iJistinguished One, in association with their sisters, and with thiir children and
their wives .

—

IIh. D.]
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Art. XXIV.—rW da Gama. By II. Reaue, F.R.G.S.

Vasco da Gama, though not a man of words, was, as

Caraoens says, a man of strenuous deeds, and it is for the

sake of his deeds, and of the results which during four

centuries have flowed from them, that we are now

commemorating him. We celebrate in him the man whose

courage and perseverance gave India to Europe and to

England, and wlio, all unknowingly, was, with Columbus

and Magellan, one of the three men who saved the Europe

of the Renaissance and of the Reformation from being laid

in ruins by Turkish tyranny seconded b)’’ French treachery.

Had not Columbus and Da Gama, twent}^ years before the

battle of Mohacs and the successes of Barbarossa in the

Mediterranean, bestowed upon Spain and Portugal the riches

of Asia and America, Charles V could never have hurled

back from the German frontiers and the Italian coasts the

all but overwhelming inrush of the hordes of Suleiman the

Magnificent. But what could the defenders of Christendom

have done save for the coffers of the Fuggers and the

Welsers, of the bankers of Antwerp and the bankers of

Genoa ? and whence did these derive their wealth but from

the newly-opened Spice Islands of the East and the new-

found gold-mines of the West? By discovering the sea

road to India, Vasco da Gama made Lisbon and Antwerp the

emporia of the world. In 1517 the Turks conquered Egypt,

and thus closed the last of the roads along w'hich the world’s

wealth had of old passed from East to West. But twenty-

five years earlier the loss of this Eastern trade w'ould have

paralyzed the strength of Germany and of Itah’, at the

veiy moment when the fall of Hungary and the treason of
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Francis I were to leave the walls of Vienna and Doria’s

galleys as the only bulwarks between Turkish savagery and

the printing-presses of Basle, the studios glowing with the

canvasses of Titian, and the universities where the germs

of our modern civilization were just bursting into vigorous

life. But the tender plant of culture did not thus perish.

Thanks to Vasco da Gama, who had formed new trade

routes far beyond the reach of the Sultan’s power, Europe

at this most critical moment was not deprived of the riches

of the East. “The Kings of the Isles could still send their

presents, Arabia and Saba could still bear their gifts ” to

the foot of the Cross
;
and thus strengthened, Europe was

able to stand up against the utmost efforts of her foes.

Vasco da Gama, then, was one of the chief saviours of our

modern civilization, nor need I remind you how in later

years Holland drew from her Eastern trade the strength

which enabled her to break the yoke of Louis XIV from

off the neck of Europe, nor how the wealth of India in

the hands of England helped her to free our continent

from the tyranny of Xapoleon.

Vasco da Gama was not only a saviour of civilization;

with Albuquerque and Almeida he was one of the first

pioneers on the road which, in the end, led England to

her Empire in the East. He it was who taught Europe

how to conquer and how to hold the East. To the detriment

of his own country he failed to teach Europe a lesson she

has not yet learned, and which, perhaps, will never be learned

by any race of Latin or of Teutonic blood. He failed to

perceive how Europe was to rule Asia sympathetically and

with the consent of the Asiatics, and his failure in the end

cost Portugal the Empire he had won her in the East.

Yet Vasco da Gama was the first discoverer of the true

means of utilizing sea power as the foundation of a colonial

empire. He clearly saw that when a commercial nation

can send its goods more cheaply by sea than by land, and

at the same time fails to maintain an efficient fleet, its

independence is practically at the mercy of any power

Avhich can, by means of its navy, conti'ol the routes along
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which those goods arc conveyed to their markets. Knowing,

as he did full well, the unchanging meteorological and

oceanographic conditions of the Indian Ocean, he clearly

saw that stationing a few caravels on the trade routes

into which these conditions forced the clumsy vessels of

Ormuz, of Jeddah, and of Tor, and by securing for tliese

caravels a fortified port—he only asked for one, Calicut,

Cochin, or Cranganor—to which they could withdraw at

need, Portugal might secure for herself the control of the

whole coastline of the Asiatic and of the African world,

and with the control of the coastline that of the vast

hinterlands, whose well-being depended upon the unchecked

flow of trade through their natural ports. These hinter-

lands she could rule indirectly through their native kings,

secure in h^r knowledge that she could at any time enforce

the unquestioning obedience of her vassals, by closing the

trade routes by which they lived. His theories were carried

into practice, and eleven years after his discovery of India

the victory of Chaul transferred the sceptre of the w’orld’s

commerce from Egypt and from Venice to Portugal.

The discovery of the value of those factories, which in

his day served all the purposes of our modern coaling

stations, is also mainly due to Vasco da Gama.

Look out on the map the former seats of Portuguese

power. You will see that they correspond, for the most

part, as nearly as the requirements of those days will

allow, with the strategic points which are of prime

importance in tbe eyes of our naval scientists to-day.

In the sixteenth century, sheltered ports of a moderate

depth, which could be reached without the necessity of

contending with adverse currents, or with adverse winds,

were those best fitted to meet the wants of tbe Portuguese

seamen, and so it comes to pass that the only world centre

of any actual importance which was known to but left

unoccupied by them was Table Bay
;

probably they failed

to annex it because their heavy carracks were ill-suited

for struggling on to India against the Mozambique current,

or for beating up against the gales which so often rage
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around the Cape of Storms.^ But to look elsewhere, it is

only since the introduction of our modern steamships, tliat

is to say, for all practical purposes, within the last thirty

years, that, on the East African Coast, Delagoa Bay, Beira,

and Zanzibar have replaced Sofala, Mozambique, Kilwa,

IMombassa, and Melinde as important centres, Now, of

these five, four were chosen by Vasco da Gama and

his predecessor, Pero de Covilbam, as suitable sites for

Portuguese factories
;

nor were tbeir selections less happy

on the Indian coast. It is true that the naval power of

Timoja forced Da Gama to refrain from occupying Goa

;

but Calicut, and even Cochin, were far more suitable

centres than Bombay would have been for the spice

trade with the Further East; and, indeed, Bombay could

only rise into importance when the enterprise of IVaghorn

had established steam communication with Suez, and when

the railway had been carried through the Western Ghats.

In our great-grandfathers’ day, Madras and Surat, the

successor of Cambay, were far more important to our

trade than was the “Good Bay” which had passed to

England in the dowry of Catherine of Braganza.

Yet even more important results of Vasco da Gama’s

voyage remains to be mentioned. Portugal was in the

fifteenth century the one world power whose genius fitted

her to serve as an intermediary between the East and

the West.

France, England, and Germany, wasted by centuries of

foreign war and of civil broils, and as yet but little civilized

in comparison with the nations of Southern Europe, were

in no ways fitted to undertake the task of colonizing lands

densely peopled with races which in many respects were

far more civilized than themselves. The hard, unyielding^

temper of the Teutonic races had sufiiciently shown

' The Portuguese, tlirough not occupying Table Bay, lost the command of the

healthy routes which lead thence into the interior of Africa, and were thus forced

to content themselves with ports which are separated from the plateaux of the

interior by “ Fly Belts” and marshes. This is probably the explanation of their

failure as colonists in Africa to which Lord l.och has alluded. Mossamedes, the

oue really healthy ]iort in Portuguese Africa, was completely off the route taken

by ships going to India.
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its inability to adapt itself to altered conditions and

surroundings in Ireland, in Poland, in Bohemia, and in

the Baltic provinces. Italy, a nation of statesmen, of

bankers, and of merchants, was divided into a crowd of

rival states, whose commercial jealousies had already, three

centuries before, rendered them unable to profit by the

magnificent inheritance which had come to them at the

capture of Constantinople, whilst the Papacy, itself an

Italian power, and owing its existence solely to the skilful

adjustment of the balance of power between its rivals in

the Peninsula, would have been utterly unable to carry

out the task of partitioning two new worlds between Venice

and Genoa, between Florence, ^lilan, and Naples. It

was a Spanish and not an Italian pope who signed the

Belgian Grant. Spain, embittered b}' her secular struggle

against the Jew and the Moor, was but an ill training-

school for men who would be called upon to govern lands

filled with civilized Pagans, with followers of Mahomet
allied by religious sympathy, if not by actual ties of blood,

with her own lately conquered vassals of Granada, and

with Christians, who bowing the knee as they did to the

successors of St. Thomas, but not to the successors of

St. Peter, were to rigid Catholics more hateful than even

infidel, heathen, or Jew. Had Columbus really reached

the eastern shores of Asia, and had it fallen to the lot

of Spain to undertake the conquest of the lands of Chathai

and of Zeiton, of the Great Khan and the Great Mogul,

Spanish “ Inquisitors ” and Spanish “ Conquistadores
”

would in a few years have rendered the future rule of

a European nation over India for ever as impossible as

the memory of the Jesuits has rendered it over Japan

or over Abyssinia, or as centuries of “passive resistance”

may render it in China. Only Portugal remained. For

three hundred years her soil had been free from the

presence of the Moor
;
her ecclesiastics were far removed

from the ambitions and from the influence of the Homan
Curia; her kings, since the first conquest of Ceuta, had

been guided in their self-imposed task of world exploration
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by wise men trained in the schools of the Torah and of

the Koran, and had not scorned to seek the advice of

pagans as to the means of reaching the Christian realms

ruled over by Prester John. Vasco da Gama’s own ex-

pedition had, indeed, been chiefly decided on in consequence

of information obtained by John II from the pagan king

of Benin during his visit to Portugal in 1484, and his

instructions had been drawn up by Don Manoel in con-

sultation with the learned Hebrew astronomer Abraham-

ben-Zaccuth. The fire of the Catholic faith burned brightly

in Portugal, but in the fifteenth century the Portuguese

were, as yet, far from being a fanatical race, and though

Vasco da Gama might be eager to bear the Standard of

the Cross through the length and breadth of Asia and

Africa, yet we never find him, except, perhaps, in one

or two instances for political reasons, forcing unwilling

converts to the baptismal font. His men, many of whom
had already lived in friendly intercourse with the negroes

of Manicongo, interested themselves whilst in Calicut in

obtaining vocabularies of the native language and in

drawing up memoirs on the geography and commerce of

the Further East from information obtained from friendly

Moors. Thus the way was paved for a system of alliances

between the Portuguese and the native kings, which

materially facilitated the introduction of European rule

and European religion into India, and which certainlj’-

could not have been established by any other Europeans

of that day. The unknown author of the “ Hoteiro,”

compiling with the help of his Moorish and Jewish friends

his scanty notes on Eastern Geography and his scantier

vocabulary of Malayalim, was the true forerunner of

St. Francis Xavier, of Goncalvo da Silveira, of Sir William

Jones, of Professor Max Midler, and of Sir William Hunter.

The Archbishop who burnt the Aztec IManuscripts, the

Governor who cast the art treasures of Cuzco into the

melting-pot, were Spaniards; but the discoverer of Sanskrit,

the first philosopher who conjectured, in some measure,

the tie of blood which unites the Aryan peoples of India
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and the West, was an Italian Jesuit, working under the

protection of the Portuguese Viceroy of Goa. It wa.s,

indeed, fortunate alike for Europe and for the East that

it was Portugal who was called upon by Providence to

take upon herself the task of pulling down the barrier which

had so long kept apart the two worlds.^

Hut what manner of man was Vasco da Gama in himself?

For my part I believe that we find him as he lived and

breathed, rather in the simple words of the “ Iloteiro," than

in Correa’s exaggerations, in the rhetoric of Da Barros,

or even in the glowing poetry of the “ Lusiad,” albeit that,

with true poetic insight, Caiuoens appears to have kept

closely iu many places to the sober words of the oldest

journal of the voyage. If we could be sure that this

journal is rftalh' the one compiled by Doni John Figueira,

who seems to have been one of the chaplains to the

expedition, which Correa professes to have used as the

foundation on which he reared his “ Indian Memoirs,” we

coixld accept it as a true portrait of Vasco da Gama with

very little hesitation, but, unfortunately, the authorship of

the “lloteiro” will, in all probability, never be satisfactorily

ascertained.

Taking, then, Vasco da Gama as we find him in the

“ Roteiro,” I seem to see a plain seaman, to whom the

task of leading the expedition, which was destined to open

the sea road to India, appears to have fallen very much
by chance. Correa, indeed, states that he was entrusted

wi’h the command merely because he happened to enter

the room where King Manoel was deliberating with his

council on the coming expedition, and, as Mr. Stanley

points out, this view is shared by Camoens, who makes
Da Gama say :

—

“ I, whose foreboding heart would still project

Great things like this, as if for me designed,

But who had scarcely hoped to give effect

To such ambitious longings of ray mind.

j.R.A.s. 1898.

1 “ Lusiad,” canto vii, 3.

39
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I know not for what reason, what respect,

Or what good omen in ray star divined.

The King entrusted to my hands the key

Of this reluctant stubborn mystery.”

Lusiad, canto iv, 77. (Quillinan.)

Others say that he simply took the place of his father,

Estevam da Gama, who had been named to the command,

but who died before the expedition was ready to sail.

However this may be. Da Gama had evidently not made any

special studies to fit himself for his task. Unlike Columbus,

he had not pored for years over the pages of Strabo, of

Ptolemy, of Seneca, and of Cardinal d’Ailly
;
he was not

the correspondent of Toscanelli, nor would he have been

prepared to defend the existence of a sea road to India

before an assembly of theologians by combating the

“ dictamiua ” of Lactantius and of Saint Augustine with

quotations drawn from Holy Writ. On the contrary, he

knew nothing of the literature existing on the subject of

India even in his own day, had certainly never read either

Josafat Barbaro or Niccolo Conti, and possibly had never

even heard of Marco Polo, but had prepared himself for his

tasks solely by consulting the reports, invaluable it is true,

of his predecessors, Bartholomew Diaz, Joara Ynfante, and

Pero de Covilham, or, at most, by studying Hartin Behaim’s

globe and some faulty copy of Fra Mauro’s map. If we

may judge from an incidental description of the geography

of the Indian Ocean in the “ Roteiro ” (cf. p. 49, ed. 1861),

it is very doubtful if he even knew of the existence of

the Persian Gulf, unless, indeed, he confounded it with

that of Cambay, and he evidently was ignorant of the

name of the Koran, or he would have used it in speaking

of the “ books of their law,” which he captured in the

Moorish pirogues at Mozambique (cf. ” Roteiro,” p. 33,

ed. 1861).

He shows not the slightest trace of any literary

knowledge. All his comparisons and similes are derived

from his practical experience in Portugal. The birds and
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dogs at St. Helena Bay (cf. “ Boteiro,” p. 5, ed. 1861)

are “ pretty well the same as those of Portugal.” At

Mossel Bay he buys a black bullock, “ the beef of which

was as tasty as our own in Portugal” (cf. p. 11). The

riding oxen of the Hottentot ladies “are as large as those

of Alemtejo, and have pack-saddles like those used in

Castille” (cf. p. 13); and the shore of Cape Delgado is

fringed with trees “like elms” (cf. p. 30). He is entirely

ignorant of the existence of any religions save those

of 3Iahomet and of Christ. All that is not l\Ioorisli

must, therefore, necessarily be Christian : and under the

name of Christian he confounds together, with charming,

if ignorant, impartiality, the Kali-worshipping Hindoos

of Calicut (cf. p. 56, etc.)
;

the devotees of Krishna,

whom he voluntarily hails as “ Christ ” when he meets

them at Melinde (cf. p. 47) ;
the Buddhists of the Indo-

Chinese Peninsula in Pegu (cf. p. Ill) and Siam

(“ Xarnauz,” p. 109) ;
the Abyssinian Jacobites of the

East African coast (at Mombassa, p. 41) ;
and the Christians

of St. Ihomas, in Southern India (“ Quorongoliz,” “Coleu,”
“ Cael,” p. 108). On his first arrival at Calicut, he attends

a ceremony in honour of Kali at the Tali Pagoda, in the

full belief that he is assisting at the Christian Mass : he

allows his head to be smeared with the sacred sandal-wood

paste
; describes the “ thread of the thrice-born

”
'worn by

the Quafees as “a stole, such as is worn by our deacons”;

and adores in an image of Gunpati the Blessed Virgin and

her Blessed Son. He merely remarks incidentally that the

pictures of the saints drawn in fresco “ on the walls of

the church were in a different style to ours, for although

they wore halos, yet their teeth were so long that they

stuck an inch out of their mouths, and every saint had

four or five arms” (cf. pp. 56, 57). The spiritual director

of the Zamorim is described “as a squat old man who is

like a bishop, and by whom the king is directed in all

church matters” (cf. p. 58), just as if he had been the

Indian equivalent of Dom Manoel’s own confessor. Bishop

Calcadilha himself. TTe can well imagine how Vasco da
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Gama would liave laughed at the fine speeches and classical

comparisons, in the best style of Sannazzaro or of Jorge

de Montemayor, which Camoens so often puts in his mouth.

On the other hand, although he might be neither

a philosopher nor a savant, Vasco da Gama had a keen

eye for economic facts. The description of the route

followed by the spice trade up the Red Sea (cf. p. 88),

and the notes on the trade of the Bay of Bengal and

Indo-Chinese Peninsula (cf. pp. 107-113), are admirable;

and his observations on the essential poverty of India,

drawn from the conduct of the beggars of Calicut

fcf. p. 77, etc.) in begging scraps from his sailors, would

have appeared strange to the contemporaries of Edmund
Burke. He takes a great interest in the habits and

customs of the nations he visits, as we see from his

remarks on the Hottentots and Caffres, on the Moors of

the East African coast, and the Indians of Calicut; and

knows well that the great advantage which Portugal will

derive from his discovery is, that it will transfer the spice

trade of the Further East from Venice and Alexandria to

Lisbon, although it is evident that he thinks India itself

far poorer than the East African coast, at least so far as

its own natural productions are concerned. For the rest,

he appears to have been well acquainted with the ^ledi-

terraneati and its peoples; knows the difference between

the Arabic spoken in Spain and that current in the Hedjaz

;

and is aware that the language of Manicongo is identical

with that of the Caffres on the Limpopo. Ilis astrolabe

ho can use well, and he takes some interest in the history

of birds. Thanks to Fra Mauro’s map, he has the geo-

graphy of Africa at his fingers’ ends. In short, Vasco da

Gama is the type of the navigator who has received the

education given at such schools as that which we know

Columbus had kept at Lisbon in his youth, but who had

never gone through the classical curriculum reserved in his

day for those who desired to enter either Holy Orders or

the Civil Service of the Crown. We may safel}’ say that

but for the previous explorations of Pero de Covilhum
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and Joam Ynfante, Vasco da Gama would never, b}" his

own unaided exertions, have found out the sea road to

India, lie could not of himself have devised a plan for

doing so; but he was the very man to carry through such

a plan when it had been drawn up for him by others.

If I may be allowed to compare him with a man known

in our modern world I should say that Vasco da Gama
must greatly have resembled Mr. Cecil Rhodes. Like

Mr. Rhodes, Vasco da Gama was a man of indomitable

perseverance,* and was, in the domain of statesmanship,

a man of singularly original ideas, who relied solely and

entirely on his own etforts. In his Indian diplomacy he

had to invent everything, as he had no precedents what-

soever to fjuide him, save such as be might draw from the

intercourse of the Portuguese with the half-savage potentates

of Benin and Manicongo
;

yet, like Mr. Rhodes, he was

able to devise the means by wliich a great empire was built

up on an undertaking which, in its origin, had been

purely commercial. Out of the arrangements uecessaiy for

reorganizing the spice trade in the interests of Portugal,

Vasco da Gama shaped the foundations of her Empire in

the East, as Mr. Rhodes reared Rhodesia upon the consoli-

dation of the diamond mining companies of Kimberle}’.

Like the South African statesman, he was, perhaps, not over

scrupulous when he thought the interests of his country

at stake. Ilis conduct at Calicut recalls many episodes in

recent history in South Africa.

Lenient as he was, as a rule, to those under him, he

could at times be terribly severe. Ilis courage during

the mutiny off the Cape, and during his detention on shore

at Calicut by the king’s intendant, deserves all praise.

With the native races he seems to have been not unpopular,

although he could, when necessity demanded, display

a rigour which might seem cruelty to men who have not

lived through such experiences as the Matabili rising and

the Indian Mutiu}'. He was far from being intolerant.

1 “ Lusiad,” canto vi, 95-S9.
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and won the friendship of Moors like Moncaide and the

King of Melinde, and of Jews like Don Gaspar das Indias,

and seems to have been greatly liked by the Hindoo

fishermen of the Goa coast; but to treachery or suspected

treachery he was implacable, as he showed only too plainly

at Mossel Bay, at Mozambique, and in his attack on

Timoja’s fleet (cf. “ Roteiro,” pp. 12-30, etc.
; 93). In

bombarding Magadoxo (cf. p. 102), he appears to have

been guilty of a wanton piece of cruelty. One is glad to feel

that, in many instances. Da Barros does not confirm the

accounts given by Correa of Da Gama’s treatment of his

prisoners, and that we may, for instance, reasonably doubt

Correa’s assertions (cf. “ Lendas da India,” Second Voyage,

pp. 329-331, Hon. H. Stanley’s translation) as to the

tortures inflicted by him on the Brahmin envoy of the King

of Calicut, and as to the murder of his Malabari prisoners.

He was, however, fully authorized by the habits and customs

of his own day in inflicting torture on suspected spies, as in

the case of his hostages at Mombassa (cf. “ Roteiro,” p. 39),

whilst, probably, the Portuguese Empire could never have

been established but for the terror which he inspired by

the signal vengeance which he took upon Calicut for the

treachery of its king towards the expedition of Pedr’

Alvarez Cabral. “Fear and Dread,” in other words, “The
Power of the Sword,” is, indeed, the real foundation of

European rule over Asiatic and African races, and Vasco

da Gama may, like Mr. Cecil Rhodes in Matabililaiul, have

done a kindness by drowning rebellion in blood.

As Viceroy of India, Da Gama’s policy reminds me much

of that followed 250 years afterwards by Ijord Clive.^ Like

Clive, Da Gama was, as Correa (cf. p. 396) points out, “very

zealous for the king’s revenue, and used to say that men

came to India very poor and enriched themselves, and tlmt

he, if he could, would inake the king rich, as the greatest

benefit the people could obtain was to have the king well

supplied.” “ He inspired everybody ” (cf. p. 406, Correa)

' Lord Clive, who was well acquainted with the Portuj;ucse language, may
have had some knowledge of Da Gama’s history from Da llarros, Castaiiheda, etc.
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“ with great fear, especially the captains of the forts : for

if he found them in fault he would chastise and execute

them, and if they remained alive he would send them to

the king with the charges against them ;
because if they

were bad, so also would be the oflBcers of their fortress,

and the officers of justice and the revenue, and these all

together destroyed the people; because the injuries com-

mitted by the iNIoors sprang from the robberies which the

captains committed upon them, and therefore no one should

go to Portugal to escape from the evil which he had done

in India during his time, because as he would chastise the

great the small men w'ould be afraid. Therefore, whenever

he found a man aggrieved or injured by the great, or by

sentences wrongly given, he would redress it all and

chastise wifh strict justice
;
and he had no need of the

gentlemen for fighting, but only for props, to set up one

when another was rotten.” Does not this remind us of

Lord Clive’s attitude to Johnstone, to the private traders,

and to the English officers who resigned their commissions

in the mutiny at Fort William of 1765? (Cf. Macaulay’s

Essays, “ Lord Clive,” pp. 535-537, ed. 1869.) Da Gama
well proved his sincerity’- by his conduct to the murderer

Fernan Gomes de Lemos, Captain of Ceylon (Correa, pp.

424-5), and to the swindling Governor of Ormuz, D. Duarte

de Menezes (p. 408 et seq.).

As a diplomat Yasco da Gama was, perhaps, even more

fortunate, for by his alliances with the kings of Cananor

and Cochin he was, as I have already pointed out, the

first to introduce that system of governing India through

her own native princes as feudatories of the imperial

power, which we see at work in our own day both in the

Dutch East Indies and in the 308 principalities whose

rulers, as they have but lately once more shown, are such

true and faithful vassals of Victoria Queen-Empress of

India. May I end by pointing out that, to his honour be

it said, Yasco da Gama never appears to have been guilty

of the wanton destruction of a Hindoo temple or of a

Mahometan mosque, nor, in that age of intolerance, does
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he ever seem to have done any man a wrong merely on

account of his religion. He had his reward, for he found

faithful friends and loving servants alike amongst Moors,

Jews, and even amongst those Nestorian Christians who,

in orthodox eyes, were far worse heretics than either.

Such was the man whom we are met together here this

day to honour, three hundred and seventy-four years after

he was laid to his rest in the Monastery of St. Antony

at Cochin.

Like David from amongst the sheepfolds, like Cecil

Rhodes from the coffee-groves of Natal, Vasco da Gama
was suddenly and unexpectedly called from the anteroom

of a Lisbon palace to take the command of that great

undertaking which, in the course of Divine Providence,

was not only destined to bind together the Eastern and

the Western worlds, but also to give Europe the means of

saving her civilization, and that of the empires which she

carried in her bosom, from the inrushing flood of barbarism

which threatened to overwhelm it in the germ. This

undertaking Vasco da Gama faithfully carried out, and

to this day we enjoy the fruits of his labours. Are not

these sufficient reasons to justify your Council in proposing

the resolution which I have been asked to suppoit, and

which I trust you will pass with acclamation ?

Note I. “Lusiad,” Canto vii, 3.

Ye Portuguese, as few as ye are brave.

Who never pause your feeble strength to toll

;

Ye, who your varied tolls to Death have paid.

To spread abroad the Law of Life eterne

;

This is your lot, so Heaven itself decrees.

That ye, ])oor little flocklet though ye be,

yhould do the more in Holy Christentie,

For thus dost Thou, O Christ, exalt humility.
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XoiE II. “ Lusiad,” Canto vi, 9j-f)0.

’Tis mid these threatening dangers ever nigh,

Amid tliese days of toil and constant fears,

That they wlio ’re born to be of Fame the friends

Gain honours that fade not and seats above;

Not ever leaning on the moss-grown trunks

That bear tlie names of noble ancestors.

Nor on their gilded couches, ’twixt the sheets

Of finest sable that Muscovia sends :

Not with new cates, which cooks’ racked brains

devise,

Not wi^h soft idle games to kill the hours.

Not with the varied, infinite delights

AVhich set a woman’s heart in brave men’s breasts

;

Not with those appetites, ne’er overcome,

"Which Fortune aye makes seem so loveable

;

She ne’er her thrall allows to haste his step

To dare some deed of prowess virtue bids.

But thou must seek her with thine own stout arm.

And honours win to rightly call thine own.

In watchings and thy good steel girding on
;

Bearing the tempests and the cruel waves,

Th’ Antarctic’s bosom’s numbing chills o’eicome

In regions where no sheltering haven opes;

The rotting victuals smiling gulp thou down
Seasoned alone with biting sufi'ering.o o

Force thou thy face, the paler it doth grow.

To seem the franker, merrier, more care-free.

For all the glowing bullets whistling by

To tear away th}' comrade’s leg or arm

;

’T is thus thv breast with honour callous grows.

And turns alike from honours and from gold.

From honours and from gold that chance hatti won.

Chance and not virtue’s efforts, just aud hard.
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’T is thus tbe mind itself from darkness clears,

And from each trial a god-like calm doth draw,

So that it gazes, as from heaven’s seats,

On man’s poor feeble stumbling steps below.

Such is the man to whom sound sense gives strength.

Sense sound and never by mere passion swayed.

Who ’ll rise (as well he should) to high command

Unsought by him and much against his will.
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Art. XXV.— The Origin of Village Land-Tenures in India.

By B. II. Badex-Poweli,.

Ix the Journal of this Society for July, 1897 (pp. 628-641),

an interesting communication was made by Mr. J. F. Hewitt

regarding the existence of a real community of ownership

in land, among the earliest Kolarian and Dravidian village

settlers. I had hoped to see this followed up by some

further local and other details, as the matter is one of great

importance, and one that cannot be elucidated except by

the aid of such special local knowledge as Mr. Hewitt,

from his long residence on the Central Provinces and in

Chutiya Xagpur, undoubtedly possesses.

It will be well briefly to recall the condition of the

question regarding the original form of village land-owning.

For a long time we were accustomed to rely on a generali-

zation which was, in fact, based on the extremely imperfect

information recorded in the series of Settlement Reports

of the N.W. Provinces, and on some general descriptions

of the joint-village to be found in official minutes and

histories. When the fact became known that in Xorth-

"'Vestern India there were village ‘ estates ’ in large

numbers, where each village area had an independent pro-

prietary body of co-sharers who claimed to own, collectively,

the entire area, waste and arable together, in a ring fence,

and that this ownership was in certain shares which were,

in some cases, not actually divided out on the ground, it

was argued that here we had a primitive, or archaic, con-

dition of land-owning, in which the body or ‘ community ’

were the owners, not the individual. It was further assumed

that the whole population was mainly Aryan, and that this

collective ownership was essentially an ludo- Germanic
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institution, and vras therefore justly brought into relation

with, the Teutonic ‘ mark ’ and similar (real or supposed)

European forms.

It was, however, rather a remarkable feature that none

of the advocates or adopters of the theory ever told us

precise!}' what was meant by land being ‘owned in common.’

It is very easy, owing to similarity of sound, to drop into

a kind of literary confusion between ‘community’ as

indicating a body of persons (related by blood or otherwise)

who have local interests and customs affecting them in the

aggregate, and ‘community’ in the sense of owning or

enjoying the land (or other goods) ‘in common.’ It might

be asked, for example, whether a group of, say, fifty persons,

each having his fixed fractional share in the entire estate,

even though such shares had not been divided out on the

ground— only the corresponding share of the rental or

produce paid him by the manager—can properly represent

‘ ownership in common ’ ? Even if a large part of the area

is waste and is really used ‘in common’ for grazing,

woodcutting, etc., because it is not yet required for

cultivation, and yet it is understood that every member has

a right to a distinct fractional portion whenever partition

is called for, is it exactly right to say that even this land

is owned ‘ in common ’ ? Does not the idea of common

holding necessitate that no one should have any particular

lot or share, but that all should cultivate and should take

from the store of general produce what each family happens

to require, without a thought that A is entitled to |, B to 3,

C to ^ of and so on ? Common-ownership does not seem

to be identical with joint-ownership.

Then, again, no one thought of inquiiing who these

groups or communities were—to what tribe, Aryan, Jat,

or other, they actually belonged ;
and if (as certainly was

very often the case) these questions could be answered, and

the appro.ximate date ascertained, whether the mode of

joint-enjoyment really implied anything archaic.

"When the later series of Settlement Reports and district

monographs and gazetteers began to appear, roughly
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speaking after 1870, it became increasingly possible ' to

marslial the facts, to classify the villages as to origin, and

to show how the}' were owned
;
and that, in fact, ‘ com-

munity of ownership ’ did not exist. It also became evident

that these co-sharing bodies, often established over tlie heads

of an earlier cultivating group (who then became ‘ tenants ’),

chieflv belonged to the immigrant, conquering class, repre-

senting the descendants of chiefs whose domains were acquired

in Northern India—north of the Narbada River. Ry far the

larger part (according to area) of India was marked by

another type of village which was, in fact, the older of the

two
;
for the co-sharing village, however formed, might be

observed to be established over the heads of an earlier group

in the other form
;
but the second type certainly was never

produced odt of the joint-village by any process whatever.

On this point—the distinction of two types of village, the

supporters of the older theory were especially weak. Some

writers simpl}' ignored the distinction
;
others imagined that

the more widely spread village of separate peasant owners

was a decayed form of the other. The fact is that when the

communal theor}' was first brought forward, the village forms

of Central, TVestern, Southern, and Further-Eastern India

were little known, and there was not much on record about

them. But I must not attempt an}’ details as to the modes

of getting over the difficulty adopted.

A consideration of well - established ethnological facts

shows that there were other pre - Aryan or non - Aryan
races in India, which certainly had permanent village

cultivation, and not in the joint form. But (as I have

already remarked) it was an essential part of the theory

that the ‘ common ownership ’ was particularly Aryan

;

in short, ‘ the Indian village ’ was introduced by the tribes

whose first appearance in India is traceable in the Vedic

Hymns and pursued traditionally from allusions in the

Epics, Puranas, Jatakas, etc. But these tribes were not

* Largely owing to the impulse given by Sir H. Maine’s writings to systematic
inquiry. It is to this distinguished author’s method and principles, rather than
to his tentative theory, that we owe so great a debt.
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particularly, or indeed at all, agricultural. Tillage culti-

vatiou essentialh’^ belonged to earlier races over whom tbe

Aryans took the rule. The form of village which was

most prevalent, and was marked by a powerful headman

and separate peasant holdings—which, for want of a better

name, I have called the raiyatwdrl village— survived over

all that large area, south of the Yindhyan barrier, because

there the Aryan element extended least. Aryan influence

ultimately prevailed over a large part of that area no

douht, but it was not by any racial immigration en masse

(as in Northern India), but b}' the gradual establishment

of Brahman teachers and by the local acquisition of military

commands and rulerships by adventurous ‘ Kshatriya ’

chiefs. Here and there traces of old joint- villages formed

by families of the ruling (foreign) caste were found in

the Dakhan, as I have explained in an earlier paper

(J.H.A.S., 1897, p. 265). They are the vestiges of local

lordship over the earlier village settlements.

In my study of “ The Indian Tillage Community,” ’ the

attempt has been made to collect all the details I could

find regarding the vestiges of Dravidian and Kolarian

village customs, preserved (much better than elsewhere)

in the secure plateau-lands of Chutiya Nagpur (South-

West Bengal) and in parts of the Central Provinces and

the Orissa highlands. It seemed to me that these still

traceable village institutions explained the probable origin

of the separate holding or raiyatudri village. They

accounted for the prominence of the headman (‘piitel’)—
the representative of the old tribal leader of the group

that established the village
;
they accounted for the special

holding of land attached to the office, as well as to some

of the hereditary village artizans and servants, and which

were called by the later ^Moslem administrators ‘ watan ’

lands. No one was owner of the whole village, nor was

there a superior body of co-sharers who jointly constituted

the owners. This was clearly illustrated by the case

' Loudou, Longmans k Co., 189C.
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of the curiously preserved Kiindh tribe of Orissa, araong

whom the agricultural village was a well-established

institution, but where joint-ownership and the joint-family

and joint-inheritance (as developed by the Hindus) were

unknown.

It is very important, now, to notice that ^Ir. Hewitt (if

I understand him righth”) regards the Kiindh village as not

representing the earliest stage. The Kiindh tribal area is

divided into ‘ mutthii.’ ‘ Each such division is again divided

into ‘ gocl.’ The latter term refers to the aggregate area

allotted to one group (wider-kindred)
;

it also refers to

tbe persons, and then each gocT is subdivided into ‘ klainbu
’

(close-kindreds). As to the way in which each family

holding is allotted and held by the father of the household

(as I have described in my “ Village Community,” p. 172),

I do not understand that that is called in question. The

analogy (not identity) of this with the Chutiya Niigpur

village custom is also marked. But the immediate point

is that this is not t/ie original Kolarian form. And
here the great value of Mr. Hewitt’s remarks is apparent

;

for the system spoken of certainly depends on the father

of the house being recognized as owner and head of the

holding. But where this is not the case, and the chief

men of the village group ai’e not the fathers of households,

but brot’ners of the mothers of the village children, the

principles of village constitution and landownership must

necessarily be very different. And here I should like to

ask, can we draw any distinction between Bravidian and

Kolarian in this matter? did both begin with an early

stage of matriarchal life
;

and, definitely, what are the

grounds for asserting that the matriarchal principle actually

prevailed? Allusion is made (p. 631) to ‘the Kiiga and

Uiaoh villages.’ If we could learn something about the

locale and the actual features of these villages it would

be valuable. But even when the mothers of the village

* Mr. Hewitt writes ‘muta,’ but the word is surely ‘muttha,’ and means
‘ a handful, a group ’

;
it has nothing to do with ‘ mother ’ or parent-village, as

far as the meaning of the word goes.
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children are so by means of temporary (but customary or

lawful) cohabitation, or by intercourse at the village festival,

so that the fathers need not he known, or, at any rate, have

no place as such in the social organization of the groups,

there must still be some kind of principle on which the

groups are formed and separated, so that one group of

brothers and sisters are placed in one village settlement,

another group in another, and the brothers of the village

mothers manage their affairs. And when such groups

are formed, some kind of village chief or headman must

soon emerge.

In passing, I should remark that Mr. Hewitt has not

quite correctly appreciated my remarks (or the passage

from Sir H. Maine) about the headman (p. 629). lYhat

was meant is, that where the village group is the result

of some primitive tribal aggregation and fission, there is

sure to be some leader or chief; and as the first little group

expands, so there remains the old chief of the original body,

with chiefs of the subsequent clans or branches, and so on

down to the head of each ultimate group. Now in the

2)attiddri and (the true) hhaidchdrd village of Northern India

we have the case of a family derived from one founder

(not tribal at that stage) coming in by conquest or

adventure, and obtaining the lordship of one or more

villages ;
and each gets gradually divided into main lots

{pa(ti) for the sons of the founder, sub-lots {thoh) for the

grandsons, and so on : but here, as each is of equal dignity

in descent from the same head, they manage their joint

affairs by the ‘ panca3mt ’ or aggregate of heads of chief

families, and would not submit to one headman. It is true

that on the N.W. frontier where the tribal organization still

subsists, in addition to the village elders, the ‘ malik ’ (local

chief) and ‘khiin’ (clan chief) remain, but their functions

can be distinguished
;
but let me repeat, in the other villages

spoken of where there is no tribal organization, the existing

families are too jealous of their equal position to allow

anyone to bo head (like the piltel in a raiyalwilrl village).

Some kind of pancayat or committee of elders will be, or
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may be, found under all circumstances even where the

village headman exists in all his former power
;
but in the

joint-village a headman does not (naturally) exist at alld

To return to the primitive parhd expanding into a group

of villages or hamlets ; I suppose that something must have

determined the separation of the groups originally, though

it was not the patriarchal principle of the head of tlie

eldest family. I understand further, that even in this early

stage a ‘ headman ’ early emerges
;
and that he allots lands

(of equal quality for each kind of soil) for the cultivation

(on behalf of the village) of each family
;
or did they all

go out and work at one general plot or set of plots ? At

page 6!3 1 (after a reference to Mr. W. C. Benett and the

Gonda district of Oudh ^) allusion is made to headmen and

to the villagers “dividing among themselves the soil of the

parhii under the head Munda or Manki.” Still, we are told,

there was no such thing as a separate ownership or appro-

priation of the portion so cultivated : the whole produce

was brought to the common stock, to one central store (?),

and thence issued for the common meals, which all the

village working youth partook of together. Are there any

traces of custom still surviving, to show that once the

cultivator had no separate interest in the plot (or aggregate

of plots) he was told to cultivate ? This seems to me very

improbable, and it needs to be proved. The village children

were carefully instructed (not by their fathers, for they

were not necessarily known, but) by the elders (maternal

uncles) in the practical knowledge possessed of hunting,

agriculture, etc. They were brought up to think that

' In other words, it is not the existence of the pancayat that distinguishes the

joint or landlord village, it is the absence of the headman. Sir H. Maine does

not refer to the tribal constitution but to the joint village constitution (as he
understood it).

^ But the extract has no direct reference to the state of things in question.

It refers to a village form in which the holdings are distinct and individual, and
the point is that each holder does not conceive himself entitled to the whole
produce of his toil

;
he recognizes that the raja, the headman, the servants, the

Brahman, etc., has each his customary right to some portion of the heap. And
it is the division of the grain heap that is in practice the foundation of various
interests connected with the soil. But those dues paid, each holder enjoys the

balance in complete severalty.

J.K.A.s. 1898. 40
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“ their first duty was to obey their teachers and work for

the prosperity of the village.” It is only to be wished that

we had some more local references to actual details which

would enable us to verify these inferences and state-

ments. The suggestion (p. 632) that the “ property in

the soil was vested in the collective owners of the parha ”

is perhaps not meant to be read too literally
;
but under

such primitive circumstances it is natural to ask whether

they had much idea of ‘ property ’ or of its ‘ vesting ’ in any-

one: could they even distinguish between ‘collective’ property

and ‘ individual ’ property ? Ma}" it not be that the parha

was formed by a body of tribesmen obliged to keep together

for safety and to get their food, and that as yet they had

hardly formed any idea of ‘property’ at all, except the

vague feeling that the group had some kind of general

claim to the locality occupied, which others had not, and

which would find expression in the forcible expulsion of

intruders, if it came to that ?

Mr. Hewitt next tells us (p. 633) of a further or later

staffe which followed on “ the coming of northern immi-O O
grants,” who brought the custom of marriage and the

division into (patriarchal) families. The soil then began

to be divided out on this basis
;

villages began to be

sufficiently near one to another to need distinct boundaries

;

and there is now a boundar}"-god, with his priest or Gorayat,

and a snake-deity believed to coil round the village and

form the boundary-line. The land is divided out into foont

(khuht) or laka (lakkii) '—large lots usually five in number,

one for the headman, one for the deities, and so forth. The

rest is divided out into fields so that every cultivator has

his share, which, however, is subject to redistribution, in

order that all may get an equal benefit ; and also (I may

add) when new members are admitted or fresh holdings

are required for growing numbers, the occasion of a

' Both these words are ‘ Hindi ’
;
but ns tliey have no Sanskrit originals, and

not even any probable Prakrit derivation, may thrv not be Drn^idiau words

originally? Were the “northern immigrants” ‘ Naga ’ tribes who introdueed

the luodilied Dravidian idea ?
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redistribution may be taken to add in more waste to be

cleared, and so rearrange the whole area to suit the altered

number of holdings. I pass by the interesting allusion

to the Chattlsgarh districts at p. 634.

It was, in fact, this stage that I was aware of, and that

I intended to represent as having furnished the origin of

the raiyatwiirT village and its institutions. And the defect

of my account seems to be that I imagined this stage (as

seen also in the Chutiya Nagpur tenures) to have been the

‘ Dravidian and Kolarian ’ primitive form, which I ventured

to argue must have been widely spread over India south

of the Vindhyan ranges, and very likely, at one time, in

parts of Northern India also. It appeared to me that the

Dravidian tribes, with their greater powers of coalition and

concentrated government, were able to take the rule, even

peaceably, over the Kolarian tribes, at any rate in these

parts of Eastern-Central India, and that they adopted with

only slight modifications the Kolarian form of village.^

AVhat I now understand is, that this stage was preceded by

one in which the group of hamlet settlements (that gradually

grew out of one original village and filled the parhu or

union) were not owned in allotments or holdings of separate

individuals or households, but by the whole {matriardial)

group, however that group ma)^ have become separated or

been constituted, and that cultivation was carried on solely

with a view to collecting a common store of grain, out of

which the common meal for the men (and for the women
separately ?) was dailv provided. At some subsequent

period the village headman did arise, and allotments of land

to be cultivated tcere made. I do not understand that

Mr. Hewitt objects to my suggestion that the raiyatwarl

village, with its influential patel and his hereditary allot-

ment, arose out of this later or modified Dravidian form, but

that there was a ‘ communal ’ form (Kolarian) before that.

I have no theory to support and never supposed that all

* Introducing the plan of setting apart a ‘ lot ’ for the support of the king or
chief, etc. This is well e.xplained in Mr. Hewitt’s paper read to the Society of

Arts (May 6, 1887, p. 622), also in Asiatic Quart. Review for 1887, p. 103.
"
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had been said about village origins; but it is important to

know definitely what further can fairly be ascertained, and

I am anxious to learn whether I have rightly understood

what is now brought forward. I suppose that even while

a ‘ communistic,’ or, at least, a non-individual, idea of land-

holding lasts, as soon as convenience suggests 'that different

members of the group should take in hand different plots

of land to cultivate, an idea of appropriation tends to take

root : the cultivator begins to think that what he has

specially laboured at and shown his skill in clearing and

hoeing up, he has some indefinite preferential, if not

exclusive, claim to. And so with the aid of the transition

to the definite family and the house-father, the individual

lot is established, and a vestige of the idea of working for

the community remains in the undisputed yielding of a share

in the grain heap of the holding, to the headman, village

servants, priests, etc., and (later on) to the raja’s manager.

It is hardly necessary to observe that if this primitive

Kolarian community of land is to be admitted, it is some-

thing different, toto ccelo, from what the popular theory

of village-tenures supposes. It has no resemblance to any

common (or collective) property among the comparatively

advanced, and often monarchicall)’- governed, Rajput, Jat,

and mixed-race communities of the Ganges plain. For the

‘ collectivity ’ there is simply a misrepresentation, either of

the joint-family and the co-ordinate claim of all the heirs

together, or (locally only) of some peculiar tribal custom

of formal, equal, allotment to all members of the clan or

sub-clan coupled with a certain degree of clan cohesion and

solidarity.

I may perhaps remove beforehand an objection likely to

be made : it is perfectly true that the traces of early

common-holding such as have been alleged can be only

extremely local and scanty, and very much a matter of

inference from certain indications and peculiarities of

surviving custom : it cannot be set forth with the detail

that can be produced regarding later institutions and tenures.

In asking for further information I do not expect too much

;
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but the statement of whatever facts and inferences are in

evidence can be made as clear as possible, and the grounds

of belief explained, apart from all subsidiary matter how-

ever interesting in itself. I do hope we may be permitted

to hear something more about the actual localities where

traces of Kolarian communism can be fairly followed up,

as prior to the growth of the .village, with its headman and

its allotments of land and famih' holdings.

I trust I shall not be understood as calling in question

Mr. Hewitt’s views or defending any opinions of ray own.

I have none to defend. If I have seemed to criticize, it is

only on points of detail where the matter is not clear, or

where my own expression has been misunderstood. I am
quite sure that the hitherto received theory about ‘ the

village ’ (really the North Indian villages) is wrong. I am
equally convinced that the widespread raiyaticari village

of Dravidian countries is not a decayed form of pattiddrl,

or anything of the kind : it is an independent growth with

a history of its own ;
what that is, remains still to be com-

pleted. In my published essay I tried to take it back to

what appeared to be the earliest stage at which a definite

village constitution could be said to emerge. I am interested

to hear that ‘ the village ’ had an earlier stage still, and that

was when the group (at that time connected by the mother

only) had a recognizable conception of ownership, but that

it was ‘ ownership in common,’ and had no reference to any

allotment to a unit household or appropriation in virtue

of labour and skill bestowed. Onl}' I want to be sure that

I have rightly understood what is intended, and that the

matter will stand examination.

Let me only add, as Mr. Hewitt has noted the subject

under a separate heading (p. 628 ), that his paper does not

appear to establish (or even to mention further) an objection

to my view denying the existence of a “ claim to property

in icaste land until the land was cleared . ...” I have

always admitted that the settling clan-group must have

had a feeling of general territorial right to the w’hole area

—waste as well as cultivated; it was within their exclusive
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‘ sphere of influence.’ What I have urged is, that this

vague sense is not the same thing as a definite idea of

property (whether collective or individual). Such a definite

idea does not arise till the labour and skill exercised in

clearing and tillage have (naturally) produced a feeling

of some special claim or right. The ‘ waste ’ (as such) is

on much the same footing as the air or water. In the

joint-village, on the contrary, the adjacent waste was, from

the first, part of the allotment by grant or conquest, etc.,

which originated the superior tenure : it was always part

of the ‘ property ’ and liable to regular partition in the

same shares as the rest, when the heirs required it.
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1. The Red Sea : Why so Called.

Dear Proekssor Rhys Davids, — Xuraerous attempts

have from time to time been made to account for the

denomination “ Red ”
as applied to this sea, but all the

theories appear to me to be unsatisfactory. The one which

I am about to mention occurred to me some years ago,

when I happened to be reading Playfair’s “ History of

Yemen” \yhile sailing up the Red Sea; but I have not

hitherto brought the theory to notice, nor has anyone else,

as far as I am aware.

Some authorities say that the sea derives its name from

the colour of tlie coral with which it abounds
;
but as there

is no red coral found in the Red Sea, this theory cannot

be correct.

Others derive it—with more probability—from Edom or

Idumaea (signifying ‘red’), the country occupied by the

descendants of Esau, to the west of the Elanitic Gulf, now

called the Gulf of Akaba. It seems, however, unlikely

that so comparative!}' small a nation, with a very limited

coastline, would give a name to so extensive a sea.

Quintus Curtius (lib. viii, cap. 9) says :
—” It derived its

name from King Erythros (signifying ‘ red ’) ;
on which

account the ignorant believe the water to be red.”

The Greeks called it the Erythrean Sea, but the term had

a much wider signification than our Red Sea, as it included

also the Gulf of Aden, the Persian Gulf, and a considerable

portion of the Indian Ocean.

There bein» no strikino- redness visible either in the seaO O
itself or its shores, we must seek among the names of

bordering nations of antiquity for a derivation of the name

which it has borne for so many centuries in even widely
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different languages. "With this idea before us, the

Hirayaritic (or Hamyaritic) nation, subsequently called

Sabean, is the first that suggests itself. It deriA’ed

its name from Hamyar, the son of Saba, the founder

of the dynasty, who was so called from the habit he had

of wearing red garments, and was the first who wore

a golden diadem in token of regal power. Very probably

the “King Erythros” mentioned above is merely the Greek

translation of Hamyar, whose name is derived from the

Arabic ‘ red.’ From him descended the whole of

that race of princes who reigned in Yaman to the time

of Isliim. Their capital was Siiba, the modern Miirib
;
and

Balkis, the celebrated queen of Sheba, is' said to have been

a sovereign of this dynasty.

The country of the Hirayarites or Sabeans pretty nearly

corresponded to the modern Yaman. For a long period

they monopolized the commerce of India, and acted as the

intermediate agents between the merchants of that country

and those of Egypt
; it is not, therefore, surprising that the

sea washing their coastline should be called after them.

While on the subject of the Red Sea, it will perhaps

not be out of place to mention a suggestion which may
be of use to those interested in identifying the locality of

the Ophir of Scripture. The idea occurred to me when

reading Mr. J. Kennedy’s paper on “ The Early Coxnmerce

of Bab5’lon with India ” in the April number of this

Journal.

The usual native name of the Dankali country, lying

between Abyssinia and Soiniili-land, is ‘Afar. The

similarity of this name with Ophir is very striking; but

whether the country fulfils the requisite conditions as to

gold and other products, I am unable to say. Professor

Reinisch, of Vienna, some ten or twelve j'ears ago published

a grammar and vocabulary of the Dankali language under

tlie title “ Die Afar Sprache,” and presented me with a copy.

—Yours faithfiilly,

J. S. King (Major).

Southsea, April 23, 1898.
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2. An Inscription from the Malakiianh Pass.

Dear Sir,—Tlianks to the good offices of our Hon.

Secretary, Dr. II. N. Oust, we are able to publish the

accompanying reproduction of an inscription, which may
possibly prove to be of considerable importance. The

original is in the possession of the Rev. Canon Edwards, of

Exeter, who thus describes it:
—“Inscription on a stone,

83 in. X from 83 in. to 5 in., brought from Malakhand

Pass by Captain Eox-Strangways.” The inscription is

interesting as being a particularly clear, and apparently

quite complete, specimen of a class, which has been made

known to the world chiefly by the discoveries of Major

Deane, and the publications of M. Emile Senart {Journal

Asiatique, 1895, pp. 832, 504), and Dr. M. A. Stein

{J.A.S.B., 1898, p. 1). The language of these inscriptions,

and the alphabet in which it is conveyed—particularly

tantalizing from its similarity to certain well-known

alphabets—have hitherto baffled all attempts at decipher-

ment. There seems to be a consensus among scholars who

have studied the matter, that the language will probably

prove to be some dialect of Turk!, and Ilofrath Dr. Buhler

(quoted by Dr. Stein, p. 13) has pointed out that the

Turkish inscriptions from the banks of the Orkhon have

more than a dozen signs in common with these
;
but, beyond

these generalizations, no advance has been made. It is

probable that we may have to wait until either a bilingual

inscription is discovered, or some lucky accident gives

a clue to this strange puzzle. All that ingenuity can do

from an examination of the inscriptions themselves has

been done by the scholars above mentioned. In the mean-

time it is important to publish reproductions of as many
specimens as possible.

E. J. Rapson.

3. The Sambodhi in Asoka’s Eighth Edict.

The Buddhist ideal is a subjective state to be reached,

iu this world, by going along an eightfold path, so called
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because of the eight good qualities or characteristics

which make up its eight parts. Progress along this path

is divided into four stages in which certain evil dispositions,

the ten so-called Bonds, are got rid of. The Sainhodhi

is the insight, wisdom, intelligence, awakening, which is

essential to the three higher stages of this state of Arahat-

ship. And what is connoted hy the term can best, perhaps,

be understood by bearing in mind its seven constituent

parts, the Sambojjhaugd—self-possession, investigation into

the truth, energy, calm, joy, concentration, and magnanimity.

In describing the first and lowest of the four stages of

the Path, it is always stated (Digha, I, 156; M.P.S., II, 27

;

A., II, 238, etc.) of the disciple—not that he has then

attained the sambodhi, he has only attained abhimmaya—
but that he is sauibodhi-pardyauo. Childers {sub voce jjard-

yano) exjdains this as ‘having the Four Truths as his

supjiort.’ But Buddhaghosa (Sum., I, 313) says: “He
has the sambodhi—by which is meant that of the three

higher stages—as his furthermost aim
;

in other words, he

will attain to that.”

Buddhaghosa’s explanation is the only one possible in

the context, and is confirmed by everj'- other passage in the

Pali Pitakas where the word sambodhi has been traced. It

never means the wisdom of a Buddha, but always the

insight of the higher stages of the path to Arahatship.

But it is necessary to point this out because the distinction

is of the first importance for the history of Buddhism
;

and also because the erroneous rendering of Burnouf has

been followed by Childers in the Dictionary sub voce sambodhi

{‘attainment of Buddhaship, Buddhahood ’), and has not

been corrected by any of the distinguislied scholars who

have discussed the meaning of Asoka’s eiglith edict in

which the word occurs.* The king there says that he “ set

out for the sambodhi.” If this means that he had started,

in his own opinion, along the line of the Paramitiis, towards

the attainment, in some future birth, of Buddhahood, then

* See Senart, “ Inseriptions de I’iyadasi,” 1. 186, ami the other authorities

referred to at 1. 182 aml 2. 223.
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it is most interesting and important as giving us the earliest

mention of a doctrine not found in tlie Piili Pitakas, and

entirely opposed to their view of Puddhisra. Put the

word does not necessarily imply this, nor does the context

require it. The doctrine spoken of with contempt, by the

^luhiiyanist doctors, as the ‘ Lesser Vehicle ’ is quite

possible here, and more in accordance with all the rest of

the Asoka expressions. There would seem to be no sufficient

reason why we should not understand Asoka to mean that

he had started, in his own opinion, along the Eightfold

Path, towards the attainment, doubtless in some future

birth, of Arahatship. Whether this be so or not, this is

the only meaning of the word so far found in the Pitakas.

And further, this entering on the Path—the Eightfold

Path to the wisdom of the xVrahat—is a quite different

thing from becoming a Puddhist. There are numerous

passages where the very nature of the discourse held not

only to updsakas, but even to bhikkhus, shows that they

were not supposed to have attained as yet to the state of

mind described as ‘ entering upon the Path.’ Poth the

rules of the Order, and the precepts laid down for laymen,

are, from the Pitaka point of view, on a different plane

altogether, lower than, apart from, that of the Path. Acting

up to those rules, carrying out those precepts, can never

even result in ‘ conversion ’ without the awakening of the

new life. It is therefore very doubtful whether the word

‘conversion’ should be used, in English translations of

Buddhist texts, to express a man’s becoming an iipdsaka

or a bhikkhu. For though the word ‘conversion’ is used in

English in two senses—either that of joining the outward

organization of a new faith, or that of having one’s eyes

opened to the higher life—the second is the more accurate

use of the word, and ought always to be implied in the first.

The word samboclhi-pardyano occurs in the passage first

above quoted (Digha, I, 15fi) in the answer to the question,

“ What is the aim of the life of the recluse (that is, of the

member of the Buddhist Oi'der) ? ” Opponents and contro-

versialists are fond of asking this question, and it is interesting
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to notice how it is answered. It is never the attainment of

Buddhahood, but always (though the phraseology differs)

the attainment of Arahatship. Thus, in the standing phrase

used to state that so and so has become an Ai’ahat (M.P.S.,

p. 60, at the end of chapter 5, and often elsewhere), it is

said he has realized the aim of the higher life {brahma-

cariya-pariyosanatn). The Ratha-vinlta and the Culla

Sakuludayi Dialogues (Nos. 24 and 79 of the Magghima

Collection) lead up to the same conclusion. In the

Sarnyutta, 4. 51, the aim is said to be the complete

understanding of sorrow {duhkhassa parium), and the same

reply is expanded further on in the same book (4. 233)

by the explanation that the way of gaining this under-

standing is to follow out the whole of the Eightfold Path

to Arahatship. And this is repeated further on (S., 5. 6

:

compare Mil., 49, 101). In the Anguttara (4. 7) the object

is said to be the destruction of the seven bonds, the

destruction of which is precisely Arahatship.

So samhodhi-patto is used in the Sutta Nipata, 478, 503,

to describe the Arab at, of whom it is said (Itivuttaka,

No. 47, p. 42: compare ibid., p. 117=A., 2. 14, and also

A., 2. 200, 202; S.N., 765) that even here, in this world,

he will reach up to the sambodlii, the way to which is said

to be the Eightfold Path (M., 1. 431, and the Dhamma-cakka-

ppavattana Sutta, etc.). And sainbodhi-pardi/ano, with which

we started, is only another way of stating what is expressed

by amata-pardi/aiio (‘ having the ambrosia of Arahatship as

his aim ’) in a Sutta, not yet traced, but quoted by Moggalll-

putta Tissa at Kathii Yatthu, xxii, 7.*

Of course the above is not intended to imply that the

Buddha had not attained the sambodlii. He was an Arahat,

and, as such, had all the graces an Arahat should have.'

T. W. Huvs D.wins.

' Compare brahma-parayano at Jlil., 234, brahmacariya-parayatw at .t., 3. 75,

and danda-paruyano at M., 1. S8.

- Childers thinks simbodho is merely another form of sainhodhi. As the

former is only found as yet in one ambiguous phrase, the discussion of its

meauiug would be premature.
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4. Axgaxa as now used ix AVesterx India.

102, Cheyne Walk, Chelsea,

London, S. W.

Dear Professor Phys Davids,— I have heard the

following places called ‘ angan ’ in Western India :

—

{a) The square courtyard surrounded by buildings, mentioned

by Mr. Beanies.

(b) Court with buildings on two or three sides, and a

screen wall or walls completing the enclosure, like

Burlington House in the sixties.

(c) Space in front of a house, fenced off more or less lightly;

from the gravel before Buckingham Palace to a

kitchen area. Buckingham Palace Gardens are not

an ‘ angan,’ for a reason stated apart.

(d) Space in front of or around a house or hut, or even

cattle-shed, with no screen or fence, but having

boundaries recognizable in some way, generallj’’ bv

the ground being gravelled, paved, or rammed hard

and plastered with cow-dung mud.

((?) Similar space before a hut, of which the boundaries are

known to its owner, but to a stranger only con-

jecturable from the use made of the ground for

domestic purposes, and by its not being tilled.

These two last are like your ‘ midula ’ in Ceylon.

In the garden villages of the Bombay Konkan, such

ground is often deducted from the area assessable to

land revenue. There have often been disputes as

to whether they have been surreptitious!}’’ enlarged

or originally overestimated by bribed measurers.

(/) An assigned and limited space for the pitching of a tent

or tents, as on the Esplanade of Bombay, where one

can rent such a site from Government by the month,

and live on.it in private tents. ^ These sites are, or

were, only marked off with whitewash lines on the

ground, over which tent ropes should not be carried,

’ There are often twenty or more families on ‘ the Cooperage ground ’ at

a time ; a little citv of tents.
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and there is ‘no thoroughfare’ but by courtesy and

understanding between neighbours. I don’t know
what they may be called in the ‘Bombay bat’

—

“ a particoloured dress Of patched and piebald

languages, English and Urdu on Marathi, like beetle

wings on kus-kus tatty.” But my establishment,

marching in from the mofussil in the enjoyment of

a pretty pure dialect, at once recognized my patch

as an ‘ angan.’

All these places have one character in common, that is,

that they are set apart from the surrounding ground for

some special purpose. Whether that land be pasture,

garden, field, or forest, its general use does not extend to

the ‘ angan.’ The ploughshare never touches it. One

flower is always present, if the occupant be an Hindu, that

is, the sacred 'Fulti [Ocymiim sanctum)

;

there may be a few

others, generally such as are used in domestic worship or

for personal decoration. They are apt to be in pots, or in

some substitute for pots, or in little raised mud pies. Flower

beds of any size are rare in ‘ angans,’ and vegetables still

more so. You will sometimes see a few stalks of Indian

corn mai/s), and often enough one or two little Chili

plants {Capsicum).

Trees are usually kept to the boundaries as fiir as possible.

Exceptions to this are generally those whose leaves or

flowers are used in worship. If a shade or fruit-tree is

included, there will probably be a little platform round

its foot, or some other sign of its being something difierent

in use from similar trees outside.

In the trial of trespass cases the plaintiff makes a good

deal of fuss about the sanctity of his ‘ angan,’ and finds

it difficult to understand that breach of the same is not

‘ house trespass ’ under the Penal Code, any more than

the invasion of a ‘ pratie-patch ’ or of the now famous

‘ kailyard.’ ‘

W. F. Sinclair.

* It is for this reason that T oan’t use the law-word ‘ curtilage
’

a satisfactory reudcriug. It souictiines iucludcs too much.
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5. The Setti.kment of the Danes at Tranquebar and

Serampore.

Dear Sir,—Sir AVilliam Hunter, in his “Imperial Gazetteer

of India,” vol. vi, p. 372 (art, ‘ India ’), says :
—“ The first

Danish East India Company was formed in 1612, and the

second in 1670. The settlements of Tranquebar and

Serampur were both founded in 1616, and acquired by the

English b}' purchase from Denmark in 1845.” These

statements Sir William Hunter repeats verbatim in his

“ Indian Empire ” and “ Brief History of the Indian

Peoples.” Again, in vol. xiii of the “ Imperial Gazetteer,”

p. 340 (art. ‘Tranquebar’), we are told that “In 1612

a Danish East India Company was formed at Copenhagen,

and in 1616 the first Danish ship arrived in India. The

captain, Rodant [s/e] Crape, to effect a landing, is said to have

wrecked his ship off Tranquebar, at the expense, however,

of his crew, who were all murdered. He then contrived

to make his way to the Raja of Tanjore, and obtained

Tranquebar for the Danish Company, with land around

five miles long and three miles broad. A fort was built,

and in 1624 Tranquebar became the property of the King

of Denmark, to whom the Company owed money.” The

above, in an abbreviated form, is copied into Balfour’s

“ Cyclopaedia of India,” third ed., vol. iii, p. 921 (art.

‘ Tranquebar ’).

I do not know whence Sir William Hunter obtained the

information given in the above extracts
;

but, as it is

extremely erroneous, and is in danger of being repeated

as authentic by other writers,* I venture to ask you for

' See, for instances, Birdwood's “ Report on the Old Records of the India

Office,” second reprint, 1891, pp. 31 (note), 211, 253 (note). As an example
of the unreliable statements of earlier writers on this subject, I may quote
the following from Percival’s “Account of the Island of Ceylon” (second ed.,

1805), p. 28:—“In 1620 a Danish fleet arrived at Batacolo; but the Kin^
of C.andy, finding that the ambassador in whom he chiefly confided was dead,

and taking offence at some conduct of these newcomers, refused to enter into any
league with them, or even to permit them to land. The Danes in con.sequence

were obliged to abandon the enterprise, and to set sail on their return to Europe.
Being in want of refreshments, they put into Tranquebar, on the Corom.andel
coast

; and this circumstance gave rise to the first settlement of the Danish
colony which has continued there ever since.”
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a little space in which to record the main facts connected

with the first settlement of the Danes in India.

The first Danish East India Company was formed at

Copenhagen in 1616, a royal patent being granted to it by
Christian IV, dated at Anderskov, March 17, 1616, and

a large sum of money being advanced to it by the King.

While arrangements were in progress for an expedition

to the East, under the guidance of Dutch seamen who had

entered the Danish service, there appeared on the scene in

Copenhagen, in 1617, the ci-devant Dutch under-merchant

Marcellis de Boschhouwer, who, after a residence of over

three years in Ceylon, now returned to Europe as the

plenipotentiary of the King of Ceylon, by whom he had

been created ‘ Migommerale ’ or ‘ Migomme Bandar’

(correctly Migamurala, Migamubandara, i.e. Chief or Prince

of Negombo). This man, not meeting with the encourage-

ment he anticipated among his fellow-countrymen, had

turned to the Danes, and was welcomed by King Christian,

who concluded a treaty with him, as Ce}donese ambassador,

on March 30, 1618, and in October of the same }'ear

granted a large sum of money for the expenses of an

expedition to Ceylon. This expedition, consisting of five

ships under the command of a Danish noble, Ove Gjedde,

set sail on November 29, 1618, and arrived at the south-east

coast of Ceylon on May 16, 1620. Boschhouwer, who had

given great trouble on the voyage, had died in October,

1619
;
and the Kandyan monarch repudiated his credentials

as forgeries. Thereupon Gjedde caused Boschhouwer’s

corpse (which had been embalmed) to be buried without

any ceremony
;

that of his infant son, however (who had

also died on the voyage), was interred with all the respect

due to the godchild of King Christian. Boschhouwer’s

widow (a Sinhalese or a half-caste) was sent up to Kandy,

and his property was confiscated by Gjedde. Subsequently

one of tlie Danish ships struck on a rock in Kottiyar Bay

and sank. Altogether, so far as Ce3don was concerned, the

expedition was a lamentable failure.

Some months previous to the departure of Ove Gjedde’s
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fleet, however, Roelaiit Crape, a Dutch seaman in the

Datush service, had sailed (in August, 1618) for Ceylon

and India as the pioneer of the Danish East India Company.

Calling at Ce}'lon, Crape landed to apprise the King of

Kandy of the intended visit of Gjedde
;
and while he was

on shore his officers seized a number of small Portuguese

vessels {chnmpngner) laden with rice and areca-nuts. Tidings

of this outrage having reached the Portuguese at Jaffna-

patam, Andre Botelho da Costa set out with six galleys to

chastise the insolence of the interlopers. lie found Crape’s

vessel, the Oresund, lying off Karikal, and forthwith attacked

it. In the conflict the Portuguese commander and seven

of his men were killed ;
whilst on the Danish side eight

were slain, several were burnt to death, and forty were

captured by the Portuguese. The Oresund in attempting

to escape was stranded
;

and Crape and thirteen of his

company managed to swim ashore, where they were received

graciously by ‘Ragnado’ (Riighunatha), the Niiyak Raja

of Tanjore,* who made a concession to the Danes, on certain

terms, of the town of Tarangambiidi (Tranquebar), with

permission to erect a fortress for their defence. These

events appear to have taken place in the early part of the

year 1620.2

Soon after Gjedde’s arrival at Ceylon, a messenger from

Crape informed him of the above facts
;
and in September,

1620, Gjedde proceeded to Tranquebar, where, after con-

siderable negotiation, a treaty with the Niiyak was signed,

dated November 19, 1620. Having appointed the various

officials for the new Danish settlement of Dannisborg, with

Crape as chief, Gjedde sailed in February, 1621, for Ceylon,

and after a short stay there left, on May 31, for Denmark,

where he arrived in February, 1622.

* T. Venkasami Row, in his “Manual of the District of Tanjore” (1883^,

p. 754, says, “ It does not appear who that Nayak Raja was ”
;
but the Danish

authorities leave no doubt as to his identity.

Hunter’s “Imp. Gaz.,’’ vol. xiii, p. 183 (art. ‘India’), says: “Tran-
quehar settlement which the Danes acquired from the Naik RSja
of Tanjore in 1620.” And yet on paa:e .340 of the same volume we have the
erroneous statements that I have quoted above.

J.K.A.6. 1898. 41
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The above is a brief but, I believe, accurate account of

the settlement of the Danes at Tranquebar.

With regard to Serampore, curiously enough, the Danish

authorities that I have consulted do not give the exact

date when the settlement there took place. In the “ Diary

of AVilliam Hedges ” (Hakluyt Society), vol. hi, p. cciv

(note), Sir Henry Yule, commenting on the map of

‘Bengale’ in Valentyn’s “ Oud en Nieuw Oost-Indien,”

vol. V, points out an anachronistic and erroneous inter-

polation of three place-names^ on the east bank of the

Hughli, one being “ Deense Logie” (Danish Factory),

which he explains as “the Danish settlement at Serampore,

. established long after 1664.” Hunter’s “Imp.

Gaz.,” vol. xii, p. 318 (art. ‘Serampur’), says simply

“ Serampur was formerly a Danish settlement ”
;

and

nearly all the gazetteers and cyclopaedias that I have

consulted are equally vague. The “ Penny Cyclopaedia,”

vol. xxi, p. 259 (art. ‘ Serampore ’), says :
“ The Danes

obtained possession of Serampore in 1676”; and the

“ Gazetteer of the World,” “ edited by a member of the

Royal Geographical Society” (no date), vol. vi, p. 545 (art.

‘Serampore’), says: “About the year 1676, the Danes

obtained a site here for their factory from the Nabob,

Shaista Khan.” That the Danish factory at Serampore,

or Fi’ederiksnagar, dates from circa 1676 is very probable,

for Thaarup, in liis “Historiske og Statistiske Efterretniuger

om det Kougl. octroierede Danske asiatiske Compaguie,”

* Sir Henry Yule considered the insertion of these names as “interpolations,”

because the map professes to have been compiled “under the direction of Matthens

van der [den] Broucke, who was Directeur of the Dutch ati'airs iu Ben<ral from

1658 to 1664” (and died iu 1685). But Colonel Yide appears to have over-

looked the statement of Valentyn, on p. 160, that the map was the work of

different hands at various periods, the latest to add to it being Johuu van

Leeuen (whose name appears on the map). Sir Ileury also does not seem to

have noticed that the map varies considerably in different copies of Yaleutyn’s

work. For instance, in mv copy the title is on the left centre, the country

is represented as studded all over with hills, and the names of places are very

few. On the other hand, the map iu one of the British Museum copies (the

other copy lacks the ma])) has the title iu the right-hand top corner
;

nce-fioldi

to a large extent take the place of hills; and the ])lacc-names are very numerous

(including the so-called “interpolations”). This map also embraces a larger

extent of country.
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p. 30, says: “In the meanlimo the Company had in

1673 succeeded in coming to an agreement with the

inhabitants of Bengal, whereby the protracted hostilities

were brought to an end, and the Danes once more came

into possession of factories on the Bengal coasts.” Tliaarup,

however, though his summary comes down to the end

of the last century, never mentions Serampore; and

Valentyn (op. cit., p. 162), writing circa 1725, and

describing the various European factories on the Ilughli,

simply says :
“ The Danes have here only an ordinary

house, two miles lower still than the French factory ” (at

Chandernagore).—Yours very truly,

Donald Ferguson.
Croydon, April 29.

6. An Archaeological Problem.

Sir,—In India and beyond the boundaries of it there

are many objects of antiquity, the origin and circumstances

of the growth of which have yet been obscure to the

scholar, aud far from being definitely known to the ordinary

traveller.

Every summer dozens of European ladies and gentlemen

and many eminent Indians pass through the long and ever-

winding Jhelum Valley Road, with high mountain walls

generally on the right and the powerful stream flowing

in an almost ever-changing form on the left. Many such

travellers must have halted at the Dak Banglow of Rampur,

and noticed a very large workshop near it. Just a little

higher up from the State workshops, on the right side of

the road, is to be found a very large temple built of blocks

of well-cut stone of cubical form. The building is of

a rectangular form, and having altogether a compact

appearance. The height will not be less than some of the

noteworthy temples of Brindaban, to which pilgrims aud

travellers resort by hundreds. There is nothing about the

face of it except its immensely tall doorway with a pair

of pillars on either side. A balcony or shade, strongly
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built of stone pillars with very high floor, surrounds the

Avhole of the inner compound. The temple proper is very

near to the back row of the buildings. The height of the

floor of it must exceed six feet, and a staircase slopes down

just on the middle 6f the front. The doors are w'orn out,

apparently untouched by carpenters and ironsmiths for

centuries. Just on the opposite side of the buildings,

across the road, is to be found a large wooden house for

brahmin priests of the temple.

The temple is called by travellers and the people of the

locality the temple of Bhunear. But it is more popularly

called Pandu Mandir. Judging from the antiquity of the

building, the architecture of it is of no small interest.

It is probable, indeed, that this temple in the Kashmir

territory is one of the most ancient Hindu temples in and

beyond the frontiers of India. Cannot some archaeologist

inform us, through the pages of this Journal, what this

ancient temple is ?

M. N. Chatterjea.

7. Query, “Sagri.”

Sir,—I shall be much obliged for information as to the

use of the word Sagri or something like it, to mean

a ‘ shark ’ or ‘ dogfish,’ in any ' language, but especially

in Arabic. I find it, in the dictionaries, applied to the

skins of such fish, to those of horses and asses prepared

in imitation, and even to their backs and cruppers. All

authorities seem to agree that ‘chagrin’ in the sense of

‘ annoj'ance ’ is a metaphorical word, originating in the

use of shark-skins to rasp down or smooth wood.

One would expect an Arabic word like Sagri, meaning

‘a shark,’ to be the origin of the Persian, Turkish, and

European words
;

the more so as the inhahitants of the

south coast of Persia are very largely of Arab descent and

speech. I here seem to be few or no Caspian fish of the sort.

* 1 liave two Freuch iustanccs and two Italian.
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But the only authority that I can find for such an use

of the word is the traveller Thevenot, who names amongst

fishes of the Red Sea “ the Chagrin, which is a fish shaped

like a sea-dog, and about seven or eight Foot long
”

(Lovell’s English translation, London, 1686, part i, p. 175).

It may be observed that Thevenot was well acquainted

with artificial “shagreen,” which he calls, quite correctly,

“the Sagri, which is that we call Chagrine in France,”

and describes its manufacture in Turkey and Persia (part ii,

p. 31). lie does not connect or confuse it with his

“ sea-dog,” but it is not clear whether he got the name

of that from an Oriental or a Frank. The usual Arabic

name of artificial shagreen appears to be znryhnh, and

at least one Red Sea name for a dog-fish is the equivalent

Kalb-al-B(tfir.

The subject seems to be Oriental enough for our Journal,

the more so as the state of its terms implies the very

ancient use of both genuine and manufactured shagreen

in Asia.

"W. F. Sinclair.

8. The late Dr. Buhler on the Gane^a Legend in

THE MaHABH.ARATA.

Dear Professor Rhys Davids,

—

As I stated in my last

letter (above, p. 380), it was the late lamented Dr. Buhler

who first pointed out to me the occurrence of the Ganeca

legend in the Pracandapiindava Nataka. When my letter

was printed, I sent a proof to him, and on March 16 he

wrote (how little did I think that it was to be his last letter

to me!) that he intended to write a ‘fikd’ to my remarks

on the Ganeca legend, and that this ‘ tlkd
’ was to appear

in the next (that is, in the present) number of the Journal.

As he (alas
!) can no longer speak for himself, I feel it

incumbent on me to state here briefly his views about the

Ganeca legend in the Mahabharata, as they are opposed

to those which I expressed in my last letter.
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In. Dr. Biililer’s opinion, Rajacckliara must have known
the Ganeca legend from the Devanagarl text of the

Mahabharata. By speaking explicitly of a chala and

praticchala, Bajacekhara tried to make the legend of the

Mahabharata clearer. He replaces manaaa IcalpUasya (of

!Mahahh., i, 1, 77) by vrtah, and adds tapbhhih in order to

show that Ganeca could not dare to refuse to do Vyasa’s

bidding. The word tapbhhih may even have been suggested

to Bajacekhara by the words tapbvigistdil ajn in Mahabh.,

i, 1, 71.

My hypothesis that Bajacekhara may have taken the

Ganeca legend from some other source requires (Dr. Biihler

wrote) a ‘ sapaksa ’
: I should have to show that in other

cases, too, Bajacekhara inserted legends which do not occur

in the Mahabharata itself. Besides, I ought to have proved

that the Ganeca legend occurs elsewhere independently of

the Mahabharata.

My appeal to Ksemendra was thought insufficient by

Dr. Biihler. For Ksemendra omits even much more
‘ characteristic ’ features of the Mahabharata, which he was

obliged to do in trying “to measure the elephant with the

closed fist.” Ksemendra’s work has no other value but that

from what he gives we may conclude that it existed about

1050 A.T). in the Kacmirian Mahabharata. But from what

he omits it is impossible to say whether it was in his

Mahabharata or not.

These were Dr. Biihler’s views on the subject, as far as

I can gather from his last letters to me. Ko doubt, he

would have stated his arguments far more fully and more

vigorously if he had been spared to write his intended ' tikd.'

Dr. Biihlcr’s loss, irreparable as it is for all students of

Indian history and literature, will be felt most keenly by

all those who try to grapple with the difficult problems of

IMahabhiirata criticism, and who will constantlj’' miss the

ingenuity and the historical instinct of that great scholar

and teacher.

]M. M'intermtz.

Oxford, June 5, 1898.
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9. The Thupavamsa.

Dear Sir,

—

Tn connection with the notice of the Colombo

edition of tlie Pali Thilpavainsu in Sinhalese character, which

appeared in the January number of the Journal, a detailed

description of the Sinhalese Thilpavamsa upon which this

I’iili work was founded, as well as some notes rejjardins: the

difl’erences which exist between the Sinhalese and the

Burmese copies, may, perhaps, be of interest to students

of Buddhist history and literature.

The Sinhalese Thilpavamsa is also called in the intro-

duction litii'ancrli-dagrb-canianCii-a, possibly because of the

sanctity attached to Ruvanveli-diigaba, a description of

which was probably the author’s main object in writing

this hook, yll other accounts of diigabas, etc., in the work

being incorporated more or loss by way of introduction.

Being written in elegant Sinhalese prose, interspersed

with I’illi stanzas, the work holds a high position in

Sinhalese literature. It treats of the following subjects :

—

1. Suvm-vii'nram, called in the Piili version Abhiniltnra-

kathd, being an account of the twenty-four ‘assurances’ of

Gotama’s future attainment of Buddhahood, received in his

bygone births from anterior Buddhas.

2. Gotaiua Buddha’s birth, his life as a layman, his Mahd-

bhinikkhitinnm or ‘ the great renunciation,’ and the enshrining

of the hair which was shorn off his head on his assuming

the ascetic life, in the Cnlamani-chlgaba. This section is

called in the Pali version Culdmanidnsm-thupa-dvaya-kathd.

See p. 16 of the printed edition of Colombo, 1896.

3. His war with Miira, his attainment of the Buddhahood,

and his preaching of the following sermon.

4. Dhammacnkkappavattana-sutta, the Buddha’s first sermon

in Pali, extracted from the Anguttara-nikiiya. ’ This sutta is

not included in the printed edition of the present work.

5. The Buddha’s ministry, his death and cremation, the

distribution of his relics, the erection of ten dagabas {Dam-

fbOpa-kat/id), and the ceremony of enshrining some of these

relics by King Ajiitasattu (Dkdtu-nidhdna-katlid).
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6. The story of King Dharmiisoka, his religious acts,

especially in the building of dagabas (Caturdaiti-sa/uism-

thupa-kathd), and an account of the Buddhist missionaries

sent out by him.

7. The arrival of Asoka’s son Mahinda as missionary to

Ceylon, the establishment of Buddhism in the island, the

building of the Thuparama diigaba, and the depositing in it

of the right collar-boue relic of Gotama Buddha {Thupd-

rdma-kathd).

8. Bodhi-dgamana-kathd, the story of the bringing of a

branch of the sacred Bodhi-tree of India to Ceylon.

9. Yojana-thupa-kathd, on the future dagabas.

10. An account of Ceylon kings, from Devanamph^atissa

[virca b.c. 307) to Dutthagamani (b.c. 161).

11. \_Dutugemunu-rajalni(je utpatti-kathdta\ the story of

King Dutthagamani.

12. Nandimitra ^-godhaydnange utpatti-kathdca, the story

of the warrior Nandimitra.

13. Siirnnirinala .... vfpa(ti-katlidva, the story of

the warrior Suranirmala.

14. Mahdsena ^ . . . . utpatti-kathdva, the story of

the warrior Mahasena.

15. Gotimbara^ .... ntpaUi-kathdva, the story' of

the warrior Gotimbara.

16. Theraputldhhaya .... nipatti-kathdva,i\iQs,toTy

of the warrior Theraputtabhaya.

17. Bharana .... utpatti-kathdva, the story' of the

warrior Bharana.

18. V^asumana .... utpatti-kathdva, the story of

the warrior Velusumana.

19. Khaiijadeva .... utpatli-kathdva, the story of

the warrior Khanja-deva.

20. Bhussadeva .... utpatli-kathdva, the story of

the warrior Phussa-deva.

’ Nandhi-mitta in tlie Pali version (printed edition, p. 46).
- Mahdtuna in Westergnard’s Cat., p. 73, and in the Sinhalese printed text.

* Gu{huyimbai a in the Pfili version.
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21. Ldbhh/nvasnhha^ .... utputti-knthura, the story

of the warrior Labhiya-vasabha.

22. An account of Dutthagilinani’s dispute with his

brother Tissa.

23. Miyungum-dCigaba-kathava, the story of Mahiyaiigana-

diigaba.

24. Dutthagamani’s w’ur with Eliila, the Tamil king then

ruhng at Auuradhapura.

25. Minmveti-vihdra-kathai'a, the histor}’ of the Mirisaveti-

vihiira.

26. Lbcamahdpdga-katkdva, the history of the ‘ brazen

palace.’

27. Ruvauvpli - ddgaba - varnandva, the history of the

Ruvanveli-diigaba.

{a) Arihanddkana ^-knthdca.

{b) Th iipdraina ^-kat/id va.

(c) DhdUigarbha *-caniandva.

{d) D/idtu-nid/idiia-kat/idt'a.

(e) Ruvanvelidagaba-kathdca.

The copy in the British Museum gives no information

respecting the author or the date of the work, but both

Westergaard, in his Catalogue, p. 73, and M'eliwitiye

Dhammaratana Thera, the editor of the portion printed at

Colombo in 1889, ascribe its authorship to Cakravarti

Parakrama Pandita, who according to the former lived in

the eleventh century a.I)., and according to the latter in

the middle of the twelfth century. Weliwitiye Thera states

further in his preface that the autlior held the same literary

position as the contemporary panclits Surapiida and Dharma-

klrti-puda,^ and that, having succeeded his uncle. King
Parakrama Bahu the Great, on the throne under the title

Tijaya Bahu, he reigned one year at Polonnaruva.

* Labhiyya° in the Pali version and in the Sinhalese printed edition.
* TUupasddhana in Westergaard’s Cat., p. 73, and Thupasddhana-ldbha in

the Pali version.
^ Thiipdrambha, ibid.

* JDhdtuyabbhanlpa-iannand-katbd in the Pali version.
’ See also the 2\ikayasahgraha, p. 24 of the printed edition.
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The following arguments, however, may be adduced

against the foregoing supposition. First, no historical

Avork, so far as is knoAvn, mentions that Pariikrama Bahu’s

nephew was called Cakravarti Pariikrama before he ascended

the throne
;
nor does the Mahiivamsa give any other clue

to the identity of the one with the other than that this

nephew was “ a man of great learning and a poet Avithal

of great renown ”
(ch. Ixxx, vv. 1-3). Secondly, there

is a marked difference between the language of the present

work and that of the inscriptions of Parakrama Biihu the

Great, and other kings of the eleventh and twelfth

centuries. In style and phraseology it agrees more with

works of the thirteenth and fourteenth centuries, such as the

Piijavaliya, the Elu Bodhivarasa, etc., than with Gurulu-

gomi’s Araiivatura and Dharmapradlpikava, which were

written about a century earlier than the first of these.

Lastly, according to Weliwitiye Dhainmaratana himself, the

author of the present work w'as a contemporary of Yiicissara

Thera, who made an adaptation of it in Pali in a summarized

form,^ but who, according to the preface of the printed text

of this Pali version,'^ must have lived in or after the reign

of K. S. S. Pandita Parakrama Biihu (a.d. 1236-71). It

should, however, be mentioned that the Pali colophon of the

same version is not very explicit regarding the date of

Yacissara. It only states that he was a monk attached to

the Dhammiigara (preaching hall ?) of a king named

I’ariikrama Biihu, and that he was also the author of the

Linatthadlpani Tikii, the Saccasaiikhepa-sannaya, and the

Yisuddhimaggasahkhepa-saimaya.

According to Be Zoysa,^ a certain Yiicissara ^lahiithera,

who lived in or before tlie eleventh century, was the author

of an old scholium (Poriina-tlkii) on tlie Saccasaiikhepa, but

the 8accasaiikhcpa-sannaya mentioned above as having been

written by our Yiicissara is entered in his catalogue without

the name of the author.

* See his preface to the printed edition, p. iv.

’ Edited by Baddegama Dhamniaratana Thera, and published at Colombo in

1896.
'•> See p. 12 of his Catalogue of Piili, Sinhalese, and Sanskrit MSS. in Ceylon.
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Further, Viicissara, in his introduction, refers to an earlier

Tliiiinvanisa in Pilli, but saj-s that as this was imperfect,

and as the usefulness of the Sinhalese Thupavamsa was

necessarily limited on account of its language, he wrote

the present Pali work.

The India Office copy of the Piili version in Purrnese

character (MS. No. 139), which seems to be complete in

itself, contains only the twenty-seventh section, dealing

with the history of the Ruvanveli-diigaba
;
whereas the

copies in Sinhalese character include in their usual order

almost all the subjects treated of in the Sinhalese recension.

Thus the Burmese copy commences with the Thupasadhana-

Idhha-kathd. The text as far as fol. 20, line 9, is not found

in the Sinhalese copies. That beyond the ninth line agrees

to some extent only with the Sinhalese text, commencing

at p. 54, line 21, of the printed edition.

Box Martino de Zilva 'Wickremasinghe.

10. GoTAMA IX THE AvESTA.

Bombay, June 11, 1898.

To Professor T. W. Ehys Davids, Ph.D., LL.D.,

Secretary and Librarian, Royal Asiatic Society.

Dear Sir,—In reference to the Avestic Gaotema it may
be of interest to supplement my correspondence with the

following note.

The passages containing ndidydo are Yasna, xxxiv, 8,

and Ivii, 10, in the extant Avesta. Herein the name

gaotema does not occur. Yasht, xiii, 16, is the only passage

in which ndidhydo and gaotema come together. The latter

is nowhere else mentioned. In the Gathic Yasna, xxxiv,

we have: liyad as aojydo ndidydohhem (according to the

general interpretation), “ when (the oppressor of thy holy

vows) was as the stronger oppressing the weaker,” which

the Pahlavi translates : amat uitb zak i adjhomund aharmogo,
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olman i na-aito-dahhlmo havishto, “ when there is a powerful

apostate, a disciple of him who preaches the non-existence

(of God).” In the Srosh Yasht, or Yasna, Ivii, 10, we have

the same combination cited
:

yatha aojyao udidyaohhem,
“ just as the stronger (oppresses) the weaker,” which the

Pahlavi renders ; chigiin aojhomand olman i nihdn dahishno,

“just as a powerful man (does to) him who is of obscure

origin.” It is qmte possible that the contrast with the

poicerful one, as expressed in the Avesta aojyao^ may have

suggested the idea of interpreting ndidyuohh as a comparative

adjective denoting weaker
;
because the Pahlavi translators

seem to have no distinct idea of the meaning of the word,

and hence European and Parsee scholars have simply to

trust to guesswork in interpreting it. It is not, therefore,

difficult to indicate that the meaning attached to the word

ndidydohhem by translators in Yasna, xxxiv, 8, is not

authentic but conjectural.

From the general drift of thought and language observable

in the Farvardin Yasht, in which the son is generally

named, in a majority of passages, along with his father

or ancestor, we can easily understand the word ndidhyahho

as the name of the son of Gaotema. The spelling of the

expression is, doubtless, a corruption of the Avesta trans-

literation of the Yedic name Nodhdh, as there is no lack

of such errors or corruptions in the text of Yasht, xiii,

owing to the ignorance of copyists (vide § 65 paourut>/i,

§ 111 khshtdvaevaen, § 120 Youshtahe, § 125 Fratnrdo, and

§ 144 Sainundm). In fact, two of the MSS. already give

the nearest variant ndoidhyahho.

Consequently, it is certain that the Avesta does nowhere

allude to Buddha, as Darmesteter supposes. If there were

a Zarathushtiian polemic against Buddhism, the names and

expressions would be dilferent, and not ambiguous. Instead

of Gautama, which, besides Buddha, is the name of a Rishi

and other distinguished characters in the ancient Indian

literature, the author of the Yasht in the Avesta would

have used rather Buddha or Sdkydmiuii, and spoken more

emphatically if he had wished to refute a false religion.
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Since I wrote to you last my attention has been drawn

to the identihcation of the Avestic Nuoulhyanho with the

Vedic Gautamanya Nodhasn, which has been hinted at and

supported by AVindischmann in his Mithm, 25, in the

Abhandlungen fur die luntde des Morgetilandes, Rd. i, S. 29,

in 1857 (before there was any Avesta Grammar or Lexicon).

Windischmann considers Nodhasa to be the satje “ Chano-ra-

ghach mentioned by Anquetil,” but the latter has been since

identified with Sankaracharya of much later time.—I am,

yours truly,

Darah Dastuh Peshotan Saxjana.

11, Asoka’s Bhabra Edict.

As the seven passages {pariydya) mentioned by name on

this Edict have now been (w'ith various degrees of certainty)

identified, it may be of use to record the result :

—

Asoka.

1. Vinaya-samukkanisa.

2. Ariya-vasani.

3. Anagata-bhayani.

4. Muni-gatha.

5. Moneyya-sutta.

6. Upatissa-pasiiia.

7. Rahulovada.

Pali.

(? Patimokkha.)

Ariya-vasa.

Anagata-bhayani.

Muni-sutta.

Moneyya-sutta.

(Upatissa-panho.

Rahulovada-sutta.

Where Found.

J.R.A.S., 1876.

Digha (Sangiti Sutta).

Anguttara, iii, 105- 1 08.

Sutta Nipata, 206-220.

It., No. 67= A., i, 272.

Yin., i, 39-41.)

Majjhima, i, 414-420.

Nos. 1 and 6 are the most doubtful. The Patimokkha

can scarcely be rightly called a dhamma-pariydya, and it

does not correspond to the meaning of the title used by

Asoka. The noun samukkamsa has not been found in the

Pitakas. The verb always means ‘ to exalt.’ (S.N., 132 =
438 ;

M., i, 498 ;
Th., i, 632.) ‘The Exaltation of Yinaya’

or ‘ of the Yinaya ’ is much more probably meant, as the

title of some short sutta or passage in praise of Yinaya

in one or other of its two senses, ethical or legal. And
I quite agree, therefore, with M. Senart (p. 204) in

regarding this identification as unsatisfactory.
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As to Tso. 6, short edifying passages of the Vinaya are

distinguished by titles. Vin., i, pp. 13, 14, §§ 38-47

(
= S., iii, 66-68), is the Anatta-lakkhana-sutta

;
Vin., i,

pp. 34, 35 (
= S., iv, 19, 20), is the Aditta-pariyaya, etc.

And the passage identified with No. 6 might have been

called Sariputta- or TJpatissa-panho. But no mention of

the title has yet been found in the Pitakas, and the

identification, though otherwise suitable, is therefore at

least uncertain.

No. 2 is no doubt the passage on tbe ten Ariya-viisa,

not yet published, but contained in the Sangiti Sutta of the

Digha. A similar passage may also be looked for in the

Nipata of the Anguttara dealing with the Tens. The

difference of gender is no objection. So parii/di/dni=
pariyaya.

With regaid to No. 7, it is not without reason that

a special qualification is introduced in the Edict. There

ai’e so many ‘Exhortations to Rahula ’ in the Pitakas that

it was necessary to specify the one meant. The ones

excluded, or some of them, will be found at S.N., 325-342

(dated in the 14th year after the Nirvana)
;
M., i, 420 foil,

(dated in the 12th year of the Nirvana)
;

S., ii, 244 foil.

;

and S., iii, 135 and 136. All these are spoken by the

Buddha. The expression in the Edict would seem also to

imply that there is at least one other, not yet published,

spoken by some one else.

No. 4, the Muni-giitha, called Muni Sutta in the PiiU,

is called Munl-gathii (exactly as in the Edict) in the

Bivyaviidana. Other instances of such slight variations in

titles are given in my article on this Edict in the Journal

of the Pali Text Society, 1896.

Nos. 2 and 5 are, I believe, identified here for the

first time.

T. W. lliivs Davids.
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of Sanskrit Phonetics. By Dr. C. C. Uhi.enheck.

Small 8 VO
; pp. 112. (London: Luzac, 1898. Price 6s.)

One would expect from this title a treatise on the methods

adopted in Sanskrit for expressing sounds. What we have

is a very clear and admirable summary of the relation of

Sanskrit to tlie ori"inal lan{;ua<;e from which all the Indo-

'

European languages are acknowledged to be descended.

That language is, of course, a purely hypothetical re-

construction. But the labours of man}' scholars have now
resulted in a sufficient consensus of opinion to give a

practically complete working hypothesis. The method

followed by the author is perfectly simple. He takes first

each vowel agreed upon as having existed in this primeval

dialect, and gives a list of words showing the forms under

which it appears in Sanskrit. He then takes each vowel

in Sanskrit, in succession, and gives a list of words showing

the form which that vowel has in the Indo-European dialect

or in Latin, Greek, etc. Then each of the consonants in

the original Indo-European, and after that each of the

consonants in Sanskrit, is treated in the same way. There

follow a few lists to illustrate the parallelisms in the use

of Sandhi, and a few more to show the relation of the use

of the accent. This gives us abmit a hundred such lists,

so arranged that it is easy for a student of comparative

philology, not knowing Sanskrit, to ascertain at once the

present state of opinion among the leading comparative

philologists as to the paralleli.sms discovered between the

Sanskrit letters and those of the mother language.O O
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This is, in the sub-title, stated to be the object of the

little book, and the work is about as well done as the narrow

limits of space would allow. The author’s own translation

shows such a knowledge of our language as is highly

creditable, but there are several points left where a friendly

supervision might have saved him from the use of phrases

which sound odd to us. ‘ Though this theory may not claim

a high degree of probability the meaning is ‘ cannot claim.’

We say ‘has written a monograph,’ not ‘a monography,’

and that languages ‘ are descended from,’ not ‘ descend

from ’
;
we cannot say ‘ whether they stood or not stood ’

;

and the frequently used expression ‘ fell together with ’

is not idiomatic in the sense intended.

Hindu Manneus, Customs, and Ceremonies. By the Abbe

J. A. Dubois. Translated and edited by Henry K.

Beauchamp. 2vo1s. ;8vo. (Oxford, 1897. Price 2 1«.)

The Abbe Dubois, ordained in 1792, became soon after-

wards a Catholic missionary, and spent about thirty years

in the Madras Presidency in that capacity. He adopted the

native dress, and, living much among the people, formed the

design of writing an account of their manners and customs.

At that time there was no such account in existence.

Oriental scholarship had then scarcely begun. Neither

texts nor translations were available—much less any of the

numerous monographs since published, in which the con-

clusions of scholars on various points of interest in Indian

beliefs and customs are now set forth. This design, as

carried out, was finished in the year 1806; and through

the influence of pow^erful friends the MS. was purchased

by the East India Company for 2,000 star pagodas (about

£800). This purchase was reported to the Board of

Directors as a matter “of great public importance,” and

the MS. Avas sent to them for publication in England.

The translation did not, however, actually appear until 1816.

Moanw’hile a copy of the MS. was preserved in Madras, and
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the ^ladras Govcrnnient, apparently ignorant of the fact

that a translation was being made in London, communicated

in 1815 with the Abbe, with a view of publishing the MS.

with the author’s latest revision. The revision was made

and sent to Madras, and then, in its turn, was sent to the

Directors for publication. But before it reached England,

the translation of the original MS. had at last appeared ;

and the revised copy, though published by the Abbe himself

in French, has never appeared in English. The present

work is an English translation of this revised MS.

So far as is known, or can be gathered from the work

itself, the Abbe had ver}’^ slight, if indeed any, knowledge

at first hand, cither of the Sacred Books or of Sanskrit.

There are occasional references to tracts on Hindu doctrine

or practice Written in Tamil, and used as popular handbooks,

but the author’s remarks are throughout based either on

conversations or on personal observation.

He believes the Puranas to be very old (1. 53, 121), but

appears to doubt the antiquity of the Vedas (p. 175), and

thinks the Upanishads are three in number, to wit, the

Upaveda, the Karmaveda, and the Sakhaveda
!

(sic, p. 176j.

He gives the following account of the contents of the

Vedas :

—

“ Let it not be imagined for one moment that these books contain

matter of real interest. Their anti(iuity alone, real or pretended,

is their sole recommendation. A lengthy exposition of Hindu

polytheism as it existed originally—the most contemptible and

ridiculous stories concerning the fanciful penances to which their

hermits subjected themselves—the disgusting lingam, etc.—such

are, according to the evidence I have acquired, the contents of

these books.”

This amazing ignorance does not prevent the Abbe from

giving expression to speculations on the origin of the

Brahmin castes and of Hindu gods. I’he Brahmins are

descended from Magog, the second son of Japhet
;
and their

coming to India verifies Xoah’s prophecy that Japhet’s

j.R.A.s. 1898. 42
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dominion would be far-reacbing. The very name Gotama

is only Magog in disguise
;
for

or maha means ‘great,’ so that Gotama mmt mean the

Great Gog or Magog.” (Yol. i, p. 103.)

In the same sort of way the god Brahma is clearly

Prometheus. But these and other similar truths have,

according to the Abbe, been forgotten. Hindu mythology

“Originally consisted of allegories made intelligible by means

of visible and material objects. But a coarse, ignorant, indolent,

and superstitious race soon forgot the ‘ spirit of its creed.’
”

The gentle epithets here used of the Hindus are the

keynote of the book. According to the Abbe,
“ There are no lies, no false statements, oaths, and pro-

testations which they (the Brahmins) will not employ.”

“ They do not hesitate to teach publicly that lies and

perjury, if used to gain personal advantage, are virtuous

and meritorious.” “ Hot a native of India would scruple

to make use of both to serve his own ends.” (Yol. i, p. 180,

and vol. ii, p. 169.)

He even tells an incredible story of two Brahmins who

admitted to him that his views were right
;
and that they

knew their own to be false, but kept on expounding them

to the people from motives of personal gain (p. 296). And

he can find no words strong enough to describe the base

flattery, the presumption, the pride, the falseness, of these

clever charlatans, these arch impostors (vol. i, p. 277, and

vol. ii, pp. 408, 625, 585, 668, etc.).

The social condition of so contemptible a race, under

the influence of so ^^le a priesthood, is naturally deplorable.

Their ideas of government are cruel, their law-courts are

pest-houses of bribery and chicanery, their trade is

deception, even their family relationships are strained, and

altogether bad.

“We should, for instance, be greatly mistaken were we

to allow ouraclves to bo deceived by the noisy lamentations
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which wives are accustomed to raise on the deaths of their

husbands, and which are no more than rank hypocrisy.

During the long period of ray stay in India, I do not

recall two Hindu marriages characterized by a union of

hearts, and displaying true and mutual attachment.”

(Vol. ii, p. 363.)

From all this “it naturally follows that their religion

and their morality are equally corrupt” (2. 617).

“ AVhatever may have been the shameful mysteries, the

revolting extravagancies of paganism, could any religion

be filled with more insane, ignoble, obscene, and even

cruel practices ” (2. 612).
“ Confounding the Creator with His creatures, they set

up gods who were merely m 5’ths and monstrosities, and to

them they • addressed their prayers and directed their

worship, both of which were as false as the attributes they

assigned to their divinities. Nevertheless such is the moral

obliquity of this people that they have not. adopted the

religion of their conquerors” (2. 616).

“ I only see in it the foolish errors of a cowardly and

weak-minded people, who are slaves to the idle fancies

of their own imaginations, and whose reason has become

so obscured that they are incapable of recognizing the just

aud natural laws governing the safety of mankind” (2. 649).

The Abbe has a theory which is, in his opinion, a clear

and easy explanation of this terrible result. The original

lawgivers of the Hindus were quite Western in the views

they taught. It is the innate weakness and wickedness

of the Hindus which has corrupted the good teaching they

once had. He constantly dwells at some length on this

curious belief (see, for instance, vol. i, pp. 32, 36, 46, 105

;

vol. ii, pp. 509, 544, 568, 636). Of the real history, either

of institutions or of beliefs in India, he now’here betrays

even the remotest suspicion. And the reader will be able

to judge from the extracts given—which might be

indefinitely multiplied—how far his views as to the

institutions and beliefs current in his own day have been

seen through the dark glass of self-complacent ignorance,
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and how far his estimate of the Hindus has been written

b}' a pen dipped in the vitriol of theological prejudice.

It would he cruel to give the names of the eminent

ch'ilians who took this work to be a scholarly and accurate

description of Hindu Manners and Customs. The Abbe

possessed in a remarkable degree—far more than they did

themselves—that qualification which they then, and not

a few still, hold to be the only essential requisite to the

right understanding of the Indian peoples, viz. a close and

personal intimacy continued through many years, and aided

by thorough conversational master}^ of a native language.

The labours of two generations of scholars have fortunately

now rendered it impossible that the book should be any

longer referred to as an authorit}". But it is of value to

have an English version of the latest edition of the Abbe’s

revised and considered opinions in order to have a standing

instance before us of the danger of trusting judgments on

Indian matters formed onl}^ on personal acquaintance,

however intimate, without scholarly training and knowledge

of the Indian books.

The work is also valuable as showing the immense

progress that has beeu made in our knowledge of India

since it was written and revised. And it is very well edited.

Mr. Beauchamp has contributed a most interesting preface,

and has continually pointed out in notes the exaggeration

in the judgments, or the mistakes in translation, or in fact,

which occur in the text.

T. "W. Ehys Davids.

Buddha : fan Cuftur bii.d des Ostens. By Joseph

Dahemann, of the Society of Jesuits. 8vo; pp. 220.

(Berlin: Dames, 1898. Price 6s.)

This is a very disappointing book. One would have

expected that Fatlicr Dahlmaun, being a pupil of Professor

Biihler, would not have published a book, with such

a title, without going to the original authorities which his
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training and scholarship render him quite capable of using,

lie has contented himself with picking out, at second-hand,

from the translations by other scholars, now easily accessible,

such passages as will answer his purpose. And his purpose

is, not to throw any new light on the numerous historical

problems connected with his subject which still require

elucidation, but to explain how very objectionable, from his

personal point of view, is the system of thought on which

the Buddhist religion, and indeed all Indian thought, is

founded.

We all know that no Indian thinker, least of all the

Buddha, sees eye to eye with St. Thomas; and especially

that the scorn with which the early Buddhists regarded all

speculations about the soul would scarcely be likely to meet

with sympathy from a Jesuit father. Father Dahlmanu

is quite entitled to his opinion that they were wrong, and

no one would object to his expressing that opinion. But

the reiteration of long passages of indiscriminate abuse,

however ably and forcibly expressed, becomes at last a

weariness to the reader who is seeking rather for the

author’s contribution to our knowledge.

That, when the reader has come to the end of the volume,

he will regret to find amounts to practically nothing. The

passages quoted are all well known
;
and they are taken

over bodih", without anj' attempt to harmonize, or to explain,

the very different versions adopted by well-known translators

for the same Pali words. Yet these differences are all-

important. They often go to the root of the matter. And
the widely different renderings selected by the translators

differ so much precisely because it is so difficult, and indeed

often impossible, to find a European word that adequately

expresses the Indian thought. This difficulty the author

completely ignores
;
and is constantly falling into the error,

on the other hand, of using European philosophical terms

to describe Indian views. They scarcely ever fit, and are

sometimes absurdly inaccurate.
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Inscriptions copied from the Stones collected by

King Bodawpaya, and placed near the Abakan
Pagoda, Mandalay. (Rangoon, 1897.)

These two large volumes, printed in the Burmese character

at the Government Press, have been presented to the Indian

Institute, Oxford.^ They may he very valuable to the

Revenue Officer in Burma, but, as they have not a single

word of explanatory English, are of no value in this country.

Bodawpaya, as I pointed out in July, 1897, p. 657, was

the third son of Alompra, and reigned A..D. 1781-1819.

One would therefore like to know whether these “stones

which he collected
” were actually the old original stones,

and still in existence, or whether the present book is merely

a copy of what Bodawpaya caused to be transcribed.

As far as I can see, there is nothing to lead one to

infer that these are ancient inscriptions on stones, and

not mere renewals, by Bodaw, of traditionary grants. It

is true that there are a few peculiar spellings, and that

the names of one or two months, not now in use, are to

be found, but some of these peculiarities did exist a hundred

years ago, and are not necessarily of ancient date.

There are three months mentioned, I\tc(tydd, Thandoo,

and Nankd, which are now obsolete, and I find in the latest

Burmese Dictionary that Nwaydd — Taboung, the twelfth

month, corresponding to our March and pait of April. All

that I can sa)'^ for the others is that I'ltandoo means ‘iron

hammer ' and Nankd ‘ partition ’ or ‘ side-screen.’

In many of the inscriptions I find the name of the

constellation which was in the ascendant on New Year’s

Day mentioned thus : (p. 868) “ Jeyatu. In the year

420 B.E., ‘Pussa year, on Saturday 5th inciease of the month

of Taboung, the all-wise and powerful King Anawraddhil,

obtaining a reverent frame of mind, caused to be sculptured

a lord ‘ gavaih’ (tha'kengavam).”

It is not clear whether this means the figure of an ox

or the figure of ‘ Gavaiiipati,’ a monk who is said to

* Also iu the ll..\.S. Library.
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have brought liuddhism to Burma in the earliest times

before Sona and Uttara.

This Gavaihpati is said to have been a noble youth of

Mitila, who, at the age of seven years, adhered to Buddha

and became a Rahauta. His cousin, through the help of

iSakko, became King of Thatdn (Saddhamma nagara), near

the mouth of the Salween river, under the title of Sihariija.

It is worthy of note that, though Nuaydd is said to be

the old name of Taboitng, yet in this early (?) inscription

the month is actually called Taboung.

Most of the inscriptions commence thus: “ Jeyatu
|
Ya'ta

neru ravi sasi
|

la
|
creating.”

|
The letter l<i stands for

peyydlain, the Pali form for etc.

In some of the inscriptions of late date (.\.D. 1600),

I find a iiMiuber of old characters inserted, such as H for

33 a, E for za, and I or T for 3 da. If these forms

were in use why was not the whole inscribed in them ?

Xo peculiar characters are given in the inscriptions of

early date (a.d. 1050), and this, again, leads me to suppose

that there are no such inscriptions extant. A careful

search, however, might bring a few to light. Many more

of these old characters are found in the Po:u:daung

inscription of 1774 .\.n.

Some inscriptions have illegible breaks in them, but,

instead of noting these by means of a line or asterisks, the

word ‘ illegible ’ or its equivalent is inserted as if part

of the text. For instance, at p. 660 I find :
“ The nobleman

Thetsawet, eight letters I don’t know, as for the good deed

he performed.” It would have been better to denote such

breaks by means of asterisks, and give an explanator}' note

at the beginning.

The following is a specimen of the greater number of

the inscriptions, though some are in Pali :

—

(p. 828.) “ Jeyatu. Ya'ta neru ravi sasi
1
la

|
making

;

Anuraddha-zaw, the King of Pugan, when he arrived at

the hill Hiranuaka with Shin Arahan-rahantii and saw

that the ceti built by Sri Dhammasoka was in ruins, and

I
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that it was one of the 84,000 ceti that Sri Dhammasoka
had built in Jambudip, and that it emitted six raj’s; in

accordance with the order of Shin Arahan-rahantii in the

year 497 (A.n. 1105), jeya year, on the day of the full

moon of Kason, according to the original grant of sacred

land and slaves for the Tan-kyi (‘ stop-look ’) Pagoda on

the summit of the Hirannaka hill, in order that they might

he permanent, ordering a new inscription to be cut he

confirmed the grant. As for the land granted . . . .

(boundaries) .... and in order that there might be

molasses, etc., for renewing the stucco, he granted the

village of Teegyit and 30 pe of land and 40 slaves with

their four head men, ISga Satiya, Nga Mawya, Nga
Youkpon, and Nga Tainaya. In the year 558 King

Narapati-tsee-thoo, renewing the pagoda of his great-

grandfather, Anuraddhii, built a monastery, and granted

the following lands .... and slaves . . . .

(30000000 dasama bhaga) a tenth part of the land

revenue, so that, by means of that revenue and those slaves,

there should be no diminution of advantage to the excellent

religion, and in accordance with these offerings, in the 3"ear

1147 (a.d. 1785), on Friday, the 9th waning of Thadingyut

month, at (a certain hour) the Lord of Amarapura, Lord

of many white elephants, the King of righteousness, pouring

water from a golden pitcher, re-confirmed the grant and

inscribed a stone.”

It is to be hoped that the Government of Burma will

publish some scholarlike notes in English on this collection.

There is no need of a complete translation, but it will bo of

great importance to know what inscriptions are to be found

in Upper Burma of a date earlier than those at Bangoon,

which were made in A.n. 1485. If there is an inscription in

Burmese at Buddhagaya bearing the date A.n. 1306, there

ought to be early inscriptions in Burma, and presumably

there should be still inscriptions at I'ugan, though pc'rhaps

buried, in the same characters as those which are found
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in the Jataka t iblots on the Mangala cetl built by Nara-

siha-pati in a.d. 1250.

A paper on the Burmese months would also bo of great

interest, but we get very little from Burma nowadays.

r.\Li Inscription.

(p. G41.) Jeyatu. In the year 518 (a.d. 115G) ' . . . .

navamsa
|
sato dhiivara kappa'ta

|
bhummi antavaye rammo

|

. . . . sacasantake
|
pubbe sanda inahanajje

|
siitiye

atirammake
|
siivattlya purathane

|

vasante pufinavaddhate
|

tassa punne .... ramrae
|

niinarupavicittare
|
sabba

pubba parathite
|

ti bhunime ca mahiisane
|
vaso vatta pari

piiro
I
cakka vaddhi aticchino

|
tassa iicariyo ‘tcro

|

parahitanca

icchito
I
visuddha sila sampaniio

|

tipitakavisiirado
|
ariya

saddhamma^iilo
|
yo niimena so piikato

|
hutva bahusuto

‘tero
I
icchako cakkavaddhito

|
maccherino padamesa

|
andhe

gandhe naggahena
|

jetinara bhikkhu ‘tero
|
tibhumme viisi

vihare
|

jinavaihsoti yo ‘tero
|
garuhi samraato scttho

|

kasma ajanasTlatthii
|
sammato eva so bhikkhn

|
asiidha

savippa vadi
|

jino sabba inahajanaih
|
mettodakena siucino

|

varadhammassa patthino
|

jinavamso maha‘tero
|
santo sabba-

pnjaraho
|
dasavatthu pariccago

|
saha saiighena kappati

]

ragindati dhammena riitinda ti silasii
|
esa ‘tero jinavaih so

vatte sabba
|

.... to
|

jeyatu.

R. F. St. Andrew Sr. John.

Wadham College, Oxon.

Die PHII.OSOPHISCHEN Abhandlungen des Ja'qCb ben

Ishaq Alkindi, zum ersien Male heracsgegeben

von Dr. Albino Nagy [Beitraege zur Geschichte der

Philosophic des Mittelatters. Texte u. Uiitersuchungen

herauseeseben von Dr. C. Baeumker und Dr. G. Frh. v.

Hertling, vol. ii, part 5]. 8vo
; pp. xxxiv and 82.

(Miinster, 1897.)

This publication gives us the Latin translations of all the

philosophical writings known of Alkindi, “ the Philosopher

* Sakkaraj 518 I take to be tbe current Burma era.
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of the Arabs.” The originals, however, are still to be

discovered. The only works of his in existence besides these

are a few astronomical treatises in Hebrew translation of

which Steinschneider has given account. This is all we
possess of the very numerous list of writings of a man who
exercised great influence on Arabic, Jewish, and Cbristian

scholastic philosophy and the sciences connected with the

same. For the first time we now see in print the Latin

translations of three treatises, viz. de intellectu (in two

versions), de somno et vidone, and de quinque essentiis, which

bear the name of Alkindi. To these a fourth, viz. liber

introductorius in artem loyicae deinoiidratioim, is added,

attributed to a certain Muhammed, who is said to have been

a pupil of Alkindi. Dr. Nagy is inclined to regard this

Muhammed as identical with Alfarabi, W’ho, though not

a pupil, was a disciple of Alkindi. The evidence brought

forward to make this probable is not very strong. The

term ‘ coUectus
’

used in the title of the ti eatise in question

might equally w^ell be interpreted to signif}’’ that it was

composed from notes taken from Alkindi’s lectures and

compiled by some otherwise unknown person of the very

common name Muhammed.

Dr. Nagy’s introduction gives a very lucid epitome of all

four treatises. Unfortunately, the Arabic quotations which

are scattered through the whole book are not so satisfactory,

which is all the more regrettable, as they are merely re-

produced from printed w'prks. Page viii, 1. 10, r. ;

ibid., zusammengesetzte is a misprint for zusamtnengedrdngte,

as Fluegel righth^ translates
;

ibid., rem. 2, is not

the plural of the one being feminine, the other

masculine. P. xx, 1. 20, r. ^ ; p. xxvi, 1. 9, r.
;

p. xxix, 1. 3, r. JlA 1! iUl ^ as Fluegel and lAUs. P. 67,

r. aud 218 for 128. Dr. Nagy does not reproduce the

expressions for the five senses mentioned by A1 Shahrastani,

hut the objects perceived by them. P. 70, 1. 13, r. ;

p. 81, 1. 3 from the bottom, r. .

The editor is much more at home in his critical treatment
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of the Latin texts. Not only has he based tliera on a careful

collation of a series of M8S., but he also gives a synopsis

of all codices to be found in European libraries, and

endeavours to establish their relationship to the archtvpes.

Students of mediaeval and particularly Arabic philosophy

are indebted to Dr. Nagy for his publication.

II. IIlRSCHFEU).

Theodori Abu Kurra pe Cultu Lmagixum eibei-lum e

COUICE ARABICO XUNC PRIMUM EDIDIT LATINE VERTIT

iLLUSTRAViT Rev. I. Arendzen, D.Ph. 8vo
; pp. 52

and 50 (Arab.). (Bonnae, 1897.)

Dr. Arcndzen’s edition of Theodorus Abu Qurra’s treatise

on image Worship leads the reader through the period of

iconoclastic struggle. The hostile attitude adopted towards

image worship by Byzantine rulers was naturally accentuated

in Moslim countries. Abu Qurra’s defence of image worship

occupies a prominent place in the polemical literature on

this subject, because it oversteps the narrow limit of

dogmatic litigation within the Christian Church, and

presents itself as a vindication of the tenets of the Christian

faith against Judaism and Islam.

The uncertainty hitherto prevailing regarding the author

of our treatise is removed by Dr. Arendzen, who shows

him to have been identical with the Bishop Simon of

Harriin and Nisibis, who lived at the time of the Khalila

Harun al-Rashld. His epoch would thus be half a century

earlier than that ascribed to him by other scholars, who
confounded our Theodorus with others of the same name

who took part in the famous litigation. Dr. Arendzen

further endeavours to prove that the book was originally

written in Arabic. In this assertion he is undoubtedly

right. The cautious manner in Avhich lollowers of Islam

are treated is best explained by the circumstance that the

author lived in a country under Moslim rule and wrote in

the vernacular. Phrases like “the opponents of Christianit}',

especially those who boast of a book revealed to them,”
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or “others than thou, 0 Jew!’’ refer to Mosliins. The

Jews, on the other hand, are much more openly attacked.

An interesting feature in the book are the Arabic

translations of passages of the Old and New Testaments.

These are the oldest specimens known, since Sa'adyah’s

translation of the Old Testament was not made till about

150 years later. The question is from what text Abu
Qurra’s translations are made. Several instances, notably

1 Chron
,
xxix, 20 (p. 16, = tou Qeov ^fioyv), point to

the LXX as the original. The same is the case with Isaiah,

xlix, 14-16 (p. 26). As regards 3 Reg., ii, 19 (p. 16), we

agree with Dr. Arendzen that Abu Qurra did not follow the

Greek text, but it seems that he discarded it in this case

in order not to lose an important argument in favour of his

view. An instance of paraphrastic translation is given in

Exodus, xxviii, 12 (p. 24), where the words Labs
“ one stone on one side and one stone on the

other ” are inserted, but are fitted into the context in sucli

a manner that it cannot be assumed that they originally

formed a marginal note put into the text by a copyist. It

seems, therefore, that Abu Qurra, whilst consulting the

Septuagint, translated afresh from the Hebrew original.

In his treatment of the Arabic text Dr. Arendzen betrays

considerable skill. He has done well not to delete the

author’s orthographical peculiarities in favour of classical

spelling, because they are of special importance in so com-

paratively early a work as Abu Qurra’s. Dr. Arendzen

has duly called the attention of the reader to this fact as

well as to certain vulgar forms and Syriasms (pp. xvii seqq.).

Two autotyped specimen pages give evidence of the palaeo-

graphical interest attached to tlie codex, which is written in

later Cufic characters, greatly resembling the Maghribine

style. Of misprints I have noticed (v. p. iv, and

XXXV (r xxv), p. 19, rein. 1.

The little book, which served as Doctor’s dissertation at

the University of Donn, justifies the hope that the editor

will do more good work in the little -known field of

Christian- Arabic literature.

II. IIlRSCHFKLU.
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Syria and Egypt from the Tell el Amarna Leiters.

By W. M. Flinders Petrie, D.C.L., etc. (London:

Methuen & Co., 189S.)

The Tell el Amarna letters still attract the attention of

scholars, and will probably continue to do so for many years

to come. In the present work Professor Petrie has brour;ht

to bear upon them that analytic and co-ordinated method

for which he is renowned, the result being a tabulation of

all the important points revealed by these remarkable docu-

ments, by means of which a clear view of the ground they

cover may readily be obtained. His own knowledge of the

geography of Syria and Egypt, the countries that he has

explored for so many years, naturally stand the author

in good stedd.

Professor Petrie divides these letters into three classes:

(1) Royal letters and others during the peaceful times of

Amenhotep III and early in Araenhotep IV; (2) the

North Syrian War; (3) the South Syrian or Palestine War.

The letters of the period of the peace are from the

various rulers of Syria and Babylonia, and the island of

Cyprus (Alashia) to Xemutria (Amenhotep III), concerning

the various matters that interested the people of that remote

age in the East, such as the sending of presents in the

hope of getting something more valuable, or more worth

having, in return, etc. In the case of Dushratta, king of

Mitanni, there is reference to his sister Gilukhipa, whom
Amenophis III had taken to wife, and to certain political

events that took place at the beginning of Dushratta’s

reign. This correspondence resulted, as will be remembered,

in the marriage of Tadu-khipa, Dushratta’s daughter, to

the Egyptian king. To this period belong the letters of

Kallima-Sin (I learn from Professor Sayce that Dr. Knudtzon,

who has been revising these inscriptions, has discovered that

this name is, in reality, that of the well-known king

Eadashman-Bel) of Babylonia, Burraburiash of the same
place, Asshur-uballit and Rammanu-nirari of Assyria, and
many petty governors and rulers of the districts around.
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In the second class,
“ the main backbone of the sequence,”

as Professor Petrie puts it, is in the history of Pib-Addi,

governor of Gebal, and faithful ally of Egypt in those

troublous days. To this period belong Zimreda of Sidon,

Abi-milki of Tyre, Aziru, Rib-Addi’s foe, and many other

persons well known at the time, but whose names have

only been restored to history by these remarkable letters.

The third class or section of the correspondence, which

refers to the South Syrian or Palestine war, is that to

which the letters of “ Abd-khiba ” or Ebed-tob, king

of Jerusalem, belong. To this series belong also Lapaya

of Gezer, Biridia of Megiddo, Addu-dayan, Dagan-takala,

and. many others, including Zimreda of Lachish.

Besides the classified summaries of the letters, which are

given on the lines here indicated, there are biographical

outlines of the principal persons, indexes of persons and

places, and a list, occupying twenty-nine pages, of places

identified. This last will probably be recognized by many
as one of the more valuable portions of the book, on account

of the author’s knowledge of both Syria and Egypt.

Although one cannot help sympathizing with Professor

Petrie in his view of the question of the transliteration of

proper names, in which many strange and doubt-inspiring

symbols are often employed, one feels a certain amount of

difficulty in following him in all that he says with regard

to the avoidance of diacritic marks. If we could be certain

that all the words, or even most of the words, containing

the sound transliterated by him as s/i, really contained that

sound, or even an approximation to it, no English scholar

would, in all probability, use, to express it, a single letter

with a diacritic mark. The fact is, however, that this

sound, like several others in Assyrian, is very uncertain,

and at one period it was often, perhaps generally, pronounced

as simple s, as the Aramaic dockets show. With regard to

the sound that he transliterates by M, that had two, perhaps

three, different sounds—at any rate, it had to do duty for

three different letters, namely,
^

/t/f, - //, and ^ ff/i. In this

very correspondence, in the name Rib-Addi, “Iladad’s prince,”
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we find the variant spelling
| liT ’"Hh

that is, with Professor Petrie’s spelling, Rib-Khaddi— a

pronunciation that most scholars will probably regard as

impossible. As the Assyro - Babylonian syllabary was

defective, and had no //, the scribe on this one occasion

used the sound for the hard khetb or the ghnin instead
;
and

bow often the sound transcribed by Professor Petrie as kh

really bad the sound of kheth, and how often it stood for

h and gh, or even h, we do not always know. The tran-

scription of the equivalent of teth by dh ought also to be

avoided, and the insertion of a hyphen between the

component parts of a compound name, such as Addu-dayan,

Addu-raikbir, etc., is almost a necessity, and one test of

a good transcription.'

It is noteworthy that the personal name given by the

author as Shuwardata seems to be preserved in the Egyptian

place-name Suardeh (Suarda, Surda), and Suakin is a parallel

to it.

T. G. Pinches.

XoTEs d’Epigraphie: arameenne, par M. le Marquis de

Vogue. (Paris, 1897.)

Under the above title that indefatigable scholar, the

^[arquis de Vogiie, has collected and reissued some of the

papers contributed by him to the Journal Asiatique during

the last two years. This collection forms a small book of

eighty-two pages, treating of inscriptions from various parts

of AVestern Asia, in Nabathean, Syriac, and Greek.

The first text treated of was discovered and copied by

Captain Aug. Henry Frazer at Petra more than forty years

ago, and is an illustration of what one, ignorant of a

language or script though he be, may be able to do, if he

have the skill and patience to make, when travelling,

a careful copy of such records as he may come across. The

* I hare, in many cases, retained Professor Petrie’s method of transcription in

this notice, in order to avoid confusion in the reader’s mind.
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discoverer of tlie inscription unfortunately died shortly after

he had made the copy, and his papers, including the text

in question, were collected by Sir W. P. Wood, British

Consul - General at Damascus. Mr. Hogg, an English

scholar, published a facsimile of Captain Frazer’s copy in

the Transactions of the Ro'/al Society of Literature in 1856,

but no notice was taken of the text, which remained, to all

intents and purposes, buried, until Euting unearthed it once

more, and communicated it to the author. This inscription,

Avhich is in five long lines, refers to the rock-cut. tomb over

which it is engraved, and the regulations for burial therein.

The author has been able to supplement his first description

(which was based on Frazer’s copy alone) in a further

communication (pp. 32-43), based on a fresh copy and

a squeeze made by Father Vincent, by which many things

doubtful in Frazer’s copy are put right. Further observa-

tions and details concerning the inscription are given farther

on in the book, with a plan and sections of the tomb.

The first Graeco -Homan inscription treated of is in

Homan characters, above and on each side of a female bust

sculptured on a votive altar. The text records the fulfilment

of a vow by the priestess Ilochrnaea to the god Hadaranes,

this vow consisting in abstention from bread for the period

of twenty j’ears—an abstinence of which no other exainp’e

is found in the inscriptions. The second inscription was

discovered in the Anti-Lebanon by Father Jullien, and is

written in Greek. Its chief interest lies in the transcription

of the Semitic proper names which it contains.

Among other interesting texts may be mentioned that

of the sanctuary known as El-Mer, which is an inscription

referring to a statue of the Nabathean king Ohodat, probably

the second of the name. The statue referred to was raised,

according to the" inscription, by the sons of Houelnu, son

of Hatisu, son of pDDS, which last name the author reads

I’et-Ammon, which, if correct, would seem to show that the

ancestor of those who set up the statue was an Egyptian.

T. G. Pinches.
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Bibliotheca Lindesiana. Hand -List of Oriental

Manuscripts — Arabic, Persian, Turkish. By
Michael Kerney. 1898.

The collection of Oriental 3ISS. at Haigh Hall is, as

stated in the Introduction to this Hand-List, sufficient!}' large

to entitle it to rank among the most considerable of its

kind, and to surpass any other private collection.

The present Hand-List is an Index to the Manuscript

Catalogue of the Library, which, it is hoped, may at some

time be printed in full, as we gather from Lord Crawford’s

Preface is contemplated.

The collection was begun by the late Lord Crawford

during his travels in 1836-37 : it has been added to by

the acquirement in 1866 of 631 volumes collected by

^Ir. Nathaniel Bland, in 1868 of 717 belonging to Colonel

G. II. Hamilton, and others at various times since in small

numbers. The total of the Arabic, Persian, and Turkish

MSS. now amounts to 1,850.

In the list the MSS. are given alphabetically under the

three divisions of languages, the name of the author, when
known, being the primary, and the name of the work the

secondary entry, a few w'ords of description of the subject

of the work, its size, and date of the writing being added.

In the Introduction a good summary of them is given under

the various usual classes of subjects.

The Arabic section comprises 773 MSS., traditions, law,

scitnce, history, and language being well represented.

Of Persian there are 912 MSS., including several works

in all the classes, and in some, especially history and poetrv,

very many. Under poetry are the works of 100 poets.

The Turkish collection is, as said in the Introduction,

“naturally not very great in extent, but includes several

of the most celebrated books in the literature.” There

are 165 works.

The book has been carefully prepared and edited, and
will be of use to students wishing to refer to MSS. in these

languages.

j.K.A.s. 1898. 43

1
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Unfortunately Mr. Kerney has adopted a mode of trans-

literation which, as he truly says, is not identical with any

other. The chief peculiarity of it is the representation

of by f, of
^

by x, and of ^ by the Irish </, 5. A Table

of the transliteration and alphabet is, however, given, but

it takes some little time to be reconciled, for instance, to the

appearance of in the form of 3iyac

ad Din X’and Amir.
0. C.

Gleanings in Buddha-Fields. By Lafcardio Hearn.

8 VO
; pp. 296. (London : Harpers, 1898. Price 6s.)

This book consists of eleven essays on as many subjects

of Japanese life. Like all the work that comes from its

gitted author, it is characterized throughout by a deep and

accurate knowledge
; a S3nnpathy that throws light on

much that would, without it, remain hopelessl}' obscure;

and a charm of style and expression as refreshing as it is,

uiifortunatel}^ rare in books about the East.

The first of these essays is a .touching storv, charmingly

told, of a peasant farmer, Hamaguchi Gohei, of Arita, in

the province of Kushi, who, as a result of heroic action

performed at a time of public calamity, became a god, in

the eyes of the people, during his life. And he deserved it.

And he deserved also to have found, in these distant days,

a chronicler from the far West who could record, in language

so simple and so fitting, his bravery and his reward.

The second essay is on ‘vulgar songs,’ snatches of melody

heard in the streets from the mouth of the people—very

sweet and tender
;
and woven, by the skill of the teller,

into a plaintive story of love.

The third is mere ‘notes of a trip to Kyoto.’ But they

have caught the inspiration of the grace of Japan, and are

full, too, of subtle observation and suggestive comment.

The fourth is entitled siinpU' ‘Dust’; hut it penetrates

dceplj" into the heart of Buddhist— or rather Indian—
mysticism as modified by Japanese thought. “ This dust
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has felt. It has been everything we know, much that we

cannot know, nebula and star, planet and moon, times

unspeakable .... Thou hast been sun, and sun thou

shalt become again. Thou hast been Light, Life, Love :

and into all these, by ceaseless cosmic magic, thou shalt

many times be turned again.”

‘Faces in Japanese Art’ explains much that seems, at

first sight, weird and fanciful in Japanese pictures. And
in this essay and in that on the town of Osaka, we have

the comparison, by an observer of unusual insight, of the

essential ditFerences between the way of looking at things

ethical and artistic in the East, and in the West.

The essay on Nirvana does not pretend, of course, to give

the views of the Buddha himself, or of the early Buddhists,

on the merfuing of that much misunderstood conception.

But it is full of suggestion to anyone who is occupied with

the study of the !Maha-yana Buddhism. And it is most

interesting to notice how the writer, in weaving into his

exposition of the later doctrine passages from the earlier

documents which the Mahavanists never knew, has un-

willingly proved how intimately the early and the later

speculations are really connected together, how easy were

the steps that led gradually on from the one to the other.

It would be diflBcult to name a paper which is more successful

in making intelligible to Western minds the intricacies and

the beauties of what we are apt to think bizarre in Eastern

thought. And no one engaged in editing a Sanskrit

Buddhist text should omit to devote a careful study to this

most valuable and subtle paper.
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NOTES OF THE QUARTER
(April, May, June, 1898.)

T. General Meetings of the Royal Asiatic Society.

April 5, 1898.—Sir Raymond West (Vice-President) in

the Chair.

It was announced that

—

Mr. W. E. M. Tomlinson, M.P.,

Mr. C. Tirumalaya Naidu,

Mr. n. W. Stevens,

Mr. David Lopes,

had been elected members of the Society.

The Rev. Dr. Witton Davies read a paper on “ Magic

and Demonology among the Hebrews and related peoples.”

A discussion followed, in which Dr. Gaster, Mr. Kennedy,

Miss Frere, Mr. Pinches, and the Secretary took part.

May 10, Anniversary Meeting .—Lord Reay (President) in

the Chair.

It was announced that

—

Mr. George Maxwell,

]\Ir. H. Y. S. Davids,

Mr. Aubrey Temple Frere,

had been elected members of the Society.
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The following Report of the Council for the year 1897

was then read by the Secretary :

—

Report of the Council for the Year 1897.

The Council regret to report the loss, by death or

retirement, of the following thirty-two members :

—

There have died

—

1. Mr. Ney Elias,

2. Sir A. W. Franks,

3. Rev. Dr. Legge,

4. Mr. Gordon Clarke,

5. General G. G. Alexander,

6. Mr. F. Holmwood,

7. Mr. Hugh Nevill,

8. Professor Sundaram Pillai,

9. Sir Atar Singh,

10.

Sir W. E. Maxwell.

There have resigned

—

1. Dr. Arbib,

2. Mr. W. G. Aston,

3. Mr. A. F. Baillie,

4. Mr. V. S. Balasundra,

5. Mr. Kalipada Banerji,

6. Mr. T. J. Desai,

7. Lord Duflferin,

8. Mr. K. B. Dutt,

9. Mr. A. S. Gour,

10. Prince Harbhanji of Morvi,

11. Mr. C. Johnston,

12. Mr. W. P. Ker,

13. Mr. R. J. Lake,

14. Dr. J. Leon,

15. Mr. G. McCorkell,

16. Mr. E. C. Mann,

17. Mr. Mukand Lai,

18. Rev. J. Ormiston,
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19.

General G. G. Pearse,

Mr. AV. H. Hylands,

21. Professor G. Stack,

22. Professor M. Tcheraz.

On the other hand, the following thirty-nine new members

have been elected :

—

1. Mr. S. L. Bensusan,

2. Mr. R. Burn,

6. Professor J. F. Blurnhardt,

4. Mr. B. 1). Bryson,

5. Mr. M. Cuniiey,

6. Mr. II. AV. Cave.

7. Professor M. N. Chatterjea,

^ 8. Air. A. C. Chatterj ee,

9.

Airs. C. L. Daniels,

10. Air. Devchaud Uttamchand,

11. Air. A. G. Ellis,

12. Air. R. Eve,

13. Aliss AI. Frere,

14. Professor G. K. Gokhale,

15. Air. A. Rhuvou Guest,

16. Air. II. Haddad,

17. Air. H. N. Ilaridas,

18. Mr. Gray Hill,

19. Airs. Brian Hodgson,

20. Air. H. AA’^. Hogg,

21. Air. G. S. Iyer,

22. Air. Joseph Kennedy,

23. Rev. J. Lindsay,

24. Rev. Dr. Alills,

25. Dr. T. Madavara Xair,

26. His Excellency Felice Naissa.

27. Rev. A. AV. Oxford,

28. Air. G. Pararaesvaram Pillai.

29. Air. A. T. Pringle,

30. Mr. J. P. Rawlins,

31. Mrs. Elizabeth Reed,
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32. Mr. J. N. Reuter,

33. Mrs. Enriqueta Rylands,

34. Mr. E. W. Smith,

35. Mr. W. S. Talbot,

36. Mr. G. P. Tate,

37. Mr. K B. Vakil,

38. Mr. D. E. Wacha,

39. Mr. G. Zaidau.

Of the subscribing Libraries none have retired, and the

Khedivial Library, Cairo, has been added to the list.

The result is an addition of eight to the number of our

paying members, bringing up the total to 532, the largest

)i umber yet reached since the Society was founded. This

is the more satisfactory as the increase this year follows

on increases in the previous years. Ten years ago the

jiumber was 411, so that since that time the slow but

steady Improvement to 532 has added nearly 30 per cent,

to the total. Such increase, as the Council have repeatedly

felt obliged to remind the Society in previous reports, is

all the more vital to the interests of the Society, since

there is a slow but continual decrease in the number of

the resident members, who pay three guineas a year. The

increase is entirely confined to the non-resident members,

who pay only thirty shillings. Two new non-resident

members, therefore, only just make up the decrease of

revenue from the loss of one resident member; so that

whereas the increase of eight non-resident mejubers would

have meant an increase of £12 in receipts from subscriptions,

tlie actual nett increase over last year amounts only to

£S 19s. Id., and over the year before that to £10 13s. \d.

The total nett receipts of the Society for the year came to

£1,244 2s. ^d., which, after paying the rent and the expenses

of the office and library, has enabled the Council to spend

£15 towards the preparation of a much needed catalogue

of the Society’s Sanskrit MSS., to put by a sum of £26 7s. 6^/.

in the savings bank, and to spend a little extra on the

Journal, including £18 due for special Oriental type used
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last year, the bills for which came in during this year.

The cost of the Journal this year is accordingly £341, as

against £288 11s. Ilf/, last year.

During the year the Council have issued a special appeal

for subscriptions to a fund to found a medal in memory

of the completion of sixty years of Her Majesty’s reign,

to be presented once every three years to a subject of the

Queen in recognition of distinguished service in Oriental

research. The Council, on the report of the special

committee appointed to consider the question, have chosen

as the first recipient of the medal Professor E. B. Cowell, of

Cambridge
;
and the formal presentation of the medal to

him will take place this session. The amount received

has not been sufficient to found the medal in perpetuity.

To do that a sum of £350 would be required, and the

subscriptions amount only to £99 18s. Gf/., of which

£83 17s. 6f/. was received during the year 1897. This is

sufficient only to have the dies engraved and two medals

struck. But the Council thought it wiser to act at once

as far as the funds subscribed allowed, rather than wait

an indefinite time for the completion of the foundation.

The Council trust that the Society will approve the course

they have adopted under the circumstances, and will provide

the necessary funds to make the medal a permanent

institution. As the account stands now one more medal

can be awarded, and there is a trifle over towards the

third. A few more subscriptions would make at least

the third medal a certainty.

The Society will notice with gratification the other

innovation in the statement of account—the appearance,

namel}’, of the Oriental Translation Fund as a separate

Fund. The re-establishment of this fund will, in after

years, be considered as a notable landmark in the history

of Oriental studies in England
;
and the Society cannot too

often renew the expression of its thanks to Mr. Arbuthnot

for his long-continued services, both of time and of money,

in this matter, and also to Lord ^^orthbrook, Mr. Sturdy, and

General Gosset for their generous contributions to this
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important undertaking. There are numerous MSS. of

historical value in various branches of Oriental research

still lying unread, unedited, and untranslated, on the Societj-’s

shelves. There are competent scholars willing to devote

their ability to the work. All tbat is wanted is the necessary

funds. To give to a work that will add to human knowledge

is certainly one of the most useful, because most permanently

effective, forms of giving
;
and the Council confidently hope

that the members of the Societ}’’ will not allow this fund,

now again started after so much difficulty, to lapse through

neglect. It is a fund which most especially deserves to

be remembered by way of bequest.

This fund deals only with translations. Both the French

and the German Societies publish from time to time either

texts or monographs too long to appear in the Journal, and

yet of great importance from the point of view of Oriental

research. The Council have it in contemplation to start, if

possible, a similar series of volumes to be called “ Asiatic

Studies,” and the question as to the form and method of

the publication of the first of these volumes is at present

under the consideration of the Council. It is proposed that

the first volume shall be on the Historical Geography of

Bagdad, by Mr. Guy le Strange.

During the year the Council have, under suitable pre-

cautions, lent seventeen MSS. from the collections of the

Society to scholars engaged in actual research, eight of

these having been so lent to foreign scholars. The Council

regard the loan of MSS. in this way as a very important

aid to Oriental studies
;
and are especially glad, by the loans

to foreign scholars, to do sometliing to acknowledge the

generous way iii which foreign libraries so often render

assistance, by similar loans, to English students.

The Council have w’atched during the year with constant

care the progress of the movement towards the establishment

of such an Oriental School in London as would be worthy

of the imperial position of England in the East. The

Government have introduced their Bill for the establishment

of a Teaching University of London with which any such
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Oriental School would best be connected. The Hill has

passed the House of Lords and is expected to pass the

House of Commons this session. As soon as this necessary

preliminary is settled the Council will proceed to take such

active steps as may be necessary to carry out the resolution

passed by the Society at the general meeting of 1897.

The Council have devoted constant care to the selection

of the articles and shorter papers to appear in the Journal

;

and trust that both in the variety and interest of the

subjects dealt with, and in the high standard of the scholar-

ship shown in the articles themselves, they have been able

to maintain the high reputation of the Society’s Journal.

In accordance with the Auditors’ report, the Council re-

commend that the following names be struck out of our

list of members for default :

—

Mr. D. D. Datta,

!Mr. P. lleni Madho,

Mr. W. S. Blunt,

Mr. S. C. Mukerji,

Mr. Nurallah Shah.

In accordance with Rule 22, five gentlemen retire this

year from the Council

—

Professor Bendall,

Dr. Gaster,

Mr. Rapson,

Professor Douglas,

Mr. E. Delmar Morgan.

The Council recommend the election of

—

Professor Bendall,

Mr. Lewin Bowring,

Dr. Gaster,

Mr. H. C. Kay,

Mr. James Kennedy.

In accordance with Rule 21, Sir William Wilson Hunter,

K.C.S.I., and Professor Sayce retire from the Vice-Presidency,

and the Council recommend that they be re-elected for a

further term of three years.
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The Council have, on several occasions during this year,

received very valuable advice and assistance from Mr.

Alexander Hayman Wilson, son of the distinguished

founder of the Society, who is kind enough to act as our

Honorary Solicitor. The Council wish to propose a special

vote of thanks to Mr. A. H. Wilson for his services to

the Society.

The Council regret to have to announce the loss during

the year of three Honorary Members—Sir S3^ed Ahmad
Khan, K.C.S.I., Signor Gayangos, and Hofrath Dr. Biihler,

C.I.E. This is not the place to detail the services rendered

bj" each of these distinguished men to the objects the Society

was founded to promote. They will he recorded in the

obituary columns of the Journal.

The Council recommend the election in their stead of

Professor Guidi, Professor Kielhorn, and Prince Vajira

Nana Varorasa.

The usual statement of account is laid on the table.

Mr. Bowring said he had been asked to submit to the

meeting the Resolution adopting the Rejjort. He was glad

to see an increase in the members of the Society, while the

financial equilibrium was very satisfactorJ^ It occurred

to him in looking through the list of members that the

proportion of native gentlemen of India was rather small

;

and that it might be possible to stimulate their interest in

the Society’s proceedings. Many of them are highly

cultured, and should be able to advance the progress of

Oriental learning.

In these daj's of advertisements, when the main object

seems to be to popularize everything, people are content

with reading the daily journals, illustrated magazines,

novels, and so forth, so that it is very difficult to get them

to turn their attention to abstruse subjects. Tlie Govern-

ment, however, might he induced to take a more prominent

position in assisting this Society by establishing an Oriental

College, so as to enable young fellows to proceed to the

East with some elementary knowledge of the language of

the country to which they are destined. At present the
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so-calle3 Student Interpreters go out to China absolutely

ignorant of the language, as is also the case with the

Chinese Customs Service.

This Society cannot perhaps offer such novelties in

discovery as the Geographical Society, hut the recent

identitication of lluddha’s birthplace was of the greatest

historical interest, while Mr. Rice’s find of an inscription

of Asoka so far south as Mysore was of no little value. In

that part of Southern India there is a vast number of

inscriptions on stone, generally placed in front of temples,

which, when deciphered, take us back nearly 1,000 years,

and are the source of curious information about the earlier

Hindu dynasties. Then there is a mass of legendary

history, called Sthal Puriinas, recording more or less

accurately popular traditions and the folklore of the country.

So far, the labour of deciphering these ancient records has

devolved mainly on busy European officials, who have little

time to devote to the subject, but if the Societ}*^ could see

their way to induce the natives of India to take it up,

he felt sure that the membership of the Society, and the

work it accomplished, would be greatly increased.

He proposed the adoption of the Report in its entirety.

Dr. Gastev said it was with great pleasure he seconded

the adoption of the Report. One point especially had to be

recommended, and that was not the financial progress or

the increased membership of the Society, but the progress

of the scientific importance of the Society, as manifested

in its publications. These—and especially the Journal

—

ought to be prized higher than any other work the Society

could achieve. On even glancing over the volumes of the

Journal they could see there how almost every branch of

inquiry was treated, not merely Indian questions, but every

side of historical science that deals with Arabia, China, or

any other part of' Asia, its literature, its thought, its legends,

its geography, in fact every point and every question that

could assist them in understanding the past, and by under-

standing the past to understand the present. He thought
the progress made in this respect in recent years should
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be a source of unalloyed gratification to them all. Bv the

work the Society had already achieved a solid foundation

had been laid for the work of the new University they

all longed for, wliere the student would slowly mature into

the scholar, making use as he did so of the valuable library

the Society had built up to guide him in his studies. It

gave him great pleasure to second the Resolution. (Cheers.)

Lord Rtay

:

Before putting the question I do not wish to

add much to what has been said by the mover and seconder

of the Resolution, but there is one question to which I know
you will permit me to make some allusion.

The Royal Asiatic Society is undoubtedly, in this country,

the representative of all that concerns the development of

Oriental studies, and on many occasions we have pointed

out how very important it was that no time should be

lost in increasing the opportunities, and especially in

securing that greater use should be made of existing

opportunities than has hitherto been the case, with regard

to these all-important studies.

Now, at last, I think there is a fair prospect that

the University Bill will pass the House of Commons. I

am happy to say that with regard to that Bill the House

of Lords has a very clean bill of health. It has never

in the slightest degree obstructed it. It has always passed

it rapidly, and it certainly cannot be said that the House

of Lords has in any way been the cause of retarding a

measure which London, I may say, so desperately wants.

Now in order to show to this meeting the very great

importance of this branch of University studies, our Secretary

has collected information of a very important character

as to the provisions made for Oriental teaching in some

of the capitals of Europe.

This document, as all such returns ought to be, is full

of details with which it would be tedious to trouble you.

But the general results at least may be stated. There

are in Baris 48 profe.ssors, 4 assistant professors, and 6

native teachers of the colloquial. In Vienna there are

22 jjrofessors, 4 assistant professors, and 14 lecturers or
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native teachers. In Berlin there are 16 professors, 13

assistant professors, and 8 lecturers. In St. Petersburg

there are 17 professors and 3 teachers of colloquial Arabic,

Turkish, and Persian; and the returns from this capital

are not yet complete.

To take the shortest of these lists as a specimen, I

shall give some of the details as to Berlin. We find there

two professors of Semitic, one of Assyriology, one of

the languages of India (more especially Sanskrit), one

of Arabic, one of comparative philology, and one of

Aegyptology
;

assistant professors of Semitic literature,

comparative philology, Arabic, Indian languages, and

Chinese; and Privat-docenten or lecturers on Semitic

philology, Tibetan, and Sanskrit. Then besides all the

above there is a special Oriental Institute presided over

by our distinguished honorary member Professor Sachau,

at which there are seven professors of Chinese, Japanese,

Arabic (2), Turkish, Swaheli, and Ilerero; eight assistant

])rofessors on similar subjects (really even this shortest of

the lists is too long to read in full), and five teachers of

the colloquial. Every student at this institute—and they

numbered last j^ear no less than 160—has to be a matri-

culated member of the University, and the fee for the

whole set of lectures is only os.

The details in the other cases are not quite the same,

but they are of a similar kind
;
and I would invite your

special attention to certain points. In the first place all

these opportunities for Oriental learning are in addition

to the opportunities—and very considerable opportunities

—

provided in the provinces. Then they are all provided in

close connection with the national universities established

in the various capitals. The mode of connection varies, but

the connection is real and close. Then, besides the teachers,

there are also provided, in every case, the necessary

buildings, rent free, magnificent libraries, funds for the

publication of historical and philological monographs, and in

most cases stipends or bursaries, or grants of one sort or

another, for poor students. The whole of this expenditure

j.R.A.s. 1898. 44
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is defrayed by the governments
;
and though the sum is

not large compared with the revenues of the various states,

it amounts in each instance to between twelve and eighteen

thousand a year.

In London, on the other hand, while we find at University

and King’s Colleges the names of seventeen gentlemen

entered as professors or lecturers on Oriental subjects, there

is only one of them who receives any salary at all, and

that is from a private bequest. The rest, having to earn

their living by such pursuits as are available to them, are

thereby prevented from applying their time either to their

work as teachers or to the pursuit of Oriental study. The

number of students, as we might naturally expect, is

ridiculously small, about one student for each of these

professors, who are, unfortunately, professors only in name.

And the Government of England, as it does nothing towards

supplying teachers, so also for the necessary rooms, and

libraries, and means of publication, contributes nothing.

Now this state of things, I venture to say, is nothing

less than a disgrace to this country—(hear, hear)—all the

more because, notwithstanding the neutrality (one can

hardly call it benevolent neutralit}') of the Government in

this country, there has been a very considerable exercise

of private initiative, and a notable amount of Oriental

research, carried out on an altruistic basis. We owe,

indeed, a debt of gratitude to those learned scholars who,

without any encouragement from the Government or from

their own countrymen, have upheld the honour of England

in these matters.

It was an Indian scholar, Piinini, who first laid the

basis of philology by his work on Sanskrit. An ever-

growing interest in the science of philology has followed

on the discovery of Sanskrit, and it has become a com-

paratively easy task to explain the differences between the

Greek, Latin, German, Slavonic, and Persian languages.

This has given us the comparative grammar of language.s,

and the study of Oriental languages now stands on the

same footing as the study of Latin and Greek. If we
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consider our relations with India and with the East,

I have no hesitation in saying that for us the study of

Indian philology, and history, and thought is certainly

not less important than that of Roman and Greek literature.

What is the great need when two nations come into close

contact as we do with the Eastern people? That they

should thoroughly understand each otlier and scrupulously

respect the idiosyncrasies which differentiate them. Oriental

studies have the great merit of powerfully contributing

to the reciprocal respect which is the basis of continuity

of Empire in a country where there are so many different

races represented. A philologist cannot of himself grasp

or explain the authors— the authors with whom he deals

—

unless he gleans an idea of the environment in which these

authors live, of the social condition of their contemporaries,

and the mental atmosphere in which they work. Exactly

the same rule applies to those who now govern India

:

unless they grasp the varying characteristics of the different

races with whom they are dealing, friction is inevitable as

the result of blunders due to ignorance. It is impossible,

therefore, to overrate the importance of the revelations

which are due to Oriental research in modern times. If

you are to solve the problem of present developments in

the East in our own times, you cannot do so without

consulting the ancient and venerable records of the past.

No one is more indebted, I maintain, to Indian scholars

than the statesman who feels the responsibility of ruling

over Eastern nations. The neglect of Indian classics is,

therefore, not merely a loss to Indian scholarship : it raises

a fundamental issue with regard to our governing capacity

in the East. Let me ask you whether it would be possible

for anyone to govern Englishmen without any knowledge

of their history, their literature, their religious convictions.

If not, how do you propose to deal with nationalities, the

study of whose literature, whose history, whose religion is

more and more disclosing to us features of a verj' high

order of philosophy, and an analytical conception from which

we can certainly derive much profit ?
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I have said enough, I think, to indicate to you that to us

Englishmen Oriental study is not the pursuit of a special

hobby, but that it is a matter of the greatest and most

immediate practical importance, and that a new London

University is imperative!}' needed to fulfil the destinies of

empire which are laid upon us. (Cheers.)

I shall only allude to one or two other matters stated in

the Report. In the first place, I think we all have reason

to be satisfied with the institution of the medal—in con-

nection with which our colleague, Mr. IVollaston, has been

so active. There was a unanimous feeling amongst all

scholars that the first medal should be given to our

distinguished friend Professor Cowell.

The Oriental fund has been placed on a separate footing.

That is a matter of very great importance, as showing

that this Society at all events is alive to its responsibility

with regard to the study of Oriental languages. MTe are

deeply indebted especially to our colleague Mr. Arbuthnot,

who has always taken the deepest interest—(cheers)—in

this work.

Now, I regret deeply that I have to allude to the death

of my friend Professor Biihler. No one can feel more

than I do what is the loss to literature and to science of

that eminent scholar— distinguished in every respect; a

real friend of this country, who himself would have been

the first to acknowledge what he owed to the fact that

he had been a British official in India, where he rendered

such excellent service as Inspector of Schools and at

the Elphinstone College in Bombay, with which I had

the honour some time to be connected. When we recall

the fact that during the time that he was in India he

collected more than 5,000 manuscripts of a very valuable

character
;

that he enriched the Libraries of Oxford, of

Cambridge, and of Berlin
;

that he was the head of a

considerable school, and that his disciples, in their turn,

will, we hope, become eminent philologists by following

in his footsteps ;—when we consider that he was always

genial, that he was wholly free from pedantry, and that the
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most abstruse problems under his facile powers of lucid

explanation seemed quite simple— it is natural that by those

of us who enjoyed his personal acquaintance and friendship,

and to whom he endeared himself, he will be held in

honour as the best type of his generation of Oriental

scholars. (Cheers.)

I want to say a few words in regard to Syed Ahmad
Khan, as he was instrumental in starting an institution

which had for its object to promote learning among

!Moharamedaus. lie on many occasions made speeches

which showed what a very well-balanced mind he had,

and I am sure that not only Mohammedans in India, but

those who have lived in India and who have seen him at

his work, will admit that he has left a place vacant which

it will be v^ry difficult for any other Mohammedan to fill.

I do not wish to sit down -without expressing my own

thanks to our worthy Secretary. (Cheers.) Again this year

tlie Society is deepl}’- indebted to Professor Khys Davids for

his constant activity
;
and if the Journal is what it certainly

now has become, one of the foremost publications in Europe

devoted to Oriental learning, it is primarily due to those

who write in the Journal
;
but it is also due to the extra-

ordinary paius which our Secretary takes, iu order that the

Journal should be, what it is, an honour to this Society.

(Cheers.)

You will have noticed that we propose as Honorary

Member of the Society Professor Kielhorn. Professor

Kielhorn is so well known that I do not think it necessary

for me to say anything.

With regard to the brother of the King of Siam it might

be as well that I should point out that you will find on those

shelves, among those yellow publications, evidence of the

admirable and profound scholar he is. He devotes himself

entirely to the pursuit of learning, and it is not the less a

scholar whom we are proud to honour because he is a Prince.

I have now. Ladies and Gentlemen, great pleasure in

asking you to adopt the Kesolution which has been so well

proposed and seconded. (Carried unanimously.)
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Dr. Cast wished to add a few remarks with regard fo his

dear friend Professor Biihler. They would remember that

he was here last November. He was half an Englishman,

as he was brought up in England, though of German origin.

Professor Max Muller was going to write his Obituary Notice

for the Journal. He was a man of 60 years of age, a ripe

and wise scholar. Therefore bis death was a great loss

to Science and to them all. His great work, the Gruudrins,

was indeed shared by many, but still he was the life of

it and the founder of it. With his Lordship’s leave he

proposed, that this Society address his widow a letter of

condolence. It was such a peculiar and special case that

he thought they might do so.

Professor Bendall had great pleasure in seconding the

motion. He thought that it was a happy thought as coming

from the Society, and should be very much appreciated.

The Secretary read the Report of a Special Committee

appointed at the March Council, and presided over by the

President of the Society. The Report recommended the

Council that applicants for membership whose names come

up for election during the ensuing year might be elected

members of the Society on pa3
uuent, without entrance fee,

of 30s. a year, such members to be designated library

members, and to have all the privileges of resident members

except the receipt of the Journal. He said the Report of

this Committee had been unanimously adopted by the

Council.

Mr. Brandreth, the Hon. Treasurer, said this was only

experimental for one year. It had been noticed in the

Report there had been a great falling off in the number of

the resident subscribers during twenW years. There were

now only about half what there were in Sir Bartle Frere’s

time, though it must be remembered that residents of the

United Kingdom more than fifty miles from London could

now pay 30s. instead of three guineas as thej'^ did then.

It was felt that though for those who are really interested

in the work of the Society a three-guinea subscription is

not more than they would lliink it right to give, and though
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many exclusive learned societies, like the Geological and

others, had a subscription of a like amount, and though a few

popular members would ghidl}' give the three guineas, yet

that besides those who are really interested in Oriental

studies there are a number of people—old Indians and

others who have been connected in their old work with

the East—who took a more languid interest in Orientalism,

but who would say that the Royal Asiatic Society ought

to be maintained. Such gentlemen, though not willing to

pay three guineas a year, might be willing to join if the

rules allowed them to do so by paying 60s. a year to

what they considered a good cause. Mr. Bowring alluded

to help from the Government. Well, though they did

get nothing from the English Government, they had £200

a year from the Government of India, and every now and

then they had a scare that they would lose that grant.

But the best chance of their getting Government support

was to show that there is sufficient interest felt in the

work of the Asiatic Society. The Council had come to

the conclusion that if the Report of this Committee were

adopted, a certain number of those who are more or less

interested in Oriental studies would show that interest by

joining the Society. He had made inquiries, and found

several people who were not able or willing to give the

three guineas, and who are not so specially interested in

research that they would care to have the Journal, who,

nevertheless, had sympathy with the Society and might

agree to give 30s. He felt that if those who were already

members would put their shoulders to the wheel they could

get many of their friends to come forward and support them

with this 30s. subscription and add materially to the funds

of the Society. At all events, he did not think any harm

would be done by trying it for one }’ear, and hoped all

those present would do all they could to gain as many
additional members as they could on these new terms. He
hoped that this recommendation, which had been very

carefully considered by the Committee, and unanimously

adopted by the Council, would be received with approval
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by this meeting. The effect would be that for one year

we could elect members in three ways. Firstly, 30*’.

members entitled to the Journal ; secondly, 30*'. members

entitled to borrow books
;
and thirdly, three-guinea members

entitled to both
;
and all three would be entitled to attend

the meetings and consult the books in the library itself.

He moved :
“ That the Council be authorized to carry out

for one year the recommendations embodied in the Report of

the Committee on rates of subscription, bearing date the

15th of March, 1898.”

Mr. Thomson Lyon had very much pleasure in seconding

this Resolution, which had been arrived at after careful

deliberation on the part of the Council. He believed it

w’ould be an admirable step, and would work beneficently

in two ways. In the first place, every person can become

a member of the Society for the sum of 30s. per annum
;

the only difference between him and the ordinary member

will be that he will not receive the Journal, and in the

case of many of the younger members of the Society who

are proceeding to India, who are going to travel, it is

always a matter of embarrassment to them to know what

to do with the Journal, and he hoped that for that class

of member this would be an additional inducement to

them to enter.

In the second place he thought it would induce members

to make their wives members of the Society, because in

houses where a single copy of the Journal is already taken

it is unnecessary to have another copy
;
and he hoped that

members would take advantage of the open door which

had been placed before them.

He suggested that the interesting set of figures as to

Oriental education in the European capitals, drawn up by

the Secretary, and laid before them to-day in abstract by

the President, should be printed in full in the Report,

because he was sure no more potent factor could be sot

before the public in promoting Oriental studies than those

very interesting figures. Ho thought his Lordship’s remarks

should be printed and placed in the hands of members, for
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he was sure they could have no more solid argument in

strengtlieuing the hands of those who wished lor the

establishment of a similar school in Loudon. (The lleso-

lution was carried unanimously.)

Lord Reay

:

Ladies and Gentlemen, the next matter

is not one that requires many words. Our friends in

Portugal are on the eve of celebrating the discovery

by Vasco da Gama of the sea route to India. I need

not dwell on Vasco da Gama, as Mr. Reade wdll give us

the benefit of his special research and will do justice to the

merits of the great navigator. AVhat I wish to propose

is, that we should give our hearty congratulations to

the Portuguese on this interesting occasion. At many
points of our territory they are our neighbours, and

very good neighbours they are, as I know from personal

experience in Bombay
;
and on an occasion of this kind

it befits us to show our sympathy with them in their

rejoicing, and therefore I propose that the Royal Asiatic

Society should send their hearty congratulations to the

Royal Society of Lisbon, on the fourth centenary of the

discovery of the sea route to India, by their illustrious

countryman, Vasco da Gama.

Lord Loch : I have gi’eat pleasure. Ladies and Gentlemen,

in seconding the resolution which has been moved. Vasco

da Gama was a bold sailor, a good navigator, and a brave

pioneer, and it bas been a matter of great interest not

only to follow him in his adventurous voyage when he

stretched across the Atlantic nearly to Brazil before turning

to the south-east towards the Cape, but also to endeavour to

trace after rounding the Cape his course up the eastern

coast of Africa. I am sorry having to speak before hearing

Mr. Reade’s paper respecting Vasco da Gama, but he

appears to have met in some places on the east coast

of Africa an amount of civilization which does not exist

in the same places at the present day, supposing that we are

correct in our knowledge with regard to the particular

spots to which reference is made. Whether Vasco da

Gama was the first who passed the Cape
;

or whether
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Bartolomeo Diaz or Johan y fante was the first, does not

much matter. For, if either of these did pass the Cape,

they did not realize what they had done
;
whereas Vasco da

Gama did realize that he had opened that passage to India

and to the commerce of the world. His subsequent visit

to India was somewhat marred with a certain amount of

harshness of conduct towards the natives, but it is impossible

to compare the state of feeling which existed in those

days with what exists in the present days, and I do not

think we should consider that his conduct in that matter

in any way deteriorated from his great services, and from

the brilliant courage that led to discoveries that led to the

rapid development of commerce between the western and

eastern portions of the world. I have great pleasure in

supporting the resolution that has been moved by Lord Reay

that we should address the Society in Lisbon and congratulate

them upon the Centenary Anniversary of his great work.

(Cheers.)

Mr. Reade rose to support the resolution of sympathy

with the organizers of the Centenary of Vasco da Gama.

He thought the Society were justified in expressing their

sympathies with the Portuguese in honouring the fourth

centenary of the discovery of India by Vasco da Gama—
(cheers)—and for the following reasons. Mr. Reade then

read the very interesting paper which he had kindly

prepared at the request of the Council, and which is

printed in full, as an article, in this issue of the Journal.

Lord Reay: I think you will all agree with me that

Mr. Reade has given us an admirable paper, which is full

of original suggestions, and I beg to move a hearty vote

of thanks to Mr. Reade. (I'his was carried unanimously.)

May 25.— Special Meeting: Medal Bay. Lord Reay

(President) in the Chair.

Th ere was a large attendance of members.

It was announced that

—

]\Ir. Hermon Miesegaes, Mr. Arthur Levien,

Mr. G. F. Sheppard, Mr. J. W. Reid,
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Mr. AV. ^lon is IJeniifort, General Sir Peter Lnmsden,

!Mr. W. S. Seton-Karr, Mr. A. V. Ilaiiiacliandra Iyer,

Sir Kobert II. Davies,

had been elected nieinbers of the Society.

Lord Reay

:

I consider it a very great honour to perforin

on this occasion the duty, pleasant at all times, to recognize

real merit. This Society has been fortunate in being allowed

to confer its Medal for the first time on one of its most

distinguished members.

Your conquests, sir, are of a more exalted nature than

territorial conquests
;
not only on account of their intrinsic

value, but also on account of. the means by which they

have been obtained.

You havcf been indefatigable
;
you have been versatile.

You are a botanist; you are an authority on the old Welsh

language, and you have lectured on Pali and on Persian

literature. You have kept up your classical scholarship,

and your leisure hours are spent in the company of Italian

and Spanish authors.

But, sir, there is another feature in your illustrious career

to which I must refer, and that is your generous recognition

of the labour of others, and of the valuable aid you received

from such Indian scholars as Pandit Rama Yarayana,

Maherha Chandra Nyiiya Ratna, and others.

Xor can I adequately give expression to the feelings of

gratitude from the younger scholars on whom you have

lavished the treasures of learning and the immense resources

of varied knowledge which you possess. Thereby }’ou

have bequeathed to us a phalanx of younger Orientalists

on whom we build our hopes for the future of English

scholarship. Their names are alreadj' inscribed in the

roll of distinguished Orientalists. Let me mention some

:

Neil, Webster, Bendall, Francis, Rouse, Thomas, Miss

Ridding, and FitzGerald (whom you instigated to give us

his version of Omar Kha
3'yam) ;

and the work of other men
has shone brighter because j'ou consented to edit and

complete it. I need hardly recall such instances as
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Elphinstone’s History of India, Wilson’s Rigveda, and

Goldstiicker’s treatise on the orthodox Brahmin Philosophy.

As early as 1843 you contributed to the Asiatic Journal

graceful and accurate versions of Persian poems. The

founder of our Society, Horace Ha3'man Wilson, was your

teacher. Your first work on Prakrit Grammar appeared

in 1854. Presently I shall allude to j’our publications in

India. Let me here mention the collection of legends

about distinguished Buddhists which appeared in 1886,

and in which your pupil, Mr. Neil, was your co-editor,

and the translation of the Jiitakas from the Pali, which

at the suggestion of Professor Bhys Davids you undertook

to superintend. The three volumes are due to Mr.

Chalmers, and the two others to your pupils Mr. Neil

and Mr. Rouse. In 1893 you gave us the Sanskrit text

of the Buddha Charita, and in 1894 its translation. And
in 1897 the first work published at the cost of the Society

itself in our revived Oriental Translation Fund was the

Harsha Charita, in which you had the co-operation of

another of your pupils, Mr. Thomas.

Although we honour you primarily as our most

eminent Sanskrit scholar, we are most deepl)’' grateful to

you that you have opened up new avenues, and that you

have taught us that Indian literature has to be explored

in many directions.

We cannot forget that in the field of philosophy

you have laid the foundation of the study of Indian

speculative thought. When you were in India you grappled

with texts, difficult as much by reason of their abstruse

thought as by reason of the language in which those thoughts

were expressed. We hail you as the pioneer in philosophical

research which is invaluable to arrive at sound conclusions

on the evolution of human thought.

It is not too much to say, sir, tliat you have revealed to

us a civilization, and among the greatest benefactors of our

race are those who supply us with the materials to under-

stand the mysteries of the East, which elude our grasp

almost as much as the mysteries of nature.
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Philological research, as interpreted by yon, sir, is

scientific research in a pre-eminent degree. The leading

characteristic of scientific research is that we are constantly

lifting a fold of the veil. Your life, sir, has been a life

of unveiling. But the result has been the same as it is

in the case of scientific research. As we penetrate deeper

into all these mysteries, we are on the one hand more

convinced of the limits of our knowledge, and on the other

hand more lost in veneration of the author of all these

wonders. Whilst too many vulgar productions were

attracting the public eye in East and West, you were, in

the seclusion of your great University, widening our horizon

by enlarging the domain of classical studies in an imposing

array of volumes which all contain new facts. We are

well aware that you have never sought any other reward

than that which was to be found in the satisfaction of

revealing to a limited circle of students an unknown world.

Some discoveries are attended with results parth’^ bene-

ficial, partly disastrous, scattering ruin and demoralization.

Your discoveries have not stirred any evil passions
;

but

they have stirred the world of learning. Pious founders

of endowments are held up to the admiration of succeeding

generations. Orientalists of future generations will look

upon you as the pious founder of an endowment which

cannot perish, and which is the creation of your own
genius.

Your reward has been intangible, and at the same time

it is a reward which falls to the lot of very few men. If

a jury were empanelled of all the Orientalists of Europe,

and if the Order of Merit had to be bestowed on an English

Orientalist, I have no doubt they would bestow it on you.

The Royal Asiatic Society has no claim to represent

European Orientalists
;
but in asking you, sir, to accept this

Medal, we are convinced that our award will meet with

the approval of all those who have followed with ever

increasing admiration the disinterested manner in which

you have set an example to all future generations of British

scholars.

il
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Professor Douglas : My Lord, Ijadies and Gentlemen,

—

I consider myself fortunate in being allowed to add a note

of congratulation to Professor Cowell on the present

auspicious occasion. Professor Cowell has, as we all know,

worked so long and so well in the field of Sanskrit literature

that everyone interested in Oriental studies must rejoice

that a recognition of his many and varied labours should

now have been made by this Society. But it must also be

agreed that the Council are to be congratulated on having

conferred this first Gold Medal of the Society on this

great scholar
;

although, in this case, the usual difficulty

of choosing from among the scholars of a nation the one

who is to be considered the greatest and tlie best, has

been simplified by the pre-eminent position which Professor

Cowell holds. The Council are also, in my opinion, to be

congratulated on having established so high a standard of

scholarship as qualification for the possession of the Society’s

Medal. Doubtless succeeding aspirants to the honour will

have some cause of complaint against Professor Cowell for

having set them so difficult an example to follow
; but

a medal easily won and lightly given is of no value, and

it is earnestly to be hoped that the Council will not in

the future depart in any verj" appreciable degree from the

high level of scholarship which they have to-day associated

with the coveted honour.

Mr. A. N. Wollaston: It is the wish of the President

that as Chairman of the Medal Committee I should say

a few words as to the object w'ith which the Gold Medal

of this Society was founded. In the expressive language

of the East, “ to hear is to obey.”

You are probably all aware that the raison d'etre of the

Royal Asiatic Society is to foster and encourage Oriental

learning
;
and what steps, it may be asked, are taken to

secure this object? In the first place, the Council, in whose

hands are the destinies of the Society, is elected annually

from amongst the foremost Oriental scholars of the day,

regard being had, so far as is possible, that every branch

of study shall be represented, for a moment’s reflection will
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serve to show tliut unless the Council is cosmopolitan in

its composition there is a clanger—perhaps, indeed, a

certainty—that some paths of research 'will be unexplored,

while others will secure an undue degree of attention. All

tliis, however, would be comparatively useless w'ere it not

that ever since the foundation of the Royal Asiatic Society

the Council have been fortunate enougli to secure as their

Presidents men of distinguished and worldwide reputation.

I will name but two representatives of bygone days, but

I am confident that we all here present are prepared to

pay to them the homage of admiration and respect—Sir

Bartle Frere and my very dear friend Sir Henry Rawlinson.

Nor are the Council less favoured as regards the President

of to-day—Lord Reay—whom we are proud to welcome on

this auspicicms occasion. Profoundly versed in the languages

and literature of the West, his Lordship took to the East

a knowledge of men and things which this learning opened

up to him, and as a statesman in the highest position

in Western India he drew to himself all shades of Native

opinion to a degree which has been rarely equalled and

never surpassed. It is not matter of astonishment that

under Lord Reay’s able guidance the Royal Asiatic Society

has attained a degree of prosperity which leaves little or

nothing to be desired.

Passing over with the briefest allusion the librar)^ which

contains the learning of the fii'st scholars of the land, and

the Journal, which embodies the researches of the intellectual

East, I think it may be said that the Roj’al Asiatic Society

has a splendid record so far as the attempt has been made
to foster Oriental scholarship; but it must be avowed that

as regards scholars absolutely nothing has been done to

help them on their road, for the reason that no means existed

of doing anything in this direction. Yet withal it comes to

all of us at some period during “ life’s fitful fever,” when
the horizon of life is dark and cloudy, that the soul of

poor fallen humanity craves with an unspeakable longing

for a ray of sympathy—a flash of commendation. So it

chanced that when it was determined to mark in some way
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the Societ3’’s appreciation of the national blessings which

have followed in the wake of our Sovereign’s prolonged

reign of sixty years, it was deemed advisable to found

a Gold Medal to be given every third year to some one

in the front rank of Oriental scholars, as a means of

encouragement and a source of pride, in the hope—I had

almost said the expectation—that such a medal would fill

the place in the world of Eastern learning which is held

by the Medal of the Royal Society in the realms of

philosophy and science.

The lot has fallen, as you are aware, upon Professor

Cowell, and I will only add to the eloquent remark of our

President an expression of hope, in which I am confident

you will all join—that amidst the many high honours which

during his lengthened career have been bestowed upon one

of England’s most illustrious sons, not the least appreciative,

not the least distinguished, and, it may fain be hoped, not

the least coveted, is the Gold Medal of the Royal Asiatic

Society this day received at the hands of Lord Reay.

Professor Cowell: My Lord, Ladies and Gentlemen,

—

I thank you most heartily for the great honour which

you have conferred upon me, and I value it all the

more since I may recognize in it a sign that I have

not failed in my life’s old dream of spending ray days

in teaching. When I was 5’oung some dear friends of

mine used to urge me to think of taking Holy Orders;

but I always told them that my hope (unlikely as it then

seemed to be realized) was to be a professor in some

college far away in India. At that time, nearly sixty years

ago, India was far less known than it is now
;

it was

immensely further off materially as well as mentally.

Edward FitzGerald once said to his old friend Major Moor,

of the Bombay I’residency (who lived near him at Healings),

that the very word India gave him the feeling of something

dark and mysterious. The old Major, who knew no

Sanskrit or Comparative Philology, but who at any rate

knew Hindustani, replied that it might well be so, for

'dark' was the meaning of the word Hindu. I early
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fell uiifler the spell of that word. It was in 1841 that

Sir William Jones first awoke in ray mind an interest in

India and the Plast. I owe the bent of ray life to his

“ Poeseos Asiaticae Coramentarii,” a Latin treatise on

Arabic and Persian poetry, in imitation of Bishop Lowth’s

book on Hebrew poetry. There was a copy of Jones’

works in the Public Library at Ipswich
;

and during the

summer of 1841 I used to read in the early mornings

the “ Commentarii,” which fills the sixth volume, and the

translation of Qakuntalii or the Fatal Ring in the ninth

volume, while my days were given to Latin and Greek at

the Grammar School. I well remember the joy of finding

a Persian grammar among his works, and I soon learned

the character, and, with the aid of the glossary at the

end, began to study the anthology of beautiful extracts

by which he illustrates his rules. It was with Jones’

grammar that some thirteen years afterwards, at Oxford,

I gave FitzGerald his first lesson in the Persian alphabet.

In 1841, in the October number of the Edinburgh Review,

^lacaulay published his brilliant essay on Warren Hastings.

I read it with great interest
;
but what I best remember

in connection with that number is, that in the list of new
publications at the end there was advertised the first edition

of Professor H. H. Wilson’s Sanskrit Grammar. I saved

up my Christmas-boxes and purchased a copy for ray own.

Of course I found Sanskrit far too hard, and so the book

had to lie on my shelves as a hope and incitement for

the future
;
but I returned meanwhile to ray Persian and

worked on as well as I could by myself at the Shahuamah
and Hafiz. Soon after this I was introduced to Colonel

Hockley, an old Bombay ofiicer who was settled in Ipswich.

He was an enthusiastic student of Persian, and I read

with him Jami’s Yusaf and Zulaikha. He was my first

teacher in Persian—my guide into the unknown Oriental

world.

Now this leads me at once to the main point which I wish

to impress on my audience—the power which our enthusiasm

and sympathy can always exercise on others, wherever we

j.R.A.s. 1898.
. 45
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may be placed. I can give, indeed, an Infinitely more

important example of this than my personal reminiscence

of Colonel Hockley
;

for it was an Indian civilian who

first kindled the flame of Sanskrit scholarship in Germany.

An Indian civilian, Alexander Hamilton, happened to be

travelling in France in May, 1803, when Napoleon, enraged

at the sudden renewal of hostilities, caused every English

traveller in France to be arrested at once without any

warning. Hamilton remained a prisoner in France till

1808, but his time was not thrown away
;
he did good

service to England and India during his enforced exile.

He had studied Sanskrit in India
;

and while he spent

the long years in Paris he formed a friendship with

Augustus von Schlegel, and introduced him to the new

language and literature. Schlegel caught the enthusiasm,

and afterwards edited and translated the Hitopadeca, Bhaga-

vadglta, and Riimayana, and thus began the illustrious

series of German Sanskritists, to whom Europe and India

owe such a debt of gratitude.

There is nothing more interesting than to trace, where

it is possible, these electric currents of influence; but how

many such there must be which we can never know ! Each

of us can exercise this influence around us, to help on that

‘‘investigation of arts, sciences, and literature, in relation

to Asia,” for which our Society was founded. Many of

my hearers know ‘ the great sentence,’ as it is called,

of ihe Vedanta philosophy, tut tmm mi, “that art thou,”’

which is to tell the neophyte that he himself is the Brahma

whom he seeks to know—that he himself is a part of the

All. We may shrink from accepting this dictum in its

highest meaning; but I think we may all cordiallv accept

its teaching in our own practical life. To speak for

a moment in the technical language of Hindu philosophy,

we may reject it as a paramdrthika truth, to 6Ttw9 6v, but

we may embrace it as a guiding voice in the rydvuhdrika
‘ world,’ Plato’s rd ^atvopeva—the practical world of the

dyopu and the ixicXyaia. Tat team mi, “ that art thou,”

may well ring in our ears when wc would join any great
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movement, whether it be in the sphere of religion, philan-

thropy, politics, science, or literature. Each of us can feel

that he is himself a part of the movement
;
he has a share

in its work—a personal stake in its success. All the

members of the Iloyal Asiatic Society are fellow-workers

in a noble cause. “ Lux ex oriente ” is their motto
;

to

help in the diffusion of that light is their work. The

several generations of members pass away, but they are

all continuously linked together by their common aim ; and

the former and the present members are all parts of one

long series,

“ Et quasi cursores \'itai lampada tradunt.”

June 10.—Sir Raymond West (Vice-President) in the

Chair.

It was announced that

—

Sir Donald C. Wicnabb, K.C S.I.,

Mr. R. II. Wilson,

Mr. J. B. Andrews, and

Mr. R. L. Tottenham

had been elected members of the Society.

Mr. E. L. Brandreth read a paper on “ Landscape in

Indian Poetry.” A discussion followed, in which Dr.

Furnivall, Miss Ridding, Mr. A. Rogers, Mr. Lewin

Bowring, j\Ir. Yirchand Gandhi, and Sir Ra3’mond West
took part.

II. Contents of Foreign Oriental Journals.

I. Vienna Oriental Journal. Yol. xii, Ifo. 1.

Steinschneider (M.). Heilraittelnamen der Araber.

Thomas (F. W.). Subandhu and Bana.

Bang (W.). Zur Erklarung der kdktiirkischen Inschriften.

Muller (Fr.). Die Elnleitung zum Ganjeshayagan aus

dem Pahlawl ins deutsche iibersetzt.

Meissner (B.). Babylonische Leichenfeierlichkeiten.

Stein (M. A.). Kampana in the Rajataranglnl.
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n. JoTJE>’AL Asiatiqtje. Sei’ie 9, Tome xi, Xo. 1.

Kouvier (J.). Les eres de Tripolis de Phenicie.

Salih Zeky Elieudi. Notation algebrique chez les

Orientaux.

Deveria (G.). Stele Si-TIia de Leang Tcheou.

Chabot (J. B.), Hue lettre de Bar-Hebreus au catholicos

Denha l®^

De Vogiie (M. le Marquis). Notes d’epigrapbie arameenne.

III. Zeitscheifx her Deetschex Mougexlaxdischex Geseleschaft.

Band lii, Heft 1.

Jacobi (II.). Uber das Verhaltniss der buddhistiscben

Philosophie zum Sankhya-Yoga uud die Bedeutuiig der

Nidiinas.

Nbldeke (Th.). Zur tendenziosen Gestaltung der

Urgeschichte des Islanis.

Barth (J.). Zur Kritik uud Erklaruug des Diwaus Ilatim

Tejjs.

De Goeje (J.). Paltiel-Djauhar.

Bohtlingk (0.). Kritische Bemerkuugen zu Illranya-

kesins Grhyasiitra.

Bbhtliiigk (0.). Uber Brahmiirarta.

Nbldelce (Th.). Zur syrischen Le.xikographie.

Pischel (R.). Riivanavahe, 7, 62.

Manu (0.). Quellcustudieu zur Geschichte des Ahmed
Sah Durrani (1747-1773).

Iluart (Cl.). Zu Vollers Beltriigc zur Kenutniss der

arabischen Sprache in Agypten.

Foy (W.). Bcitrilge zur Erkliiruug der susischcu

Achaeraenidcninschrifteu.

Schwally (Fr.). Lexikaliscbe Studien.

Hardy (E.). Der Grhya-Ritus Pratjuivarohana im Pali-

Kanon.

Radloff (W.). Zum Kudatku Bilik.

Fracnkel (S ). Bemcrkungeu zu der syrischen Chronik

des Jahres 846,

IV. AbIIAXDLUNGEN der KoXIGL. AkADEMIE der WlSSEXSCHAlTEX
zu Berlin, 1897.

Ernian (A.). Bruchsliicke koptischer Yolkslitteratur.
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III. Obituary Notices.

Georg Bu/iler, 1837-98.

It is not often that the death of a scholar startles and

grieves his fellow-workers as the death of iny old friend,

])r. Biihler, has startled and grieved us all, whether in

Germany, England, France, or India. Sanskrit scholarship

has indeed been unfortunate : it has often lost young and

most promising scholars in the very midst of their career;

and though Dr. Biihler was sixh’-one years of age when he

died, he was still so young and vigorous in body and mind

that he made us forget his age, holding his place valiantly

among the Trpofia^oi of the small army of genuine Indian

students, and confidently looking forward to many victories

and conquests that were still in store for him. By many of

us he was considered almost indispensable for the successful

progress of Sanskrit scholarship—but who is indispensable

in this world ?—and great hopes were centred on him as

likely to spread new light on some of the darkest corners

in the history of Sanskrit literature.

On the 8th of April last, while enjoying alone in a small

boat a beautiful evening on the Lake of Constance, he seems

to have lost an oar, and in trying to recover it, to have

overbalanced himself. As we think of the cold waves

closing over our dear friend, we feel stunned and speech-

less before so great and cruel a calamity. It seems to

disturb the regular and harmonious working of the world

in which we live, and which each man arranges for

himself and interprets in his own way. It makes us feel

the littleness and uncertainty of all our earthly plans,

however important and safe they may seem in our own
eyes. He who for so many years was the very life of

Sanskrit scholarship, who lielped us, guided us, corrected

us in our different researches, is gone
;
and yet we must

go on as well as we can, and try to honour his memory
in the best way in which it may be honoured.—not by

idle tears, but by honest work.

I
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Non hoc praecipuwn amkorum munus esf, proaequi de-

functmn ignavo qiieatu, sed quae coluerit meniinisse, quae

mandaverit exsequi.

A scholar’s life is best written in his own books
;
and

though I have promised to write a biographical notice for

the Journal of the Royal Asiatic Society, in which he

took so warm and active an interest, I have to confess

that of the personal circumstances of my old friend.

Dr. Biihler, I have but little to say. What I know of

him are his books and pamphlets as the)" came out in

rapid succession, and were always sent to me by their

author. Our long and never interrupted friendship was

chiefly literary, and for many years had to be carried on

by correspondence only. He was a man who, when once

one knew him, was always the same. He had his heait

in the right place, and there was no mistaking his words.

He never spoke difllerently to difierent people, for, like

a brave and honest man, he had the courage of his

opinions. He thought what he said, he never thought

what he ought to say. He belonged to no clique, he did

not even try to found what is called a school. lie had

many pupils, followers, and admirers, but they knew but

too well that though he praised them and helped them on

w'henever he could, he detested nothing more than to be

praised by his pupils in return. It was another charming

feature of his character that he never forgot any kindness,

however small, which one had rendered him. He was

kritajrHa in the real sense of the word. I had been able,

at the very beginning of his career, to render him a

small service by obtaining for him an appointment in

India. He never forgot it, and whenever there was an

opportunity he proved his sincere attachment to me by

ever so many small, but not therefore less valuable, acts

of kindness. We always exchanged our books and our

views on every subject that occupied our interest in

Sanskrit scholarship, and though we sometimes differed,

we always kept in touch. We agreed thoroughly on one

point—that it did not matter who was right, but only
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irhat was right. Most of the work that had (o he done

by Sanskrit scholars in the past, and will have to be

done for some time to come, is necessarily pioneer work,

and pioneers must hold together even though they are

separated at times while reconnoitring in diiferent directions,

lliililer could hold his own with great pertinacity ;
but he

never forgot that in the progress of knowledge the left foot

is as essential as the right. No one, however, was more willing

to confess a mistake than he was when he saw that he had

been in the wrong. He was, in fact, one of the few scholars

with whom it was a real pleasure to differ, because he was

always straightforward, and because there was nothing mean

or selfish in him, whether he defended the Purva-paksha, the

Uttara-paksha, or the Siddhanta.

Of the circumstances of his life, all I know is that he

was the son of a clergyman, that he was born at Borstel,

19th July, 1H37, near Nienburg, in the then kingdom of

Ilanover, that he frequented the public school at Hanover,

and at 1855 went to the University of Gottingen. The

professors who chiefl}’’ taught and influenced him there

were Sauppe, E. Curtius, Ewald, and Benfey. For the last

he felt a well-deserved and almost enthusiastic admiration.

He was no doubt Ben fey’s greatest pupil, and we can best

understand his own work if we remember in what school

he was brought up. After taking his degree in 1858 he

went to Paris, London, and Oxford, in order to copy and

collate Sanskrit and chiefly Vedic MSS. It was in London

and Oxford that our acquaintance, and very soon our

friendship, began. I quickly recognized in him the worthy

pupil of Benfey. He had learnt how to distinguish between

what was truly important in Sanskrit literature and what

was not, and from an early time had fixed his attention

chiefly on its historical aspects. It was the fashion for

a time to imagine that if one had learnt Sanskrit

grammar, and was able to construe a few texts that had

been published and translated before, one was a Sanskrit

scholar. Biihler looked upon this kind of scholarship as

good enough for the vidgiis profaimin, but no one was
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a real scholar in his eyes who could not stand on his own
feet, and fight his own way tli rough new texts and com-

mentaries, who could not publish what had not been

published before, who could not translate what had not

been translated before. Mistakes were, of course, unavoid-

able in tliis kind of pioneering work, or what is called

original research, but such mistakes are no disgrace to

a scholar, but rather an honour. Where should we be but

for the mistakes of Bopp and Burnouf, of Cliampollion and

Talbot ?

'I'hough Biihler had learnt from Benfey the importance

of Vedic studies as the true foundation of Sanskrit scholar-

ship, and had devoted much time to tliis branch of learning,

he did not publish much of the results of his own Vedic

researches. His paper on Par^anva, however, published in

1862 in Benfey’s “Orient und Occident,” vol. i, p. 214,

showed that he could not only decipher the old Vedic

texts, but that he had thorouglily mastered the principles

of Comparative Mythology, a new science which owed its

very existence to the discovery of the Vedic Hymns, and

was not very popular at the time with those who disliked

the trouble of studying a new language. He wished to prove

what Grimm had suspected, that Parr/anya, Lit. Perkunas,

Celt. Perkons, Slav. Perun, was one of the deities worshipped

by the ancestors of the whole Aryan race, and in spite of

the usual frays and bickerings, the main point of his

argument has never been shaken. I saw much of him at

that time, we often worked together, and the Index to my
“History of Ancient Sanskrit Literature” was chiefly his

work. The most important lesson which he had learnt

from Benfey showed itself in the quickness with which he

alw ays seized on whatever was really important in the history

of the literature of India. He did not write simply in order

to show what he could do, but always in order to forward

our knowledge of ancient India. Ibis explains why, like

Benfey’s books, Biihler’s own publications, even his smallest

essays, are as useful to day as they were when first published.

Benfey’s edition of the Indian fables of the Pan/iatantra
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produced a real revolution at the time of its publication.

It opened our eyes to a fact hardly suspected belore, how

impoitaut a part in Sanskrit literature had been acted by

Buddhist writers. We learnt in fact tliat the distinction

between the works of Brahinanic and Buddhist authors had

been far too sharply drawn, and that in their literary pursuits

their relation had been for a long time tliatof friendly rivalry

lather than of hostile opposition. Benfey showed that these

Sanskrit fables of India had come to us through Buddhist

hands, and had travelled from India step by step, station by

station, through Pehlevi, Persian, Arabic, Hebrew, Latin,

and the modern languages of Europe, till the}’ supplied

even liafontaine with some of his most charming Fabliaux.

Benfey was in many respects the true successor of Ijassen

in calling the attention of Sanskrit scholars to what are

called in German the Kealia of Sanskrit scholarship. He
was bold enough to publish the text and translation of the

Samaveda, and the glossary appended to this edition marked

the first determined advance into the dark regions of Vedic

thought. Though some of his interpretations may now be

antiquated he did as much as was possible at the time,

and nothing is more painful than to see scholars of a later

generation speak slightingly of a man who was a giant

before they were born. Benfey’s various Sanskrit grammars,

founded as they are on the great classical grammar of

l’a//ini, hold their own to the present day, and are

indispensable to every careful student of Panini, while his

“ History of Sanskrit Philology” is a real masterpiece, and

remains still the only work in which that important chapter

of modern scholarship can be safely studied.

Biahler was imbued witb the same spirit that had guided

Benfey, and every one of his early contributions to Benfey’s

“ Orient und Occident ” touched upon some really important

question, even though be may not always have settled it.

In his article on 0eo'?, for instance (“ 0. u. 0.,” vol. i, p. 508),

which was evidently written under the influence of Curtius’

recent warning that fled? could not be equated with dem
and Skt. deva without admitting a phonetic anomaly, he
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suggested that 6eo<; as well as tlie Old Norse diar, ‘ gods,’

might be derived from a root dhi, ‘ to think, to be wise.’

Often as we discussed that etymology together—and it was

more than a mere etymology, because on it depended the

question whether the oldest Aryan name of the gods in

general was derived from the bright powers of nature or

from the more abstract idea of divine wisdom—he could

never persuade me that these two branches of the Arj-an

race, the Greek and the Scandinavian, should have derived

the general name for their gods from a root different from

that which the other branches had used, viz
,

div, ‘ to be

brilliant,’ and from which they had formed the most

important cluster of mythological names, such as Zeus,

Jovis, Diespiter, Dia, Diana, etc. I preferred to admit

a phonetic rather than a mythological anomaly. If I could

not persuade him he could not persuade me, et adhitc sub

judice Us est !

Several more etymologies from his pen followed in the

same journal, all connected with some points of general

interest, all ingenious, even if not always convincing. In

all these discussions he showed himself free from all

prejudices, and much as he admired his teacher. Professor

Benfej% he freely expressed his divergence from him when

necessary, though always in that respectful tone which

a Sishya would have observed in ancient India when

differing from his Guru.

While he was in Oxford, he frequently expressed to me his

great wish to get an appointment in India. I wrote at his

desire to the late Mr. Howard, who was then Director of

Public Instruction in Bombay, and to my great joy got the

promise of an appointment for Biililer. But, unfortunatelj',

when he arrived at Bombay, there was no vacancy,

Mr. Howard was absent, and for a time Biihler’s position

was extremely painful. But he was not to be disheartened.

He soon made the acquaintance of another friend of mine at

Bombay, Sir Alexander Grant, and obtained through him the

very position for which he had been longing. In 1805 he

began his lectures at the Elphinstone College, and proved
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liiinself most successful as a lecturer anti a teacher. His

power of work was great, even in the enervating climate

of India, and there always is work to do in India lor people

who are willing to do work. lie soon made the acquaintance

of influential men, and he was cliosen bv' i\Ir. (now (Sir)

Raymond West to co-operate with him in producing their

famous “ Digest of Hindu Law.” He supplied the Sanskrit,

Sir Raymond West the legal materials, and the work, first

published in 1807, is still considered the highest authority

on the subjects of the Hindu Laws of Inheritance and

Partition. Rut Riihler’s interest went deeper. He agreed

with me that the metrical Law-books of Ancient India were

preceded by legal Sutras belonging to what I called the

Sutra period. These Sutras may really be ascribed to the end

of the Vedic period, and in their earliest form may have

been anterior to the Indo-Scythian conquest of the country,

though the fixing of real dates at that period is well-nigh

an impossibility. AVhen at a much later time I conferred

with him on the plan of publishing a series of translations

of the Sacred Books of the East, he was ready and

prepared to undertake the translation of these Sutras, so

far as they had been preserved in MSS. Some of these

MSS., the importance of which I had pointed out as early

as 1859 in my “ Ilistoiy of Ancient Sanskrit Literature,”

I handed over to him
; others he had collected himself while

in India. The two volumes in which his translation of the

legal Sutras of Apastamba, Gautama, Yasish//?a, and Baudha-

yana are contained, have been amongst the most popular

of the series, and I hope I shall be able to publish a new
edition of them with notes prepared by him for that purpose.

In 1888 followed his translation of the Laws of Manu,

which, if he had followed the example of others, he might

well have called his own, but which he gave as founded on

that of Sir William Jones, carefully revised and corrected

with the help of seven native commentaries. These were

substantial works, sufficient to establish the reputation of

any scholar, but with him they were by-work only, under-

taken in order to oblige a friend and fellow-worker. These
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translations kept us in frequent correspondence, in wkicli

more than one important question came to be discussed.

One of them was the question of what caused the gap

between the Vedic period, of which these Sutras may be

considered as the latest outcome, and the period of that

ornate metrical literature which, in my Lectures on India

delivered at Cambridge in 1884, I had ventured to treat

as the period of the Renaissance of Sanskrit literature,

subsequent to the invasion and occupation of India by

Indo-Scythian or Turanian tribes.

It was necessary to prove th.is once for all, for there were

scholars who went on claiming for the author of the Laws

of Manu, nay, for Kalidasa and his contemporaries, a date

before the beginning of our era. What I wanted to prove

was, that nothing of what we actually possessed of tliat

ornate (alawdcara) metrical literature, nor anything written in

the continuous sloka, could possibly be assigned to a time

previous to the Indo Scythian invasion. The chronological

limits which I suggested for this interregnum were from

100 B.c. to 300 A.D. These limits may seem too narrow on

either side to some scliolars, but I believe I am not overstating

my case if I say that at present it is generally admitted that

what we call the Laws of Manu are subsequent to the

Samaya-Aarika or Dharma-sutra, and that KS,lidasa’s poetical

activity belongs to the sixth, nay, if Professor Kielhorn is

right, even to the end of the fifth century p. Ch., and that all

other Sanskrit poems which we possests are still later. Biihler’s

brilliant discovery consisted in proving, not that any of the

literarj'^ works which we possess could be referred to a pre-

Gupta date, but that specimens of ornate poetry occurred again

and again in pre-Gupta inscriptions, and, what is even more

important, that the peculiar character of those monumental

poems presupposed on the part of their poets, provincial

or otherwise, an acquaintance, if not witli tlio Aluwkara

sutras which we possess, at all events with some of their

prominent rules. In this way the absence or non-preservation

of all gieuter literaiy compositions that could be claimed

for the period from 100 h.c. to 300 a.d. became even more
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strongly accontiiated by Buliler’s discoveries. It might be

said, of course, that India is a largo country, and that

literature might have been absent in one part of the

Indian Peninsula and yet flourishing in another; just as

even in the small peninsula of Greece, literary culture

had its heyday at Athens while it was withering away

in Lacedaemon. But literature, particularly poetry, can

never be quite annihilated. Nor is this the qu'^stiou.

The question is, why was it preserved, after the rise of the

national Gupta dynasty, in the only ways in which at that

time it could be preserved in India, either by memory or by

the multiplication of copies, chiefly in Royal Libraries under

the patronage of Rajahs, whether of Indian or alien origin

—and why is there at present, as far as manuscripts are

concerned, an almost complete literary blank from the end

of the Vedic literature to the beginning of the fourth

century p.Ch. ?

The important fact which is admitted by Buhler, as well

as by myself, is this—that whatever literar}' compositions

may have existed before 300 p.Ch., in poetry or even in

prose, nothing remains of them at present, and that there

must surely be a reason for it. Here it was Buhler who, in

the Transactions of the Vienna Academy, 1890, came to mv
help, drawing our attention to the important fact that among
certain recently published ancient inscriptions, eighteen of

which are dateable, two only can with any probability be

proved to be anterior to what I called the four blank

centuries between 100 B c. to 300 a.d. (See “ India,”

p. 353.) There occur verses which prove quite clearly

that the ornate style of Sanskrit poetry was by no

means unknown in earlier times. The as yet undeveloped

germs of that ornate poetry may even go back much further,

and may be traced in portions of the Brahma«as and in

some Buddhistic writings
;
but their full development at the

time of these Sanskrit inscriptions was clearly established

for the first time by Blihler’s valuable remarks. So far

we were quite agreed, nor do I know of anv arguments

that have been advanced against Biihler’s historical views.
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There may be difference of opinion as to the exact dates

of the Sanskrit Girnar inscription of Rudradaman and the

Prakrit Nasik inscription of Puluinayi, but they contain

sufficient indications that an ornate, though perhaps less

elaborate st}de of poetry, not far removed from the epic

style, prevailed in India during the second century p. Ch.

All the evidence accessible on that point has been carefully

collected by my friend, and reflects the greatest honour

on his familiarity with the Sanskrit Ala;/ikara poetry. But

the fact remains all the same that nothing was preserved

of that poetry before 300 p. Ch. ;
and that of what we possess

of Sanskrit Kavya literature, nothing can for the present

be traced back much beyond 500 p. Ch. We must hope

that the time may soon come when the original com-

ponent parts of the ancient epic poetry, nay, even the

philosophical Darsanas, may be traced back with certainty to

times before the Indo-Scythian Invasion. It is well known

that the Mahabharata and the Puraaas are mentioned by

name during the Sutra period, and we cannot be far wrong

in supposing that something like what we possess now of

these works may have existed then. Biihler was full of

hope that it might be possible to fix some of the dates

of these popular works at a much earlier time than is

assigned to them by most scholars. I was delighted to

see him boldly claim for the Veda also a greater antiquity

than I had as yet ventured to suggest for it, and it seemed

to me that our two theories could stand so well side by side

that it was my hope that I should be able to bring out, with

his co-operation, a new and much improved edition of my
chapter on the Renaissance of Sanskrit Literature. I doubt

whether I shall be able to do this now without his help.

The solution of many of the historical and chronological

questions also, which remain still unanswered, will no douht

be delayed by the sudden death of the scholar who took

them most to heart, but it is not likely to be forgotten

again among the problems which our younger Sanskrit

scholars have to deal with, if they wish truly to honour the

memory and follow in the footsteps of one of the greatest

and most useful Sanskrit scholars of our days.
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These chronological questions were, of course, intimately

connected with the question of the date of the Sanskrit

alphabets and the introduction of writing into India, which

produced a written in place of the ancient purely mnemonic

literature of the country. There, too, we had a common

interest, and I gladly handed over to him, for his own

jiurposes, a MS. sent to me from Japan that turned

out to be the oldest Sanskrit MS. then known to exist,

that of the Pra^naparamita-hndaya-shtra. It had been

])reserved on two pabn-leaves in the Monastery of

lloriuzi, in Japan, since 609 a.d., and, of course, went

back to a much earlier time, as the leaves seem to have

travelled from India through China, before they reached

Japan. Biihler sent me a long paper of palaeographical

remarks on this lloriuzi palm-leaf MS., which form a most

valuable Appendix to my edition of it.' Thus we remained

always united by our work, and I had the great satisfaction

of being able to send him the copy of Asvaghosha’s Buddha-

/.arita, which my Japanese pupils had copied for me at

Baris, and which, whether A^vaghosha’s date is referred to

the first or the fifth century a.d., when it was translated

into Chinese, represents as yet the only complete specimen

of that ornate scholastic style which, as he had proved from

numerous inscriptions, must have existed previous to the

Ilenaissauce.^ Thus our common work went on, if not always

on the same plan, at all events on the same ground. We
never lost touch with each other, and were never brought

nearer together than when for a time we diflFered on certain

moot points.

I have here dwelt on the most important works only

which are characteristic of the man, and which will for

ever mark the place of Biihler in the history of Sanskrit

scholarship. But there are many other important services

which he rendered to us while in India. Not only was
he always ready to help us in getting MSS. from India,

* “ Anecdota Osoniensia,” 1884.
^ The text of the Buddhaiarita -was published by Cowell in the “ Anecdota

Oxonieasia,” the translation in my “ Sacred Books of the East.”
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but our kiiowledo;e of a larjje number of Sanskrit works,

as yet unknown, was due to bis Reports on expeditions

undertaken by him for the Indian Government in search

for MSS, This idea of cataloguing the literary treasures of

India, first started by JMr. Whitley Stokes, has proved

a great success, and no one was more successful in

these researches than Biihler. And while he looked out

everywhere for important MSS. his eyes were always open

for ancient inscriptions also. Many of them he published

and translated for the first time, and our oldest inscriptions,

those of Asoka, in the third centur^^ b.c., owe to him

and M. Senart their first scholarlike treatment. This

is not meant to detract in any way from the credit

due to the first brilliant decipherers of these texts,

such as Prinsep, Lassen, Burnouf, and others. Biihler

was most anxious to trace the aljihabets used in these

inscriptions back to a higher antiquity than is generally

assigned to them, but for the present, at least, we

cannot well go beyond the fact that no dateable

inscription has been found in India before the time

of Asoka. It is quite true that such an iu novation

as the introduction of alphabetic writing does not take

place on a sudden, and tentative specimens of it from an

earlier time may well be discovered yet, if these researches

are carried on as he wished them to be carried on, in a

truly systematic manner. In this field of research Biihler

will be most missed, for though absent from India he had

many friends there, particularly in the Government, who

would gladly have listened to his suggestions. One may

regret his departure from a country where his services

were so valuable and so much appreciated. I have not

dwelt at all in this place on the valuable services which

he rendered as inspector of schools and examiner, but

I may state that I received several times the thanks

of the Governor of the Bombay Presidenej’, the late

Sir Baltic Frere, for having sent out such c.xcellent

scholars as Biihler and others. Unfortunately his health

made it imperative for him to return to his own country.
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but he was soon so much restored under a German sky that

he seemed to begin a new life as Professor at Vienna. It

he could not discover new MSS. there, he could digest the

materials which he had collected, and he did so with

unflagging industry. Xay, in addition to all his own work,

he undertook to superintend and edit an Encyclopaedia of

Indo-Aryan Philology which was to be a resume up to

date of all that was known of the languages, dialects,

grammars, dictionaries, and the ancient alphabets of India
;

which was to give an account of Indian literature, history,

geograph)', ethnography, jurisprudence
;

and finally, to

present a picture of Indian religion, mythology,

philosophy, astronomy, mathematics, and music, so far as

they are known at present. No one knows what an

amount of clerical work and what a loss of time such a

superintendence involves for a scholar who has his hands

full of his own work, how much reading of manuscripts,

how much letter-writing, how much protracted and often

disagreeable discussion it entails. But Biihler, with rare self-

denial, did not shrink from this drudgery, and his work will

certainly prove extremely useful to all future Indo-Aryan

students. One thing only one may regret—that the limits

of each contribution are so narrow, and that several of the

contributors had no time to give us much more of their own
original work. But this is a defect inherent in all encyclo-

paedias or manuals, unless they are to grow into a forest of

volumes like the Allgenieine Encuclopaedie der Wissenschnften

und Kunste by Ersch, begun in 1831 and as yet far from being

finished. Under Biihler’s guidance we might have expected

the completion of his Encyclopaedia within a reasonable

time, and I am glad to hear that his arrangements were

so far advanced that other hands will now be easily able

to finish it, and that it may remain, like Lassen’s

Alterthumskunde, 1847—18(31, a lasting monument of the

lifelong labours of one of the most learned, the most

high-minded and large-hearted among the Oriental scholars

whom it has been my good fortune to know in the course

of my long life. F. M. M.

J.K.A.S. 1S98. 46
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Pandit Sankara Bdlkrishna Dikshit.

For many years past the leading Orientalists of Europe,

when in doubt or difficulty in matters connected with the

astronomical and chronological systems of the Hindus, have

had recourse to Mr. S. B. Dikshit, of the Bombay Educational

Department, for information and assistance. His name thus

became well-known to all archaeologists, and I rarely opened

a volume of the Indian Antiquary without finding his name

mentioned. So that, although he was not a member of the

Boyal Asiatic Society, it has seemed to me fitting that his

lamented decease should not be left unnoticed in the Journal.

Those who have consulted him, and who have benefited by

his large knowledge and careful methods of work, can alone

say what was the extent of his labour in this field of science,

or how generous and how disinterested was the help he

rendered. For m}^self, I regret to say that I never made

his personal acquaintance, belonging as I did to another

Presidency, and that I onl}'’ worked with him for a few

years before bis death, so that I am not competent to say

all that could be said regarding him, but I am so deeply

sensible of the kindness and willingness with which be

helped me in the preparation of the Indian Calendar that

I feel it my duty to attempt to do honour to his memory

now that he has left us. For a year or more previous to

the time when we agreed to bring out that work as joint-

authors Mr. S. B. Dikshit was working for me as laboriously

at the lists of meau intercalations of months, and the

moments of commencement of the solar year according to

the systems of the Arya and Surya Sidd/idnfas, as he

afterwards did in the attempt to prepare a complete and

lucid account of the general principles of Hindu chronology.

And this work was undertaken solely in order that he

might give the best of his exiierience and his time in aid

of what he believed would be a useful book
;
with no view

of remuneration or of any self-advancement. He never

even thought at that period that he would participate in

the authorship of the volume. I am entitled therefore
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to express ray conviction that in all the deceased Pandit’s

labours he was guided by the highest principles known to

the world of science, as he was in all his relations to his

fellow-w'orkers by the attractive kindliness of his nature,

llis loss will be widely deplored by many friends amongst

Orientalists throughout the world, no less than by his own

countrymen,

E,. Sewell.

IV. !Notes and News.

Gold Medal.

—

The list of subscribers to the above now
stands as follows :

—

£ *. d.

Acknowledged above, p. 457 ... 99 18 6

Professor Bendall 1 1 0

Sir M. Monier-Williams 2 0 0

Mrs. Plimmer 5 0 0

Jlr. C. H. Tawney (second donation) 1 1 0

Mr. E. H. Whinfield 2 2 0

Mr. A. N. Wollaston (second donation) 1 1 0

£112 3 6
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lRoj>al :3siattt S>ocietj).

New Eule as to Membership.

At the Annual Meeting of the Society held in May last,

the Council were authorized, for one year only, to elect new

members, resident within 50 miles of London, at a sub-

scription of £1 lOs. per annum (Instead of £3 3s. payable

under the previous rules). Such members are to be called

Library members, and to be entitled to borrow books from

the Library, attend meetings, and exercise all the privileges

of ordinary membership, except the receipt of the quarterly

Journal.

Persons resident more than 50 miles from London can

already join the Society at the rate of £1 lOs. per annum.

It is believed that there must be many resident in town,

or within 50 miles of town, who, while not anxious to read

the articles in our Journal, will be glad to become members

of the Society, and to support its work. The new rule

is designed to meet this want. Persons wishing to avail

themselves of it must be proposed within the year.
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Y. Additions to the Library.

Presented by the India Office.

Inscriptions copied from the Stones collected by King

Boduwpaya and placed near the Arakan Pagoda,

^Mandalay. Two vols. Fol. Rangoon, 1897.

Burgess (J.) and Cousens (II.). Revised Lists of

Antiquarian Remains in the Bombay Presidency and

the Native States of Baroda. 4to. Bombay, 1897.

A Journal of the First Voyage of Vasco da Gama, 1497-99.

Translated and edited with Notes, an Introduction, and

Appendices by E. G. Ravenstein. 8vo. London, 1898.

Rea (A.). Monumental Remains of the Dutch East India

CompaHy in the Presidency of Madras.

4 to. Madras, 1897.

Nathan (R.). The Plague in India, 1896, 1897. Four vols.

8vo. Simla, 1898.

Presented by the Author.

Heron -Allen (E.). Some Side -lights upon Edward

FitzGerald’s Poem, the Ruba'iyat of Omar Khayyam.

8vo. London, 1898.

Pognon (H.). Inscriptions DIandaites des Coupes de

Khouabir, teste, traduction, et commentaire philo-

logique, avec quatre appendices et un glossaire. Pt. 1.

8vo. Paris, 1898.

Oust (Dr. R. N.). Linguistic and Oriental Essays. Fifth

Series. Two vols. 8vo. Hertford, 1898.

Essay on Religious Conceptions.

8vo. Hertford, 1898.

Finn (Mrs.). Emmaus Identified. 8vo. London.

Presented by Mr. R. C. Butt.

Naidu (C. Tirumalaj’ya). Gana Yidya Sanjivini. A
treatise on Hindu Music. 8vo. Madras, 1896.

Presented by C. D. Cobham, Esq.

Some Specimens of the Handwriting of Mirza ‘Ali Mu-
hammad the Bab.
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Presented btj Sir M. Monier- Williams.

Eecord of the Establishment of the Indian Institute in the

University of Oxford. 8vo. Oxford, 1897.

Presented hy the Delegates of the Clarendon Press.

The Coptic Version of the New Testament in the Northern

Dialect, otherwise called Memphitic and Behairic. Two
vols. 8vo. Oxford, 1898.

Presented hy the French Ministry of Public Instruction.

Annales du Musee Guimet. Tome xxvi, pte. 2.

IIong-Tyong-Ou et II. Chevalier. Guide pour rendre

propice I’etoile qui garde chaque homme, traduit du

Coreen. 4to. Paris, 1897.

Pte. 3. Gayet (Al). L’exploration dea ruines

d’Antinoe et la decouverte d’un temple de Bamses II

enclos dans I’enceinte de la ville d’Hadrien.

4to. Paris, 1897.

Milloue (L. de). Petit Guide illustre au Musee Guimet.

8vo. Paris, 1894.

Bevue de I’histoire des religions. Tome xxxvi, Nos. 1, 2.

Presented by Lord Reay.

Vogel (J. P.). Het Leemen Wagentje Indisch Tooneelspel

uit Sanskrt en Priikrt en ret Nederlandsch vertaald.

4to. Amsterdam, 1897.

Presented by the Publishers.

Weber (A.). Indische Studien. Vol. xviii.

8vo. Leipzig, 1898.

Uhlenbeck (C. C.). A Manual of Sanskrit Phonetics.

8vo. London, 1898.

Nagy (Albino). Die philosophischen Abhandlungen des

Jaqub ben Ishiiq Alkindi. 8vo. Munster, 1897.

Bobertsou (F. E.) and Lutfi Yussef Ayrut. An Arabic

Vocabulary for Egypt. Post 8vo. London, 1898.

Peters (Dr. J. P.). Nippur, or Explorations and

Adventures on the Euphrates. Two vols.

8vo. New York and London, 1898.

Dahlmann (J.). Buddha. 8vo. Berlin, 1898.
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Purchased.

Hardy (Dr. E.). Indische Religlonsgeschichte.

8 VO. Leipzig, 1898.

Hunter (Sir W.). Bengal MS. Records. A selected

list of 14,136 letters in the Board of Revenue, Calcutta,

1782-1807, with an historical dissertation and analytical

Index. 4 vols. 8vo. London, 1894.

Jleringer (Dr. R.). Indogernianische Sprachwissenschaft.

8 VO. Leipzig, 1897.

Majjhima - Nikiiya. Vol. ii, pt. 1. Edited by R.

Chalmers. Pali Text Society. 8vo. London, 1896.

Journal of the Pali Text Society, 1896. 8vo. London, 1896.

Biihler (G.). On the Origin of the Indian Brahma
Alphabet, with two appendices on the Kharosthi

Alphabet and the so-called letter numerals of the

Biahral. 2nd revised edition of Indian Studies, No. 3.

8vo. Strassbnrg, 1898.

Horamel (Dr. F.). Geschichte des alten Morgenlandes.

8vo. Stuttgart, 1895.

Presented by the Batavian Asiatic Society.

Jonker (J. C. G.). Bimaneesche Spraakkunst.

8vo. Batavia, 1896.

Erkelens (B.). Geschiedenis van bet Rijks Gowa.
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Art. XXVI .— Tariffs or Ermtern Chronograms. By C. J.

Rodgers, M.R.A.S.

It is well known that every letter in the Persian alphabet

has a numerical value. These values are perfectly con-

ventional. They are as follows :

—

1 = 1

or = 2

— or — = 3

or

^- = 10

J=20
.1 = 30

J= 100

j
orj = 200

300

J or = 4 II o CO or = 400

* = 5 ,. = 50 cO = 500

J = 6 — 60 600

o
V,.

II
t=70 ooII'J

- = 8 0COII1 = 800

t = 9 ,.= = 90 1^= 900

^=1000

The values are remembered by a series of words made

up of all the letters following one

of their numerical values.

another in the order

j.K.A.R. 1898. 47
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No event takes place but its chronogram is made out,

A sentence, or line of poetry, describing the event is

concocted, so that if the numerical values of the letters

in that sentence, or line of poetry, be added together they

will give the date of the event. Such a sentence is called

a Sometimes the calculation of these tarikhs is

plain sailing enough, but at others it is very diflBcult,

as the process is involved. We have to regard several

sentences and words and expressions which have a poetical

meaning given to them. Sometimes letters of certain words

indicated have to be added, sometimes subtracted, sometimes

multiplied. Eastern ingenuity is wonderful, and in nothing

more so than in the manufacture of these chronograms.

The births of great men, and their deaths, the accessions

of kings, the completion of a mosque, or a city, the printing

of a book, the founding of a city or its destruction or

capture, everything has its chronogram. No wonder, then,

that there are several collections of tarikhs exposed for

sale in all the vernacular bookshops of Northern India.

By far the best is one by Thomas William Beale, entitled

^iftah ut Tciivurij^, “The Key to Chrono-

grams,” not as in Elliot, vol. viii, “ The Key of History,”

p. 441. It is a marvellous book. The text is all in

Persian, and hence it is only readable by those acquainted

with that language. It gives many hundreds of chrono-

grams, and along with them explanations in Persian

describing persons and events. And besides this it gives

couplets on coins, and a variety of other information,

biographical, historical, and geographical. It is a book

that ought to be in every Oriental scholar’s library. There

is a lithographed edition by AJunshi Navval Kishore, printed

in 1868 A.D.

Besides this, IMaulvI Ghuliim Sarwar, of Lahore, wrote

a book containing nothing else but tarikhs, all of his own
invention. In 256 pages he gives over a thousand. They

are not of much value, inasmuch as few of the sentences

describe events, and hence help memory little. In collec-

tions of poetry tarikhs find a place. As all, however, are
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in Persian, few Englishmen read anything about them,

and fewer still take the trouble to verify them by working

them out.

In English literature of the present day we have nothing

which can compare with these Eastern turlkhs. In Spectator

No. 60, Addison says :
“ There is another near relation of

the anagrams and acrostics, which is commonly called a

chronogram. This kind of wit appears very often on many
modern medals, especially those of Germany, where they

represent in the inscription the year in which they were

coined. Thus we see on a medal of Gustavus Adolphus

the following words : ChrlstVs DVX ergo trIVMphVs.

If you take the pains to pick the figures out of the several

words, and range them in their proper order, you will find

they amount to MDCXWVII or 16i<!7, the year in which

the medal was stamped
;

for as some of the letters dis-

tinguish themselves from the rest, and overtop their fellows,

they are to be considered in a double capacity, both as

letters and as figures. Your laborious German wits will

turn over a whole dictionary for one of these ingenious

devices. A man would think they were searching after

an apt classical term, but instead of that they are looking

out for a word that has an L, an M, or a D in it. When,
therefore, we meet with any of these inscriptions, we are

not so much to look in them for the thought as for the year

of the Lord.”

Fuller, in his “Holy and Profane State,” chap, xiv, in

speaking of the death of Charles, eldest son of Philip II

of Spain, says : “A wit in such difiicult toys, accommodated

the numerical letters in Ovid’s verse to the year wherein

the prince suffered

—

1568

FILIYs ante DIeM patrlos InqYIrIt In annos.

1568

Before the tIHe the oYerhasty son

Seeks forth hoYY near the father’s Life Is Done.”
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The English language lends itself to the manufacture

of chronograms just as easily as does Latin, for it has the

same letters bearing numerical values : M, D, C, L, X, V,

and I, Here are some examples :

—

“ The Very noteD MoguL Akbar began to reign.”

Here M, D, L, V, I give 1556 a.d., the requisite date.

“ AnD he DIeD after a reign of nearLy fifty ILahl years,”

where D, D, D, L, L, I, I, I, I, I make 1605, the date of his

death. Similarly,

“Hezla first QVeen of InD Was foA^LLy kILLeD by

her oA^Vn sA^bjects,”

yields DDLLLLVA^A' VAHAHIII = 1239 a.d.

In the East tiirikhs are a system of mnemonics. The

sentences describe an event : the numerical values of the

letters composing it give the date. It is this which gives

them an educational value. A^’’e will begin with a well-

known one

—

|*lj jl

Here the letters give 962 h. This is a year too little. The

sentence means “ Huraayoon the king fell from the roof.”

I propose reading it j*lj j\ which gives

963 H. In English I have rendered it “ HUAIayoon sLlpt

Down,” where M, D, L, U or A^ and I give 1556 a.d.,

which corresponds with 963 h. Beale, in his “ Key to

Chronograms,” arranges them chronologically. I propose

looking at them in another wajn In the first place, it is

my intention to select only a few of the most famous, and

to arrange them more according to the subjects described,

or according to the different methods employed. As we

have given one relating to a king’s death, I ma}' as well

give some others on the same subject. I may say that

I have verified each one, and find that the numerical values

of the letters do actually give the correct dates.
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= 790 H. “ The death of Flroz ” Tughlaq.

Ai = 1014 K. “The death of King Akbar.”

= 1036 H. “Jahangir departed from

. the world.” (This gives one year too little.)

= 1118 H. “ ‘Alaragir departed from

the world.” (Correct.)

ci-'U. jj\j tj'ls) = 937 H. “ Alas ! Bilbar has died.”

(Correct.)

= 1161 ir. “Alas! Mu-

hammad Shah has left the world.”

j = 903 H. “ M^here has Ilumayun

gone and his glory ?
”

iLiJb jj[> ^ lj»- = 937 H. “ Paradise is the

everlasting home of Biibar.” (This is on Biibar’s

tomb in Kabul.)

= 937 H. “ Paradise be (his) portion.”

(The death of Biibar.)

iLlJb = 963 h. “King Kiimran died at

the Kiiba,” i.e. in Mekka.

j^\ • = 943 H. “ Sultan of Earth, martyr of

the sea.” (Death of Bahadur Shiih of Gujarat,

who was killed in a sea skirmisk.)

= 952 H. “ Died from fire.” (Death of Sher Shiih.

He was killed by the explosion of a shell.)

»^)^1= 932h. “Ibrahim Lodi was martyred.”

(He was killed in the battle of PiinTpat in 932 h.)

js\j = 861 H. “ The death of the victorious

Sultan Babar.” (This Babar was governor of

Khurasan only, in spite of his titles.)

= 805 H. “ Death of Eldaram Bayazid.”

(This is the Bayazid who was conquered by

Taimur.)

= 873 H. “ The murder of Suhan Abu
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<— J Sj jii = 606 H. “ He fell in the way

to ^aznih, at the stage of Damek,” i.e. Mu-

hammad Ghaur.

jij ij'jjsli cjli. = 1035 H. “Death of the Prince Parvez,”

son of Jahangir.

These tarikhs are all easily managed. Here are some

which give the dates of the deaths of individuals :
—

= 968 H. “Muhammad Bairam was

martyred,” Akbar’s tutor.

c:—ib ^.^;U= 1081 H. “ Saib died.” (He was a poet.)

= 1107 H. “ Rasikh died.” (A poet.)

= 1149 H. “ Shuhrat died.” (A poet.)

‘-r’V ~ 1161 H. “ Alas ! Qamar ud Din

Khiin,” prime minister of Muhammad Shah of

Dehll.

(.'b J"^ = 1040 H. “ May the abode of

Mumtaz Mahall he Paradise ! ” (The death of the

wife of Shah Jahan, who is buried in the Taj

Mahall at Agra.)

— 11”” H. “The young

Christian found near Christ his palace or royal

abode.”

jl^bi) = 420 H. “ The royal falcon of demons.”

(Death of Mahmiid of Ghaznih. This is very in-

definite, death not being mentioned. It is not very

complimentary.)

All these tarllAs connected with the dates of deaths are

plain sailing. As sooner or later we shall have to examine

more eomplicated tarikhs, we may as well commence with

the same subject and those treating of it. Some are very
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intricate
;
we will, liowever, commence with the easier ones.

Here is one on the death of Biibar :

—

Ja_=.

L_a_ la ,,1

S,\ JL

iLwu'lj j—jLj a_.' 1 ci-=r

The letters of each line of this quatrain give 937 h.,

the date of Biibar’s death. 3'he dotted letters of the first

line and the undotted ones of the second give the same

date. The uudotted letters of the first line and the dotted

ones of the second also give the same. In like manner the

dotted letters of the third line and the undotted ones of

the fourth, or the undotted letters of the third line and

the dotted ones of the fourth, also give the same date, so

that the date 937 h. is given no less than eight times.

I have verified this. Beale misquotes the third and fourth

lines; and in vol. viii of Elliot, p. 443, there are mistakes

in the first, third, and fourth lines. The above version,

which I obtained by collating a variety of copies, I have

• proved to be absolutely correct. It is certainly a wonderful

production, but it is not by any means alone. Its fault

is its flattery.

JU cj'vi. JLj = 1188 h. “Year of death,

year of death, alas, alas ! ” (Death of Ahmad
Shiih of Dehll

;
in prison, twenty years after his

dethronement.)

j ^ ^ = 1160 H. “In hell and hell-

fire, with granddad and sire.” (Date of the death

of Nadir Shah. This is strong language !)

i— = 1160 H. “The sword of the

glorious ones, the anger of God.” (Also gives

the death of Nadir. It is very poor.)
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Here this means the twelve Imiims. is

equal to 82. This multiplied by 12 = 984 h.

This is the date of the death of Tahmasp Shah

of Persia.

^ '
—

•’JZ'**’

By his death the following were deprived of head

and feet,
, Jax., that is,

were deprived of their first and last letters, and

the letters that are left after this operation, i.e.

j, J, j*.i, ^jo, give 1124 H., the death of

Bahadur Shah. The couplet means that by his

death Bounty, Grace, Generosity, Justice, and

Nobility ceased to exist.

slTlJ bb (_5b ^
The meaning is :

“ "Without fear Hatif at once said

Bahadur Shah has gone out of the world.” The

second line gives 1147 h. But it is said ‘ without

fear’ or i ^b. So we must subtract the value

of that word—23—from 1147, and we get 1124 H.,

as above.

Similar to this is a tarikh on the death of Nawab Asadud

Baulat.

“By his death were slain without head and feet,

Order, Method, Reverence, Courage, and Nobility.”

The letters left arej
j# ^ ,

which = 1212 h.

. “The unfortunate with head cut off.”

Here the word means ‘ unfortunate.’

‘with head cut off’ means that must lose its

first letter l-). = 1008 h. Cut off its

first letter c__j = 2, and we get 1006 H., the date

of the death of ‘Abd ul Momin Khiin, who was

murdered.
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“It cut off the head of the rebellious one.”

means ‘rebellious one’ or ‘rebellious’ simply,

uud is equal to 1013. Cut off its first letter

= 2, and we have 1011 h., the date of the

death of Abulfazl. This must have been written

by a friend of Jahangir. Abulfazl was the

favourite minister of Akbar. He was slain by

order of Jahangir, and his head was cut off and

sent to that prince, who was then in rebellion

against bis father at Allahabad. His head ought

to have been cut oflP, but wasn’t

!

Lj s»

cV A

Wisdom, seizing the foot of adab (shame), i.e.

= 2, said the “ murder of Dara Shikoh ” was

the tarlkh. = 1065. The 2 we

get from the must be added, as it has been

seized, and thus we get 1067 h., the date of the

murder of Dara Shikoh by that saintly hypocrite

his brother Aurangzeb.

Jcj. This just means the murder of Ram Raj.

But we must allow that the murder was perpetrated

by cutting off something. Here it is the last letter

— . The sentence = 975 h. Less — = 3, we have

972 H., the death of Ram Riij.

. One said, without the head

(or beginning) of envy his tarlkh is “ He has

kissed the feet of the Lord Jesus,” the part over-

lined. This gives 1776 a.d. ;
the head or first

letter of (envy), ^=8, must be added,

and we obtain 1784 a.d., the date of the death of

a celebrated Armenian Christian, who was famous

in his day as a cannon founder and a staunch
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Christian. His name was Nazr Khan. His tomb-

stone at Agra is in Armenian, but this tarTkh is

also on it in Persian.

There are many other methods of showing the date of

a death. Thus Hafiz, the poet, died in 791 h.

j

“If you wish to find the year of the death of

Hafiz seek it from the cupbearer, and intoxication,

and wine, and grape-juice,” the words being

which equal 791 h. These

words are of frequent occurrence in the odes of

HSfiz.

We have seen that Nadir Shah’s tarikh is couched in

frightfully severe language. Equally bad is that of the

Mahratta Sivajl. It runs ’ c_^'^ = 1099 h.

“ A kafir went to hell.”

Todar Mall was the finance minister of Akbar. He it was

who made the assessment of the Empire. His tarildi is

nearly the same as that of Sivajl. It is <=_j =
998 H. “ He went into hell.” This may have been

written by some disappointed Muhammadan who thought

he ought to have had Todar Mali’s office and emoluments.

It may be, however, that the whole population took a

strong dislike to the Finance Minister. In vol. xi of the

“N.W.P. Gazetteer,” at p. 532, we are told “A curious

story of one Jainda Kiral, who was settlement officer

to one of these princes (the Rajas of Sor). Jainda

measured the cultivated and culturable land and assessed

each according to its value, and recorded the demand against

every cultivator in a series of volumes which were placed

in the record-room of the Raja. The people therefore

* I see Mr. Stanley Lane Poole, in his “ Aurangzeb,” p. 167, gives this

tarikh as which yields but 1091 ii. or 1680 a.d. He is right.

The tarikh given in the text is that of the death of Sambhaji, son of Siviiji.

Beale has misprinted Siviiji for Sambhaji on p. 282.
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disliked him exceedingly, and when once he was sent to

a distant part of the country to reduce some refractory

villages to submission, his enemies resolved to do something

that would vex him terribly. The plan which was adopted

was to feign that Jainda had died in battle, and so induce

his widow to burn herself as a safi. The report was duly

made to the wife of Jainda, and was supported by corrobora-

tive evidence, and she believed it, and inconsolable for her

loss declared her determination to sacrifice herself. In this

resolve she was encouraged by all around her, who further

suggested that she should ascend the funeral pyre with

all the precious records that her husband had collected and

so laboriously compiled, and thus perform an act not only

meritorious in itself, but one which would be specially

pleasing to the spirit of her husband, who would thus in

the new world possess aU that he held most precious in the

world. To this the infatuated woman consented, and thus

the settlement records of the Sor Haj fed the funeral pyre

of the wife of their author.”

The author of the “ Tarikh i Rashldl ” gives the following

as the chronogram of the death of Dost Muhammad Khan

of Aksu : = 877 h. “That pig died.” His

character as depicted in the pages of the history deserved

such a chronogram.

Hindal, the brother of Humaj’un, was slain in a night

attack on his camp. The word = 958 gives

the date. But Maulana Mirza Amana composed a far more

poetical one :
—

“ A cypress went away from the royal garden ”

(vj:—

T

he cypress resembles the letter alif —
The value of the letters of is 959. Subtract

one, for the departed cypress, and we get 958 h.

Something like this is in the tarikh of the death of the

poet Ehusrau.
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_'Li ^
“ Hear from me the year of his departure : take the word
mortal from ^lusrau.” ‘ Mortal,’ ^ = I'll

;

‘ Khusrau ’= 866.

Take the former from the latter and we get 725 h., the date

of the poet’s death. The maker of this tarTkh slyly

insinuates that the poet was immortal. He was right.

!^husrau is still read and admired by Persian scholars all

over India.

The same method applies to the following tarlkh on the

completion of a tank in 940 h. by one named Latif :

—

i..y ;1

(vyj“Take water” (u->l =3) “from the tank of Latlf’

= 943). This gives us 943 — 3 = 940 h.

The death of George III as given by Beale himself is in

this tarikh ;

—

1
~

.b JCJO \\

j^r ZL"

“ Georo-e III threw his crown from his head. Here

‘ George III,’ JJU = 1238.

letter of his name, ^ 3.

‘ His crown ’ is the first

Take this from 1238 and we get

1235 H., the date of his death.

After this style the author of the “ Muntakhab ut

Tawarikh ” found the date of the completion of that

admirable abridgement of history: <ii <

i.e. “ The abridgement that has no second (or rival in

excellence).” But the word = 1054, and the second

letter of the word is = 50. Take this away from 1054

and we have 1004 h., the date required.

Writing about books, the “ Akhlaq i MuhsanI,”

,
gets its date from its name = 840 H.

A celebrated faqlr Makhdiim, “Shiih Taqql,” ibl,

had the date of his death written by a friend in the same

manner.
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aLI
c;.*-

“As Shah Taqqi was united to the True, from his name

Aw (= 816 H.) is obtained the date of his death.”

This is equalled by the tarlkh on the death of Maulana

‘Abdullah Iliitifi, a relative of the poet Jami.

“ Seek it (the date) from the ‘ Poet of Kings ’ w
and also from ‘The King of Poets,’” ‘'wl, both of

which give 927 h.

It may be that the poet who, near Ajmir, presented

Jahangir with this distich,

had this last tiirikh in his mind. He made out, at any

rate, that the letters in and in were equal

in value (i.e. 289). Of course he insinuated by this that

Jahangir was equal to God. Jahangir was pleased with

the discovery, and not displeased at the insinuation. He
gave the poet land, horses, gold, and a magnificent robe.

( ^ • Ai.' lit ^ 5 •)! AAijL' See

p. 124 of “Tozuk i Jahangiri,” ‘Aligarh edition.)

We have seen how the tarikh of the death of George

the Third was made. The author of that was Beale

himself. He made one similar in style for the coronation

of Her Majesty Queen Victoria. I give it in full:

—

^ ^ J > >• » o • C:

>; i ;1 A_A iX ll

1,7
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“ Since thrones obtained beauty from the Queen of the

World,

Happy became the people and the nobles, the beggars and

the Ministers
;

When she placed the Crown of Kings on tbe head of

herself.

The date became known from the beauty of the throne.”

Here tbe of is the first letter = 300. When
this is placed on (joined to) the head of herself

i.e. on ^= 600, we get 900. We have to join this to

the numerical value of “the beauty of the throne”

= 937. This addition produces 1837 a.d. The

translation does not make the thing quite as clear as we
could wish. The original is very clever and very loyal,

and has more truth in it than flattery.

His other tarlkhs on Her l^lajesty’s coronation are worthy

of being remembered :

—

<01 Part overlined = 1253 h.=

1837 A.D. Wisdom said, “ May she be under the

shadow of the Grace of God !
” a prayer that has

certainly been fulfilled.

L ...i-l. > <LX-Jw«

“ By the head and foot of faith ” that is, along with

^and LZJ = 4:70), “the tarikh of the accession is given in

the second Queen Balqls (the name of the Queen of Sheba),

the Lord of Land and Sea ” = 1367. Join the two numbers,

and 1837 is the result. The head and foot mean, of

course, two things—the whole, and the first and last letters.

To compare any queen to Balqis is a very great honour

indeed, but Mr. Beale evidently thinks it not enough to

say Queen Victoria is a second Balqls
;

he adds, “ Lord

of Land and Sea.” This, again, is clever and true, and

free from gross Eastern flattery.
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One more turikh on a death introduces us to another

style of getting at the date. Mirza Yiidgar Muhammad
died in the month of Safar (yi-o = 875 h.). The
‘ month Safar

’

gives this date :

—

“ ITe was martyred in Safar month, and also ‘ Safar month ’

Gives us the year of his martyrdom as information.”

The birth of Babar is chronicled in much the same way :

“ As that munificent king was born on the sixth of Muharram

The chronogram of his birth also is ‘ the sixth of Mu-

harram.’
”

= 888 H., the date of Biibar’s birth.

FaizI found the date of the death of Maulana Qasira

Kahl in ,
iU \\ = 988 h. “The 2nd of the

month of Rabi‘a us sanl.” And the death of Tahmasp Shah

of Persia is in the words j*^'V ^ ~
loth of the month of Safar.”

Babar’s birth date is simple. That of Akbar is, as worked

out by FaizI, “ a thing of beauty ” to the Eastern mind.

c:.—

t

— 949 h. “ Evening of Sunday

the fifth of Pajab.” In this is the time of the day, the

day of the week, and the day of the month, and these

added together give the year of his birth, 949 H.

Of exactly the same type is the chronogram of the battle

of PanTpat. It gives the same particulars

:

= 932. “ It was morning and Friday and the

7th of Rajab.” This is certainly one day wrong. It ought

to be the 8th, but would give hundreds too much.
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We have a capital one of this kind in the tarikh of the

death of Colonel John William Henning, governor of the

fort of Agra when the English took it. (He had struck

coins in Agra, in copper, on which he had placed his

initials, J. W. H.) j*.A< Part

overlined == 1803 a.d. Inspiration said,
“ The tiirlkh is the

1st of July,” which sentence furnishes the year 1803 a.d.

One more example of this kind is given by Maulana

Hasan for the death date of his Teacher, Maulana Haji

Muhammad Kashmiri: jAy — 1006 h. “It

was the 19th of the month of Safar.”

Another kind is still more astonishing. The letters of

the words in the year itself give the year. Two men died

in “Year nine hundred and eighty.” If

we add up the numerical values of the letters in the above

they yield 980 h. Beale gives one man and a poem, and

another authority I have gives another man and another

poem
;
hut both give the same date in the same wa3^

The numerical values of the letters in the Christian year

in Persian in the following give the corresponding year

of the Hajarat :

—

. 1 ^ • <.V

Part overlined = 1218 h.

“ At the moment that the English seized the fort of Agra,

My heart, from the unknown, humbly asked the question,

M^hat is the Christian year and also what the Hajri j'ear?

The voice said ‘ Eight hundred and one thousand and

three ’ is the year.”

This is certainly very ingenious and must have been the

result of careful thought.
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I will now look at the tilrlkhs of some battles and sieges

and conquests. The capture of Chaitaur is thus given

:

JblX' = 975 H. “ Obtained quickly Chaitaur.”

Also :

—

Jb J.ljb = 975 u. “No one remembers

such a victory.” (The above spelling confirms

my rendering of the name on the dams of Akbar

in the Indian Antiquary for July, 1890. It was

then questioned, and the correct spelling was said

to be Chitor. This is certainly wrong. The

above is on the coins, and is in the ,
which

is by Mirza AsTrl.)

iLlw'lj = 933 H. “The victory of Babar at

Kiinweh.”

I- r= 1097 H. “Conquest of

Dekkan and fort of Bijapur.”

jb V f,L^ <uij = 1089 H. “ Congratulations on

the taking of the fort of Golkondah.”

JoJs = 1178 H. “The English (Foreigners)

became rulers in Hind.” (After the battle of

Buxar.)

= 1216 H. “The foreigners took

the country from the Nawab” (Yamln ud Daulat).

J>ji = 1262 H. “ The English obtained

victory in the Panjab.”

= 1846 A.D. “Alas! Lahore

was conquered b}^ one assault.”

L'U

1 .

J.R.A.S. IS98.

Part overlined = 1846 a.d.
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“ The date of the victory of His Highness the Governor,

Who smote the enemies on the helmet with sword of finest

steel,

Say :
‘ May the news of the Victory of Lahore be

Blessed, Blessed, Blessed, Blessed.’
”

The last three tarlkhs are the work of Amir Hasan Hhan
Bahadur.

The conquest of Multan is given in a very happy effort :

—

“ I smashed the head and foot of Dlwan Mulraj : heartily

I said.

Fortunate is the conquest of Multan.”

The head and foot of Dlwan Mulraj are the first and last

letters of that ruler’s name, A and 4 + 3 = 7. Then

the letter-value of the overlined part of line two is 1272.

Take 7 from this (this number has been smashed or

obliterated), and we have 1266 h. = 1849 a.d., the conquest

of Multan by the English.

Perhaps the best tarikh that was ever written was the

one presented to Shahjahiin on the opening of the new city

of Dehli or Shahjahiinabad, as that city is always called by

Muhammadans : ilA jl ili Ai = 1058 h.

“ Shahjahiinabad was peopled by Shahjahiin.” It is com-

^forting to know that the author of this trifle, Mir Yahiya

KiishI, was presented with 5,000 rupees for his effort.

The Mogul Emperors did encourage literary talent, but

the kind of talent they encouraged was not peculiarly

useful. In all this manufacture of chronograms there

is a certain amount of straining. This is a necessity.

There is in some of them flattery expressed or understood.

There is, however, a neatness about all of them that

commands admiration.

I have still some few small things to bring forward.
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Here is one by the author of the “ Muntakhab ut Tawarikh
”

on his own marriage :

—

“ Inasmuch as by the gift of the Eternal to me,

AVith a moon-faced one I was married,

AVisdom the date of my marriage

Gave ‘ A moon became near the sun.’
”

This, at any rate, is neat and quiet. AATien Sliahziida

Aluhammad Dara Shikoh was married to Nadira, daughter

of Sultan Parvez, Alirzii Tahmasp Qull Turk composed

nineteen couplets, each line of which gave the date 1043 h.

The first letters of the first lines of these couplets, and the

first letters of the second lines of each couplet, form

a separate couplet

—

—each line of which gives the same date, 1043 h. If

we take the dotted letters of this couplet, or of an\’ of the

nineteen, or if we take the undotted letters of any couplet,

the result is the same—the date 1043. This is a gigantic

effort of ingenuity—a prolonged effort. Let us hope the

author was properly rewarded. I have not given this poem

of nineteen couplets, for obvious reasons. It would take

too much time for us Occidentals to work out with every

line a date, and with dotted letters of every couplet and

undotted letters of every couplet giving the same date.

I have not worked it out for myself. It is given in Beale,

p. 241, and if anj’one likes to go through it critically

I leave him to it.

There is another qasida extant on the birth of Jahangir

and the accession of Akbar. It has in it thirty-one

couplets: the first line of each gives the birth of Jahangir,

-5 ^ 1| 1 Ai ,lj . Ia.A

Overlined portion = 97-5 h.

1043 = Lj .i.* .,1-5 I
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977 H., and the second the accession of Akhar, 963 H. It is

given in Beale, pp. 211 and 212. I have not verified it.

It is the work of Khwiija Husain Marvi. It was for this

he received two lakhs of tankas. Such an extraordinary

effort was worth an extraordinar}^ reward.

Sometimes the words or sentences chosen for the tarTkh

have nothing whatever to do with the person or the event.

Thus, the word “the sword “ = 850 H., gives the

date of the death of Shahrukh, the son of Taimur, but

it is not connected in any way with that Sultan.

The word “ a lancet ” = 960 H., the date of the

blinding of Kiimran, just gives the allusion to the instru-

ment used in the act.

The words^y^ “ continued or repeated victory ”=
948 H., give the year in which Haidar Doghlatt obtained

frequent victories in Kashmir, but there is nothing in them

about either person or place.

AVe have given one chronogram on the accession of Her

Most Gracious Majesty, our Queen; here are some on the

accession of others :

—

= 930 H. “He took his father’s place.’’

The date of the accession of Tahmasp Shah of

Persia.

jb Ll,^h = 963 H. The accession of Akhar.

= 963 H. The accession of Akhar.

adijf jjbs = 963 H. The accession of Akhar.

iJ^jibiob aA j^\ = 1014 H. “In the place of

Akhar was the Prince Salim.’’ This is particularly

good. Its author was Saiyid Muhammad Karmanl.

jyL,* aA <tA jb= 961 H. “ Became king the Destroyer

Mubariz.” The accession of Muhammad ‘Adali

(Suri), whose kaniyat w^as “Mubariz ud duin’a wa

ud Din.’’

c.;b5>-jAJl ^'A-1 = 1131 II. “The Title Rafi'a ud

Darajiit.” The date of this king’s accession, reign,

and death.
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jjlc i\jL = 1173 H. “The Sultiin of Ilindii-

stiia Sbiih ‘Alam.” 3’he accession of that emperor.

Here is one very senseless tarikh, on the accession of

Taimiir ;

—

JO
“ If thou seekest the (date of the) accession of SuUan Taimiir

Place a dot on the dal (
0

)
of ItJ.”

That is, make bj = bj
;
bj = 75, but b J = 771 h., the

date of Taimiir’s accession. But bj means ‘ praver,’ and

bi is not a word at all, and neither has any connection

with Taimnr or his accession. The tarlkl^i of his death is

equally senseless
: ^ •y-’

c.*'J^jj *
** From Razwiiu the

head and feet have been taken away,” that is, the first and

last letters from the word We have then ' 4J left,

and they equal 807 h., the date of his death, i.e. Taimur’s.

Razwan is the Porter of Paradise. Another tarTkh for

Taimur’s death has his name and Turkish title in it, and no

more: = SOT h. This would do, as far as the

meaning is concerned, equally well for his accession.

The following tarikh is interesting to those who are

studying the Frontier question
:
jUaA a.»T

= 1058 H. “ Came (into his hands) the key of the country

of Hind, Qandahiir.” This gives the date of the capture of

Qandahar by Shah ‘Abbas II of Persia from the Indian

emperor Shah Jahan. It shows that the Persian understood

what Qandahiir was. (In my collection of Mogul coins,

now in the Lahore Museum, I see there is a Qandahar

rupee dated 1056 h. It was probably the last rupee of the

Mogul emperor struck in that distant fortress.)

I have given above the tarikh of the blinding of Kamran
by his brother Humayun. Here is one on the blinding

of Shiih ‘Alam b}’ that arch- villain Ghulam Qadir.

Lj»Jbc. ibi jJjjS

“A Hatif said with the head (first letter) of weeping (<dlj),

i.e. with = 50, ‘ They blinded the king Shah ‘Alam,’
”
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tlie second line of which = 1152. Join on the 50 and we
have 1202 h., the date of the king’s blinding.

The following is on the same, and is a furious one :

—

“Seize the head and foot of G^ulam Qadir [i.e. the first letter

(^= 1000) and the last letter (j = 200)], and cast them

at the head (i.e. first letter) of the bazar, = 2.” Cut

oft' (^ulam Qadir’s head and feet and cast them into the

street. This is a free translation. By joining the letters

indicated we get 1202 h. We sympathize with the author’s

wrath, and admire his cleverness.

It sometimes happened that more than one worthy died

in the same year. The manufacturer of tarlkhs rose to

the occasion. Thus, in the reign of Akbar, Mir Fath Allah

ShlrazI and Abulfath GllanI died in 997 h. Here is their

tarikh
: Jv* = 997 h. “ The two departed

together.”

Again, in 1163 h. two Shaikhs, Muhammad Nasir Fazli

and Asad Allah ^alib, died, and their tarikh is
: j

i 1

\ = 1163. “Alas! both departed from this world.”

The Emperor ‘Alamgir II was murdered in 1173 h. Three

days after that event, Iiitizam ud Daulat, son of Qamar

ud Din Wazir, was also murdered. Here is a tarikh which

gives the fact and also the country of the respective

murderers and their religion :

—

“The Suni of Balkh and the Shi'a of Kashmir were the

jnurderers of the King and of the son of the Wazir.” Only

the last line is used for the tiinlch. It equals 1173 H.

Here is a tiiiikh which does duty for three deaths, those

of Muhammad Shah
;
his Wazir, Nawab Qamar ud Din

;

and Niziim ul Mulk :

—

b jjUj ibi. aJUJ = 1161 H. “ Nothing

was left of the King of the Time, or of his Wazir,

or of Asaf.”
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I had noted many other tiirlkhs, but I cannot give them

all. Here is one, however, with some sense in it :

—

= 1174 H. “He returned to
> > * J

Qandahitr,” i.e. Ahmad Shiih Durrani alter his

defeat of the Marhattas at Piinlpat.

The tiiilldi on his battle of Panipat is only fair
;

it is :

—

JLi ;U = 1174 H. “The Durrani king

obtained another victor}\”

We have seen several tiirlkhs of Jahangir. Here is the

one which gives the date of the conquest of Kangra Fort,

in 1029 H. :

—

JV^' = 1029 H. “ The good fortune

of Jahangir won this fort.”

Here is the one from the mosque he erected in the

same fort :

—

= 1031 H. “The mosque of

King Jahangir was full of light.”

The following was inscribed by Jahangir on the Chashma

i Xiir at Ajmir :

—

= 1024 H. “The palace of King

Xiir ud Din Jahangir.”

A white stone was found in the bed of a river. Jahangir

ordered it to be cut in the form of an elephant, and the

following line to be cut on its breast :

—

Jui A-i-j = 1016 H. “A white stone,

the elephant of Jahangir King.”

When Jahangir went to Kabul in 1016 H., he ordered

the following to be engraved on the wall near the inscription

of Babar (not the one on the tomb of the first Mogul,

but another dated 914 h.) :

—

-'IL' = 1016 H. “The King of the cities

of the seven climes.”
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Two tarikhs on the birth of Jahangir are specimens of

what such things were. They are:

—

/j = 977. “ The royal pearl of the great

deeps of Akbar.”

jS\ — 977. “ The jewel of the gold gem

casket of King Akbar.”

Mr. Beale not only collected tarlkhs, he explained them

and gave historical notes on them. And besides this he

himself wrote many admirable ones himself in Persian.

Here is one in Urdu or Hindustani
;

it gives the year

of the calamity of the Black Hole. I give the whole of

the poetry preceding the actual tarikh :

—

aJ

j / ajiAJa g g

Jr^
' L5t^

<=i V.

L^- i-iU^ ^
“ When the Nawiib Suriij ud Daulat, the enemy of the

English,

Took by violence Calcutta, beating the drum.

In the tight room, the Black Hole, he at once fastened

One hundred and forty and six Englishmen, who were

all priceless.

In the morning only three and twenty remained, alas

!

As though some one had mixed poison with their water.

Cutting ofi' the feet of the enemy and the head of foes

I said the tiiilkli is ‘ The tight room Black Hole.’
”
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By the ‘ feet of the enemy ’ he means the last letter of

i.e. ^ = 50, and by the ‘ head of foes ’ the first

letter of i.e. 1 = 1. These together equal 51. The

words ‘the tight room Black Hole,’ yield

1220. Take from this 51, the results of all the beheading,

and we have left 1169 h. = 1756 a.d. This is exceedingly

ingenious. But is it worth while to compose eight lines

of poetry just to introduce a puzzle in the last two?

AVhether it be worth while or not, here it is. To the

Eastern these trifles are literary gems which are valued

exceedingly, and Eastern books are full of them. Eastern

monarchs showed their appreciation of them by lavish gifts

to their authors. I do not think Mr. Beale received any-

thing for his efforts. He lived in utilitarian times. But

his knowledge of Persian and of history secured for him

a subordinate post in the office of the Board of Revenue

in the N.W.P., and he assisted Sir Henry Elliot in his

History.

There are thousands more of these trifles all over India,

on mosques and tombs, in w'ells and on walls, and in books.

The verification of them is an exercise in arithmetic
;
the

solving of the puzzles is an exercise in patience and Persian.

But when we have done with them we wish the ingenuity

had been bestowed on something more valuable. IrYe

cannot, however, rise from the study of these tarikhs

without some admiration for the ingenuity of their authors

and for the liberality of sovereigns who recognized literary

labours of so low a degree. A knowledge of them is

necessary for a full understanding of Persian histories.
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Art. XXVII.

—

The story of the merchant Ghosaha {Ghosaha-

setfhi) in its twofold Pali form, with reference to other

Indian parallels. By Professor E. II.\rdy, Ph D.

I. PRELIMINARY REMARKS.

The Manoratha-PuranI, Buddhaghosa’s Commentary on

the Ahguttara-Nikaya, embraces a pretty large collection of

highly important and interesting legends,* which, according

to my estimation, amounts to nearly one-third of the whole

work. A general idea of it may be gained from two initial

words, viz. Etad aggam
;

for each legend points to some

follower of Gotama Buddha, an example, as it were, amongst

all of the same kind, whether man or woman, whether

member of the Order or still living in the world.

As to the arrangement and succession of the diflferent

legends, our source agrees with the Ahguttara, Eka-Nipata,

xiv, 1-7, whereas the subjects are circumscribed by their

common purport. The legends are designed to show where,

when, and under what conditions, both remote and proxi-

mate, the Teacher came to present such models of perfection

to the faithful.

Still, occasionally, we meet with legends in which the

narrative itself preponderates so much that we have, and,

of course, also the Buddhist readers or hearers of yore

had, only the impression of amusing pastime. A story of

this sort, which we enjoy rather for its literary than its

edifying character, happens to be the so-called legend of

the slave Khujjuttara and the queen Samavatl.

Here, perhaps, another reason for dressing up a pious story

as a novelette may be sought for in the circumstance that

* Mrs. Mabel Bode has published some of these in J.R.A.S., 1893,

pp. 5i7 sqq. See also Transactions of the Ninth International Congress of

Orientalists, vol. i, pp. 341 sqq.
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the Teacher had told it with special regard to the female

hearers (savikas)d At present, however, I have only to

point out the great value our legend has for everyone

concerned in the comparative history of literature,

because there is embodied in it the fable known all over

the world of a boy who has been destined to become the

heir of a rich man, and who, in spite of many plots against

his life, at last reached his destiny. Being a favourite of

fortune, every time he is saved by some lucky chance, and

when at last he gets all the wealth of his persecutor, he

does so by a mere hazard too. A young girl who has fallen

in love with him succeeds in exchanging a letter, likely

to be fatal to him, with another, by which he becomes her

husband and also heir of enormous riches by the help of

his wife. This tale, itself forming but an episode of our

legend, is connected with another, the principal motive of

which is closely related to the ballad of Schiller, ‘‘ Der

Gang nach dem Eisenhammer.”

Already in 1869, Professor Albrecht Weber ^ of

Berlin pointed out that Buddhaghosa’s Commentary on

the Dhammapada, vv. 21-23, contains a legend of the

very same tenor. Unfortunately, however, Mr. James
d’Alwis, ^ upon whom Weber relies, has not given

a complete translation of this part of the legend alluded

to, and in Fausb oil’s Extracts from the Coimnentary it

is wholly missing. Weber, when, fourteen j'ears later,’ he

* In the canonical books Samavati (or Saniavati) is mentioned only once,

viz. Udana, vii, 10. Khujjuttara occurs three times, viz., Samyutta-Nikaya,

Labhasakkarasamy. 24, 3. 4 (P.T.S., 1888, vol. ii, p. 236) ;
Ahguttara-Xikaya,

Dukka-Nipata, 12, 4 (P.T.S., 1885, vol. i, p. 88); Catukka-Nipata, 176, 4

(P.T.S., 1888, vol. ii, p. 164). Here it is always the same utterance; “May
1 be like the upasika Khujjuttara and Velukantakiya, Nanda’s mother !

” The

Teacher approves this wish, recominending it to every faithful upasika, and says

that his female hearers (savikas) ought to follow the example of the two women

named before. Of course, we find both enumerated iu the li.st of heroines in the

Auguttara-Nikaya, Eka-Nipata, xiv, 7. There is another list, hut without an?

introductory words, in the Afiguttara-Nikaya, Atthaka-Nipata, not yet edited

for the P.T.S., and here, too, the name of Khujjuttara stands next to that of

Samavati.
^ Monatsher. d. Berliner Akad., 1869, p. 42 sq.

^ Introduction to Kaccayana’s Grammar (Colombo, 1863), p. 101.

‘ In his edition of the bhammapada (Ilavniae, 1855), pp. 153 sqq.

® Sitzuugsber. d. Berliner Akad., 1883, p. 567.
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laid before the public the Jaina Campakasresthikathanakam,

could, therefore, still adhere to the opinion that the Buddhist

version of our tale was deficient, since it did not mention

“dass der unschuldige Triiger seines eigenen.

Todesbefehles statt des Todes ein Miidchen zur

Frau gewinnt.” Moreover, the two commentaries do

not agree in such a manner as would justify the

substitution of the one for the other. Thus, even if we

were better informed about that story, as it occurs in the

Dhammapada-Atthakatha, than we actuall)' are, information

drawn from some other text of the Pali-Buddhist literature

would have its use, and from their juxtaposition, I believe,

we shall be able to arrive at the primitive Buddhist form

of our fable.

For the text of the story in the Manoratha-Puranl

I used three MSS. in Sinhalese writing, viz., the Tumour
MS. of the India Office Library (=Tj), and two more MSS.
referred to sub-Nos. 9 and 10 in the 3Iorris Collection

(=Mg; Mij), now in tbe possession of the Royal Asiatic

Society, As regards the text of the Dhammapada-
Atthakatha on vv. 21-23, as far as it is concerned with

the episodes mentioned above, I had at my disposal a MS.
from Caraboja, now in the Bibliotheque Rationale (Pali 109,

fol. tj sqq. = C.), and besides some pieces of the edition of

the Dhammapada-Atthakatha (pp. 87-95), published in

1891 A.D. at Colombo, for which I am indebted to

Mr. Wickremasiiighe. In one place, ^ where this edition

would give a sense quite different from my MS., I con-

sulted also three other MSS., written likewise in Cambojan

characters, of the Bibliotheque Rationale, viz., Pali 104,

105, 108 (= C'
;
C^

; C*), and so I was able to verify the

correctness of the MSS. from the circumstance that they

agree where the context proves that the reading of the

edition is false.

* See below on p. 762, n. 8.
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II. TEXTS.i

Matioratha-Furanl.

1. Tasmim (Udene) rajjam karayamclne Ghosako deva-

putto devapurato^ cavitva Kosambiyam ekissa rupu-

pajlviniya kucchismitu patisandhim ganhi. Sa dasa-

mas’ accayena vijayitvii puttabhavara uatva samkarakute
chaddapesi.

Tasmim khane Kosambisetthino * kammantiko piito ’va

setthigbaram gacchanto ‘kin nu kho imaip kakehi sampa-

rikinnan ’ ti gantvii darakam disvii ‘ mahapufifiava esa

diirako bbavissati’ ti ekassa purisassa hatthe geham pesetvii

setthigbaram agamasi.

Setthi pi^ rajupattbiinavelaya rajakulara gacchanto
antararnagge purobitam disvii ‘ajja kim nakkbatta ii

’

ti pucchi.^ So^ tattb’ eva thito ganetvii ‘ asukara niima

nakkhattam
;
ajja iminii nakkbattena jiitadarako imas-

mim nagare setthittbiinam labhissatr ti iiha. So tassa

katham sutvil vegena gbarani pesesi: ‘ imassa purohitassa

dve katbii niima natthi, gbarani me garugabbhii, jiiniitba

tiiva nam vijiitii vii no vii’ ti. Te gantvii jiinitvii ‘ ayya

na tiiva vijiitii®’ ti iiharnsn. ‘Tena hi gacchatba, imas-

mim nagare ajja jiitadiirakam pariyesatbii - ’ ti.^ Te-

pariyesantii tassa settbino kammantikassa gebe tain diirakani

disvii settbino iirocayinisu. ‘Tena hi bhane® tam kam-

mantikam pakkosatbii’ ti. Te tam pakkosimsu. Atba nain

' The words spaced out are the same or nearly the same in both versions.

* om. M|fl.
^ Mo Kosanihika'’. * T, pucchito.

® Tivijayatl; Mg vijati. ® M,obhaiite.
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II. TEXTS.

Dhammapada-Atthaliathd.

1. Ayam (Ghosakadevaputto) pana kamagune pari-

bhufijanto mutthassati hutva iiharakkhayena cavi, cavitvii

ca pana Kosanibiyam nagaracobhiniyii kuccbismim
patisandhim ganhi. Sa vijatadivase ‘ kirn etan ’ ti dasiin

pucchitva ‘putto ayye ’ ti vutta ^ ‘ handa je imam darakain

kattarasuppe ® aropetvil sankarakfite* cbaddehl ’ ti chad-

diipesi. (Nagarasobbiniyo hi dhitarain patijagganti ^ na

puttain, dhitara hi tasain paveni ^ ghatiyati.) Darakain

kiika pi sunakha pi pariviiretva nisidiinsu, paccekabuddlie

sinehappabhavassa huhkaranassa ® nissandena eko pi upa-

gantum na visahi.

Tasmira khaiie eko^ manusso bahi nikkhamanto tarn

kakasunakhasannipatam disva ‘kin nu kho etan’ ti®

gantva darakam disva puttasinehain patilabhitva ‘putto

me laddho’ ti geham nayi.

Tada Kosambikasettbi rajakulam gacchanto rajani-

vesanato agacchantam purohitam disvil ‘kim acariya

ajja te® tithikaraiianakkhattayogo'® olokito’ ti pucchi.
‘ Ama mahasetthi, amhakain kim annain kiccan ’ ti ? ‘ Jana-

padassa kirn bhavissati acariya ’ ’ ti? ‘Ahfiam natthi, imas-

miin pana nagare ajja jatadiirako jetthakasetthi bha-

vissatl’ ti. Tada setthino bhariya garugabbha hoti.

Tasma so sigbam geham purisain” pesesi ‘ gaccha bhane

janahi tain‘® : vijil tii va no va ’ ti,*® ‘ na vijata ’ ti ca sutva

rajanam disva vegena gehain gantva Kaliin nama dasim

* C. vutte. - C. katara°. ’ C. Sankara®.
* C. patiija®. ® C. 'nim. ® C. hukkara°.

om. Ed. ® C. adds tartha. ® C. inserts nimitam.
C. °karana°. ** om. C. C. nain.

C. has after va ti : antevasiko tain sutva vegena geham gantva pucclii
‘ setthihhariya vijata’ ti ? ‘ Na vijayati’ ti aharasu (sic I). Tam sutva puna
nagaram gantva ‘ na vijata’ ti aha. Setthi ‘na vijayati’ ti sutva rajanam
disva, and so on.
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Manoratha-Furant.

setthi ‘ gehe kira te diirako atthi’ ti pucchi. ‘ Ama ayya ’

ti. ‘ Tam darakam amliakam delil ’ ti. ‘ Na demi ayya ’ ti.

‘ Handa sahassam ganhitva dehl ’ ti. So ‘ayam jiveyya

va mareyya va dujjiiuam etan’ ti sahassam ganhitva adiisi.

2. Tato setthi cintesi : ‘sace me bhariya dhltaram vija-

yissati, imam eva karissiimi, sace puttam vijayissati, imam
ghiitessami ’ ti. Sa puttam vijiiyi. Tato setthi ‘evam

tara^ gavo madditva miiressantl’ ti cintetva ‘imam

darakam vajadvare nipajjapetha ’ ti iiha. Tam tattha

nipajjapesura. Atha nam^ yuthapati usabho pathamara

nikkhamanto disva ‘ evam nam afifie na maddissanti ’ ti

catunnam piidanam antare katvii atthasi. Atha

nam gopalaka disva ‘mahapuhho esa darako yassa

tiracchanagatii pi gunam jiinanti, patijaggissiima nan’ ti

attano geham nayimsu.

So pi setthi tassa matabhavam anuvajjanto *
‘ gopiilakehi

nito ’ ti sutvii puna sahassam datvii aniipetva amaka-

susane chaddapesi. Tasmin ca kiile^ ajapiilako susiinam

nissiiya ajika ciireti. Ath’ ekii dhenu-ajikii diirakassa

punfiena maggii ukkamma gantvii diirakassa khlram datvii

* M,n nam. ®
'M,n tarn.

* T,, M,o insert setthissa gharo.

> Mj “vajjanto
; M,o, T, “vijjauto.
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Dhammapnda-A tthakathd.

pokkositva sahassara datvii ‘ gaccha imasmira nagare
upadharetva* ajjn® jatadarakam ganhitva ehi’ ti. 8a

upadharenti tam gehara gantva darakam® disva® ‘ayam

diirako kadii jato ’ ti gahapafanira pucchitva ‘ajja jato’^ ti

vuttii® ‘imam maybam dehi’ ti ekam kabapanam iidim katvii

mulam vaddhenti eabassara datva tara anetvii setthino

dassesi.

2. Settbi ‘sace me dbltil jayissati, tiij'a nam saddbiip

nivesetva settbittbiinassa samikam karissami, sace me®
putto jayissati, raaressami ® nan ’ ti cintetva nam gebe

kiiresi. Atb’ assa bbariyii katipahaccayena puttam vijayi.

Settbi ‘imasmim asati mama putto ’va* settbittbauara

labbissati, idiin’ ev’ etam ' maretum vattati ’ ti cintetva

Kiilim amantetva ‘ gaccba je vajato® gunnam nikkba-

manavelaya vajad varamajjhe® imam tiriyam nipajjapehi,

gaviyo tam® madditva'® maressauti, maddanaraaddana-

bbavam” pan’ assa natvii eliT’ ti aba.

Sa gantva gopalakena vajadvare® vivatamatte yeva tam
tattba*® nipaj jiipesi. Goganajettbako usabbo aniias-

mim hiile sabbapaccba niggaccbanto pi tam divasam sabba-

patbamam nikkbamitva darakam catunnam padanam
antare katva attbasi. Anekasatagaviyo usabhassa dve

passani ghamsentiyo nikkbamimsu. Gopalako pi ‘ ayam

usabbo pubbe sabbapaccba nikkhamati, ajja pana sabba-

patbamam nikkbamitva vajadvare * niccalo ’va * tbito, kin

nu kbo etan ’ ti cintetva gantva tassa bettba nipannam

darakam disva puttasineham patilabbitva ‘putto me
laddbo ’ ti gebam nesi.

Kali gantva settbina puccbita tara attbain arocetva

‘gaccba nam puna imam sabassam datva anebi’ ti

' C. adds sahassam datva.
* om. Ed.
’ C. eva tam.

C. maddetva.

C. and Edition have tatha.

C. nehi.

- C. inserts tam.
® C. vutte.

® C. vajia°.
** C. maad.anabhavam.
1* C. gonaj°.

® om. C.
® O. mari°.
® C. nam.
Ed. nam.
C. °sattha'’.

J.R.A.s. 1898. 49
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Manoratha-Purani.

gata nivattamana pi tath’ eva gantvii khiram adasi. Aja-

piilako cintesi ‘ayam ajika pato pi imasmil thanii ukkamitva

gata, kin nu kho elan ’ ti, gantvii olokento tarn karanain

natva ‘mahapunno esa darako, tiracchanagatii pi ’ssa gunam
jananti, patijaggissami nan ’ ti gahetva geliaiii gate. Puna-

divase setthi ‘mato nu kho darako, na niato ’ ti olokiipento

ajapiilakena gahitabhavain liatvii sahassain datva anii-

petva^ ‘sve^ imain nagarain eko sattliaviihaputto pavisissati,

irnain diirakarn netvii cakkamagge thapetha, evam tarn

sakatacakkam bhindantain gamissati ’ ti iiha. Tain tattha

nikkhittarn satthaviibaputtassa purimasatake gonii disva

cattiiro piide tbarnbhe viya otaretvii attbainsu. Satthaviiho

‘kin nu kho etan’ ti tesain tbitakaranam olokento

darakam disva ‘ mahapunfio darako, jaggitum vattatl ’ ti

ganbitva agamilsi.

^ Tj anapesitva
;
M9 anapetva.

* Mio yeva.
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Dhammapada-A Ithalca/ha

.

vutlii* puna anetva adiisi. Atlia nam iiha : ‘aniraa Kali,

imasmim nagare pailcasakapisatani pacciisakiile utthaya

vanijjilya gacclianti, tvam imam netvil cakkamagge
nipajjapehi, gonii vii nain raaddissanti cakkaiii^ vii nam*

bbindissanti,^ pavattin* ca* natvii ’va agaccheyvasi ’ ti.

Sa tarn® netvii cakkamagge nipajjapesi. So^ siikatika-

jetthako* purato ahosi. Ath’ assa gonii tarn ® thanam patvii

dhurara cbaddesum, punappunain iiropetva pajiyamiina pi

purato na gaccbimsu. Evam tassa bi tebi saddhim vaya-

mantass’ eva arunam utthabi. So ‘kin niim’ etam gonii

karimsu ’ ti maggam olokento diirakam disvii ‘bhii-

riyam vata me kamraan’ ti cintetvii ‘ putto me laddho ’ ti

tuttbamiinaso nam*® geham nesi.** Kiill gantvii settbinii

puccbilii tam pavattim ** iicikkbitvii ‘ gaccha, nam puna

sahassam datvii iinehl’ ti vuttii tathii akiisi. Atlia nam
iiha: ‘ idiini nam'® iimakasusiinam ** netvii gaccbantare

nipajjiipebi, tattha sunakbiidlhi vii khiidito amanussebi vii

pabato marissati matiimatabhiivan c’assa jiinitvii ’va iiga-

ccbeyyiisi ’ ti. Sii tam netvii tattba nipajjiipetvii ekamante

attbiisi. Tara auuakbo \R kiiko vii amanusso vii upasanka-

mitum niisakkhi.

“Na nu c’assa neva miila na* pitii* na bbiitikii **’’
ti

iidisu koci rakkbito niima attbi, ko* tam® rakkhatl ti ?

Sunakhakiile paccekabuddhe sinebena pavattitabumkarana-

mattam*® eva*^ tain rakkbati.

Alb’ eko ajapiilo anekasabassii ** ajii gocarajn nento

snsanapassena gaccbati. Ekii ajii panniidini kbadamanii

gacchantaram pavitthii *® diirakam disvii jannukehi thatvii

diirakassa tbanam adiisi. Ajapiilakena ‘ be be ’ ti sadde kate

pi na nikkbami. So yattbiya nam pabaritva ‘nlbarissiiml
’

* C. inserts sahassam tassa datra.
® om. C. * C. chindissanti.
® C. pavuttifi ca ;

Ed. pavattim c’asSa.

’ om. Ed. C. sakatijetth°.

Ed. tam. C. nehi.

C. amasu°. C. amanussena.
C. hukka“. ” C. c’eva.

C. pavisitva.

^ Ed. cakka.

® Ed. nain.
® C. nam.

C. pavuttira.

C. bhatikadisu.

C. satasahassa.
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Maiioratha-Puranl.

Settlii pi tarn cakkapathe matabhavam va araatabkavaTn

va olokapento satthavahena gahitabbavarn ilatva tassa pi

sabassam datva anapetva nagarato avidiirattbane papate

patapesi. So tattha papatanto nalakaranam kamraaka-

ranatthane nalakarasala^'am patito. Sa tassa pufifianu-

bbavena satavibatakappasapicusampbassasadisa abosi. Atba

nam nalakarajettbako ‘ pufinava esa darako, jaggitum

vattatl’ ti ganhitva geham gato. Settbi darakassa papatato

patitatthane amatabbavam va matabbavam va pariyesapento

nalakarajettbakena gabitabbavam uatva tassa pi sabassam
datva anapesi.

3. Aparabbage settbissa sakaputto pi so pi ubho vayappatta

abesum. Settbi puna Ghosakadiirakassa maranupayaTn'
cintento attano kumbbakiirassa gebnm gantva
‘ ambbo mayhara gehe evariipo ^ eko avajatadiirako

attbi, tarn darakatn yam kinci katva maretum vattati
’

ti rabassena ilha. So tato ubbo pi kanne pidahitva ‘ eva-

rfiparp nama bhariyam kathara katbetura na vattati ’ ti

iiha. Tato settbi ‘ayam mudbii na karissatl ’ ti cintetvii

‘banda bbo sabassam ganbitva etam kamtnan nippbadebi’

ti aba. (Laficam niiina abbinnam bhindati.) Tasinii so

sabassam labhitvii sanipaticcbitvii ‘ abam ayya asuka-

divasam niima iivapam alitnpessami, tadii tarn asukavelaya

nilma peseb! ’ ti iiha. Settbi pi kho tassa vacanara sutva

sampaticchitva tato patthiiya divase ganento kumbbakarena

’ Ti maranu”. * Ti inserts ca.
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T)hammapada-A tthiikatha.

ti gacchantaram pavittho jannukehi thatvu daralcam ^

payentim disva darake puttasiueham patilabhitvii ‘putto me
laddho ’ ti iidaya pakkiimi.

Kiili ' gantvii setthinii pucchitii tarn pavattim acikkhitva

‘ gaccha, tarn® puna sahassam datvii auehl ’ ti vuttii

tathii akiisi. Atha nara iiha :
‘ amraa Kiili, ^ imam iidaya

corapapiitapabbatam abliiruhitvii * papiite khipa,® pabba-

takucchi^’ara patihafiriamano khandiikhandiko butvii bbii-

miyam patissati matiimatabliavau c’assa natv-ii ’va

iigaccheyyiisi ’ ti. Sii tarn tattha netvii pabbatamatthake

tbatvii khipi. Tam kho pana pabbatakucchim nissiiya

mabiivenugurabo pabbatanusiireu’ eva vaddhi. Tassa mat-

thakam ghauajato jinjukagumbo avatthari. Diirako patanto

kojave viya tasmim pati. Tam divasam ' nalakarajettha-

kassa venubali ® patto hoti. So puttena saddhim gantvii

tain venugumbam chinditum iirabbhi. Tasmim calante

diirako eaddara akiisi. So ‘ diirakasaddo viyii ’ ti ekena

passena abhirubitva ® tarn disvii ‘ putto me laddlio ’ ti

tutthacitto iidiiya gate. Kiili setthissa santikam gantvii

tena puccbita tain pavattim iicikkhitvii ‘ gaccha, nam puna

sahassam datvii anehi’ ti vutta tathii akiisi.

3. Setthino idah c’idan ca karontass’ eva darako va-

ddhito, Ghosako tvev’ assa niimam ahosi. So setthino

akkhimhi kantako viya khiiyi, ujukam tam oloketum pi

na visahi.*® Ath’ assa miiranupiiyam^* cintento attano

sahiiyakassa kumbhakiirassa santikam gantvii ‘kada

aviipam iilimpessasi^^’ ti tam pucchitva ‘sve’ ti vutte ‘tena

hi idam sahassam gahetvii mam’ ekain kammam karohi
’

ti iiha. ‘Kim'® sami’ ti? ‘ Eko me avajataputto atthi,

tam tava santikam pesessiimi, atha nam gahetva gabbham

pavesetva tikhinaya vasiyii khandakhandikam chinditvii

ciitiyam pakkhipitva avape paceyyiisi,'^ idam te sahassam

' Ed. inserts khiram. ^ C. inserts tam disva.
* ora. Ed. * C. abhiruyhitva.
’ Ed. inserts ca. ® C. °balo.

Ed. sabi. C. maranu®.
C. has kim kamraam karissami ti.

* C. nara.
® C. khipi, and it adds tam.
® C. abhiruyhitva.

Ed. “pessati.

» Ed. =si ti.
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Manoratha-Tiirani.

vuttadivasassa sampattabhavam iiatva Ghosakakurnarara
pakkositvii: arahakam tiita asukadivase nama bahuhi

bhajanebi attbo, tvam arabakain kurabbakarassa santi-

kam gantva ‘pitarii kira me tumbakam ' katbitam attbi,

tam ajja nippbadebi’ ti vada.^ So sadbu ti tassa vacaiiam

sampaticcbitva nikkbami.

Atba nam antaramagge settbissa sakaputto gulakllam
kllanto disva vegeua gantva ‘ aham bbatika darakebi

saddbira kljanto ettakam niima jito, tarn me patijinitva

debi’ ti aha. So ‘ maybam idiini okaso n attbi, pita mam
accayikakammena kumbhakarassa santikam pabini’ ti aba.

Itaro ‘abam bbiitiya tattba garaissami, tvam imebi saddbim

kJlitva maybam lakkbara paccabaritva debi’ ti iiba.

‘Tena bi gaccha’ ti attano katbitasasanam tassa katbetva

darakebi saddbim kili. So kumaro kurabbakarassa santi-

karn gantva tam sasanara arocesi. ‘Sadbu tiita nippbii-

dessaini’ ti tain, kuraaram gabbhara pavesetvii tikbinilya

vasiyii khandiikbandiyara katva ciitiyam pakkhipitva® ciiti-

mukham pidahitva bbajanantare tbapetvii avapam alimpesi,

Gbosakakumaro pi bahum jinitva kanittbassa agaraanam

olokento nisidi. So tam ciiayamanam natvii ‘kin nu kbo

cirayati’ ti kumbbakaragehe sabbiigam gantva kattbaci

adisva ‘ gebam gato bbavissatl’ ti nivattitvii gebam agamasi.

Settbi tam durato ’va iigaccbantam disva ‘ kin nu kbo kiira-

nam bbavissatl ’ ti ‘ mayii esa raaranattbaya kurabbakarassa

santikam pabito, so dani puna icc’ eva agaccbati’ ti iiga-

ccbantam j^eva tam ‘kim tata kurabbakarassa santikam

na gato ’si’ ti alia. ‘ Araa tiita na gato ’sniT ’ ti. ‘ Ivasraii

tata’ ti? So attano nivattakcTranan ca kanittliabbiitikassa

tattba gatakaranan ca settbissa katbesi. Settbi tassa

vacanassa sutakiilato pattbiiya mabapatbaviya ajjbottbato

viva butva ‘kin natn’ etam saccam vadasl^’ ti utrastacitto

vegena kurabbakarassa santikam gantva annesam santike

* Mg inserts eknm.
* M,j pakkhiipitva

; T'l k.atva.

* No ^IS. has ti after vaila.

* Mg vadati.
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Dhammapada-Atthakathd.

saccakiirasadisara, uttarim puna te kattabbayuttakam paccbii

karissanil’ ti. Kuinbhakarako sadhu ti sainpaticchi.

Setthi piinadivase Ghosakain pakkositva’ ‘tiita, hiyyo

inayii kurabbakarassa^ ekam katnmam anattam,® ehi

tvam tassa santikam gantvii evam vadehi : hiyyo kira me
pitarii ilnattam kammam uipphadehl’^ ti pahini, So

sadhfi ti agaraiisi.

Tam tattha gacchantam itaro setthino putto dilrakehi

saddhim ® gulaip kllanto disvil tarn pakkositva® ‘ kuhim

gacchasi bhiitika’ ti pucchitvii ‘ pitu sasanam gahetva

kurabhakarassa santikan ’ ti vutte ‘ aham tattha gamissami,

iine mam ^ diiraka bahura lakkham jinirasu, tarn me pati-

jinitvii dehl’ ti a ha. ‘ Ahani pitu bliayaml’ ti. ‘Mil

bhiiyi bhiitika, aham tarn sasanam karissaini, bahum* hi

jito,® yiivaham agacchilmi liiva me lakkham pati-

jiniihl’®’ ti. Ghosako kira gulaklliiya cheko, teua tarn “

evam nibbandhi.'® So pi tarn ‘® ‘tena hi gantva kumbha-

kiiram vadehi
:

pitarii kira me hiyyo ekam kammam
iinattara, tam nipphiidehl ’ ti vatvii uyyojesi. So tassa

santikam gantva tathii avaca. Atha nam kumbhakaro

setthinii vuttaniyiimen’ eva miiretvii iiviipe khipi. Ghosako
pi divasabhiigam kilitvii siiyauhasamayam geham gantva

setthinii'^ disvii*'^ ‘kim tata na gato ’si’ ti vutte attano

agatakiiranau ** ca kanitthassa gatakaranail ca iirocesi.

Setthi tarn sutvii
‘ ’han dhl’ ti mahiiviravam viravitva

sakalasarire pakkatthitalohito viya hutva ‘ambho kumbha-
kiira ma mam niisayi mil niisayi ’ ti bahii ‘® paggayha

kandauto tassa santikam agamiisi. Kumbhakaro tam tatlia

iigacchantara disva ‘ siimi mil saddam kari, kammam te

nipphannan ’ ti aha. So pabbatena vij'a mahantena sokena

avatthato^® hutvii anappakam domanassam patisamvedesi,

' C. ‘’sapetva. ^ C. °karo.
* C. °pebi ti. * om. C.
’’ C. puts mam after daraka. * C. bahuhi.
t® Ed. “jina. n nam.

C. narn. C. nipahi.

C. °nivamena (without eva). C. °ve.

Ed. agata°. Ed.'baham.

® C. anatto.

® C. pakkosahitva.
® Ed. jinito.

** Ed. nibandbi.

om. Ed
C. avattbarito.
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Manoratha-Puranl.

akathanlyabhavena ‘ pekkha bho pekkba bbo ’ ti aba. ‘ Kim.

pekkbapesi tvam ? nittbitam ettba kammau ’ li. So tato

’va nivattitva gebam agamiisi.

4, Tato pattbaya c’assa cetasikarogo uppajji. So tasmim

pi kale tena saddbini abbunjitva ‘ yena kenaci upiiyena

mama puttassa sattuno anattbam eva passitum vattatl ’ ti

ekam pannam likbitva Gbosakakumuram pakkositvii

‘tvam imam pannam adaya, asukagame nama arahakam

kammantiko attbi, tassa santikam gantva imam pannam

datva “imasmim kira panne sasanam sigbam karobi” ti

vada ’ ti
* ‘antarilmagge ambakam sahiiyako giimakasetthi ^

nama eko settbi atthi,® tassa gharara gantva bbattaiu

bbunjitva gaccbeyyasi ’ ti ca mukliasasaiiam adasi.

' Ti, Mg v!idati
;
Mjg vada. * All MSS. Lave here gamaaetthi. * om. Mg.
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Dhammapada-A ft/iakath a

.

yatliii tarn appaclutthassa padutthamaiio. Tenuha Bhagavu

(Dhp., vv. 137-140) :

—

Yo dandena adandesu

appadutthesu dussati,

dasannain anuatarara tliiinam

kbippam eva nigacchati :

vedanam pbarusam jiinim

sarirassa ca bhedanam,

garukain vii pi iibadbarn

cittakkbepam ’va piipune,

rajato ’va upassaggaip

abbhakkbiinam ’va darunam,

parikkbayam ’va natinam

bbogiinam ’va pabbaiiguram (sic
!)

atba * v’assa * agarani

aggi dabati pavako,

kiiyassa bbedii duppafino

nirayam so ’papajjatP ti.

4. Evaip sante pi puna nam settbi ujukam oloketura na

sakkoti ‘ kiuti,® nam miireyyan ’ ti cintento ‘ mama gamasate

ayuttakassa santikam pesetva maressaral ’ ti upayam disva

‘ ayam me avajataputto, imam maretva vaccakupe kbipatu,

evam kate abam matulassa kattabbayuttakaiu paccba ^

jauissami ’ ti tassa pannam likbitva ‘ tata Gbosaka,

ambakam gamasate ayuttako atthi, imam pannam baritva

tassa debi ’ ti vatva pannain tassa dasante^ bandbi. So

pana akkbarasamayam na janati, dabarakalato pattba^'a hi

nam ® marapetum ^ viiyamanto ’va settbi marapetum

nasakkbi. Kim akkbarasamayam sikkbapessati ? Iti so

attano maiapauapannam ® eva dasante baudbitva nikkba-

manto aha ‘ patheyyam me tata natthi ’ ti. ‘ Patheyyena

te kammam natthi, antaramagge nama * mama sahayako

* C. ath’ assa.

* om. Ed.
’ C. '^pento.

* C. so uppa°.
® C. dussaute throughout.
® C. maranapannani.

^ C. kintu.
® Ed. tarn.
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Manoratha-Puraifi.

So setthim vanditva pannam galietva nikkhanto
antararaagge giimakasetthissa vasanatthanam gantva taasa

geham pucchitva tam bahi dvarakotthake nielditva massu-

kammam karontam vanditva atthasi ‘ kuto agacchasi^ tata
’

ti ca vutte ‘ Kosambiyasetthino putto ’mbi tatii’ ti aha.

So ‘ambakam sabayakasetthino putto’ ti battbatuttho

ahosi. Tasmiu ca khane tassa setthino dbitaya eka dasi

pupphiini aharitum gaccbati. Atha nam settbi aha ;
‘ tvam

etam kammam tbapetva Ghosakakumarassa pade dhovitvii

sayanam attharitva dehl ’ ti. Sa tatha katva apanam gantva

setthidhitu pupphani abari. Settbidhita tam disvii ‘ tvam

ajja ciram bahi papancesi’ ti tassa kupita ‘ kin te ettakam

kalam ettha katan ’ ti aha. ‘ Ma kathesi ayye,^ mayii

evarupo na ditthapubbo, tuyham kira pitu sabayasettbino

putto eko,® na sakka tassa riipasampattini katbetum, settbi

mam puppbanam atthiiya gacchantira “tassa kumarassa

piide dhovitva sayanam attharitva dehi ” ti iiha, tenabam

bahi ciram papancesin ’ ti.

5. Sa pi kho settbidhita tassa kumarassa catutthe atta-

bbave gharasamini ahosi. Tasraa tassa vacanassa sutakalato

pattbiiya neva attano tbitabbavam na nisinnabhavam anniisi.

Sii tam eva diisim gabetvii tassa nipannatthanam gantva

tam niddayaraanarn oloketva dasante pannam disva ‘kin nu

kbo etam pannan ’ ti kumaram anuttbapetva ’va pannam
gabetva vacetvii ‘ayani attano maranapannara sayam

eva gabetva gaccbati’ ti tam pannam phiiletva tasmiru

appabuddbe yeva ‘mayii tava santiUam putto pesito, sabii-

yakassa me giimakasettbissa vayappattii diiiikii attbi, tvam

sigbam ambakam anapavattittliiiiie uppiidam ganhitvii sabba-

satena mama puttassa garnakasetthino dhitaram gabetva

inaiigalam karobi^ maiigale ca nittbite “ iininii me vidbii-

iiena katan ” ti maybam sasanam pesebi, abam tava idba

* M9 , Mif, gaccliasi.
s 0111. Ma-

2 T,, Mn ayyo.
* All MSS. have karolii ti.
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Dhammapada-AWiahatha.

settlii attlii, tassa ghare piitarasum katvii parato * gac-

chcihi ’ ti.

So saclhii ti pitarani vanditva nikkhainanto tarn

giiinam* patviT settliigharam pucchitva gaiitvii setthi-

jilyam passi® ‘ kuto iigato ’si ’ ti ca vutte ‘ auto uagarato

’

ti iiba. ‘ Kassa putto ’si’ ti? ‘Tumliakam saliayakasetthino

amniil’ ti. ‘Tvaiu asi Ghosako niima ’ ti ? ‘ Aiua amma ’

ti. Tassii saha dassaneii’ eva tasinira puttasineho uppajji.

Setthino pan’ ekil dhltil atthi pannarasasolasavassapadesikii *

abhirlipa ® pasadikil. Tam rakkhitum ekam eva pesanakari-

kani dasim datvii satfabhlimikassa pilsildassa uparitale siri-

gabbhe vasapeuti. Setthidhita tasmim khane tarn dasim

antarilpanam pesesi. Atha nam settbijilya disva ‘ kubim
gaccbasi ’ ti puccbitvil ‘ ayye dhltiiya pesanenil ’ ti vutte ‘ ito

tilva ebi, tittbatu pesauam, puttassa me pitbakam attbaritvii

plide dbovitvii telam makkliitva® sayanain attharitva dehi,

pacchii pesanam karissasi ’ ti aha. Sil tathii akilsi. Atha
naip cirenagatam setthidhita santajjesi. Atha nam sa aha :

‘ ayye^ ma me kujjhi, setthiputto Ghosako agato, tassa idan

c’idafi ca katvii tattha gantva agatil ’mhl ’ ti.

5. Setthidhltilya ‘setthiputto Ghosako’ ti niimam sutva

’va pemam chavi-iidlni chinditvii atthimiujam ahacca

thitara. Kotuhalika®-kalasmim hi sii tassa pajiipatl hutvii

niilikodanara paccekabuddhassa adiisi. Tass’ auubhavena

gantva imasmim setthikule nibbattil. Iti nam so pubba-

sineho avattharitvil ganhi. Tenilha Bhagava :

—

Pubbe ’va sannivasena

paccuppannahitena vii

evam tam jayate pemam
uppalam ’va yathodake ti.

Atha nam pucchi ‘ kuhim so ammii ’ ti ? ‘ Sayane nipanno

niddayatl ’ ti aha.® ‘ Atthi pan’ assa hatthe kind ’ ti ?

* C. purato. * Ed. gamakam. 3 passitva.
‘ C. “vassuddesika. * Ed. puts p^° before abhi°. ® Ed. makkhetva.
’ om. Ed. 8 C. “laka; cf. Sum. Vil. (P.T.S., 18S6), pt. i, p. 317.
® om. C.
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Manoratha-Piiranl.

kattabbam janissami ’ ti pannam likbitva tam eva lancham

datva pathamam baddhaniyamen’ eva dasante bandbi. So

pi kho kumaro tam divasam tattha vasitva punadivase

setthiip apucchitva kamraantikassa ganiam gantva pannam

adasi. Kammantiko pannam vacetva giimike sannipatetva

‘ tumhe ’va mam na ganetha, mama sarai attano jettha-

puttassa^ sabbasatena darikam anetum maybam santikam

pesesi, vegena ^ imasmim thane uppadam sampindetha ’ ti

sabbam mahgalasakkaram sajjetva gamakasetthissa sasanam

pesetva sampaticcbapetva sabbasatena mahgalakiriyam

nitthapetva Kosambisetthissa pannam pahini :
‘ mayii

tumhehi pahitapannasasanam sutva id an c’idafi ca

katan’ ti.

6. Settbi tam sasanatn sutva aggidaddho viya ‘ idiiiii

nattho ’mill ’ ti cintavasena ® lohitapakkhandikam rogam

patva ‘yena kenaci nara^ upiiyena pakkositvii mama santakassa

asaniikam karissainl’ ti inahgalassa nitthitakiilato patthiiya

‘ kusinii maybam putto babi boti ’ ti ‘ sigliam agaccbatu
’

Mg ji tthaka®.
r>l + f n®

X * Mg visiiiia (?).
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Dhammapada-A tthahathd.

‘ Dasante * pannam atthl ’ ti. Sii ‘ kim pannam nu kho etan
’

ti ? Tasiuim uiddiiyante matapituimam afinavihitataya *

apassantanam otaritvii santikam * gantvii ® tarn pannani

mocetva adiiya attano gabbbam pavisitva dvaram pidhaya

vatapanam vivaritva akkharasamaye kusalataya pannam
viicetva ‘ aho biilo attano maranapannain dasante

bandbitva vicarati,^ sace maya na dittbam assa nattbi

jivitan ’ ti tarn pannam phiiletva settbissa vacanena

apararu pannam likbi'^: ‘ayam mama putto Gbosako

niima giimasatato panniikararp aharapetva imassa janapada-

settbino dbitara saddbim mangalam katva attano

vasanagaraassa majjhe dvibbiimikam gebam karetvii

pakiiraparikkbepena c’eva purisaguttiya ca susainvibita

rakkbam karotu mayban ca “ idan c’idafi ca raayii katan
”

ti sasanam pesetii; evara kate aham miitulassa kattabba-

yuttakam paccba * janissami’ ti likhitva ca® pana

sambaritva dasante yev’ assa bandbi. So divasabbiigam

niddayitva uttbaya bbunjitva pakkiimi. Punadivase pato

’va tarn giimain gantva ayuttakam gamakiccain karontam

yeva passi. So tain disva ‘ kim tiita ’ ti puccbi. So ®

‘ pitarii me tumbiikam pannam pesitan ’ ti iiba.® ‘ Kissa

pannam tiita, abarii ’ ti pannam gabetva viicetva tuttha-

miinaso ‘ passatba bbo mama siimino mayi sinebam,

“ jettbaputtassa me mangalam karotii ” ti mama
santikam pahini, sigbam diiru-iidini iibaratba ’ ti gabapa-

tike vatvii giimamajjhe vuttappakiiram gebam kiiretva

giimasatato panniikiiram iibarapetva janapadasetthino

santikii ® dbTtaram iinetvii mangalam katva settbissa

siisanam pahini: ‘idan ca idaii ca maya katan’ ti.

6. Tam sutva setthino ‘yam karemi^ tarn na hoti, yam
na karomi® tad eva hoti’ ti mahantam domanassam uppajji.

Puttasokena saddbim so® soko ekato butva kucchidaham

uppadetvii atisaram janesi. Setthidhitii pi ‘sace koci

setthino santika iigaccbati, mama® akatbetva setthiputtassa

' C. amraa dussante.
‘ C. carati.

’ Ed. kaiema.

* C. afina“.

® C. likhitva.

® Ed. karoina.

® om. Ed.
® om. C.
® C. tumhe mama.
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Manoratha-Puranl.

ti sasanain pesesi. Sasanam sutvii kumaro gantum araddho,

setthidhita cintesi :
‘ ayam balo “kam nissaya imam sam-

pattim alatthan ” ti na janiiti, yam kiuci katva imassa

gamanam patibahanupayo katum vattati ’ ti. Tato nam
aha :

‘ kumara, ma ativega)M/ kulagamam gacchantena nama

attano parivaccham katvii gantum vattati’ ti. Kosam-

bakasetthi pi taesa cirayanabhavam iiatva puna sasanam

pahini :
‘ kastna me putto cirayati, aham loliitapakkhandi-

karogara^ patto, jlvantam eva mam agantva datthum

vattotl’ ti. Tasmim kale setthidhita tassa arocesi :
‘ na

eso tava pita, tvam pana pitii ’ ti, saiiham karosi : ‘esa tava

maranatthaya kammantikassa pannam pahini, aham tani

pannam apanetva annam sasanam likhitva tava etam

sampattim nipphiidayim, esa tava “aputtakam® karissiimi
”

ti pakkosati, etassa kalakiriyam agamehl ’ ti. Ath’ assa

dharamanakass’ eva kalakatabhavam sutva Kosambinagaram

agamasi. Setthidhita pi ’ssa pageva^ sannam adasi ‘tvam

pavisanto sakalagehe tava arakkham thapento pavisa ’ ti.

Sayam pi setthiputtena saddhim eva pavisitvii ubho hatthe

ukkhipitva rodanti viya hutva andhakaratthiine nipanna-

kassa santikam gantva sisen’ eva hadayam pahari. So

dubbalatiiya ten’ eva pahiirena kalam aka si. Setthiku-

maro pi pitu sarirakiccam katvii ‘ tumhe mahiisetthissa mam
sakaputto ti vadatlia ’ ti padamfilikanam lancam adasi.

Tato sattamadivase® rajii ‘setthitthanarahara laddhutn vattati’

ti ‘ setthissa sakaputtabhavam janathii ’ ti pesesi. Setthi-

padamfdika ranno ® sakaputtabhavam ^ kathayimsu. Eajii

sildhu ti sampaticchitvil tassa setthitthiinam adiisi. So

Ghosakesetthi nama jiito.

* Tj °vehayi
;
Mg “vebayi corr. to °vegiiyi.

® M,(, puttakam. * Mg bahi eva.

® Mg inserts setthissa.

“ T,, “pakkhar.clirogam.

* Mg sattame di°.

’ T„ Mio “puttakabhavam.
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Dhammapada-Atthaliathd.

patliamataram mil katliayittha ’ ti jane' aniipesi. Setthi pi

kho ‘mi* diiiii tarn dutthaputtam mama saputeyyassa siimi-

kam karissaml ’ ti cintetvii ekam ayiittakam iiha ‘ matula

puttam dattlmkiimo ’rnhi, ekam padamulikam pesetvii

mama* puttam pakkosapebi’ ti. So sadliii ti pannam datvii

ekam purisam pesesi. Settbidliitii ' tass’ agantva dviite

thitabbavam sutvii pakkosapetvii ‘ kim * tiila ’ ti pucchi.

‘ Setthi gilano puttam passitum pakkosilpeti ® ayye ’ ti.

‘ Tata, setthi ' balava vii dubhalo ’ ti ? ‘ Balavii tiiva, aharam

bhunjati yeva ayye’ ti. Sa setthiputtam ajanapetvii etassa

nivasanan ' ca paribbayan ca diipetva ‘ mayii pesitakiile

gamissati, accha tavii’ ti iiha. Setthi® puna iiyuttakum

avaca ® :
‘ kim matula, na te mama puttassa santikam

pahitan ’ ti ? ‘ Pahitam siimi, gatapuriso pana na liiva

eti ’ ti. ‘ Teua hi puna aparam pesehl ’ ti. So pesesi.

Setthidhltii tasmim pi tath’ eva patipajji. Atha setthino

rogo balava jiito, ekam bhiijanam pavisati, ekam nikkha-

mati. Puna setthi iiyuttakam pucchi :
‘ kim matula, na

te mama puttassa santikam pahitan ’ ti ? ‘ Pahitam sami,

gatapuriso pana na etI ’ ti. ‘ Tena hi puna ' aparam pesehl
’

ti. So' pesesi.' Setthidhita tatiyavare iigatam pi tam

pavattim " pucchi :
‘ kim '* setthino abiidhan ’ ti ? So

‘ biilhagilauo ayye, setthi aharam pacchinditvii raancapa-

riiyano jato ekain bhajanam nikkhamati, ekam pavisati’

ti aha. Setthidhita cintesi ' ‘ idani gantum kalo ’ ti

setthiputtassa ‘ pitii kira te gilano ’ ti arocetvii ‘ kim vadasi

bhadde’ ti vutte ‘ aphasukam assa saml ’ ti aha. ‘Idani

kim kiitabban ’ ti ? ‘ Sami,' gamasatato '* upattbanakapanna-

karam " iidaya gantva passissama nan'*’ ti aha.' So sadhu

ti pannakaram aharapetva '® sakatenadiiya '" pakhami. Atha
iiam sa ‘ pita te dubbalo, ettakam pannakarain gahetva

’ om. Ed.
‘ C. adds pi.

’ Ed. nives".

om. C.

Ed. °sate.

Ed. harapetva.

* C. inserts tam.
® E. kinti.

® C. mahasetthi.

C. pavuttim.
’* C. utthanaka".

C. °tehi adaya.

* C. mamam.
® Ed. °pesi.

® C. avoca.

Ed. omits this question.
15 Ed. tan.
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Bhammapada-Aiihdkalha.

gacchantanam papaiico bhavissati, etam nivattebi’ ti vatva

tarn sabbain attano kulagehain pesetva setthiputtain. ^ aba

:

‘sami, tvain attano pitu padapasse tittbey}’asi, abain ussl-

sakapasse tbassami’ ti, gebain pavisaraana yeva^ ‘ gebassa

purato ca paccbato ca arakkbain ganbatha’ ti attano purise

anapesi.® Pavittbakale pana settbiputto pitu padapasse

atthasi, itara ussisakapasse.

Tasmiin kbaiie settbi uttanako nipanno boti. Ayuttako

pan’ assa pade parimajjanto ‘putto te sami agato ’ ti aha.

‘ Kubiin^ so ’ ti ? ‘ Esa padamule tbito ’ ti aha.^ Atba nain

disva aj’akammikarn® pakkosapetva ‘mama gehe kittakain

dbanan ’ ti puccbitva ‘ sami, dhanass’ eva cattallsakotiyo,

upabbogaparibhogabbandanain pana gama-kkbetta-dipada-

catuppada-yanavabananail ca ayaii" ca" paricchedo’ ti vutte

‘ ahain ettakain dbanain “ mama puttassa Gbosakassa na

demi ” ti vattukamo® demi ’ ti aba. Tain sutva settbidbitii

‘ ayain puna kathento anfiain kiilci katbeyva ’ ti cintetva

sokatura viya kese yikiritva rodamana ‘kin nam’ etain

tiita vadetha, idam pi nama vo vacanam sunoma, alakkbika

vat’ amba’* ti vatva mattbakena tarn uramajjhe paharanti

patitva, yatha puna vattuin na sakkoti tatha ’ssa uramajjhe

mattbakena ghainsenti arodanaiii dassesi. Settbi pi tarn

khanafi neva kalam akasi. ‘Settbi mato ’ ti gantva

Udenassa rafino arocayiinsu. Paja tassa sarirakiccain kiira-

petva ‘ attbi pan’ assa putto va dbita va’ ti pucchi. ‘Attbi

deva Ghosako nama tassa putto, sabbain sapateyyam tassa

niyvadetva” ’va^^ mato deva’ ti. Raja aparabbage setthi-

puttam pakkosapesi. Tasmifi ca divase devo vassi, rajaiigane

tattha tattba^* udakam santbasi.'® Settbiputto ‘rajanam

passissami’ ti payiisi.*® Rdjii viitapanam vivaritva tarn

agacchautam olokento riijangane udakam langbetva'* aga-

* C. punna tam.
‘ C. kaham.
’ C. twice.

* Ed. omits vattu® demi ti

;

have vuttakamo.
* C. vatamlia.

om. C.

* Ed. inserts ca. ’ C. ana®.

‘ om. Ed. ® C. aj-utakam (sic !).

C' ha.s vatlukamo, whereas C., also C*, C’,

” Ed. niya®.

Ed. gacch®.

C. vuttam.
» C. ®ti.
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Dhammapada- Atthahathn.

cchantam disvii awantva vanditvil thitam ‘tvam Ghosako niima

fatii ’ ti pucchitvil ‘ ilma devil ’ ti vutte ‘ pita me mato ’ ti,

‘ inii soci, tava pettikam' setthitthanam tuyham eva dassainl
’

ti tarn assasetvii ‘ gaccha tiita ’ ti uyyojesi. Riijil gacchantan

ca tam® olokento ’va atthiisi. So agamanakiile laiighitani

udakam otaritvii sanikam agamilsi. Atha naiu riija tato ’vu

pakkosiipetva ‘ kin nu kho tiita ? tvam mama santikam

iigacchanto udakam langhitvii agamma gaccbanto idani®

otaritvii sanikam gaccliasT’ ti pucchi. ‘ Ama deva, ahani

tasmim khane kumiirako, kllanakiilo niira’ eso,‘‘ idiini pana

me devena thiinantarara patissutaiii, tasmii yatliii purara

acaritvii idiini vsanikam ^ sanikam ^ hutvii carituin vattatl ’ ti.

Tara sutvii riijii ‘dhitimii ayam® puriso, idiin’ ev’ assa

thiinantarara dassiimi ’ ti pitarii bhuttarn ® bhogam ® datvii

sabbasatena setthitthanam adiisi. So rathe thatvii

nagaram padakkhinam akiisi. (Olokita ^-olokitatthanam
”

kampati.)

SettbidhTtii pi Kiilidiisiya saddhira mantayamiinii nisinnii

‘ arama Kiili, puttassa te ettikii sampatti mam nissiiya

nipphannii’ ti iiha. ‘Kira kiiranii ammii ’ ti ? ‘Ayam lii

attano maranapannam dasante bandhitvii amhiikam gharam

iigato, ath’ assa mayii tam pannam phaletvii mayii .saddhiiu

mahgalakaranatthiiya annam pannam likhitvii ettakam kalain

tattha iirakkho kato ’ ti. ‘Amma, tvam ettakam® passasi,

imam pana setthi daharakiilato patthiiya miiretukanio

raiiretum uasakkhi, kevalam imam nissa^'a bahum® dhanam

ti. ‘Amma, atibhiiriyam vata setthinii katan ’ ti.

Kagaram padakkhinam katva geharn pavisantam pana tam

disvii ‘ ayarn ettikii sampatti mam nissiiya nipphanna ’ ti

sitam akiisi. Atha nam setthiputto disvii ® ‘ kim kiiranii

hasi ’ ti pncchi. ‘ Ekam karanam nissa}’ii ’ ti. ‘ Kathehi

tan ’ ti. Sii na kathesi. So ‘ sace na kathesi, dvidhii tam

chindissiimi ’ ti asim nikkaddhi. Sa ‘ ayam ettikii sampatti

1 C. peti°.

* Ed. nama so.

® bhutabho®.
® C. bahu.

om. C.

* C. nam. ^ om. Ed.
“ C. sanikam sannekam : Ed. sanni.sinnena.
’ (k olokitoio°.

'* C. khiyati.

C. nan.

^ Ed. ettha kam.
n C. ettaka.

Ed. nam.

J.K.A.s. 1898. 50
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Dhammapada-Atthalcatha.

Tiiam nissaya laddha ’ ti cintetva ‘ hasi tan’ ti aha. ‘Yadi^

maiua pitaia attano santakam mayham niyyaditam, tvam

ettha kim hosi’ ti? So kira ettakam kalam kiiici na janati.

Ten’ assa vacanam na saddahi. Atk’ assa sa ‘ tumhakam
pitara maranapannam datva pesita tumhe maya idaii c’ idaii

ca katva rakkhita ’ ti sabbam kathesi. ‘Abbhutam kathesi’

ti asaddahanto ‘mataram Kalim pucchissaini ’ ti cintetva^

‘ evam kira amnia’ ti ? ‘Ama tata, daharakalato pattbaya

tain maretukamo maretum asakkonto tarn nissaya babum
dhanam jl3'i/ sattasu thanesu tvam^ mavanato mutto, idani

bbogagamato agamma sabbasateua * settbittbanam patto

’si ’ ti.

* C. Setthi : vadi. * om. C. ® kbiyati.

* Ed. adds saddhim.
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III. TRANSLATION.

Manoratha-Puranl.

1. While TJdena was king (of KosambI), the angel

Ghosaka vanished from the city of angels and received

a new existence in the womb of a courtezan at KosambI.

At the end of ten months, she brought forth
;
and having

perceived that it was a son, caused him to be thrown away

on a dust-heap.

Now at that moment a workman of the merchant * of

KosambI, who went to the latter’s house in the early

morning, observed something around which crowds w'ere

gathering. As he drew near and saw that it was a bo}',

“ Very fortunate must be this boy ” (thought he, and) by

the hand of another man he sent him to his own house

while he himself went to the merchant’s.

The merchant, too, while he was going to the king’s

court at the hour of the official attendance, saw by the

way the (king’s) chaplain, and so he asked, “ Wliat ’s the

star to-day?” Stopping at that very place, the chaplain

reckoned and said :
“ Such and such a star

;
to-day under

’ The late Ilofrath Iliihler of Vienna made the propo-sition to translate setthi

(sresthin) with ‘ Commercienrat ’ (counsellor of commereo). See Sitzungsber.

(1. Berliner Akad., 1883, p. 886. Indeed, ‘merchant’ is not adeejuate, but,

to avoid a long name, I used it nevertheless. As to the real meaning of the

word, I may now refer to R. Fick, “Die socialc Glioderuug im nordbstlicheu

Indien zu Buddha’s Zeit ” (Kiel, 1897), pp. 166 sqq.
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III. TRANSLATION.

Dhammapada-A tfhakathd.

1. Now (the angel Ghosaka), while he was enjoying the

pleasures of sense, became forgetful and vanished by reason

of exhaustion of food,* and, vanishing, he received a new
existence in the womb of a courtezan at Ivosambl. At
the day when she brought forth, she asked her maidservant

“What is it?” “A son, my lady” (was the reply).

“Well, now,” said she, “put this boy into an old winnowing

basket, and throw him away on a dust-heap !
” So she

caused him to be thrown away.-—Courtezans, of course,

take care of a daughter, not of a son, because it is by

a daughter that their custom suffers no interruption.—Crows

and dogs surrounded the boy and staid there, but, as

a consequence of his (former) affection for the Pacceka-

buddha® and his uttering the sound “hem,” not even one

of them ventured to approach him.

At that ver}' moment, a man who was going out perceived

that (object) around which crows and dogs were assembled,

and, drawing near, he saw a boy and conceived an affection

for him. “ I have come by a sou ” (thought he), and

brought him home.

xVt that time the merchant of KosambI, while he was

going to the king’s court, saw the (king’s) chaplain

returning from the ro}'al residence, and asked :
“ Teacher,

have you observed any junction of a star with a lunar

mansion to-day?” “Verily, great merchant, what else

* Our text adduces four reasons in order to explain why a devaputta (an<rel)

vanishes from the world of gods (angels)
,
viz.

,
ayukkhayena (exhaustion of life)

,

punnakkhayena (exhaustion of merit), aharakkhayena (exhaustion of food), and
kopena (anger).

- Cf. Mahavagga, viii, 1, 4.

® As related in the previous part of our legend, both in the Manoratha-PuianI
aud in the Dhammapada-.\tthakatha.
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Manomtha-Purani.

tins star has been born a boy who will attain the merchant’s

office in this town.” Hearing this speech, the merchant

speedily despatched somebody to his own dwelling, saying

:

“ This chaplain means but one thing
;
my wife is pregnant

;

find out whether she has brought forth or not !
” They

went there, and, having found it out, (returned and) said

:

“Sir, she has not yet brought forth.” “Well, then, go

and seek for a boy who has been born to-day in this town !

”

They sought for, and having seen such a boy in the house

of the merchant’s workman, told it to the merchant.

“ Well, then, I say, summon that workman !
” They

summoned hinj. Now the merchant asked him: “Is there

in your house a boy?” “Yes, sir.” “Give us this boy!”

“No, sir, I will not give him.” “Well, take a thousand

pieces (of money) and give him to me !

” “ It is difficult

to know if this child wiU live or die” (thought he), and

so he took a thousand pieces and gave him.

2. From that time the merchant thought :
“ If my wife

gives birth to a daughter, I will make him
;

if she gives

birth to a son, I shall have him killed.” Now, she gave

birth to a son. Afterwards the merchant thought :
“ This

being the case, the kine may trample on him and kill

him”; and so he gave orders, “Put this boy at the door

of the cow-pen.” They put him there. Then the bull,

leader of the herd, who was the first going out, saw him,

and to prevent the others from trampling on him remained

standing so that the boy was lying between his four legs.

Seeing him, the cow-keepers thought :
“ Very fortunate

is this boy, since even the animals know his value
;

let

us take care of him ”
;
and so they brought him to their

own house.
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have we to do?” “Teacher, what will befall the countr}’?”

“ Nothing
;

in this town, however, to-day lias been born

a boy who will become chief merchant.” At that time

the merchant’s wife was pregnant. Therefore, he quickly

sent a man to his house, saying, “ Go, I say, find out

whether she has brought forth, or not !
” Having heard

she was not 3'et in labour, and (at the same time) seeing

the king, he speedih’ went home and sent for a slave-girl

named Kiill (the black one). To her he gave a thousand

pieces (of monev) and said: “Go; in this town a boy has

been born to-daj”
; look out for him, buy him and then

come to me!” She, looking out for him, went to a house

where she saw a boy, and asked the housewife, “ When was

this boy born?” “To-day,” she was told, (and saying),

“ Give him to me,” she began with one piece of monev,

and so, augmenting the sum, at last gave a thousand pieces,

and, having procured, him, she presented him to the

merchant.

2. The merchant thought :
“ If a daughter is born to me,

I will marry him to her and get him the post of merchant

;

if a son is born to me, I will destroy him,” and so he

caused him to be brought into his house. Now, after

a few days his wife gave birth to a son. The merchant

thought :
“ If this boy did not exist, m}’ own son would

be merchant
;

at present the best plan is to kill him ”

;

and so he said to Kali :
“ Go then, and at the time when

the kine go out put him across the middle of the door

of the cow-pen
;

thus the kine mav’ trample on him and

kill him, and when j'ou know if he has been trampled,

or not, come to me !
” She went and put him there at

the moment when the door of the cow-pen was opened by

the cow-keeper. The bull, chief of the herd of kine, at

other times went out behind all
;

this day, however, he

went out before all and remained standing so that the

boj' was lying between his four legs. Many hundred kine,

rubbing the two sides of the bull, went out. The cow-

keeper thought :
“ Formerly, this bull went out behind all

;
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The merchant too, asking if he was dead, heard that

the cow-keepers had taken him away. Again he gave a

thousand pieces, and caused the boy to be brought to him

and ordered him to be cast out. At this time,^ the goat-

keeper drove the she-goats near the cemetery. Now, on

account of the merit of that boy, a milch-goat got out of

the W'ay and, approaching the boy, gave him milk and

went away. Afterwards, she came back and did the same

once more. The goat-keeper thought :
“ This she-goat

steps aside even in the early morning
;
what is that ? ”

;

and so he drew near and, having looked into the matter,

he understood the reason. “ Very fortunate is this boy,

since even the animals know his value
;

I will take care

of him ” (thought he) : and he took him and Avent home.

Next day, the merchant sent to see if the boy was dead,

or not, and as he heard that the goat-keeper had taken

him, he gave a thousand pieces and, having caused him

to be brought to him, he said: “To-morroAV the leader of

a caravan Avill come into this town; bring this boy and lay

him on the cart-track, then a cart-Avheel may go over him.”

The oxen of the caravan-leader’s first cart, seeing him

put down there, planted their four legs over him like

pillars. “ What is that ?
”

(thought he, and) he looked

into the reason of their standing still. Seeing the boy

(he thought) :
“ A very fortunate boy indeed, it behoves

me to take care of him ”
;
and so he took him and went

his way.

' The second plot in the 'N[anoratha-E. corresponds witli the third in the

Hhamniapada-Atthakatha, and the second in the latter with the third in the

loriner.
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to-day, however, he has gone out before all
;
what is the

reason that he stands quite still at the door of the cow-

pen ? ” He drew near, saw the boy lying under the bull,

and conceived an affection for him. “ I have come by

a son ” (thought he) : and brought him home.

Ka|I, being asked by the merchant, told him what had

happened. “ Go and fetch him again for these thousand

pieces,” said he, and she fetched him and gave him up to

the merchant. The latter said to her :
“ Mother Kali, in

this town five hundred carts go forth to trade at dawm
;

bring the boy and put him on the cart-track, then either

the oxen will trample on him or the wheels will crush

him
;
and when you know what has happened, come here !

”

She brought him and put him on the cart-track. The chief

of the waggoners went first. Ilis oxen, having reached

that place, cast off their yoke, and though it was put on

again and again, and they were driven on, they would not

go forward. While he was exerting himself with them,

the sun rose. “ What are the oxen doing ? ” (said he, and

so) he looked on the road and, seeing the boy, he thought

:

“ A weighty matter for me ; I have come by a son,” and

pleased at heart he brought him home. Kali, being asked

by the merchant, told him what had happened. “ Go and

fetch him again for a thousand pieces,” said he, and she

did so. Thereupon he told her: “Kow bring him to the

charnel-grove and put hun in a shrub
;
there he will die

either eaten by dogs and other animals or assailed by evil

spirits
;
and when you have found out if he is dead or still

living, come here !
” She brought him there and after

having put him down she stood aside. But no dog nor

crow nor evil spirit was able to approach him.

“He has neither mother nor father nor brother.”

The verses beginning thus speak of one who has been

protected, but who protected him? At the time when he

was a dog, he made the sound “ hem ” through love for

the Paccekabuddha, and this good deed protected him.
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The merchant gave orders to see if the boy was dead,

or not, and as he heard that the caravan-leader had taken

him he gave the latter a thousand pieces, caused the boy

to be brought to him, and had him thrown over a precipice

not far from the town. Falling, he fell into the workshop

of some basket-makers just on the place where they worked

the reeds. By the power of his merit, it was as if he

had fallen on the finest cotton and wadding.^ The chief

of the reed-workers took him up, saying :
“ Very fortunate

is this boy, it behoves us to take care of him ”
;
and went

home. The merchant, seeking to know whether the boy

had been saved at the spot where he had fallen, or had

died, found out that the chief of the reed-workers had

taken him up, and so he gave him, too, a thousand pieces

and caused the bo}' to be brought to him.

3. In the meanwhile, the merchant’s own son and the

other both grew up. Again the merchant was meditating

on a means to kill young Ghosaka, and so he went to

his potter’s, and said secretly :
“ Oh, there is in my house

* Literally like hundred times beaten cotton and like wadding.
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A goat-keeper, who was leading several thousand goats

to the pastures, went past that grove. Now, a she-goat

eating leaves and the like went into that shrub, and seeing

the boy she went down on her knees and gave suck to him.

The goat-keeper called out “ heh, heh,” but she did not

go out. He struck her with a stick, and at last in order

to drag her out he went into the shrub, where he saw

her suckling the boy. Out of affection for the child he

took him (saying), “ I have come by a son,” and went

his way.

Kiili returned, and, questioned by the merchant, she told

him what had happened. ” Go and fetch him again for

a thousand pieces,” said he, and she did so. Then he told

her :
” Mother Kali, take this boy, go up the mountain

whence thieves are thrown down, and let him fall
;

he

will fall to ground in the mountain-ravine and be dashed

to pieces ;
and when you have found out if he is dead

or not, come here !
” She took him there, and let him

fall from the summit of the mountain. But there was

growing in the ravine against the mountain-side a tall

thicket of bamboo, and the top of the mountain was covered

by a verv' thick guhju-shrub. The boy fell there as if

on a fine coverlet. That very day the chief of the reed-

workers had a gift of bamboos, and together with his

son he had come to cut the thicket. When this was

shaken, the boy uttered a cry. “ That is the cry of

a boy ” (he thought, and) climbing on one side he saw

him, and glad at heart he took him up, saying, “ I have

come by a son,” and went his way. Kali came back to

the merchant, and, questioned by him, she told him what

had happened. ” Go and fetch him again for a thousand

pieces,” said he, and she did so.

3. While this was going on, the boy grew up, and he

was called Ghosaka. He was as a thorn in the eye of

the merchant, and he could not look him in the face.

But meditating on a means to kill him, he went to

his potter, and asked him, ” When are you heating the
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a certain low-born boy; that boy must be killed in any
case.” Stopping both ears, the other said: “Such evil

speech should not be uttered.” The merchant thought,
“ This man will not do it for nothing,” and so he said :

“ Well, friend, take a thousand pieces and do the deed !

”

(A bribe cuts all knots.) Then he took a thousand pieces

and consented, saying :
“ Sir, on such and such a day

I shall heat the admixture
;

then at such and such an

hour send him to me !
” To this the merchant consented.

From that time he counted the days, and when he knew
that the day fixed by the potter had come, he sent for

young Ghosaka (saying) :
“ My dear, on such and such

a day we need many vessels
;

go then to our potter, and

say :
‘ What my father has told you, do to-day.’ ” lie

agreed, saying, “ Very well,” and went out.

On the road the merchant’s own son, who Avas playing

at marbles, saw him and ran to him, saying :
“ Brother,

playing with the boys, I have lost so much, win it again

for me !

” “I have no time,” said the other :
“ my father

has sent me to the potter on urgent business.” But the

other replied: “Brother, I will go there; play with these

boys and win the stake back for me !

” “ Well, then, go !

”

said he, and gave him the message as it was told to him,

and plaj'ed with the boys. The young man went to the

potter and gave him the message. “ Well, my dear, I will

do so ”
;
and so he brought the young man indoors, and,

having cut him to pieces with a sharp axe, he threw him

into a jar. Shutting the aperture of the jar, he put it

among the other jars and heated the admixture. Young

Ghosaka, after winning a large sum, sat looking out for

the arrival of his younger brother. Though he knew that

he liked loitering, (he at last thought), “ liow late he is !

”

and so he himself went to the potter’s, but, seeing his

brother nowhere, he thought, “ lie must have gone home.”

So he turned back and went home. 'I'ho merchant saw

him coming from afar and thought: “ What can the reason

bo ? I sent him to the potter to be killed, but here he
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admixture?” “To-morrow” (replied he). “Well, then,

take this thousand pieces and do some work for me !

”

“What work, master?” “There is a low-born son of

mine; I shall send him to you; seize him and bring him

indoors, cut him into pieces with a sharp axe, and throw

him in a jar and bake him in the admixture !” The potter

agreed, saying, “ Well.” Jsext day the merchant called

Ghosaka, saying: “ My dear, yesterday I have ordered the

potter to do some work
;
go to him, and say :

‘ Yesterday

my father has ordered you to do some work : do it.’ ” He
sent him there. Ghosaka went, saying, “ Very well.”

While he was going there, the other son of the merchant,

who was playing at marbles with hoys, saw him, and calling

him, asked, “ Where are you going, brother ?
” “ With

a message from my father to the potter,” said he. “I will

go there,” said the other
;
“ these boys won many of my

stakes, win them again for me !

” “I am afraid of my
father.” “ Be not afraid ! I will take the message, for

I have lost much
;

play until I come back, and win my
stakes again ! ” (Ghosaka was clever at playing marbles,

therefore he pressed him hard.) Ghosaka said: “Well, then,

go and tell the potter :
‘ Yesterday my father has ordered

you to do some work: do it.’” Thus he dismissed him.

He went to the potter and spoke as he was told. The

potter, after killing him in the way indicated by the

merchant, threw him into the admixture. Ghosaka, having

played all day long, went home in the evening. The

merchant seeing him said :

“ My dear, did you not go ?
”

He told him why he himself had not gone, and the younger

brother had gone there. Hearing this, the merchant cried

aloud, “Woe to me! ” And his whole body streamed with

blood. Crying, “ Oh I potter, do not destroy me
;
do not

destroy me !
” and, stretching out his arms and weeping.
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conies again.” “My dear, did you not go to the potter?”

said he to the boy as he came near. “ No, dear father,

I did not go.” “ Why, my dear ? ” So he told the

merchant why he himself returned and his younger brother

went. The moment he heard these words it seemed to

the merchant that the great earth was overwhelming him.

“ Are you speaking the truth ? ”
;
and in terror he ran to

the potter, and since he could not speak in the presence

of others (freely), he said :
“ See, friend

;
see, friend !

”

” What is there to see ? now the deed is done.” Thereupon

he turned back and went home,

4. From that time, he fell into a sickness of mind.

Even now he could not eat with the boy. “ By some

means or other ” (thought he) “ I must see the ruin of

the enemy of my son”; and so he wrote a letter and sent

for young Ghosaka and said :
“ Take this letter

;
in such

and such a village dwells our workman, go to him and

give him this letter and say :
‘ Quickly do what is written

in this letter’”
;
and besides he charged him, saying: “On

the road there lives our friend, the merchant of the village

;

go to his house, take a meal, and depart.”

He saluted the merchant, took the letter, and went out.

On the road, having asked wdiere the dwelling of the

village- merchant was, he entered. Tlie latter was sitting

outside the gate and shaving his heard. After saluting

him he stood aside. “ Whence do you come, my dear ?
”

he said, and the other answered :
“ I am the son of the
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he went to him. The potter saw him comin" and said :

“ Master, make no noise, your work has been done."

Overwhelmed with sorrow like a mountain, his grief was

great as if one with a wicked mind (sinning) against one,

who is not corrupted. Therefore the Blessed One said :

—

“ lie who does wrong with violence to those who are

harmless and innoeent, soon comes to one of ten states:

he will meet with cruel suffering, loss, maiming of the

body, severe illness, madness, danger coming from the

king, heavy accusation, ruin of relations, destruction of

wealth, and bright fire burns his houses, and after the

dissolution of the body the foolish man is reborn in hell.”

4. This being the case, tbe merchant again would not

look him in the face. " How ? I would fain kill him,"

thought he. “ I will send him to the superintendent of

my hundred villages and thus kill him.” So seeing a means,

he wrote a letter as follows :
“ There is a low-born son of

mine
;

kill him and throw him into a cesspool, and when
this is done I shall know what I have to reward my uncle."

Then sajfing :
“ Dear Ghosaka, there is a superintendent of

our hundred villages
;
take this letter and give it to him,"

he attached the letter to the hem of his garment. He,

however, was illiterate, because, from his childhood up

the merchant tried to kill him and yet was not able to

do so (and so he thought) :
“ Wh}' should he learn to read

and write ? ” Thus, when the letter, which was his death-

warrant, was attached to the hem of his garment, he said,

on going out :
“ Father, I have no provisions for a journey.”

“ Do not trouble about provisions ! On the road there

dwells my friend the merchant : take your breakfast in his

house and go on !

"

“Well,” said he, and saluting his father he went out.

On reaching that village he asked about the house of the

merchant, and going there he saw the merchant’s wife,

and when she said :
“ Whence are you come ? " he

answered, “From the town.” “Whose son are you?”
“ Your Iriend the merchant’s son, lady.” “ You are
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merchant of Kosambl.” “You are the son of our friend

the merchant ! ” (said he, and) was glad and joyful. At
the same time, a slave-girl of the merchant’s daughter was

going to fetch flowers. The merchant told her :
“ Let

this work alone, and bathe the feet of young Ghosaka

and prepare him a couch !
” She did so and, going to

a shop, she bought flowers. Seeing her, the merchant’s

daughter was angry with her and said :
“ To-day thou

lingerest long outside; what hast thou been doing there for

ever so long ?
” “ My lady, do not speak thus ! I have

never seen his like ! The only son of the friend of your

father (is there)
;

it is impossible to say how beautiful he

is
;
the merchant told me when I was going for flowers

:

‘ Bathe the feet of the young man and prepare him a couch.’

Therefore I have lingered so long outside.”

5. The merchant’s daughter herself had been his wife in

her fourth existence (before this). Therefore, from the

moment she had heard the girl speak of him, she could

neither stand nor sit. She took her slave-girl and went to

the room where he was lying, and fixed her gaze on him

sleeping, and observed the letter in the hem of his garment.

“What is this letter?” thought she, and without awakening

him she seized the letter and read it. “ This young man
goes about taking his own death-warrant with him.” So

she tore up the letter, while he was still sleeping, and wrote

another, as follows :
“ Herewith I send my son to you

;
my

friend the village-merchant has a girl of marriageable age
;

quickly procure in due legal form the hand of the village-

merchant’s daughter for my son, when the omens have

been observed at a duly appointed place
;

prepare a feast,

and this being done send a message to me, saying :
‘ According

to the plan, I have carried it out.’ I then shall know how

to recompense you.” Then sealing this letter, she attached
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Ghosaka?” “Yes, indeed, lady.” Seeing him, she felt

an affection for him as for a son. But the merchant had

a daughter of fifteen or sixteen years, who was beautiful

and gracious. In order to guard her, they had given

her a slave-girl, who was employed to go on errands,

and had given her as residence a royal bedchamber in

the upper story of a seven -storied palace. The merchant’s

daughter, at this very time, had sent her slave -girl

into a shop. But seeing her, the merchant’s wife

asked :
“ Where art thou going ? ” She replied :

“ Your
daughter, lady, has sent me.” “ First come here, leave

that errand alone, prepare a chair for ray son, bathe his

feet, and, having anointed them with oil, prepare a couch

for him and perform thy errand !
” She did so. As she

came back after a long while, the merchant’s daughter

abused her. But she replied :
“ My lady, be not angry

with me ! The merchant’s son Ghosaka has arrived
;

for

this reason I did thus and so, and after that I have come

back here.”

5. Hearing the name of Ghosaka, the merchant’s son,

love arose in the merchant’s daughter and penetrated her

from the skin to the marrow. For in the time of Kotu-

halika she had been his wife, and as such she had given

a nall-measure of rice to a Paccekabuddha. By the power

of this action she had been born after death in the family

of the merchant. Thus penetrating, her former love had

seized her. Thereupon the Blessed One said :

—

“ Because one has lived (with another) in a former

existence, or because of a present benefit, love arises like

a blue lotus in the water.”

She asked her :
“ Where is he now, my dear ?

” “ He
sleeps lying on the couch.” “ Has he anything in his

hand ?
” “ In the hem of his garment he has a letter.”

She thought :
“ What may this letter be ? ” Thus, while

he was sleeping, and her parents being engaged in another

business could not observe her, she descended (from the

upper story) and, having gone to him, she detached that

J.K.A.S. 1898. 51
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it to the hem of his garment as it was attached there before.

The young man stayed there that same da\’, but next day

he took leave of the merchant and, going to the village

of the workman, he gave him the letter. The workman
read it, and called the villagers together and said :

“ You
look down on me

;
my lord has sent to me his eldest son,

in order that T may in due legal form procure the hand

of a girl for him
;
knead quickly lumps for an omen ^ at

this very place !

”
After having prepared all for the feast,

he sent a message to the village- merchant, and he also

consented, and, the feast having been finished with all legal

forms, he despatched a letter to the merchant of KosambI,

saying: “I have done thus and so according to the message

sent to me in your letter.”

6. Hearing this mes.sage, the merchant was as if burnt

by fire. “ Now I am a ruined man ” (thought he), and

since he never ceased to think thereon, he sickened of

' uppadam aampindeti, literal/i/ to lump tojrether .an omen, i.e. to knead lumps

for an omen. Tliis rite is known from .\^valuyana. Grhya-Sutra.s, i, 5, 4. .5.

Cf. A. Uillehrandt. “ Ritualliteratur, Vedisclie Opfer und Zauber” (Gruudriss

d. ludo-Ar. Philol., iii, 8), p. 64.
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letter, took it, and going into her own chamber she shut

the door and opened the window, and being able to read

and write, she read the letter. “ Ah !
” cried she, “ this

fool walks about with his death-warrant attached to the

hem of his garment. If I had not seen it his life would

have been lost.” So she tore up that letter and wrote

another in the name of the merchant as follows :
“ Cause

a present to be brought from the hundred villages for ray

son Ghosaka
;
make a feast for him with the daughter of

the country-merchant; build in the village where he lives

a two-storied house for him, and provide a fence for his

protection as well as a personal guard
;

then send me
a message, saying :

‘ I have done thus and so, and I shall

know what' I have to reward iny uncle.’” After having

written it, she folded it up and attached it again to the

hem of his garment. Having slept that day he rose, and

having eaten he went away. Next day, in the morning,

he came to the village, where he saw the superintendent

transacting village -businesses. The latter, seeing him,

asked :
“ What is your pleasure, my dear ?

” “ My father

has sent a letter to you,” said he. “From whom is that

letter, ray dear ? Tell me.” So he took the letter, and

having read it, glad at heart he addressed the householders :

“ Behold, friends, the love of my lord to me ! He has

sent to me, saying :
‘ Make a feast for my eldest son.’

Quickly fetch wood and the like !
” And he caused a house

to be built of the kind spoken of in the midst of the

vdlage, and a present to be brought by the hundred villages,

and then he sent for the daughter of the country-merchant.

Having held the feast, he despatched a letter to the

merchant, saying :
“ I have done thus and so.”

6. Hearing this, the merchant was greatly grieved,

thinking: “What I would have done, is left undone; what

I would leave undone, is done.” ^ So his sorrow for a (lost)

* Cf. Shakespeare, “ Troilus and Cressida,” Act iv, sc. 4 ;

“ But something may be done that we will not

:

And sometimes we are devils to ourselves.”
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a bloody flux. “By some means or other” (thought he),

“ I will send for my son and, as he belongs to me, I will

disinherit him.” From the time when the feast was over

(he always asked), “ Why is my son abroad ? ” and sent

a message, saying, “ Let him come quickl3
^” Hearing

the message, the young man set out to go, but the

merchant’s daughter thought: “This fool does not know
through whom he has obtained his good fortune

; I must,

at any rate, do something to prevent him from going.”

Therefore she told him :
“ Young man, be not overhasty

;

he who returns to his native village must prepare himself.”

The merchant of Kosambi, too, who knew that he liked to

loiter, sent again a message (sa^ung) :
“ For what reason

does my son tarry ? I am sick of bloody flux
;
he must

come if he would find me still alive.” Then the merchant’s

daughter told him :
“ This man is not your father, but

you are father ”
;
and she made known to him :

“ He sent

the letter to the workman in order that he might kill you

;

I removed that letter and wrote another message, and thus

I brought about this prosperit}"- for you
;
he sends for you

in order to disinherit you; wait until he is dead.” And
hearing that he was dead, although he was still alive, he

went into the town of Kosambi. The merchant’s daughter

advised him yet more urgently :
“ When you go there,

first put a guard in the whole house.” 8he herself, having

entered with the merchant’s son, held up both hands as

if she were weeping, and so she drew near him lying in

a dark room and struck him over the heart with her head.

His weakness was so great that he died from this blow.

Having performed the funeral ceremonies, the young

merchant gave a bribe to the servants (saying) :
“ Say that

I am the merchant’s own son.” On the seventh day

following the king sent (saying) :
“ Some one must have the

post of merchant; do you know if this man is the merchant’s

son ?” The servants told the king that he w'as truly his son.

The king consented, saying: “ Well,” and gave him the post

of merchant. Thus he became the merchant Ghosaka.
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son added to this sorrow burned him with inward fire and

gave rise to diarrhoea. The merchant’s daughter gave

orders to the people (saying) : “If anybody arrives from the

merchant, do not tell the merchant’s son before telling

me!” The merchant thought: “Now I will not make

this wicked son heir of my wealth,’’ and so he told his

chief attendant :
“ Uncle, I would fain see my son

;
send

a servant for him !

’’ “ Well,” said he, and gave a letter

to a man and sent him there. The merchant’s daughter,

hearing that this servant bad arrived and stood at the door,

sent for him, and asked him :
“ What is your pleasure,

my dear ?
” “ The merchant is ill and sends to see bis

son, my lady.” “ My dear, is the merchant strong or

weak?” “Still strong; he eats food, my lady.” Without

giving notice of it to the merchant’s son, she had this

man supplied with clothing and paid the expenses he bad

had, saying :
“ He will go at such time as I send him

;

stay here a while.” The merchant spoke again to his

chief attendant :
“ IIow, uncle, have you not sent to my

son ?
” “ My lord,” said he, “ I have sent to him

;
but the

man who has gone there has not yet returned.” “Well,

then,” he replied, “ send another there !
” He did so. The

merchant’s daughter did the same with this man. In the

meanwhile, the merchant’s illness grew worse. Always

he was on the chamber-pot. Again he asked his chief

attendant :
“ How, uncle, have you not sent to mj' son ?

”

“ Jly lord,” said he, “ I have sent to him
;
but the man

who has gone there has not yet returned.” “Well, then,

send another there! ” He did so. The merchant’s daughter,

for the third time, asked for news from the man who had

come, saying :
“ What is the merchant’s illness ? ” He

answered :
“ He is very ill, my lady

;
the merchant vomits

his food, he is bedridden and always on the chamber-pot.”

The merchant’s daughter thought :
“ Now it is time to go,”

and so she told to the merchant’s son :
“ Your father is ill.”

“ What do you say, my dear ? ” he replied, and she

:

“Husband, it may be an indisposition.” “But now, what
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is to be done ? ” She said :
“ Husband, take a present

from the hundred villages to tend him withal
;
then let

us go and see him!” “Well,” said he; and he caused

a present to he brought, and set out on a cart. But (his

wife) said: “Your father is very weak; such a present

might delay you
;
return it ”

;
and she sent it all into the

house of her own family. She also said to the merchant’s

sou :
“ Husband, you may stand at 3'our father’s feet

;

I shall stand at the pillow”; and entering the house, she

ordered the people to keep guard before and behind the

house. Now, from the time they came in, the merchant’s

son stood at his father’s feet, and the woman at his pillow.

At that very time the merchant was l}’ing on his back.

The chief attendant who rubbed his feet said :
“ My lord,

your son has arrived.” “ Where is he ?
” “ He stands

at your feet,” said he. Seeing him, he sent for the receiver

of his revenues, and asked him: “How much wealth is

there in my house?” “My lord, there are four hundred

millions of money
;
for temporary use there are villages,

fields, bipeds, quadrupeds, cars and other vehicles, it is

impossible to determine them exactl3^” On this statement

the merchant declared :
“ Although I would fain 333', I do

not give it to my son Ghosaka, yet I give him all that

wealth.” Hearing this, the merchant’s daughter thought

:

“ If he speaks once more he ma3' 833’' something different,”

and so she dishevelled her hair, and weeping as if she

were afflicted, said: “What are 3mu sa3nng, my dear?

We are indeed unhappy to hear such words !
” Then

she fell across him, striking him on the breast with her

head
;
and she rolled her head about on his breast so that

he might not speak again, making as if she were weeping.

And the merchant instantly died. They went to the king

TJdena, and told him, “ The merchant is dead.” AVhen

the funeral ceremonies were performed, the king asked

:

“Had he any son or daughter?” “Sire, he had a son,

Ghosaka bv name
;

he handed over all his property to

him, and then he died, sire.” Afterwards the king sent
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for the merchant’s son. It rained on that day, and in

the court of the palace, here and there, water was standing.

The merchant’s sou went to see the king. The latter

opened a window and saw him coming, while he was

jumping over the water in the court of the palace. When
he arrived and saluted the king, the latter asked him

:

“Are you Ghosaka, my dear?’’ “Yes, sire,’’ he replied;

“ my father is dead.’’ “ Do not mourn ! I shall give you

the post of merchant as successor to }’our father.’’ Thus

having comforted him, he dismissed him (saying) :
“ Go,

my dear.’’ The king stood there looking after him while

he was going, lie stepped over the water, over which he

had jumped before when he arrived, and went slowly away.

The king sent for him anew, and asked him :
“ How ’s

this, my dear? When you were coming to me, you jumped
over the water, but now you step over and go slowly away.’’

“ Yes, sire
;
I was then a bo}'. That is the age for sport.

At present, however, it behoves me to walk slowly and

with dignity.’’ Ilaving heard this, the king (thought) :

“ This is a wise man
;
now I will give him the same place

’’

(as his father has had), and so he gave him the wealth

possessed by his father and the post of merchant in due

legal form. Thereupon he made a procession around the

town standing on a chariot. (He who ponders over and

over comes to no firm resolution.)

'

The merchant’s daughter, in the meanwhile, was talking

w*th the slave-girl Kali and said :
“ Mother Kali, your

son has reached such prosperity through me.’’ “For what
reason, my dear ?

’’ “ He came to our house with his own
death-warrant attached to the hem of his garment

;
then

I tore up this letter and wrote another, and therein I bid

(them) prepare a feast for him with me, and I protected

him the whole time.” “ My dear, you know no more than

* Cf. Shakespeare, “Hamlet,” Act iv, sc. 7:

“ That we would do,

We should do when we would
;
for this would changes,

And hath abatements and delays as many
As there are tongues, are hands, are accidents.”
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that
;
the merchant, however, from his childhood up wished

to kill him, yet could not do so, but a great deal of money

was wasted because of him.” “ Mother, the merchant’s

deeds were too wicked !

”

Having made the procession round the town, he entered

the house, and when she saw him she thought :
“ This man

has reached such prosperity through me,” and smiled.

Seeing her, the merchant’s son asked :
“ Why did you

laugh?” “For a certain” (reason). “Tell me what it

is !
” She would not tell him. “ If you do not tell me,

I will cut off your head,” and he drew his sword. She

said: “Thinking, ‘He has reached such prosperity through

me,’ I laughed.” “ If my father had not handed over to

me his own wealth, what would you be then?” All this

time he knew nothing. Therefore he did not believe what

she said. But she told him all, saying :
“ Your father

had given you a letter, which was your death-warrant, and

sent you forth, and I did thus and so and protected you.”

“ You are telling me strange things,” and, not believing

it, he thought: “I will ask mother Kitli.” “Is it true,

mother ? ” asked he. “ Yes, my son, from your childhood

up he wished to kill you and yet could not do so, and thus

much wealth wasted away
;

seven times you have been

released from death
;
now coming from the village of which

he was headman, you have obtained the post of merchant

in due legal form.”
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IV. CONCLUSIONS.

It seems desirable first to take into consideration in

what respect the story, as it is narrated in the Manoratha-

I’iiranl, agrees with, or deviates from, that in the Dhamma-
pada - Commentary, and afterwards to examine in what

degree the difi'erent non-Buddhist Indian versions are

related to them. My intention, however, is not to discuss

the several other Oriental and Occidental versions of our

tale, hitherto known to us.

Evidently the two Buddhist forms we have before us

are taken from one common source. It is au fond only

a free version of the same story which we meet with in

both. Thence it follows that we can only base any con-

clusion concerning their primitive form upon the features

they have in common, whereas those points in which both

differ from each other should be used for such a purpose

only with great precaution. In neither of them do we
possess the original, and it would be wholly vain to

endeavour to find it out, or to establish it in such a way
as would preclude any doubt at all. For oral traditions,

especially where profane literature is concerned, give us

no warrant against falsifications. Every narrator adds

here and passes over there many details, according to the

circumstances. Such being the case with the Buddhist

narrators too, we can never succeed in laying bare a

primitive kernel, which may be attributed to the first

narrators.

It is almost certain that our stor}’- has been handed

doMTi in a certain given form, hallowed as it were, by

the reputation of those who had selected it for the

instruction of others. But, since every selection appears

to be also an adaptation, we hope to be right in saying

that all that we expect to find is neither more nor less
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tlian a variation of what we may call their common
type. There are, of course, in variations, too, some

different degrees, and perhaps by a comparison with

other non-Buddhist forms we shall be able to determine

the measure and mode of their deviation from a common
Indian type which we are entitled to presuppose for each

of them.

Now, before going on, let us notice the following

points :

—

(1) Two topics are combined in one tale, viz., firstl}'’,

the fable which relates how a persecutor’s own son perishes

in place of the person whom he wished to make away

with
;
and secondly, the fable which relates how through

one letter having been changed with another, the man
who carried his own death-warrant wins a wife, namely,

the girl who has written and substituted another letter,

and how he, by a new trick of the latter, also wins

the immense riches of his persecutor. The plan invented

to destroy him by sending him to a potter on a day

before agreed upon, is followed by the plot to ruin him by

a letter.

(2) A series of very costly attempts at murdering him

precede the two plans mentioned before. Here, always,

another person acts as agent of the persecutor. Every

time the fortunate boy escapes, and is brought back to the

house of his persecutor, who pays for him a thousand

pieces of money.

(3) The lucky boy himself is a foundling. A prophecy

read in the stars has declared that he will become heir

to the office of a setthi, or foreman of the guild of

merchants.

(4) lie who actually held this office at the time when

that prophecy had been uttered, expects the birth of a child,

and so he decides to save him provided it be a daughter, or

to kill him if it be a son. After a son is born to him, he

determines to destroy the low-born boy.
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Against these points of conformity between M. and

I)hp. A.‘ we may be permitted to set as many differences :

—

(1) In M. the future settbi, before the death of the rich

merchant, is not unaware of being liimself persecuted by the

latter. In l)hp. A. he has obtained the post of setthi without

knowing that strictly speaking he has no right to it.

"Whereas in M. bribery and false testimony must do their

work, in Dhp. A. all takes place without any irregularities.

(2) Dhp. A. lays much more stress upon the part of

Providence, which the wife of the young man plays in his

behalf, than M. where everything occurs with a greater

simplicity.

(3) According to Dhp. A. the merchant’s own son is

thrown into the hot mixture after having been cut into

pieces b}' the potter. M. leaves out this circumstance.

(4) It is only from Dhp. A. that we learn the actual

contents of the death-warrant, which we can only guess

from M.

There is no need to mention expressly here also the fact

that the Dhp. A. likes to quote passages from the Holy

Scriptures. Both versions once insert, but at different

occasions, a proverb into the context of the story.

If we could only compare the two Buddhist forms of

the tale, we should be at a great loss to decide, which of

them has a claim to be nearer to our hypothetical original.

I, at least, would not venture to pass judgment upon

it, guided merely by subjective reasons, which depend

principally on feeling. Fortunately, we possess some

other Indian versions of our tale, viz., one in the Jaiminl-

Bharata,^ one forming the Campakasresthikathanaka,® and

' Henceforth I use the following abbreviations:
—

'M. =Manoratha-PuraiiI

;

Dhp. A. = Dhammapada-.Atthakatha
; J. = Jaimini-Bharata

;
C. = Campaka-

Sresthikathanaka
;
K. =Kathako4a.

^ i.e. the episode of Candrahasa and Yisaya, analyzed hy A W eber in

Monatsber. d. Berliner Akad., 1869, pp. 14 sqq.

® Edited and translated into German by A. Weber in Sitzungsber. d. Berliner

Akad., 1883, pp. 567 sqq. An additional note, see l.c., pp. 885 sqq.
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one in the Kuthakosa.' Now, on comparing the two

Buddhist versions with the last named, we find that the

latter put the incident of the letter before the fable of

which we have the last offshoot in our Western literature.

Moreover, according to the non-Buddhist sources, the girl

who writes another letter to be substituted for the one by

which a young man is sent to death happens to be the

daughter of the cruel persecutor. Further, they bring

the death of that wicked man into close connection with

the failure of the second plan, so that both, he who

escapes from death and he who plotted the murder, never

meet each other again. There exists, as we may see,

a closer agreement between the non-Buddliist versions

themselves than between these and the Buddhist ones.

Besides, J. and K. agree better than K. and C. notwith-

standing that the latter were both composed by Jaiuas.

This becomes apparent from the following reasoning, viz. ;

—

(1) In J. and K. the boy, who is destined to become a

rich and respectable man, is an orphan
;
he does not know

his parents who died soon after his birth (J.), or he had

known them, but they died when he was eight years old (K.).

(2) The prophecy concerning the boy is not taken from

the stars, but from the marks on his body (J., K.). It is

told later on, five years (J.) or eight years (K.) after the

birth of the boy, at the moment when he entered the

house of the man who afterwards persecuted him (and

also became his father-in-law). This very man had a son

(J. gives him two sons, but only one plays a conspicuous

part in our story), and, therefore, he dislikes him and

attacks him in order to destroy him.

(3) The assassins are some Candiilas (J.) or one Candiila

(K.), but compassion keei^s them back, and they are con-

tented to cut off the small supernumerary sixth toe at

the left foot (J.), or the small finger (K.), in order to have

a token for him who had commissioned them.

* The Story of Damannaka, translated by C. H. Tawuey, “The Kathukocja
”

(London, 1S95), pp. 169 sqq.
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(4) !Many years later on, while visiting at the house of

the foster-father of the boy, the persecutor recognizes him.

lie is contirined in the belief that he is the same by the

foster-father himself, who told him how he had got this

son (J.), or he perceives that the small finger is wanting

and the other said that he has found him in a forest (K.).

(5) The plot of the letter is eluded by the daughter of

the writer herself, who observes a sleeping young man (J., K.).

She sees him outside her house in the neighbourhood of a

pond (J.), or of a temple (K.), and changes the word visa

(poison) into her own name Yisaya, or Visa, saying :
“ Yisaya,

or Yisii, shall be given to him !
” She acts so, supposing that

her father had erroneously written an anusvara instead of

an d (K.). According to J. she was affrighted at the contents

of the letter.

(6) The second plan is agreed upon with the same people

who ought to have killed the child. They expect the

sacrifice near a temple. But in lieu of the person who
has been destined to be killed arrives the son of the man who

had conceived the plot. Thus this youth is killed (J., K.).

(7) Both sources, herein agreeing with C., relate that he

is beaten to death, whereas we have heard from M. and

Dhp. A. that he has been cut into pieces and then thrown

in the fire. By this circumstance at least one of the

Buddhist versions (Dhp. A.) comes near to the form adopted

in the Kathasaritsagara.*

There are, however, a number of traits common to J. with

C., and to K. with C., viz. :

—

(1) The twofold act of recognizing the fortunate child,

which occurs in K. and J., occurs also in J. and C. (K. and C.),

excepting only that in C. the unborn boy is first recognized

as auspicious from indications given by the family goddess to

his mother.

* i.e. the story of the queen Kuvalayavali (xx, 194 sqq.). Here the king’s
own son is killed by the cook, and so probably burned by him, while the pious
Phalabhuti, who was destined to be killed, does the prince some service. Cf. A.
AVeber in Monatsber. d. Berliner Akad., 1869, p. 45; also M. Haberlandt,
“ Her Altindische Geist ” (Leipzig, 1887), pp. 65 sqq.
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(2) The letter is addressed in J. and C. (K. and C.) to

a person belonging to the same family. The contents of the

substituted letter are the same in J. and C. It is in C.,

however, written anew, not only changed, as in J. and K.

In J. and C., in contradistinction to K., the falsified letter is

read afterwards by the author of the plot.

(3) In K. and C., differenth^ from J., the purpose to

struggle against fate gives rise to many utterances by the

persecutor.

Now, if we examine those traits which combine J., K., C.

with M. or Dhp. A. we find :

—

(1) In J., K., C., M. is said that the letter was sealed;

only in Dhp. A. it is unsealed, and this because the deliverer

of the letter is illiterate.

(2) In J., C., M., Dhp. A. the receiver of the letter gives

notices of its contents in an assembly. All versions,

including K., mention the subsequent wedding feast.

According to J., C., K. the wicked writer of the death-

warrant just arrives when the marriage is celebrated. He
cannot prevent it, and so he gives his consent. Before

the marriage favourable omens are attended to in M., J., K.

(3) The words addressed by his brother to the merchant

when he arrived after the marriage is celebrated, viz., “ I

quickly executed your command ”
^ (C.), recall the words

of the potter in M., Dhp. A.

(I) On the whole, the social position of the characters

indicated in our story is that of common people and not

of the nobility. Always without any exception the beauty

of the fortunate boy is extolled
;
he has particular skill in

playing (M., Dhp. A.), in the use of arms (J.), in commercial

transactions (C.), he is pious (J.) and virtuous (K.).^

(5) C. agrees with Dhp. A. in also having written in

the death-warrant the order to throw the bearer of it into

a pit (well, cesspool) when he is killed.

* Pi^rhram eva bhavad adistam Icftam mave.
* Also iu the Kathasiiritsugara.
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Even such isolated traits, or particular details, as e.g.

the description of the wedding-feast (J.), the “ mother ”

who has found and taken uji the hoy (0.), the overhearing'

of the prophecy by the merchant (K.), are not missing.

Summing up, the question is to know if any of the

five Indian versions containing both chief points—viz., the

replacing of an innocent man by another, the death of

whom brings retribution to the guilt}' person
;
and the

changing of a death-letter into its opposite by the hand

of the subsequent wife of the saved man— is entitled to be

considered prior to all the rest.

I maintain that neither of the two Buddhist versions,

notwithstanding their higher antiquity, has preserved the

model for the chronologically younger versions (J., C., K.).

The primitive form is given neither in M. nor in Dhp. A.

Tliough they are much less coloured, so to say, from

a sectarian point of view, than J., C., K., we nevertheless

hesitate to pronounce them the original. On the contrary,

we see from a comparison of M. with Dhp. A. on the

one side, and of J., C., K. on the other, that certain

principal points of the story have held together with

a relative persistency, as well in Buddhist communities

as in those of Krsnaites and Jainas. Which of them

belonged to the primitive form may be deduced con-

jecturally from a comparison of the two groups with each

other. Even thus, there remains as the first principal

point only the despatching of the substitute by fire, not

to mention the act of substitution itself, and, as the second

principal point, the winning of the daughter of the

writer of the death-letter. This, at least, seems to

be the natural pointe of the story, and not that which

is represented as such in the Buddhist versions. These

latter, having attributed but a son as natural heir to the

rich merchant, are therefore obliged to give another turn

to the story- Firstly, they relate how the merchant’s

’ Exactly as in the Ethiopian and Arabic versions. See E. Kuhn, in

Byzantin. Zeitschr., iv, pp. 242 sqq.
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own son died at an early age, whence follows the arrange-

ment of the two themes of our tale in the manner mentioned

above; secondly, they introduce the sojourn on the road;

and thirdly, they explain (by somewhat forced reasoning,

as we may see from the contradiction in which M. stands

to Dhp. A.) why the young man became the rich man’s heir.
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Art. XXVIIT.— The Geography of the Kandahar Inscription.

]5y John Beame.s, B.C.S. (retired).

In the Journal Asiatique for 1890, vol. xv, p. 195, the

late eminent scholar 51. Janies Darraesteter p;ave the text

and a translation of the inscription in the vaulted chamber

constructed by order of the Emperor Babar on a rock near

Kandahar, .\.n. 1522-27. The inscription is not entirely

of the same date as the building. It is in three parts, the

first of which only is synchronous with the dome, having

been engraved under the orders of Prince Kamran, then

governor of Kandahar. The second, which has been partly

defaced, seems to have been executed after Babar’s death

by Prince ’Askari, to whom Kamran entrusted the govern-

ment of Kandahar at the time when, after their father’s

death, he began those scandalous intrigues against his

brother, the long-suffering Humayun, which ended in the

temporary downfall of the dynasty. The third part was

written and set up seventy years later bj' 51ir 51a’sum, an

oflScial in the service of the Emperor Akbar. 51. Darmesteter

remarks on this portion of the inscription : “Un commentaire

de la liste geographique contiendrait toute I’histoire geo-

graphique de I’Hindoustan .... Cette liste serait

un bon point de depart pour remonter dans la geographie

historique du moyen age et pour descendre jusqu’a nos

jours” (p. 223).

This, however, is giving the inscription far higher im-

portance than it deserves. It can in no sense serve as

a point of departure for the historical geography of

mediaeval India. Whatever value it may have is of a far

slighter description, as will be seen from a comparison

between it and two other nearly contemporary documents

which have come down to us. I allude to Babar’s own

J.R.A.s. 1898. 52

h
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statement of the provinces he found himself in possession

of after the defeat of Ibrahim Lodi at Paniput (a.d. 1526),

and to the elaborately detailed geographical lists in the

A"in-i Akbari (a.d. 15b9). The third part of the Kandahar

inscription was executed in a.h. 1007 (a.d. 1597-98), and

is thus the latest of the three. It would almost seem as

if the writer of it had seen Abul Fazl’s work or at least

heard of it, for there are many points of similarity between

them, and his aspiration that the whole inhabited world

may soon be brought into subjection to His Majesty reminds

one of the similar expression at the beginning of Abul Fazl’s

chapter on the Subahs.

The relation of Mir Ma’sum’s list to the other two

will be clearly seen from the following remarks. I give

Ma’sum’s list first, then that' of Babar and, where necessary,

references to the detailed list in the Ain-i Akbari.

I.

The Kandahar Li.st.

The list contains two sets of names. There is first (Journal

Asiatique, vol. xv, p. 205, lines 7-10) a rough description

of the boundaries of the Empire as follows ;
—“ When the

imperial sway was extended over most of the climes of

the habitable w’orld {rub‘-i mashim), the length whereof

from the frontiers of Sarandib and IJdesa and Bandkiirakat

and Kur and Bankala to Tatta and Bandar Lahiri and

Ilurmuz is a distance of nearly a two years’ journey, and

the breadth thereof from Kabul and Kandahar to tlie

frontier of Dakin and Barar is a journey of nearly a year

and a half.” At p. 219 of the same article there is a trans-

lation in French and in the notes an identification of the

places mentioned. It must be remembered, as M. Darmesteter

points out, that in Persian inscriptions is represented

by <—T, and aspirated letters are written w'ithout the aspira-

tion, -v^'hile no distinction is made between cerebrals and
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dentals. The places mentioned as constituting the eastern

frontier are thus (1) Ceylon (which is, of course, a mere

empty boast)
; (2) Orissa

; (3) a place to be discussed

presently
; (4) Gaur

;
and (5) Bengal

;
which two last

places Ma’sura apparently regards as separate provinces.

The western frontier is formed by Tatta, the old capital of

Sindh ;
Bandar Lahiri, near Karachi

;
and the island of

Ormuz in the Persian Gulf : a sufficiently vague description.

The place omitted above (3) is written in the Persian

characters Bandkiird Kdt, , This M. Darmesteter

resolves into Bankura and Kdt, the latter of which he is

unable to explain. But the first part of the word cannot

be Bankura, for three very good reasons :

—

1. Bankura is not on, or anywhere near, the eastern

frontier of Akbar’s dominions, but in the extreme west of

the modern British province of Bengal.

2. Bankura was not subject to Akbar, nor is it mentioned

in the Ain. It was not conquered by the Mughals till long

after Akbar’s time.

3. Bankura is merely an English corruption. The real

name is Bakuncla, and until the days of British rule

it was an obscure and very small village. Indeed, it is

not much more than that now, though the headquarters

of a district.

If we refer to the detailed list given by Ma’sum a little

lower down, we find (line 16 on p. 205) two places in

Eastern Bengal, Sunargaon and Ghoraghat, one following

the other. The first of these, Sunargaon, was a famous

port, and as such was often spoken of as Bandar. It seems

to me that in line 8 the name has been omitted by a mistake

of the sculptor, and that what Ma’sum meant to write, and

probably did write, was Bandar Ghoraghat,

and a j has dropped out either in the carving or in the

transcript made by the Mirza in 1889. Bandar would

refer to Sunargaon, and the next place of importance on

the north-east frontier is Ghoraghat. It is even not
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impossible that Ma’sum maj’- have originally written “Bandar

Sunargaon wa Ghoraghat.”

The second set of names is much longer. Ma’sum says

:

“ It should not be concealed that between the boundaries

mentioned above there are many provinces, cities, and forts.

It would be difficult to mention them all, but a few are

cited for the sake of brevity. This is the list
”

;
then follow

the names of 106 places, some of which are towns or

fortresses, while others are provinces. As M. Darmesteter

has correctly identified most of them, it will be sufficient

to follow his list, supplying omissions and noting some

instances in which a different identification seems called for.

First comes the province of Orissa. Udesa should be

read, not Adisa (D.).^ So also Jagannath, not Jagnath.

In Bengal we have Satgaon, and next to it, in contempt

of all geography, Chatgaon, which the English have

corrupted into Chittagong. Ma’sum seems to have taken

this name from Abul Fazl, for it is well known that

Chittagong was not conquered by the Mughals until the

reign of Aurangzeb.

Then we go back to Western Bengal again with

Bardwan and Sulaimanabad, the capital of the Sarkar

of that name. Next comes a word written which D.

omits. It can hardly be Purni5'a, as that name occurs

a little lower down
;
and at p. 229, 1. 20, he gives a variant

Judging from the situation following upon Sulai-

manabad, I should conjecture that the place meant is

Pandua or Panriia, an ancient town mentioned in the Ain.^

It had probably got to be written Panria, which would

easily slip into for .

The other names in Bengal are Sunargaon, Ghoraghat^

Shirpur Miircha (written with i for w, a similar

corruption to Panria for Panriia), Purniya, Tajpur, Gaur,

Tanda, and Agmahal (Bajmahal), all well-known places

and all mentioned in the Ain.

' To avoid repetition the letter D. stands for M. Darmesteter’s name.
• See my article on Stibah Bengal, J.E..\.S., January, 1896, p. 99.
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In Behar first comes Mungir (Monghyr), then the

provinces of Behar (south of Ganges) and Tirhut (north

of Ganges) and llajipur. The next word is in the Persian

text O
,
which D, renders Bh'at and explains by Bihiya.

This seems rather doubtful, as Bihiya, though mentioned

in the ^^in, was always a small place and hardly of sufficient

importance to be selected as one of the principal towns in

Bihar. It will be observed that the consonants of this word

will serve equally well for Patna : may be pointed

just as easily as In fact, the consonants suit Patua

better than Bihiya, for the latter is correctly written

Bihiya. It would be surprising if the great flourishing and

famous city of Patna should be omitted, while an obscure

place like Bihiya (wrongly spelled too) were inserted.

I should therefore prefer to read Patna. The Mirza who
made the copy used by D. may easily have mistaken the

vowel points in this, as he has in several other instances.

Patna is mentioned in the i^in under Sarkar Bihar, with

two forts.i

Rahtal is obviously a mistake for Ruhtas or Rohtas, the

great hill fortress so celebrated in history, Sher Shah’s

stronghold. Sahasram and Chausa are also well known

places.

The list now passes into Siibah Ilahabas (Allahabad), the

next province, going westwards, to Behar. Here we have

a somewhat capricious selection of names, though on the

whole fairly representative. Chausa was in Todar Mai’s

lists, probably in Behar, though the reading is doubtful.

Ghazipur, Chunar, Banaras, and Jauupur are well known.

The next place is given by D. as Kar (?), and in a note

he suffsrests that it may mean Garh = ‘ fort.’ The correct

reading is, I think, Karra ip. It was one of the Sarkars

of Subah Ilahabas.2 The town is on the right bank of the

Ganges, not far from Manikpur on the left, and in Indian

' See mv article on Sabah Bihar, J.A.S.B., liv, 162.

* See Jarrett’s “ Ain,” Tol. ii, p. 167, for Karrah, and p. 164 for Mhnikpur.
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historians the two places are constantly mentioned in con-

junction as Karra-Manikpur. The latter was also one of

the Sarkars of Subah. Ilahabas.

The next two places, Kalpi and Kalinjar, have been put

in the wrong order, Kalinjar, the well-known fortress in

Bundelkhand, being further to the east than Kalpi, the

other strong place on the Jamna. Then the list crosses

the Jamna to Etawah and Kanauj, where it crosses the

Ganges into Oudh. The spelling Laknod is noteworthy,

the i^in and Babar’s list write Lakhnau, the final syllable

of the original name, Lakhnauti, having disappeared, though

in Ma’sum’s list the final d is a reminiscence of it. The

only other places in this Subah are Od = Audh or Avadh,

the ancient Ayudhya, and Bahraich.

Then we come to Rohilkhand, in which only three places

are mentioned—Sambhal, Amroha, and Badaon. The first

and last of these give names to Sarkars of Subah Delhi,

the second is a town in Sarkar Sambhal.

The list then crosses the Ganges into the Doab, and

mentions Kol and Jalali, which D. treats as one name.

Kol or Koil, the celebrated fortress at Aligarh, is, however,

some twenty miles or so west of the town of Jalali. The

next place, Shamsabad, is outside the Doab, west of the

Jamna, a few miles south of Agra. Then we go off south-

wards, taking the well-known cities and fortresses of Agra,

Gwalior, Chanderi, Raisin (called in the Ain “ one of

the famous fortresses of Hindustan ”
^), Sarangpur, tJjjayin,

Mandu (or Malwah Mandu as it stands in the inscription),

and Ilindia on the Narbadda; all of which but the two

first are in Subah Malwah. Next Beiar is mentioned, but

none of its towns, unless the forti’ess-rock of Asirgarh and

the town of Burhanpur, which come next, are to be

considered as in it.

The place written Tatarbar, is really
,

a mistake of dots only as between these two words, but

there is a string of mistakes if we include the Ain. The

' Jarrett’s “A"in,” vol. ii, p. 199.
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place meant is Nandarbar, a town on tbe Tapti a little

above Surat. is often corrupted into
»
Nazarbar,

in MSS. of the A"in, tbe dot over the second n having

been read as belonging to the following Then tlie

composer of tbe inscription has altered O into 1?
,
which

is not surprising, as both letters are pronounced s in India.

Then follow the principal places in Gujarat—Surat (with

), Bharoch, Baroda, Muhammadabad (near Kaira), Khain-

bait (Cambay), Diu (the Portuguese settlement), Junagarh,

Nawanagar, and Kachh, ending with Ahmadabad and the

native state of Idar. Patan Baharvala, which D. correctly

surmises to be Nahrwala, is for Auhilwara. Going north-

wards, we have JMor, Sirohi, Mirta, Jodhpur the capital of

Marwar, and Jesalmer. The next name, Nagor, brings us

to Northern Marwar, whence by a long jump we land at

Narnol, 150 miles off, the capital of a Sarkar of Siibah Xgra.

Then we are taken southwards again to Ajmer and Ran-

thambhor, and a place w'ritten
,
which is unintelligible,*

whence we return to the neighboui hood of Agra again.

Bi^na, a famous place, and Fathpur (probably Fathpur

Sikri) lead to Muttra (Mathura), Delhi, Panipat, Mahiiu

(an obscure place west of Panipat), Hisar Firoza, and on

to Thanesar and Sirhind, whence we make another surprising

jump back to Tijarah, an old Sarkar of Subah Agra, now in

the native state of Alwar, some 200 miles south of Sirhind.

Then follows one of the numerous places called Sultanpur,

and we then go on into the Panjab with Jalandar, Labor,

Kilaniir, Nagarkot, and Rohtas (the fortress built by Sher

Shah near Jhelam as a defence against the Gakkhars, and

called after his stronghold in Behar)
;

thence to Atak

(Attock), diverging to Jamu and on again to Jalalabad,

skipping back to Bhera on the Jhelam, and thence to Ghaznin

in the heart of Afghanistan
;

lastly, returning to the Panjab

at Shor Patan Shaikh Farid, Multan, Dodai (which D.

’ Mr. Beyerid^e’s suggestion that the place mentioned is Zambalmir or

Kamalmix, a now obscure place in Ajmer territory, seems correct
;

I for k is

a common mistake in MSS. and inscriptions. See Jarrett’s “ Ain,” Li, 268, and
Gazetteer of India, viii, 287.
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considers to be Robri, but this is very doubtful), and Ucbb.

The list closes with Bbakkar and Sehwan, both well-known

places on the Indus, Umrkot, Akbar’s birthplace in the

desert, and Tatta the capital of Lower Sindh.

II.

BA bar’s List.

At p. 334 of his Memoirs (Erskine’s translation) Babar

says that the dominions conquered by him from the Lodis

extended from “ Bhera to Bihar ”
;
this somewhat alliterative

phrase is often used by him in his Memoirs to indicate the

whole extent of his Indian dominions. It covers the whole

country from the Jhelam in the west to the Kusi in the

east, and it will be seen that it excludes a very large portion

of the country mentioned in the Eandahar inscription.

Babar then goes on to allude to “a detailed statement” of

the revenue and provinces of the conquered area. Erskine

was unable to find this statement when he was translating

the Memoirs, but at p. 541 of vol. i of his History he

gives it, with the vague and unsatisfactory remark that he

found it “in a manuscript translation or paraphrase of

parts of Babar’s commentaries now in my possession.” He
unfortunately does not tell us who was the author of this

paraphrase, whether Abdurrahim or some one else, so that

we cannot be sure that the list is either authentic or con-

temporaneous with the Memoirs
;
and as there seems to be

only one copy of it extant there is no means of correcting

or restoring ambiguous names and phrases. Perhaps

a search in the British Museum and other libraries might

bring to light other copies of this very valuable statement.

Even in its present evidently corrupt condition it can be

made use of by the light of contemporary authorities to

define roughly, though far from precisely, the extent of

Babar’s conquests in India, and it may therefore serve as

a standard of comparison with the Kandahar list.
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Tlie names of twenty-five provinces are thus stated. It

should here he noted that as Erskine does not give the

original Persian text we have to work from liis trans-

literations of the names of places in Roman characters,

and Erskine is throughout his works very careless and

inconsistent in the spelling of Indian words, as well as

loose in his translation of Persian sentences. I restore, as

far as possible, the correct spellings.

1. “ The Sarkar on the other side of the Satlaj, Bhera,

Labor, Sialkot, Dipalpiir, etc.” The “other side”

means evidently the side furthest from Delhi, i.e.

the western side. This item practically includes all

the northern Panjab, as far west as the Jhelam river.

It does not include the trails- Indus country nor

Multan. The former Babar seems to have regarded

as part of his Kabul territory, and the latter was

not conquered from the Lodis, but was surrendered

to Babar at the close of a.d. I52G by the Arghuns

of Sindh.

Bhera, which Erskine persistent!}^ misspells Bhira,

is a well-known town, now ou the eastern or left

bank of the Jhelam, but from several passages in

the Memoirs it was in Babar’s time evidently on the

right or western bank, and the territory attached to

it seems to have included all the Salt Range as far

as Kalabagh on the Indus. This view is confirmed

by Cunningham, “ Ancient Geography,” p. 155, who
found the ruins of the older Bhera on the west

bank. In his first invasion of India in a.d. 1519

(Memoirs, p. 254), Babar says that “ the countries

of Behreh, Khushab, Chanab, and Chaniut ” had

long been in the possession of the Turks
;
he therefore

considered them his own domains. In another place

he says he claims them as having been conquered

by Timur (ib., p. 255). Behreh is, of course, Bhera.

Khushab is on the west bank of the Jhelam below

Shahpur, and its territory comprises the southern
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part of the Sindh Sagar Duab as that of Bherd does

the northern. Chenab apparently means the Chaj

Duab (between the Chenab and Jhelam rivers)
;
and

Chiniot, a town on the Eavi near Gugaira, the

Eechna Duab. In the list we are now considering

these older names have given place to Labor for the

Bari Duab, Sialkot for the nortbern Eechna Duab,

Dipalpur for the southern Bari Duab, and the
“ etc.

”
for the rest of the country as far as the

Satlaj. But there are no boundaries and the

description is excessively vague.

2. “Sirhend and its dependencies.” This vague description

covers the country now called the Cis-Satlaj, i.e. from

the Satlaj to the Jamna. The ancient town of

Sirhind is in the northern part of this territory, about

half-way between Ambala and Ludiana, or rather

nearer to the latter. The spelling Sirhind and the

derivation from Sari-i hind, ‘ head of India,’ are

an afterthought. The place could never at any

period of its history have been correctly described

as the ‘ head of India,’ neither in the sense of the

chief town nor in that of the frontier or beginning

of the couutr3\ Cunningham (“Ancient Geography,”

p. 145) shows that in Sanskr. it was written Sirindha

Provisionally the extent of the Sirhind

territory may be assumed to be the same as that of

Akbar’s Sarkar of Sirhind in Subah Delhi,^ Akbar’s

divisions of territory being admittedly based on

previously existing divisions.

3. Hisar Firuza. This well-known town and fort was also

the capital of one of Akbar’s Sarkars in Subah Delhi.

This with Sarhind makes up the whole of the Cis-

Satlaj, and we shall probably not be far wrong if we

assume that the extent of Babar’s Hisar Firuza was

identical with Akbar’s.

4. “The capital (dar ul mulk) Delhi in the (Mi4n) Dudb.”

Thus Erskine. What the original Persian text was

Jarrett’s “ Ain,” vol. ii, p. 296.
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vre unfortunatel}' do not know. The city of Delhi

itself is, as we know, not in the Duab between

the Janina and Ganges, but the greater part of

Akbar’s Sarkar Delhi is in the Duab, and probably

this is what is meant. But the point cannot be

decided till the Persian text can be found.

5. Mewat. This corresponds nearly to Akbar’s Sarkars of

Tijarah and Alwar, Subah A^gra,* and to the modern

native state of Alwar. Here Erskine gives an obscure

sentence, which from his transliteration appears to

have run Jci-lj .AiLjl iJ and which

he interprets to mean, “ which was not included in

Sikander Lodi’s revenue roll.” It may be so, but

the Persian words will hardly bear that meaning

;

some word has apparently been omitted after miydn,

unless is a mistake for biydn, ‘ account
’

or ‘ description.’ Here again we must wait until the

Persian text can be found. Mewat was constantly

in rebellion, even after Babar’s conquest, and was

nearly always so under the Lodis.

6. Biana. This well-known place was in Akbar’s time

a parganah of Sarkar Agra in the Siibah of the

same name. It is now in the native state of Bhartpur.

Babar’s entry probably includes so much of Subah

Agra as lay west of the Jamua, as will be seen

from the next two entries.

7. Agra. This entr}*^, from the smallness of the revenue,

probably includes only the royal city itself, with

perhaps the immediate environs.

8. Mian e Yilaet (Mn an-i vilayat). This, like the similar

remark under Delhi, refers apparently to that portion

of Siibah Agra which lay within the Duab. But

the use of vilayat in this sense is peculiar.

9. Gualiar. Gwalior was one of the Sarkars of Siibah

Agra. In Akbar’s time the revenue was 29,683,649

dams, which may be compared with Sikandar Lodi’s

revenue of 22,357,450 tankas.

* Jarrett’s “Ain,” ii, pp. 191, 192.
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10. Kalpi, Seliindeh, etc. This entry is vague. Kalpi is

the celebrated fortress on the Jarana, but I cannot

explain Sehindeh, and suspect a mistranscidption.

11. Kanauj. The ancient town on the Ganges, capital of

a Sarkar of Subah i^gra.

12. Sarabala. Sambhal, a Sarkar of Subah Delhi, com-

prising southern and western Rohilkhand. Here
it seems to indicate the whole of Rohilkhand, as

no other place in that neighbourhood is mentioned.

Much of north-eastern Rohilkhand was at this time

uninhabited.

13. Laknau and Baksar. Here there is probably some

mistake, as it is not likely that two places so far

apart as Lucknow and Buxar would be mentioned

together. Erskine is doubtful as to the reading of

the latter word.

14. Khairabad. North-western Oudh.

15. Oud and Behraich. Oudh implies Sarkar Avadh
(Ayudhya), a portion of the modern kingdom lying

south-west of the Sarayu or Ghogi’a river, while

Bahraich is on the north-eastern bank and comprises

most of northern Oudh.

16. Juanpur. Jaunpur, a Sarkar of Siibah Allahabad, com-

prising most of the country between the Ganges

and Ghogra.

17. Karra and Manikpiir. The two Sarkars of Siibah Alla-

habad, which lie opposite each other on the Ganges

above that city. They are constantly mentioned

together in Indian history.

18. Behar. Refers to so much of the Siibah of that name

as lies south of the Ganges, the region north of the

Ganges being mentioned under other entries.

19. Sirwar. This was the ancient name of the country

“across the Sarayu” (it is contracted from Sarayu-

para), correspondiiig to the modern district of

Gorakhpiir. In Akbar’s time, however, some por-

tions of the country on the south of the river were

included in Sarwiir.
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20. Siiran. A Sarkar of Subah Bebar and a modem district

botwoon the Ganges and Gandak rivers.

21. Cbiparan. Meant for Champanin, the district north of

the Gandak adjacent to Gorakhpur and Tirhut.

22. Gondleh. Probably meant for Gondah, a district

between Sarwar and Bahraich in Xorth-east Oudh.

23. Tirhut. The northern portion of Subah Behar, between

the Gauges and the Xepidese Terai. This large tract

of country seems merely to have been tributary, not

fully conquered and amalgamated with the empire.

It was often, and for long periods, subject to the

independent kings of Bengal.

24. Kantanbor. Ranthambhor ( Rana-stambha-

piira, ‘ city of the pillar of war ’

’), the historic

fortress, a Sarkar of Subah Ajmer. Apparently

only three parganahs—Boli, Milania, and Chatsu

—

all of which are mentioned in the Ain, paid revenue.

The rest of the Sarkar is included under heading 26.

25. Xagor. In Marwar. It was a Sarkar of Subah Ajmer.

Then follow the names of five Rajas, to only two of whom
is a locality assigned

—

26. [a) Raja Bikarmajit from Rantbor (Ranthambhor), the

rest of the Sarkar (exclusive of the parganahs

mentioned in heading 25), which apparently only

paid tribute, not revenue ; and are thus to be regarded

as not actually conquered, but only tributary.

(6) Raja KaHnjari. This entry seems to show that

Bundelkhand was also only tributary, not conquered,

territory.

(c) Raja Barsang Deo (?Bir Singh). ' It is not stated what

(rf) Raja Bikam Deo.
|

were the territoi'ies

(e) Raja Bikam Chand. ’ of these chiefs.

’ Jarrett's “Ain.” toI. ii. p. 274. Xot .as Colebrook renders it, ‘ Bee of the
pillar of -w-ar,’ which is me.auingless. He endentlv took Mor to he = hhaunr
(Skr. bhrmmara ‘ a bee”!. But it is Prakrit Rana-ihambha-ura, where ira is for

pira by a well-known rule.
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The comparison of these lists would be rendered easier

by a map. But the places themselves may without mucb

difficulty be found on any good map of India. It will be

seen from the above remarks that the Kandahar list is

a mere superficial summary of names cbosen at random

witbout any system, probably just as they happened to occur

to the worthy Ma’sum’s recollection at the moment.
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Art. XXIX .— The Northern Frontagers of China. By Sir

Henry II. Howorth, K.C.I.E., M.P.

PART X.

The Uighurs of Kao-chang and Bishbaligh.

In a series of papers which by the favour of the Asiatic

Society I have been able to publish in its transactions,

I have endeavoured to trace the various revolutions which

have taken place among the tribes on the north of China,

and I have thought it most convenient in doing so to

begin with the latest of these race movements and changes

aud to gradually work back to earlier times. I should like

to continue this work somewhat further, and propose in the

following memoir to give an account of the history of an

area which has greatly occupied English travellers and

students during recent years, and whose history is still very

obscure : I mean the great district bounded on the north

by the so-called Celestial Mountains, the Tien Shan of the

Chinese, and on the south by the Kien Lung Range. This

district is generally known as Eastern Turkestan, and

I propose to collect in this paper what I can find of the

history of its Turkish, as distinguished from its Mongol,

masters from the ninth to the sixteenth century.

The greater part of the district in question, consisting of

its central and southern portion, has little or no interest for

the historian. Its barren wastes are almost tenantless, and we
have no records of them. The really interesting part is the

strip of country which borders the Tien Shan Range along

its southern flanks, forming, a ribbon which extends from

Hami or Khamil in the far east right round to Khoten in

the south-west.
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In the previous paper of this series, I endeavoured to

tell the history of the Muhammedan Turkish rulers of

AVestern Turkestan from the time of their conversion

to Islam to the time when their dynasty was finally

extinguished by the death of Sultan Osman. These

Muhammedan chiefs had their capital at Belasaghun, on

the river Chui, and were apparently the overlords and

masters of the various nomadic Turks of the Kirghiz

Steppes as far as the Volga, as they were of the Mountain

Turks, called Karluks, who lived about Lake Issikul. As
we saw, the}’^ conquered the district of Mavera-un-Nehr

or Transoxiana from the Samani rulers, who had long

reigned there, and they also seem to have afterwards

conquered Kashgar and Khoten and the western parts of

what we sometimes call Chinese Turkestan. The last

conquest was probably only made at the end of the tenth

century. De Guignes and others have confused these

Khans with another set of rulers, with whom they had

in fact nothing to do, who reigned over the Uighurs

with their two capitals at Kao-chang and Bishbaligh, and

who were a very important element in Asiatic history.

The country of the latter was rich and prosperous; it was

planted half-wa}^ between China and the lands of the West,

and was the focus and centre from which a religious, literary,

and artistic propaganda was spread over Inner Asia. Like

the former dynasty just referred to, this one also has been

much neglected in England. Nor do I know of any con-

nected account in our language of it. I have tried in the

following notice to bring together all that I know about

these Uighurs.

AVliile the dynasty which reigned at Belasaghun was

Muhammedan, this one belonged to a very different faith,

and was apparently MaTiichean, while Buddhism and

Nestorian Christianity also flourished among its people.

The name Uighur, by which these Turks were known, was

that by which their ancestors, of whom we may have

something to say on another occasion, were known,

when the latter dominated the steppes of Mongolia from
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Karakorum. They first invaded the district we are now

concerned with in the middle of the ninth century, and

the culture for which they were afterwards famous they

adopted from another race of Turks, who had been there

a long time, and who were known as Tokuz Guz, or as

the Arabs called them, Tagazgaz. This latter name the

Arabs in fact transferred to them.

Masudi, who wrote about the year 332 a.h., i.e. 944 a.d.,

tells us that at the time he wrote, the Tagazgaz, who occupied,

the town ot Kushan (Kao-chang, the old name for Karakhojo),

situated between Khorasan and China, were the bravest, the

most powerful, and the best governed of all the Turkish

tribes. Their kings, he tells us, bore the title of Irkhau

(i.e. Ilkhan or Ilikkhan), and they were the only Turks

who professed the religion of Manes (“ Les Prairies d’Or,”

ed. De Meynard, ch. xv). He calls them Tagazgaz. The

name has sometimes been read Bagargar, and it is curious

that not only does the mode of writing the name favour

this ambiguity, but the Eastern and AVestern dialects of

the Turks respectively replace s or s by r. This is an

interesting fact to remember, and led Klaproth to conjecture

that both names are forms of the name Uighur.

Tambery suggested, in his work entitled “ Das Tiirken-

volk,” that Tagazgaz really should be written as Tokuz Guz,

that is, the Xine Guz or the Xine Oguz
;
a suggestion which

has been amply confirmed by the inscriptions of Kosho

Zuidam published by Eadlof (“ Alt-Turkische Inschriften,”

p. 661), where the name is given as Tokus Ogus.

Let us continue our analysis somewhat further. Masudi

tells us in another place that the king of the Tagazgaz

was entitled “the king of wild beasts and the king of

horses,” since no ruler on earth had under his authoritj'

warriors more valiant and more bloodthirsty, and that none

possessed a larger number of horses
;

that no Turkish

ruler could rival him in power, and that his kingdom was

situated between China and the deserts of Khorasan (op. cit.,

chap. xvi). In another place he makes the Chinese emperor,

addressing an Arab traveller and describing his own countrv,

J.R.A.s. 1898. 53

I
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say; “After us comes the ‘king of savage beasts.’ This is

our neighbour, the king of the Turks, who are among men

what savage beasts are among animals. To him succeeds the

‘king of elephants,’ that is, the king of India” (id., ch. xv).

This implies that the terra “king of savage beasts” was

known to the Chinese. It is interesting on turning to

Visdelou, who was the most learned of the Jesuit missionaries

in China, and who was dependent on Chinese sources only,

to find him telling us “that the Kliitans gave a mortal

blow to the supremacy of the Iloei-hu or Uighurs, who

only preserved four states out of their great empire: the

most powerful of them was that of the Hoei-hu who called

themselves Aslan or Arslan Hoei-hu, which means Lion

Hoei-hu.” The Lion Hoei-hu of this notice can be no other

than the Turks whose rulers were styled “ kings of savage

beasts ” by Masudi.

We will now try to trace out the history of the folk

we are dealing with.

In the year 840 a.d. the Kirghises, with an array of

100,000 men, attacked the Eastern Uighurs, laid siege to

and captured their capital Karakorum, and killed their

Khan. This was a tremendous blow, and it led to the

break-up of the nation. We are told that Sao-chi, one of

their ministers, with the fifteen tribes which were under

the command of Mang-te-le, joined the Khololo, i.e. the

Karluks, who lived in the country about Lake Issikul

and Lake Balkhash, while others sought refuge at Gansi

or Ansi, and among the Tibetans. (DTIerbelot, Suppl., 69.)

There can be little doubt that it was at this time that

the Uighurs took possession of Feting, or the Northern

Capital, which they named Bishbaligh, or the Five Towns,

wUich is now known as Urumtsi, and which remained

one of their principal seats for many centuries. This seems

to follow from a notice in the Kangmu about the Chinese

having at this time lost both Feting and Gan-si or An-si,

i.e. Si-ngan-fu. I believe also it was at tl>is time that the

Uighurs occupied the eastern part of Sungaria, where

their descendants were known in later limes as Naimau
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Uighurs, or Naimans, of whom we shall have more to say

presently.

AVhen the Eastern Uighurs were finally dispersed hy

the Kirghises, about the year 848 A.n., Lang-te-le

(Visdelou calls him Mang-te-le), who had lived, we are

told, for some time in Gan-si, and commanded some

tribes of Uighurs. moved his residence to the west of

Kan-chau and Sha-chau. lie also occupied all the towns

west of the desert, i.e. the towns of Chinese Turkestan,

and sent tribute to the Chinese, who, in consideration of the

favours which they had formerly received from the Uighurs,

gave him the title of Pi-kia-hoai-kien Khan. De Guignes

says his full title was Vu'-lu-teng-li-lo-nu-mo-mi-chi-ho-

kiu-lu-pi-kia-hoai-kien Khan (“Ilistoire des Huns,” ii, 271,

note). Visdelou says this Khan lived in Kan-chau. The

Emperor Tang-suen-tsung sent envoys to Kinghia to visit

the Uighurs, who again sent envoys in return (Visdelou,

Suppl., 70). In the course of the next ten years or more

this Khan only sent one or two embassies to China.

The Tibetans were at this time harassing the Chinese very

seriously, and had apparently made themselves partially

masters of large parts of so-called Chinese Turkestan
;
and

we read in the Kang-mu that their king Lun-kong-ge or

Lun-chaug-ge engaged a large number of Tan-hiang and

Uighurs to attack and pillage China (De Mailla, vi, 499) ;

but his severity and the discipline he maintained caused

these allies to presently desert him, and return to their

homes (id., 499, 500).

In the year 856, we are told, in the same work, that

Ke-mang-li was the Khan of the Uighurs of An-si. He
was probably either the same person as or the successor of

Pang-te-le or Man»-te-le. We are told that the Chinese

emperor, remembering the services which the Uighurs had

once done the empire, and that they had had frequent

alliances with the imperial family, suggested to his grandees

that he desired to send their chief letters patent conferring

* Yisdelou reads this Ghao.
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on him a title, and when shortly afterwards an envoy

arrived from them with tribute, he was charged to carry

these letters patent home for his master (id., 505).

Visdelou tells us that in the reign of I-tsung, of the Tang
dynasty (i.e. 860-873 a.d.

;
the Tang annals definitely

date the event in 866 a.d.) one of the principal chiefs of

the Iloei-hu or Uighurs, named Puku-tsun, who had

apparently settled about Urumtsi, left Peting (i.e. Urumtsi)

to fight against the Tibetans. He defeated them and

decapitated their king, Lun-chang-ge, i.e. the king men-

tioned above. This victory made him master of Si-chau

(i.e. Kao-chang), of the town of Lun-thai (mentioned at an

early date as a military colonj^ east of Yenki), and others.

He sent the Takan (i.e. Terkhan), named Nu-hoai-)m, to

the Chinese emperor with some of his Tibetan captives, and

asked to be made Khan. The emperor promised to do this

(op. cit., 70). Mr. Parker says he was acting in this

camjaaign on behalf of the Chinese
;

that he drove the

Tibetans out of Kan-suh and the Kuche group of cities, and

sent the head of the Tibetan general as a trophy to the

Chinese emperor (“A Thousand Years of the Tartars,” 285).

We next read that Pu-ku-tsun, having desired to be duly

invested with his kingdom and the title of Khan, the

Emperor Hi-tsong, in the year 874, sent one of his officers

for the purpose, but the Uighurs had been meanwhile

again beaten b}'’ the Tibetans, and been obliged to retire

;

and the Chinese envoy, who did not go to the place to

which they had withdrawn, returned to China. The

following year, however, the Uighurs seem to have

recovered themselves, and again sent tribute (De Guignes,

ii, 28).

This, so far as we know, was the beginning of the

famous kingdom of the Uighurs, who.se chiefs were known

as Lion Khans. When they adopted this style, we do not

altogether know.

The Chinese Empire was now undergoing one of those

processes of disintegration which have so often overtaken it.

The famous Tang dynasty was falling to pieces. The iShato
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Turks had founded a small empire in the north, which we

described in a previous paper. The Tibetans were also

very powerful and aggressive, and there was consequently

no access to the country, and the tribes of the AVest

ceased to send embassies, or they are not reported.

In the year 911, during the domination of the short-

lived dynasty of the later luang, an embassy arrived from

the Uighurs, but no particulars are recorded. (Parker,

op. cit., 286.)

AVe now reach the time when the Ivhitans commenced

their extraordinary career of conquest by subduing most

of the nomadic tribes of Central Asia, and apparently

among them the Uighurs, who became their tributaries.

(See Visdelou, Supplement, 82.)

In the year 913 the Uighurs of Huo-chau (by whom no

doubt the Uighurs which are occupying our attention in

this paper are meant) sent tribute to Apaokhi, the founder

of the Khitan dynasty (Visdelou, 83 ;
Bretschneider, “ Aled.

Res.,” i, 242). In the year 917 the Uighurs again sent an

embassy (Bretschneider, 242). The second Liang dynasty

came to an end in the year 923, and was succeeded by

that of the second Tang, during the reign of whose first

emperor a chief who styled himself acting - Khan (in

Chinese AA'ang Jen-yu) sent an envoy with jewels and

horses; a return envoy was sent to invest bim with

the dignity of Khan, but he died the same year, and was

succeeded by a younger brother, who was styled AVang Ty-in

(perhaps Tighin or Tekin is meant) by the Chinese writer

(Parker, op. cit
, 286).

In the year 924, while Apaokhi was encamped at

Karakorum, Bali or Bari, a Uighur chief (who ^terhaps

belonged to some other division of the Uighurs), sent an

embassy (A'isdelou, 86; Bretschneider, 242).

In the same year we are told of a certain Bi-li-ko, or

Piligho, who was Tutu or Dudu of the Uighurs of Kanchau

(an office subordinate no doubt to the Khan), having been

captured by the Khitans. Apaokhi took advantage of this,

as we are told, to send an embassy to the Khan himself.
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TJ-mu-chu, -n-ho was probably then residing at Peting and

Kao-chang, where his successor and descendant, as we shall

see, lived (Visdelou, op. cit., 86 ;
Bretschneider, “ Mediaeval

Researches,” ii, 242). The letter written on this occasion

by Apaokhi is afterwards recited by his descendant, Yelu

Tashi, and from this recital we learn that Apaokhi himself

was near Karakorum when he wrote the letter, and he

evidently treated U-mu-chu as the representative of the

ancient Uighur Khans of Karakorum. In the letter he

said :
“ Do you still cherish a remembrance of your ancient

country ? I shall secure it for you if you do
;

if not, I will

retain it myself. It is immaterial whether it is in your

hands or mine.” It seems that U-mu-chu replied that ten

generations had already gone by since his people had

abandoned their old land, and settled in China
;

that his

soldiers and people were content with their new country,

and would not leave it willingly, and that he could not

therefore return (Visdelou, p. 28). U-mu-cbu was doubtless

chief of the whole of the Uighur districts of the Tian Shan.

In the year 925, we are told in the Khitan annals

that an embassy arrived at the Khitan Court from

U-mu-chu (Visdelou, 86 ;
Bretschneider, id., 242). This

Khan, U-mu-chu, was doubtless the same person as the chief

referred to by his Chinese title, Wang Tyin, and previously

mentioned. If so, he did not live very long, for we read that

in the j’ear following, i.e. 926, he was succeeded by another

chief named Aturyuk. He only reigned a few months,

when he was succeeded by another chief, also styled

‘acting regent,’ i.e. Wang Jeu-yii
;

perhaps it was the

same chief restored. This ruler sent an envoy in the year

927 to Ming-tsong, the emperor of the Tsin dynasty,

founded by the Shato Turks, upon whom we have already

written a paper. This prince was duly invested with the

title of Khan (Parker, 286). We are struck by the easy

way in which the tributary tribes transferred their allegiance

from one rival dynasty to another, and how their chiefs

apparently deemed their patents of investiture quite regular

if they were only given by the de facto ruler. Parker says
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tJie chief who calls himself acting regent continued to reign

until about 9G0, when he was succeeded by his son, and

frequently sent tribute (op. cit., 287).

If this be so, then it seems pretty certain that the

real name of this prince was Arslan, or Lion, for we
are expressly told in the Khitan annals that in the year

932 the Uighur ruler Asalan sent an embassy with presents

(Bretschneider, 242). In the year 933 a present of white

pigeon hawks came from the Uighur chief to Miug-tsong,

ahead}’ named, wlio ordered the birds’ fasteniugs to be

loosened and their liberty to be given them. Thence-

forward the Uigliurs often sent horses. Mr. Parker has

collected some interesting facts about the Uighurs from the

notices of the various embassies, etc., at this time. Thus

the Uighur country is described as producing yaks, precious

stones, wild horses, single-humped camels, antelope horns,

sal ammoniac, castoreum, diamonds (?j, red salt, hair rugs,

cotton, and horse-skins. The country grew various kinds

of wheat, barley, yellow hemp (abutilon), onions, and

carraways. The land was sown after having been ploughed

by camels. The Khan usually lived in a storied house, and

his wife was called the Celestial Princess. Ministers of State

were stjded meihtk (? Malik), and when they had audience

of the Khan they removed their hats and entered with

dishevelled hair. The women bound up their hair in

a kind of knot, five or six inches high, and put it in

a red silk hag. When they mai-ried they added to this a

felt cap.

Reverting to our story : In the year 944 the Uighur

Khan sent to ask the hand of a princess from Tai-tsung,

the second emperor of the Khitan dynasty, but was refused

(Visdelou, 91). About the year 948 another embassy went

from the Uighurs to the court of the later Tang emperor

Kao-tsu, with tribute and homage, and asking for help

against the Tang-khiang, who continually molested them.

The emperor received these envoys well, and wishing to

pacify the districts of Kuan-si he gave orders that several

thousand men should be sent to the help of the Uighurs,
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under the command of "Wang-king-tsong, but they were

afterwards detained and did not go (De Mailla, vii, 386).

It was usual, we are told, for all the precious stones

the Uighurs took with them to be sold to the government

officials, but this regulation was withdrawn in 952, and the

trade was thrown open
;
thereupon the jirice fell. Kao-tsu’s

successor declined a present of gems, because however

precious they were useless. We have seen how the acting

regent (probably called Arslan Khan) reigned till about

960, when he was succeeded by his son.

In 960 the Chinese Empire was once more united in the

hands of the Sung dynasty.

In 962 the Uighur A-tu-tu, with forty-one others, did

homage to the emperor. In 965 the Uighurs of Si-chau,

or Kao-chang, sent a bonze (i.e. a Buddhist priest) as an

envoy to the same emperor, and he took with him, inter

alia, some teeth of Fo-tho, i.e. of Buddha (Yisdelou, 237).

Parker tells us the envoys who took tribute on this

occasion also took, i>iter alia, jewels, amber, yak’s tails,

sables, etc. These embassies were repeated several times

during the next ten years, and also took horses (Parker, 289).

In the year 970 we are told that the Liao or Khitau

emperor sent an envoy to the A-sa-lan or Lion Uighurs

(Bretschneider, 242). In 977, on the arrival of the Uighur

envoys at the Sung Court, the emperor ordered that the

Uighur Khan of the Kan-sha-chaus, i.e. Kan-chau and

Sha-chau, son-in-law to the emperor, should be presented

with a sum of money and various objects, and that he

should be called upon to send five horses and guns for the

Imperial use.

In the year 981 tribute was again taken by the Uighurs

(Parker, 289), and Yisdelou tells us that in this year the

King of Uighur adojitcd the title of Si-chau-van-seng-se-

tsi-wang, i.e., “ the King of the Lions of Si-chau or

Uighur, nephew by the female side.” The hitter part of

this phrase is explained by the fact that the Uighur chiefs

had frequently married Chinese princesses. In Tartary,

tlie same author sa^'s, these Khans were known as Arslan
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Khans or Lion Khans. At this time we get a mucli more

detailed account of the Uighurs, for it was in the year

981 that Waug-yen-ti w'as sent as an envoy by the Sung

emperor to Kao-chang. When be reached the convent

called I-tien-si, the chief of Kao-chang sent some messengers

to meet him, and having successively passed P‘ao-choang

and Liu-chong (Willow City), he arrived at “ Kao-chang,

otherwise called Si-chau.” On the south this country, we are

told, bordered on Yu-thien (Khoten), on the south-west on

the Ta-che (i.e. the Arabs) and the Po-sse (i.e. the Persians),

and on the west on Si-thien (i.e. Western Tibet). “Neither

rain nor snow falls there,” says our traveller, “ and the

heat is so excessive that the people withdraw to underground

dwellings, while the birds collect in swarms on the banks

of the rivers. The houses are covered with a white earth.

In 970 there was a rainfall of five inches.

“A river flows by, and comes from the mountains Kin-lung.

It has been utilized for irrigation, and for turning mills,

and flows round the city. The five species of grain grow

there, but not khiao-rice (i.e. mrrazin). The richer people

live on horse-flesh
;
the poorer on sheep, ducks, and geese.

They use a kind of mandolin (pipa), and a guitar of twentj--

five cords {kongheon). Tables, white felt, embroidered stuffs,

and brocades are among the products of the country.

“ The men love horse exercises and archery. The women
wear varnished hats, called siiritncha. They follow the

Chinese calendar published in 587 as it was reformed in

719, and use it for fixing their two annual sacrifices called

Ke, offered to the spirit of the earth, and for the winter

solstice. They make tubes of silver and copper, which they

fill with water and throw at each other. They thus destroy

the yang or principle of heat. When on a journey they

always take a musical instrument with them. There are at

Kao-chang some fifty Buddhist monasteries, with inscriptions

over the doors, which have been sent them by the Tang

emperors. In one of these convents is preserved the great

collection of Buddhist books (? the Ganjur), the Chinese

dictionaries entitled Tang-yan and Yu-pien, and the Buddhist

dictionary. King-in.
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“ In the Spring the people collect in parties to visit their

temples. They go on horseback armed with bows and

arrows, and shoot at all kinds of objects, and they call it

conquering misfortunes. They have several collections of

imperial decrees. Inter alia they keep under lock and key

a decree written by the Emperor Tai-tsong, of the Tang
dynasty (627-650). There is a temple called Ma-ni-si, or

the temple of the Pearl (in Sanskrit, Mani), attended by
priests from Persia, who faithfully observe their particular

rites, and who treat the Buddhist books as heretical.

“ The Uighurs rule over the Turks of the South, and those

of the North, over the Wei (? Shi Wei) of the Great and

Little Horde, over the tribes of Moko, Lotien, Kosi, Yongman,

Kheto, Yulong, etc.

“There are no paupers in the country; those who are in

want are provided for at the public cost. Many of them

reach an advanced age, many of them being centenarians,

and few die young.”

The Chinese envoy tells us that when he arrived it

was the fourth month of Spring. The king, he says,

was called Se-tsu-wang, or Lion Khan
;

in Uighur, Arslan

Khan. According to Ma-tuan-lin, Arsalan Khan was

accustomed to withdraw to his northern capital, Pe-

ting, to escape the heats, and left the administration

of the kingdom to his father-in-law, A-to-yu-yu^. The

latter sent a messenger to welcome Wang-yen-ti, and to

ask if he were prepared to salute him, he being the

Khan’s father-in-law (Visdelou says uncle). The Chinese

envoj’’ said he could not do so. lie represented the emperor,

and it would not be etiquette to do so even if A-to-yu-yu4

were the sovereign himself.

In the course of a few days A-to-yu-yu4 paid him a visit,

and showed him every courtesy. The Khan also sent to ask

him to pay him a visit at Pe-tiug. He traversed the district

of Kiao-ho, and in six days arrived at the defile of the

mountain Ki-ling, or Golden Summit. Two days later he

reached llan-kia-chui, i.e. the Chinese camp; five days

later he reached the Kiu-ling mountain, i.e. the Golden
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]^rountain. In crossing the pass he suffered much from the

7aiii and snow. There was a cave there, bearing the name

of Lang-tang, or Hall of the Dragons. On it was an in-

scription, “ISiao siue shan,” i.e., “This is the little snowy

mountain.” The pass (P the modern Dabashan pass south

of the Dogdo-ula) was much choked with snow, and the

people crossing it had to wear woollen clothes. At
daybreak the envoy reached l*e-ting, i.e. “the Northern

Court.” In the language of tlie natives, we are told, it

was called I-lo-lu or Ir-lu (Visdelou, 13). They put up at

the monasteiy of Kao-tai-si, i.e. the Monastery with the

High Tower. The Khan had a sheep and horse killed for

the envoy’s food, and gave him a splendid entertainment.

The country abounded in horses : the Khan, his wife, and

the Iloj'al Prince all raised horses, and pastured them in

an euclosed valley about a hundred /<s in length
;
each herd

was recognized by its colour. The valley of Pe-ting was

several thousand /is (P hundreds) in length. There were many
vultures, kites, and falcons. Among the tulted grass is an

animal of the size of a hare, and like a rat with j’ed jaws.

It is caught by a bird of prey trained for the purpose.

A lucky day having been chosen for the interview, the King,

his son, and servants paid a visit to the envoy, all turning

to the East while saluting him, and thus received the Imperial

presents. Near the chief was a musician, who beat on a

sonorous stone, and thus regulated the movements of the

salutation
;

this was called Kling. The King first saluted,

made the kowtoic with his forehead to the ground nine times

;

then his son, then the daughters and relatives, of the King
dismounted and did the same. Presently there was a feast,

with music and acting, which lasted till night. Next day

the envo}’, with the roj’al family, went on the lake in a boat,

while music was pla3'ed all around. Next day he visited

the Buddhist temples called Jing-yun-si and Tai-ning-si,

which were built in the first year of Ching-kiuan, i.e.

637 A.D. (Visdelou says 640),

In the towns of the country many of the houses were

built iu several storey’s. The}’ also had many pleasure-houses.
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etc. The Uighurs were an intelligent and honest people.

They were good artificers, and made excellent vessels in

gold, silver, copper, and iron, and especially knew how
to work jade. A good horse cost a piece of silk

;
the

poorer horses, which were used for eating, might be had

for a cJicmg, i.e. about three metres of silk each. All the

poor people ate meat.

Westward, the country of these U-ighurs extended as far

as the country of the Asi (i.e. the old Parthian country).

From a mountain to tlie north the inhabitants drew

sal ammoniac. This high mountain, which was snowy,

produced smoke iu the daytime and fire at night. The

miners who got the sal ammoniac had wooden soles to their

shoes to prevent their feet being burnt. There were openings

in the flanks of the mountain whence there came out

a black mud, which changed into a sandy rock which the

natives use to prepare leather with.

While Yen-ti stayed at Pe-ting an envoy came from the

Khitans, who in this notice are referred to by their old

name of Kiuen-yong. The two envo3^8 seem to have tried

to arouse jealousy of each other in the mind of the Uighur

ruler. Eventually Yen-ti set out on his return
;
this was in

981. He reached Kao-chang in the Spring of the following

year, and we are told that he gave presents to the chiefs

of vestments, golden girdles, and pieces of silk wherever

he went, and returned to China accompanied by about one

hundred envoys from their various chiefs, who went to

thank the emperor. He arrived at Yong-hi, the Sung

capital, in 98f (Journ. As., 4th ser., ix, 56-66
;

Yisdelou,

137), and in the same year tribute again arrived from

the Uighurs. In 988 a few Uighur families, under a royal

prince named iMara and another high official, settled at the

foot of the A-la-shau hills. The)’' had no horde, and the

various peo
2
jlc carrying tribute passed the same wa)’. The

jjrince explained how the road had been jjrevioush’ blocked

by a military adventurer, but that now he wished to belong

to China. He and his friends were all
2
)resented with robes

and girdles (Parker, 290).
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In tlie Khitan annals we rend tliat in this same year,

i.e. 988, tribute again arrived from the Asalan or Arslan

Uighurs (Bretschneider, 242). The Uighurs no doubt found

it convenient to mollify both dynasties which at tliis time

controlled China, namely, the Sung in the south and the

Liao or Khitans in the north.

In the year 996 Arslan, the ruler of the Uighurs, again

sent an embassy to the Khitan Court. This time it was

to ask for a matrimonial alliance, which was, however,

refused (id., 242).

During the lieight of their power these Uighurs seem

to have dominated over the whole of Eastern Turkestan from

the Pamirs to Kan-chau, but as time went on this district

was broken in upon at two points. It would seem that at the

close of the tenth century the western part of the Khanate

was invaded by the ]\Iuhammedan Khans of Turkestan

described in the former paper. At another point it was

apparently broken in upon by the people of Hia or Tangut,

who separated the district round Kao-chang from the

eastern parts of the Uighur dominion at Kan-chau, Su-chau,

etc., which now became A’irtually an independent com-

munity. At this time it would seem that the Great Khan
removed his capital from Kao-chang further west to Kui-tze,

otherwise called K.‘utze and Kuchi, which was situated to

the west of Kao-chang, and which is now known as Kucha.

In the Sung annals called Sung-shi, ch. ccccxc, we are

told that this place belonged to the Ilui-ho or Uighurs,

and are also told that their ruler was called Shu-tze-

wan (i.e. Lion Khau), and that he was dressed in yellow

garments. The Hui-ho or Uighurs of Kue-tze were expressly

called Hui-ho of Si-chau.

Let us limit ourselves for a little space to these detached

Uighurs east of the desert. AYe are told that in the year

996 the Khan of Kan-chau, i.e. of the Uighurs whom
we are discussing, offered the Sung emperor assistance

against the Tangutans or people of Hia, who were ver}'-

troublesome to that empire. He was duH thanked for

his offer.
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Mr. Parker tells us that in 1008 the TJigliurs of Ts'in-

cliaii, wliich is almost on tke Shen-si frontier, sent a jewelled

belt as a present. There were three clans living there, and

the chief was called An-mi or Gan-mi in the Chinese notice

(see also De Guignes, ii, 31). Later on another Uighur

chief named Ye-lo-ke sent to report a victory he had gained

over Hia or Tangut, and his generals were rewarded. He
apparently ruled over Kan-chau and the neighbouring towns.

It is a proof of the aggressiveness and power of the Tan guts

at this time that his envoys needed a Tibetan tribe, which

was under some obligations to China, to convoy them. We
are next told that Ku-su-lo, a native of Karakhojo, was at

issue with the Uighur Khan, i.e. the Superior Khan, because

the latter would not give him his daughter in marriage,

and the result was that the road to China was again blocked.

The Khan asked the intervention of the Chinese to induce

the Tibetan tribe in question to again offer its services,

which was done (op. cit., 292, 293). The chief Ku-su-lo

probably ruled over the Uighurs east of the desert, and was

continually at feud with the rising empire of Hia or Tangut.

In the beginning of the year 1009 the Khitan princess

Siao-chi sent the Khitan general Siao-tu-yu, who belonged

to her family, against “ the remnants of the Hoeiho or

Uighurs,” i.e. the detached Uighurs we are discussing,

from whom he captured Kan-chau and compelled their

kinar Ye-la-li to submit. A short time later the same

general also captured iSu-chau from them and transported

its inhabitants to Tn-wei-keou, an abandoned town, which

they were compelled to rebuild (De Mailla, viii, 160). It

would seem that the Khitans did not continue to hold Kan-

chau, but only made its people tributary, for we read that

in the year 1026 the Khitans, who began to be afraid of

Chao-ti-ming, the king of Hia or Tangut (vide J.R.A.S.,

N.S., XV, 450, etc.), determined to enclose his territor)'

within their own, and consequently laid siege to Kan-chau.

This aroused the jealousy of the Tsan-pu, or ruler of the

Tang-hiang or Tibetans, who were afraid that they might

be the next sufferers, and they accordingly marched against
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the Khitans and compelled them to raise tlae siege (De

Mailla, 189). This victory caused great joy to the emperor

of Ilia, and under pretence of punishing the efPronfery

of the Khitans he determined that he would himself conquer

Kaii-chau and annex that city. lie accordingly sent his

son Chao-yuen-hao in 1028 against the Uighurs there.

They were defeated, and Kan-chau was captured and

apparently annexed to the empire of Ilia (id., 189, 190).

We read that in the year 1036 the king of Ilia, named

Chao-yuen-hao, maintained a force of 30,000 men at Kan-

chau and Yeou-siang to keep the Tibetans and Uighurs in

check (id., 201).

Two years later a revolt took place against the ruler of

nia, Chao-yuen-hao, headed by Suselo, who was supported,

we are told, inter alios, by several thousand Uighurs. He
held his court at Shen-chau, and his most western city was

Liu-ku-ching, whence he communicated with the kingdoms

of Tsing-hai and Kao-chang (i.e. of the Uighurs of Urumtsi,

etc.), which carried on a considerable trade with his people

(id., 203).

Let us now revert to the main line of Uighur chiefs

further west. In the year 1001 the Uighur Khan sent an

envoy with tribute to the Sung emperor, who reported that

his master’s kingdom extended from the Yellow Kiver in

the east to the Snowy Mountains in the west, that he

had several hundred petty princes under him and possessed

veteran troops. He said he should be pleased if the

emperor would send a general to command his army, with

which he would capture the ruler of tlia or Tangut

and send him in chains to China. The emperor duly

thanked him for his offer. The Uighurs again sent tribute

in 1004 and 1007. On this last occasion the mission was

accompanied by a bonze, who asked permission to erect a

Buddhist monaster}" in the Chinese capital in order that

prayers might be offered up for the emperor’s life, and

he suggested that the emperor would doubtless like to

present the dedicatory door slab. The request was not

conceded. As Mr. Parker says, the Sung dynasty did
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not encourage Buddhism. It is curious that in the liisfory

of the Liao or Khitan dynasty we should be told that this

very year a Sanskrit bonze, who was also a distinguished

phvsician, was sent by the Uighurs to the Khitan Court

(Parker, 291).

In the year 1009, according to the Muhammedan
historians. Western Turkestan was invaded, as we saw in

the last paper, by a vast host from the East. These could

have been no other than the Khitans, whose power now
dominated the whole of the great steppes of Central Asia,

and who doubtless on this march traversed the Uighur

country.

In the year 1011 the Uighurs applied to build a place

of worship (probably one devoted to Manes and fire worship

is meant) at the modern P‘u-cbau Fu in Shaii-si (id.).

It is possible that this was a detached community of

Uighurs, and not the main body.

The rise of the empire of Hia or Tangut, which

intervened between China and Turkestan, very largely

interfered at this time with communication between the

Sung empire and the Uighurs. Notwithstanding this.

Dr. Bretschneider says that from 1029 to 1097 the Uighurs

frequently sent envoys to the court of Southern China.

Their main tie, however, was no doubt with the rulers

of Northern China, the Khitans, who were at this time

in the full swing of their power, and were apparentty obeyed

by all the non-Muhammedan tribes of nomades of Central

and Eastern Asia. The attachment of these nomades to

their Khitan masters may be gauged from the fact that

on the overthrow of their rule the fugitive Khitan prince

Yelu Taishi, the founder of the empire of Kara Khitai,

found a warm w'elcome among tliem. We are told that

as he marched westwards in 1125 he addressed a letter

to Pileko, Pilkha, or Pirka, who then apparently ruled

over the Uighurs of Bishbaligh, which was couched in

these terms :

—

“ In former days my victorious ancestor (i.e. Apao-khi),

the founder of tlie Khitan dynasty, having carried his
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victorious arms northwards as far as the city of Pu-ku

Khan (i.e. of Karakorum), sent envoys to your ancestor

U-mu-chu to Kan-chau to ask him to return to his old

country of Karakorum if he wished” {vide ante). On
being reminded of this kind action of Apao-khi for his

ancestor, we are told that Pileku at once set out to meet

the Khitan fugitive prince Yelu Taishi, and presented him

with 600 horses, 100 camels, and 3,000 sheep, voluntarily

surrendered several of his sons and grandsons as hostages,

became his tributary, and accompanied him westward to

the frontier of his own kingdom (Yisdelou, Suppl. to

D’rierbelot, Bibl. Or., 11), i.e. to those of the Muhammedan
rulers of Turkestan whose histor}" we discussed in the

previous paper. The successors of Pileku continued, it

would seem, to be tributary to the rulers of Kara Khitai

until the j’ear 1209, when Chinghiz Khan approached

their territory', and we are told that the ruler of Bishbaligh

broke off his allegiance to the Kara Khitai.

From this time the Chinese, instead of transcribing the

TJighur name as Iloei-hu or Iloei-ho as they had hitherto

done, began, in the Mongol annals called the Y’uan-sbi,

to style them "Wei-wu-rh, which is nearer the native form

of the name, i.e. Uighur. They are there said to have

had their principal seats at Bishibali or Bishbaligh, i.e. the

Five Towns, which, as Klaproth showed, answers to the

TJrumtsi of modern travellers. Urumtsi is a Kalmuk name
which first occurs in the last century. The place was the

Pe-ting or “Northern Court” of previous notices. As we
have seen, it had been the chief summer capital of the

IJighurs from the middle of the ninth century. They
also then dominated over Huo-chu or Ha-la-ho-djo, the

Karakhodjo of modern travellers, and Kao-chang, near

the modern Turfan (Bretschneider, op. cit., 248).

According to the historiographer Rashid -ud- din, the

chief of the Uighurs at this time was Barjuk or Barchuk,

or, as the Chinese give the name in full, Ba-r-ju-a-r-
te-di-gin, and, like the other Uighur rulers, he was styled

Idikut.

J.R.A.s. 1898. 54
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In the special biography of Barchuk in the Yuan-shi,

we are told that having heard that Chinghiz Khan con-

templated a campaign against So-fang, i.e. the northern

regions of China, he ordered the ofiBcers of the Kara Khitai

who were in his country to be put to death and sent his

submission to the Mongol chief. In the Yuan-chao-pi-shi

or Secret Annals of the Mongol Dynasty, we are told that

having heard of the successful career of Chinghiz Khan
he sent Atgilakh and others as envoys to him with these

words :
“ Having heard of your glory, 0 King, we were

rejoiced as when we see the sun rising from among clouds

and melt the ice on the water. If I am worthy of your

favour, I would wish to be considered your fifth son and

to serve you faithfully ”
;

upon which Chinghiz Khan
replied :

“ Come, and I will give you my daughter and make

you my fifth son” (op. cit., Russian translation, 131).

In the Huang-yuan the envoys sent by Chinghiz to accept

the Uighur chief’s submission are called Anlienu and

Nutabai, while those sent by the Idikut are given the names

of Begusi and Alintimur. According to Rashid-ud-din, the

darugha or deputy of the Kara Khitai ruler, who was killed

by Barchuk, was called Shavagum or Shukem, and he was

put to death in the town of Karakhojo. lie calls the

messengers who were sent by the Idikut to inform Chinghiz

of his revolt, Khatalmish Kia, Omar Hghul, and Tatar!

;

those of Chinghiz, Alp Utugh and Durbai
;
and the return

envoys of Barchuk, Bugush Ais Aigushi and Alain Timur

Khutukh.

Rashid-ud-din says that idikut means ‘ lord of the

country’ (D’Ohsson, i, 428), while Abulghazi says it means

‘happy, rich, powerful’ (op. cit., ed. Des Maisons, 94);

but on an earlier page he explains it quite difi'erently

:

idi he says means ‘ he has sent,’ ‘ he has permitted to go,’

thus ip ni i,
‘ to loosen the cord,’ siyliir idi,

‘ the cow has

parted with its milk’; kut in Turkish, he says, means ‘life,’

i.e. idikut ‘he who has given life (to his people).’ He
adds that in his day the Usbegs called a brave man [i}dik

kochi) idi kut (op. cit., 40, 41).
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Presently, when Chinghiz Khan had defeated Tukhta, the

chief of the Merkils, and his sons had fled with their

father’s head towards the river Irtish, the Idikut of the

TJighurs joined the Mongol army, and defeated and killed

the four princes on the river Ch'an or Ts'an, probably

a feeder of the Irtish. After this he sent convoys with

valuable presents to Chinghiz, who was encamped on the

Kerulon. Chinghiz sent him a yarliyh or order to go to

him in person, and to take with him the richest object

in his treasury (Erdmann, “Temudschin,” etc., 314). lie

accordingly set out and arrived at the Great Khan’s court

in the Spring of 1211, and, taking with him gold and

silver and precious stones and rich stuff’s, asked permission

to make presents of horses and dogs to his sons. Chinghiz

was evidently much attracted by him, and promised to

bestow on him the hand of his daughter Alajl or Alchi

Bighi, which was indeed a high distinction. lie also accepted

him as a son (Yuan-chao-pi-shi, 131; Bretschneider, Xotes,

etc., 123 ;
Ilyacinthe, 45). It would seem that the princess

just named died before the marriage could be consummated

(Bretschneider, op. cit., 131).

Rashid-ud-din has another story. He says that Chinghiz

promised the Idikut the hand of his daughter Altun Bighi

in marriage, but that the marriage was postponed in con-

sequence of Chinghiz’ death. Ogotai, the successor of

Chinghiz, then gave him the hand of another princess,

namel}’, Alaji or Alchi Bighi, but Barchuk having died, she

was given to his son Kishmani, who succeeded his father

as Idikut of the Highurs (id., 259-261).

Let us revert, however. When Chinghiz Khan marched

westwards in his great campaign, Barchuk accompanied the

Mongol general Chepe Xoyan against the Khwarezm Shah

Muhammed, and distinguished himself at the siegre of

Xishapur. On his return from the west he took part in

the campaign against Ho-si, i.e. Tangut. He had previously

crushed a rebellion of 10,000 of his men, who had been

unwilling to submit to the new institutions (Bretschneider,

ed. i, 249, 250).
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Barchuk, the protege of Chinghiz Khan, survived him, and

died during the reign of his successor, Ogotai. According

to Eashid-ud-din, he was succeeded as Idikut of the Uighurs

by his son Kishraani, to whom Ogotai gave the princess

Alchi Bighi, who had been betrothed to his father, in

marriage. He only lived a short time, and Turakina, the

widow of Ogotai, and who was regent after his death,

appointed his brother Salendi as his successor (Erdmann,

“ Temudschin,” etc., 245).

This notice is not quite consistent with that contained in

the biography of Barchuk as reported in the Yuan-sbi,

or official history of the Mongol dynasty. According to

that work, Barchuk, having died, was succeeded by Yu-ku-

lun-chi-ti-kin, his second son, who was succeeded by his son

Ma-mu-la-ti-kin, who was succeeded by his son Ho-chi-ghao-

ti-kin (Visdelou, 138), about whom we have a short and

interesting notice.

Father Gaubil tells us how, about the year 1275, Prince

Kaidu, who had rebelled against Khubilai, had drawn to

his party several tribes. He was in alliance with Dua, who

ruled over the tiliiss or kingdom of Chagatai, and was Kaidu’s

dependant; and we are told how, in the year mentioned, the

two appeared at the head of 100,000 men in the country

of Uighur and besieged the Y-tu-hu (i.e. the Idikut) in his

capital. They wanted to compel him to desert the party

of Khubilai and to join them. He defended himself

courageously, and replied that he only recognized one

master, namely Khubilai, that he wished to die as his

tributary, and that ho was prepared to be cut in pieces

rather than desert him. He presently, having received

help, compelled the two princes to raise the siege; after

which he went to the imperial court, where the emperor

treated him with great honour and covered him with riches.

This Idikut, we are told, was tlie grandson and heir of

the Idikut who submitted to Chinghiz Khan, and he had

married a daughter of Kuyuk (“ Histoire de Gentchiscan,”

168, 169).

Reverting to the notice in the biography of Barchuk,
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we read that ITo-chi-ghao-ti-kin left the crown to his son

Nieou-lin-ti-kin, who married the grand-daughter of Ogotai,

the Mongol emperor. lie was succeeded by his son

Themeur-pou-hoa, i.e. Timur-buka, and he by his younger

brother, Tsien-kii, who succeeded to the throne in the

year 1328 (Visdelou, 138). We do not know how long

he reigned, hut this is apparently the last entrj' in the

biography in question.

In the year 1359 we read of a certain brave general

named Peyen-pu-hoa-ti-kin, or Bayan-buka-tikin, who was

in the service of the Mongol emperor in China, and who,

we are told, was descended from the Idikut who had been

on friendly terms with Chinghiz Klian. (Gaubil, 300.)

This will be a convenient place to condense a few notices

of another kind recorded of the Uighurs during Mongol

times.

The Uighurs were a cultured and cultivated race, and

naturally exercised great influence upon their neighbours.

The Mongols adopted their cursive writing from the

Uighurs, who had in turn learned theirs from the Xestorians,

who had introduced among them the Syriac writing, or

perhaps the latter may have been introduced by the Mani-

cheans from Persia, who had so much influence among
them. They also seem very certainly to have borrowed

their cycle from the Uiglmrs, for the names of three of the

animals which occur in both, namely, bars ‘ tiger,’ lakiya

‘fowl,’ and mechin or pechin, are clearly Turkish. It is

probable also that they derived a good many of their

religious notions from them.

When Chinghiz Khan defeated Tayang Khan of the

Kaimans, Tauta-tungo, the latter’s secretarj’, and a man of

letters, fell into his hands. Chinghiz Khan was much
attracted by him, and made him his confidential minister,

and took over with him the oflflcial seal he had been accus-

tomed to use. He was a Uighur, and we are express!}' told

that he taught the Uigbur letters to Chinghiz Khan’s

sons and to the other grandees (Abel Eemusat, “ Kouveaux
Melanges Asiatiques,” ii, til, etc.). Khubilui Khan, Chinghiz
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Khan’s grandson, when he issued, a decree for the intro-

duction of his new so-called Bash-pa characters, says :

—

“Formerly it was not deemed necessary to have characters

adapted to our language. We only used the Chinese

characters called Kiai (i.e. the square characters used during

the (Sung dynasty) and the writing of the Wei-u (i.e. of

the TJighurs), and it was by means of them that the

language of our dynasty was written” (Pauthier, Journ.

As., 5th ser., xix, 12, 13). Carpini, in his notice of the

Tluiurs, as he calls the TJighurs, says expressly the Mongols

accepted their letters, nor had they any letters previously.

In his time these letters were called Mongol letters

(D’Avezac, 657). The same fact is mentioned by Rubruquis,

who noticed how they were written from left to right, and

were also used by the Nestorians. The same fact is

attested by Abul-faraj, who says that the Mongols having

neither letters nor literature, Chinghiz Khan ordered the

Uighur scribes to teach the Tartars letters. They wrote,

therefore, Mongol words in Uighur characters, as the

Egyptians in Greek and the Persians in Arabic. Arabshah,

in his history of Timur, and Abdur Rizak say the same.

Khubilai Khan tried to supplant the Uighur writing among

the Mongols by his new Bash-pa characters. They con-

tinued, however, to be employed. In 1282 we are told

that there appeared a Mongol- Uighur edition of the historical

work called “ Tung-kien,” or Universal Mirror. In 1284

a decree appeared forbidding the use of Uighur characters

in official documents (see Pauthier, loc. cit., and Remusat,

“ Recherches sur les langues Tartares,” 194). In 1286

the Academy of Han-lin demanded permission to translate

and publish works in the language and characters of the

Uichurs, and one of the ministers named Sa-li-man, in

reporting that the bureau of the official history of the

empire was engaged in preparing the authentic memoirs

of the Court of ‘the Great Ancestor,’ demanded that the

work should be translated into the Uighur tongue and

character for the bcTicfit of those who preferred to read it

in that language, and this was carried out. In the year
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1289 a second imperial college was founded at Tatu or

Peking, and its direction was given to the Uighurs (Gaubil,

210). This latter was apparently known as the Uighur

college, and, having fallen somewhat into decay, "as

restored in the year 1314 (id., 245). In 1321 we are told

the emperor caused the temple which the Uighurs had at

Shangtu to be destroyed, and during the same year it was

forbidden to the Uighurs to buy young ilongol boys and

girls to sell them to the Chinese (id., 253, note).

Even after the accession of the Ming dynasty we read of

this Uighur influence in China, and we find a member of

the college of Han-lin named Ilo-yuan-kiei commissioned to

compile a Chinese-Mongol dictionary, which was written in

the characters of Kao-chang, i.e. of the Uighurs. (“ Chinghiz

Khan and his Ancestors,” by Henry II. lloworth, 103 )

The Mongols were no doubt largely affected by the

Uighurs in regard to their religious notions. Abul-faraj

tells us that when the ^Mongols conquered the Uighurian

Turks, the}'^ found among them certain necromancers called

Kams. “ We have heard from many,” he says,
“ who

reported that they (the Kams) had heard the voices of

demons speaking with them through the light-holes in the

tent; but these manifestations, they declared, only took place

when thej' allowed themselves to be polluted by other men.”

(“ Siquidem eorum multi hermaphroditae sunt. Adeo foedi

sunt, ut, quando aliquid ex magica eorum arte facere volunt

quemcunque qui iis obviam fit, vi cogunt ut eos polluat.”)

Abul-faraj continues, and says that “ Chinghiz Khan,

having heard that the Chinese possessed idols and sacrificing

priests, sent envoys to summon some of these, promising

to receive them honourably. When they arrived he ordered

them to have a discussion with the Kams. When the

priests had spoken and read out of their book called Num,
the Kams were discomfited, for they were of small under-

standing, and thenceforward the reputation of the sacrificing

priests (i e. of the more enlightened Buddhists of China)

among the Mongols increased. They were ordered to make
some images and statues such as they made at home, and
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also to offer sacrifices and offerings as they were accustomed.

Although they greatly honoured the priests, tlie Mongols

did not despise the Kams. Both of them were tolerated
;

one did not abuse the other,” says our author, “ as is the

custom among people who have sacred writings and

prophets, among whom it is customary for each person to

indulge in insults, to abuse his neighbour and call him an

infidel.” He also tells us how in the book Hum just

mentioned, besides profane sentences similar to those

recorded by Saint Gregory, were laws of great excellence,

ex. gr., violence and wrong-doing were forbidden
;

evil was

not to be returned for evil, but good. The smallest animal

was not to be killed by man, not even bees and flies.

Like Plato, they believed in the transmigration of souls,

and that the spirits of good and upright men migrated

after death into the bodies of kings and grandees, while

those of evildoers passed into the bodies of criminals, who

duly suffered torture and were killed. The latter also

passed into the bodies of animals. When some one took

flesh for the priests to eat, they inquired if the animal had

been killed purposely for them or had been bought in the

market-place : if the former, they would not eat it (Bar-

Ilebraeus - Abul - faraj, Chron. Syr., 451-2). Speaking of

Bokhara, Juveni says its name is derived from hokhar,

a name which the Uighur and Chinese idolaters give to their

temples (D’Ohsson, i, 229, note).

Let us now revert and complete the actual history

of the Uighurs. It would seem that during the long

struggle between the Emperor Khubilai and his rival Kaidu

for supreme authority among the Mongols, the Uighur

chiefs were at last disappropriated from their old territory

at Bishbaligh and Karakhojo, but they continued to rule

as feudatories of the Chinese emperors in the oasis of Kami,

which, in fact, remained in their hands for about two

centuries, as we shall now see.

At the end of the Yuen or Mongol dynast}", the prince

of the Uighurs who reigned over the district of JIami was

Ya-hu-li. lie had also the title of Su-wung (Prince of
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Su). When he died his brother An-k‘o-t‘ie-niurh succeeded

liim (“ Hist, des Mings,” by He la Marre, 154; Bretschneider,

ii, 177). The Ming emperor Ilung-nu, having, obtained

the allegiance of the Uighurs, established military stations

in An-ting, A-du-an, K‘ii-sien, etc.

Au-k‘o-t‘ie-murh was well disposed towards China, and

sent an envoy to the emperor, who arrived in 1403 and took

190 horses as tribute, lie also sold to the Chinese govern-

ment 4,710 horses from Ilami. In 1410 he again sent

tribute, and the Emperor Yung-lo bestowed upon him the

title Chung-shun-wang (Faithful and Obedient Prince), and

gave him a golden seal (“ Ilistoire de la Dyuastie des

Mings,” by He la Marre, 156 ;
Bretschneider, id., 180).

The next year An-k‘o-t‘ie-murh was poisoned by the Mongol

Khan Gur-li-ch‘i (Bretschneider, id.). He was succeeded

by his nephew T‘o-t‘o, who had spent his youth in China

as a prisoner of war, and who inherited his father’s

title. In 1406 a Chinese military station (Wei) w’as

established in Hami. This w'as apparently resented, for

we read that T‘o-t‘o was ill-disposed towards China and

offended the emperor’s envoys, besides which he was given

to drinking and neglected his government. His people

accordingly rebelled. The emperor sent an officer to warn

him, but before the latter reached Hami, T‘o-t‘o had

died. This was in 1410. (He la Marre, 174; Bretschneider,

op. cit., 181.) His cousin T‘u-li-t‘ie-murh succeeded him

with the Chinese title of Chung-i-w’ang (Faithful and

Righteous Prince). He died in 1425. He la Marre calls

him his brother by a concubine, and says that he was given

a seal and letters patent confirming him for life in the

government of Hami, and he was very faithful to his

suzerain (Bretschneider, id.
;
He la Marre, id.).

In the year 1414, and therefore during his reign, the

Chinese emperor Chin-tsau sent one of his officers named
Chin-ching to report on the condition of the country of

Uighur. Visdelou says that on his return he reported that

the country was laid waste. He then proceeds to give us some

further details about it, apparently from the relation of this
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traveller. He tells us Kiao-cliing (i.e. Kao-cbang), the capital

of Uigliur, was 1,840 geometrical paces in circuit, and was

surrounded with walls. In the royal audience chamber

was painted Ghai-king, king of Lu, interrogating Confucius.

The officers of the country were much like those of China.

There were eighteen towns in the kingdom, and forty-six forts

with garrisons. Tiie marriage and funeral customs of the

people were like those of China, while their other manners

and customs were like those of the Tartars (i.e. the Mongols).

The men were dressed like the barbarians and the women
like the Chinese. Both sexes wore their hair plaited and

falling down behind. In their carriage, height, and air they

resembled Coreans. They had projecting eyes and long

noses. They wore brocaded and embroidered gowns. The

women wore oiled caps. Their land was elevated, stony

and sandy, hut bore all kinds of grain except sarrazin,

abounded in fruits, and the silkworm also flourished there

;

so did the vine, and they made wine there. One kind of

tree bore a fruit like a cocoon, which produced a very fine

and white fibre called thielie, whence they made clothes whicli

they sold. They also had a kind of cotton, which was very

heavy, and called by the Chinese ho-tsan-mien, i.e. fire

cotton. Asbestos is doubtless meant. The)'^ also had in

their country both red and white rock salt, and a tree

called yam-la, producing very sweet honey (id., 139).

On the death of Tuli-timur the emperor nominated his

son Bu-da-she-li as Chung-shun-wang, but owing to his

minority T‘o-huan-t‘ie-murh, a brother of Tuli-timur, was

associated with him with the title of Chun-i-wang. The

latter died in 1437. His son T‘o-t‘o-t‘a-murh succeeded

him in his office, but died shortly after. Bu-da-she-li also

died, whereupon the hitter’s son, Dao-wa-da-she-li, became

the ruler of Ilami with the title of Chung-shun-wang.

These princes had all sent their annual tribute to China.

Under Dao-wa-da-she-li’s reign Ye-nin Khan of the Kal-

niuks twice took Ilami, and made Dao-wa-da-she-li’s

mother and his wives prisoners. 'I’liis was in 1440 and

1445. Dao-wa-da-she-li died in 1457. Ilis brother and
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successor, Buliego, reigned until 1460, and, as he died

without leaving a son, his mother, Nu-wen-da-she-li, took

charge of the regency. The people could not agree upon

a successor, nor could they tolerate a woman to govern

them, so that in 1463 disturbances broke out, and she was

obliged to retire to Ku-yii, a city about 100 li nortk of

Yii-men-hien, Xorth latitude 39° (Bretsclin eider, 181).

In 1472 Ba-ta-murh, a grand-nephew of T‘o-huan-t‘ie-murh,

was appointed by the emperor to rule as governor over

the district of Ilami, but he died the same year, and his sou

IIan-ch‘en (called llan-u by De la Marre) asked to be given

the Lieutenancy, but, according to De la Marre, without

real authority (De la Marre, 355; Bretschneider, 181).

Thereupon Ali, chief of Turfan, declared himself Sultan,

suddenly arrived before Kami, plundered the city, captured

the golden seal granted by the Chinese emperor, and

carried off the princess dowager already named, leaving

his brother-in-law Yalan in command of the place (De la

Marre, 355; Bretschneider, 181). The Chinese military

station was then transferred to the newly-built city of

Ku-yii. In 1473 the Chinese emperor ordered Li-wen,

who commanded the troops in Su-chau, to raise troops

in the districts of Ch‘i-ghur and Ilandung, among the

Me-ko-li and other tribes, and to march against Ali.

They advanced as far as Balunggirh (40° North latitude,

between Kia-yu-kuan and llami), but did not venture to

attack the enem}^ and returned, and the tribes of IJigbur

ard Me-ko-li (? Merkit) were also transferred to Ku-yii (id.).

Hami remained in the hands of the ruler of Turfan for

nine years, when, in 1482, Han-ch‘en (already named)

transferred his residence to Ku-yu, rallied the troops of

Ch‘i-ghur and Handung, and his own Uighurs, numbering

altogether about 10,000 men, suddenl}'^ surprised Hami.

Yalan, who commanded them, fled, and Han-ch‘en reoccupied

his old capital and again took up his residence there. The

delighted emperor promoted him to the rank of Lieutenant-

General (De la Marre, 380). In the year 1488 Han-ch‘en

was given the title of Prince of Chung-sung.
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Sultan All of Turfan died in 1478, and was succeeded by

A-hei-ma, who in 1488 or 1489 appeared before Harai,

and, under pretence of proposing a marriage with Han-

ch'en’s daughter, enticed him out and killed him. After

this A-hei-ma took possession of Ilami (De la Marre, 401

;

Bretschneider, 182), but he presentl}'^ surrendered it again.

IIan-ch‘en’s successor was Shan-ba, a descendant of T‘o-t‘o’s

nephew, but, having failed to pay the sums he had under-

taken to do, A-hei-ma once more occupied Kami and took

Shan-ba prisoner. This was in 1493 (De la Marre, 410

;

Bretschneider, 182). A-hei-ma, encouraged by his success,

made an attack upon Shu-chau and compelled the district

of Han-tung to recognize him. The emperor, having heard

of this, ordered the troops of Ku-yii, Ch'ighin, and Hantung

to march upon him under the general Pen-thsin. The

different contingents joined each other under cover of

a great storm of snow and rain, and Hami was surprised.

Yalan, its governor, fled.

Two years later A-hei-ma submitted, and sent back

Shan-ba, who was reappointed Prince of Chung-sung with

the military government of Hami. This was in 1495

(De la Marre, 414-15
;

Bretschneider, loc. cit.). He died

in 1505, and was succeeded by his son Bai-}'a-dsi, who

assumed the title of Sultan. He was an incapable ruler,

and in 1513 Sultan Mansur of Turfan occupied Hami, and

finally put an end to a state and a dynasty with a very

long and remarkable history, which was the only com-

munity which came under the influence of the Mongols

that managed to survive so long.
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Art. XXX .—The Sj/vo- Armenian Dialect. By D. S.

Margoliouth.

That Armenian was at one time written in Syriac characters

is asserted by writers on Armenian antiquities, of whom one,

Indjidjean, whose work appeared at Venice in 1835,' says :

“ We hear that even to this day Armenian books are

occasionally found written in Syriac letters
;
and Simon

Assemani, one of the professors at Padua, assured us that

he had seen such a MS.”^ It is unfortunate that Indjidjean

gives no further information about this ^IS., for in no other

work that is easily accessible does it seem possible to find

out anything about either the method of transliteration or

the dialect of Armenian that is so written. It would seem

therefore that MSS. of this character are either wholly

unknown hitherto in Europe, or, at any' rate, concealed

;

and I am confirmed in that ojiinion by the fact that,

although the last few years have produced a copious

literature* on the origin of the Armenian alphabet, none

of the writers who have contributed to it have taken any

notice of Sy'ro-Armenian MSS. Since some of these authors

argue on a j^'iori grounds that the Armenians must have

* Yol. iii, p. 71, note.

* The words are; utbulim Jhq^

||^£/7r*h uiuubift*/b^*h *

* Haroiithiuneants, Tiflis, 1892; Daghavarean,'()'‘u/y.oLx'ffi

* uiuin.^^

,

Vienna, 1895; Dashean, tQt ^‘bujippnu-

pbutU i[piuj
,
Vienna, 1898. Copious lists of earlier literature are given by

the first two of these writers.
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used the Phoenician alphabet between the time when they

employed Cuneiform and the invention of their own alphabet,

they could scarcely have neglected the practical light which

the Syro-Armenian writing throws on the applicability of

the Semitic alphabet to Armenian, had it been known to

them. I am therefore disposed to believe that the subject

of the present paper is new, or, at any rate, nearly so.

The MS. on which this article is based is the property

of Professor Rendel Harris, to whose skill the recovery of

many unique texts is due. It professes to be a translation

of the Syro-Arabic glossary of Bar Bahlul, but is in

reality a compilation of the glossaries of Bar Ali, Bar

Bahlul, and others, with Armenian ordinarily substituted

for the Arabic. Professor Rendel Harris most generously

lent the MS. to the editors of the Themurus St/riacus, and

also gave them permission to publish a description of it.

Few MSS. are so well supplied with dates and other

information. At the beginning of every letter the scribe

gives year, month, and day of writing; and at the end of

the MS. he gives a series of subscriptions in Syriac, Arabic,

and Armenian. He commenced writing in Ilul, 1969

(1657 A.D.), and finished in Ah, 1972 (1660 a.d.). His

name was Ephraim, son of Joannes of “the blessed Casfra

of Van called Hair Abi Ghalib,* also called the region of

Gargar in the locality of Claudia.” The work was written

in the Monastery of Mar Abhai called Daird d' sebldthd.

It was written for the use of Rahbdn Ilablb, a monk of

Edessa. The scribe adds that, not being a professional

scribe, he has made havoc with the work.

Although the various subscriptions cover two folio pages,

the scribe is not apparently the same as the translator, and

the Armenian translation of Bar Bahlul must have been

made before 1658, though how long before cannot he

precisely determined. This appears from the fact that our

copy records variants, such as refer only to the orthography

* See Assemaiii, B.O., ii, 365.
* See ibid., xcvi.
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of Armenian words, and imply the existence of several MSS.

of the Armenian edition. The following are examples :

—

13^. Gloss on .£Qa.QOOjQiOo] {ufiavpajcuf),

i.e. lu^ujih

,

in another copy pm^tu n l. uibuhmp
^

where the variety of reading can only refer to the spelling

of the Armenian word for ‘ eye.’

206. |maa
^

i.e. uftuifutu

,

in another copy Ifnc. u^anf-um (OA. ufuilpuub)'

The variety of reading here refers to the representation of

the letter ^
•

120rt. eK^eou is interpreted in Syriac joi ,
in Armenian

lir^’ variant liA.ie. l^npihMi
, in another copy q-nphui .

The first, which means ‘ pour out,’ is right.

j :

O'plD
D

• •

i.e. btub^lrg 1’pb‘bg bpbuui JJufipat with a various reading

JJupntf ,
the passage being rendered in one copy ‘ashes

covered their faces,’ in the other ‘ [they] covered their

faces with ashes.’

139a.
^
'^bh \ lAkU.

The new Armenian for ‘ stepmother ’ is funpP iTutjp ‘ spurious

mother,’ and this is represented the second of these

renderings. The first luaiptTujp may be either a corruption

of the same word, or, less probably, a dialectic form of it.

It will be seen below that lu/ is almost invariably reduced

to uj in SA. ‘ Stepmother ’ is a mistake for ‘ mother-in-

law ’
;
but these relationships are often confused.

146ff.
^

os')
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1136. rj7raTiK6<i is interpreted in Syriac

Armenian Here the difference of

reading recorded concerns the Armenian equivalent for the

Syriac ‘liver,’ and (as elsewhere in the MS.) two foreign

words appea^ to have been found in different copies—one

the Persian

,

the other the Arabic .

These examples will be sufficient to show that the copy

followed by Ephraim, son of John, had been made from

a collation of different copies. The people for whose benefit

the translation was made were probably inhabitants of the

region between Malatiyah and Samsat, where Syrians and

Armenians live together.^ The translation has preserved for

us a considerable monument of the Armenian dialect spoken

in that region in the seventeenth century, and probably

earlier. Its character, as will be seen, approaches that

of the Polish Armenian, which is not otherwise known as

a literary dialect. Those w'ho study the Modern Armenian

dialects become speedily convinced that their relation

to the literary language is not so much that of daughters

as of nieces— i.e., they spring from parallel dialects,

and hence retain forms that are older than some which

the literary dialect employs. For ‘ to happen ’ the literary

language has handipim, the Syr.-Arm. hampitim, which seems

to be the Sanskrit sampadye, sampad, sampatti\ and if this

be so, the order of the radicals which are transposed in

OA. is preserved in SA. The OA. thshnnmi, ‘an eneinj^’

has long been recognized to be borrow^ed, through the

Persian, from the Sanskrit diir-manas
;

the form tiis/iman

(spelt or is found not only in SA. but

also in popular songs taken down in Armenia.® The OA.

hreshtak, ‘ angel,’ is known to be borrowed from an ancestor

of the Persian firishfah; in SA. ‘angel’ is regularly

A participle in man, of which examples will be collected

below, seems to be of high antiquity. The S.\. form of

the verb ‘to be ’ IMJq^nuf_ seems to stand between OA.

liqu/hjii and ]MA.

* Riulpjer, Nestorians. i, pp. 312-317.
^ Aliahan, Armenian ro2>idar Souys.
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Tlie present papers will consist (1) of some texts with

transliteration and translation
;

a photograph of a page is

appended, to enable the reader to test the writer’s accuracy

;

(2) of an account of the system of transliteration, which,

as will appear, is not free from complication
;

tlie expression

of thirty-eiglit letters by twenty-two, or, more strictly

speaking, by seventeen, is no easy task; (3) of a sketch of

the grammar A series of papers by ITanusz in vols. i-iii

of the A'ienna Oriental Journal are a valuable guide to

the student of the Polish Armenian dialect ;
but this

careful writer goes no further than the sound-lore. Besides

this series there is little in any language but Armenian

which can be used for the study of the dialects. A fore-

most place is occupied by the critical grammar of Arsen

Aidynean (two volumes, Vienna, 1806), which deals mainly

with the Constantinople dialect. The two dictionaries

published at Venice of Modern Armenian into Ancient

(1869) and Ancient Armenian into Modern (1865) have

also been of great service
;

the utility of the latter is

greatly increased by its giving Turkish as well as Armenian

equivalents in their Armenian dress. Of other publications

I may refer to the chrestomatby of Modern Armenian
passages published by Yonanean (Vienna, 1898). M. Duval’s

edition of Bar Bahlul has, naturally, been collated through-

out with the manuscript dictionary, and has been of the

greatest use.* I must also gratefully acknowledge the help

I have received from Mr. Conybeare, and Mr. Essayan of

New College.

' In rare cases M. Dural’s readings can be corrected from this Armenian copy;

hut inlO^b, id ira66vTes, fipb“bg * aip*atpujb£m TCajputiup tu
,

l^nt.

^p^pnufiii gives the right reading ^.^1 jAXst/dl against M. Duval’s.

Ordinarily the translation is characterized by a sort of stupidity that would

astonish anyone who was not familiar with the ways of Eastern grammarians

and scholiasts : e7raAoit507), 118 J, is rendered mnt.p ‘give me,’ oi

being misread «

»

\
; eAfleVo), 106(f, is rendered pitqb'hlj {for

fig-tree’; ^001 is given the meaning ‘he talked,’ the Arabic

rfiodered l^ujijhui qnt.pni.gbg
,
the writer mistaking

j.R.A.s. 1898. 55
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ABBEEVIATIONS.

OA. =01d Armenian.

SA.= Syro-Armenian.

MA.= Modern Armenian.

MAG. =Modern Armenian Grammar of Aidynean.

MAL.=Modern Armenian Lexicon.

I. TEXTS.

1 .

The following subscription is the longest piece of con-

tinuous Armenian to be found in the dictionary :

—

\ !• X**

Vio Vp ^Olo 12-^

.jlSo-^) ilopCol oiaL]£5 ]*j1o

^..1 ^Irpial UP :>Q^1 U «

pip j»l >1 AooZ »cd1 ^2*^0

iiP jjp Ulia 12 i>a»j.a^ ‘cbV?l

AIo .omij2 pioo lm!L .jodojo*! joLcn '^pIiP i<LiZ^
\ • 0 X •

x£2>Q£b ^£ol V>-»-1^^.xAoq1 oAooZ >Co1 >^COp >1 0»1>

jol^ ^ w.^-,^1 ^-icolo vl2'r^j1 ^'l ^^1 >1

*2jam ^ul •^r\^ ilo]r“l 0x6!^ ^cPoi
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Aoo2 *od”| *^03p oL^

y ^ ^o>lj ^am]j2o >iCTi U-*1o >ljai oAo,jiD

‘r^joi kODO . ['r^joi U^lo j^^OI j^] |cD^rQj’p>-^0

12*^^ j) ^o2*^

. ioi^ no

Transliteration.

*lU^Sl^
11^1/ ojItiufjr^nLb nu^ttftojjnu A ^ ^uiJijjp tikp

^ntpuiq^U nptjl^b : np l^a$pq-iu i.nt-ubf$ nqpi/^ pbpiu i[piu q.pnrjjib

^nq.niJb t-ji^as jip unt-pp u^aitnutqttuq*b^ilt u^tu^pb \'^uutnuujb

nrjnpJ^ iTiuqiut-np :
b f.J' y^\z. ut[i,iip UllUp luin

pnufup tfft J'uipr^pbp rppnqpj np Ifu

q.poJUjbm ^iqtn q.ptiM*f-bu^nt^ ntnujg l^np'b^tf*
: ni. tlatubp

ph lunppjui ippbpp ifh*bh- tPaipq^tP Xnnplfp ^utpit-np u/^n£_^;/n_u

piuoM u^uil^ubp
: pajhiuunt^ ni_ ^J<^P i^uipnc. f^p q.pbgft

uju pni-ltipnL. : I^IfL^iP usJlib unt-pp l^aip q.iupr^ni^ np

ujutb^h np l^tupq.uih t-ni-i^fih nrjnptlft pbpL% tfuiqatt-np

1
^ntpniJU uqiuqpb ^^uinnt-mb nqpJ^

[*pl*
3ibp unt-pp

utqpni^
; pnt-pp unupp iTtup^

JkltiM uuiljtnpq.ntf tjtuhp ^luqiup t.pjtu^ utppt nt- piu^utuniJh

u9uipni-*Ij Jhpjb^ \*^uq.athutpb*l^ nt- ^^\f>pftutnnuas ^‘^pf^p ^*-

piubatuntfb muip[,. (Marginal correction jl^lo j]lOl jcu
I 1

? 7

.) ^^umnt-iuh- nqnpjjt u/h tfujpq.niJb np l^uspfqtu unqn ptl^
4

pbpiu i^puM tPutqtnt-np ippnqjih ;
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Translation.

‘ I have written this Lexicon for the sake of Rabban

Habib of Urfah, our spiritual son : whoso reads and learns,

implore mercy on the soul of the writei’, and remember

[him in] his holy Eucharist
;
may be God will have mercy

on the sinner Ephraim. 0 my dear brethren, whenever ye

look at and read this book, do not blame the writer, for

I am not a professional scribe, but grovel at the feet of the

learned : neither say that the writing is bad : I am left, an

aged man, but the light of mj' old eyes failed. I who

wrote this book was a man of 77 years. I pray all blessed

readers, whenever they read and study, to ask mercy on

the soul of the sinner Ephraim
;
ma}' be God will take pity

on him by your blessed prayer. I wrote this dear volume

in the staircase convent of Mar Abhai, in the year 1970

from Alexander and 670 [the margin adds about 1900]

of Christ. May God be merciful to that man who reads

and asks mercy for the sinful writer !

’

Notes.

The writing of l. to represent the copulative conjunction

when it comes before a vowel is taken from Alishan’s

‘ Popular Songs.’ Most of the grammatical peculiarities

will be illustrated in the third part of this paper, and need

not at present detain us. Thus, the word for

Lqpuip^ will meet us three times: as illustrating (1) the

almost invariable change oi b to m before the rough

gutturals
; (2) the substitution of for in common

words; (3) the termination *«<"/?, which resembles tnh (of

which examples are given, MAG., ii, 13), and is very

frequently used. The plural of Uih lu ‘a priest^ is, e.g.,

The ^ of this form counts as a nominative

sign, and disappears in the other cases. In line 3 ufainuu^

^tiu .fuf, -'b is the nom.-accus. plural of of which

the genitive would be ‘Lnu-'u

,

as in of line 6.
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The rule that monosyllables form their plural by

adding Itp, polysyllables by adding requires considerable

modification before it can be applied to SA. In line 6

stands for k- It seems certain that in this

dialect m is substituted for k in the 3rd person singular

of all verbs in which it ordinarily ends in k • Some

examples may be quoted

—

: 1*^

i.e. l^nt. (OA. aiid ^lA.

i.6. I^nc. kj^tUfLOi • (OA. and MA.

Q^:

l.G, l^nv. • (0.1. and MA.

The word (uniui is given in MAL. as a Turkisli word

(o^^), meaning ‘easy’; but in SA. it means ‘ugly, un-

seemly.’ This is proved by a passage in f. 936, where it

corresponds to the Arabic : l^tuutu Xutt^t/^ i^tu mbu

‘ he says there is a certain chick whose

appearance is very ugly.’ Later on is glossed /»n^
,

and likewise tnbu . How tbe word comes to

have this signification is not clear.

if^pbpp ‘ writing ’ is plural of if-fip .

Similarly, 84c, fpbpp is plural of ‘water’;

of inp ‘ valley,’ 96c
; fi’bpp itself occurs 97c, where

*ypdfji/JLCiTtKo^ IS glossed ^p*^ T^oipuuup ippbpp ‘ hc writes

a good hand.’
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"With the phrase (for see MAL.) j'a.i’rj^f^J'ifhLuglrp

compare the gloss on ZoisDj ‘I slept,’

These '^ov^s ^piuigbp fuT, ^utgbp at clearly represent

a compound tense, and in MAG., ii, 96 (note), a writer of the

twelfth century is quoted for This stands

to /iJlultutT in the same relation as ifuiugbp fitf to ULintP.

utqju is the usual word for ‘ son ’ in SA. : is glossed

uiqju
, npqf, . The fonn in the text seems to be a compound

of uiq^ with k[, on the analogy of the 1st imperfect of verbs

in lutT.

The SA. for ‘ eye ’ seems to have been very

irregular, is glossed and although the word is

sometimes written with it is far more frequently written

with The form here is compounded with «, which in

SA. is practically a suffix of the 1st person. In 99c

is rendered uj^i-f,u; and the same form is

given under m » i »

v

ilvn l^nuipuib iu^lI,. Apparently

is singular, as 2756, Lq^h l^nL. pTiuhni-^

‘ it resembles a bull’s eye ’

;
perhaps ui^u'bf, is the plural

of this, 102^/, a drug np lim. uj^Lhf/b ‘ with which

they paint the eyes ’
;

of oj^tJbf, the genitive would be

ui^nilbnt-. Some similar forms are noticed, MAG., ii, 414.

vu/btn/ttuinij ‘ with the stairs ’ is instrumental from

uti/huint-^utn
y
which, from the gloss on ^A\*-irr> we know

to be the SA. form for uu/hiitnu[ii .

inuu! = qnjup. In MAG., ii, 23, some rather complicated

rules are given for the use of the article
;
aud Armenian

scholars seem in some doubt as to the import of this p ,

which Pakraduni (OA. Grammar, Venice, 1874, pp. G-23)

clearly regards as the sign of the accusative, whereas in

MAG. this view is branded as an error. In SA. an «« is

substituted for it, and this clearly represents the article.

The effect of this affix on certain forms will give occasion

for some observations.
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^l>"ijf,ir: = Compare the glosses:

^Lol

:

1^1

X X

And, indeed, it would seem that in the e conjugation the

1st person regularh’ takes fi just as the third takes

The verb is, as appears in these examples, used with

Arabic infiuitives, like the Turkish >
,
to make transitive

verbs.

lyuiipt is the Turkish . The Armenian for this is

if.nt.gl;. In ilAL. ••ihfpl’ is the spelling adopted.

2 .

Stor}^ of Dinah, f. 104(f.

tn ink-h ng uiqjuL. bv

Jopui UJ

tu pn-^L.J^M nu tnmpuiu tQtup : iputtuL. tnu ujp^fil^tu

l^rLtuujiu bpixudjih nu tntupuiL. biun.a^bp nt. tfh^gng : uifi^iuL.

UJU UJb'm ;> nt-unt-puj ; lurj^L. [.phk \^‘bi'k‘f' nt-

‘ Dinah, Jacob’s daughter. AYhen Dinah was born, her

mother’s brothers took and cast [her] on the shore. A bird

took that girl (?) and carried her to Egypt. A certain

idolater found the girl, and took and served and brought

her up. The girl was married by Joseph, and became the

mother of Ephraim, Manasseh, and other children.’

tufuil'kb'^
IMS * This might be the word tuT^bktu Iffi^ given

in MAL. (I860). But it is more likely that some words

are lost.

ppptntu^tu tnujppj *hbmb^pj ^tuu^a/htu ; ^^^bp
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^UJU^u/hiAi , Perhaps this is for jutil/bft

.

The preposition

j only survives in isolated idioms in MA., but is sometimes

employed in SA.
; 106c, ,

^ui^g bu ‘he drew
P

me out of the water’; J07c, , 2JMJ2^(lItijF^tMJL,

i/op ijtnpuM Hhe babe leaped in utero matrh^\

Wiby 2^^ US ni~pi.%lu ‘ it is good for food.’ un^ta/b
,

according to MAL., is obsolete in MA.

ui2̂ f,‘hiu . Perhaps this is corrupt.

Jbijbng for JLbiugnjg .

3.

The photographed page (f. 21 vers.).

A
, etc.

:

Compare the gloss 21c, “i>Q^jol ‘light and peace,’ [na

nt- otherwise ^vision of* peace,^ ^luspU. mhunup/ib ”

;

in the next gloss igu m. p.tu[t[n-aM

.

Later on is glossed

litupni-p/i'b < It would seem, then, that is not, as at

tirst might be supposed, a mistake for ly (cf. 31c,

€1p7]VUCO^, iTni-fiiuutiigu P'lvk^d ‘>‘"'^^1')) but the

SA. for ‘ jieace.’ The termination, however, seems in-

accurate.

It is surprising that tbe SA. keeps the diphthong in

(MA. whereas in most words it is reduced.

etc. I ^bijjitub

‘

corrected <lbbj:t/hu,fi (] for i).

Probably this is to be

Tliis word is the plural

of the participle of the verb That a participle

' The Syriac will be abridged, as it does not concern the present discussion.
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in existed in SA. is clear from many glosses. Here

we may give a few of them :

—

^|v£)p
: {ff^ptTui'u , written), llOi.

: V»*-»'A2) {piugiFu/b
, opened), 41c.

(^tf.ni^i/ti/b
,
putpuii^npiTa/li^

^

28c.

Secondly, polysyllables in SA. often form their plural in

;
but when the stem ends in i#, for the t# of the termina-

tion u, is substituted. Thus :

J'lupiQiii ‘a body’; plural JiuptfLmfi

»

‘ a shepherd ’

;
plural

2i[> ‘ a horse ’
;

plural Ifuulutf,

.

Thus is SA. for <^h&lraiij} ‘ I'iders,’ and translates

the Arabic The singular is given in the gloss on

|.k.2Q2> (read ^Ir^iTu/h').

^oai^jl A^l

:

That the 1st person of the present of the e conjugation

takes i in SA., has already been seen
;

otherwise the verb

(which signifies ‘ I increase,’ and so is a mistranslation)

is ordinary MA. The word for ‘reward’ is the Arabic

i .;»-!

.

^ •

hol :
[.u

Whereas in ordinary Armenian we have nom. es, acc. z-is,

for ‘ I,’ ‘ me,’ SA. usually has is, z-es. Peculiar forms

of the pronouns will be collected in the grammar.
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f ^ugUjuP Jiupr^^l^ •

|**^*^
| 9 etc. ; Jh%h- ^unpe^^J tpuirpaipni^ ^X-A..

for ‘ cock/

‘ U^l > etc. ! t^p*btuuiniJO
, Irptint-uttuf^uin i.%.

f etc. : ujnuuutL.
,

&uiqhkhUML- •

: tTiuint-jj

This is the Arabic .

i/b^h- ^ujp np t^pa/b rpp^th u%mni^^uj ^^upu^ifpp

UtUtf-UM •

uiutf. is the ordinary spelling of in tbis dialect, np

tlpiu'u ‘which upon it’ is perhaps a Syriasm. The word

for ‘ ark ’ is the Arabic .

^wptt^b^iu stands for ^\upu>jbpu^
j

the final ^ of the

diphthong is regularly omitted as in Polish Armenian.

]]omJSjO ^oL : iui^pir,uq_ ‘ a sieve for meal.’ The

translator supposed to be a gloss on

I i/ttpiu ^airpuphiu ,

The plural of ^lurjui^ is panpu^lt in SA. : the [> is elided

before uj of the article. This means ‘ the cities of Egypt.’

|3qo^ : 2.'"“’ uiuii-iu%^t ‘many camels.’

InfraKv is glossed unui-iu • of this word tnuji.iu"bfi is the

plural. It is the Turkish i.J, spelt in MA. The

translator thought llo^l a second plural from ‘camels.’

Hence his addition of the word ‘many.’

,
etc. I . . btpuh^fq. pbpa/Uiu tuuiL'h np

hbbbu Ipnpu ‘ do not bind the mouth of th}’^ ox when thou

beatest the floor.’ It is to bo observed that the letters

n, t {cl), s are used in SA. as though they were pronominal

suffixes. The imperative of l^a^lllbp{s l^tun^ut (f. 815). Tables

will be given in Chapter HI.
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i-ob] obisl > etc. : uiintu •

4^1 , etc. : n/iiy. n[t i/fuiu>/il/ ill^ ‘ a worm which

falls upon wood.’

ktk^l' stands for . In the nest chapter it

will be seen that 8A. substitutes ft for ^ at the beginning

of many words. The following t» is omitted for euphony,

as in some other words.

. OA. IffjublrJ ‘to swallow.’

In many other verbs of the form u/lLJ', the SA. dialect

substitutes m for b

,

and elides the •« • So JuibajJ for

tPuiOM*bbJ
y
525 .

Ibid, bbbnubinii ^ni.^tu ‘ the stripcs of being beaten.’

In AVright’s “ Apocryphal Acts,” p. 273, the word

occurs, connected with It is to be explained from

this Armenian word.

; uiuitffibg • This is the Arabic ‘to be patient’

with an Armenian termination. It is of frequent occurrence

in the text.

1
AV«*^

| , etc. t ^ujpiuiitJ^'u uiiuLuiiifi buiblfbg ^ train

of camels covered thee.’ The first word is the Arabic

,
etc. : ijluiin np nppuj ^nt^mbp nc. ^p*^k

^ ‘ a wood which the worm does not eat, and is

not ignited by the fire.’ kl'‘"k seems to stand for

the ablative of lul^
•

U^l: u^ium^tP»

9 6tC. I 2pt-^uihiu LU UJU

Piut^tudpM UJL. ^Lo/hSkp ^ajpl^utnutf^ih -ut/h bn-ojbtu ^tit/pnL^

‘ a monument built in the middle of the road or column

or tall obelisk, erected as a sign in the road.’ The first

word is clearly foreign, and indeed an Arabic diminutive

“CA
,

probably from (Dozy, s.v.). The word spelt

p (or q.iupu/b) is the 0 .A., uituu^tiih ‘ a monument.’

The third synonym is the OA. ^u>plfnpnq_. The change
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of ^ into u seems extraordinary : in Armenian writing

one would suppose that ^ and had been confused.

or ^ni-tf utgiu

.

The verb whence this word is

derived is of frequent occurrence, and signifies ‘ to make.’

In 269a is glossed Ifm. In 945 a is
y

said to be ‘btu^u/p np I^hl. ^i.ptu i^l^p
‘ u carpenter

^

who makes yokes.’ In 955 •Tiuuihf<illi‘h ‘make a seal.’

Perhaps the word should be spelt 2r^'t^L' I
.
can find no ^

trace of it in either the MAL. or the OAL. But »

Mr. Essayan tells me that it is derived from in the

sense of ‘ splendour,’ and is used in the province of Moosh.

With the spellings and compare the MA.
and

,
MAL., 364. stands for fitw

t

ojVt^ih

,

the

double consonant resulting from the assimilation is some-

times expressed : so for put'll Jl'h .

puAtip is the well-known OA. and MA. pu,plp ‘ high ’

:

it is of constant occurrence in this form. We shall see

that many of these adjectives in p undergo some change

in SA. The form is used in Vaspurakan {Araks, 1892, p. 12b).

Ln-uih- stands for MA. kurLiuh' (MAG., ii, 66). Compare lOr/,

»oJJ0Z>Gl] >
tpupiup bnltp /I'bhfi

(
IfiLiug .

, etc. I *lt^^uih l^lrh iih ^ui/pnL.'h tfl;^
jy
t/jih np puttu^^ti^

l^aiu'bf, tuL. tlntjjip . ‘ They made a sign in the middle of the

road. A place where a king or vizier arrives.’

ut[tq_ stands for uihq^-. the plural is u,uiqhp. The SA.

dialect avoids the employment of b before ij_ wherever

possible.

stands for -p utuh^t for ^aiu'ji^t = ^utuu/h^t *

Several examples will be collected lower down of displace-

ment and misplacement of the aspirate.

, etc.
:

^utp .

JCQloj, etc.: ijiuiul .

kCDQ^'l ,
etc.

:
^bpuupu uiL. ^tupuiiifbui < I he first of ihese

words is spelt ^utpbquy in IMA., mpbpi^ or uipbipiy in
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OA., rightly derived by Lagarde {Arm. 'Stud.) from the

The verb seems to be the Ar.-Pers.-Turk. with an

Armenian termination. The fifth meaning given by Redhouse

is ‘a collection of laws.’ The transposition need not surprise us.

fhtini-M seems to represent a locative termination, of which

some other examples occur.

t/itT. This stands for the Arabic
,

and means ‘ I do well.’ The word is used in

SA. generally in the sense of ‘ good.’

001 wkinol : irirqujg t[putu. ‘ He laughed at me.’

It is clear from these examples that the Syro-Armenian

dialect contains a great number both of grammatical

peculiarities and of words which are at present unregistered

in works on the Armenian language. The chief of these

it will be my endeavour, in the rest of these articles, to

collect. It will appear from the following table that though

there is some diflBculty in transcribing the Syriac into

Armenian, there is none whatever in retranscribing the

Armenian into Syriac
;

and since the words in their

Armenian dress will be far more familiar to scholars than

they could be in any other garb, the Armenian writing

will be adopted throughout, except where, owing to ex-

ceptional spelling, the S}n-iac form ought to be recorded.

The system of transliteration illustrated by these examples

is as follows :

—

Syriac U^l.
L'liftiP. This is the Arabic

II. TRANSLITERATION.

1 = soft breathing
;
mater lectionis for m .
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vv — ?-•

i_y
and indiscriminately. In transliterating

Turkish words the writer sometimes uses for ~

.

9 c/r •

C31 = ^ ;
mater lectionis for k sometimes.

0 = mater lectionis for /»»..

1
=

i =

^ ;
mater lectionis for f

>

.

,D = q- and^ indiscriminately.^

^ = /o*

'i = e
5>0 = lA

J = ^

.

>rn rz: u

.£0 = ^ and g indiscriminately,

^ — g and ill indiscriminately.^

JZi = q,.

h — n- and p indiscriminately.

w* Z=

L — q. and p indiscriminately.^

Vowels. ^ or -r = III

.

" or -w = ^

.

= A-

^ or ;= n •

Q = ni- .

' In the MS. the has the stroke (three connected dots) in the middle.

The form has been used owing to the difficulty of printing.

2 Mr. Conybcaro tells me that in Armenian !MSS. of the seventeenth and

eighteenth centuries these letters are constantly confused.
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The distinction between long and short vowels seems to be

somewhat arbitrary. AVords in which om occurs are written

sometimes with 1 ,
sometimes without :

putqaip ‘ a city ’ is

written Within a word 4- is

represented sometimes by sometimes by j ;
at the end of

a word it is regularly represented in the ablative by oi ,

in some other cases by ] .

The semi-vowel ^ is rarely represented. Those who spoke

this dialect could not, as a rule, pronounce two consonants at

the beginning of a word, and required some stronger vowel

than ^ : this is ordinarily ^ • Thus o] ' i,.] is written for

for for *3- balanco
’ j

'V'hl’uuinu for ‘ Christos ’
; ^uintMJ'j^lrg ‘ he created ’ for

uuiLi^&g (see infra for the change of b to uj)
;

rf-ftthug

for ‘ difficult ’
;

llhl(lr[» for ‘ a friend.’

Occasionally, however, other vowels serve instead of [> • The

verb (OA. tunXiriJ) is regularl}' written with Ir for its

first vowel : Iftiluj ‘ he does.’ In ‘ a sponge ’ we

seem to have a derivative of the OA. verb to drink.’

Of the diphthongs, /-». is regularly represented by 2 :

e.g. stands for the termination pln-'u. In monosyllables,

however, ° takes its place : thus for ‘ snow ’ (296),

^ for u/tih ‘ a column.’ In the word dispute ’ the

diphthong is represented by o .

nj is rendered by e.g. .rnV for inju in the subscription
;

for liiju ‘ a virgin.’

uiL. and are unchanged : in the case of the former

a mater lectionis is sometimes written after the '. o is

sometimes distinguished from #» by the mater lectionis o :

ordinarily it cannot be distinguished. >j stands for og
‘ a day ’ and ‘ who, that.’

The diphthong uj is generally reduced to m : see infra.
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Tlie number of letters ordinarily employed to represent

the Armenian 38 is, then, ordinarily 17 + 5 vowel-signs, or

22 : not much more than half. Five letters of the Syriac

alphabet,
,

% are chiefly employed in foreign

words : aiSo stands for ^ UJ£iU^tUp ‘soda,’ the first half

of which, however, is Arabic
;
the word ‘ a wheel ’

(95, 115) is probably the Turkish JLi-jU
;
in 45f/,

for ‘ many ’ the second word represents the Persian
,

written in Armenian (MAL.).

is very rare in Armenian words : 275, and

jo)Sdoi are written iu consecutive lines, representing the

hybrid compound ‘^luiTau-np ‘ chaste,’ from Arab,
,

with which <^iujtui.np, from Arab. is synonymous (s.v.

The Arm. for ‘ revenge ’ is written with

in 30«.

is used regularly in the Armenian word for ‘ barren,’

^
uiJnL^ (glossed np ^^qUiup

bpf’)' 3'his

word is old, but may be borrowed. The Turkish word

bb ‘ a fork ’ is spelt (1175); in Arabic words aleph

is often written for

The remaining letters and
^

are frequently used in

place of 2 and »C0, and in some words regularly. Thus nul^f,

‘ gold ’ seems always to be written • The verb rputn.‘htuf_

and its derivatives are regularly written with ifni.ii

‘a door’ is ordinarily spelt
,
whereas in the phrases

’ft if.ni.pu, etc., is written >o2. The words ffmf^‘ a, fever’ and

ifnqmiT are regularly written with Other words to be

noticed are for ifpailuat (365, etc.), and ‘a pear’

for utu/bl (365). The Turkish pronunciation of b would seem

to have aflected the SA. treatment of t-4-^ Usually this

? 9 V I 7 f F

' Thus Turkish Aillis ‘a wave’ is written
>

plural

(95a).
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is wiitten with a red dot iu the loop, as in the Carshuiii

writing: of = 1?.

The employment of
^

for *CD seems to occur most frequently

in cases where the sibilant comes before a tenuis, which in the

modern language would become a media. ‘-•O??

stands for luuinfih
‘
is judged here and there.’

is the ordinary spelling of uiqiu'hk(_ ‘ to kill’;

of tuutnnun^t
^

of tiMum * The verb <^utuaj'hLf_ and its

derivatives are often written with e.g. for ^ ujuuth^

(29«).

It will appear from the table that the shifting of the

mediae and * tenues which is characteristic of Modern

Armenian characterizes SA. also. There is, however, a con-

siderable amount of inconsistency. As was seen above, the

copies of the Armenian translation employed by the scribe

varied somewhat : he notes in one place a variety in the

spelling of the word for ‘ wilderness,’ and
,

and on f. 16ff the genitive of this word is
;
on 1176

uihl^tu and uibqtu are given as varieties. Even in foreign

words the Armenians seem to have been uncertain whether

to pronounce mediae or tenues : is written for the

Arabic
; ctl»2 for the Persian i-'

; for the

Persian
; for the Persian Turkish iitnud

‘ hope.’ In Armenian words it is therefore not uncommon

to find the old tenues and medials preserved, but whether

this is due to the scribes speaking difierent dialects is not

clear. Cases are: 12d,
: ^QisDOIol for qouifitT ‘I bind’;

8d, for (i/hquiiT ‘ I rejoice ’; 965, for p.UnT^tlJUtU

‘ he mocks.’

j.K.A.s. 1S98. 5G
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The old tenues are most frequently retained when they

come after the sibilants 2,. " > or when another tenuis follows :

for utuinqj a star.’

for ^unumni[^u‘b[,ir
‘ I confess.’

for ‘ mind.’

for utifu/bhi^ ‘ to kill.’

p. 7

for ufutiyinq^
‘ worshipping.’

Per contra the familiar word ‘ nation ’ is regularly

spelt ujuif. ^Eol . The name for God is ordinarily spelt

, but sometimes

Besides these there are still some forms of spelling which

deserve notice. J is represented by in
\ •

^

for untfnpir^aili (83t/). I- is represented by ^ in

for paiuuif^ (88a). The combination is rendered

e.g., for Ti^puiLgan. (gloss on OloZZ])
;

cf.

for lUL. (gloss on IVlZl). In some cases the letter p

seems to be used, as in English, to lengthen the vowel a.

Thus ^Z;1dZ>1 is frequently written for ‘ son of

Adam,’ ‘ man ’
;

uiuplfnuiuplfbp
,
plural of uatpl^m-tulf (1036) ;

^
(with a dot) is used in the word h-OJijJ^uU ‘ folded

’

(participle of ^aJitnT
‘
to roll ’

: the phrase in which it occurs

is 1̂ ‘bb‘h Jk^ biuf^iTiuti pupiipnL^ ‘ they place in folded

gannents,’ Syr. ^Atyi.g^v)

No notice need be taken of the frequent omission of

diacritic points, which meets us in all alphabets in which

Arabic, Persian, and Turkish are written. Not a little is

curious, however, in the spelling of Arabic words : v*.iZoZ ,

which has been quoted above for
,
seems to be due to
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the influence of modern Syriac, the peculiarities of which

explain the form. Perhaps and Z
,
for and

come from the same source. Turkish so// ‘end
’

is written with f. 91rf, ^ mnK ] ^ i*) ‘after the

end of the moon.’ Turkish vowels are represented in the

spelling, e.g. oiacD ‘ a drove,’ Turk. (92c).

(To be continued.)
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CORRESPONDEXCE.

1. The Language of Somali-land.

Dear Professor Rhys Davids,—Dr. Gust called attention,

in the January number of the Journal of this year, to the

Somali gi-ammar and dictionary lately published by the

Rev. Frere Evangelists de Larajasse, and quotes some

remarks by the author regarding a supposed resemblance

between that language and the Dravidian languages of

India. M. de Larajasse writes :
“ Le langage des peoples

Indiens qui pailent le Concanim, ou le Tamil ou Tamal,

semble avoir quelque affinite avec la langue Somali . . . .

le langage Somali a de si grandes affinites avec le Tamil,

qu’un Madrassien apres quelques semaines est capable de

comprendre un Somali.”

Having spent twenty-one years amongst the Dravidians

of the South of India, and having acquired a fair colloquial

acquaintance with Tamil and Telugu, I was naturally much
interested in this question, and examined the Somali

grammar and dictionary in order to trace the resemblances

alluded to. I determined first to skim the books rapidly,

and, after seeing that this afiinity appeared to be a fact,

to go carefully into the subject and draw up lists of words

which seemed to have a common origin.

But my first superficial survey has given me no en-

couragement to proceed. I see no likeness whatever, either

in words or structure, sufficient to warrant an expenditure

of time on a more careful examination.

A few notes may be deemed of use.

There are certain euphonic changes of consonants common
to the Somali and Dravidian languages, e.g., interchange
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of k and g when joined to hard or soft consonants. But
this practice is found in almost all languages.

I noticed a plural formation very like the Tamil {ahha

* father,’ tuka ‘ a crow,’ have their indefinite plurals

ahbayal, tukayat)
;
but the definite plurals {abbayasha, tuka-

yasha) in Somali do not resemble any Dravidian forms with

which I am acquainted, nor do any other of the plural forms.

The general structure of the Somali seems to bear no

resemblance to Tamil. In affixes and suffixes determining

gender of nouns, in the plural-formations (except as above

noted), in case-formations, numerals, pronouns, manner of

forming relatives, declensions of verbs—in all these I see

no affinity whatever. There is one point, indeed, where

a diversity exists so striking that it seems to present positive

evidence to the contrary. In all the Dravidian languages

with which I have come in contact the vowel-sounds «, a,

are severally used to mark things present in time or place,

and things past or distant— Ikkada (Tel.), ingke (Tam.),

‘here’; akkada (Teh), angke (Tam.), ‘there.’ Ippudu

(Tel.), ippo (Tam.), ‘now’; appudu (Tel.), appo (Tam.),

‘ then.’ This formation is common, I believe, to aU

Dravidian dialects, and invariably the vowels are used in

the same signification
;

so that it cannot be imagined that

any Dravidian would ever transpose them, or use a-forms

for things present and f-forms for things past or distant.

Yet this is precisely what the grammar gives us as the

practice in Somali-land (p. 16). This, I think, may be used

as a direct argument against any affinity between Somali

and Tamil.

That Tamils rapidly acquire a power of comprehending

a Somali in daily conversation is not, I think, a matter that

need cause much surprise. From early jmuth the residents

of South India are constantly brought into contact with

dialects and languages other than that of their own village

or town
;
and their facility for picking up foreign tongues

is very remarkable.

B. Sewell.
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2. Omar Khayyam,

Gunda, Ondh.

June 14, 1898.

Dear Sir, — In his paper, “Fresh Light on ‘Omar

Khayyam,” in the Society’s Journal for April, 1898,

Dr. Ross says in the first footnote on p. 359 :
“ No one

has yet arrived at a satisfactory translation of the end of

this line.” The words referred to are evidently j** Jj,

and Dr. Ross quotes Yullers’ Lexicon and suggests they

refer to some game. Having no means of access to the

Lexicon, I do not know whether it discusses the phrase,

but a simpler translation seems possible. The word Jj is

evidently a contraction of ^' = ‘yes,’ such as occurs in

the word
,
and the meaning of the whole line

is
—“ Oh ! (thou who hast) gone and come, yea ! even passed

away.”—Yours faithfully,

Richard Burn.

To the Son. Secretary of the Royal Asiatic Society.

3. Tathagata.

Mon CHER Confrere et Ami,—M. Chalmers s’est, dans

le numero de janvier dernier du Journal of the Royal Asiatic

Society, applique a interpreter le titre ‘ Tathagata.’ Sa

notice a suscite d’autres communications. Ce petit probleme

parait eveiller en ce moment quelque curiosite. Voulez-vous

me permettre de le toucher a mon tour tres brievement et

de vous soumettre I’explication que, pour ma part, je me
suis donnee des longtemps a moi-meme de ce mot curieux ?

Les interpretations de Buddhaghosa se detruisent I’une

I’autre
;

leur multiplicite meme mine leur autorite. Je

dois avouer que celle que propose notre savant confrere ne

m’a pas convaincu d’avantage. Tathd-agata ne pent pas, je

pense, s’employer, comme il le veut, pour dire : ‘ qui est

parvenu a la verite.’ Agata signifie, non pas ‘ qui parvient
’
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a un but, tnais ‘ qui vient, qui arrive ’ la ou se trouve, au

sens physique ou au sens ideal, celui qui parle. Surtout,

tatha ne signifie pas ‘la verite’: simple adverbe il correspond

uniquement a notre adverbe ‘ainsi.’ Les derives, comme
vitatha, ynthalatham, ne nous autorisent pas plus a lui

attribuer le sens de ‘ vrai ’ ni la fonction de substantif,

que le ieu de mots que le Mahiinibbanasutta, cite par

M. Chalmers, tire de I’antitbese formelle entre tathdgata et

vitatha.

A priori il faut se garder de supposer aux terraes techniques

religieux une valeur trop mystique ou seulement trop ex-

pressive. Le bouddbisme a, dans la forme sinon dans le

fond, peu invente
;

ses innovations, quand on en pent

constater, sont assez terre a terre. Il importe surtout de ne

pas separer I’analyse d’un mot des analogies qu’on lui

pent decouvrir dans le milieu ou il est employe.

Il en est une qui s’impose ici, c’est cclle de sugata. J’en

conclus d’abord que tathdgata est compose au moyen de gata,

non de dgata

:

a cote de sugata ‘ qui est bien alle, qui a bien

marcb^’ tathdgata ‘ qui a marche ainsi.’

Mais pourquoi ‘ ainsi, de la sorte ’ ? Cette fa9on de dire

peut paraitre bizarre
;

elle n’est point isolee.

Je rappelle tdclrs qui, soit sous la forme tddi, en pali,

soit sous les formes tddin, tdgin, dans le Sanscrit bouddbique

(cf. Mahdvastu, iii, p. 543), est dcvenu une epithete, uu

equivalent de ‘arbat.’ Suivant Childers (s. verb.), le mot

aurait d’abord designd les disciples du Buddha cornme

‘ serablables a lui ’
;

il aui’ait par la suite pris I’acception

plus generale et I’afifectation technique dans laquelle il est

familier a la lltterature. Mais, outre que I’epithete est aussi

frequemment, ou plus frequemment, appliquee au Buddha

lui-meme qu’a ses bdeles, cctte assimilation des disciples au

maitre me parait peu compatible avec le penchant ordinaire

du bouddbisme
;

il s’attacbe a mettre le Buddha hors de

pair parmi tous les etres, bien plutot qu’a lui assimiler ses

apoties meme les plus veneres.

Bcportons - nous, au coutraire, aux vv. 94 et 95 du

Lbammapada quo Childers a lui-meme cites,—et il serait
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ais4 de signaler d’autres parallelcs :—on voit la combien iddi,

resuniant iin developpeuient anterieur {yassimlriydni sama-

tham gatdni, etc.), a pu aisdinent, du sens 4tyniologique,

passer ii ce sens indirect et deiiv^ de ‘parfait.’ Aucun

terrain n’etait plus favorable k de pareilles transitions que

ce style bouddbique ou les formulcs ster^otypees sont d’un

usage si frequent quo des raccourcis y^ devaient plus

qu’ailleurs devenir necessaires.

Nulle figure ne tient dans la terminologie du bouddhisme

une place plus importante que cette notion de la ‘ voie
’

(nidrga), qui inene soit a rilluniination parfaite, soit au

nirviina : Tune des quatre verites I’affirme
;

les descriptions

mystiques ou legendaires en sont un theme babituel de

developpcment
;

des images secondaires, le ‘ depart ’ pour

la bodhi, les ‘yiinas’ qui conduisent a la delivrance,

s’empruntent en grand nombre a cet ordre d’idees. Aussi

I’expression ‘sugata’ pour designer le Buddha n’a-t-elle

jamais ni ^veille d’etonnemeut ni suscite de controverse.

‘Tathiigata’ n’en est qu’une variante
;

soude d’abord aux

descriptions typiques de cette voie de la Perfection, le terrae

s’est, avec I’habitude, detache de ce prelude qui s’est trouve

sous-entendu
;

il s’est fixe dans I’emploi absolu que nous

connaissons.

D’apres M. Chalmers, tathdgafn aurait ete d’abord applique,

non au seul Buddha, mais a tout personnage que sa saintete

destine au nirvana. Si ce sentiment est fonde, I’analogie

entre les destinees de tathdgafa et de tdcii serait particuliere-

ment etroite et decisive.

Cette analyse iraplique, en revanche, que le terme est propre

au bouddhisme ou que celui-ci du moins I’a recu d’une

doctrine dont il serait solidaire. M. Chalmers constate en

effet lui-raeme, au commencement de son article, que le

mot n’a pas ete retrouve dans la litterature anterieure au

bouddhisme. Si, done, il finit par admettre qu’il aurait ete

familier aux penseurs anterieurs a Gautama, et empruntd

par lui a leur terminologie, ce n’est qu’une impression

personnelle
;
de ce chef aucune objection de fait ne saurait,

jusqu’a nouvel ordre, etre opposee a mon hypothese.
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Je vous la livre, mon cher confrere, vaille que vaille. Elle

aura au moins I’avantage de completer et d’expliquer

I’annotatioa du Mahavastu a laquelle je me suis refere tout

a I’heure.

Emile Senart.

4. The Piprahwa Stupa.

Naini Tal, Augmt 16, 1898.

My dear Professor Rhys Davids,—I forward this list

of the treasure from the Piprahwa Stupa, now presented by

Mr. Peppe to the Indian Museum, in continuation of my
article which appeared in the July number of this Journal.

I understand that Mr. Peppe has retained a few duplicates.

The Trustees of the Indian Museum have been asked to

distribute some duplicate objects to the Provincial Museum,

Lucknow, and to the British Museum.

I also send, packed in a wooden box, a plaster cast of the

inscription on the Piprahwa vase prepared and kindly

presented to me by the Rev, P. C. Jinavarmavansa. This

gentleman, who was known to the lay world as Prince

Prisdang, cousin of the King of Siam, has been travelling

for some months in India, and visiting the holy places of

Buddhism.

I may add that the Government of India has offered

the bone relics found in the Piprahwa Stupa to H.M. the

King of Siam for distribution.—Yours sincerely,

V. A. Smith,

Chief Secretary to Government N.W.P. and Oudh.

Stone coffer.

Crystal bowl 3| in. in diameter and in. high, with a hollow fish stuffed with

gold ornaments for a handle.

Steatite vase 7| in. high and 4 4 in. in diameter.

Steatite vase 6 in. high and 4 in. in diameter.

Steatite fo<a-shaped vessel, with well-fitting lid, 5Jin. high and SJin. in

diameter.

Small steatite round box 3Jin. in diameter and 1^ in. high.
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Jewels, etc.

Purple amethyst 30 Deep stars .... 3

Transparent crystal . 8 Pyramids..... 6

White cornelian 81 Topaz bugle beads . 4

Pink amethyst . 2 Cornelian bugle beads 67

Yellow topaz . 2 Topaz beads .... 11

Metal .... 10 Topaz, green .... 2

White crystal . 6 Crystal 2

Purple topaz . 9 Blue pyramids .... 13

Yellow topaz . 11 Small beads .... 100

Amethyst 2 Flat crystals .... 7

Small garnet . 2 White pyramids 1

Cups, pink and white 2 Drops ..... 2

Small amethyst 5 Bed cornelian .... 6

Bluish crystal . 4 Flat beads .... 4

Lapis lazuli 2 Long beads .... 13

Leaves, white c(jmelian, red tips 11 Ivory ..... 1

Small coral cups 13 Bottle containing gold and silver

White cornelian leaves, serrated 28 leaf stars.

Amethyst drops 2 Box containing pieces of wood

Amethyst leaves 3 and portion of a silver vessel.

Stars, red garnet 20 Crystal beads .... 41

Topaz stars 3 Amethyst beads 5

Metal stars 9 Pyramids .... 8

White star 1 Crystal blocks .... 13

Crystal beads . 28 Coral cups .... 2

Long beads 2 Peppercorns .... 3

Topaz and cornelian . 8 Coral beads .... 14

Cornelian, long bugle 33 Rolls of gold leaf 46

Lotus seed-pods 8 Box containing some sort of salt.

Pendant .... 1

Ornaments mounted between glass.

1. Gold-leaf umbrella and small figure.

2. One gold-leaf piece, 1 solid gold, 1 coiled snake, 1 talc, 2 gold-leaf stars,

5 gold-leaf rolls, 1 gold trident, 1 gold flower, 4 gold beads, 8 tarnished

flowers.

3. Seven gold-leaf stars, 1 silver ditto.

4. Fifteen pieces of gold and silver leaf, bright and tarnished with impression

of cross on each.

6. One female figure on gold leaf, 1 elephant, 1 trident, 4 stars, 2 plain pieces

leaf, 1 curious shaped.

6. Five round pieces gold leaf with lion, trident, and cross, 2 in sUver, 2 silver

with cross, 3 gold ditto.

7. Forty-one pearls of different sizes, 2 pieces of pearl.
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8. Thirty-one large heads, pyramids, and drops.

9. Forty-seven smaller beads, etc.

10. Twenty-seven beads, leaves, etc.

11. Fifty-four pieces coral, etc.

12. Four serrated leaves, 7 amethyst, 6 cornelian, 2 green malachite, 4 inlaid

stars, etc.

13. Twentj’-four pieces ; 1 bird cornelian, 1 in malachite, 5 tridents amethyst and

crystal, 2 pieces blue stone, 1 serrated cup with stalk, 3 cornelian,

3 pronged, 1 mother of pearl, 3 stars, 1 amethyst, 3 leaves.

14. Forty stars : 7 inlaid or particoloured, 12 purple amethyst, 4 garnet, 6 yeUow,

7 white, 4 dark metal.

5. The Common Tradition of Buddhism.

Since Professor H. Oldenberg’s suggestive article
“ TJeber

den Lalita-Vistara ” (Berlin Congress, 1881), little’ has been

written as to the common tradition preserved to us in

Sanskrit and the Pali literatures of Buddhism.

The subjoined note has suggested itself to me in the

course of preparing fasc. 2 of my edition of the Qikshd-

mmuccaya. This, it may be remembered, is a work on

Mahayana doctrine, compiled by Qantideva in or about the

eighth century, chiefly from much older Mahayana texts.

The Sanskrit text of which the outline is now given is

a quotation from the “Bhagavati,” a work often cited by

Qautideva, and one which I have no hesitation in identifying

with one of the recensions of the Prajnaparamita,^ and it

so closely corresponds with the text of a passage in the

Mahasatipatthiina-sutta as to leave no doubt that the two

have a common origin. Variants like catvdn phalakdni

krlvd beside cdturnmahdpathe, which was Buddhaghosa’s

text,® show that the Mahiiyanist did not adapt from the

Pali text as we have it. On the other baud, while he

' See, however, Feer, J.P.T.S., 1883, p. 81 ;
tVincliscb, “ Mara und Buddha,”

passim.
^ llilj. Mitra’s text of the Ashtasahashkil recension badly needs an index;

could not the Buddhist Text Society of India or some similar society print one?
’ Compare the translated extract in Warren, “ Buddhism,” p. 360 note,

which I have verified from a good commentary-MS.
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inserted little pieces of sectarian ‘padding’ as to prajtm-

pdramita, I believe it will be seen, when the full text, at

present in the press, appears, that the Muhiiyuna version

has distinctly superior literary form in point of the absence

of these vain repetitions that disfigure the Piili. Qiiutideva

seemed at times to have a merciful sense of the value of

those ‘ blessed words ’ peyalam and purvavat.

In the meanwhile the following outline of the parallel

may suffice :

—

Mahasatipatthiina-sutta

[Digha-n. 22»], §7, p. 27

(ed. Colombo, 1883), (tr.

by Warren, “Buddhism,”

p. 360).

puna c'aparam, bhikhhave,

bhikkhu imam evakayam yathd-

thitam yathdpanihitam dhdtuso

paccavekkhati. atthi imasmim

. . . rdyodhdtu ti [v. infra].

seyyathdpi bhikkhave dakklio

goghdtako rd gog/idtakanfevdisi

vd, gdvim vadhitcd cdtummahd-

pathe bilaso pativibhajitvd

nisinno.

assa evain era kho, bhikkhave,

bhikkhu imam era kdyatn

yathdthitam yathdpan ihitam

dhdtuso paccavekkhati
|

atthi

imasmim kdye pathavidhdtu

apodh°, iejodh°, vdyodhdtu ti ||

^iti ajjhattam vd kdye kdyd-

nupassi viharati°.

Qikshasamuccaj’a, ch. xii,

fol. 97a fin.

Bhagavafydm apy uktam
|

punar aparam Subhute bodhi-

satvo mahdsatvah prajhdpdra-

mitdydm carann imam eram

kdyam yathdbhutam prajdnd-

ti
I
tadyathdpi ndma Subhute

goghdtako rd goghdtakdntecdsi

rd gdm hatvd tikmena sastreiia

catrdripkalakdni krtvdpratya-

veksate sthito 'thavd nisannah
|

evam era Subhute bodhisattvah

prajhdpdramitdydm imam era

kdyam dhdtuso yathdbhutam

prajdndti
\

asty asmin kdye

prthiridhdtur abdhdtur api

tejodh^ rdyudhdtur apUi\pe.^\\

1 It is to be regretted that the Pali Text Society’s text of this nikaya has
stuck fast, since 1889, at sutta 13. See, however, Majjh.-n., i, 57-9, and
Trenckner, ibid., 532.

- It is this short refrain occurring at the end of each section of the Pali
(AVarren, 356. i6, 360. 5, etc.) that is probably omitted here and below by the
‘ pe[yalam] ’ of the Sanskrit.
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[Ibid., §6, p. 19= Warren,

p. 359.]

puna c'aparam hhikkhave,

bhikk/iu . . . kdijam [here

follow a list of thirty out of

the thirty-two dkdras ' {att/ii

imasmim kaye kesa°), intro-

duced with the same words

as those used below], seyya-

thdpi hhikkhave uhhatomukhd

mutoli purd ndndvihitassa

dhanhassa . . .

ami tanduld ti
\
evam eva kho,

hhikkhave, hhikkhu imam eva

kdyam uddhvam pddatald . . .

. . ndnappakdrassa asucino

paccavekkhati
|
atthi imasmim

kdye kesd [first thirty dkdras

as before, ending] muttan ti .

[Ibid., §8.]

puna c'aparam, hh., hhikkhu

seyyathdpi passeya sarirain

sivathikdya chadditam ekdha-

matam vd . .

punar apy dha
\
tadyathdpi

ndma Suhhute karsakasya mu-
todi purnd ndnddhdnydndm

ami tanduld ami sarshapd iti
|

evam eva hodhis° mdhds° pra-

jhdpdramitdydm eva carann

imam eva kdyam urdhvam

pddataldd.

. . ndndprakdranydkicer yathd-

hhutain pratyaveksate
\
santy

asmin kdye kesd romdni nakhd

ydvan mastakam mastuluhgam

aksigutham karnagutham ^ iti
\

pe II

punar aparam Suhhute hodhi-

satvah smasdnagatah pasyati

ndndrupdni mrtasarirdni sma-

Sdne 'paviddhdni kavakayane

ekdhamrtdni vd . . .

^ See Khuddaka-piitha, §3, J.E.A.S., n.s., Vol. IV, pp. 311, 326.
* These last two aJcaras, of which 1 have found mention in other Mahayana

works, form an addition to the list of thirty-two. A similar list had been citM in

the passage immediately preceding the present extract from another Mahayana-
sutra

; and several similar citations occur in the Bodhicaryavataratika (cd.

Poussin, pp. 295, 324-6).
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rinilakam vipubbakajdtam
\

so imam evam kdyam ttpasam-

harati ayam pi kho kayo

evamdhammo evam bhdvl etam

anatito ti iti ajjhattam [‘ re-

frain ’ as before].

[§ 9 -]

punar c’aparam . . . sariram

. . . kdke/ii . . khajjamdndni°.

vimlakdni vipuyakdni vipat-

makdni^
\
sa imam eva kdyam

tatropasaniharati
\

‘ ayam api

kdya evamclharmd evamsvabhd-

vah, etdm dharmatdm vyati-

vrtta ’ iti
\

punar aparam . . . mrta-

iarirdni . . . vikhdditdni°.

The same details are gone through in both, except that

the Sanskrit writer runs two ^ slvathikas ® (‘ cemeteries ’)

into one and otherwise abridges. The extract from the

“Bhagavati” ends with the passage corresponding to

the conclusion of the ninth sivathika.

C. Bendall.

6. “ The Buddhist Praying Wheel.”

In a book which lately appeared under the above title,

and where the wheel and its symbolism is dealt with in

other systems as well as in the Buddhist, I referred to the

existence of wheels in the temples of Egypt. One authority

for them is Plutarch, who in his “Life of Numa” touches

upon the custom of turning round in adoration, and suggests

the following explanation : “Perhaps this change of posture

may have an enigmatical meaning, like the Egyptian wheels,

admonishing us of the instability of everything human, and

1 A doubtful form : cf. Mabavyutp. § 52.
’ Nos. 7 and 8 (§14, 15 of the Pali edition).

’ The Sanskrit equivalent of this is sivapathikd, a word not previously known
to lexicons. The exact meaning seems to be the comer of a cemetery, where
(as we still find in countries as far west as Brittany and the Canary Isles) old
bones are thrown and left exposed. It may be of interest to "record that
Dr. Biihler’s last communications to me were two postcards, written 29th and
31st March last (only a few days before his death). He shows by passages like

Ep. Ind., i, 108, verse 3a, that S'iva, as ‘ chief of the goblins,’ "haunts burial-
grounds. “The Pali sivathika” (he adds) “is in my opinion a contraction of
*sifavathikd, which stands for sivapathikd with the softening of medial pa\ cpr.
vydvata for vydprta .... and [for the contraction] Sanskrit vanara for
vananara.”
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preparing us to acquiesce and rest satisfied with whatever

turns and changes the Divine Beino: allots us.” This is

vague as to what the wheels were, or where they were

placed, but a passage in Clement of Alexandria confirms

the above and supplies at least one important detail. He
is writing on the use of symbols by the Greeks, and sa3'^s :

“ Also Dionysius Thrax, the grammarian, in his book
‘ Respecting the Exposition of the Symbolical Signification

in Circles,’ says expressly :
‘ Some signified actions not by

words only, but also by symbols : by words, as in the case

of what are called Delphic maxims, “ Nothing in excess,”

“Know thyself,” and the like; and by symbols, as the wheel

that is turned in the temples of the gods, derived from the

Egyptians.’ ” (“ Miscellanies,” V, viii.) This tells us that

the wheels were in temples, and that the Greeks had adopted

them from the Egyptians, but as no Egyptologist of repute

has mentioned them—up to the present no representation

or allusion to them has been found in the hieroglj^phics

—

I felt doubtful, and hesitated to assume any certaintj'^ on

the subject. Now I feel more confidence, which is based

on a communication I have just received from Professor

Flinders Petrie, and it seems to me to be so important that

I send it for publication in the Journal of the R.A.S. The

communication consists of two passages from the Avritings

of Hero, or Heron, of Alexandria, who lived in the reigns of

the Ptolemies Philadelphus and Eurgetes, in the middle of

the third century b.c. The first is as follows: “Prop. 31.

In the porticoes of Egj^ptian temples revolving wheels of

bronze are placed for those who enter to turn round, from

an opinion that bronze purifies.” The other is :
“ Prop. ()8.

The construction of a shrine jirovided Avith a revolving

wheel of bronze, termed a purifier, which worshippers are

accustomed to turn round as they enter.”

The first Prop. 31 is accompanied by a diagram

of the Avheel, Avhich is thin, solid, and Q
vertical.

In the second Prop. G8 the wheel is thin, and
^

vertical, with six spokes.
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AVith ITero’s statements before us it may be taken as

almost a certainty that wheels, which could be turned by the

worshippers, existed in the temples of Egypt
;
and we may

also adopt the words of Dionysius the Thracian that these

wheels were adopted into the temples of the Greeks : these

are fairly interesting facts, that I suspect will be new to most

readers. Still, we have the question as to whether these wheels

in Egyptian temples were of Eg3
ptiaii origin, or imported

from some other system. If the latter, from what system

were they taken? The wheel was common to Brahmanism

and Buddhism, and it may have been derived from India.

Professor Flinders Petrie is inclined to this view of the case.

In his explorations of last season he found a Ptolemaic

gravestone with the 0 T wheel and a trisula upon it,

and, to use his own words, “no figures of the Egyptian gods.”

From these evidences he is inclined to think that some of the

Buddhist missionaries, at the time of Asoka, must have found

their way to the valley of the Nile. This conclusion would

mean a great deal, and would require still more evidence

before it could be assumed as a certainty. It may be pointed

out that these wheels were at the entrances of the Egyptian

temples
;
and that the wheel was the principal symbol on

the top of the gates at the Sanchi and Bharhut stiipas. At

p 116 of my book, there is an illustration of a small bronze

wheel, with three spokes, from Japan, which bears a very

striking resemblance to the Egj’ptian wheels as described

by Hero. Miss Bird saw sixteen of these wheels in the

gateway of a cemetery in Hakodate, which were turned by

people as they entered. And that the custom is an ancient

Buddhist one is shown by Miss Foley’s (now Mrs. Rhvs
Davids) letter in our Journal for April, 1894, p. 389. She

quotes from a Sanskrit Buddhist text a passage describing

a wheel which had been placed in the grand entrance

gateway of a temple in the early centuries of our era.

'Simpsox.

j.R.A.s. 1898. 57
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7. A Babylonian Tablet referring to the Sharing

OF Property.

A very fine tablet of the Contract class is that belonging

to Sir Henry Peek, Bart., and published in the catalogue

of his “ Inscribed Babylonian Tablets,” pt. iii. As, since

I translated this text, the number of these documents has

greatly increased, several improvements are possible in the

rendering that I gave at the time, and I therefore repeat

the transcription and translation of the text here.

Sir Henry Peek’s Catalogue, No. 14.

Sharing of Property.

Sal set gan eklu ugar D.P.

Kudma-ha-ni D.S.

ga-du-um isten gan eklu

zitti A-ah-ha-ti-su-nu

3. I-taekilAmat-D.P. Samas

marat Li-bi-it-Istar

u i-ta ekil Bel-su-nu

saku-su isten nar Puratti

6. saku-su sane ki-ir-bi-tum

sinipu sar hamset zu bet

Sippar D.S.

isten bar sar bet Kudma-

ba-ni D.S.

9. isten alpu isten D.P. nui-

ruin

isten abnu ’i-ku-se

mi-im-ma an-nu-u zitti

Ku-ub-bu-tu

Three gan, a field of the

territory of Kudma-bani,

with one gan, a field that is

the share of Ahhati-sunu,

beside the field of Amat-Samas,

daughter of Lihit-Istar,

and beside the field of Bel-

sunu

;

its first end the river Eu-

phrates,

its second end the common

ground.

Two-thirds of a sar 5 zn (by)

the temple of Sippara,

sar (by) the temple of

Kudma-bani,

one ox, one young bull,

one ’i/ciise stone,

whatever (there is), this (is)

the share of Kubbutu,
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12. sa it-ti D.P. Ibkii-An-nu-

ni-tum

D.P. Be-el-su-nu D.P.

Bel-ba-ni

D.P. Il-su-ba-ui D.P. Ri-

mu-um
15. d D.P. Marduk-na-si-ir

ah-hi-su

i-zu-zu zi-zu ga-am-ru

Li-ib-ba-su-nu ta-ab

18. Is-tu pi-e a-di burasi

ana raatima a-hu-um a-na

a-bi-im

la iragamu.

21. Xis D.P. Saraas, D.P. Aa,

D.P. Marduk,

u Sa-am-su-i-lu-na sarru

it-mu-u

Mahar Da-du-sa mar A-

bu-uin

24. mahar Ta-ri-du-um ra-

bi-a-nu-ura

mahar Sin-i-din-nam mar

Ib-ku-Sa-la

mahar A-na-tum mar Sin-

a-bu-su

27. mahar D.P. Samas-na-si-

ir-ab-li

Iti Guda-si-sa utu u-ussu-

kam
mu us-sa us-sa-a-bi

30. ra(?)-ra(?) e El-lil-la

which with Ibku-Annunitum,

Bel-sunu, Bel-bani,

Il-su-bani, Remum,

and Marduk-nasir, his

brothers,

they have divided. The di-

vision is complete

—

they are satisfied,

from the word to the gold.

In future brother against

brother

shall not make a claim.

The spirit of Samas, Aa,

Marduk,

and Samsu-ilunathe king they

have invoked.

Before Dadu-sa, son of Ahum

;

before Taridum, the scribe

;

before Sin-idinnam, son of

Ibku-Sala

;

before Anatum, son of Sin-

abu-su

;

before Samas-nasir-abli.

Month lyyar, day 18th,

Year after that after

the ... of the temple

of Bel.
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Free Rendering.

Three gan, a field in the territory of Kudma-bani, with

one gan, a field that (was) the share of Ahhati-sunu, (situated)

beside the field of Amat-Sanas, daughter of Libit-Istar, and

beside the field of Bel-sunu, its first end (being) the river

Euphrates, (and) its second end the common. Two-thirds of

a sar (and) 5 zii (of ground) (by) the temple of Sippara,

1| sar (by) the temple of Kudma-bani, one ox, one young

bull, one ’iJaise stone—all this is the share of Kubbutu,

which, along with Ibku-Annunitum, Bel-sunu, Bel-bani,

Il-su-bani, Bemum, and Marduk-nasir, they have divided.

The division is complete—they are satisfied, from the word

to the gold. They shall not at any future time bring

claims against each other. They have sworn by Samas, Aa,

Merodach, and Samsu-iluna the king.

Before Dadu-sa, son of Ahum; before Taridum, the scribe;

before Sin-idinnam, son of Ibku-Sala
;
before Anatum, son

of Sin-abu-su; and before Samas-nasir-abli.

Month lyyar, daj^ 18th, second year after the (restoration?)

of the temple of Bel.

Kudma-bani is written >->f- That this is

the reading, and not Tar-bani, is implied by the gloss to

>->4- ^ given in W.A.I., iii, pi. Ixviii, 1. b‘3a. The god

Kudma seems to have been the messenger of a deity named

Gusilim. In all probability Kudma-bani was a suburb of

Sippara, so named after the owner of some ground there.

Instead of Kudma, the reading Kutamma is also possible.

A-ah-ha-ti-su-nu in line 2 is interesting, as it shows that

the vowel is long. The inner tablet omits the initial a.

In line 6 the inner tablet has kir-hi-tum,

for the *[£T ^ envelope.

In line 15 the inner tablet has >-»f- >

Marduk-na-sir, for the Marduk-

na-si-ir of the envelope.
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The phrase iibba-iu fab (line 17) is omitted on the inner

tablet.

Instead of “ brother against brother ” (line 19), the inner

tablet has “ man against man.”

In the list of witnesses the variants are rabianu

Iy >^) for rabianum, for (both pronounced Sin)

in the names Sin-idinnam and Sin-abu-su, and sir,

for St-tr, inSamas-nasir.

In the last line the character ^y, e or bet, ‘house,’ is

omitted in the inner tablet.

The envelope is covered with the seal-impressions of the

witnesses and contracting parties, only one of them—that

of Dadu-sa—having the name of the owner. The subjects

which they l)ear are interesting from a mythological point

of view, two of them bearing, between the figures, an

emblem in the form of a six-fingered hand, and another

showing a deity holding two cups, the streams which flow

from which are being caught b}'^ two little figures, each

kneeling on one knee and holding cups to receive the sacred

stream.

T. G. Pinches.
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NOTICES OF BOOKS.

The Maxtrapatha, or the Prayerbook of the

Apastambins. Edited by M. Wintermtz. First Part.

{Anecdota Oxoniensia. Aryan Series. Part VIII.)

(Oxford, 1897.)

The ritualistic texts of India certainly belong to a species

of literary compositions not likely to grant to their students

an immediate reward in the form of literary enjoyment

;

but, dry and tough as these texts are, their value in eluci-

dating a very important aspect of religious life in ancient

India is not to be underrated. However, before any safe

results, bearing on the history of religious development in

India, on Indian chronology, or the knowledge of the diflferent

theological schools, can be derived from these sources, there

is a large amount of preparator}’ work to be done, such as

really philological editions, with indexes and cross-references,

and proper critical apparatus.

Dr. Vinteruitz offers the Indianist in his admirable

edition of the Hantrapatha of the Apastambins a most

valuable contribution in this direction, especially valuable

as the present text forms an indispensable complement to

tlie same scholar’s excellent edition of the Apastamblya

Grhyasutra, published in Vienna in 1887. This sutra-text,

like that of Gobhila, does not give the Mantras to be recited

at the ceremonies described, but refers to a separate collection

of Mantras, without which (as Dr. Winternitz says in his

introduction to the present publication, p. xxxii), the siitras

are hardly intelligible. This collection, known as the
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Mantrapatha (for other names, see Introd., p. ix sqq.), forms,

as is well known to students of Indian ritualism, part of

the Apastamha-kalpasutra, and immediately precedes prasna

27, which contains the Grhya ritual. In accordance with

the statement of Caundappa carya, a commentator on the

Apastambasutras, Dr. Winternitz takes the Mantrapatha

to form prasnas 25 and 26 of the whole corpus, thus

correcting the statement of Hofrath Biihler, S.B.E., vol. ii,

p. xii (repeated by Professor Oldenberg, in his Introduction

to the Grhyasutras, S.B.E., vol. xxx, p. xxix, and, recently,

by Professor Hillebrandt, in Biihler’s “ Encyclopaedia of

Indo-Aryan Besearch,” vol. hi, fasc. 2, p. 28), that only

prasna 26 contained the Mantrapatha.

Of very great interest, and bearing on important points

of Indian philology, is Dr. 'Winternitz’ discussion in his

Introduction, p. xxxi sqq., as to the relation of the

Mantrapatha to the siitra-text. Dr. Winternitz accepts

the theory established for the nearly parallel case of

the Mantrahrahmana, in its relation to Gohhila’s Grhj’a-

siitra, by Professor Knauer, in the Introduction to his

edition of this Grhya - text, and opposes the different

view held by Professor Oldenberg (S.B.E., vol. xxx,

p. 4 sqq., and, with reference to the Mantrapatha, p. 279),

that the respective Mantra collections and the siitra-texts

were “ composed together and on one common plan,”

that “the siitras presuppose the existence of the Mantra-

patha, just as the latter text seems to presuppose the

siitras.” According to Dr. Winternitz (p. xxxii) “ the

Grhyasiitra not only presupposes the Mantrapatha, but

was framed after it.” Even if we cannot lay much stress

on the argument (p. xxxiii) that Apastamba, when using

the word ^rsa/n (Grhyasiitra, 8, 10), wanted to correct

a current division of sections in the Mantrapatha, such as

the now existing MSS. present, the editor cites so much

evidence, both internal and external, that we must admit

him to he fully justified in drawing the conclusion

(p. xxxviii) that “Apastamba is neither the author nor

the compiler of the Mantrapatha, which must have existed
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as an independent collection before the Grh 3’asiitra was

composed.”

It is not impossible, as Dr. Winternitz hints (p. xxxviii),

that also other GrliyasHtras, besides that of Apastamba and

of Gobhila, were “ based on similar prayerbooks, or Mantra

collections,” just as the Vedic Samhitus preceded the Srauta-

sutras. In any case, such collections, as Dr. Wiuternitz

points oat (p. xxii), presuppose a Grhya ritual, whilst

it must be very much doubted whether the sfifras, in that

concise form we now tind them, were comijosed at the time

when the Mantra collections were compiled. And as to

those Mantras which are quoted in Apastamba’s Grlij'a-

siitra, but are not found in the Mantrapiitha, thej' may be

looked upon as later developments in the Grhya ritual, which

had taken place after the establishmeut of the Mantra text.

Out of the 590 Mantras occurring in the Mantrapiitha,

the editor has traced 204 parallel verses from different Vedic

Samhitiis (and Biahmanas). Very illustrative is the table

(p. xli) showing the relation of the Mantrapatha to the

Taittirlya books, the Rgveda and Atharvaveda Samhitiis.

Along with other evidences, this table clearh’ indicates that

the Mantrapiitha reallj’’ belongs to the Taittirya school, or,

at any rate, stands in close connection with the same.

Interesting is also the statement (p. xlii) that the Grhya-

sutras of the Black Yajurveda have manj' more Mantras

in common with the Mantrapiitha than Grhyasutras of the

other Vedas. The parallel passages which the editor quotes

in his critical notes to the text will be of the greatest use

to students of the different Vedic schools, and they form

a valuable contribution towards the long-felt desideratum

of a Concordance of Vedic Mantras, such as Professor

Bloomfield is announced to prepare.

But of a still greater value with regard to such a con-

cordance, is the ver}^ accurate form in which Dr. Winternitz

gives the text. The leading principle in his work is a very

sound one. His task has been to edit the Mantras in the

form he thinks them to have borne at the time when the

Mantrapatha was compiled, and, consequently, he does not
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enter upon, nay, even carefully avoids, cheap emendations,

even when such would undoubtedly give a better sense or

make an unintelligible Mantra quite easy to understand,

while, on the other hand, of course, mere scribes’ mistakes

are to be corrected. It must be borne in mind that the

Mantras, as Dr. Winternitz justly remarks, having been

handed down through centuries, were no longer understood,

and soon underwent a decay, which not even their sacred

character could prevent, especially as they were not in

charge of a learned priesthood, but constantly repeated

by laymen in the performance of their religious duties.

It is clear that an edition on such principles is far more

difficult, and requires a much more developed philological

acumen, than if the editor deemed himself at liberty to

correct the text at his own discretion, and simply with

a Anew to establish a reading giving the most satisfactory

sense. Dr. Winternitz’ well-trained mind and happy philo-

logical instinct have undoubtedly helped him in this task of

no common delicacy. A detailed examination of the text

would require much more time than the reviewer has at

his command, and would besides, to judge from the whole

tenour of the edition, onl}'- lead to a confirmation of the

results at which Dr. Winternitz has arrived. The editor

has (p. XV sqq.) devoted an extensive discussion to the more

remarkable grammatical and other irregularities, where his

careful method is displa}md to its full advantage. In a great

many instances the decision of various readings in the MSS.

has been rendered easier through the lectio adopted by the

commentator, Haradatta, as an irregularity which he points

out and tries to explain certainly must hold a high authority.

From the time when the Mantrapiitha was compiled to the

period when Haradatta prepared his commentary, alterations

might of course have taken place in the text, and it

may even be presumed that during the period preceding

the compilation of the Mantrapiitha in its present form

the wording of the Mantras had been changed. It would,

however, have been a hopeless task to make out the oldest

form in which the Mantras appeared among the iVpastumbins,
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or, rfither, the scliool to which Apastamha confessed himself

to belong
;
and Dr. Winternitz has in such doubtful cases

wisely confined himself to establishing the reading of these

formulas at the time of their commentator.

The care and accurac}'^ bestowed on an edition based on

those principles find an ample reward in the great services

they render to further investigations in the domain of Indian

philology. The irregularities in the text may sometimes

be of a dialectical character and thus be of use for the

study of Indian dialects, while such errors as are due to

sheer ignorance form a valuable critical material for the

right understanding of the relation between kindred texts

of different schools. Such mistakes, moreover, corroborate

the statement frequently made, that the theologians did not

always understand the real import of a formula. This is

proved by the fact that the connection betsveen the Mantra

and the ceremony it is intended to accompany is often a very

loose one, or based on utterly superficial grounds, as a mere

likeness in sound without a congruity in meaning (see, e.g.,

p. xxix in Dr. Winternitz’ Introduction). It would, of

course, be of great interest to investigate which Mantras

really have a bearing on the corresponding ceremonies,

and of what nature the connection between the ritualistic

act and the sacred formulas generally is. It is to be

hoped that Dr. Winternitz, whose authority in these matters

is generally acknowledged, and of whose great capacity the

present edition furnishes such ample proofs, will enter upon

this subject in the second volume of his edition, which will

contain an English translation of the Mantras as well as

Haradatta’s commentary on the present text.

In vol. i the editor gives two Appendices, the first being

a Synopsis of the Mantrapiitha and the Apastamblya Grhya-

sutra, and the second containing parallel passages in the

Vedic Samhitas. The volume concludes with an alphabetical

Index of Mantras.

The editor of this text, as well as the Indology, is to be

highly congratulated upon this very valuable contribution.

J. N. Reuter.
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Makbscrits Turcs de l’Institut des Laxgees Orientaees,

d^crits par W. D. Smirxow, Professeur de Turc

a rUniversite de St. Petersbourg. (Saint-Petersbourg,

1897.)

M. W. D. Smirnow, tbe accomplished Professor of Turkish

at St. Petersburg, has published a detailed and interestingly-

written Catalogue of the Turkish and Turk! MSS. belonging

to the Russian Institut des Langues Orientales. The collec-

tion of MSS. here described is not very extensive, consisting

of only ninety-eight works, sevent}'--three of which are in

Ottoman Turkish, the remainder being in one or other of

the Central Asian dialects. Nor is there among the

ninety-eight any work of unusual interest, either on account

of age or rarity and importance.

One of the longest of Professor Smirnow’s notices (No. 44)

is devoted to a copy of the first volume of the Turkish

versified translation of the Shah-Name, which was made

for Qansu Ghawri, the Memluk ruler of Egypt, who was

defeated and slain by the Ottoman Sultan Selim I in 922

(a.d. 1516). This translation, of which a complete cojjy

is in the British Museum (Or. 1,126), and a manuscript of

the first volume (the same portion as is in the Russian

Institut) is in the collection of the writer of this note, is

said by M. Smirnow to be the work of an unknown author,

whom Oriental custom has compelled to efiace himself

under the modest anonymity of “ this lowly bedesman ”

yi). As a matter of fact, this author, following

the almost universal practice of Turkish poets, mentions

his name in the prologue. It is Sherif, as the following

couplet shows :

—

“ Where has Sherif such standing

That Firdawsi’s words should be upon his tongue?”
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Again, in the epilogue we read :

^
“ Sherif, who has translated the book

—

Let not the reader cavil at him.”

In the preface, a few lines below the verse already quoted,

the writer addresses himself as ‘ Seyyid.’ These two facts

—that his name (or pen-name) was Sherif, and that he

was a Seyyid or descendant of the Prophet—are all that

we know concerning the Turkish translator of the Shah-

Name
;

so Professor Smirnow’s description of him as an

‘inconnu’ is after all not very wide of the mark. Professor

Smirnow is mistaken in thinking that the work (or rather

that portion of it in the Institut) was finished in the year

952 (1545). As the first volume winds up with a prayer

for the prosperity of Sultan Ghawri, who was killed in

922 (1516), the date 952 is manifestly impossible. The
true date of completion is given in the subscription to the

British Museum MS.; it is 913 (1507). The date 952,

which Professor Smirnow finds at the end of his copy, does

not occur in the other MSS., and is possibly that of the

transcription of the volume. As it is comparatively rare

to meet with Turkish ilSS. embellished with miniatures,

it is worthy of note that all the three above-mentioned

MSS. of this translation—the only copies known—either

are so decorated or have been executed with a view to

such decoration. In the St. Petersburg MS., while two
miniatures alone have been painted in, spaces have been

left blank for several others
;

the British Museum copy

once contained seventy-four, but all have been cut out; in

the third MS. there are thirty-three, all completely finished

and highly elaborated.

Another volume of some interest is No. 52, the Nigaristan

of Za'ifi. This is not a translation of the well-known
Persian work with the same title, but an original poem
composed by the author as a distraction from the sorrow

occasioned by the loss of his six sons, who died of the
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plague within tlie space of twenty-four days. Professor

Stuirnow is inclined to think this MS. unique
;

in any

case the work is extremely rare, and hitherto practically

unknown. The Ottoman biographers certainly speak of

this Za'ifi (Pir Muhammed bin-Evrenos), to whom they

attribute a Commentary on Sa‘di’s Gulistan
;
but they make

no mention of any work of his entitled Nigaristan. Ac-

cording to the author’s own statement this poem was written

in 959 (1552).

No. 61 is the Diwan of a mystic poet called Pusheni

;

this is possibly the mystic poet of that name mentioned by

the biographer Latifi.

It is inexact to describe No. 62, the Defter-i ‘Ashq, “Love’s

Register,” of Fazil Bey, as an introduction to that author’s

other erotic poems. It is really a quite independent work,

its subject being the story of the successive love affairs,

real or fictitious, in which the poet was concerned. It

was, however, for some reason never completed, only four

adventures out of a promised twenty-two being given.

In No. 69 there is among other things the rare and

interesting treatise called Bulbuliye, in which the author

Birri, under the veil of an allegor}q defends the Mevlevian

dervishes against the attack made on them by the orthodox

party in the second half of the seventeenth century.

The Catalogue under review contains, of course, many
other items of interest, which Professor Smirnow’s intimate

acquaintance with Turkish literature
,
has enabled him to

describe in a manner which is always suggestive and

instructive. In all points connected with the description

of the MSS. it is a model of what a work of this class should

be. We would congratulate the learned and industrious

author, not only on his valuable and interesting volume,

but on having had the good sense to write in French instead

of Russian, and by so doing having immensely widened

the scope of usefulness of his work.
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Vie de Sultan Husain Baiqara. Traduit de Khwitndaiulr

par II. Feute. (Paris : Ernest Leroux, 1898.)

This is a translation from the Ilabibu - s - siyar of

I^wiindamir, and represents tbe first part of that author’s

life of Sultiin Husain, the ruler of Herat from 1470-1506.

Everything which will throw light on the history of Persia

during that period deserves to be welcomed, and M. Ferte

is entitled to much credit for the courage and success with

which he has grappled with Kliwiindamlr’s magniloquence.

But we fear there is not much in the book to attract the

general reader. Sultan Husain was no doubt a great

personality and his Court at Herat was a very brilliant

one, hut Ivis character does not seem to have been

attractive. Shah Bukh, one of his predecessors, seems to

have been a much gi’eater man, and it is perhaps a pity

that M. Ferte did not select his life for a commencement.

He states that he chose Sultan Husain on account of some

remarks by M. Defreraery, and because it was the life of

which I^wandamlr was best qualified to speak. An earlier

Orientalist than Defremery, M. Quatremere, had already

drawn attention to that excellent chronicle the Hablbu-s-

siyar, which he translates by the words “ L’Ami des

biographies,” and which he describes as in every respect
“ un recueil aussi important qu’instructif.” In the same

article (Xotices et Extraits, xiv) H. Quatremere gives

a translation of a great part of the life of Shah Rul^
fi’om the Persian of ‘Abdu-r-razzaq.

Sultan Husain has had two biographers besides l^wanda-
mlr, and one of them, at least, gives a much more interesting

description of the man than does Khwandamir. This is Babar,

who in his Memoirs devotes many pages to an account of

Sultan Husain and his Court. It does not appear that Babar

ever saw him, or at least he could only have done so when
a child, but he knew all about him and was doubly connected

with him, Sultan Husain having successively married two of

Babar’s paternal aunts, and Babar’s favourite wife Maham
being a relative of Sultan Husain. M. Ferte says that Babar
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always speaks of Sultan Husain with respect and praise, and

this though the latter had always been the indefatigable

enemy of his grandfather and his family. But both these

statements require qualification. Babar’s picture of Sultan

Husain is by no means altogether favourable or pleasing.

He praises him for his noble descent (which resembled

Babar’s own) and for his bravery, but he accuses him of

drink and debauchery and says that the swift ruin of his

descendants was the result of God’s judgment upon him

for his evil deeds. Neither could he be prejudiced against

Sultan Husain as the constant foe of his house. Not only

was he, as we have seen, related to Sultan Husain, but he

must have looked with favour upon a man who, though

he fought with his grandfather Abu Sa'id, yet avenged his

death by conquering and killing his executioner, Mirzii

Yiidgar. The other biography of Sultiin Husain is by

Daulat Shah, and comes into his “ Lives of the Poets
”

because Sultan Husain was himself a poet and the author

of a hagiology. (Rieu, Pers. Cat., i, 351.) It has been

translated by Silvestre de Sacy. (Notices et Extraits,

xiv, 262.)

M. Ferte does not appear to have consulted any MS. of

the Habib, and his translation is made from the Bombay
lithograph. Perhaps this may account for some mistakes.

For instance, at p. 5, Badfu-z-zamin is described as having

fled to Qandahar, but two B.M. MSS. give Qanduz as the

name of the place. In a note to p. 2 we are told that

there is a pun on the word Hr, which signifies both Mars

and an arrow. But Ti/‘ is the planet Mercury, not !Mars,

and I cannot see that any pun is intended. In note 5 to

p. 5, instead of “ torch of the sovereign famil)',” the

translation should be “torch of the family of Timur’’

(Sahibqirani). At p. 30 we have the translation “The cry

of ‘ Be on guard ’ mounted up from the bastions to the

governor of the 5th Castle,” and we are told in a note that

this refers to Mars. But in the j\ISS. the word is “ from,”

not “to,” the fifth (or five), and surely all that is meant

is that the cry of “ Be on the alert ” went up from all
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the five fortified gates of Herat. At p. 61 we have the

word shnbnh left untranslated, and it is stated in a note

that the word is not to be found in Tiirki dictionaries.

The same word occurs in the Akbar-naraa (Bib. Ind., ed. i,

116, three lines from foot), and there also it refers to

a shower of arrows. In the text it is written but

the list of errata corrects it, unnecessarily perhaps, to

The word seems to be Persian and to be onomutopoetic for the

whizzing of arrows. Perhaps i is the correct form, but

Richardson gives both shipashdp and shih. Platts, in bis

Hindustani Dictionary, connects it with the Sanskrit root

of the verb ‘to throw.’' At p. 25 we have a note about

Riidkiln or Radegiin. M. Ferte says be bas not been able

to find it in any map. He cannot have looked at many.

He will find it in E. Reclus’s map of Persia at the end

of vol. ix of his Geography, and also in the map to Curzon’s

Persia. It lies N.N.W. of Mashhad, and was referred to by

!Mr. Ney Elias in his contribution to the R.A.S. Journal

about j^aibiinl’s inscription.

In bis preface M. Ferte speaks of ^wandamlr having

accompanied Muh. Zaraan Mirza to India, and having shared

his fortunes to the end. But though IDrwandamir may have

visited India along with Muh. Zaman he certainly was not

with him till the end of the prince’s life. For l^wandarair

died near Mandii in 941 (1534), and Muh. Zaman Mirza

lived till 946 (1539), being drowned in the Ganges after

the rout of t^ausa. It also appears from Khwaudamir’s

account of Sultan Husain’s descendants that Muh. Zaman
joined Biibar many years before the latter invaded India.

It is to be hoped that M. Ferte will go on with his

translation, and that he will give us more notes, especially

historical ones. It is a fault—many will think it a merit

—

that French scholars give few notes. For instance, Pavet

de Courteille is most sparing of notes in his translation of

Babar’s Memoirs. Perhaps when M. Ferte gives more

notes, he will explain who was the Payanda Sultan Begam

* See also Vullers, ii, 40, s.v. and

j.E.A.s. 1898. 58
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who telped her nephew Yadgar to the throne of Herat.

Surely she was a different person from Sultan Husain’s

wife, but we do not know whose wife or daughter she was.

H. Beveridge.

Ideals of the East. By Herbert B.aynes. 8vo.

(London : Swan Sonnenschein, 1898.)

In “Ideals of the East” Mr. Baynes aims at presenting

Eastern religious thought to the philosopher of the West

in such a guise that he “ may not be too conscious that

the sublime ideas to which he is introduced are the outcome

of a thinker wholly unlike himself, both in language and

in mind.” He brings to his task keen s}'mpathy with the

subject, and a reading so wide that probably few scholars

would be prepared to give an adequate criticism of the

whole book.

The ideals of the East are classified as the ethical, the

metaphysical, the theosophical, and the religious. This

classification involves some cross-division, as the Noble

Eightfold Path falls under the first, and the Buddhist

Confession of Faith, on the ground that it implies worship,

under the last. Mr. Baynes’ method is to give an account

of tbe author of each system, or the book in which it is

set forth
;
and then, because, as he says, “ the diction of

the idealist is essentially poetic,” there follows a metrical

rendering of salient points in the doctrine. The book does

not therefore treat exhaustively of any philosophic or

religious system, either in itself or in reference to other

systems, but takes from each that which can be expressed

in the language and forms of the West, and which is akin

to European transcendentalism. This is in some respects

misleading, as language and metre sometimes suggest

associations which do not belong to the originals : but

many of the renderings are graceful, and the passages

chosen are in themselves beautiful, and appeal to the
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common religious sense of humanity. If the book attracts

those who would be repelled by Eastern modes of exposition,

and leads them to further study, it will do a good work.

C. M. R.

Assyrian Deeds and Documents recording the transfer of

property, including the so-called private contracts, legal

decisions, and proclamations preserved in the Kouyunjik

Collections of the British Museum, chiefl}’^ of the Seventh

Century b.c. Copied, collated, arranged, abstracted,

annotated, and indexed by the Rev. C. II. W. Johns,

]\I.A. Vol. I : Cuneiform Texts. (Cambridge : Deighton

Bell & Co., 1898.)

It is something that rejoices the heart to see a book of

this kind produced in England, bj' a native of the country

;

and credit is not only due to the author for his painstaking

compilation of a corpus of a comparatively uninteresting

section of Assyrian literature, but the Dukes of Devonshire

and Portland are also to be congratulated on the munificence

that they have displayed in paying the heavy expenses that

this publication must have involved. May they find many
imitators, and also not themselves relax in such a good work !

As the title indicates, the texts here published are mainly

of the nature of contracts. Beginning with the loan-tablets,

which are generally very simple documents, the compiler

goes on to. publish texts of a more complicated nature

—

the sale and exchange of slaves, houses, plantations, fields,

estates, and even, apparently, cities. Others are grants

of estates by the Ass}'rian kings on account of services

rendered, legal decisions, documents of the nature of deeds

of gift, etc., etc.

Unlike the Babylonian documents of the same kind,

the Assyrian contracts vary but little as to their form, so

that they are not, unfortunately, by any means so instructive

as those of the southern country. In spite of this defect,

however, they are sufficiently interesting to justify the
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present work, whick is an exceedingly useful and valuable

one to all students of Assj''rian.

Notwithstanding that throughout these documents special

legal forms peculiar to the Assyrian scribes are found,

a certain number of peculiarities are met with which

strike the student. The chief of these are, that the forms

used seem to be exceedingly ancient, that a few of them
are identical with forms used by the Babylonians two

thousand years before Christ or earlier, and that many of

the names of the witnesses are of the same nature as

those of Babylonian documents of the same early date. It

has, of course, been fully recognized that Assyrian civilization

had its origin in Babylonia, so that there is nothing

surprising in the likenesses that exist between certain of

the legal forms used and the names ; the noteworthy thing

is that these forms and names seem to be rare or wanting,

at the time the Ass}"rian documents were written, in

Babylonia, the land where they had their origin.

The following, which is a translation of the first tablet

in the book, will serve as a sample of a large number of

these texts :

—

“ Sixteen shekels of silver from Kisir-Assur to Abdi-

Samsi. He has taken it in possession. On the 1st day

of the month Tammuz he shall repay the silver
;

if he

repay it not, to its fourth part it shall increase. Month

Nisan, day 11th, eponymy of Bel-ludari.

“ Before Girittu
;
before Nargi

;
before Arad-Banitum.”

From this and other texts it would appear that in

Assyria the interest on money lent amounted, as a rule,

to no less than 25 per cent. This part of the world must,

at the time to which these tablets belong, have been the

paradise of the moneylender. In Babylonia interest was

at the rate of about 20 per cent.

Among the sales of slaves we meet with the following

interesting text :

—

“Seal of Nabu-rihtam-usur, son of Amurdise, the Hasite,

(acting) through Arad-Istar, of the city of the kitu
;
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“ Seal of Tebetaa, his son
;

“ Seal of Silirn-Addi, liis son :

“ (These are) the masters of the girl sold.

“ Nilitesarau has bought Beltu-hasina, daughter of Nabu-

rihtam-usur, for 16 shekels of silver, for Siha, her son. She

has taken her as his wife. She is the wife of Siha. The

complete money has been paid. Whoever afterwards, at

a future time, shall rise up, (and) shall make a claim,

whether Nahu-rihtam-usur, or his sons, or his grandsons,

or his brothers, or his nephews, or his representative, or

anyone of his, who shall seek to proceed at law against

Nihtesarau, her sons, (or) her grandsons, shall pay 10 shekels

of silver. In his process he shall not have the word (?).

" Before Sahpimau, the president (?) ;
before Bel-sum-

iddina, son of Ilu-danani
;

before Isid-Belti, son of Ati,

the kitu
;
altogether three next of kin (?), who (guarantee)

the woman against the possession, the hand, the profit, the

interest of Karmeu-uisu, next (of kin).^

“ Before Amurdise
;
before Banitum

;
before Arad-Nanaa

;

before Butum-hese; before Hasba- . . . ;
before Bel-

sarra (?)- . . . ;
before E- . . . ;

before Hal-

. . . ;
before Abdi- . . . ;

before Abdi- . . . ;

before Ululaa; before Nur-Samas; before Putu-Paiti

;

before Ate’u
;
before Nabu-nadin-ahe, the scribe.

“ Month Elul, day 1st, eponymy of Asur-mata-taris.”

The many unusual expressions in these tablets often make

the translation very difficult, and the renderings of certain

of the phrases in the text given above must be regarded as

doubtful. Nevertheless, the rendering, as a whole, is trust-

worthy. On one important point more light is needed,

namely, the question of the true status of the woman ‘ sold.’

In order to make it read well, I have rendered tr sinnistu,

and -<!< sinnisuti, as if they stood for assatu and

&ssuti respectively
;

‘ woman,’ which is the real meaning

of sinnistu, not giving any adequate sense in English. It

* The word in the original is urkiu, plural urh'mti. It means literally (when
applied to a person) “ he who comes alter,” hence the meaning here suggested.
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may be that the girl was sold to Nibtesarau for her son,

as his concubine, though the wording of the context, and

the mention of the kindred of the girl, seem rather to be

against this view, especially as the use of certain legal

terras and phrases may have differed in Assyria and

Babylonia. On the other hand, the fact that she is

represented as having more than one ‘ master ’ (the word

b^u is here to be transcribed as plural, in spite of the

absence of the plural sign) would seem to imply that the

girl was rather the natural daughter of Nabu-rihtam-usur

than his legal daughter.

The author draws attention, in his preface, to the

interesting nature of his No. 321, which is a composition

for manslaughter or murder, in which the person who

caused the death of the man was to give a slave-girl as

compensation. If he did not give this girl, then, to all

appearance, he was himself to be put to death on the

grave of the man that had been slain {summa sinnista la

idiii, ina eli qaburi sa Sama/cu iduka-su, “ If he do not

give the woman, they shall kill him upon the grave of

Samaku”). Such, at least, seems to be the purport of

this very interesting and unique text.

Certain of the contracts referring to reaping will be found

to confirm what I said in my paper in the J.B.A.S. for July,

1897 (p. 592), concerning the likeness of the tablet translated

on pp. 590-592 to Assyrian rather than to Babylonian forms

of expression. The common phrase sib/tt beimii ana ikten me

ume reminds one of the similar Babjdonian expression ana

iimi salsi tep’itum, ana arhi isten bennu. Notwithstanding

what is known of these words, the exact signification is still

very doubtful. In all probability they refer to the interest

retained or renounced, by the seller, in the slave sold.

As is to be expected, there is a rich harvest to be reaped

in the names of the contracting parties and the witnesses to

these documents. The well-known Hebrew word for ‘ lord,’

Adonai, apparently forms part of the interesting name

Adunaiz or Adunaizi (f tf or |

which appears, in tablet No. 31, under the form of
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y tT, i.e., the character for ‘lord’ followed by ?s. The

popularity of the god Ya’u (=Jah) is also testified to by

such names as Ya’ila, “Jah is God,” Au-baui, “ Jah is my
creator,” Au-Aa, ” Jah is Aa,” Milkaya, ” counsel of Jah,”

Au-idri, “Jah is my glory (?),” etc., etc. The names of

unusual gods also occur compounded with the names of men,

and among these may be noted Si’ in such names as Si’turi,

Si’banik (?), Si’nuri
;

Zubi (?) in Zubi-sidqi
;

Kashu ‘ in

Nashu *-aali
;

Suriha in Suriha-Aa, “ Suriha is Aa,” and

others. To sort out the nationalities of these various names

is an interesting and instructive exercise.

Now and then, too, one comes across new or unusual

meanings of Akkadian ideographs. The group | ^

>-<y< and its variant y yj >-(y< Zaruti, show that the

character could be read zaru as well as zeru. The name

y ""^y ""Ety *">^y V yy La-tu-ba-m-a-m-Uu,^ which

has the variant y
»-ty Tiy

yy shows that the character

jy is here to be read tubasa, aorist pu’ul of the root ba^u,

‘ to be ashamed,’ a meaning probably given to it on account

of its meaning also ‘ dog,’ that animal being held as

a shameless and unclean thing by most nations of the East.

Another interesting variant occurs in a name in No. 307,

translated above. In two places it is written y ->y- ^
"V* Nabu-ri-ih-tam-usur,^ but in line 9 we

have y ^ ^yyy^ >V> indicating for the meaning

of rihtu, ‘ remainder.’

The texts referring to the two wives of Esarhaddon, and

the tablets granting rewards to the generals of the Assyrian

army, apparently on account of services rendered, will

probably be read with interest. In the second volume,

which will contain translations and a glossary, a list of

additions and corrections will be given by the author.

' My copy has Nasri.
^ Or Nasri-aali.
* “ Make me not ashamed, 0 God.”
^ This name means “Nebo, protect the rest.” The god seems to he called

upon to protect those of the family who surviTed some illness or catastrophe.
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Zimmern’s article in the Zeitschrift fur Ansyriologie,

entitled “ Ueber Rhythmus im Babylonischen,” is very

interesting, treating, as it does, not only of the poetry of

the Babylonians and Assyrians, but also of the length and

accent in the language itself. Spellings like he-li-i-ka,

sul-ma-ni-i-ka, be remarks (following Bezold), introduce the

accentuation belika, sulmanika. Banu for banau, ibnu for

ibniu, arku for arkiu, show accentuation of the last syllable

in consequence of the contraction of two syllables.

Instances of accentuation of the last syllable are exhibited

in the aorist and the imperative : iksud, taksud, ibni, etc.,

kusud, bint, etc. So also in the construct case samds, qirib,

iiziin, gimrdt, pulhdt, subdt, kafdd, kits&ud, etc., etc. On the

other band, the accentuation of such words and forms as

ukassid, usaksid, ktissid, mukassid, kiissud, isakan, etc., is

doubtful : was it on the ultimate or the penultimate ?

Such a form as na-si-e-ir ( = naser) seems to imply that in

the permansive or participle of the kal the accent was on

the last syllable, and there are ways of writing the present

or future tense that imply the same thing. Definite

evidence of this is furnished by the niphal form im-mah-

ha-a-as, and there is every probability that the indication

which these spellings convey are correct. Nevertheless,

there is always the possibility that accent often depended

on intonation, arising from emphasis or the shade of

meaning intended to be conve}'ed. Further additions to

our already extensive material will doubtless determine

many questions of this kind.

“ Konig T\il<uUi bH nisi” nnd die “ kutdische Sc/idpfungs-

legende.” This is an article by Zimmern upon a very

interesting text published by Father Scheil, and regarded

by him as referring to an unknown king named Tukulti-

hM-nisi (an explanation that he afterwards withdrew),

and other inscriptions published by Winckler, S. A. Smith,

and Bezold in the Museum Catalogue. After a comparison

of the tablet published by Scheil with the British iMuseum

tablet K. 5,418a, Professor Zimmern gives in his paper
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a transcription and translation of the text, as revealed

in the copies of tablets that he has been able to use, and

he conies to the conclusion that it gives an account, or

part of the account, of the Cuthean legend of the Creation.

The text begins ivith a reference to a king and a ruler

who was lord of the Auunnaki, and afterwards speaks of

a barbarous people who drank foul water, and did not

drink pure water, whose understanding was warped, who

were accustomed to overpower, capture, and kill. They

were people with the bodies of bats, and men with faces

of ravens. They had been created by the great gods, and

suckled by the deep {tiamatu). These strange people seem

to have owned allegiance to seven kings, all brothers, sons

of a father named Ilu-banini (?) and a mother named

Melili. The seven brothers are named, the first being

called Me-mangab and the second Medudu. The names

of the others are mutilated or lost. The narrator,

who seems to have been a great king, and who

speaks in his own person, made sacrifices, and in-

quired of the gods, who commanded him to go forth

against these fierce and terrible people. The first year

of the expedition he sent out 120,000 warriors, but not

one of them came back alive. The second year he tried

again, and sent out 90,000 more, with the same result.

The third year he sent out 60,700 (?), but these too all

perished. In his despair and anguish of heart he re-

proached himself on account of the misfortune that he

had brought upon his laud in sending forth to their death

so many of his people, and he decided that he would now

go forth to meet the foe himself. The record here becomes

mutilated, but one may guess that he was successful,

especially as he states that he has had a tablet made and

a memorial inscribed for the ruler who should come after
A

him, which document he had left in the temple of E-meslam

in Cuthah, in the sanctuary of the god Nergal.

“ Look upon this memorial-stone.

Listen to the words of this memorial-stone.
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Despair not, jdeld not,

Fear not, tremble not.

May thy foundation be firm,

Mayest thou be faithful to thy wife
;

Strengthen thy walls.

Fill thy ditches with water.

Into thy receptacles cause thou thy grain, thy

silver, thy possessions, thy goods,

thy weapons (?), and thy furniture to enter,”

The remainder of the text (five mutilated lines) is in the

same strain of good advice, to be prepared against the

coming foe, and the text probably ended in a promise of

success provided these recommendations were carried out

with prayer, offering, and sacrifice to the gods.

The word which I have above translated as ‘ bat ’ is

issur hnrre, literally ‘ bird of the caves,’ and this seems

to be the best rendering of the expression. If this

translation be correct, it would show that in the Babylonian

legends there existed something similar to the Harpies of

Greek mythology.

M. Alfred Boissier, in the Revue semitique edited by

M. Halevy, gives some interesting notes upon certain

inscriptions from Babylonia and Assyria, accompanied by

translations. The first refers to a cylinder-seal published

by M. Menant in his book, “ Les Pierres Gravies de la

Haute Asie,” vol. i, pi. iii. No. 1. This object was

discovered by Layard, and the design apparently represents

a chieftain with followers, captives, and spoils of war. The

author’s contention that the inscription accompanying

this scene is not one of Bur-Sin’s (as has been stated)

seems to be well founded. The other texts treated of are

prayers of the Babylonian king Samas-sum-ukin, brother

of Assur-bani-ajili, and a letter in which this ruler is

mentioned. This last, which refers to a person thought to

be possessed of an evil spirit, gives tlie author occasion to

quote certain texts of interest referring to this subject,
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and in the exorcism in one of them there is a reference

to the little sancluury that the Babylonians and Assyrians

seem to have sot apart in their dwellings to the god of the

house, like the Latin penates.

T. G. Pinches.

The Soul of a People. By II. Fielding. 8vo; pp. 363.

(London : Bentleys, 1898.)

This is a noteworthy book. The author not only disclaims

any scholarship, he boasts of being indebted to no one,

except BIgandet
;
and even to him only in the passages

quoted as to the life of the Buddha. Himself an official,

he points out the conventionality and ignorance of officials

who only learn “ the outside, that curiously varied outside

which is so deceptive”; and though he had books sent to

him from England, and studied them, he finds himself

unable to trust them. “ Their knowledge has been taken

from the records of the dead past, mine is from the

actualities of the living present.” But his book is most

valuable as one more proof of the patent fact that the

past is not dead at all, but very much alive every hour

of every day in the life of every people, and in the life

of that people he so sympathetically describes.

“ A love of books comes only to him,” says the author

(p. 126), “ who is shut always from the world by ill-health,

by poverty, by circumstance.” But those familiar with

well-known works on Buddhism will recognize, in many

p issing expressions, and in the general tone of the present

volume, how much its writer has been indebted to books

he loves so little
;
and how much, also, his conclusions tend

to confirm and amplify the best and most important of the

teachings they convey.

Of the Buddha, Mr. Fielding thinks (p. 26), “ whatever

he was, he was no philosopher .... His was not

an appeal to our reason, to our power of putting two and

two together and making them But it is surely

precisely the role of reason to show us that two and two

do not make five; and however frequently Western
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philosopliies have degenerated into empty logomachies,

however wrong the conclusions they may have reached,

yet philosophy cannot be accurately described as a power

of seeing things wrongly. And this logomachy about the

meaning of the word ‘philosophy ’ is lost sight of afterwards

when the author attempts—and very successfullj'-, too—to

set out the Buddhist philosophy, the Buddhist view of life.

Chapters iii and iv and all the closing chapters, xxi-xxv,

are full of suggestive remarks on this subject. And they

go far to explain what has seem to some ^yestern minds

a hopeless puzzle—the fact that a philosophy so independent

of the baits that catch the vulgar should nevertheless have

gained so great an influence over so large a number of men.

The intermediate chapters give a very interesting account

of the views and practices of Burmese Buddhists on govern-

ment, crime, and punishment; happiness, prayer, festivals,

women, divorce, drink, manners, and kindness to animals.

All this is written with much sound judgment, and with

that accurate insight which is born of sympathy. And the

Buddhist position throughout, though often so strange to

Western minds that it is difficult to understand, is set forth

in a simple and direct style that adds greatly to the charm

of the book.

Such qualities, it is needless to add, are precisely those

which distinguish good work from bad in those attempts

which scholars make to explain the origin and growth of

a religious movement, or the history of a people. The

dry-as-dust scholar, who is keen about petty details, but

“ cannot see the wood for the trees,” is simply a parallel

to the official who, immersed in petty details, sees only

the outside of things. And the right moral to draw is

not at all that books are useless, and scholarship con-

temptible
;
but that in all attempts to explain the previously

unknown, the successful seeker after truth must utilize the

labours of his predecessors with such intellectual grasp and

openness of mind as will enable him to penetrate, beyond

the evanescent phenomena, back to the real causes that

underlie them.
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This book, too—like all good books—would have been

impossible without its forerunners. But we can, never-

theless, congratulate the author on having produced the

best account yet available to us of the real inner feelings

of one of the many races subject to the English Govern-

ment. He has done for Burma what Lafcardio Hearn has

so excellently done for Japan.

T. Rhys D.yvids.

Handbook for Travellers in India, Burma, and Ceylon.

3rd edition. 8vo
; pp. 462. (London : Murray, 1898.)

It is desirable in calling the attention of our readers to

the new edition of this well-known and admirable handbook

to take the opportunity of suggesting some additions and

alterations for a subsequent issue. In describing the places

mentioned, the historical events that have happened there

(the knowledge of which enhances so much the pleasure of

a visit to them) are, as regards all modern history, and

especially as regards the events of the Mutiny, very clearly

dealt with. But so far as concerns what may justly be

called the real history of India—that is, the history of the

Indians themselves, apart from that of the Muhammadan
and English invaders—very little is said. In other words,

we have full information about the events in which the

English took part, and a good deal of information about the

history of buildings put up by the Moslems, but scarcely any

at ail, and that not always accurate or up to date, about

the history or meaning of the monuments erected, from

300 B.c. to 1200 A.D., by the native-born Indians themselves.

There is an interesting chapter, among the Introduction

Essays, on the Mutiny, illustrated with an excellent map.

There are also essays on the Muhammadans, Hindus,

Buddhists, Sikhs, and Parsees. That on the Hindus is

meagre and thin
;
the important facts of the general history

of India, before the Moslems came, are omitted
;
and the

space is occupied with a selection of remarks about Hindu
beliefs and festivals which are not very happily choseti.
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The essay on the Buddhists ignores the result of the

researches of the last twenty years, and though it occupies

little more than a page contains several statements which

would he more accurate if otherwise expressed, and not

a few absolute errors. The Jains have no essay devoted

to them, though their remarkable temples and monuments
would naturally make a traveller in India desirous to know
something of them. They are confounded, on p. Ivi, with

the Buddhists, their especial foes
;
and it is said “ their

figures of Buddha are naked,” which is very much as if

one were to say of Roman Catholics that their figures of

Luther are painted.

"We are fully aware that all such historical matter is

quite subsidiary to the main object of such a guidebook,

and that the alterations necessary to meet any reasonable

demands in this direction would scarcely require alteration

in more than a score of pages in the work. But this

question is precisely the one point in the volume on which

such a Journal as ours should express an opinion. And
it is a pleasure to be able to add that the archaeological

paragraphs constantly occurring in the work, and the plans

and sections of the various monuments of interest, are mostly

excellentl}^ done, and worthy of the high repute which

Murray’s Handbook so deservedly enjoys.

The Akbarnama of Abu-l-faze, translated from the

Persian by II. Beveridge, I.C.S. (retired). Vol. I,

Fasc. 1. (Calcutta : Bibliotheca Indica, 1897.)

Ever since the Calcutta edition of the Akharndmah has

been completed, it has been hoped that the onerous ofiice

of making its contents more accessible to the European

public by a translation into English would be accepted

by some competent scholar. At length this undertaking,

which few of us would have cared to enter upon, is likely

to be brought to a happy completion by the energy of

Mr. Beveridge. All scholars interested in Indian history
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will owe a heavy clebt of gratitude to him for having

devoted his leisure to such an arduous and, in many ways,

80 irksome a task.

The ninety-six pages of this first instalment carry us only

to page 31 of the Persian text, comprising the Introduction

(1-33) ;
Chapter I, on the signs and symbols preceding

Akbar’s birth (34—49) ;
Chapter II, on the birth of Akbar

(50-68) ;
Chapter III, Akbar’s horoscope according to the

Greek method (69-84) ;
Chapter IV, tlie same according

to Indian astrology (85-95) ; Chapter V, another horoscope

by Fathullah of SliTraz (96).

In this first part of his translation Mr. Beveridge has had,

in addition to the obscurity inseparable from Abu-1- fazl’s

style, overcharged with far - fetched allusion and cloudy

metaphor, to wrestle with a subject far removed from present-

day knowledge, namely, that of astrology and the casting

of horoscopes. In all except the first eleven pages of the

(Persian) text, he has received no aid whatever from

previous workers. Lieut. Chalmers, whose manuscript

translation belonging to our Society has been placed at

Mr. Beveridge’s disposal, after giving a version of the

Introduction, passes over the whole of the crabbed astro-

logical lore, and does not resume until the more plain-

sailing narrative portion of the history has been reached.

To pronounce a definitive verdict on Mr. Beveridge’s

translation, so far as published, would demand a wide

acquaintance with Persian literature and a great command
of Mahomedan science, above all in the highly technical

branch of astrology, a knowledge to which I can make
no pretence. Before making such an attempt it would be

necessary for me to devote to the stud}’" of the text and of

the subsidiary authorities quoted in Mr. Beveridge’s notes

an amount of time and thought equal to that expended

by the translator himself. As this is impossible, I must

content myself by sa5'iug that the copious notes with

which every page is furnished bear ample testimony to

the unstinted labour bestowed by Mr. Beveridge upon
his task. Even if not technically perfect (an almost
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unattainable ideal), bis rendering must, I consider, be
pronounced an excellent piece of work, and one likely to

take a high place in the class of literature to which it

belongs.

When about to commence the translation of works on
Indian history, one of the first questions to engage our

attention is, whether we shall try to retain something of

the style and literary effect of the original, or, discarding

the form, content ourselves with transferring the mere

substance of the author’s story. Mr. Beveridge has elected

for the first of these courses
;
and in so doing I think he

chose rightly. For, after all, much as the European reader

may be repelled by the over-elaboration of his ornate

periods, Abu-1-fazl is still in Oriental ej'^es a classic writer

and a model of all that is excellent. On this ground alone,

the form of what he wrote must be treated with some

deference, even in what we look upon as its defects, and

a translator should aim at rendering something of its

gorgeous rhetoric, in spite of the overloaded effect thereby

produced. Mr. Beveridge must have often found the

search for appropriate adjectives and satisfying s}monyms

a weariness to the flesh
;
and it is marvellous to see how

well the stately march of the sentences has been maintained,

and Abu-l-fazl’s copious use of every artifice in rhetoric

has been grappled with
;

while the version, considered as

English prose, remains to a wonderful degree clear, im-

pressive, and distinguished.

For the common herd of Indian writers of histor\q those

with whom I am best acquainted, I should advise a different

treatment. To translate them at length would be a mere

waste of time. Many of them are mere imitators of

Abu-1-Fazl, and as is usual with that tribe, they exaggerate

all the worst defects and overlook the real merits of their

model. AVith their stilted tautology is blended none of

the weighty thought and vast reading which are never

altogether absent from the mightiest sweep of Abu-l-Fazl’s

far-soaring flight. For, however arduous a task it may

be to uniiddle it, thei’c is always some real thought or
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meaning wrapped up iu Abu-l-Fazl’s most tortuous sentence.

But with his followers and imitators sound takes the place

of sense, and two words are invariably used when one would

suffice. A literal reproduction of such bombastic stuff would

be, as Dogberry would say, “ most tolerable and not to be

endur’d.”

Wm. Irvine.

Inscriptions Mandaites des coupes de Khoubair, texte,

traduction, et commentaire philologique, avec quatre

appendices et un glossaire, par II. 1’ognon, Consul de

France a Alep. Premiere partie. pp. 103 and 31

facsimiles. (Paris : Imprimerie nationale, 1898.)

The inscriptions published by M. Pognon were discovered

at Khoubair, a place on the right bank of the lower

Euphrates, and were found on some terra-cotta bowls.

These bowls are not hollow, but apparently solid to the

brim, and it is on the flat surfaces of these that the

inscriptions appear. They were placed in the ground

either upside down or face to face with their flat

parts touching each other. If the bowls were found only

in these positions there is much in favour of M. Pognon’s

theory that they were used to imprison evil spirits, as the

inscriptions contain nothing but incantations to exorcise

the demons and break their spell.

In the introduction to the book M. Pognon gives an

abstract from a work by Theodor b. Khuri, a Xestorian,

who wrote on the origin of the Mandaic sect. The account

given by him of the creation of the world, although tallying

on the whole with that given in the Ginza, is more detailed,

and seems to be taken from some Mandaic work now
unknown. In order to show that, according to Mandaic
belief, the end of the world is to be preceded by a false

Messiah, M. Pognon quotes a passage from the Ginza,

which refers to the extension of Arab rule, and in which
the phrase occurs, “Until the brick of the foundation shall

bear witness for him (the false MessiasJ.” M. Pognon

j.R.A.s. 1898. 59
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riglitly considers this a remarkable sentence, and it is

interesting to perceive that it is an application of a passage

in the Talmud (Ta'anith, fol. 11’'°
: cf. Haglga, fol. IG*"®)

as follows :
“ Haply man shall say, who will bear witness

for me ? The stones and beams of man’s house shall bear

witness for him, since it is written : For the stone shall cry

out of the wall, etc.” (Hah., ii, 11). A connection

between the two passages is beyond doubt, but M. Pognon’s

translation avec la fondation j?3) is not quite correct.

He is otherwise inclined to place confidence in Theodor’s

information as to the person of the founder of Mandaism,

but the question requires still deeper investigation before

any definite result can be arrived at. As we see from

the passage in the Talmud, other factors have to be

reckoned with.

j\I. Pognon’s collection comprises thirty-one inscriptions,

of which he gives the Mandaic text, a French translation,

and explanatory notes. The sameness prevailing in most

of them deprives many inscriptions of their importance, yet

the author was right not to omit any from his publication.

They are written in spiral lines, beginning from the centre.

Some of them are incantations for the healing of sick

persons. M. Pognon is undoubtedlj'^ correct in his supposi-

tion that the occurrence of the Arab name Yazid points

to the period after the conquest of the Iraq by the Arabs.

In an appendix he treats of the proper names, which furnish

ample material for mythological as well as linguistic research.

The facsimiles of the inscriptions are very well done. The

outsides of a number of the bowls show crude drawings of

figures with uplifted arms, to all appearance representing

the persons on whose behalf the incantation is made.

The nature of Mandaic orthography makes conjecture

difiicult. The author, who has done good work in the same

field before, has been very happy in his corrections, although

there are some words which are not quite explained. It

seems that on p. 7, 1. 12 from the bottom, instead of N'lpT

should be read X'liT (also in Petermann’s edition of tho

Ginza, p. 242, 1. 2). The get-up of the book is worthy
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of the place in which it was printed. It will no doubt

form a strong inducement to take up the not very widely

spread study of Mandaic lore, and scholars will look forward

to the appearance of the Supplements to the volume and the

glossary in particular with great expectations.

H. IIlRSCHFELD.

Boi’DDHlSME : EiTDES ET MaTERTAVX. [LoUIS DE LA

Vallee Pov.ssix. 4to; pp. 417. (London: Luzac & Co.,

1898.) Extrait du tome LV des Memoires coinviines et

Jlemoires des savants etrangers, publics par VAcademic

rogale des sciences^ des leitres, et des beaux-arts de

Belgique, 1898.]

This work consists of three parts—(1) an essay on the

histoiA' of Buddhism, (2) an essay on tantric literature,

together with the text of a tantric work, the Adikarmapradipa,

and an analysis of its contents, and (3) an edition of the

commentary on the ninth chapter of the Bodhicarydvatdra.

The Sanskrit works here published, for the first time are

of considerable importance for the history of Xorthern

Buddhism, and ^I. Poussin as editor deserves our thanks

for what is evidently a careful and trustworthy piece of

work. The few remarks here possible will be directed

rather to the two essays—(1) on the history of Buddhism

generally, and (2) on that particular phrase of the imhdydna

commonly called tantric.

The theses which M. Poussin undertakes to maintain are

sufficiently startling. He protests against the view very

generally accepted that the Pali scriptures are the best

extant representatives of Buddhism in an early fonn, and

contends that the Northern scriptures preserve the traces

of a far older state of things. He also lays stress on the

importance for the comprehension of early Buddhism of

a study of the tantras—works which have been universallv

regarded as not only extremely late in point of date, but

also as embodying ideas of an essentially non-Buddhistic

character, due entirely to foreign importation. The discussion
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of these propositions raises a number of questions on which

great diversity of opinion exists among the best qualified

students of Buddhism. It must suffice here to take one

or two main points onlj% and to view them in the light of

evidence, the validity of which will in most cases be equally

admitted by M. Poussin himself.

In the first place. Why are we no longer to regard the

Pali sciiptures as pourtrayiug an early form of Buddhism ?

M. Poussin says :

—

(p. 30.) “ Le canon piili fut ecrit, nous dit-on,

sous le regne de Vattagamani, aux environs du

commencement de notre ere.”

(p. 3.)
“ La formation des Ecritures et la vie du

Maitre d’apres des documents, qui datent du 1®'^ ou du

4® siecle de notre ere, c’est une entreprise illusoire.”

(p. 32.) “ On a cru trouver, dans les titres

d’ouvrages sacres, cites par un edit et recommandes

a I’attention des fideles, la preuve de I’existence

a cette epoque reculee, des Ecritures canoniques

singhalaises. M. Senart declare cette conclusion

inadmissible, et, sans nul doute, avec raison . . . .

Mais . ... ce fait demeure incontestable que

les bouddhistes du 3® siecle avant notre ere pos-

sedaient des livres ecrits, ou sus par cceur, entoures

d’une veneration particuliere et qu’on tenait pour

reveles, . . . . ils contenaient en germe les

Ecritures depuis canoniques.”

(Id., note.) “Les inscriptions ne prouvent pas

I’antiquite du canon de laugue palie, mais elles

demontrent I’anciennet^ des Ecritures (Siitras et

Vinayas).”

Leaving aside all discussion of the date here assigned

to the formation of the Southern canon—a date which will

certainly not be universall}’' accepted—we ma}" notice that

M. Poussin admits (1) that works which formed the basis

of subsequent canonical books actually existed in the third
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century «.c.—how much earlier we know not, simply because

we happen to have no earlier inscriptions
;
and (2) that

at that period these works were regarded with a peculiar

veneration and held to be revealed.

The manifest deductions from these admissions are (1) that

the Southern Buddhist scriptures, even if modern in form

—

a point by no means proved—may certainly be ancient in

substance
;

and (2) that works, which in the middle of

the third century B.c. were regarded as inspired, must

have existed for some very considerable time previously in

order to gain this repute. Scriptures, other than the actual

words of the Master or the accounts of his immediate

disciples, are not accepted as inspired without the sanction

which is only given by age and the approval of generations.

There is, therefore, nothing inherently absurd about the

date— circa 380 b.c.—usually assigned to the earliest

Southern Buddhist scriptures in their original form. So

much will be admitted. The question is : What reasons

have we for holding that the Piili scriptures, as we have

them, are untrustworthy representatives of these originals ?

This is M. Poussin’s main point. Refen-ing to the

general belief in the authenticity of the Southern canon,

he says (p. 4) :
“ Cette pieuse hypothese ne tient pas centre

les faits.” Now what are these “ facts ” ? Apparently they

are chiefly two: (1) The philosophical cast of Buddhism as

represented in the Pali books necessarily presupposes the pre-

existence of an earlier, simpler, more popular form. (2) Evidence

derived from the inscriptions of Ahka and the Bharhut

sculptures.

Let us examine these separately. (1) M. Poussin says :

—

(p. 35.) “ L’ediflce ingenieux des Singhalais repose

en derniere analyse sur une serie de conceptions d’uu

caractere scolastique, lesquelles supposent d’autres

idees plus simples
;

I’examen de ces conceptions

entraine une conclusion importante : I’antiquite des

idees raahayanistes, conclusion qui sera confirmee par

I’etude des sources du nord.”
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Now whether this is a fact, or whether this is assumption

pure aud simple, depends entirely on the evidence. What
evidence is there to prove that Buddhism was, in its origin,

a “ popular ”
religion ? It is much to be desired that

M. Poussin had thought fit to give us an orderly statement

of the steps by which his examination of these “ scholastic

conceptions ” has led him to this important conclusion. He
has nowhere done so, and we search in vain through his

large quarto to discover the path for ourselves. He really

seems to argue that “ such is the case, because it must be

so ”—an application of the argument from necessity, which

is certainly not in place here. It may be confidently

affirmed in direct opposition to M. Poussin’s view that what

we do know of Buddhism during the period for which we

have documentary evidence, aud that what we can infer

from the analogy of other Indian religions, alike tend to

the opposite conclusion, viz., that the “philosophical” form

is early and the “popular” form late. Can anyone deny

that the whole history of Buddhism has been marked by an

ever-increasing power of adapting itself to its surroundings

and of assimilating popular ideas ? Does anyone suppose

that the popular phases of Brahmanism are not immensely

later than the philosophical ? Is it not, indeed, sometimes

possible to trace the transition from one to the other—for

instance, from the yoffa of the earliest Upanishads to the

yoga of the sectarian Upanishads ? There is no reason

whatever for supposing that Buddhism was an exception

to the general rule. Its object was the same as that of

other Indian religions of the period—the attainment of

freedom from the never-ending round of mundane existences
;

and the means by which this object was to be attained

was the same—the knowledffe of the Truth. There can

be little doubt about the intimate connection which exists

between the doctrines of Buddhism as represented in the

Bali scrij)ture8 aud the doctrines of the earliest Upanishads

;

and even in terminology there is a striking resemblance

between this form of Buddhism and the Satapathabrahmuna.

Whut valid reason can be given for supposing that the
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teaching of the Buddha was not primarily addressed, like

that of the rishis of the earliest Upanishads and of the

Satapathabrahmana, to the thoughtful and intelligent few,

and only extended later to the poor, unenlightened,

unreasoning masses? AVith regard to the popular con-

tamination of Buddhism, no one will dispute the truth of

a statement of M. iSenart, which is quoted, curiously enough,

by M. Poussin (p. 44) in favour of his own view, but which

in reality clinches the argument against him in merciless

fashion :

—

“ II a de tout temps existe dans I’Inde, au-dessous

du niveau brahmanique, une couche profonde d’idees,

de croyances, et de traditions .... qui, au

prix de bieu des retouches, ont conquis finaleraent

leur place dans le cadre officiel de la constitution

religieuse.”

Precisely, these popular ideas “ ont conquis finaleraent

leur place.” Like the thorns in the parable of the Sower,

they have sprung up and choked the pure uncontaminated

Word. This is the story of Indian—and other—religions.

(2) With much that M. Poussin says in regard to the

evidence of the inscriptions of Asoka and the Bharhut

sculptures probably everyone will agree
;
but it is diflBcult

to see how this bears on his argument that the Pali scriptures

are untrustworthy representatives of an early form of

Buddhism. The inscriptions of Asoka certainly show the

existence of a number of Buddhist sects at that period.

But has anyone ever seriously denied this? These sects

in the Southern Church no doubt go back to a very early

period
;
but they probably, for the most part, acknowledged,

the same scriptures. Like the sects of Protestantism at

the present day, they chiefly differed as to their inter-

pretation of these scriptures. The sculptures of Bharhut

no doubt illustrate stories which are nowhere to be found

in the Jatukas
;
but there is no reason why the Buddhists
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of a particular locality should not have embodied in the

decoration of their stilpas a host of local legends and

traditions. One does not attach too much importance to

the subjects depicted in the stained-glass windows and the

monkish carvings of our ancient cathedrals as evidence of

the doctrines and practices of contemporary Christianity !

M. Poussin’s second essay on tantrism is a minute

investigation of a very unpleasant subject. He is constantly

pointing out the importance of such an investigation for

the proper comprehension of early Buddhism
;

but, when

one seeks in his essay for any adequate reasons for this

belief, there are none, absolutely none, to be found. He
admits that many books of the Northern canon are free

from all traces of these doctrines; and he quotes (p. 7t>,

note 2) the opinion of Professor Kern that tantrism can

scarcely have flourished before 700 a.d., as it is unknown

to the Chinese Buddhist pilgrims. These are certainly

very cogent reasons for the prevailing belief. What has

M. Poussin to say to the contrary ? The only vestige of

an argument which he adduces is based on a passage quoted

(p. 70, note 2) from Taranatha {floruit circa 1608 a.d.)
;

and as M. Poussin will not admit the evidence of the Piili

scriptures for events which, according to his view, preceded

them by some five centuries, so he will surely not attach

too much importance to this statement of Taranatha, which

refers to a condition of affairs existing some sixteen

centuries before his time. What, then, does Tilranatha’s

statement amount to.^ He says that the tantric doctrines

and practices are coeval with the mahdi/dna, but that

they were originally kept with great secrecy. If this

proves anything, it tends to show that these ideas were

secretly and gradually introduced into Buddhism, and

it would incline us to regard the whole mahdydna as

comparatively late.

It has been necessary to deal at length with M. Poussin’s

main propositions, and to set forth some of the reasons
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which would seem to stand in the way of tlieir p;eneral

acceptance. It only remains to express admiration for the

very wide and varied learning which this book shows, and

for the brilliance with which it is written. Unfortunately

the brilliance is too often of that kind which seems to

delight in raising imposing superstructures on very in-

adequate foundations.

E. J. Rai’son.
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NOTES OF THE QUARTER.
(July, August, September, 1898.)

I. Contents of Foreign Oriental Journals.

I. Journal Asiatique. Serie rx, Tomo xi, Xo. 2.

F4er (L.). Kokitlika.

Courant (M.). Stele chinoise du roj^aurae de Ko-kou-rye.

Parisot (M.). Le dialecte de Ma'lula.

Serie IX, Tome xi, 2so. 3.

Chavannes (E.). Voyageurs chinois chez les Khitan et

les Joutchen.

Parisot (M.). Le dialecte de Ma'lula.

II. Zeitscheift dee Dectschen Moegexlandischen Gesellschaft.

Band Hi, Heft 2.

Mann (0.). Quellenstudien zur Geschichte des AHraed

Sah Durrani.

Spiegel (F.). Die alten Religionen in Eran.

Iluart (CL). Le teri au temps de Timour.

Backer (W.). Das jiidischi-buchaiische GedicLt Chudaidad.

Vloten (G. van). Zur Abbasidengeschichte.

Mabler (E.). Der Schaltcyklus der Babylonier.

Bohtlingk (0.). Miscellen.

Foy (Willy). Avesta.

Autrecbt (Tb.). Bemerkungen zu Bdbtlingks Indiscben

Spriicben.
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Eohtlingk (0.). Nacttragliches zu EV. 10. 95. 8.

Oppert (J.). Der Kalender der alten Perser.

Thomas (J. W.). The Indian Game of Chess.

Aufrecht (Th.). Uber einen eigentiimlichen Gebraucb

von

Francke (H.). Die Respektssprache im Ladaker tibetischen

Dialekt.

Brockelmann (C.). Nochraals Landauer.

Laufer (B.). Funf indische Fabeln.

Badluff (W.). Zum Kudatku Bilik.

II. Obituary Notices.

Theodor ScJmltze.

We regret to have to announce the death, at the age of

74, of Ober-presidialrath Theodor Schultze, the translator

of the Dharamapada into German and the author of

“Vedanta und Buddhismus.” Formerly in the Danish

service, he entered the German service after the war, and

rose to a high position in Berlin. Al\va3’s interested in

philosophical thought and in ethical progress, he was

a diligent student of so much of Indian speculation as

is accessible in translations
;

and looked forward to the

influence of the Vedanta, and especially of Buddhism, in

Europe as a most hopeful sign of ethical life and as full

of promise for ethical progress in the future. The book

in which he gives the reasons for his faith is full of value

for the Indianist, and deserves to be much more widely

known, as containing many acute interpretations and many
suggestive comparisons with European writers (Schopenhauer

especially, but also with Christian writers on Ethics). Tlie

deceased scholar, at the time of his death, had just finished

a translation into German of Locke’s Essay, and this is

now in the press.
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Dr. E. B. Landis.

B)' the death of Dr. Landis, at Chemulpo, Corea, we have

lost a member in the prime of life and just when he was

beginning to give us the results of years of hard work,

and to be known as an authority on the languages of and

matters connected with Corea.

Eli Barr Landis was born in Lancaster, Pa., America,

and was educated at the University of Pennsylvania, where

he took his degree in medicine. After being some time

Assistant Physician at the lunatic asylum of Lancaster,

he moved to Philadelphia, and soon after that, feeling

anxious to devote himself to missionary work, he joined

the mission of the Church of England in Corea as a medical

missionary, engaging in 1890 to serve there for five years.

From the day of his landing till his death he gave himself

up to his medical work and to studjdng the Chinese and

Corean languages and the people of the countr)% their

history, customs, beliefs, and lines of thought
;

realizing,

what is too often not thought of, that the first step iu

missionary work is to get to understand all about the

people whom one wishes to infiuence. \Yith this in view

he lived iu a small native house as a Corean, without any

European surroundings save his books. Having a re-

markable talent for languages, a keen delight in all sorts

of antiquarian research, and a simple pleasant manner with

the people, he succeeded iu becoming proficient in the Corean

vernacular, a good Chinese scholar, and a trusted friend

of the natives, so that he acquired a large stock of informa-

tion about the countr}', especially in the w'ay of history,

folklore, and demonology. Bishop Corfe writes :
“ The

industry with which he attacked Chinese literature and

Corean colloquial, the kindliness of his manner to Coreans,

enabled him to be the most remarkable as he was the most

hardworking, versatile, and successful member of the

mission staff. His income never exceeded £90, which

was all I could give him, and with which he was always
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quite content, managing (I know not how) to save money

from it to support a Corean lad, whom he adopted as his

son, and to buy himself books which always illustrated

his love of antiquarian learning. He was much attracted

to Corean folklore, and wrote papers thereon. His know-

ledge of Chinese script promised to be phenomenal
;
I never

knew a man who in so short a time managed to acquire

so many characters.” Another witness of his life says
“ he loved the people, and they are not easy- to love, and

he acquired a knowledge of the people such as had been

rarely, if ever, equalled by anyone in Corea.”

Shortly before his death Dr. Landis sent to the Royal

Asiatic Society a valuable communication, “ Biographical

Notes of Ancient Corea,” containing notices of the Rulers

of Corea from b.c. 2365 to a.d. 925, i.e., the Sin La, the

Ko Kou Rye, the Paik Chyei, and the Ka Rak Kouk
Dynasties. Unfortunately room could not be found for

tbe paper at the present time in the Journal, but it is

one which well shows the author’s great diligence and

scholarship. This is not tbe place to speak of Dr. Landis’

work as a medical man or missionary, but it may be

mentioned that the services he rendered to the sick and

wounded during the Chino-Japan War were conspicuous,

and were recognized by the Governments of both nations,

and the Emperor of China conferred on him the Order

of the Double Dragon.

0. C.

III. Notes and News.

Malakhand Carvings.—The two plates on the adjoining

page have been prepared from photographs (kindly lent by

the Hon. Mrs. Hope) of two of the carvings exhibited to

the Society at the meeting of Tuesday, Nov. 9, 1897, as

reported in the Journal for the current year, p. 211.
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Indian Institi’Te, Oxford. — Dr. Liklers, Assistant

Librarian at the Indian Institute, has received the appoint-

ment of Privat-docent at the University of Gottingen.

India Office Library.

—

Mr. Thomas, of Trinity College,

Cambridge, co-translator with Professor Cowell of Bana’s

llar.sa Carita (published in our Oriental Translation Fund

Series), has been appointed Sub-Librarian to the India Office,

on the retirement of Mr. Wade.

Mrs. Bode, the editor of the text of the Sasanavamsa,

and author of the article on “ Women Leaders of the

Buddhist Reformation ” in the Journal for 1893, pp. 517

and 763, has received the degree of Doctor of Philosophy

from the University of Berne.

British Museum.—Mr. Bendall, Professor of Sanskrit

at the University College, London, has retired from his

appointment in the Department of Oriental printed books

and MSS. in the British Museum, which he has held for

the last sixteen years. He will now devote himself to the

publication of Buddhist Sanskrit Texts.

The Hodgson Drawings at Parts.

—

In the Memoires

presentes d VAcadimie des Inscriptions (!«'' ser., tome xi)

31. A. Foucher has published a “ Catalogue des Peintures

Nepalaises et Tibetalnes de la Collection B.-H. Hodgson

a la Bibliotheque de I’lnstitut de France.” It is rather

surprising to find no allusion in this paper to the prior one

by M. Barthelemy Saint-Hilaire in the Journal des Savants

for 1863 (Fev., pp. 96-112
;
3Iars, pp. 175-189). 31. Foucher

says, in a parenthesis (p. 6), that, according to a note found

in the case, the collection of paintings was sent to the

Institute in 1866 ;
and, in a footnote, with reference to

Sir 3Y. W. Hunter’s statement that it was in 1858, and in

support of the later date, he adds that the manuscript notes

explanatory of the drawings were found in a separate case

from that containing the paintings. But 31. Barthelemy

St.-Hilaire’s account refers to the whole collection, paintings,

drawings, and copies by Rajmansinh, with the explanatory

legends in Sanskrit by the Bandya Amrita-nanda
;
and if

they were all in the Institute in 1862, they could not have
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been presented only in 1866. An examination of tbe

donation record of tbe Institute would at once have fixed

the exact date.

About twenty years ago I examined, with much interest,

this Hodgson collection, and was strongly impressed with

the opinion, previously expressed by M. Barthelemy St.-

Hilaire,^ that as very important illustrations of Buddhist

iconography, authoritatively explained, these pictures should

be published in full. No description or catalogue can supply

this desideratum. And now, when good reproductions can

be published so cheaply, there should be no serious difficulty

in the way of making them available to students.

J. Burgess.

The Coptic Version of the New Testament, with

Introduction, Critical Apparatus, and English Translation.

(Oxford : Clarendon Press.)— This elaborate edition of the

Memphitic Gospels has received a warm welcome from

scholars interested in Coptic and in the criticism of the

New Testament. The personality of the editor is familiar

to Orientalists, and why he should have concealed it in his

work is a puzzle
;

it is certain that his reason cannot be

the desire to evade responsibility
;
and the trouble which

he took to obtain the best guidance for the various parts

of his work, his painstaking collations of MSS., and his

faithful rendering make it exceedingly unlikely that any

judgment passed on his execution of his design will be

other than sympathetic. Surely the Arabic name Jlankarius

(p. xcvii) stands not for the Latin Mercurius, but for the

Greek Macarius ?

Alankara Literature.— In Part II of '‘Notes on

Alahkdra Literature” (IJdbhata’s text), please make the

following corrections :

—

I. 5. Instead of “ prathamaih parj'upiisitah ” read
“ pramathaih,” etc.

7. For “ shtavargena
”
read “ tavargena.”

G. A. J.

* See also Journ. of Indian Art and Industry, July, 1898.
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Thk Yizivnagram Sanskrit Series, under the superin-

tendence of Arthur Vknis, M.A. Oxon, Principal

of Sanskrit College, Benares.

This excellent Series owed its existence to the enthusiasm

and liberality of the iMaharajii of Vijayanagara, and the

first volume appeared in 1890, the year in which, under

the same distinguished patronage, the issue was commenced

of the second edition of the Rig- Veda-Samhita edited by

Professor F. Max Muller. And now, while still in its

infancy, the Publishers, Messrs. E. J. Lazarus & Co.,

Benares, write that, in consequence of the lamented death

of the Mahiirajii, the Series has come to an end. Will not

some other of our enlightened Indian Princes come forward

and assume the financial responsibility hitherto so nobly

borne by one of themselves ? In these days it is useless

to look for help from the Government of India in work of

this kind
;
and perhaps, after all, it is more in accordance

with the fitness of things that India’s ancient literature

should be preserved from extinction by the efforts of her

o\vn sons. The splendid attempt in this direction made

by the late Mahadeo Chimnaji Apte, of Bombay, and the

large sums expended by him on the undertaking, are still

fresh in our memories. The following works, all complete,

have been brought out in the Series under notice :

—

Appayadikshita’s Siddhantalesa, with extracts from the

Srlkrshnalarakara of Acyutakrshnanandatirtha.

The Pancapadika of Padmapada.

The Pancapadikdvivarana of Prakasatman, with extracts from

the Tattvadipana and Bhavaprakiisika.

The Bhdshya of Prasastapada, with Sridhara’s Nyayakandall.

The Vivaranaprameyasaiigraha of Vidyaranya.

The Soptapaddrthl of Siviiditya, with the commentarj*

Mitabhashinl.

The NydyamaTijari of Jayantabhatta.

The Nydyamtrafi, with Tatsyayana’s Bhiishya, and extracts

from the Xyiiyavartika and Tiitparyatika.

J.R..^,.s. 1898. 60
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The Brhatsaiiihita of Yarahatniliira, with, the commentary of

Bhattotpala.

The Veddntakalpatani of Amalananda.

The Veddntakalpatanqjarimala of Appayadikshita.

The Nydyavdrtikatdtparyatlkd of Tacaspati Misia.

The Spandapradipikd of Utpalacarya.

G. A. J.\coB.
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TO THE .AIEMBER8
OF

Cljc iSo}>al Astatic ^ocictp.

It will be in your recollection that last year the Council

of the Royal Asiatic Society established a Jubilee Gold

Medal, to be awarded every third year, as an encouragement

to Oriental learning amongst English-speaking people

throughout the world
; and that to meet the expense

contributions were invited from Olembers of the Society.

A beautiful design was prepared, and dies engraved, by
Mr. Pinches

;
the tirst Medal was awarded, on the report

of a Committee of Selection, to Professor Cowell, and was

presented to him by Lord Reay at a Special General

Meeting of the Society, the proceedings of which will be

found reported in our Journal for July.

The expenses already incurred have amounted to £60.

The first list of subscriptions came to £100, leaving a

balance in hand of £10. It is estimated that the cost of

providing a Medal will amoimt to upwards of £24, and as

it is to be given every third year the annual expenditure

wiU be about £8. A capital sum of £300 will therefore

be required, that is to say, £260 in excess of the balance

in hand.

It seems highly desirable that the expense incurred in

founding the Medal should be met from a permanent fund,

and it is thought that for this object the Members of the

Society may be disposed to contribute, either by donations

or by subscriptions, for a term of years. Any contributions

will be gratefully acknowledged by the Secretary, and

published in the Society’s Journal.

July, 1898.

A. X. MOLLASTOX,
Chairman of Committee.
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FIHST LIST OF SUBSCFIPTIOXS.

£ 8. d. £ 8. d.

ISrr. F. F. Arbutbnot 2 0 0 Mr. R. Lillev 1 0 0

Mr. B. H. Baden-Powell... 1 1 0 Mr. W. McDouall 1 0 0

Mens. A. Barth 1 0 0 Professor D. Margoliouth 1 1 0

Professor Bendall 1 1 0 Mr. C. J. Marzetti 1 1 0

Mr. H. Beveridge 1 1 0 Prof. Barbier de Mevnard... 1 0 0

Mr. E. L. Brandreth 1 1 0 Mr. F. D. Mocatta 5 0 0

Mr. E. G. Browne 1 1 0 Sir M. Jlonier-Willianis ... 2 0 0

Mr. R. Bum 1 1 0 Sir William Muir 3 0 0

Dr. 0. Codrington 1 1 0 Professor F. Max Muller ... 2 0 0

Professor E. B. Cowell 5 0 0 Mr. R. A. E. Neil 1 1 0

Dr. R. N. Gust 1 1 0 Mrs. Plimmer 5 0 0

Professor Donner ... 1 1 0 Mr. W. J. Prendergast ... 0 5 0

Sir M. E. Grant DuS 4 0 0 The President, Lord Reay 5 0 0

Mr. J. F. Fleet 1 0 0 The Marquess of Ripon ... 2 0 0

Mr. R. "W. Frazer 1 1 0 Mr. J. G. Scott 2 2 0

Dr. M. Gaster 1 1 0 !Mons. Emile Senart 2 0 0

Captain Gerini 1 1 0 Mr. R. SeweU 1 1 0

Mr. E. J. W. Gibb 1 1 0 Mr. C. H. Tawnev 1 1 0

Mrs. Gibson 1 1 0 Lieut. -Colonel R. C. Temple 2 2 0

Sir Frederick Goldsmid ... 1 1 0 Dr. T. H. Thornton 1 1 0

Major-General Gosset 1 1 0 His Highness the Maharaja

Mr. R. Griffith 1 1 0 of Travancore 5 0 0

Mr. R. Heap 1 1 0 Mr. Devchand Uttamchand 1 1 0

Sir W. Wilson Hunter ... 3 3 0 Mr. M. J. Walhouse 1 1 0

Mr. W. Irvine 1 1 0 Mr. T. Watters 1 1 0

Mr. H. C. Kav 2 12 6 Sir RavTnond West 3 0 0

Mr. J. Kennedy 1 1 0 Mr. E. H. Whinfield 2 2 0

His Highness Kerala Yarma 2 0 0 Mr. A. N. Wollaston 1 1 0

Mr. F. W. Lawrence 1 1 0

Dr. G. W. Leitner 1 1 0

Mr. Guy Le Strange 1 1 0 £100 0 6

Mrs. Lewis 1 1 0

SECOND LIST OF SEBSCEIPTIOXS.

£ 5. d. £ 8, d.

Mr. H. J. Allen 1 1 0 Professor E. Schrader 1 1 0

Mr. ^Y. C. Capper 1 1 0 Mr. C. H.Tawney(2nddon.) 1 1 0

General Forlong 1 1 0 The Rev. Dr. Tavlor 1 1 0

General Gosset (2nd don.)... 6 0 0 Mr. G. W. Thatcher 1 1 0

Professor D. Margoliouth Professor Tiele 1 0 0

(2nd don.) 10 0 0 Mr. A. N.Wollaston (2nd don.' 1 1 0

Mr. F. D. Jlocatta (2nddon.) 3 0 0
-

Mrs. Rylauds 2 2 0 £29 10 0
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IV. Auditions to the Library.

Presented hy the India Office.

Liack (A. II.). Customary Law of the Dera Ghazi Kliau

District. Vol. xvi. 8vo. Lahore, 1898.

Sastrl (Ilaraprasad). Notices of Sanskrit MSS. 2iul

series. Vol. i, pts. 1 and 2. 8vo. Calcutta, 1898.

Presented by the Mysore Gocernment.

Rice (L.). Epigraphia Caruatica. Inscriptions in the

Mysore District. Pt. ii. 4to. Banyalore, 1898.

Presented by the Author.

Iloernle (A. F. R.). A note on some block-prints from

Khotan, with two facsimile plates.

Pamplilet. 8vo. Calcutta, 1898.

Morris (II.). Charles Grant. 8vo. London, 1898.

Sedliicek (Dr. Jaroslav). Al-Kitabu Mluvnice Arabsktdio

Jazyka. 8vo. Pray, 1898.

Chamberlain (B. H.). Things Japanese. 3rd edition.

8 VO. London, 1898.

M'eber (A.). Vedische Beitriige. Pt. vii. Aus Alter

Zeit. 4to. Berlin, 1898.

Presented by the Senate of the Calcutta University.

Yusoof Khan Bahadur (Hon. Moulvi Mahomed). Ma-
homedan Law on Divorce and matters relating to

Divorce. Vol. iii. (Tagore Law Lectures, 1891-2.)

8vo. Calcutta, 1898.

Presented by the Dutch Asiatic Society.

Catalogus der Land- en Seekarten.

8vo. s’ Gravenhage, 1898.

Presented by the Deutschen Morgenldnclischen Gesellschaft

.

Sowa (R. von). Woiterbuch des Dialekts der Deutschen

Zigeuner. (Abh. fiir die Kuude der Morgenlaudes,

Bd. xi, No. 1.) 8vo. Leipzig, 1898.
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Presented hy the Trustees of the British Museum.

Dmio-las (Prof. R. K.). Catalogue of Japanese Printed

Books and MSS. in the British Museum. Pol.

London, 1898.

Presented by the Superintendent of Government Printing, India.

Gz’ierson (G.). Linguistic Survey of India. 4 vols.

Fol. Calcutta, 1898.

Presented hy Mr. V. C. Seshacharri.

Tlie Upanishads. Isa, Kena, and Mundaka. 1st volume.

Translated by S. Sitarama Sastri. 8vo. Madras, 1898,

Presented by Professor Rhys Davids.

Bonney (C. C.) and Carus (P.). The World’s Parliament

of Religions and the Religious Pailiament Extension.

4to. Chicago, 1896.

Presented by Mr. H. Beveridge.

Abu-l-Fazl. Tbe Akbarnama, translated by II. Beveridge.

Vol. i, fasc. 1. 8vo. Calcutta, 1897.

Presented by Mr. B. P. S. Sarastcati.

Siddhanta Shiromani, with Bengali translation by B. P. S.

Saraswati. 8vo. Calcutta, 1897.

Presented by the Publishers.

Basset (Ren4). Ilistoire de la conquete de l’Ab}'ssinie.

Texte Arabe, Traduction fraii 9 aise, et Notes.

8vo. Paris, 1897.

Ferte (II.). Vie de Sultan Ilossein Baikara, traduit de

Khondemir, Pte. i. 8vo, Paris, 1898.

Poussin (L. delaV.). Bouddhisme: Etudes et Matziriaux,

Adikarmapradipa, Bodhicaryavataratikii.

4to. London, 1898,

Sinnatarnby (Letchimey). A Tale of Old Ceylon.

4to. London, 1898.
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Purchased.

Bibliotheca Geographorura Arabicorum, edidit J. de Goeje.

. Parts i-iv

:

1. Al-Istakhri. Yiae Regnorum.

2. Ibn llaukal. Viae et Regna.

3. Al-Mokaddasi. Descriptio Imperii Moslemicae.

4. Indices, glossarium, et addenda et emendanda ad

Partes i-iii.

8vo. Lug.-Bat., 1870-79.

Buddhaghosa (Attbasaliiu). Commentary on the Dhamraa-

suiigani, ed. by Dr, E. Muller. (Piili Text Society.)

8VO. London, 1897,
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INDEX FOR 1898.

A.

Abu Shuja Arslan Khan, 486.

Afrasivab, 467.»
Ahmeii Khan, 490, 495.

Aiita-Maitreya, 331.

Alaukara Literature, pt. iii, 289.

a correction, 922.

A-le, 521.

Ali Arslan Khan, 472.

Ali Tikin, 484.

Al-Muza£fariye, containing a recent

contribution to the study of ‘Omar
Khayyam, 349.

Alp Arslan, 489.

Alphabet for languages not yet

reduced to yvriting, 23.

Angana, 191, 461.

in Western India, 623.

Angida, a Loban, 342.

An-mi, chief of Uighurs of Ts‘in-chan,

824.

Anniversary meeting, 664.

Apaokhi, founder of Khitan dynasty,

815.

Arabs not a sea-trading people, 248.

Arahatship, 620.

Archaeological problem, 629.

Armenian dialect of seventeenth

century, 842.

originally in Syriac

characters, 839.

Arslan Khan llek, 482.

Arya-Vasumitra - bodhisattva - sangiti-

^astra, 331.

A-shih-to, a Lohan, 342.

Asita or Ajita, a Lohan, 342.

Asita the seer, 549.
Asoka’s Bhabra edict, 639.

Asokavadana, 545.

Assa, the Egyptian Pharaoh, 244.

,-Avestic Gotama, 391, 637.

B.

Babylonian contract tablet, 876.

private coinage, 277.

B-vdex - Powell, B. II., origin of

village land-tenures in India, 605.

Bakunda, 797.

Bandar, 797.

Bankura, 797.

Bar Bahlul, Syro-Arabic glossary, 810.

Barsang Deo, Raja, 807.

Beames, J., on Angana, 461.

geography of the Kan-
dahkr inscription, 795.

Belasaghun, 467.

Muhammadan dynasty,

810.

Bexdall, C., common tradition of

Bnddhism, 870.

St. Petersburg series of

Buddhist tests, 226.

Notes on Indian litera-

ture, 228.

Berosus’ history of the Chaldaeans, 261.

Bhabra edict of Asoka, 639.

Bhadra, a Lohan, 337.

Bhattiprolu stupa, 582.

Bhunear temple, 629.

Bikam Chand Raja, 807.

Bikam Deo, Raja, 807.

Bikarmajit, Raja, 807.

Bi-li-ko Tnlu ot Uighurs, 815.

Birdpur ruins, 457.

Bl.vgdex, C. Otto, Malay terminology

of chess, 376.

Boomerang, Indian, 379.

Brahma alphabet, origin, 241.

Browxe, E. G., notes on the

literature and doctrines of the

Hurufi sect, 61.

Buddha’s birthplace : who found it ?

199-203.
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Buddhism in China, 329 et seq.

common tradition, 870.

the will in, 47.

Buddhist literature, 741.

persecution, 208.

praying wheel, 873.

relics in Piprahwa stupa,

573.

remains in Swat Valley, 460.

Buhler, G., note on a new S'akya
inscription, 387.

obituary, 695.

Buner, Dr. Stein in, 458.

Burgess, J., Hodgson drawings at

Paris, 921.

Burn, E., Omar Khayyam, a note,

865.

C.

Calcutta, contemporary account of

great storm of 1737, 29.

Camadi identified as Qamadin, a suburb
of Jiruft, 44.

Catrang-namak, 389.

Ceylon Archaeological Survey, 11.

Chaghra Tikin, 481.

Chaldaeans active traders with India,

247.

Chalmers, E., King of Siam’s edition

of the Pali Tipitaka, 1.

Tathagata, 103, 391.

Chao-yuen-huo, king of Hia, 825.

Chatterjea, M. N., an archaeological

problem, 629.

Chess, 389.

Malay terminology, 376.

origin and early history, 117.

Chih-sliih-tzu country identified as

Shi-tzu-kuo, 332.

China, northern frontagers, pt. ix,

467
;

pt. X, 809.

Chinese Buddhism, 329 et seq.

coinage introduced, 265.

Chinghiz Khan and Uighurs, 828.

Chota-Panthaka, a Lohan, 343.

Chronograms, Eastern, 715.

Chu-ch‘a(t‘a)-Pan-t‘o-ka, a Lohan,

343.

Coinage, private, in Babylon and India,

277-281.

Commerce of Babylon with India, 241.

commencement, 242.

Coptic version of the New Testament,

922.

Culla-Paduma-Jataka, 375.

CusT, E. N., language of Somhli-land,

95.

CusT, E. N., survey of languages and
dialects of certain portions of British

India, 35.

D.

Damana, king of Erandapalla, 369.
Danes at Tranquebar and Serampore,

625.

Davids, T. W. Ehys, Angana, 191.
• Indian sects in the time of

Buddha, 197.

‘water’ in Sinhalese, 198.

shape of Indian letters, 228.

Asoka’s Bhabra edict, 639.

Sambodhi, 619.

Davids, Mrs. T. W. Euys, "SVill in

Buddhism, 47.

Deane, Major, discoveries in Swat
Valley, 460.

Devadaha, 547.

Dhammapada-Atthakatha, 745 et seq.

Dhar iron pillar, 143.

Dice in India, 120.

Dikshit, S. B., obituary, 708.
Dravidians of India came from the

West, 249.

Dutahgada of Subhata, 229.

E.

Erandapalla identified as Erandfd, 369.

F.

Fa-na-p‘o-ssu, a Lohan, 342.
Fa-she-lo-fuh-to-lo, a I.ohan, 338.

Ferguson, D., Palk’s Bay and Strait,

377.

settlement of Danes at

Tranquebar and Serampore, 625.
‘ water ’ in Sinhalese, 367.

Fleet, J. F., conquests of Samudra-
gupta, 369.

Fuhrer, a., Who found Buddha’s
birthplace? 199.

G.

Gane.<a in the Mahabhiirata, 381, 631.

Gaiigiikrtvaviveka, 232.

Geiger, W., Archaeological Survey of

Ceylon and its work, 11.
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General mDetinjrs, 211, 4o3, fi63.

Geography of the Kandahar inscrip-

tion, 795.

Gerrha, centre of trade between
Chaldaeana and India, 247.

Ghantaiala stupa, 683.

Ghoraghht, 797.

Ghosaka, storv of the merchant, 741.

Gold Medal of R..4.S., 4.67.

meeting (Cowell), 684.

subscriptions, 709, 925.

Gotama in the Avesta, 391, 637.

Gubi, 244.

Gudea, king of Lagash, 243.

n.

Hardy, E., story of the merchant
Ghosaka, 741.

liar Paraurl, 194.

Ilarun Bnghra Khan, 468.

Ilasau Bughra Khan, 471, 494.

Ilat-sheps-ut, Egyptian queen, 244.

her great expedition, 24-5.

IIiRSCHFELD, II., Muhammedau En-
cyclopaedia, 207.

Hodgson drawings at Paris, 921.

Horniman Museum, Jain statue, 101.

Howorth, Sir H., northern fron-

tagers of China, pt. ix, 467
;

pt. x,

809.

Huriifl sect, its literature and doctrines,
'

61.

I.

Ibrahim Khan, 487.

Ibrahim I.odi defeated, 796.

Ilek Khan, 475.

India, origin of village land-tenures,

605.

Indian alphabet, date 600 b.c., 242.

possibly brought from
Babylon, 274.

architecture as derived from
Babylon, negative evidence, 283—5 ;

but directly influenced in case of

Viharas of Western India, 285.

boomerang, 379.

land-trade, 257 et seq.

letters, shape of, 228.

literature notes, 228.

purana coinage, 241, 275-7.
sea-trade, 249 et seq.— sects in the time of Buddha, 197.

trade with Phoenicians and
Chaldaeans, 246-7.

Inscriptions, Kandahar. 795.

recently discovered S'akva,

387.

from the Malakhand Pass,

619.

Iron pillar of Dbar, 143.

Irvine, W., two correction’ in

Dr. Rieu’s Brit. Mus. Persian Cata-

logue, 373.

Istiwa-nama, 63.

J.

Jacob, G. A., Alaiikara literature,

a correction, 922.

Vizianagram Sanskrit

Series, 923.

notes on Alahkara
literature, pt. iii, 289.

Jain statue in the Horniman Museum,
101 .

Jatakas and Sanskrit grammarians, 17.

JaWdan-i-Kahir, 61 et seq.

Jelal-ud-din Khizr or Jaghar Khan,
499.

Ju-ta-sheng-lun, the Mahayanavata-
raka-^astra, 331.

K.

Kadr Khan Jebril, 494.

Kalika or Kala, a Lohan, 338.

Kalinjari Raja, 807.

Kalpataru commentary on the Bhamati,
230.

Kamran, Prince, 795.

Kanaka, the Bharadvaja, 336.

the Tatsa, a Lohan, 33.5.

Kandahar inscription, geography of,

795.

Ka-no-ka-Fa-tso, a Lohan, 335.

Ka-no-ka-Po-li-tou-she, a Lohan,
336.

Kapilavastu in the Buddhist books, 533.

described by Asoka and
Chinese pilgrims, 540.

destroyed, 554.

position, 580.

site, 535.

Kartrpura, 198.

Kasapura probably Jlohanlalganj, 525.

KausambI, site identified, 503.

and Sravasti, 503.

Kavyaprakasa, rules and examples. 289.

Ke-mang-li, Khan of L'ighurs of Ansi,

813.
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Kennedy, J., the early commerce of

Babylon with India, 241.
Khitans, their conquests, 815.
Khizr Khan, 490.

Kho mound, 611.
lOiushhal Chand, 374.
Kielhorn, F., kings of Pragiyotisa,

384.

Jain statue in the
Horniman Museum, 101.

Jatakas and Sanskrit
grammarians, 17.

King, Major J. S., language of Somali-
land, 370.

Eed Sea, 617.
Kirghises attack Eastern Uighurs, 812.
Kola, 647.

Kona, city of Konakamuni, 552.
Konakamuni, Buddha, 661.
Kosam not Kau^ambi, 603.
Kosho Zaidam inscriptions, 811.
Krakusandha, Buddha, 561.
Kuan Hsiu, Chinese artist, 330.
Kudat-ku Bilik, 494.

Kudur-nakhunta, 263.
Kui-tze, later capital of Uighurs, 823.
Kukaltash Klian, 373.
Kun-te-pan-t‘an, the Pali Kundo-

vahan, 330.

Kushan, town between Khorasan and
China, 811.

L.

Land-tenures (village) in India, origin,

605.

Landis, Dr. E. B., obituary notice,

919.

Languages and dialects of British

India, 35.

Library members, 680, 710.
Lohan (eighteen) of Chinese Buddhist

temples, 329.

Lo-hu-lo, a Lohan, 340.
Luhita river, 547.

Lumbini Garden, 626, 535.
Luu-koug-we, Tibetan king, 813.

Lui'TOn, W., liar Parauri, 194.

M.

Macdonell, a. a., origin and early

history of chess, 117 .

Magan, 243-4.

Maliabharata MSS. in 11.A. S. Whish
Collection, 147.

Mahabharata, Gane^a in, 380.

text, 379.

Mahabhashya and the Jatakas, 17

et seq.

Mahakasyapa, 330.

Mahanama, 554.

Mahayanavataraka-^iistra or Ju-ta-

sheng-lun, 331.

Mahmud Khan I, 491.

II, 491.

Nasr Bughra Khan, 487.

Malakhand carvings, 920.

inscription, 619.

Malay parallel to Culla - Paduma -

Jataka, 375.

terminology of chess, 376.

Mallika, 554.

Mang-te-le, Uighur general, 812.

Manoratha-Purani, 743 et seq.

Manu and the Fish of Dravidian origin,

261.

Mar Abhai monastery, 840.

Marco Polo’s Camadi, 43.

Margoliouth, D. S., Syro-Arraenian

dialect, 839.

Membership, new rule, 680, 710.

Mir Ma’sum, 795.

Morris, H., alphabet for languages

not yet reduced to writing, 23.

Muhammed Arslan Khan, 492.

Muhammedan Encyclopaedia, 207.

Muller, F. Max, Biihler obituary,

695.

Mulukhkha, 243, 244.

N.

Nadir-uz-Zamani, 375.

Niigasena, a Lohan, 340.

Na-ka-si-na, a Lohan, 340.

Nakula, a Lohan, 336.

Nandimitra, 331, 332.

Nard, or backgammon, 122.

Nigliva pillar, 580.

Nituk, the modern Bahrein, 244.

No-kii-lo, a Lohan, 336.

Northern frontagers of China, pt. ix,

467
;

pt. X, 809.

Notices of Books

—

Al)u-l-fazl Akbamama, trans. II.

Beveridge, 9o4.

Arendzen, L, Theodori Abu Kurra

de cultu imaginuni libellum, 653.

Aril) Tabari, ed. De Goeje, 156.

Asadi, Lughat-i-Furs, 1.53.

Baynes, II., Ideals of the East, 892.

Benares Sanskrit Series, 412.
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Notices of Books (eontinufd)

—

Bibliotheca Lindesiana, Oriental

MSS. Catalofjue, 659.
Bodawpaya’s Inscriptions in Man-

dalay, 648.

Bois-sicr, A., En Cappodoce, 439
Brockelmann, C., Geschichte der

Arabischen Litteratur, 426.

Cowell, E. B., and F. W. Thomas,
Harsa Carita, 448.

Cuneiform Tests in British Museum,
436.

Dahlmann, J., Buddha, 646.

Dalman, G. II., Araniai.«ch-neu-

hebraisches Worterbuch, 446.

D’Alviella, G , Ce que I'lnde doit

a la Gr^e, 188.

Davis, Rev. E. J., Osmanli Proverbs,

434.

Dubois, M. I’Abbe, Hindu Manners
and Customs, 642.

Ferte, H., Vie de Sultan Husain
Baiqara, 889.

Fielding, H., The Soul of a People,

9U1.

Frazer, R. W., Literary History of

India, 393.

Griinwedel, A., Buddhistische

Studien, 440.

Guidi, I., Arabic Description of

Antioch, 157.

Hariri, the Assemblies, translation,

155.

Hearn, L., Gleanings in Buddba-
Fields, 660.

Heron-Alien, E., Ruba'iyat of Omar
Khayyam, 415.

Istrin, V., Pervaya kniga kroniki

Ioanna Malaly, 169.

Johns, Rev. C.' H. "W., Assyrian

Deeds and Documents, 893.

Lane-Poole, S., Catalogue of Arabic
Coins in Khedivial lAbrarv, Cairo,

173.

Meissner, B., Supplement zu den
Assyriscben Wbrterbiichern, 443.

Murray’s Handbook to India, Burma,
and Ceylon, 903.

Nagy, A., Die Philosopbiscben

Abhandlungen des Alkindi, 651.

Nizam oul-Mulk, Supplement au
Siasset-nameb, 152.

Pavolini, P. E., Buddhismo, 151.

Peters, J. P., Nippur.
Petrie, F., Syria and Egypt from

tbe Tell el Amama, Letters, 635.

Pillai, G. P., Representative Indians,

439.

Pog^on, H., Inscriptions Mandaites
des coupes de Kboubair, 907.

Notices of Books
{
contimted)

—

Pou-ssin, L. de la V., Bouddbisme,
909.

Rapson, E. J., Indian Coins, 189.

R.assam, 11. , Assbur and tbe Land of

Nimrod, 183.

Rosen, F.
,
Persian Grammar, 425.

Russian Archaeological Society,

vol s, 409.

Sachau, Muhammedanisches Recht,

429.

Sanjana, D. D. P., Kamame-i
Artakhshir-i Papakan, 175.

Senart, E., Mahavastu, 420.

Smimow, Manuscrits Turcs de

I’Institut des Langues Orientales

de St. Petersbourg, 886.

Thornton. J. H., Memories of Seven

Campaigns, 414.

Tomkius, H. G., Abrabam and bis

Age, 443.

TJblenbeck, C. C., Sanskrit Pho-
netics, 641.

Vaui, Cana de, L’Abrege des Mer-
veilles, 441.

Vogiie, M. le Marquis de. Notes
d’E'pigrapbie arameenne, 657.

MTintemitz, M., Mantrapatha, 881.

0 .

Obittaky Notices

—

Biihler, G., 695.

Dikshit, 708.

Landis, Dr. E. B., 919.

Legge, Rev. J., 223.

Schultze. Th., 918.

Objects of the Society, 455.

Oldham, C. F., kingdom of Kartr-

pura, 198.

‘Omar Khayyam, 349 et seq.

a note, 865.

Ophir, identification, 618.

its identification with Abhira
near the Indus mouth, 253.

Oriental Congress, Twelfth, 461.

Osman Sultan, 500.

P.

Padaria, 526.

Paii and Panini, 17-21.

Pali Tipitaka, King of Siam’s edition, 1

.

Palk’s Bay and Strait, 377.

Pandua or Panrua, 798.

Pandu Mandir temple, 630.
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Panini and Pali, 17-21.

Panipat, battle, 796.

Panthaka or Pantlia, a Lohan, 339.

Pan-t‘o-ka, a Lohan, 339.
Pavolini, P. E., Malay parallel to the

CuUa-Paduma-Jataka, 375.
Pegu, history of, 204.

Peppe, W. C., Piprahwa Stupa, 573.
Pharaoh Necho attempts the Cape

route to the East, 271.
Phoenician alphabet reaches India

through Babylon, 274.
Phoenicians as early navigators, 246.

succeeded in
ninth century by Chaldaeans, 247.

Pinches, T. (i.. Peek contract tablet,

877.

Pindola, 330.

the Bharadvaja, a Lohan, 333.

explanation of his name, 335.

Pin-tu-lo-Po-lo-to-she, a Lohan, 333.
Piprahwa Stupa, 573, 868.

Po-t‘e-lo, a Lohan, 337.

Pragjyotisa, kings of, 384.

Prasenajit, 555.

Praying wheels, 875.

Puku-tsun, Uighur chief, 814.

Purana coinage, ancient Indian, 241,
215 .

similar to currency of

Darius Hystaspes, 243.

similar to present Gorakh-
puri pice, 276.

was a private coinage, 277.

derived from Babylonian
shekels, 279.

R.

Eabban Habib, monk of Edessa, 840.

Rahula, 330.

a Lohan, 340.

Bakan, or Arhat, 329.

Bamabhyudaya, 231.

Bamagrama, 566.

Bapson, E. J., inscription from the

Malakhand Pass, 619.

Beadb, II., Vasco da Gama, 589.

Bed Sea : why so called, 6 1 7.

trade-route, 243-248.
• not used by Arabs,

248.

Bieu, Dr. C., corrections in his Cata-
logue of Persian MSS

,
373.

Bodgehs, C. J., Tarikhs or Eastern
chronograms, 715.

Bohita or Bohini river, 547.

Bose, E. D., on ‘Omar Khayyam, 349.

Rukn ud-din Mahmud Khan, 497.

Eilij Tamghaj, 499.
Bussell’s account of Calcutta storm

of 1737, 31 et seq.

S.

Shgri, 630.

St. John, B. F. St. A., Histoiy of

Pegu, 204.

St. Petersburg series of Buddhist
texts, 226.

S'akra, 330.

Sakya towns, 548.

mountains, 549.

S'akya inscription recently discovered,

387.

Salmone, a., importance to Great
Britain of an Oriental School in

London, 212.

Sambodhi in Asoka’s eighth edict, 619.

Samudra Gupta, 386.

Samudragupta, conquests, 369.

Samudratilaka of Durlabharaja, 230.

Sanjaua, D. D. P., Gotama in the

Avesta, 391, 637.

S'antideva, 870.

Sao-chi, Uighur minister, 812.

S'ariputra’s Questions, 330.

Satuk Bughra Klian, 469.

Schindler, Gen. II., Marco Polo’s

Camadi, 43.

Schukovski’s article on ‘Omar Kha)7am,
350.

Schultze, Th., obituary notice, 918.

Serarapore, Danes at, 625.

Senaut, E
,
Tathagata, 865.

Sewell, B., Dikshit obituary, 708.

Indian boomerang, 379.

text of the Mahabharata,

379.

the language of SomMi-
land, 863.

persecution of Buddhists,

208.

Sha-che, 521.

Shawe, F. B., Tathagata, 385.

Shems-ul-Mulk Nasr, 488.

Sheng-cliiin, Chinese king, identified

with Prasenajit or Jayasena, 332.

Shu-po-ka, a Lohan, 338.

Siam, the King’s edition of the Pali

Tipitaka, 1.

Simpson, AV., Buddhist praying wheel,

873.

Sinclair, W. F., Angana in AVesteru

India, 623.

S5gri, 630.
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Smith, V. A., Iron pillar of Dhar, 143.

Kau^anibi and SravastI,

503.
Piprahwa Stupa, 573, 868.

Saniudra Gupta, 386.

Somali langua<;e, 95, 370, 863.

SravastI, its site identified, 520.

Stein, Dr., in Buuer, 4 58.

Sthaviras or Arhats, 329.

Sthiramati, 331.

Subliadra-parinayana, a drama, 231.

Subhinda, a Luban, 336.

Sunarpfiion, 797.

Supaka, a Loban, 338.

Su-p‘in-t‘e, a Loban, 336.

Suselo, a Ilian rebel, 825.

Syro-Armenian dialect, 839.

T.

Ta-A-lo-han-Nan-t‘i-mi-to-lo-so-shno-

fa-chu-ehi, 331.

Tagaz^az, tribe of Tnrkestan, 811.

Tamghaj Bughra Khan, 487.

Tao-hsiian, 335.

Tao-t‘ai, 331.

TarMs or Eastern chronograms, 715.

Tathagata, 103, 385, 391, 865.

Tazkira Bughra Khan, 469.

Thupa Vamsa, 226.

Thupavamsa, 633.

Togbfej ilussein Tikin Abu’l Maali,

496.

Tokuz Guz, tribe of Turkestan, 811.

Trade-routes to India, 241 et seq.

Tranquebar, Danes at, 625.

Transliteration, 23.

Tribhuvanapala, king, 229.

Tughan Kban, 479, 491.

Tughrul Tikin, 494.

Tuhfat-ul-Hind, 373^.
Turkestan (Western) Muhanunedan

rulers, 810.

U.

Uighurs of Kao-chang and Bisbbaligh,

809.

attacked by Kirghises, 812.

take Feting, 812.

dispersed by Kirghises, 813.

Uighurs, habits, etc., 817.

detailed account of, 819.

U-mu-chu, chief of Uighurs of Kara-
korum, 816.

V.

Vajraputra, a Lohan, 338.

Vanavasa, a Lohan, 342.

Vasco da Gama, 589.

Village land-tenures iu India, origin,

605.

Virudhika, 555.

Vi^akba probably KursI, 525.

Vizianagram Sanskrit Series, 923.

Vyaghra-pur, 547.

W.

Waddell, L. A., Who found Buddha’s

birthplace? 201.
‘ Water ’ in Sinhalese, 1 98.

(watura), 367.

Watters, T., eighteen Lohan of

Chinese Buddhist temples, 329.

Kapilavastu in the Buddhist

Books, 533.

West, E. W., Catrang-namak, 389.

WiCKREMASINOHE, D. M., 633.

Will in Buddhism, 47.

WiLSOX, C. E.., contemporary account

of the great storm at Calcutta in

1737, 29.

WiNTERNiTZ, Dr. M., the Mahabha-
rata MSS. in the K.A.S. Whish
Collection, 147.

Gane^a in the Maha-
bharata, 379.

Biihler on the Ganeqa
legend in the Mahahharata, 631.

Wu-wei, city of Krakuchanda, 552.

Y.

Yelur Taishi, a Khitan prince, 826.

Yin-kie-t‘e, a Lohan, 342.

Yuan-chuang, 331.

Yusuf Kadr Khan, 474 et seq., 483.

Yusuf Tughrul Khan, 494.

STEPHEN AUSTIN AND SONS, PRINTERS, HERTFORD.





PALI TEXT SOCIETY.

COMMITTEE OF MANAGEMENT.

M. £MILE SENART, de I’Institut.

Professor FATJSBOLL. Professor J. ESTLIN CARPENTER,

ROBERT CHALMERS, Esa.

Managing Chairman—T. W. RHYS DAVIDS, 22, Albemarle Street, London,W.
(With power to add workers to their number.)

Eon. See. and Treat, for America— Professor Lanman, Harvard College,

Cambridge, Mass.

Eon. See. and Treat, for Ceylon—E. R. Gooneratne, Esq., Atapattu Muda*
liyar, Galle.

This Society has been started in order to render accessible to

students the rich stores of the earliest Buddhist literature now
lying unedited and practically unused in the various MSS.
scattered throughout the University and other Public Libraries

of Europe.

The historical importance of these Texts can scarcely be

exaggerated, either in respect of their value for the history of

folk-lore, or of religion, or of language. It is already certain

that they were all put into their present form within a very

limited period, probably extending to less than a century and a

half (about b.c. 400-250). For that period they have preserved

for us a record, quite uncontaminated by filtration through any

European mind, of the every-day beliefs and customs of a people

nearly related to ourselves, just as they were passing through the

first stages of civilization. They are our best authorities for the

early history of that interesting system of religion so nearly

allied to some of the latest speculations among ourselves, and

which has influenced so powerfully, and for so long a time, so

great a portion of the human race—the system of religion which

we now call Buddhism. The sacred books of the early Budd-

hists have preserved to us the sole record of the only religious
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movement in tlie world’s history which bears any close resem-

blance to early Christianity. In the history of speech they contain

unimpeachable evidence of a stage in language midway between

the Vedic Sanskrit and the various modem forms of speech in

India. In the history of Indian literature there is nothing older

than these works, excepting only the Vedic writings; and all the

later classical Sanskrit literature has been profoundly influenced

by the intellectual struggle of which they afford the only direct

evidence. It is not, therefore, too much to say that the publica-

tion of this unique literature will he no less important for the

study of history—whether anthropological, philological, literary, or

religious—than the publication of the Vedas has already been.

The whole will occupy about nine or ten thousand pages 8vo.

Of these 7,200 pages have already appeared. The accession of

about fifty new members would make it possible to issue 1,000

pages every year.

The Subscription to the Society is only One Guinea a

year, or Five Guineas for six years, payable in advance. Each

subscriber receives, post free, the publications of the Society,

which cost a good deal more than a guinea to produce.

It is hoped that persons who are desirous to aid the publication

of these important historical texts, but who do not themselves

read Pali, will give Donations to he spread if necessary over a

term of years. Nearly £400 has already been thus given to the

Society by public-spirited friends of historical research.

Subscriptions for 1898 are now due, and it is earnestly requested

that subscribers will send in their payments without putting the Chairman

to the expense and trouble of personally asking for them. All who can

conveniently do so should send the Five Guineas for six years, to

their own benefit and that of the Society also.

The Society keeps no books, and its publications cannot in any

case be sent to subscribers who have not already paid their sub-

scriptions for the year.

Cheques and Post Office Orders should he made payable to the "Pali

Text Society." (Address : 22, Albemarle Street, London, W.)
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fMocATTA, F. D., 9, Connaught Place, Ilyde Parle, W,
*Mockler, Lieut.-Col. E., Bombay Staff Corps, Political

Agent, Muscat.

*|MoHANLiL VisnulIl Pandia, Puudit, Gorepurd

Mohallu, Muttra, N. W.P.

^Moloney, Sir Alfred, K.C.M.G., Governor of the

Windward Islands, St. George, Grenada, West

Indies.

f§MoNiER-WrLLiAMs, Sir Monier, K.C.I.E., D.C.L.,

Professor of Sanskrit, Oxford, Enfield Mouse,

Ventnor, Isle of Wight.

§Morgan, E. Delmar, 15, Roland Gardens, Kensington,

S.W.

300 1877 §Moeris, Henry, Eastcote Mouse, St. John's Park, Black-

heath.

1881 Morrison, Walter, 77, Cromwell Road, S.W.; Malham

Tarn, Bell Busk, Leeds.

1882 Morse, H. Ballou, Chinese Imperial Customs, Shanghai:

26, Old Queen Street, Westminster.

1892 *Morton, Rev. Bertram Mitford, Kingsthorpe, North-

ampton.

1890 *Moss, R. Waddy, Bidsbury College, Manchester.

1877 §Muir, Sir W., K.C.S.I., D.C.L., LL.D., Vice-

Chancellor of the University, Edinburgh.

1895 *Mukerjee, Babu Hajendra Nath, M.A., F.R.S.L.,

Professor of English Literature, Maharajah's College,

Jaipur, Rajputana.

1882 *Mdkeiui, Phanibhusan, Pro/mor College,

Calcutta, Bengal, India.
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1888 *Mckerji, Satya Chandri, Pleader of the High Courts

Mathura, N. JP.P., India.

1887 *Mitllaly, C. M., Madras Civil Service, Kistna

District, Madras.

310 Hon. Muller, Professor The Eight Hon. F. Max, 7, Norham

Gardens, Oxford.

Hon. Muller, Professor Friedrich, 24a, Marxergasse,

Wien iii.

1895 *Muller-Hess, Dr. E., Professor of Sanskrit at the

University, Berne, 30, Zieglerstrasse.

1850 Murray, The Hon. Sir C. A., K.C.B., The Grange,

Windsor.

1897. *N.air, T. Madavara, M.D., Floreas Road, Egmore,

Madras.

1897. *2fAissA, His Excellency Felice, Italian Minister to

Persia, Teheran.

1891 *Xathan, P. Rama, The Hon., Colomho, Ceylon.

Hon. Haville, Edouard, D.C.L., Malaguy, near Geneva.

1888 *Neil, R. a. E., Pembroke College, Camlridge.

1860 *fNELSON, James Henry, M.A., Cuddalore, Madras.

320 1892 *Hewberry, Percy E., Luxor, Egypt.

1895 *Nicholson, R. A., Trinity College, Cambridge.

1861 *XiEMANN, Prof. G. K., Delft, Holland.

Hon. Holdeke, Professor Theodor, Strassburg.

1876 Horman, Lieut.-General Sir Henry "W., G.C.B.,

G.C.M.G., C.I.E., K.C.S.I., 85, Onslow Gardens.

1876 Northbrook, The Eight Hon. the Earl of, G.C.S.I.,

F.R.S., 4, Hamilton Place, Piccadilly, W.

1888 Oldham, Brigade-Surgeon Charles Frederick, The

Lodge, Great Dealings, Woodbridge, Suffolk.

1885 *Oliter, Edward E., Chief Engineer and Secretary to

Chief Commissioner, Lahore.

Hon. Oppert, Professor Jules, Rue de Sfax, 2, Paris.

1897 Oxford, Rev. Arnold "Whitaker, 8, Henrietta Street,

Cavendish Square.
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1894

1893
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1893
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1882

1862

*Paegitee, F. E., B.C.S., St. Clair, Hill Hoad,

Sandown.

^'Paesonson, J. Marsden, 26, Moorgate Street.

*Paulrsz, R., Ceylon Medical Service, Maradayia,

Colombo.

"^Peatling, H., Wisbech, Cambridgeshire.

fPEEK, Cuthbert E., 22, Belgrave Square.

fPEEK, Sir H. W., Bart., M.P., cjo Mr. Grover,

Rousden, Lyme.

*Peeeiea, J. C. Walter, Colombo, Ceylon.

'^Peektns, Miss L. L. W., Concord, Boston, Mass.

^Pfungst, Arthur, Ph.D., 2, Gdrtnerweg, Frankfurt.

*fPHTA Bajanattatanuhae, His Excellency, Private

Secretary to the King of Siam.

*PiLLAi, G. Paramesveram, Editor “ The Madras

Standard,''' Popham's Broadway, Madras.

Pinches, Theophilus G., British Museum, W.C.

Pitt, St. George Lane-Fox, Travellers'' Club, Pall Mall.

Pitt-Eivees, Major-General, F.R.S, Rushmore, Salis-

bury.

^Plimmee, Mrs., 38, St. John's Wood Road, N.'W.

*§Plunkett, Lieut. -Colonel G. T., E.E., 24, Burlington

Place, Dublin.

Pope, The Rev. G. TJ., D.D., Lecturer in Tamil,

Indian Institute, Oxford.

*PoussiN, Louis de la Vailed, Professor at the University,

Ghent, Wetteren, Ghent.

*Powell, B. H. Baden, Ferlys Lodge, 29, Banbury

Road, Oxford.

*Peatt, The Hon. Spencer E., United States Minister

to the Court of Persia, Teheran.

*Peendeegast, W. j., Nizam's College, Haidarabad,

Deccan.

*Peingle, Arthur T., Madras Civil Service {uncovenanted).

Imperial Revenue Office, Calcutta: United Service

Club, Calcutta.

*fPuisDANG, His Excellency the Prince.

PusEY, S. E. Bouveric, Puscy House, Farringdon

;

18, Bryanston Street, W.
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Madras.

1895 *Ragozijt, Mdme. Ztnaide A., 207, East 18<A Street,
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1896 *Rai, Biharl Lfil, F.S.S., F.H.S., Sangor, Central

Provinces.

1874 Iyengar B., Bangalore, Madras.

1885 *llAjrKix, D. J., cjo Messrs. Woodhead Co., 44,

Charing Cross.

1891 *Eankixg, Surgeon-Lieut. -Colonel G. P. A., Indian

Jledical Service, 17, Elysium Row, Calcidta.

360 1 869 fRaxsoit, Edwin, 24, Ashburnham Road, Bedford.

1888 §Rapsox, E. J., British Museum, W.C.

1893 Rattigax, Hon. Sir W. H., Lahore.

1897 *Rawlixs, j. P., District Superintendent of Police,

Ahbotabad, Hazara District, Punjab.

1896 *Rat, Khirod C., Head Master Hughli College,

Chinsurah, India.

1895 *Ratn-bied, Hugh, Garrison Gateway Cottage, Old

Basing, Basingstoke.

1887 *Rea, a., Archeological Survey Department, Bangalore,

Madras.

1892 §Reat, The Rt. Hon. the Lord, G.C.S.I., G.C.I.E.,

LL.D., Peesidext, Carolside, Earlston, Berwick-

shire; 6, Great Stanhope Street, Mayfair.

1897 *Reed, Elizabeth A., A.M., L.H.D. (Mrs. H. X. Reed),

Associate Editor of the University Association, 41,

Seeley Avemie, Chicago.

1886 *Rees, John David, C.I.E., Madras Civil Service,

Private Secretary to the Governor.

370 1889 Reetee, Baron George de, 18, Kensington Palace

Gardens, W.
1897 *Reutee, j. X., Helsingfors, Finland.

1879 *Rice, Lewis, Director of Public Instruction, Bangalore.

1893 *fRiDDix6, Rev. W., St. Swithin's House, Cliapelgate,

Retford.
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1892 fRiDDixG, Miss C. Mary, 6, Sonthcold Road, Clapton.

1860 Eipox, The Most Hon. the Marquess of, K.G., F.R.S.,

Chelsea Emlanlcment, S.W.

1872 *fRrvETT-CAENAc, J. H., C.I.E., F.S.A., Bengal C.S.,

Ghuzipur.

1880 Kobixson, Vincent J., C.I.E., F.S.A., Mopedene,

Felday, Dorking.

1882 *Rockhill, W. W., U.S. Minister, Legation of the

United States of Ameriea, Athens.

1881 *Rodgees, C. j., Secretary British and Foreign Bible

Society's Branch Dep6t, Lahore.

380 1892 Rogers, Alex., 38, Clanricarde Gardens, "W.

1861 Rollo, The Right Hon. the Lord, Duneruh Castle,

Perthshire.

1894 *Rose, E., Commissioner, Gorakhpur, N.W.P., India.

Hon. 1896 Rosen, Professor Baron von. The University,

St. Petersburg.

1894 Ross, E. D., Professor, Ph.D., 18, Upper Westboume

Terrace.

1873 *Ross, Colonel Sir E. C., C.S.I., Bombay Staff Corps,

8, Beaufort Road, Clifton, Bristol.

1888 *RoTJFFrGNAC, P. Z. A., Saint Gervais, les 3 Clochers,

Departement de la Vienne, France.

1891 *fRonsE, 'W'. H. D., F.R.G.S., 4, Bilton Road, Rugby.

1891 fRoT, Robert, Earlsdale, Ilfracombe.

1885 *Rusden, G. W., Cotmandene, South Yarra, Melbourne.

390 1872 *fRusTOJiJi, C., Jautipur, care of G. Ardaseer, Esq.,

Olney Douse, Richmond, Surrey.

1897 *Rylands, Mrs. Enriqueta, Longford Dali, Stretford,

Manchester.

1880 fRTLANDS, T. Glazehrooke, Dighfields, Thelvcall, JVar-

rington.

Hon. Sachau, Professor Eduard, President of the Seminer

fur Orientalische Sprachen, Berlin.

1883 Salmon^, Habib Anthony, Professor of Arabic at

King's College and Lecturer at University College

;

39, Colville Gardens, AV.

1893 *Sanjana, Dastur Darab Peshotan, Digh Priest of the

Parsees, 114, Chandanawadi, Bombay.
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*SAyKAKANiRiTANA, P., Tulor to the Minor Raja of

Pittapore, Pittapore, Godavery District, Madras.

*fSARDA, Har Bilas, B.A., Guardian to II. II. the

Maharawal of Jaisalmer, Ajmere.

Sassoon, Reuben D., 1, Belgrace Square, S.W.

*Sastei, Pandit Hari Prasad, Bengal Librarian,

Writer's Buildings, Calcutta.

*Satow, Sir Ernest M., K.C.M.G., Ph.D., H.B.M.
Minister, Tokio.

f§SATCE, The Rev. A. H., "ViCE-PBEsiDEyT, Professor

of Assgriology, Queen's College, Oxford.

*ScnryDLER, General A. H., Teheran, Persia.

Schrader, Professor, Berlin.

*ScoTT, E. J. Long, Keeper of the MSS. and Egerton

Librarian, British Museum.

*Scon, James George, C.I.E., Chief Commissioner,

Burma.

*ScoTT, Sir John, K.C.H.G., Judicial Adviser to H.H.
the Khedive, Cairo.

*fSELiM, Paris Effendi, Constantinople.

*Seli., The Rev. E., Church Missionary Society,

Madras.

*SEy, Guru Prasad, Bankipur, Bengal.

SexART, Emile, 18, Rue Franqois l®*"^ Paris.

*Sexathi Raja, E. G. W., Colombo, Ceylon.

^Sessions, F., Monkleighton, Alexandra Road, Gloucester.

§Sewell, R., Madras C.S., 6, Palace Mansions, Buck-

ingham Gate.

*Shah, Xurallah, Gaya, E. India.

*Shawe, Rev. P. B., 8, Bond Terrace, Wakefield.

*Shellabear, Rev. G. W., M.E. Mission, Singapore.

""^Shtamaji Krishna Yabma, M.A., Barrister-at-Law,

Ajmere, India.

*Sibeee, Ernest, Lecturer in Oriental Languages,

University College, Bristol-, 7, Manor Park Road,

Redland, Bristol.

Srsicox, Miss Edith, Guise House, Aspley Guise,

Bletchley.

SiHPSON, Vi., 19, Church Road, Willesden.

Sinclair, W. F., late I.C.S., Messrs. King Co.,

Pall Mall.
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1893 *SiNGH, The Eaja Visvanath Bahadur, Chief of

Chhatapur, Bundelhhand, C.I.
1895

*fSiNHA, Kunwar Kcshal Pal, Raio Kotla, P.O. Narki,

Agra District.

1897 *Smith, Edmund W., Government ofIndia Archaeological

Department, Cheena Lodge, Naini Tal, N. W.P.

1883 *Smith, Vincent A., Bengal Civil Service, Additional

Judicial Commissioner, Lucknow, N. W.P.

1889 *Sei Eaja Mrutinjata Eissenka Bahadur Garu,

Zemindar of Sangamvalsa, near Parvatipur, Viza-

gapatam Division.

1858 §Stanlet of Alderley, The Eight Hon. the Lord, 15,

Grosvenor Gardens, S.W.

1861 *Stanmore, The Eight Honourable Lord, G.C.H.G.,

K.C.B., D.C.L., Vice-President, Red House, Ascot.

1887 *Stein, M. a., Ph.D., The Principal, Oriental College,

and Registrar, Panjab University, Lahore.

430 1894 Stevenson, Eobort C., Assistant Commissioner,

Mergui, Arakan, Burma.

1892 *St. John, E. E. St. Andrew, M.A
,
Teacher of Burmese,

Oxford University and University College, London ;

Duncliffe, Ealing Common.

1848 Strachey, William, Oriental Club, Hanover Square, W.
1893 *§Strong, S. a.. Librarian to the House of Lords,

Professor of Arabic, University College, London.

1891 Sturdy, Ed. T., 25, Holland Villas Road, W.
Hon. 1892 Sumangala Maha Hayaka IJnnanse, Vidyodaya

College, Colombo, Cexjlon.

1893 *fSvASTi Sobhana, H.E.H. Prince, Bangkok, Siam.

1895 *Sykes, Percy M., H.B.M. Consul, Kerman, Persia.

1875 '^fTAGORE SouRENDRo MoHUN, Eajali Bahadur, Mus.D.,

Calcutta.

1896 *Taiil Eam, Gungaram, Zemindar, Dera Ismail Khan,

Panjab.

440 1896 *Takakusu, Jyan, Ph.D., 207, Jlotomachi, Kobe, Japan.

1897 "'^•Talbot, Walter Stanley, Settlement Office, Jhelum,

Panjab.

1897 '^Tate, George P., Indian Survey Department, Camp,

Janyshah i, Sind.
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1893 *Taw Sein Ko, 2, Latter Street, Rangoon.

1883 Taavney, C. H., The Librarian, India Office-, South-

lands, Weyhridge.

1894 *Taylor, Arnold C., Uppingham, Rutland.

1880 *|Taylou, The llov. Charles, D.D., Master of St. John's

College, Cambridge.

1879 *§Temple, Lieut. -Colonel 11. C., C.I.E., Commissioner of

the Andamans.

1881 fTiiEoiiALD, W., Budleigh Salterton, Devon.

1880 *tTuoKHORN, S. S., Bengal Civil Service, Panjab.

450 1881 §TnoRNTON, T. H., C.S.I., D.C.L., 23, Bramham
Gardens, South Kensington, S.W.

lIoN. Tiele, Professor C. 1’., University, Leiden.

1859 *fTiEN, The Rev. Anton, Ph.D., 23, Parh Place,

Gravesend.

1892 *Tolman, Professor H. C., Vanderbilt University,

Nashville, Tennessee.

1895 *fTRAVANCORE, H.H, Rama Varma, G.C.S.I., Maharaja

of Travancore.

1879 *Trotter, Coutts, Athenaum Club; 10, Randolph

Crescent, Edinburgh.

1884 ^Trotter, Lieut.-Col. Henry, C.B., II.M. Consul-

General, Galata, Roumania.

1884 fTcFNEEL, H., Esq., The Groce, Wimbledon Park.

1891 *Tupper, C. L., C.S.I., Chief Secretary to the Punjab

Government, Lahore.

1882 *UnArp(jE, His Highness Pateh Singhji Bahadur,

Maharana of, G.C.S.I.

460 1897 *Yakix, Hadiesh Bomanji, 32, Southampton Street,

Strand.

1884 *VALEUTi2rE, The Rev. Colin S., LL.D., 77, Morningside

Park, Edinburgh.

1884 *fYASADEv, Madhar Samarth, R. R., B.A., Balliol

College, Oxford.

Hoy. 1892 Yassilief, Professor Y. P., The University, St.

Petersburg.

1883 Yerney, P. W., 6, Onslow Gardens, S.W.

1827 IYyvyan, K. H. S., Irewan, St. Colomb, Cornwall.
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1884 Wage, The Rev. H., D.D., 22, Gordon Square, W.C.
1897 *Wacha, Dinsha Edalji, 87, Uornly Road, Fort

Bombay.
1892

*fWADDELL, L. A., LL.D., Surgeon-Major, Medical

College, Calcutta.

1873 §'Waxhouse, M. J., 28, Hamilton Terrace, R’.M'.

470 1885 *fWAEEEir, H. C., 12, Quincey Street, Cambridge,

Mass., U.S.

1883 *§'W^ATTEES, T., late China Consular Service; Cleveland

Mansions, Cleveland Road, Ealing.

Hon. M^ebek, Professor A., 56, Ritterstrasse, Berlin.

1885 TTest, E. W., Maple Lodge, Watford.

1892 §West, Sir Raymond, K.C.I.E., Lti.D., Yice-Peesieent,

Chesterfield, College Road, Norwood.

1873 *Westmacott, E. Tesey, B.A., Commissioner of Excise,

Bengal Presidency, India.

1882 Whinfield, E. H., St. Margaret's, Beulah Hill.

1893 ^Whitehoese, E. Cope, 8, Cleveland Row, St. James'.

1868 Williams, The Rev. Thomas, Rewar i. Panjab.

Hon, 1896 Windisch, Prof. E., 15, Universitdtsstrasse,

Leipzig.

480 1876 f§WoLLASTON, A. H., C.I.E., India Office; Glen Hill,

Walmer.

1896 *Woon, J. Elmsley, 55, South Clerk Street, Newington,

Edinburgh.

1894 ^Weight, H. Kelson, Collector, Behra Bun, N.W.P.

1894 Wtlde, C. H., S. Kensington Museum.

484 1897 *Zatdan, George, Cairo, Egypt.
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Sir Syed Ahmed Khan, K.C.S.I., Aligarh.

1866 Professor T. Aufrecht, Heidelberg.

1894 Mons. A. Barth, Paris.

Professor Ramkrishna Gopal Bhandarkar, C.I.E., Puna,

Bombay.

1873 Professor Otto von Bohtlingk, St. Petersburg.

1885 Professor J. G. Biihler, C.I.E., Vienna.

1893 Professor Henri Cordier, Paris.

1895 Professor 0. Donner, Helsingfors.

The Rev. J. Edkins, D.D., Shanghai.

1 890 Professor V. Fausboll, Copenhagen.

1866 Bon Pascual d« Gaydngos, Madrid.

1885 Professor He Goeje, Leiden.

1893 Professor Ignaz Goldziher, Buda Pest.

1890 Conte Comm. Angelo He Gubernatis, Italy.

Professor H. Kem, Leiden.

1873 Professor Barbier de Heynard, Paris.

Professor F. Max Hiiller, Oxford.

1895 Professor Friedrich Muller, Vienna.

1895 Professor Ed. Haville, Geneva.

1890 Prof. T. Kbldeke, Slrassburg.

1866 Professor Jules Oppert, Paris.

1896 Professor Baron von Rosen, St. Petersburg.

Professor Eduard Saehau, Berlin.

1892 Professor Schrader, Berlin.

1892 M. Emile Senart, Paris.

1892 Sumangala Maha Kayaka Unnanse, Colombo, Ceylon.

1895 Professor Tiele, Leiden.

1892 Professor Yasilief, St. Petersbourg.

1866 Professor A. Weber, Berlin.

1896 Professor Windisch, Leipzig.

Note.—The number of Honorary Members is limited by Rule 9 to thirty.

Those in italics are deceased, and the vacancies thus occasioned will be reported

to the annual meeting in May.

Pcmbeit.

H.E. The Marquis Maha Yotha.
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suBscRiBrae to the

JOURNAL OF THE ROYAL ASIATIC SOCIETY.

Aberystwith. University College of Wales.

Andover Theological Seminart, Mass.

Astor Library, New York.

Athen^um Club, Pall Mall.

Benares, Queen’s College, India.

Berlin Boyal Library.

Birmingham Central Free Library.

Breslau University Library.

Brighton Public Library.

10 British & Foreign Bible Society, 46, Queen Victoria Street.

Cairo Khedivial Library.

Cincinnati Public Library.

Columbia College Library, New York.

Constitutional Club, Northumberland Avenue.

Copenhagen University Libr.ary.

East India United Service Club, 16, St. James’s Square.

Florence. Biblioteca Nazionale.

Geneva. Bibliotheque Publique.

Geological Society of London.

20 Gottingen University Library.

Halle University Library.

Harvard College.

Jena University Library.

Johns Hopkins University.

Kief University Library.

London Library, 14, St. James’s Square.

Lucknow Museum.

Madrid. Biblioteca del Ateneo, Calle del Prado.

Manchester Free IIeference Library, King St., Manchester.

30 Marburg University Library.
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Melhoubne Public Library.

Munich University Library.

Naples University Library.

Newcastle-on-Tyne Free Public Library,

Newcastle-on-Tyne Literary and Philosophical Society.

Oxford. The Indian Institute.

Peabody Institute, U.S.A.

Pennsylvania University Library.

Philadelphia, Library Company.

40 Princeton, New Jersey, U.S.A., Theological Seminary.

San Francisco Free Public Library.

Strasburg University Library.

Sydney Free Library.

Tubingen University Library.

United Service Club, 116, Pull Mall.

Upsala University Library.

Washington Catholic University Library,

48 Zurich Stadt Bibliothek.

Note .—There are many other libraries which snbscribe through the booksellers.

The Secretary would be much obliged by the Librariaus of such libraries sending

him their names to be added to the above List.
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